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Louisiana 519
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Fescue grass in Texas 401
Fever, milk 400
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Figs 399
in Oregon 320
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Fishes, re^ixation of 375
Flax 488

and hemp, condition of 274
culture in Ireland 163
New Zealand 241

Flood, destruction of cotton by 518
Floods in Missouri and Idaho Territory 346
Florida as a home for emigrants 495

homesteads in 31
introduction of useful palms into 85
new conditions of culture in 91
orange-grove in 99
poisonous pasturage in 343
the lumber-trade in 516

Flowering seasons, variation of 150
Fluctuations in the price of sheep and lambs in Great Britain 531
Fluke in sheep in Australia 517
Fodder, economy in the use of 389
Foot and mouth disease in England 397
Foot-rot 128
Forests and the public lands 65
FormulpB for fertilizers 139
Frost, injury to grapes in California by 238
Fruit and fertilizers in Georgia '. 98

sugar in Southeastern Louisiana 95
causes of the rotting of 25
condition of 193,275,337
culture in Kentucky 400
growing in Lunenburg County, Virginia 461
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Paper from wood 504
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palmetto-leaves for 320
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Pasturage, poisonous, in Florida 343
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Potash, German 78
Potassium, by a new method 4-13

function of, in soils 237
Potomac lands, the 16
Potato-beetle, the Colorado 217

blight and rot 507
rot in England 397
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condition of 270, 336, 426, 477
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proper method of storing 27
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Poultry and eggs, influence of food upon 145
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Preservation of wood 445
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Productions, agricultural, of "Wiirtemberg 206
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Profit, comparative, of slave and free labor 320
Prospect, a fruitful, in Leo County, Mississippi 344
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Rain, change in the course of 394
fall in California 165
in Utah 462
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llamie 319

cleaning machinery 93
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Rappahannock, the valley of the 321
Record, entomological 22, 74, 137, 215, 304, 366, 438, 497

farm 68
Remedy for cucumber-beetle, {Diabrotica vittata, Fab.) 24

grape-vine root louse 319
the ravages of the grape-vine scourge 80
Spanish fever 394

Report, Department, on the preparation of timber 27
Reports of crops, systematic 434

the Agricultural Department, foreign commendation of 79
Rice, condition of 275

crop, the 518
production 12

Rinderpest, inoculation for 149
Rot 129

and blight of potatoes 507
Rotation in crops 346
Rotting- of fruit, causes of the , 25
Rudbeckia, (B. laeiniata,) a poisonous 505
Rural adornment 448
Rye, condition of _ 189, 268, 426

Sawdust, utilization of 373
Scab 129
School of milk production and management in Switzerland 162
Scientific notes 24,79,143,229,441,503
Season, an adverse 488

eccentric, in Utah 345
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experiment with 161
proper mode of testing 160
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Sewage and drainage, eflfect of, on mortality in Calcutta 82

utilization of the liquid 27
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Shale-rock from Wisconsin, analysis of 500
Sheep and lambs, fluctuations in the prices of 521
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in Oregon 521
bnsbandry, p:ood 320
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llnke in 517
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elfect of, on the temperature of the soil beneath it 239

Silk cocoona 33
culture in Utah 4feS»
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goods, test for 445
raising in California 3-M
worm eggs, hatching at will 31

regulating the hatching of 14(5

worms, Delprino's mode of treating P6
success in growing 521
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Soil, a shifting, grasses for fixing 223
benefit of muck and lime on .sandy 344
improvement of, by green manuring 461
influence of drought on 344
relation of local diseases to the nature of the 393
temperature of the 310

the black, of Kussia 501

Soils, absorbent power of 20
difference in capacity of, for absorbing and retaining heat 373
effect of commercial fertilizers in cold 462
function of potassium in 237
influence of vegetable mold on 373
power of, in absorbing gases 29
production of nitrogen compounds in 309

South Carolina, clover in 399
the time to sow wheat and clover in 487

Sows, how to prevent, from devouring their pigs 237
Sparrows, English, in Australia 398
Specialties, agricultural, in North Carolina 398
Spectroscope, the, in testing the purity of wines 81

Splenetic fever 123

Statistics, agricultural, of Boone County, niiuois 15G
Ireland 496
Jeftersou Coirnty, West Virginia 89

Steam cultivation in Europe 99, 392
culture in Scotland . 459

Steam-plow, the Hyde 321

plowing in England 32
power, experiment in plowing by , 517

Steel, chromium 378

Stock breeding 342
movements at Chicago 402
raising 342
sales in Kentucky 522
thoroush-bred in Nova Scotia •- 517
trade of Buttalo 396

Streams sensitive to sound 446

Striped cucumber-beetle, remedy for 24
Stubble, constituents of - 311

Sugar and fruit in Southeastern Louisiana 95

beets in California 345
beet, the, in Sweden 133

cane, condition of ,. 275
conversion of, with glucose, by light 86
deterioration of 211
tine crop of .• 164

importation of 238
culture of, in Louisiana 238,239
increased consumption of 375
refining, use of caustic barytes in 25

Suint, utilization of 234
Sulphur 44

1

in mineral coal 138
native 504

Swamp lands in California 199
land, reclamation of 18

Sweden, co-operative dairies in 452
Swine, diseases of 130

Swiss school of milk production and management 162

T.

Tappahanuock wheat in Ohio 90

Tea, adulteration of 34

Carolina, {Ilex cassine) 20
culture in Japan 2S6
growing in India 240
in G eorgia 31

plant, growing from seeds "''^

Temperature of the soil 310
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Temperatiu-e of the soil as affected by snow above it 239
percentage of croani as atlected by 241

Tennessee, pea-nuts in 488
tlie attractions of, for emigrants 201

Texas, a hardy variety of oats iu 99
almond-trees in 32, 321
California clover in 344
cattle 488

disease 4C2, 488
raising, change in 202

cheese-making in 522
displacing of native grasses in 157
farming in 157
fescue grass in , 401
foreign grapes in 516
hay in 516
Montgomery County 157
Southwestern 391
splenetic fever 123
the poisonous soils of, analyzed 219
unseasonable weather in 487
"Western, agricultural and mineral resources of 397
winter-wheat in Southern . 157
wire fences in 158

Thanet barley in Wisconsin 96
Timber, Department report on the preparation of 27

in California 200
planting in Nebraska 399

Tobacco, condition of 274, 336
in Henderson County, Kentucky 96
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MONTHLY REPORT.

Department of Agkicultuke,
Statistical Division, January 18, 1872.

SiE: I herewith jH^esent for publication the results of a statistical in-

vestigation of the rate of yield and home values of the principal pro-

iucts of agriculture, together with articles upon rice production, the

progress of the beet-sugar manufacture in the United States, swamp-
land reclamation, and the Potomac lands ; also data from the divisions

of chemistry and entomology, scientific notes, facts from foreign sources,

and meteorological records for the month of December.

J. R. DODGE, Statistician.

Hon. Fred'k Watts, Commissioner.

YIELD AND PRICES OF FARM CROPS.
The January returns of statistical correspondence give the estimated

yield, by counties, of each principal crop, and the actual prices at which
an average quality of each product is sold in the home markets. These
averages are combined in oV)taiuing the rate of yield and prices (in home
markets) of each State. The accompanying tables give these State
averages of yield and price, for corn, wheat, rye, oats, barley, buck-
wheat, potatoes, tobacco, hay, and sorghum molasses.
Yield of corn.—An increase in the amount produced, per acre, is

shown in Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, IsTew Jersey,
Maryland, Virginia, South Caroliua, Missouri, Illinois, Minnesota, Iowa,
Nebraska, Kansas, and California. The section west of the Mississippi
River gives the highest averages, Iowa standing at the head of the list,

at 42.5. bushels per acre; Nebraska following, at 41.5; Kansas, 40;
Ohio, 38.5; Illinois, 38.3; Missouri, 38; Wisconsin, 37.7; Minnesota,
37.3 ; New Jersey, 36 ; Indiana, 35.7 ; New Hampshire, 35.7 ; Vermont,
35.6; Pennsylvania, 35.5; Massachusetts, 34.3; New York, 33; Con-
necticut, 31.4; the remaining States running below 30, down to 10 in
South Caroliua. The highest yield in the South is 26.7 bushels in
Arkansas.
Yield of wheat.—The yield, per acre, of .wheat is reported greater

than last year in New Hampshire, in all the Middle States, in Maryland,
Mississippi, Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, and Kansas. The States
reporting yields above 10 bushels per acre are Oregon, 19.2 bushels;
Massachusetts, 18.2; New Jersey,18; California, 17.5 (possibly inaccu-
rate, on account of non-receipt of returns from several wheat-growing
counties;) New York, 17.2; Connecticut, 17; Vermont, 16.6; Pennsyl-
vania, 16.2; Kansas, 15.9; New Hampshire, 15.2 ;

Michigan, 14; Ohio,
13.9; Missouri, 13.4; Maine, 13; Illinois, 12.3; Wisconsin, 12.2; In-



diana, 12 5 Maryland, 12; Delaware, 11.5; Texas, 11.5; Minnesota,

11 ; Iowa, 10.8 ; Nebraska, 10.3 ; West Virginia, 10. The lowest aver-

age is 5 bushels in Soutli Carolina, Georgia, and Tennessee.
For averages of these and other crops, reference is made to the tables

which follow.

PEICES OF FARM PRODUCTS.

Price of corn.—A material reduction in the home prices of corn, from
the quotations of last year, is reported from all the Northern and West-
ern States. The product of the New England States, while bearing a
higher price than that received from other sections, is somewhat de-

pressed in value by the present abundance of western corn. The home
markets of Pennsylvania, creating an active local demand, have helped
to keep up the local prices. In most of the Southern States, in which
less is grown than is required for consumption, rates are fully sustained.

In Louisiana there is a great diflereuce between the quotations of the
river parishes and those in the interior, where the supply is mainly from
the home product. In Texas the severe drought, reducing the estimated
yield of 1870 from 2G bushels i^er acre to 19, has had a large influence

in placing the average price at $1 11 instead of $1 06 per bushel.

Arkansas has felt the effect of western abundance on the lines of in-

land navigation and of a fair yield on an enlarged area at home, reduc-
ing the average from 80 to 66 cents. Tennessee, more dej^endent upon
home supplies, increases last years average of 47 cents to 51 cents,

while showing a yield reduced from 25.8 to 23 bushels per acre. The
yield i3er acre in West Virginia and Kentucky is less than in 1870, and
the reduction in inice is from 64 to 63 cents in the former State and
from 48 to 47 cents in the latter. In Michigan, with a yield reduced
from 37 bushels to 32, the price has advanced from 55 to 59 cents. In
all of the remaining Western States the average of reported i)rices is

less than last year, and the yield per acre is greater except in Indiana,
where the acreage was increased four per cent., and in Ohio and Wis-
consin, in which the difference is very slight. The yield in the latter

State, estimated at 38 bushels for the crop of 1870, is placed between 37
and 38 bushels by the assessors' returns of that year. The figures for

these States are as follows :

states.



Average price of ornper bushel o:i the hi of Jarmary,

States.

Maine
New Hampshire.
Vormont
Ma.ssaclin8etts . .

.

Rhode I.slaud

Connecticut
New York
New Jersey
Penueylvauia
Delaware
Maryland
Virp,iuia
North Carolina .

.

South Carolina .

.

GeoT'gia
Florida
Alabama
Mississippi
Ijouisiaua
Texas
Arkansa.s
Tennessee
West Virginia. ..

Kentucky
Missouri
Illinois

Indiana
Ohio
Michigan
"Wisconsin
Minnesota
Iowa
Kansas
Nebraska
California
Oregon

1872.

U 14
1 09
1 10

1 06
1 14
87
81
75
65
71
65
78

1 06
90

1 35
93
98

1 10
1 06
80
47
64
48
44
35
38
48
55
5i
51
34
58
36

1 20
1 00

$1 27
1 30
1 40
1 32
1 28
1 30
1 03
95
92

73
91

1 00
1 40
1 21
1 45
1 14
1 12
1 09

73
92
77
79
66
60
57
70
72
74
65
63
50
44
37
90

$1 38
1 43
1 34
1 32
1 65
1 35
1 12
99

1 00
85
87
76
78

1 00
91

1 41

86
74

62
03
49
75
47
57
43
52
60
76
58
64
37
99
69

1868.

U 59
1 56
1 52
1 53
1 64
1 50
1 32
1 23
1 17
1 02
1 09
85

1 04
1 15
96

1 38
79

1 09

77
55
89
65
66
68
65
82
96
86

1 07
55
55
74

$1 35
1 37.5
1 41

1 34
1 42
1 26
1 16
1 03
91
87
93
73

1 12
1 58
1 52
1 50
1 51
1 57
1 23
94

1 14
77
64
49
58
43
44
54
82
82

1 11
44
63
68

$1 21
1 21.5
1 15.25
1 10.5
1 22.5
1 22.5
95
85.5
80
75
76. 10

53.66
43.33
52
29.25
38.70
44. 42
60.11
46
51.5
30
53
59

This tnble shows that corn was highest in price in 1868, the rate reced-

ing in 18G9, and again advancing in January, 1870, as a result of the small
crop of 1809. The occurrence of two large crops in succession, in 1870
and 1871, has had an important influence in depressing the value of
this production to a lower point than has been reached since the war.
In these tables, so full of local variation and fluctuation, are seen the

results of meager crops, of tlie greater prominence of other products, of

demand springing from the emploj'ment of labor in other industries on
the one hand ; and on the other the effect of abundance and a large ratio

of corn acreage to the cultivated area. An examination of the record,

by counties, would show the influence of isolation from railways and
river navigation, and of other local circumstances.
Prigs of wheat.—An advance in the averages of county i)rices of

wheat, since January of last year, is made in every State. The crop
was an average one, but not so large as that of last year, while the ex-

port demand to supply the large deficiency in Great Britain, and that
]>ortion of the large deficit in France which shall not be provided for

by the substitution of coarser grains and other i)rodncts, has been
unusually pressing. The increase in value in the principal wheat-pro-
ducing States is as follows :

states.



The prices of past years, as reported by county correspondents, the
State averages of -which are recorded in the following table, do not show
fluctuations and variations so striking as those which appear in the
table for corn, but afford a sufficiently vivid illustration of the effect of
the rate of yield, distance from market, the relation of home supply to
local demand, and other local causes of fluctuations. Prices were
highest in 1867, and the lowest in January, 1870, after the great crop of
18C9 ; higher again in January, 1871, and now advanced still further. In
Minnesota, Iowa, and Nebraska, the averages are higher than in Janu-
ary, 18G9, but in other wheat-growing sections they do not equal tho
rates recorded at that date.

Average price of tvheat per lushel on January 1.

Maine
INew Hampshire *.

Vermont
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Connecticut
New York
New Jei'sey
Pennsylvania
Delaware
Maryland
Virginia
North Carolina
South Carolina
Georgia
Florida
Alabama
Mississippi
Louisiana
Texas
Arkansas
Tennessee
West Virginia
Kentucky
Missouri
Illinois

Indiana
Ohio
Michigan
Wisconsin
Minnesota
Iowa
Kansas
Nebraska
Califoi-nia

Oregon

1871.

$1 78
1 59
1 G3
1 75

1 52
1 41
1 43
1 27
1 25
1 28
1 24
1 21
1 89
1 47

1 28
1 52

1 73
1 30
97

1 22
1 00

91
94

1 00
1 09
1 08
ro
83
78
86
04

1 10
95

|1 83
1 85
1 57
1 75

1 40
1 37
1 34
1 28

1 30
1 21
1 53
2 09
1 65

1 62
1 75
1 25
1 70
1 51
1 15

$2 40
2 42
2 26
2 40

2 00
2 08
2 11
1 98
1 90
2 09
1 90
2 00
2 25
2 20
2 75
1 98
2 19

2 25
2 00
1 88
1 88
1 86
1 49
1 20
1 50
1 65

$2 79
2 89
2 76
2 81

2 63
2 64
2 58
2 43
2 38
2 43
2 12
2 11

2 38
2 35

2 05
2 40
2 50
1 89
2 01
2 11

2 39
2 17

2 00
1 97
2 21
2 36
2 34
1 77
1 48
1 43
1 84
1 32

1667.

$2 86



Average price of hay per ton, January 1.

States.
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CONDITION OF WINTER WHEAT.
The following extracts of notes from regular correspondents will give

some indication of the condition of winter wheat

:

Vermont.—Grand IsJe: Wheat is uot raised here to any extent; apt to winter-kill.
New York.— Geiiesee: Was sown in good season, but owing to dry weather the growth

is small. Otsego: Is not in a satisfactory condition; the autumn was dry and the
growth slow and feeble. Putnam : The prospects are better than for three years past.
Stenlen : Looks unfavorable.
New Jersey.—Biirliiigton: Shows less top than usual.
Pennsylvania.—Bradford: Has had a very unfavorable autumn, and the growth is

very poor. Cheater: Winter unfavorable, and the jirospects poor. Clearfield : Looking
well. CUnfon : Looks bad ; small when winter set iu and without snow to protect it.

Franklin : In some parts of the county injured by " the fly." Greene : Not looking well,
though yet uninjured materially by the winter. Indiana: Is not in a favorable condi-
tion, and a short crop is feared. Lancaster : In appearance, poor; the winter has been
very severe. Lnzcrrne: Has had favorable weather so far. Lycoming: Looks badly;
no enoAV to protect it from the intensely cold weather. Tioga: Failed to come up in
some instances; weather dry bitterly cold. Westmareland : Has but little snow to pro-
tect it from the cold.

Maryland.—Baltimore : Is short, but seems in good condition. Cecil : Was sown
early ; in some fields it is injured by "the fly." Wasfiington: Does not promise well ; the
fields look bare.
Virginia.—Campbell : Is looking extremely well at the present time. Chestei-field :

Looks well ; the acreage considerably increased, Culpeper : Looking better than at
this time last year ; that sown by the drill invariably looks the best. Cumberland

:

Unpromising, owing to the severe weather in December. Fluvanna : So far looks
well ; the growth is iiromising. King and Qneen : Is suffering from the unfavorable
weather. Iving George : Looks well, has suft'ered but little from extremely cold weather.
Meclclenburg : Made a fair growth, with a line stand before the cold Aveather set in.

Orange: Came up well and promised a better harvest than usual ; the acreage is some-
what decreased. Prince George : Less acreage than last year, owing to the rainy
season. Pulaslci : Is promising ; the freezing weatlier does not seem to have damaged
it. Pappahannock : Owing to the drought, the acreage is less than heretofore. Rock-
bridge: Has been injured by the weather. Spottsyloania : Looks very promising ; a
larger acreage has been sown. Surry : Is small ; it seems to have suifered from cold

;

there is an increase in the acreage, but put in without fertilizers. Washington : Look-
ing badly ; owing to the drouth the acreage sown was lessened. Wythe : Was sown
iu less quantity, owing to the dry weather.
North Carolina.—Beaufort : Not a great amount cultivated, and badly injured.

Graven : But little sown iu this county. Gaston : Sown in excess of last year and looks
well. Hertford: Much below an average quantity sown and it looks unpromising.
New Hanorer : Is sown iu such small quantities as hardly deserving of notice. NortH-
ampton : Sown in smaller quantities than usual. Rockingham: Looking well so far.

Stanley : Looks well, the stand being much better than was feared. IVarren : Very un-
favorable weather.

Soirrii Carolina.—Anderson: Looks well. Greenville: Is in fine condition, having
been covered twice by snow. Richland : Is seldom cultivated except in small lots for
home use. York : Has been retarded in its growth by the cold weather.
Georgia.—Cobb : The Tappahaunock wheat, sent by the Department of Agricul-

ture, is beginning to show its superiority over other kinds sown as winter-wheat ; the
crop heretofore has been a failure. Douglas : An increased acreage sown last autumn
but the severe weather has prevented it from coming up to any extent. Richmond :

Looks very well, though little Avas sown this season. Worth : The rust has spoiled this

crop BO that farmeis are beginuiug to despair, merely planting a little for home use.

Alabama.— Colbert : Is snuill though promising; more than usual care was taken in
prepariug the ground, and the crop may be above the average. iGreene : An ^increas-

ing interest in this crop is manifested.
Mississippi.—Lee : Destroyed by the wet weather.
Texas.— Gillespie: Sown early, is iu very good condition; that late-sown 'needs

rain. Kaufman: Looks well; that received from the Department of Agriculture
looks very well. Kendall : Planted late iu October, looks remarkably Avell. Lampa-
sas : Looking finely, an increase of acreage over last year. Medina : Had a fine stand,
nntil the extreinely cohl weatlier of December, Avhich seems to have injured it. Red
River: Lut little sown and that looks un])romi8ing on account of the freezing weather.
A.IIKANSA8.

—

Columbia: Less sowu tiian usual. Washingtwi : Is reduced in acreaga
owing to bad weather in the autumn and scarcity of good seed.
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Tennesskk.—Coffee : Less has been howu than for many years past. Dyer : Is slow
in its growth ; the hxnd was well prepared and the stand good. Fentress : More sown
than usnal; the dry weather has been injurions. Giles: Looks remarkably well.

Hancock: Very unproraising. Henry: None raised in this connty. Knox: Looks
well ; does not seem injured l)y the extremely cold weather. Monroe : Promises well,

thongh most of it was planted too late. Rhea : Very promising; the seed sent by the
Department of Agricnltnro grows and looks well, lloane : Is looking fine and healthy.

Smith : Has been put in mueh better thali heretofore, though the acreage is ^ less than
usual. Wayne: Is looking well. Wilson: Is promising; so far it is uninjured by the
freezing cold ; more than usual care was taken in preparing the ground.
West Virginia.—Berkeley : Looks well. Brooke : More sown than usual, but owing

to its being carelessly done the condition is barely an average. Mononf/alia : Did not
get a good start, but looks tolerably fair. Tyler : Condition generally favorable.

Kentucky—Boyle : Has an increase of acreage. Grant : Dry and freezing weather
renders the propects poor. Hardin : Looking unusually well. Lincoln : Was looking
well till the late cold snap, which has injured its appearance somewhat, but it is not
frozeu out. McCracken : Looks well, notwithstanding the dry autumn. Mercer: Pros-

pects fair. Warren : Presents a line appearance, thongh only half as much as usual
has been sown owing to repeated failures and the difficulty of procuring good seed.

Missouri.—Atchison : Looks well at this time. Calknvay : Badly Avinter-killed.

Cape Girardeau : Makes but little show yet; very late in planting. Carroll: Owing to

tlie dry weather it was late in planting, and now looks unfavorable. Cedar : Hard
winter on this crop. Clay : Has very faVorable weather. Be Kalb : Looks very badly.

Jasper : Prospects poor ; that which was sown broadcast looks as if nearly killed.

Jefferson : Is looking well. Livingston : Bare ground and hard freezing arc injuring this

crop very much. Macon: Is in very poor condition, and the area sown ^ less than last

year. Maries : Prospects bad. Mercer : Has favorable weather
;
ground covered with

snow eiuce December 15, 187L Moniteau : Looks very promising. Oreyon : Looks bad

;

the weather very cold and hard upon the crop. St. Louis : The condition of the crop
is below the average. Vernon : Badly frozeu out ; only attached to the earth by the
tap-root.

Ili-inois.—Alexander : Has failed to come up in many places ; late jilanting and in-

teuse C(dd has beeu the cause ; what is visible looks small and weak. Brown: Pros-
pects very gloomy. Cass : Looks very poor, owing to the hard weather. Champaign :

Owing to the dry and cold weather looks very unpromising. Fayette : Seems fair,

thongh the winter has been severe; the acreage is larger than usual. Greene: Is in-

jured by the Aveather. Hancock: Is not doing well ; no snow to protect it. Macoupin:
Has sntfered from the cold weather; little snow to protect it ; the top appears to be
killed more than usual. Marion : Has beeu injured by the dry and cold weatlier. Mon-
roe : Looks bad ; sown late on account of drouth, though wheat sown earlier looks well.

Pike : Looks well, but only one-fourth as uuich sown as usual, the autumn was so very
dry. Williamson : Is not very promising ; late plowing, continued dry and extremely
cold weather have damaged the cro}).

Indiana.—Brown : Has not frozen out nuich. Crawford : Not winter-killed yet, and
prospect is moderately good. Dubois : Was generally sown late on account of drought,
and does not look well. Gi'antj Prospects poor. Hamilton: Is very short on ac-

count of drought. .Johnson : TlJe j)rospects are sad indeed. Kosciusko : Has been
injured by the cold, dry and windy weather. Lagrange: Is only parti:illy up; the
weather has been very unfavorable. Ohio : Prospects are jioor, but with little growth
to stand the cold. Owen: Not a field in the county at all promising. Parke: Is

in the worst condition known for at least 20 years. Posey : The dry, cold weather is

hard on this crop. Putnam : Is very promising, being protected by snow during the
intense cold of December. Ripley : Has suffered badly from the dry and cold weather.
Warren: Prospects are unfavorable ; too much dry weather.
Ohio.—Adams: Looking rather delicate; the growth is small. Auglaize: The dry

autumn reduced the prospects of the crop below the average. Carroll : Makes a very
poor show on the ground—scarcely visible ; the weather has be.eu and is unfavorable.
Coshocton: The a^jpearance is above the average. Cruxoford: Looking badly. Lorain:
Looks poor, owing to the drought. Mahoning: Prospects good, considering the hard
winter. Morroic : Sown early looks well ; the late sown is iuditfeient. Union: Makes
a poor show ; dry weather and tiie fly have damaged it. Vinton: The area sown is

small, owing to the drought, and the prospects are poor. Washington : Sown early looks
well ; sown late is not half up. Wood: Did not come up well, and looks badly.
Michigan.—Montcalm : Never looked njore unpromising than it does at this time.

Ottawa : So far this crop has had favorable weather. Sanilac : The dry weather and
continued cold render the prospects poor. Shiawassee : Looks biwl. Tuscola : Is in

very poor condition ; but little top and not prepared to stand the present weather.
Wayne : The drought prevented nuichof the wbeat from germinating, and the intensely
cold weather has been hard on that which cauae up.
Wisconsin.—Calumet : Looking very poor. Columbia : The area of this crop is iu
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excess of ;iny year during the past twenty years, and was iu good condition when th»
snow fell, which now covers it to tlie depth of 12 inches. Outagamie : Looks bad ; very
late in being sown.
Minnesota.—Sherlnrne: Long-continued drought nearly ruined the cro]). Win(yna:

Dry weather was hard on wheat and it looks thin.

Iowa.—Henry : Not looking well, owing to the dry weather. Jefferson : An increased
acreage to meet the anticipated loss from the chinch-hug. Lee : Has suffered consider-
ably, there being no snow to protect it fioin the cold. Marion : Made but small
growth on account of the extremely dry weather. Folk: Has so far wintered well.

Kansas.—Atchison: Continued drouth prevented as much being sown as usual.
Bourhon : Put in late on account of drought, and the weather is still unfavorable.
Clay : Partially winter-killed, caused by severe weather and late sowing. Coffey : Very
uuproniising; late sowing and hard weather. Cowley: Looking badly, owing to the
winter setting iu early. Franklin : Less put in than usual, owing to dry weather, low
price of grain, and a desire on the part of some farmers to increase the acreage of blue
grass and timothy. Johnson: Not much sown on account of drought. Labette: Sown
late on account of drought, then hurriedly put iu, and since then, (November 18,) the
Aveather has been severe, and the prospects are gloomy. Lyon : The drought lessened the
acreage, and its continuance, with the intensely cold weather, prevented the crop from
making nmch of a growth. Marion : The bad weather makes the crop look worse than
usual. Marshall : Fears are entertained that the cold has killed the crop. Miami : Was
late in being sown, and the prospects are bad. Morris : btit little sown on account of
drought. Nemaha : The autumn being dry, more than usual was sown, and though the
growth is not large, it looks well. Neosho : Does not look very encouraging for a good
crop. Osage: Is in bad condition, liepuhlic : A large increase of acreage sown. Riley:
Sown late and suffered from the freezing weather. Shawnee : Dry weather made it

late before sowing.
Nebraska.—Cass : Looking well. Saunders : Looked well at the beginning of winter

since then it has been covered with snow.
California.—Alameda : There is an increase of acreage.
Dakota TFAmiTOiiY.—Bonhomme : Looked well, December 1, since then it has been

covered with snow. Lincoln : Wheat sent by the Department of Agriculture had
made its appearance, looking well when a heavy fall of snow set in. The ground is

still covered.
Utah Territory.—San Fete : Never looked better than at this time ; weather very

favorable.
Nicw Mexico.—Dona Ana: Is sown, but only in small quantities.

RICE PllODUCTlON.
rvfatei'ial misapprehension of the facts of rice production exi.'its in tho

public luind. It is stated that rice culture is not extending ; that it felt

the effects of war's devastation less than cotton, and should therefore re-

cuperate more rapidly; neither of which propositions is true. The
rice-planters were driven from the Carolina and Georgia shores during
the war, labor was in a disorganized and chaotic st-ate, production
had almost ceased ; and at its close, dams and flood-gates, quarter-

drains and canals, mills, barns antl houses, were either dilapidated

or destroyed, and the power to compel the laborers to go into the rice

swamps was utterly broken. The laborers had scattered, gone into

other business, and those obtainable would only work for themselves
upon a share contract. Mauy of the proprietors were dead, and more
were ab.sentees ; and inexperienced men, from the North or elsewhere,

assumed their places. The rice-fields had grown up in weeds and tan-

gled shrubbery, the labor of reparation was discouraging, and the work
of cultivation was greatly increased, giving unexpected gravity to the

contingencies and accidents of the season.

These difficulties have been gradually disappearing on the Atlantic

coast, yet the labor question is still one of great importance. Produc-
tion is increasing, legularly but slowly. The negroes are bacoming
accustomed to their quasi proprietorship, and with the aid of capital in
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repairing works and replacing structures and machinery, and with pro-

tection against foreign competition they will utilize otherwise worthless

wastes, and add millions annually to tbe wealth of the country.

lu 1869, the crop of South Carolina, as returned by the census author-

ities, was 32,304,825 pounds ; of Georgia, 22,277,380 ; of Korth Caro-

lina, 2,059,281. Production had nearly ceased in 1805. The commer-
cial returns of Carolina rice show an increase as follows : 18GG, 21,031

tierces; 1867,23,482; 1868,37,047; 1869,41,172. An increase was also

reported in 1870, but the season of 1871 was unpropitious, and the

record may show a decrease.

Dr. J. J. Waring, of Savannah, gives local figures illustrating the

rate of increase as follows: 1866, 12,500 casks; 1867, 24,337; 1868,

30,795 ; 1869, 60,146 ; 1870, 07,736.

In Georgia, two-thirds of the rice is grown in Chatham and Camden
Counties ; half in the vicinity of Savannah. In South Carolina, nearly

half of the crop is grown in Georgetown. The following figures show
how small a district yielded the rice of the palmy days of 1859

:

South Carolina.

CTeorgetowD
Colleston
Charleston
Beaufort ,

Total
Twenty-four other comities

Total

Pounds.

55, 805, 385
22, 838, 984
18, 899, 512
18, 790, 918

116, 334, 799

2, 765, 729

119, 100, 528

Georgia. Pounds.

Chatham..
Camden. ..

Mcintosh

.

Glynn

25, 934, 160
10, 330, 068
6, 421, 100

4, 842, 755

Total 47,528,083
Eighty-eight other counties 4, 979, 569

Total 52,507,652

But the extension of rice culture in Louisiana is a triumphant refuta-

tion of the baseless assertion that the business cannot prosper under

the most favorable present circumstances. The census exhibits it as

follows : 1849, 4,425,349 pounds ; 1859, 6,331,257 pounds ; 1869, 15,854,-

012 pounds. The record of M. Bouchereau, by plantations, accounts for

a total crop in 1869 of 100,748 barrels of 200 pounds each, or 20,149,600

pounds. The crop of 1870 was not a successful one. In 1859 Plaque-

mines Parish yielded 4,635,500 pounds of the crop of 6,331,257 pounds,

or about two-thirds of the total product of the State; in 1869 the same
parish produced 6,247,400 pounds, (record of Bouchereau,) and yet it was
less than a third of the crop of the State, and returns were made from
14 other parishes.

The following is the census exhibit of rice production at three

decennial j^eriods

:

States.
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The following statement of exports and imports of rice has been fur-

nished by Edward Young, Chief of Statistics in the Treasury Depart-
ment :
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probable future of the business of making beet-sugar must depend
mainly on the comi)arative i^rofitof beet and cane-sugar. The difficulty

in the high price and unskilled quality of available labor will ulti-

mately be overcome.
The first large experiment, at Chatsworth, Illinois, was a disastrous

failure, financially, from miscalculation, lack of skilled labor, unsuitable
soil for the growth of the sugar-beet, and a scarcity of water; yet the
sequel of this enterprise, at Freeport, Illinois, with a portion of the
same machinery, under different auspices, and with the lessons of the
failure well learned, promises successful results. It was under the
direction of Mr. Eoseutiel ; and Mr. Bunu, one of the Chatsworth own-
ers, and J. I. Case, are associated with him in the proprietorshij).

The location, on Yellow Creek, which furnishes an unfailing supply of
pure water, is said to be a good one; and the soil appears to be
well adapted to beet culture. We have had no statement of the
results of recent work, but have learned that Mr. R. is confident of full

success, and of a large extension of business in that vicinity. A dozen
factories in the neighborhood, wliich would mark the locality as a sugar
manufacturing section, would intensify greatly the force of the example,
and would illustrate far more conspicuously the auxiliary advantages of
such an industry to agriculture.

The co-operative enterprise at Black Hawk, Wisconsin, which com-
menced in 1870, under difficulties, and made 40,000 j)ounds of sugar,
cultivated 200 acres of beets in 1871, and is i:)ushed with a determination
deserving of success.

The most successful results as yet have been obtained in California,

where two companies are in operation, one producing more than a mil-

lion pounds of sugar from the crop of 1871, the second year of its

operations. This is the California Beet-Sugar Company at Alvarado.
The Sacramento Yalley Beet-Sugar Company, at Sacramento, also reports
comparatively successful results. The San Jose enterprise is not yet in
operation. Mr. S. O. Minor, the secretary of this comi^any, writes that
"owing to the fact that we found it impossible to procure a sufficient

quantity of the proper seed to start the business, the company could not
proceed as contemplated, and we have deferred the organization until

sufficient seed can be raised among our farmers here. We managed
to procure about two hundred pounds of the seedof the White Silesian,

(said to be the best,) which was distributed here, and from which we
bope next year to have enough seed to start the business."
The following statement has been communicated by Mr. A. D. Bone-

steel, manager of the California Beet-Sugar Company, located at Alva-
rado :

In the year of 18G9 my partners, Mr. A. Otto and E. Klineau, botb experienced sugar
men, and myself, were successfully engaged in Foud du Lac, Wisconsin, making beet-
sugar ou a small scale, and for the want of more capital I communicated my ideas as
to the feasibility of doing the same in this State to General C. I. Hutchinson, of Sau
Francisco, who at once formed a company with a capital of |250,000, and the result
to-day is a factory in Alvarado, in successful operation, having the capacity for hand-
ling sixty tons of beets every twenty-four hours, and we have the satisfaction of know-
ing that we have established the fact that beets can be raised in Wisconsin and Cali-
fornia containing saccharine matter in sufficient quantities to justify a remunerating
price to the farmer for raising and delivering them at the factory, and a margin for
profits for the manufacturer.
With respect to the best variety of beets, yielding the most sugar, I should name the

White Silesian. For the manufacture of sugar tlie smaller beet, of which the roote
weigh from one to three pounds, are preferred.
The seed is sown by a machine that we manufacture ourselves, which sows four rows

at a time. The rows are lifteen inches apart, and when the plant first comes up, wo
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hoe the rows to keep the weeds clown, and then thm ont the plants so as to leave th»
plants eight inches apart. Tliey will then stand in the rows eight inches hy fifteen.

Though most conntries and climates permit the culture of the sugar-beet, there is of
course a choice of soil, if the highest development of saccharine qualities is desired.
The root of the sugar-beet jieuetrates deeply into the ground, and always flourishes
best in a deep, rich, loose, mellow, warm, and fertile soil, free from saline and alkaline
constituents, not sour, and of a nature little liable to sutler from drought.
The yield per acre, on the average, has been about fifteen tons, although in some

cases it has run as high as twenty tons ; last year w^e raised thirty-one hundred tons
of beets, and manufactured about five hundred thousand pounds of sugar, and this
year we shall make over one million pounds of sugar from the crop of beets that wa
have raised.

The beet-sugar business in the United States is still in its infancy, and with proper
encouragement there is no doubt it can be made one of the best industrial interests we
have, as a factoiy of the capacity of ours gives employment to a large number of hands
in the culture and manufacturing the beet into sugar. We are at the present time
feeding three hundred and fifty head of cattle from the pulp for the San Francisco
market.

If the manufacture of beet-root sugar can be successfully prosecuted in any part of
the United States, we claim that it can be done in California. We have the soil and
climate, to which we need only add economic labor and experienced men in the busi-
ness, and the thing is done.

Mr. S. Ehrensteiii, superintendent of the Sacramento Valley Beet-
Sugar Conii)auy, communicates tlie following facts

:

The crop of beets has been very light on our grounds, owing to wrong cultivation.
My arrival here in Aj)ril was too late to enable me to remedy things. We have har-
Tested about 2,000 tons of beets, part of which are, however, not of proper quality for

the manufacture of sugar. The extraordinary drought prevented growth : some were
quite dried out. The good beets showed, in July, 12 per cent, of sugar, and average
now from 13 to 14 per cent. Exceptions show 16 to 18 i^er cent., which is a great deal
more than is ever fonnd in the beets of Europe. By cultivating early, and in the
proper manner, I hope to get a good and sure crop for next year, and altogether my
short experience here encourages me to entertain the most favorable expectations for
the beet-sugar industry in California, provided that the Government continues to pro-
tect the industry. The great drawbacks are the extraordinary wages paid here for
work and the liigh prices of fuel and freight.

The factory is fui'nished with Roberts's diifusion apparatns, well known in Europe to
be the best method of extracting sugar. The machinery has been partly imported,
because the manufacturers here have no knowledge of sugar machinery. The factory
had already been in operation, but in consequence of the peculiar relations with the
workiugmen, and their want of experience in this industry, great difficulties had to be
overcome. After several trials, sixty tons of beets were worked up in twenty-four
hours, and the result was satisfiictory. The sugar is quite white, without any taste of
beets, and can be sold as readily as the best cane-sugar. We sell only two kinds for

consumption, A and B ; the colored second produce is worked over again.
The beets have been raised from German and French seed. The former is preferable

for this country, because the beets grow downward into the ground, and do not show
any green tops. It is the White Silesian beet. Double the quantity of seed is needed
here per acre that is required in Europe, because a great deal of it does not come up, in
consequence of the bad cultivation of the ground. The outlay is consequently A^ery

heavy, and cheap importation an important item. A sandy loam, with moist sub-soil,

is the best here for beets; better than a heavy soil, which is often saltish, or has
water-tight layers of clay under it, shutting off the water, and causing the beets to dry.

THE POTOMAC LAXDS.
The central location of the lands of Northeastern Virginia, the won-

derful facilities afforded for water communication with the principal

cities, their climatic advantages in fruit-growing through the modifying
influences of large bodies of deep water, and the variety found in the
soil itself, contribute materially to a true estimate of their intrinsic value,

which will only become fully apparent when improvement shall have
unfolded something of their real capabilities. The abundance of sea-
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Aveed on the slioros, the plentiful supply of material for home-made fish-

guano, the (;liea])ness of oyster-shell lime, aiul the underlying marl so
accessible through all this reiiion, offer iertilizers in great variety and
practically unlimited (piantity, preclnding the necessity of tlie more
costly (!ommercial fertilizers, and enabling the farmer to increase at will

the fertility of his lands.

People begin to think that it may be poor economy to grow corn at

ten cents per bushel on cheap western lands—say eighty bushels for

$8—when lands might bc^ had at $30 to $50 per acie, in some i)laces for

$10 to $20, that will prodnce tiity bushels, worth $40. The soil is gen-
erally a loam ; in some places a samly loam of tine texture and full of
organic matter; in others, a clay loam, retentive of moisture and of
manure. It is a light, quick soil, which liverally shoots into i)erfection

all sorts of products. The climate is propitious, giving earlier results

by from two to four \veeks than Delaware and New Jersey. This fact,

connected with that of remarkable facilities for cheai) and rapid com-
munication to Baltimore and the more northern cities, makes this region
the paradise of " truck" growers. The same chea])ness of transporta-
tion gives value to the timber, much of which is heavy, making cord-
wood, formerly a drug not worth marketing, a valuable commodity.
We refer to a record of a visit once made to a tract which may be

taken as a sample of these Potomac lands :

Very little expense has been incurred for fertilizers. Twenty bnsliels per acre of
cbeap gas lime had been spread upon the gr.-iss land, and the crop is evidentlj'^ fairlj

estimated at two and a half tons per acre. The corn was planted late, but its germi-
nation and growth have been niaivelous. The soil is a tine chiy loaui, in some places
with more of silex, never stiff and heavy, and never inclining tti '' bake" under tlie in-

fluence of heavy rains and hot sun. A little further on, ou the lightest soil to be found,
are peach trees, ])ut out four years ago, largo enough for six years growth, perfectly
healthy and vigorous, and lull of fniit. In the distant wood is one of those bleniishea
upon A'^irgiuia agriculture, an old field, exhausted and abandoned. Examination re-

veals the fact that the exhaustion is skin deep; the surface had been scratched over, in
former years, and spitefully turned out to grass and weeds, upon refusal to yield undi-
minished returns with so negligent culture. The soil iunnediately beh)w the surface
has long beeu unstirred. It ctintains in a fair degree the elements of fertility, and the
subsoil diflers little in appearacce, being a little more ciude, uiiintiiienced as it is by
air and frost. An inch or two deeper ]>lowiiig, and a little lime to correct its acidity,
would make it comparatively a productive soil, and a green manuring of clover would
make it better still. For fruit, sweet potatoes, melons, and market gar<lening gener-
ally, it would produce largely. For grass it is scarceb' surpassed, in quantity or
(piality. Wheat yields a valuable crop, and corn grows luxuriantly.

The following letter from Mr. Cbalkley Gillingham, of Accotink, Vir-
ginia, a pioneer in the development of the capal)ilities of these soils, in

a colony upon a part of the original estate of General Washington, in

the vicinity of Mount Vernon, gives a brief statement of the results of
that enterprise :

In the latter ^lart of the year 1846, four or five others besides myself purchased the
" Woodlawu" estate, (a part of the original Mount Vernon) theu a neglected estate of
2,00l) acres. There was not one white ])erson uiiou it. Our intention was to form a
settlement of people aUke iu habits and sentiments. Others were expecting to,join us
in the experiment. The tirst thing we did after the purchase was to come down to the
property and bring a surveyor with us, and we laid off the whole into lots of CO to 150
acres each. There was a very large substantial brick nuinsiou-house on the i)remi.ses,

tenautless. We set off 400 acres with the mansion-house, the balairee iu smaij tracts;
half of the whole estate was iu timber. We introduced farmers, mechanics, and laborers.
Four of us joined together in copartnership, built a large saw-mill, and repaired an
ohl Hour-mill on an a<ljoiuing property, which we bought witliin the tirst year, and com-
menced sawing up the timljer and grinding grain. Tlie timber went to Piiiladel[ihia,

Bath, ilaine,aud otherphices ; the Hour, aftcrsupplying the ccdouy, went to Alexandria
and Washington, and the North. Our mills were at the mouth of Accotink Creek, at tide-
water, where vessels could load at the mill. A lew of the other members of the colony
took su.all farms to themselves ; the remauder of the land for the time being was worked

9
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and improved by tlio four who wore associated t();^ethor and who w<io owners of the
main part of the estate, from which U)t.s were sohl off as fast as settlers cauio in ; the
whole estate is now worked in small farms. The 400 acres left with the mansion-house
is now divided into five or six lots <u- farms. We conunenced our farming imi)rove-
nients by moderately deep plowing, thorouglily done, using guano freely as a
fertilizer to conunence with, in order to get straw and other vegetable matter with
which to make other iertili/.iiig materials to follow. But we find lime to be the
cheapest and most enduring feitilizer we can employ, after getting vegetabh; matter
into the soil. Our general I'arming is a rotation of corn, potatoes, or oats, and wheat,
then grass, which latter, with corn, are the principal crops. We have considerable land
devoted to snuill fruits and orchards and nursery, which we fiud more ]irofital)le here-
away than general farming. While a cro[) of wlieat will only yield Vj to 30 bushels to
the acre, worth $1 to $1 {JO per bushel, or $30 to .|-10 per acre, a crop of straw-
berries, or other snuill fruits, will yield frcnn $100 to f^2b0 per acre. Orcharding
I c(nisider to be profitable. We have numy hundred apple and peach trees. The
apple orchards are most of them too young to show what is the best they can do,

but, from our experience thus far, I believe apple-raising will be cpiite renuinera-
tive. The fruit in most instances is very fine. I have exanuned, studied, and experi-
mented much the past twenty-live years to ascertain the kinds best adapted to our
climate, soil, and other circumstances, and think I have succeeded wil-h a list suf-

ficiently large for all practical juuposes. Tlie people of this region have been hereto-
fore misled, particularly with winter or long-keeping varieties, having obtained their

trees from the North and planted such varieties as are po[)ular there, (and the fruit

from which they have eateu here imported from there,) which has proved a failure

when grown here. We fiud varieties originating here and south of us to be the
proper varieties for long keeping; we therefore obtain such varieties from trees orig-

inating here, and in North and JSouth Carolina and Georgia, such as the Abram, Milam,
Lind)ertwig, Rawle's Janet, Prior's Red, Meade's Keeper, ami Boling'sSweet, of Virginia;
the Wine-Sop and York Impeiial, of Pennsylvania, have an equally high meed of jtraise;

the Cullasaga, of South Carolina, and several others of less note, and still less known,
of North Carolina and Georgia. Last, not least, is pear culture, which succeeds most
admirably in our soil and climate ; and the old varieties, which seem to have run out
as by exhaustion in more northern latitudes, succeed here to admiration. I will give
you a list of such as I tind to be very desirable, viz: Bartlett, Seckel, White Doyenne,
(Butter, Virgalieu, St. Michael's, of the North,) Duchess d'Angoulenie, Louise Bonne de
Jersey, Flemish Beauty, Buerre de Anjou, and many others of nearly the same claima
for superiority.

SWAMP-LAND RECLAMATIOx\.

Tlie work of reclaiming overflowed or swamp lauds is progressing in

California. A mine of wealth is opened in such improvements, by which
lands obtained at the average rates of Government sales of public lands

of all grades are transformed, at an expense usually uot exceeding five

dollars per acre, into the richest and most manageable of tillable areas,

Laving the added advantage of ahnost i)erpetual sunshine above, and a
never-failing supply of water beneath, securing results iu production

almost unexampled. Information lias been received of the organization

of a com])any of San Francisco cai)italists who have pun-hased 40,000

acres at the northwest end of Lake Tulare, in Tulare County, at $2 50
per acre, and will immediatel}- inaugurate measures for its reclamation.

Negotiations for 2o,()00 acres adjoining are also in j)rocess.

Marsh and tide lands in Alameda have been sold to the value of

$40,080. The overflowed lands on the eastern shore of San Francisco

amount to 20,000 acres.

In Contra. Costa County, on the south bank of the west channel ot

San Joaquin liiver, a strip of low lands 25 miles long, requiring a levee

only on one side, contains 15,000 acres, valued at -flOO per acre. On a

portion of this tract 25,000 sheep have been grazing; another portion

(of 10,(100 acres) has pastured 11,000 head ot cattle, and weekly ship-

ments of beeves have recently been made from it to San Francisco. It

is believed there that six to nine tons of lucern can be produced per
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acre on this land. On 5,000 acres it is proposed to fjrow a crop of wheat
the coining season. These tnle lands are prei)ared for culture by burn-
ing. Tlie tule and grass are set on lire and rajtidly consumed, and the
soil itself is burned to ashes to a dei)tli at which the lire is checked by
moisture, leaving several inches of light ashes and charred soil on the
surface. The level of the land is often lowered by this i)rocess from four
to six inches. No cultivation is required, but the seed is sown on the
surface, and the harrowing is accomplished by turning on a flock of
sheep, Avhich is subdivided into sections of 200 to 300 each, and driven
systematically, each by a boy and a shepherd's dog, until the ground has
been thoroughly tramped over. In harvesting, there is too much grain
left upon the ground for seed; so the sheep are again brought into
requisition to feed upon a portion while thev tramp in the remainder.

Twitchell Island, south of Brannan Island, containing 3,000 acres,
was leveed in 1870, but not in season to dry it in readiness for burning,
with the exception of 1,000 acres, which were sown in wheat. The pro-
duct of that wheat crop is re])orted at $07,700, which is just $300 less
than the purchase-money for the whole island. Besides the wheat, veg-
etables to the value of several thousand dollars Avere grown upon the
same tract. A large area in the center of the island has been burned,
preparatory to seeding and tramping, while sheep are fattening upon
the wasted grain left upon the area in wheat in 1870.

On Sherman Island, the reclamation of which has been heretofore
reported, immense crops are now grown. One field in 1871 is said to
have yielded GO bushels of barley per acre, and afterward two cro]>s of
Chili clover one and a half tons each per acre. Another field, according
to the report, brought 45 bushels of wheat per acre, one and a half tons
of clover, and feed for cattle in the autumn.
The number and character of these enterprises are worthy of special

investigation. Some companies propose to reclaim very large areas, in
one case about 80,000 acres. After reclamation these tracts are cut up
and sold, sometimes in bodies of hundreds of acres, often in small farms,
the lapse of time promoting further subdivision, which will ultimately
secure a dense population and the highest culture.

DEPARTMENT BULLETIN.

A convention of delegates, representing the interests of the State
agricultural and horticultural societies, boards of agriculture, and
agricultural colleges of the United States,.will meet at the city of Wash-
ington, on Thursday, the 15th of February next, to confer upon subjects
of mutual interest, and to take such action as shall be deemed expedient
for the jiromotion of agricultural education, and to secure a more inti-

mate connection between the Department and the several institutions
mentioned. The meeting will take place in one of the rooms of the
Dei)artment building, at 10 o'clock in the morning. The call for this
convention was issued by the Commissioner of AgTiculture after a full

interchange of views with officers of agricultural colleges, and with other
jirominent agriculturists.

The Department is now receiving, jirincipally for distribution to the
South, in liberal portions, for experimental puriioses, improved varieties
of field and sugar corn, field and garden peas and beans, Italian rye-
grass, Bromus iSchraderi, and lucerne; mangel-wurzel and sugar-beet,
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cabbage aiKl onion seeds. It will also receive, durinj): this month, fresh

seeds of the ramie and jute i)lants, the latter of which cannot be grown
snccessfuily north of Tennessee. Oats and barley of approved varieties
have been ordered from Scotland and Germany, and will be distributed
in aini)le time for si)ring-sowing'. A choice variety of white spring-wheat,
grown in Oregon from seed imj^orted from Australia, has just been dis-

tributed to the Northwestern States and Territories.

The Department has also just distributed a quantity of Cooley's early
white field-corn to a selected list of farmers in the different States, who
Avill nuike a trial of it in their respective localities, and report the results

of their experiments at the close of the year. This corn is a new variety,
originated by Mr. 0. C. Cooley, of Manchester, xldams County, Ohio,
and introduced to the public in the fall of 1870. It is said to be remark-
able for its early maturity. Mr. Cooley states that he planted it the
past season on the 3d of May, and it was ripe and ground into meal the
9th of August, the time of its growth having been fourteen weeks. A
farmer in Wisconsin is reported to have raised a crop and had it ground
into meal in thirteen weeks from the day of i)lanting. .Another, in Min-
nesota, raised fifty bushels from one pint and a half of seed. Mr. Cooley
claims that this corn is equal in productiveness to any variety in culti-

vation.

As there is much inquiry in the Southern States for seed of the Japan
clover, it is deemed proper to repul)lish, from the Annual Eeport for 18G9,

the following opinion by the Su])erintendent of the Garden and Grounds
of the Department: ^'Lespedeza striata (Ja[)an bush-clover) is a legu-

minous plant that has lately attracted some attention in the Southern
States as a forage i^lant. It is poorly adapted to any such use, and not
by any means worth3" of recognition by the cultivator. It is a low,

hard-wooded annual, spreading freely on sandy and poor soils, with very
small and scantv foliage."

CHEMICAL NOTES.
Dr. Rvland T. Brown has been appointed chemist of the Department

of Agriculture, and entered upon the discharge of his duties, January 11.

He has not had sufiicient time to make any extended chemical analysis,

and therefore has no report to present this month. He found the labor-

atory in charge of an assistant, Mr. Henry M. Smith, who presents

the following notes of his analysis of yaupon {Ilex cassine) or Carolina

tea. This idant is of special interest to the people of the United States,

as it belongs to the family which is, chemically, the American repre-

sentative of the tea of Asia and the coffee of Africa.

KEPORT ON YAUPON.

The Department is indebted to Mr. J. E. Reside, of Washington, District

of Columbia, for the opportunity of amdyziiig a specimen of this interest-

ing ])lant. "Yaupon" was the name given by the Indians to the leaves of

the Ilex cassine, which formed an important article of commerce between
the different tribes. Mixed with the leaves of other species of the same
plant, {Ilex vomitoria, Aiton, and Ilex dahoon,) it formed the basis of

their famous " black drink," which was used by them as a medicine;

and at one of their peculiiir religions festivals was taken, a pint at a
time, at short intervals during two or three days, to serve as an emetic,

to thorouiihly purify their bodies before undertaking one of their pro-

tracted expeditious. The emetic effects were more probably due, how-
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ever, to the larpe qnaiitities of tlie very strong and bitter decoction
than to any peculiar active principle contained in the yan])on, for strong
black tea will sometimes ])roduce the same effect under similar circum-
stances. Yaupon is found along the coast of the Southern States, from
Florida to North Carolina ; it is not known to grow in the interior.

The specimen received ibr analysis weighed about half a pound, and
was apparently composed of the dry and broken leaves, and small twigs
of the plant. The preliminary analysis gave :

Moisture, (determined at 140^^ C. in .an atmospliere of carbonic acid) 7,595
Organic matter 8^, 470
Ash 3,935

Total 100,000

Treated with the usual solvents, it yielded the following results :

Soluble in ether 6.96
Soluble in alcohol and insoluble in ^yater 4. 84
Soluble in cold water and insolnble iu alcohol 8.24
Soluble iu both alcohol and water 10. 15
Soluble in hot water containing 5 per cent, hj'drochloric acid 15. 28
Insoluble 46. 93
Moisture 7. 60

100. 00

The more important proximate principles having been separated and
weighed, the following xjerceutage of each was obtained :

Volatile oil 0.011
Wax and Fat 0. 466
Resiu 3. 404
Chlorophyll 2.491
Caffeine, (Tli^'ine) 0. 122
Tannic acid 2. 409
Coloring matter, etc., soluble in alcohol, insoluble in water 4. 844
E.xtractive matter, insoluble in alcohol, (Gum, Pectin, etc.) 8.244
Extractive matter, soluble in both alcohol and water. , 10. 149
Starch, Pectose, Tannin, etc., soluble in hot dilute hydiv,chloric acid 15.277
Nitrogenous matter, insoluble in water, (probably Legumin, combined with

Tannic acid) 8. 138
Woody matter 34. 854
Moisture 7. 595
Ash 3.935

Total 101.939

Nitrogen 1 . 302

The volatile oil has a very agreeable odor, faintly resembling that of

raw tobacco, but having also a tea like smell. The small quantity of
yaupon available for analysis, i)revented any extended examination of
the physical characteristics of this oil. It was apparently quite soluble
iu water, and a quantity scarcely weighable gave an agreeable odor to

a large volume of that liquid.

The large percentage of resin is worthy of attention, as it is probably
derived from the oxidation of the volatile oil, and it suggests that the
aroma and medicinal properties of the tea might be improved by a nu)re

careful preparation of the leaves. The large amount of woody matter,
derived from the small twigs, etc., confirms us in this opinion.
The amount of caffeine (the alkaloid of coffee and tea) is not large,

ordinary Chinese tea containing from 2.5 to percent. Paraguay tea
{Ilex Faraguaijensis) contains, according to Stenhouse, 0.13 per cent, of
caifeiue, which is almost precisely the same amount as was found in
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yaupon. lu the extraction of the volatile oil; by boilinp^ the substance
with water, and extracting the oil from th3 distillate \vit!i ether;* a trace
of caffeine was fonnd with the oil; provinj? that this alkaloid is carried
off inechauically when tea or coffee is boiled.

The percentage of tannic acid only includes that dissolved hy ether
;

another portion exists in the insoluble residue, probably- combiued with
legumin.
Yaupon is used by many persons in the South as a stimulant and aa

a substitute for intoxicating liquors; audit is also said to be very grate-
ful to inebriates who are curing themselves of their love of liquor.

•As the physiological effects of tea and coffee are due to the joint
action of tlie volatile oil, caffeine, and the tannin which tliey contain, it

may be well to compare the percentages of these substances found in

yaupon, with the results obtained by other chemists in their analyses
of tea and coffee:
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about three lionrs in the middle of the dny tlie air, at an elevation ol

about two hundred feet, was literally thick with them and j>reat numbers
fell in the streets, absolutely takin.^- the city by storm ; they then
couimenced their wholesale destruction of everythinjx green in the

neighborhood, and their flight en masse resembled a thick snow-storm,

and their depredations the sweep of a scythe. In the year 1855, in the

North Sacramento Mountains they are said to have been "as thick in

the heavens as flakes of snow in a wiutry storm," and in the Sacra-

mento Valley, "whole orchards, gardens, and vineyards were consumed
by them ; entire fields of young grain, of crops, and vegetables, were

eaten up within the space of a single day, leaving the ground like a
wilted, blackened desert, and, in some parts of the valley, they annoyed
the [)assengers and horses of the pitblic stages to such an extent as to

cause the greatest inconvenience, and appear, in some cases, to have
positively endangered human life."

A gentleman residing in Colusa County, in the Sacramento Valley, in

the summer of 1855, informed Mr. Taylor, "That these insects appeared

to rise out of the eastern boundary of the valley, where it is hot, dry,

and sandy, and that on some days they tilled the air so as to obscure the

sun ; they consumed all garden vegetables, the leaves and bark of the

elder tree, and the young leaves and bark of the small branches of Cot-

tonwood, willow, and even the soft green parts of the tules or bulrushes

in Stony Creek. In Colusa County llieir dead bodies were seen, at one
time, com])letely covering the surface of the water for miles in extent.

In some i)arts of the valley they ate through gauze and textile coverings

of all kinds, which had been used to shield animals and plants from
their attacks."

From Mr. Taylor's account in the Smithsonian Keportfor 1858, it ap-

pears that there are at least three species Fig- 2

of grassho])pers or locusts, in California and
Oregon, which are very injurious to the crops,

but as there are no names or accurate de-

S(;riptions given, it is extremely ])roblemati-

cal which of them it is that does the most
Injury. At the same time his letters were
written to the Department, however, he sent

two bottles of the insect figured (see Fig. 1)

as specimens of the grasshoi)per he wrote
about, and named them the Pacific Migra
tory Locust, and he says it is undoubtedly
an indigenous species, as it was known to the early colonists and mis-

sionaries as far back as 1730.

This grassho])per, or locust, is a little over an inch in lengtli ; is of a

pale brownish yellow color, Avith several small, roundish, brown spots,

and a large brownish mark on the upper wings, and a dark fuscous spot

behind the eye. It bears a very strong resemblance to (Edipoda pellu-

cida (S(;udd.) of New England. Indeed had these locusts not come from

California direct, and from good authority, they might readily have been

mistaken for the last-named insect. It does not appear that any steps

Lave yet been taken to destroy these insects in California, but the same
remedies used for destroying the Caloptenus sprehis, (Uhler,) or hateful

grasshopper, might be adopted. It is of great importance to find oiit

where tliey live when young and in the wingless state, as it is at this

time—or when in the egg, just below the surface of the earth—that they

may be destroyed most readily.
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There are three grasshoppers or locusts very similar in size and form,
now known f>r<^at]y to injure the crops in tiio

United States, and we give figures of them all

in order t!iat our readers mny be able to recog-

nize tlieni. Firtst is tlie Caloptenus spretus^

Uliler, (Fig. 2,) or western sjjecies, (Agric.
Eept. 1870, p. 70,) commonly known as the

_ hateful grasshopper, and found in the States

f west of the Mississippi, and in the liocky
JMonntains, in immense swarms, and whicli is

distinguished by its length of wing from the
"'*^' second, or common eastern species, Caloptenus

/emur-mihrum, Har., (Fig. 3,) the red legged grasshopper, which has
shorter wings, but otherwise is almost identically the same as the above

j

and liistly, GEdipoda atrox. (Scudd.,) the Pacific species mentioned, and
figured at the beginning of this article.

A NEW EEMEDY.—Thcodore Day writes to the Department as fol-

lows :

The striped encumber beetle (Diahrotica vittata, Fab.) did not trouble me inucli last

epiinjij, but, after frost killed the vinos, I noticed pleuty of tliem on the soft pumpkiiiS,
and vent ronnd and killed them. If they gather so every fall, 1 think it would be a
good plan to leave ;ife\v soft puinpkin.s, and then go arouud every xileasaut day aud
destroy the in.sect8 collected upon them.

Might not this plan work to advantage with the common squash-bug,
Gofwcerus trlstis f It is at least worthy a trial.

Egg-plant pests.—Dr. B. Foster, of Louisville, Mississippi, sends a
number of insects, which lie comj^lains of as very injurious to egg-
plants. It i^roves to be one of the blister- dies, Epicauta marginata, {cin-

erea of Lee.,) which feeds upon the foliage of butter-cup, potato, »S:c.,

but it has never before been accused of injuring egg-plants.

SCIENTIFIC NOTESl

Absorption of moisture by leaves.—Mr. M. Cailletet has lately

been investigating the question as to whether the leaves of i)lants are
capable of absorbing water in a liquid state; and sums up the result of
his experiments, by stating that the fact seems to be demonstrated
that a ])lant growing in a humid soil and receiving by its roots the quan-
tity of water necessary to its normal condition, does not absorb tJie water
which moistens its leaves, but that such absorption takes jdaceassoonas
the leaves begin to wither, in consequence of the dessicatiou of tlie soil.

Jn this way he explains the ])lienomenon of certain plants maintaining
a healthy condition without any contact with the soil, and even abso-
lutely isohited from all assimilable substances. Thus, a specimen of
Poiirreten a rootless Biomeliaceous plant, maintained a healthy existence
and exliibited considerable increase in weight, while suspended fur more
than six years in the air by a wire. No moisture ever reached it except
that from the garden syringe, and yet it was continually putting out new
leaves and Howeiing abundantly.

CoMP(jsiTiON of the ALBUMEN OF EGGS.—The albumen of the
white of eg^ has lately been shown to consist of two distinct varieties;

one having its nmximum point of coagulation at 03°, the other at about
74P. In addition to these there is a case in substance, one known
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as lactoprotein. According to Gautier, when albumen of egg is treated

with water at 150°, it yiehls the following products, which pass through

a dialysis, besides insoluble matters: 1. Substance having the proper-

ties of casein ; 2, A substance analogous to hypoxauthine ; 3. An albu-

minoid substance.

Use of caustic earytes in sucAB-REFiNma.—Dr. George Lunge
publishes in Dingler's Polytechnic Journal an account of his method of

using caustic barytes for the separation of the sugar from molasses in the

sugar-retinery ; this, in his view, being one of the best methods known,
since it forms an insoluble combination with the sugar, which can be

again decomposed, by means of carbonic acid, into insoluble carbonate of

barytes and soluble sugar. The details of the process are too technical

for our columns ; but this reference to the article may be of service to

some of our readers.

Destroying mold in cellars.—According to Dr. Wiedehold,
fungus growths in cellars may be combated either by burning sulphur

or by pouring two parts of concentrated sulphuric acid over one part of

common salt. In the first instance, sulphurous acid gas is produced;

and in the second hydrochloric acid, by means of which the fungi are

destroyed. It is sufficiently evident, however, that during this process

all openings must be closed, so as to prevent any escape of the gas,

and the greatest care exercised not to enter the cellar after the operation,

until it has been thoroughly ventilated.

Difference in the ash of grape and other fruit wines.—Ac-

cording to Dr. Tuchschmid, the difference in the ash of combustion of

grape wine and of fruit wine, may be used as a convenient mode of

detecting the adulteration of the former by the latter: since, while fruit

wine contains 1 to 4 tenths of carbonate of lime, grape wine, at the

highest, contains only about 5-liundredths.

Liming fruit-trees.—The periodical liming of fruit-trees is gener-

ally considered as serviceable, especially in keeping down the ravages

of the insects which find their home in the fissures of the bark. It is

also important that the operation should be likewise extended to the

main branches. For the purpose in question, white-wash has generally

been used, causing a decided whiteness of the tree, which is objected

to by many persons on the score of the unsightly appearance and the

readiness with which the lime becomes detached. It has been shown,

however, by experience, that the same beneficial effect results from the

use of colorless lime-water, which every one knows how to prepare with

unslacked lime, and which, when settled and become clear, can be
poured off and used as above indicated. In this way repeated applica-

tions can be made without affecting the appearance of the tree.

Causes of the rotting of -fruit.—According to Decaisne, the

rotting of fruit is produced by two microscopic fungi, which develo}) in

moist, confined air; namely, Mucor miicedo and Penicillium (jlavcumy

infinitely minute germs of which are continually floating in the atmos-

phere, and which attack more especially any injured or abraded ])ortiou

of the surface. If, now, the fruit be wrapped up in cotton, or with soft

tissue-paper, or, still better, with waxed paper or tin-foil, the introduction

of these germs will be prevented, and the fruit can be kept for a long time

without any appreciable change.
Influence of food on the quality of pork.—As the result of

experiments in England upon the influence of food upon the quality of

pork, it is stated that pigs nourished Avith nnlk give the best-flavored

meat and the greatest weight; next to which come those fed with grain,

maize, barley, oats, and peas. Potatoes furnish a loose, light, tasteless
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flesh, wliicli wastes away very niiicli in cooking; while that of animals
fed upon clover is yellow and of a poor flavor. Oil-cakes and oilseeds
produce a loose, i'atty flesh, of an unpleasant taste: beans a hard, indi-

gestible, and unsavory meat; and acorns are but little better.

Preventing the germination of potatoes in cellars.—Much
trouble is experienced by farmers aud others who have occasion to store

potatoes for a considerable length of time, in preventing their germina-
tion, and consequent depreciation in value as food ; and our readers
may be interested to know that experiments, prosecuted in Germany,
have shown how this maj" be measurably prevented. This is accom-
plished by exposing the potatoes to the va])or of sulphurous acid, by
tiny of the various well-known modes, and a large mass of i)otatoes can
be treated at one time. This process, if not entirely eflective in accom-
plishing the object, will retard or modify the sprouting of the potato to

such an extent as to render the injury caused thereby very slight. The
flavor of the potato is uot aflected in the least by this treatment, nor is

its vitality diminished ; the action being simply to retard or prevent the
formation aud growth of the eyes.

Absorbent power of soils.—We hear more or less nowa-daysof the
" absorbing power of the soil ;" this referring to that peculiarity by which
the various soluble substances, particularly, however, inorganic, and
among them a series of j)lant nutrients are so deposited or hehl that their

solution, filtered through the earth, emerges much poorer in these sub-

stances, in consequence of this filtration, than when entering. A ])roof

of this property in the soil is shown by a simple experiment, which
consists in filling a bottle (having a small hole at the bottom) with fine

river sand, or dug and sifted garden earth. If, now, dung-water, quite

offensive in smell, be poured into this gradaall}", until the whole nuiss

is saturated with the liquid, this, on emerging from the lower opening,
will appear colorless and odorless, the [)eculiarities of the water being
entirely changed. It is certain that this property, possessed by soils, of

attracting soluble substances from their solutions, has a very im])ortant

influence upon the practice of agriculture, although much remains to be
done in order to utilize it. This much is certain, that the finer con-

stituents of the soil, especially the clay and humus, possess the prop-
erty, ])artly bj' capillary attraction and partly by chemical transmission
aud exchange, of attracting definite quantities of soluble plant-nurri-

ents, especially' amnuinia, potavsh, phosphoric acid, and sulphuric

acid, and other salts, and from dilute watery solutions to make them so

mucli less soluble that they can only be extracted again, very slowly, by
the long-continued action of water. It is to this that we owe the fact

that the substances most im])ortant for the uutrition of plants are not
continually removed from the soil by the rain, and that putrescent or

oftensive liquids undergo a i)urificatiuu by striking through the earth
;

that with insufficient manuring, clay soils lose their fertility more slowly
than sand}' soils, &c.
The absorbing power of the soil appears to be in direct proportion to

its adhesiveness ; and as sandy soils possess this peculiarity in a less

degree, the numures applied to them pass ofl' more readil^^ to the injury

of vegetation. This fact has been acted upon for a long time, since it is

the ])ra(;tice to ap])ly a slight but oft-repeated manuring to sandy soils,

while with the hea,vier soils the reverse may be the case.

iScARCiTY OF SMALL BIRDS IN FRANCE.—A reccut writer in Les
Mondes remarks upon the great scarcity in France during the present

year of small insectivorous birds, and ascribes this to the extreme
rigor of the preceding winter, which caused myriads of the feathered
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tribes to perish with hunger and cohl. The consequences of this

scarcity, according to the writer, were very soon ninnifested in the
unusual amount of devastation caused by the caterpillars, wliich, not
satisfied with devouring tlie leaves and young shoots, have even eaten
into the wood, fruit trees being attacked in preference to others, and to

such an extent that many orchards and groves in May were as des-

titute of foliage as at Christmas.
Propek method of .storing potatoes.—According to the English

Mechanic, potatoes should always be stored in as dry a state as pos-

sible, and should any disease be discovered among them, small quan-
tities only should be pitted together ; certainly not more than thirty

bushels in each pit. In the center of this pit should be ]:)laced a lump of

lime about the size of a man's head, and before covering them in

they should receive a good dusting of quick-lime. The lime absorbs
the moisture during the time the potatoes sweat, and by so doing pre-

vents the tubers from overheating, while its application also greatly

improves the quality of the potatoes, no doubt absorbing much of the

water from the tubers, and consequently making them more mealy than
if pitted without lime. After the potatoes have been lying in the pit

for at least a month, the}* should be carefully looked over, and may
be i)laced together in one or more large pits, in the center of which
should be placed a large basket of hard lumps of lime, or, should the pits

be in the form of long trenches, it will be well to place other baskets at

about twelve feet apart. The whole heap should also be well sprinkled
with lime before covering it. The ])its should be made low and narrow,
as they are thus less liable to heat than if made wide and high.

Preventing iron garden-tools from rusting.—It is said that
if iron garden-tools are laid for a few minutes into a solution of soda,

they will be protected from rusting for a long time, even if exposed
coiitinuously to a moist atmosphere.

Utilization of liquid sewage.—A contract has recently been
entered into by the police board of (xlasgow for the suj»ply from the
public urinals of 5,000 gallons of liquid sewage per day, for the sum of

1,000 pounds sterling ])er annum. This substance is to be subjected by
the purchasers to a chemical treatment for the purpose of converting it

into sulphate of ammonia.
Speoificgravity test for potatoes.—A simple test adopted in

Germany for determining the comparative value of ditfereut samples of

potatoes as food, consists in the use of a saline solution of a certain

strength, in whicl) the potatoes are placed, and observing the depth to

which they sink. Those which sink the dee[)er, and especially those that
settle to the l)ottom, are the more valuable varieties; while the poorer
qualities tloat at the top. As this method depends for its principle upon
the fact that the amount of the starch in the potato is in the n>,tio of its

specific gravity, a much simi)ler method of getting the absolute value
consists in subjetjting the potato directly to the ordinary specific-grav-

ity test, and making the comparisons a(;corilingly.

Department report on the preparation of timber.—A valu-

able report has just been published by the Engineer Department at

Washington, as i)repared by Captain T. J. Cram, upon the decay of
timber, and the methods for its preservation for military and engineer-
ing purposes. Tiie experiments of Captain Cram have tended to show-

that, for a limited period at least, creosoting the timber before immers-
ing it in sea-water is practically a preservative against the attack of
boring mollusks or crustaceans as well as ordinary decay, the tibial hav-
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ing now lasted, in some instances, for as many as twenty years, without
any a])itnrent (.'hankie in the wood.

This is in confirmation of the special report of the Acaden)y of Sciences

of Amsterdam, npon exi)eriinents made by the direction of the Nether-
lands government. Similar experiences seem to have resnlted from the

creosoting- of wool for railroad purposes, as well as for gun-carriages
and other engines of warfare.

The report of Captain Cram discusses the general theory of the appli-

cation, and the methods of subjecting wood to the desired treatment;
and it is maintained by him that its application to breakwaters. Gov-
ernment wharves, piers, and other Government constructions on the
lakes, and on the sea-coast, will result in an enormous saving of

expense. General Gilmore, in an appendix. to the report, expresses his

0])inion that the Bethell process, with its American modification of the
Seeley & Kobbins processes, is cheaper and more ettective tlian any other,

this consisting essentially in impregnating the timber by boiling it in

coal-tar with carbolic acid.

liusT IN WHEAT.—It is at present well established that rust in grain

is produced from the spores of a microscoi)ical fungus growing upon the
barberiy and various rough leaved plants, alder, «&c. These, falling

upon the leaves of the cereals and other grasses, develop very rai)idly,

and in turn yield the summer spores of a similar character, by which the
affection is propagated with inconceivable quickness. The winter
spores, which are jjroduced last, form on the first-named i^lants other
fungus growths the next year, and thereby secure the continuance of the
rust from season to 'reason.

The proper methods of preventing grain from taking this affection,

consist, first, in extirpating the barberry and other trees mentioned
from the vicinity of the grain-fields; next, the grain should be cleaned
with the utmost care, so tliat no seeds of the fungus-bearing plants may
be introduced into the field in the sowing, and thus aid in the develop-

ment of the disease; and finally, no manure should be ai>plie<l to the grain-

fields in which any straws are mixed that have come froui rusted plants,

and, in fact, straw of this character should be burned as the njost effect-

ual nu4hod of protection against the spreading of the disease. If used
at all as manure, however, it should be kept for grass-lauds or fields in

whi(di grain is not raised.

Water glass fou budding teees.—An important use of water-

glass is made in budding trees, for which i^urpose it is to be mixed with
finely powdered whiting or finely silted chalk into a paste, and the
wounded parts of the tree covered with it. In this way the exposed sur-

faces will be com})letely protected against the action of the weather, and
by timely application and ju'oper manipulation all injurious results from
the operation nui,v be avoided.
Extraction of ammonia from the atmosphere by humus.—In

the course of certain experiments made by Bretschneider upon the ex-

traction of ammonia from the atmosphere by humus substances, he came
to the conclusion that the anitrogenous, brown, organic combinations
which are obtained by boiling a solution of sugar with dilute suli)huric

acid have the property, when moist, of extracting ammonia, in a dry
season, from an atmosphere poor in ammonia; second, that this absorp-

tion of amnu)nia, although relatively slight, is yet incomp.irably greater

than the power of absorption of a surlace of water for the amnu)nia
contained in the atmosphere, and also incom])arably greater than that

of nu)ist quartz; third, if the brown combinations are mixed in ascend-

ing proi)oitions, without quartz, so that the former constitute 1, 3, and
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5 per cent, of the weigiit of the latter, the moist mixtures of the same

surface have a (lisi)r()i)()rtionately great i)o\ver of absorption for the tim-

raonia of the atmosphere in a dry season, and increasing- more than

pro])ortionally witli an increasing- amount of uhnin.

Eucalyptus tkek.—Much success seems to have been experienced

in the introduction of several species of Eucuhiptm from Australia into

various parts of Europe and California; and it is probable that in this

plant we may have a very important addition to our material resources.

Its great merit consists primarily in its adaptability to regions other-

wise unsuitable for the growtli" of fore.st vegetation, in the extreme

rapidity of its growth, anil in the great value of the wood for economi-

'cal purposes. When ])lanted in marshy laud, it has a very decided effect

in (h-aining the soil, and freeing it from a malarious tendency
;
while it

is said to thrive where the annual rainfall is scarcely sufticient to keep

ordinary trees in proper vigor.

In one case, a specimen raised in Algiers had attained, at the end ot

eight years, an elevation of nearly thirty-five feet, and a circumference

of five feet at a distance of three feet from the ground. In Australia it

reaches enormous dimensions, equaling if not exceeding in height,

though not in circumference, the far-famed giant trees of California.

As is well known, trees having this rapid growth are generally soft

and spongy, and of comparatively little value tor timber ; but the Euca-

lyptus is quite the reverse, tlie wood being very heavy and hard, resist-

ing the action of air and water, as well as of most kinds of insects. In

general properties it resembles the wood of the oak, and it is employed
very largely tor ship-timber in Australia. The growing plants dissend-

nate an aromatic fragrance, Avhicli is supposed to be conducive to health.

This is due to the volatile essential oil, which can be readily collected,

and is known as eiieahjptol. The leaves famish 2J per cent, of their

weight of this substance, which has come into use already as a solvent

of resins, and even of caoutchouc ; and it is warndy recoinmemled for

the mauufacture of varnish. It is also valuable as a febrifuge ; and
on this account, in Si)ain and the south of France, it has been made
to replace quinine with decided advantage.
Changes in the proximate principles of herbaceous vege-

tables.—Deherainmaintainsthatthe proximate principles of vegetables
migrate from the older to the newly formed leaves, and that this nugra-
tion is associated with a transformation of glucose into cane-sugar,
while, when the seed is formed, the cane-sugar is converted into starch
and the albumen into gluten, both insoluble. In this way the conver-
sion of soluble into insoluble princii)les and the accumulation of sub-
stances in the seed is accounted for, and is illustrated by the following
experiment: If a porous vessel, containing distilled water, be pla(;ed in

another vessel containing a solution of cupric sulphate, the salt pene-
trates by diffusion into the inner vessel. If then a few drops of baryta-
water be added to the inner vessel, the salt is precipitated, the equili-

brium is disturbed, and a new portion of cupric sul[)hate diffuses into

the inner vessel. The salt may be again precipitated by the baryta-
water, and the operations repeated till eveutuall}^ the whole of the cu])ric

sulphate will have ])assed into the porous vessel, and there become
precipitated.

Power of soils in absorbing gases.—Prof. Eeichardt, of Jena,
has instituted a series of experiments, with the aid of Hcrr iScheermes-

ser, upon the capacity of the constituents of the earth to absorb gases,
and has been led to the following conclusions : 1. The power of absorb-
ing carbonic acid gas exhibited by clay purified with hydrochloric acid,
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as well as that dried at a temperature of 21-° Fahrenheit, or ev^en

brought to a red heat, and alsio tliat of purified kaolin, is very slight,

compared with that which contains hydrated oxide of iron. 2. Sand,
purified with hydrochloric acid, and brought to a red heat, absorbs very
slowly traces only of carbonic acid. 3. Mixtures of clay and sand, in a
dry condition, absorb traces only of carbonic acid ; but notably larger
quantities in a moist condition. Exposed to the rays of the sun when
moist, they lose the carboiuc acid absorbed, but in the shade again
take it up gradually. Tlie absoqttion of carbonic acid by the pure mix-
ture is, nevertheless, quite inconsiderable compared with that contain-
ing hydrated oxide of iron. 4. The percentage of carbonic acid in hy-
drated oxide of iron is constantly very considerable, even if variable^
the difference depending upon the density of the deposit, the tenqtera-

ture at which this is dried, and upon its degree of moisture, 5. The
amount of carbonic acid in the soils increases in proportion to their \)er-

centage of hydrated oxide of iron. 6. The action of the sun's heat upon
dry mixtures of earth is to drive out a large part of all the carbonic
acid absorbed. 7. Moist mixtures of earth lose all their carbonic acid
under the action of the sun's ra.y s much easier than dry. 8. The relation

of oxygen to the nitrogen is altered by moisture in iavor of the latter.

9. By heating to 212° Fahrenheit nearly all the carbonic acid is driven
out from mixtures of earth. 10. According to all the experiments, mix-
tures of earths give off carbonic acid under the iniiuence of an elevated
diurnal tenqierature, but the supply is again renewed during the night

;

the ])ercentage also is always greater in the morning than toward
evening. 11. Direct experiments upon the action of hydrated oxide of
iron and water upon carbonate of lime prove in tlie most striking man-
ner the solvent action under its intiuence in giving off carbonic acid.

Enzootic miscarriage in cattle.—M. Boulcy, well known for his

researches into the subject of the diseases of cattle, such as carbuncle,
&c., has lately made a communication to the Academy of Sciences of
Paris, based upon some investigations of M. Zundel upon epidemic, or
what he calls enzootic, miscarriage in cattle. He states that it has long
been known that when a cow undergoes a miscarriage in a stable occu-
pied by other cows in a condition of gestation, this accident does not
remain isolated, but, on the contrary, and in fact very coramoidy, the
remaining animals miscarry successively, as though a contagious i)rin-

ciple had been disengaged from the first case and communicated to all

the others. It has already been shown by exj)eriment that if the liquids

discharged by a cow that has just miscarried be introduced into the
vaginal of another cow nearly at full term, the miscarriage will take
place in the second case.

According to Franck, this is produced by the micrococci or bacterias,

which exist in an extraordinary quantity u[>on the foital envelopes, and
conduce to their deconq>osition. These being introduced into the vagina
multiply with great rai)idity, penetrate to the uterus, and there initiate

that decomposition of which abortion is the consequence.
M. Kololf, on his part, has stated his belief that this enzootic nnscar-

riage results from the introduction into the vagina of substances
which have been tainted by the vaginal dischaiges of the cattle in which
abortion has already taken place, and which are taken u[) in the liquids
of the stable, and in the littering, these exhibiting their action ui)on the
vaginal mucous membrane by a leddening and tumefaction which alwajs
precede the manifestation of the accident. If these views be in any
way correct, it is probable that the remedy for the disease consists in

purifying the stable and disinfecting the cattle, which niMy be done by
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vajjinal injections of very dilute carbolic acid, or of perinangauate of

potash, so as to destroy any iufection germs that may have penetrated

therein.

Hatching silk-worm egg-s at will.—M. Daclanx has i)resented

to the Academy of Sciences of Paris an article npon the method of pro-

ducing at will the hatching of the eggs of the silk-worm, in which he

remarks that shortly after their discliarge, and as soon as n change of

color takes place, the eixg enters ui)on a kind of rest, or sleep, which
usually lasts 'until winter, and from which it can only emerge under the

action of cold, in consequence of which the evolution of the embryo

—

stationary until that time—has a beginning. The impulse once given^

this evolution must go on, and sometimes is interfered with very mate-

rially by continued cold, so as to cause the death of the eggs, or else

results in a feeble [)rogeny, that becomes involved in disease. The
duration of this second period in the history of the egg, occupying from

3 to 3.J months, cannot be materially modified when once begun without

danger, but the tirst, lasting 5 or G mouths, is more manageable, and
the period can be reduced to 20 days, or extcmded to 18 months, at will.

To prevent an egg from develoi)ing at the ordinary period, it is necessary

to keep it, from the moment of laying, at a temperature between 59°

and 08° Fahrenheit, and to expose it to cold during a period of 15

days, at least three months before the appointed time for hatching. On
the other hand, to cause the egg to hatch before the ordinary time, it is

necessary to expose it to cold 20 days after laying, and to leave it at

that teniperature for two mouths, and then to remove it. Six weeks
after it will be found to be in the same condition as the normal eggs,

and may be treated in the same manner. lu this way it is possible to

have the eggs ready to hatch out at any time of the year.

FACTS FROM VARIOUS SOURCES.

Homesteads in Florida.—Governor Harrison Eeed, in his message
to the legislature, recommends "that homesteads be granted to actual

settlers upon the State lands upon the same terms as now allowed by
the United States Government." He also speaks of the sources of wealth,

as follows: " Fisb, oysters, and turtle for eleveu hundred miles of sea-

coast, abound, almost beyond parallel, with bays and inlets, and inland
navigable waters, of an equal extent, offer the richest inducements to

enterprise and capital, if properly protected by law. Let these mines of

wealth be divided into convenient districts, and rented to individuals or

companies for stated periods, with protection sufficient to induce the
systematic working of them, and a revenue may be derived sufficient,

in a few years, to pay the entiie expenses of the State government.
With the facilities of transportation now enjoyed, St. Andrews' Bay,
Apalachicola, Cedar Keys, and Tampa Bay oysters may soon be as cel-

ebrated in the markets of Savannah, Charleston, Saint Louis, and the

cities of the interior, as the " Saddle Rocks" are in New York, and in-

stead of receiving canned oysters, sardines, and salt fish from the North,

we may successfully compete in their markets with the products of any
portion of the world."

Tea in Georgia.—William Jones, one of the editors of the Southern
Cultivator, Athens, Georgia, has been experimenting with the tea-plant.

lU'\L8(>0 he received from the agricultural department of the Patent
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Office, fifty plants. Koepinc: tliem in pots nntil February, 18G1, wlien

tliey were i)lanted ont five feet each way, in a loose sandy soil, they
grew finely, and in April, 1802, a small quantity of tea was made. Siiico

then, the fifty plantshave increase*!, until he has fifteen thousand, raised
from seed. They stood uninjured the severe cold of December, 1870.

They do not grow as rapidly in the rolling clay soil as in the sandy land
near the coast. Tlie tea made in Georgia took premiums in T871 at the
State Fair, and the fairs at Augusta and Atlanta, and an honorable no-

tice at Savannah.
Beet-sugar.—The estimates of the beet-sugar product of Europe for

the ])resent manufacturing season somewhat exceed 1,000,00{) tons, a
small increase upon the product of last year. France will make about
o5(),(K)0 tons. The business is yearly extending.
Almonds jn Texas.—A correspondent in Williamson County has

four almond trees one year old, which look very well, and seem to be
as hardy as the fig. He thinks they can be grown in tliat State. .

Irrigation.—A correspondent in El Paso County, Colorado, sug-

gest, in view of the fact that the water in the valley through which the
Foutaine-que-Bouille flows is inadequate to the amount of irrigation re-

quired, or to the lands susceptible of being brought into cultivation

that there are large natural reservoirs near the creek in many,
places, which could be filled, and thus economize the water. He asks
Congress to grant these basins to any parties who will go to the expense
of filling them with water for the purposes of irrigation.

The Agricultural Society of Linn County, Oregon was organ-
ized in 1859, and in 18G5 it became a joint stock association. The fair-

grounds consists of 150 acres, with improvements worth $G,000. The
-gross receipts for 1870, $2,300; for 1871, $4,000. Premiums paid in

1871, $2,675.

Milton Agricultural and Horticultural Society of Ohio
has lately been organized at Milton, Mahoning County, Ohio. The mem-
bers withdrew from the Mahoning County Agricultural Society on ac-

count of its horse-racing and gambling, which absorbed most of the time
and attention of the people, leading them to lose siglitof the true claims

of agriculture and horticulture. Five acres of the best land belong to

the society, and active efibrts are being made to render it an eliective

agent for doing good in the cause of agriculture.

Steam-plowing.—The employment of steam in farm cultivation is

extending gradually, if not rapidly, in England, At a recent meeting
of tiie Coggeshall Agricultural Society, the case of a gentleman in Berk-
shire was mentioned, who uses four steam-engines of 30 horse-power,

and in 1870 succeeded in stirring the soil to a depth of 30 in(;hes, and
last year went to the depth of three feet. He grew 1,000 acres of beet-

root last season for the manufacture of brandy. Another suggestive

exam^de was reported at the same meeting. Three years ago the Duke
of il^orthumberland made an arrangement with his tenants, by which
he furnished a 12 horse-])Ower engine, those using it being charged their

pro rata share for the original outlay, for the wear and tear, with a

slight reserve for a new one. The first year the land was plowed at 10 shil-

lings per acre, and deeply cultivated at 5 shillings per acre. If cultivated

the second time, the charge was, for plowing, 2s. Od. per acre, and har-

rowing. Is. 6d., not mere harrowing of three-inch teeth, but with ma-
chines cultivating 12 to 15 inches. As priority in the use of the plow-

was in)i)ortant, it was decided that the man whose 30-acre field was first

ready should have it, and so on, and when it became an even question,

lots were dra^\n. The result, after three years' trial, has been extremely
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satisfiietoiy, largely increasing the profits of tlio farmer, with a bene-

ficial effect upon tlie conntry at large.

WAitiiEN County, Ky.—The surplus productions of this county,

shipped on the Louisville and Nashville Eailroad, for the year ending
June 30, 1871, were : 03,015 hushels wheat, value, $77,550 ; 3,1517 bushels

corn, $1,009 ; 1,011 bushels other grains, $505 ; 2,700 hogsheads tobacco,

$331,920; 1,519 barrels flour, $12,100
f
221 barrels potatoes, $552 ; 45

barrels pork and lard, $1,350 ; 130 barrels liquor, $12,210 ; 520 horses

and mules, $77,000; 3,180 cattle, $95,400; 24,000 hogs, $384,000; 104

car-loads of coal, $0,150; 195 car-loads of Inmber, $32,700; 20 car-loads

of brick, $720; 5 car-loads of rock, $250; 2,300,003 pounds general

merchandise, $230,000 ; 78,323 pounds fruit, $3,910 ; 1,800 sheep, $5,400;

07 casks of bacon, $5,300. Total value shipped as freight, $1,280,854.

By express: 214,553 dozen eggs, $42,910; 140,500 pounds butter,

828,100 ; 175,500 pounds fowls, $22,815 ; 40,000 pounds wool, $10,000
;

20,000 pounds feathers, $10,000; 2,000 dozen brooms, $5,000; 24,728

pounds peltries, $2,472. Total by express, $127,297. The grand total

v.-as $1,408,151 ; and as there is but little not the produce of the soil, the

record is worthy of consideration. There was but little corn shipped,

that going mostly into pork.
Tree culture.—A farmer in Osage County, Kansas, has planted

within the past five years several thousand forest trees, such as oak,

walnut, soft maple, elm, white ash, sycamore, catalpa, Avhite and yellow

willow, mulberry, and cottouwood. Many of the cottonwoods are now
nearly 30 feet high and six inches in diameter.

Silk cocoons.—The total product of silk cocoons in the United
States, as reported in the census of 1870, is 3,945 pounds, of which Cali-

fornia produced 3,587; Pennsylvania, 1 ; Virginia, 15 ; North Carolina,

95; Georgia, 14; Mississippi, 31; Louisiana, 1; Tennessee, 153; Ken-
tucky, 45 ; and Missouri, 3.

Wheat Crop in England.—Mr. J. B. Lawes has published an esti-

mate of the wheat crop of Great Britain for 1871, in which he predicts

that the supply will show a great deficiency. He bases his estimate on
the fact that the census returns of 1871 show that the average number
to be fed in the British Islands, during the ensuing twelve months, is

31,843,970 ; and assuming the average consumption of wheat to be 5 J
bushels per head, the quantity required will be little short of 22,000,000

quarters. Taking the home produce at 24 bushels per acre, (of 01 pounds
])er bushel,) and the area under wheat to be the same as returned for

1870, viz : 3,773,003 acres, the gross produce of the United Kingdom will

amount to about 14,000,007 quarters. Deducting from this 2-| bushels

X)er acre for seed, there is left for consumption as food about 10,250,000

quarters, leaving a requirement of 11,500,000 quarters to be supplied

from foreign sources. Other writers estimate the deficiency at 13,000,000

quarters, that will be required from other countries, besides enormous
ciuantities of other grain, meat, butter, cheese, eggs, &c. There are,

besides, several circumstances pointing to a large consumption of bread
during the coming harvest year. Meat is exceedingly dear in England;
labor is in great demand, and full wages are paid. The potato disease

has appeared, with a virulence unequaled since 1840, in various dis-

tricts, and although the extent of its ravages cannot yet be stated, it is

certain that this crop will i)rove lamentably short. The information at

present at command leaves no reason to fear that there will be any de-

ficiency of foreign corn to meet the above want, though prices have ad-

vanced in Hungary and Eussia, notwithstanding the accumulations of

old wheat. The imports of wheat into England for the first nine mouths
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of 1871 exceed those of the corrcspoiKling period of the preceding year
by nearly $20,000,000 ; about oue-third of the imports were from the
United States.

Cheese factories,—The American cheese-factory system is affect-

ing the markets of England to such a degree that, at the late discus-

sions of the Ayrshire Farmers' Club it was stated that this S3%stem must
be introduced there generally, or they must give up dairying, on the old
system, altogether. In the rich grazing district of Cheshire, where
11,000 tons of the best cheese in England is made, the American factory
system is being introduced with great favor ; and in other districts it

is proposed to send deputations to this country to fully investigate the
workings of our cheese factories. At a large sale of cheese in Liver-
pool, the product of the Derbyshire cheese factory sold higher thau the
produce of the Cheshire dairies generally. Many dairymen have ex-

pressed their decided conviction that under the factory system they
could manufacture cheaper, and produce a superior article, with a great
relief to farmers' wives. While Cheshire cheese has not advanced iu

j)rice from what it was fifty jears ago, butter, for several years, has
l3een sold, steadily, sixty per cent, higher.

Condensed milk is becoming a large and new trade, and will ulti-

mately contribute largely to the food of the world. Milk is wanted not
only at sea, but in the ra])id growth of many large cities, pure milk, as
an article essential to children, becomes less and less abundant. Con-
densed-milk factories have been established in various places in Great
Britain, in the Argentine Eepublic, and even in Australia, whence con-

densed milk has become an article of export to Europe.
Physicae DEaENERAOY OF CITY POPULATION.—At the last meeting

of the British Social Science Association it was stated as an unquestion-
able fact that, with the increase of factory and in-door work, the physical

type in Englishmen has degenerated of late years. Broad chests and
powerful limbs are no longer the rule among laborers and artisans,

and the recruiting sergeant comi)lains that the doctor rejects every year
a large proportion of the men recruited by him, and even those admit-
ted to the ranks are very inferior in bone and muscle to their older com-
rades. Of those enlisted in the last few years, 38 per cent, have been
rejected ; in some districts four out of five are rejected on the ground ot

physical disqualification. This is ascribed to the concentration of the
working classes in cities, to the depressing circumstances of their city

life, and to the large iiroportiou of those engaged iu in-door employ-
ments. So many females also are withdrawn from rural to factory life,

that gross ignorance as to the use and preparation of food, and of do-

mestic economy and cooking, abounds among the poor, rendering their

condition deplorable.

Irrigation.—It is suggested in England that Parliament, by special

act, authorize two or more landholders to join together for united action

iu the construction and development of irrigation works, and that loans

at low interest be granted by government upon the security of the pro-

perty thus improved. So important is this subject considered by the
Spanish government that irrigation works are authorized by the "Ley
del Agua," by an enactment most judicious and comprehensive.
Adulteration of tea.—So extensively is this now carried on in

China, that Mr. Medhurst, the British consul at Shanghai, states that
when he wrote 53,000 pounds of willow-leaves were in course of manip-
ulation at one i)ort alone, to be mixed with tea for shipment at the
ratio of from 10 to 20 per cent. The trade in these willow-leaves (which
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cost about four cents a pound) is openly carried on, and not the slight-

est attempt is made to disguise the object for which they are i)repared.

Diseases of cattle.—The Loudon Veterinarian says the present

condition of Europe with regard to the cattle plague is not very reas-

suring. It still threatens Germany, and has not been exterminated
either in Galicia or Lower Austria. It has broiien out iu Poland, on
the direct line of railway leading iuto Silesia ; also in the Baltic i^rov-

ince of Livonia in Eussia, near the port of Eiga, and among the cows
in the dairies of St. Petersburg, besides existing to an alarming extent

iu Southern Eussia, where sheep as well as cattle are attacked. It has
also appeared iu several departments in France, extending its ravages
from the neighborhood of Paris toward the channel coast at Havre and
Dieppe. In Holland, however, the ideuro-pneumonia has been steadily

declining for several months.
The foot and mouth disease still retains a strong hold iu many parts

of Great Britain, and is reported as existing in eighty-two counties.

Fairs and markets in connection with the Irish cattle trade have proved
prolific sources of mischief. It exists iu Holland ; and a cargo of twelve

hundred sheep, landed at Harwich from Eotterdam, four of them being
found infected with the disease, the whole were immediately slaughtered

at the place of landing. Other cargoes from the same port, in which
the disease was detected, were summarily dealt with in the same man-
ner.

The small-pox in sheep has increased to rather a serious extent in

Pomerania and other parts of the ISTorth German States. Inoculation

continues to be carried out on a large scale, fiirmers having the fullest

confidence in its protection against the natural disease, as well as that

the benign nature of the inoculated sheep-pox rarely leads to fatal

results. English farmers generally concur in this opinion.

The influenza in horses, which was noticed and excited alarm in the
stables of New ^ork, a few months since, is going the rounds of the
large towns and cities of Europe ; in some places in England it has
made great havoc. The x)athology of this disease requires a more full

investigation than it has yet received.

Carbolic aid in veterinary practice.—La Tribune Medicale of

Savoy states that a destructive epidemic of cattle plague was arrested

by the following treatment : 1. Bleed to the extent of three quarts. 2.

Administer a quart of lukewarm water, in which are dissolved two and
a half drachms of crystalized carbolic acid. 3. Give, once or twice, four

quarts of strong infusion of cofiee. 4. Energetic frictions to excite

cutaneous reaction. 5. Scarify the infiltrated regions. G. In the course
of the complaint give several quarts of the infusion of gentian. 7.

Dress with a solution of the above-mentioned carbolic acid, above the
pustules which form on the hide. In this manner fifty cows, seven
horses, and one pig were treated, of which only one cow died, and the
epidemic was arrested.

Wild beasts and snakes in India.—The Viceroy of India has con-

tinued and extended the liberal rewards for the destruction of wild
beasts and snakes. The following record of dreadful deaths from both
causes, during three years, is condensed from the Government Gazette.
Killed by wild beasts, by the returns from only ten districts, 12,554

;

killed by snakes, in nine districts, 25,604 ; total from both causes, 38,218,

and these are only the cases officially reported. How many thousands
of other deaths, trom the same horrible causes, in districts not reported,

and in lonely, isolated villages, dreary swamps, and wild jungles, from
which official reports cannot be obtained, will never be known. The
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sangniunr}' liorrors of Waterloo, Trafalgar, and any year ol Xapoleou'B
battles, hardly equal tliis.

FoEESTiiY ; FORETHOUGHT.—lu England there are about 40,000 acres

of young oaks and other growing timber, i)lanted in iuclosures by
authority of acts of Parliament, of which 10,000 were planted last year.

Of the trees thus planted for navy i^urposes, none of them have attained

mucli more than half of their full one hundred years' growth j the
thinnings, necessary to make room for the ultimate crop to reach

maturity, produce a large income.

MARKEf PRICES OF FAlUi PRODUCTS.

Articles.

NEW YOKK.

Flour, siiperflne State., per bbl
esuas (to...

suiieifine western .do...
extra to clioico do. .

.

extra soutlieru do
good to clioico do—

Wheat, No. 1 spriug. .per biisli.

Xo. 2.spring do. ..

wiuter, red western do.
amber, western. . .do
wLite, western . . .do. .

.

Eye do . .

.

Barley do . .

.

Oats, do. .

.

Corn, new wcstprii, mixed. do
old wesliiii, mixed, .do

nay, shipping (qualities per ton.
prime do—

Pork, mess per bbl.

prime do

—

Beef, plain xncss do. .

.

extra do . .

.

Lard, per lb.

Butter, western do. .

.

State dairy do. .

.

Cheese, western dairy do. .

.

State factory do. .

.

Cotton, ordinary to good ordi-

nary per lb...

low middling to good
middling per lb. ..

Tobacco, lugs, all grades, per lb.

common leaf do...

Wool, pulled do. .

.

tub.washed do. .

.

California spring clip. do
fall do...

Texas, inferior to fine. do

liOSTOX.

riour,western, superfine . per bbl
extras do .

.

choice do..
Bouthem rxtras do..
choice Baltinioro . . .do.

.

Wheat per bush.
Kye do...
Barley do. .

.

Com,' southern yellow, do. .

.

western mixed do. .

.

western yellow do. .

.

Beef, mess per bbl.

cxtia do...
Pork, prime do. .

.

mess do

—

Lard per lb.

Butter, N. T. and Vt do. .

.

Canada do...
westei-u do. .

.

January.

$5 70
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Market prices of farm producls.—Continued.

Articles.

CIXCINNATI.

Flour, superfine per bbl.

.

extr.a <lo

family V do . .

.

Wheat, No. i -white. . .per bush.

.

Is'o. 2 white «lo

No. 1 red do
No. 2 rod do

Corn, white do
yellow do

Oats, white do
No. 1 mixed do

Eye do
Barley, winter, No. 2 do

Spring, No. 2 do
Hay, tight-pressed, common to

choice per ton..
loose-i)ressed, prime to
choice per ton .

.

Pork, mess per bbl..
prime do

Beef, plate per bbl.

.

llama do
Lard, prime steam per lb..
Butter, western reserve. . .do

choice ceut'l Ohio .do
Cheese, western reserve . -do

choice factory '. do
Tobacco, Ings, West Va ... do

lugs, Kentucky, .do
medium leaf. West Vir-

ginia per lb..

medium leaf,Ky .do
Wool, tub-washed do

lioece-washed, mimufac-
turing per lb.

.

fleece-washed, combing,
per lb..

unwa.shed, manuf'g.do

uuwa.shed, comb'g.do
pulled do

Flonr, winter extras. . .per bbl.

.

spiiug exti'as do
AVheat, No. 1 sin-ing. .per bush.

.

No. 2 spring do
No. 3 spring do

Corn, No. 2 do
rejected do

Oats, No 2 do
rejected do

Eye, No. 2 do
Barley, No. 2 do
Hay, timothy (on track) per ton.

prairie do
Pork, mess "....per bbl..

extra do
Beef, mess per bbl.
Lard per lb..
Butter, choice dairy do

fair to good tub and fir-

kin l)er lb..
Cheese,New York factory .do

western, factory . . .do
Ohio, factory do

Wool, medium fleece do
unwashed medium .do
tub-washed do

ST. LOUIS.

Flour, superfine per bbl.

.

extras do
choice do

January.

$5 75



METEOROLOGY.

DECEMBER, 1871.

[COJiriLED rx THE DEl'AUTMENX OK AGIUCULTURE FROM UEPOUTS MADE BY OBSEin-ESS OF TUB SMTH-
SOXIAS IXSTITUTIOX.J

TaMe sliowing the hiijliesl and lowest raiifje of the thermometer, the mean temperature, and
amount oj rain and melted snow. Ohseirations daily at 7 a. m. and 2 and 9 p. m.

State and station.

JIAIXE.

Surry
Bucksport
Orono
Brewer Village. .

.

Montville
Do

ralernio
A^est "Waterville.
GariUuer
Lisbon
Stanili.sli

East Wilton
Korway
Corni.sii

Coruishville

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Stratford
Tamworth
Contoocookville. .

.

Amoskeas

VERMOXT.

Lnnenbiirgli
Ci'al'tsbiiry

!Raudolj)b
"Woodstock
Norwicb
Koar St. Albans
AVest Cbarlotte .

Panton
Castluton

County.

MASSACHUSETTS.

iring.ston
Lawrence
Milton
New Bedford . .

.

Bo
Do

CaTiibridge
Kortli i'illerica .

Mfndoii
Lunciilmrgh
AV(ni(t.ster'

Andid.st
HiiL^dalo
WilliaiJisto'.vn .

.

Hancock
...do
Penobscot
...do
Waldo
...do
...do
Kennebec
...do
Androscoggin
Cumberlaud .

Prauklin
Oxford ,

York
...do

Observer.

Coos
Carroll
^Bleirimack .

.

Hillsborough.

Essex
Orleans
Orange
AVindsor—
...do
Pranklin
Chittenden
Addison
Pvutlaud ...

Plymouth.

.

Essi'x
Norfolk....
Bristol
...do
...do
Mi<l(Uesex .

....do
Worcester.

....do

....do
ITanipsbiio .

Berkshire..
....do

O.scar H. Tripp ,

AYillabe Haskell
M. C. Fernald
E.D.Mavo
A.J.Cbtford
J.R.Cliabra
B. C. Weutworth
B. r. AVilbnr
R. H. Gardiner
Asa P. Moore
J. P. Moulton
H. Reynolds, M. D
H. D.'Smith
Silas AVest
G. AV. GuptiU

Branch Brown
Alfred Brewster
E. D. Couch
Alfred Colby

H. A. Cutting
Rev. E. P. AVild
C. S. Paine
Doton& Miller
S. B. Phelps
A. H. L Gilmour
Miss M. E. AVing . . .

.

D. C. and M. E. Barto
Rev. R. G. Williams .

G. S. Newcomb
John Fallon
Rev. A. K. Teele...
Samuel Rodman ...

E. T. Tucker
George S. Hart
Mrs. S. H. PeiTy. .

.

Rev. E. & AV.AV! Nason
J. G.Metealf,M. U..-.
G. A. Cunningliam
M. Biiuis, M. D
Prof. E. S. Snell
Rev. E. Dewliurst
Prof. A. Hopkins

Date.

25
23
24

4, 24, 25
23

25,

s
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Table showing the highest and lowest range of the thermometer, cj-c.—Continued.

State and station. County. Observer.
as

Date.
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Table showing the Idgliest and lowest range of the thermometer, 4'C.—Continued.

State and station.
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Table showing the highest and lowest range of the thermometer, <^c,—Contiuued.

State and station.

N. C—Continued.

Fayettoville
Albemarle .

.

Statesville .

.

Aahevillo
Do

SOUTH CAKOLINA.

Gowdev.sville
Greonville C. H . .

.

Berne
St. Mary's
Trader's HiU.
Qnitman
Macon
Atlanta
La Payette .

.

Monlton .

Sehua

Carlowville .

Havana

Near Port Orange.
Jacksonviile

Picolata

Tampa
Wellborn .

Newport.

.

Clarlfsvllle
Near Clark sville.

Houston
Sand Ply
Blutf
Clinton
Austin
Clear Creek

LOUISIANA.

New Orleans.
Pouchatoula .

Mississirpi.

Columbus
Marion Station . .

.

Holly Springs
Grenada
Near Biookliaven.

AKKAXSAS.

Pocahontas
'Mineral Spring . .

.

TENNESSEE.

Elizabethton
Greeneville
Knoxvillo

Cumberland
Stanley
Iredell
Buncombe .

.

...do

Union
Greenville . .

.

Camden.

.

...do ....

Charlton.
Brooks...
Bibb
Fulton...
Walker .

.

Lawrence.
Dallas ....

...do
Hale.

Volusia
Duvall
St. John's

Hillsborough..

Suwannee
WakuUa

lied Eiver .

...do
HaiTis
Bastrop
Favette ...

DeWitt - . .

.

Travis
Galveston.

.

Orleans
Livingston.

Lowndes . .

.

Lauderdale
Marshall...
Grenada . .

.

Lawrence .

.

Eandoljih .

.

Hempstead

Carter
Greene
Knox

G. W. Lawrence . .

.

F. J. Kron
T.A.Alison ,

E. J. Aston
J.T.E.Hardy.M.D

Charles Petty
L. Gibbon

H.L.Hillyer
Ebenozer Barker
Dr. F. M. Smith
J. L. Cutler
S. P. Sanford
Charles Deckner
A. 11. McCutchen

T. M. Peters
Dr. Fahs and Miss R.
B. Deans.

H. L. Alison
H. Tutwiler, LL. D . .

.

S. W. Charaborlin .

.

A. S. Baldwin, M. D
C.F.Powell

W.F. White

Geo. K. Thralls
Chas. Beecher

Rov. John Anderson
Allen Martin
Miss B. H. Boxter. .

.

F. S. Wade
Joseph Fietsom
A.C.White, M.D...
J. Van Nostrand
George N. Leoni

R.W.Foster
H. Collins

J.F.Tarrant
T. ^y. Florer, M. D
T.B.Coleman
J. L. Payne
Mi-s. W.' E. Keenan

J. P. Martin, M. D..
Harmon Bishop

C. H. Lewis
S. S- & Eev. W. S. Doak
J. K. Payne

Date.
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Table showing the. highest and lowest range of the thermometer, ^c.—Coutiuued.

State and station.

Texn.—Coutiuued.

Clearmont
Austin
Clarksville
Trenton ,

La Grange

KENTUCKY.

Pine Grove
Shelby City
Near Louisville..
Blandville

Salem
Martin'.s Ferry
Paineaville
Adams's Mills
Pennsville
Gallipolis
Oberlin
Sandusky
Carson
North Fairfield
"Westerville
North Bass Island .

Marion
Hillsborough
Kenton
Bellefontaine
XJrbana University.
Bethel
Farmer
Carthagena
Jacksouburgh
Oxford
Mount Auburn Ins

.

C iimminsviUe
Cincinnati

Do
College Hill

Alpena
Detroit ,

Monroe City. ..

State Agr. Colle,

Litchfield
Olivet College..
Grand Kapids .

.

Northport
Benzonia
Ontonagon

Fort Wayne .

.

Mt. Carmol . .

.

Aurora
Vevay
Knigiitstown .

Beech Grove.

.

Livonia
Lacouia
Steam Corner.
Merom
New Harmony

County.

Warren
Wilson
Montgomery
Gibson
Fayette

Clark...
Boyle ...

Jefferson
Ballard .

Columbiana.
Belmont
Lake .•.

Muskingum
Morgan
Gallia
Lorain
Erie
Huron
...do
Franklin
Ottawa
Marion
Highland . .

.

Hardin
Logan
Champaign .

Clermont ...

Defiance
Mercer
Butler
...do
Hamilton . .

.

...do

...do

...do

...do

Alpena
Wayne
Monroe
Ingham
Hillsdale
Eaton
Kent
Leelenaw
Benzie
Ontonagon

Alien ...:..

Franklin

Dearborn .

.

Switzerland
Rush
...do
Washington
Harrison..
Fountain .

Sullivan ..

I'oaey

Observer.

T.P.Wright
P. B. Caliioun
Prof. W. M. Stewart.
W. T. Grigsliy
W. E. Franklin, M. D

S. D. Martin, M. D
Howard Shriver .

Mrs. L. Young . .

.

E. AV.Horr .'.

J. E. Pollock....
C.R.& MarthaB.Shreve
E.J. Ferris
C. A. Stilwell
T. J. Bingham
A. P. Eodgers
L. Horrick
Thomas Neill
Mrs. M. M. Marsh
O. Bui'rass
Prof. J. Has'wood
Geo. K. Morton, M.D..
H. A. Trun.M. D
J. McD. Mathews
C. H.Smith, M.D
William Barringer
M. G. Williams
G. W. Crane
A. C. Irwin
Prof. W.K. Mueller...
J. B.Owsley, M.D....
R. W. McFarland
Prof. LH. White
J. H. Shields
G. t\r. Harper
R.C.Phillips
J. W. Hammitt

Date.

30
30, 31

30
30
30

J. W. Paxton
F. W. Higgins
Thomas Whelplov
Prof R. C. Kedzie . . .

.

R.Bullard
Prof A. F. Kom])
E. S. Holmes, D. D. S .

.

Rev. G. N. Smith
William Wilson
E.Ellis, M.D

R. S. Robertson
J. A. Applegate and

daughte'r.
George Sutton, M. D.
C. G. Boerner
D. Deem
AVilliam S. Clark
J. K. Howard
Adam Crozier
B.C. Williams, M.D.
Tlionias Holmes
Juhu ChappoUsmith .

31
23
31
31
23
31
31
30
3

30,31
23
23
30
23
31
31
30
30
23

23,31
23,31

23
31
30
31
23

23, 30, 31

23
30,31

31
30
31
30
30
30
30

, 30
30

a

II
.3 a
« ft

Deg.
60
72
C9
73
70

Date.

21

4, 20, 21
21

4,20
21

21
21
21

20,21

21
21
21
21
21
21
21
20

20, 21, 28
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21

21
21
21

05

—
— 3

2

X»?.7.

38.9
30.2
3C.0
38.6
40.0

30. R
34.6
31.8
31.6

25.1
20. 2
25.5
26.7
28.6
30.8
24.4
2.1.5

29.2
26.4
26.8
24.9
24.8
28.5
25.5
2.5.0

26.2
27.3
23.8
23.7
28. 2
26.8
29.5
27.6
30.5
28.8
28.1

2,1.0

2'.J. 3
27.7
21.2
21.1
20.5
22.1
21.0
21.1
11.5

24.6
28. C

219
30.5
26.0
26.2
20.4
31.2
23. 9

28.5
31.2
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TahJe showing the highf-nt and lowest range of the thermometer, t^-c.—Continued.

State and station.
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Table showing the Idgliest and lowest range of the thermometer, cj-c.—Continued.

State and station.

IIISSOUEI.

St. Lotiis University
Hematite .'.

EoUa
Jefferson City
!Korth Springfield .

.

llount Vernon
Kansas City
Nevada
Oregon
Corning
Saint Joseph

KAXSAS.

Olathe
Paola
Baxter Springs.
Leavenworth ..

Atchison

"Williamstown
!Kcar Williamstown
Lawrence
AVilliamsburgh
Holton
Le Hoy
Manhattan
Council Grove
Holden

NEBRASKA.

De Soto
Belleviie
Emerson
Omaha Agency
Santee Agency

UTAH.

Coalville

COLORADO.

Denver City
Fonntaiu .'.

Colorado Springs.

KEW BRUNSWICK.

St.John

KOVA SCOTIA.

Wolfville

County.

St. Louis..
Jefferson.

.

Phelps
Cole
Greene ...

Laivrence.
Jaclison ..

Vernon . .

.

Holt
...do
Buchanan

Johnson
Miami
Cherokee
Leavenworth
Atchison

Jefferson .

...do
Douglass .

Franklin..
Jackson. ..

Coffey ....

Kiley
Mojris
Sedgwick

.

"Washington ..

Sarpy
Otoe
Blackbird
L'Eau qui Court

Summit

.

Arapahoe

.

El Paso...
...do

St.John.

Observer. Date.

A. Averbeck
J. M. Smith
H. Bungles
N. De Wyl
K. H. JilcCord
Wvatt Harris
S.W.Salisbury...
P.J.Bond
"William Kaucher

.

•H. Martin
H.Bullard

"Watts Beckwith
L. D. "Walrad
"William Hylaud
Dr. J. Stavman
Dr. HB.and Miss M.
Horn.

J. M. Cotton
,...do
r.H.Snow
D. Fogle
J. "Waiters, M. D
J. G. Shoemaker
Prof. B. P. Mudge
A. "Woodworth, M. D .

.

A. G. Bichardson

Charles Seltz
Mr.s. E.E.Caldwell....
"William Dunn
Bev. William Hamilton
G. S. Truman

Thomas Bullock

William l^. Eyers.
C.LCroft
E. S. Nettleton . . .

.

Gilbert Murdock.

D. E. Higgins .

6
6
6

6.11,15
G

23

;,
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xNOTES OF THE WEATHER-DECEMBER, 1871.

Mount Desert^ Me.—A gale in tlie night blew down chimneys and car-

ried off the snow 23d.

Montville, Me.—Penobscot Eiver frozen for the first time 1st; snow
during the night 7th.

^Yest Waterville, 3fe.—Sleet, hail, and rain 4th; snow 7th, 10th, 14th,
23d, 27th, and 2Uth.

Oxford, Me.—Coldest day in four years 21st.

Lishon, Me.—Teams cross Androscoggin Kiver on ice about nine days
sooner than usual for the last ten years 1st. Fine display of aurora bor-
ealis in the evening 8th. First sleighing 19th.

Standish, 2le.—Snow fell on seven days, and rain on twelve; warm
days 24th and 25th.

Istratford, N. R.—Wells low; some small streams freezing and dry-
ing up ; mills doing but little, some have stopped. Snow on eighteen
days, seventeen inches in all.

Tamicorth, IST. R.—A very cold December. Snow enough for good
sleighing ; the ground is frozen two feet deep. Swamps are quite dry,
wells and streams are low.

Crqftshuri/, Yt.—A month remarkable for sudden changes. Snow fell

on twenty days, and rain on three.

WoodstocJc, Vt.—Ice in the river twenty inches thick 22d ; wells and
streams low.

JVeflr *S'*. Albans y Yt.—Heavy vdud during the night 23d; poor sleigh-

ing 31st.

West CharJottej Yt.—First three days beautiful, with the haze of In-

dian summer ; mouth unusually cold.

Castletoii, Vt.—Thunder-storm south and southeast 23d; have been
but few phenomena this month ; very cloudy.

JS^ew Bedford, Mass.—IsTo ice in the river ; no snow on the ground

;

ver}^ little frost ; roads muddy 31st.

Cambridge, Mass.—Eain 4th, 23d, and 26th; snow on nine days, not
enough altogether for two days' sleighing.

North BUlerica, Mass.—Snow nearly gone ; ice-cutting suspended

;

streams pretty full 31st.

Newport, E. I.—Half-inch of snow, the first of the season, 7th ; a gale
from the south, and copious showers from 1 to 4 a. m. 24th.

MoricJies, N. Y.—Eemarkably mild and beautiful 24th.
Argyle, N. Y.—The month noted for violent changes of temperature.
Brooldyn, N. Y.—A singular storm, commencing with snow, changing

to sleet, hail, and rain in succession, 29th ; stars visible 21 evenings.
Glasco, JY. Y.—Hudson closed from Albany to Eondout 6th ; thunder

and lightning 31st.

2liddlebur(jli, N. Y.—The afternoon and night of the 23d a gale ot

"hot south wind" carried off 8 inches of snow, broke up the ice 10 inches
thick in Schoharie Eiver, and raised the water very high, causing serious
damage.

Cooperstoicn, N. T.—Otsego Lake closed 21st; a very changeable
month—severely cold and very mild

;
good sleighing for a week, in the

middle of the month ; none on the 31st.

Gouverneitr, N. Y.—Heavy thunder, sharp lightning, and high wind
at 4 p. m. 23d.

Bejmnville, N. Y.—Twenty rainy days during the month.
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NeicarJ^. Yalhij, JV. 1.—Thunder-shower 6 p. ra. 31st,

Buffalo, N. Y.—The coldest December iu thirteen j-cars, with more
than tlie average of high winds.

South Orange, N. J.—Ice six inches thick 3d; first sleighing 20th;
sleighing gone 24th; frost all out of the ground 27th.

Moorestoicn, N. J.—" Stern, straightalong winter through the month."
Vineland, N. J.—Month cold and severe.

Fallsington, Fa.—Delaware Kiver closed at Trenton, N. J., 5th ; rain-

storm 23d ; Delaware liiver broke up at Trenton, N. J., 24th ; a very
cold month.

Tioga, Pa.—Diffuse lightning; thunder iu the distance 31st; many
springs and wells are dry that never were known to fail before.

York Sulj^liur S])i-ings, Fa.—Month remarkably dry.

Greenshurgli, Fa.—Coldest day in fifteen years 21st; thermometer 68°,

the warmest Christmas for fifteen years, 25th; first thunder and light-

niug since October 31st.

Tarentum, Fa.—Allegheny Eiver broke up very abruptly, the ice eight

inches thick, 26th ; coal and lumber men have sustained much damage.
Neic Castle, Fa.—Lightning, with loud and prolonged thunder, 31st.

Beaver, Fa.—The coldest night in five years 21st; lightning and
heavy thunder 31st; month very dry.

Canuonsburgh, Fa.—Thunder, lightning, rain, and hail 31st.

Woodlaicn^ Mel.—Susquehanna Kiver closed at Port Deposit for the
month 2d ; light rain, freezing as it fell, 29th and 30th ; melted away
31st.

Fallston, Md.—The lowest range of the thermometer in the last seven
years 21st ; the dryest month since February ; thickest ice eight inches.

Sam^s Creelc, Md.—Month dry, water failing.

Fmmittshurgh, Md.—The coldest day recorded for several years 21st.

Caper ville, Va.—The coldest day since December IGth, 186G, 21st.

Surry C. II., Va.—A remarkable month, rainy, wet, and very change-
able; changes sudden; temperature either extremely cold or warm.

Accotinli, Va.—Very little rain or snow during the month.
WythevilJe, Va.—Very little rain daring the mouth; many springs

and wells dry ; wheat suffering from hard freezing, having no snow for

protection.

Tarborougli, JSl. G.—Snow three inches 1st.

Oxford, K. C.—Light snow 1st; snow followed by rain 3d.

Fayetteville, N. C.—Snow-fall of jSTovember 30th continued to 10 a. m.
1st, measuring nine inches, the heaviest fall of snow since 1855.

Albemarle, jY. C.—Thunder in the southwest 23d, 24th, and 31st; the
dryest, coldest, and most changeable December in many years; a few
days as cold as the coldest winter, then for as many days in succession

genial spring weather.
StatesviUe, N. C.—Six inches of snow 15th ; cloudy, misty, freezing all

day, trees loaded, and ground covered with ice 22d.

Asheville, N. G.—Heavy rain all day 23d.

Gowdeysville, S. C.—Snow four and a half inches 1st ; four inches ot

snow 15th ; month colder than usual ; changes of temperature sudden
and extreme.

Berne, Ga.—Temperature of well-water 15 feet below the surface of

the ground 59°, 1st ; water froze during the night, 5th ; thunder and
lightning in the north 23d and 24th.

Macon, Ga.—Eain, with an unusual amount of thunder and lightning,

23d and 24th.

Iloulton, Ala A few cold days ; several white frosts ;
no snow to lie
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upon the ground ; no very heavy rains ; the hitter i^ortion of the month
mikl ami pleasant.

Near Port Orange^ Fla.—Ground froze slightly Gth ; heavy white frost

7th.

Tampa, Fla.—Frost 5th, Gth, and 7th.

Newport, Fla.—A delightful month.
Austin, Texas.—Sleet and snow 1st ; frost 1st, 5th, 15th, and 24th

;

violent north wind with thunder and lightning 22d ; diffuse lightning

31st.

BrooJchaven, Mm.—White frost 1st, 2d, 5th, Gth, 11th, 15th, IGth, and
21st ; but one entirely clear day this month, but the weather pleasant

most of the time.

Ponchatoula, La.—First killing frost 5th ; thunder-showers 23d and
31st ; strawberries ripe and ripening 31st.

Fochahontas, Arlc.—Sleet 2d 5 ice two inches thick 4th
;
ground frozen

four inches Gth; drizzly, ice forming in the ground 22d ; storm of thun-

der and lightning, wind in gusts, rain in showers 31st.

Flizaheihton, Tenn.—Ground froze three inches deep 22d ; the month,

remarkable for sudden and extreme changes of temperature ; rain-fall

small.

Shelby City, Ky.—First skating 2d, continuing to 21st ; mouth very

cold—first half dry, the last rainy.

Mt. Auburn, Ohio.—Miami Canal closed 5th ; Ohio Eiver closed 21st

;

continuous heavy thunder-showers 31st.

Martinis Ferry, Ohio.—Ohio Eiver closed twice during the month

;

rain, thunder, and lightning 31st.

Fennsville, Ohio.—Several very heavy thunder-showers during the

day, 31st.

Northport, Mich.—Weather severe; much more snow than usual; feed

scarce.

Litchfield, Mich.—ISTot a day's sleighing during the month, but excel-

lent wheeling ; springs unusually low 31st.

Monroe, Mich.—Tornado from southwest, unroofing buildings, and
throwing down parapets 23d.

Grand Rapids, JiM.— Sleighing nearly all the month; snow not deep
at any time ; weather unusually cold, cloudy, and windy.

Mt, Carmel, Ind.—Very warm, thunder and lightning 23d; very foggy
with sleet 29th; very heavy thunder and bright zigzag lightning in the

west 31st; very dry month ; water scarce in wells and springs; some
are hauling water for stock.

Laconia, Ind.—First half of the month dry and pleasant ; not a clear

day in the last half.

Kniyhtstoion, Ind.—Frost in the ground all the month.
Dubois, III—Gale from southwest all day, fences and chimneys blown

down, 23d ; violent thunder-storm, the wind blowing fiercely 31st; month
unusually dry.

Manchester, III.—Weather has been very changeable; a good deal 01

rain and thunder ; the atmosphere smoky.
Hennepin, III.—Illinois Eiver closed by ice 1st ; ice on the river four-

teen inches thick 31st.

Belvidere, 111.—Bad sleighing and wheeling until 17th, afterward fair

sleighing ; first week cold, second moderate, third very severe, fourth

severe.

Embarrass, Wis.—A cold month with only one clear day.

Manitowoc, Wis.—The coldest Decejuber in twenty-one years.

Rochj Biin, Wis.—The coldest December since 1859.
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Bayfield, Wis.—^now 3fl, 15tli, 22d, 23d, and 29tli ; snow, hail, and
rain i2tli ; harbor closed by ice 19th.

Oalc Lalce, Minn.—The severest December ever known here, and the

greatest fall of snow for the mouth. Winter began the 18th of Novem-
ber, and has been hard ever since.

3[inneapolis, Minn.—The coldest December since 1859.

Algoncij Iowa.—A very cold month, but good weather for work.
Logan, lotva.—The coldest December in ten years; good sleighing

since the 17th ; very little snow before that day.

Fontanelle, Iowa.—Thirteen inches of snow fell from 21st to the 23d
;

the coldest December on record.

Gresco, Iowa.—Cold intense and unexpected; frozen faces and ex-

tremities numerous; fevers, rheumatism, and severe colds prevalent;

stock not well housed or fed suffering badly.

Durant, Iowa.—The rain of last night froze as it fell, coating every-

thing exposed with ice three-fourths of an inch thick ; trees damaged
severely 23d.

Mt. Yernon, Mo.—A violent gale attended with thunder and lightning

night of the 22d ; much thunder and lightning night of the 30th.

WilUamstoivn, Kans.—Weather beautiful, no snow 15th; cloudy IGth

;

stock doing well.

Manhattan, Kans.—Ice in the river eight and a half inches thick 5th
;

a dry, cold month.
Burlingame, Kans.—The severest month known to the oldest inhabit-

ants ; bare ground is frozen a foot deep ; small streams frozen ; nearly

dry ; changes of weather have been sudden and extreme.

Emerson, Nehr.—Depth of frozen ground one foot and four inches 26th.

Harrishurgh, Utah.—A fine mouth ; the weather the last part very
pleasant and warm ; farmers cannot sow for want of vrater to irrigate

their ground ; no grass ; farmers driving stock seventy-five miles east

for pasture; breadstufl's very scarce; fiour $10 per hundred.
Denver, Colo.—Ground thickly covered with snow the entire month,

the mean temperature nearly eight degrees above that of December,
1870.

Colorado Springs, Colo.—The winter thus far has been unusually severe

in the northern and eastern parts of the Territory ; stock is suffering,

and much will doubtless starve.
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Sir : I lierewith present, for publication, the results of the annual in-

vestigation concerning the prices of farm, animals, and their numbers

in comparison with the statement of the previous year ; also, a brief

account of the recent agricultural convention ; an article upon forests

and the public lands 5 a record of the yield and proiit of agricultural

operations on a western farm; notes of the garden; entomological

records; chemical memoranda ; scientific notes ; and facts from various

sources.

Yery respectfully,

J. K. DODGE,
Statistician,

Hon. FREDiERiCK Watts,
Commissioner.

COMPARATIVE NUMBERS AND PRICES OF FARM-
STOCK.

The February circular to statistical correspondents, which invites

statements of comparative numbers and j)rices of farm-stock in

the counties of the several States, has been quite fully responded to

;

and a careful combination of these local estimates and statements of

fact indicates a small increase in each kind of domestic animals, except
sheep, in which a decrease of about one per cent, is apparent. The
largest increase is reported in swine, amounting to six j)er cent., though
their numbers had been thinned by the heavy operations of the pork-

packing establishments. The Department estimate of fattening hogs in

September was about twelve per cent, greater than in the previous
year, and, in many of the Western States, an increase of fully 25 per
cent, of swine, old and young together, was apparent. Horses and
mules are credited with an increase of about 3 per cent.; milch cows, 2

per cent.; and oxen and other cattle, 1 per cent.

The only States in which a decrease of horses is presented are

—

Maine, 5 per cent.; New Hampshire, 4 ; Ehode Island, 2 ; Connecticut,

1, and California 1. An increase of 1 per cent, appears in New York,
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New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Mississippi ; 2 per cent, in Mass.
achusetts, South Carolina, Georgia, Louisiana, West Virginia, OhiOy
Indiana, Illinois ; 3 per cent, in Virginia, North Carolina, Alabama,
Kentucky, Michigan ; 4 per cent, in Florida, Texas, Tennessee ; C per
cent, in Wisconsin and Missouri ; 7 per cent, in Arkansas and Oregon

;

8 per cent, in lowaj 10 per cent, in Kansas, and 20 per cent, in
Nebraska.
In mules a loss of 1 per cent, is indicated in New York, Pennsylva-

nia, and Indiana ; of 2 per cent, in Kentucky ; of 3 per cent, in Michi-
gan ; and 4 per cent, in California. The remaining States (New Eng-
land unreported from x^aucity of numbers) show an increase in nearly
the same ratio locally as in the case of horses. In Iowa and Kansas the
increase of horses is much greater than that of mules.
In returns of milch cows, no States show a decrease except Maine,

New Hampshire, Vermont, Ehode Island, and Connecticut. The appa-
rent increase throughout the country is about two per cent., the great-

est appreciation being in the new Stat^s receiving large accessions to

their agricultural population, as 20 per cent, in Nebraska, 18 in Kansas,
10 in Iowa and Minnesota, 6 in Missouri and Arkansas, 5 in Wisconsin.
Greater prominence is beginning to be given to the dairy interests in
the South, the mountainous districts of which are admirably adapted,by
reason of their mildness and equability of temperature, nutritious and
abundant grasses, and cool springs, to the making of butter and cheese.
The failure of the hay crop in the Eastern States has caused a further

redaction in the numbers of " oxen and other cattle," and a decrease is also
reported in other States as follows : New York, 1 per cent. ; Pennsylva-
nia, 5 ; Georgia, 2 ; Florida, 4 ; Texas, 3 ; California, 5. Most of the
Western States indicate more or less increase—Michigan, 2 per cent.

;

Illinois, 1 ; Wisconsin, 8 ; Minnesota, 10 ; Iowa, 7 ; Missouri, 5 ; Kan-
sas, 15 ; Nebraska, 20 ; Oregon, 7. The aggregate increase is little

more than one per cent.

The advance in the price of wool will stimulate the enlargement of

flocks from the lambs dropped the present spring, but the stagnation in

wool-growing of several years past was not removed in season to affect

the number kept over the present winter. The States reporting a slight

advance are Vermont, 6 i)er cent. ; Texas, 9 per cent. ; Arkansas, Mich-
igan, Wisconsin, Kansas, Nebraska, (25 per cent.) ; California and Ore-
gon, (16 per cent.) There has been an increase in- the Territories, of
which reports have not been very full.

Eelative to swine, the numbers of last year have not been sustained
in any of the Eastern States, in Maryland, Louisiana, and California.

The Southern States appear to be giving more attention to the produc-
tion of pork, and a marked increase of numbers is manifest in the West-
ern States, those making the greatest advance being Nebraska, 35 per
cent. ; Kansas, 25 ; Iowa, IC ; Missouri, 15 ; Illinois, 7 ; Indiana and
Kentucky, G per cent.

PRICES.

The prices of farm-stock are still lower than in February, 1871, for all

kinds excepting sheep, which have appreciated materially in value.

While neat-stock will average lower rates, the decline is neither uniform
nor universal ; a demand for horned stock in the South, especiallj" milch
cows, having stiffened current i^rices in some localities, which are yet
low compared with the better rates for improved northern cattle.

The decline in horses is quite general. In Texas a small advance is
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noticed. A comparison with last year in a few of the States will illus-

trate the ratio of decrease.

states.

1872. 1871.

New Jersey
Georgia...'.
Ohio
Kentucky .

.

Illinois

Texas

$52. 30
38.70
33. 42
33. 39
28.43
12.43

82.30
61.41
51.82
49.19
41.83
18.72

116. 53
87.3tJ

76.86
68.00
59. 90

30.08

148. 57
113. 29
102. 28
89.67
88.26
46.23

58.50
40.20
34.70
36. 14

28.57
12.06

93.07
63.54
54.00
52.75
44.60
18.19

130. 53
92.53
79.47
72.42
66.66
26. S6

163. 21
129. 45
102.92
96. 35
93.93
45.52

The rates at which horses are held in Texas are still less than in

any other State, but they are gradually advancing, the appreciation

being more noticeable in the serviceable and salable ages than in year-

lings or colts. The difference in values seen in the accompanying table

is occasioned quite as much by breed and selection for special uses, as

by the location with reference to the great centers of business and popu-
lation.

The price of mules has declined nearly in the same proportion. As
compared with the record of last year, the following examples of prices

of animals three years old and upward, will illustrate this decline : In
lUinois, $114 44 to $107 95 ; in Kentuckv, $115 14 to $112 89 ; in Ten-
nessee, $128 to $119 12; in Georgia, $139 86 to $130; in Texas, $73 60
to $67 60.

A heavy decline is recorded in the value of neat-stock. Prices are lower
than for seven years past, except in Texas, where appreciation is result-

ing from the heavy drain upon the stock-reserves made for several years

I^ast by the drovers. In 1869 prices of cows attained their highest
limit, since which date the tendency has been downward, especially

during the past year. An illustration of the changes during this

period, in different sections of the country, is presented in the following

table

:

*

states.
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are low, tlie breed inferior, and where the need of more and better stock

is beginning to be felt. Lower prices prevail in the Ohio Valley, but in

Wisconsin and Minnesota, where cattle are gradually assuming their

X)lace in the farm economy, as wheat culture becomes unprofitable, rates

are very well sustained. In the Missouri Valley the depreciation is even
heavier than in the Ohio Valley. It is hoped that the bottom has been
reached, and that the prices of farm-stock may not continue to sufier a
greater depreciation than that which affects other branches of produc-
tive industry.

Sheep are the only animals of the farm that command higher rates.

The advance in i^riCe, with the enhancing value of wool, is greatest in

the i^rincipal wool-growing States. In Vermont the average price of a
sheep not less than one year old, has advanced since February of last

year from $2 75 to $4 56 ; in New York, from $3 37 to $4 32 ; in Penn-
sylvania, from $3 45 to $3 70 ; in Ohio, from $2 49 to $3 37 ; in Mich-
igan, from $2 45 to $3 14; in Illinois, from $2 15 to $2 90; in Iowa,
from $1 88 to $2 41; in California, from $2 84 to $3 08; in Texas, from
$1 59 to $1 73. The Southern States have few sheep, and have not felt

the appreciation materially.

The decline in the value of hogs is very marked, as will be seen from
a comparison of our returns for the past four years in the principal pork-

l^roducing States. Something of the difference noted in the average
prices of the different States is due to degrees of improvement in quality,

and difference in average weight, relative amount of feed, care, &c.

states.

Kentncky
Ohio
Michigan .

Indiana
Illinois

Wisconsin
Minnesota
Iowa
Missouri .

.

Kansas . .

.

t3
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EXTRACTS FROM CORRESPONDENCE.

The following extracts from regular correspondence may bo taken as

sami)les of memoranda, accompanying figures for tabulation

:

riscaiaquis Coitntj/, Me.—A great reduction iu numbers and prices of stock of all de-
scriptions, resulting from tiip scarcity of bay.

Middlesex Couniy, Mass.—Tlie scarcity and bigli price ot bay bas reduced tbe number-
of neat stock. Hogs bavo also fallen off iu number, on account of tbe lovr price of
pork. Fancy borscs bave iucreased in numbers.

Berhshh-e County, Mass.—Horses number about tbe same as tbey did a year ago, but are
-cbeaper. All borned animals bave fallen iu price; cows selling very low, from $25 to
$65. Sbeep and bogs bave increased iu inimbers.

Kent Count}/, B. 1.—In consequence of tbe great scarcity of bay, all descriptions of
stock bave fallen off greatly iu numbers, all passable beeves baving been sent to the
butcber last fall. Horses bave also been greatly diminisbed in number.

Tolland County, Conn.—Tbe sbort crop of bay bas caused a diminution iu numbers
and prices of beef-stock.

Hartford County, Conn.—Tbe milk demand bas increased tbe number of milcb cows,
wbile oxen bave fallen off in number.

Warren County, N. Y.—Tbe scarcity of bay bas compelled farmers to sell ol't tbeir
young cattle and sbeep. Oxen and otber cattle bring low prices.

Onondaga County, N. Y.—Cows bave been low, but tbe price is advancing. Farmers
incline to increase their sbeep-flocks on account of prices of wool. More mules raised
and used than ever before.

Genesee County, N. Y.—Milcb cows have fallen off greatly iu price ; more sellers than
buyers. Sheep have iucreased in value.
Camden County, N. J.—Tbe short hay-crop has caused a diminution in prices of milch

cows.
Armstrovg County, Pa.—A scarcity of fodder has reduced the number of cattle. Hogs

have been plenty and cheap, and are considered unprofitable in this season of scarcity.

Horses bave iucreased in numbers, but are somewhat cheaper on an average, though
extra good ones are high, bringing $200.
Blk County, Pa.—Milcb cows are much higher than usual, as many were killed in

the fall for want of feed. Asking prices range as high as $55 to $60 for fresh cows.
Bradford County, Pa.—Prices of most kinds of stock have fallen oft' nearly one-half,

during the past year, but cows and horses maintain a good price.

Prince George's County, Md.—Tbe stock of bogs bas been diminished, owing to the low
.price of pork.

Clarke County, Va.—Cattle number about the same as last year ; there are more
young animals, but few fat cattle, and very few are purchased to graze. Milch cowa
are more numerous and cheaper. Sbeep have increased in number and iu mutton
quality ; more have been bought to fatten than last year^ Horses have increased
about ten per cent, in number, but prices are lower.

Prince George County, Va.—Cattle bave been reduced five per cent, in numbers by an.

epidemic which prevailed here last summer. Tbe number of hogs has fallen off about
twenty per cent. The number of sheep bas more than doubled, and lambs sell readily
at from $3 to $5. The lumber business has caused an increase of ten per cent, in the
number of mules.

Orange County, Va.—This county is beginning to assume its former standing as a
grazing district. All kinds of stock have slightly increased except sheep.

Powhatan County, Va.—Prices of cattle are low. Hogs bave increased in number
and quality, on account of tbe mast crop.
Stanly County, jV. C.—Cattle are more numerous and their prices lower. The stock

of sheep is diminishing eA^ery year, from neglect and ravages of dogs. Cholera has
made much havoc amoug hogs, but the price of pork is low.

Harnett County, N. C.—Half of the sheep in this county have been destroyed during
the past year by dogs and thieves.

Surry County, N. C.—An increase in the number of horses, mtiles, and cattle, and a
4iecrease in prices. Sheep bave decreased in numbers, owing to slaughter for food and
destruction by dogs.

Washington County, Texas.—Pigs six months old sell for $10 each.
Fayette County, Texas.—Sheep rapidly disappearing westward.
IVilliamson County, Texas.—There is every spring a demand for ponies to drive stock

with. The niimber thus driven has cut doVn the home stock 10 -pev ceut. Mast-fed
pork sells at 4 cents ; corn-fed, 5 cents per pound.
Bexar Counti/, Texas.—Merino ewes bring |5 in gold.
De Witt County, Texas.—Fiftj'' per cent, of our cattle bave died iu two weeks, grass

being scarce. Sheep, horses, and hogs doing well.
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Putnam County, Tenn.—Planters south raising more stock, which cuts down our
market.
Monroe County Tenn.—Horses and mules have increased, from the failing demand of

the South. Some sheep sent to Virginia.
Knox County, Tenn.—Declining demand for stock has discouraged shipments. Hence

all kinds are increasing in number.
Gihs County, Tenn.—Wool worth 6.5 cents ; more dogs than sheep here.
Larue County, Ky.—Mules are low-priced, because the choice animals have been

shipped to nuuket.
Butler County, Ky.—Price of wool has increased ; large numbers of sheep sold, to be

driven out of the county. Hogs have increased on account of the mast.
Lincoln County, Ky.—All the marketable mules have been bought up. Demand

for cattle improved, but not so great as last year. Active demand for sheep for
slaughter.
Adair County, Ky.—More grass and stock raised than under the slavery rSffime. This

branch of industry increasing. Prices of stock are low.
Hardin County, Ky.—Beef-cattle, 4^ cents choice; fat hogs, 4 cents.

Medina County, Ohio.—Horses and cows not increased; sheep increasing, owing to in-

creased demand for wool ; hogs, decreasing; pork selling in Cleveland at $5 per hun-
dred-weight. Two fatal cases of Trichina spiralis in that city, and other cases not so
serious, have made pork unpopular, and cut down prices 12 per cent. Demand for
beef and mutton increasing. Cleveland is becoming a great market for farm pro-
ducts.
Henry County, Ohio.—Fat hogs weighing 200 to 400 pounds, bring $3 80 live weight,

and |i4 to $5 dressed.

Lorain County, Ohio.—Stock of cattle decreasing and sheep increasing, especially long-
wooled sheep ; sheep have done finely where well cared for

;
j)rospect of better prices

of Avool encourages better treatment. Scarcity of fodder has cut down the prices of
cows. All kinds of farm stock healthy.
Morroiv County, Ohio.—Demand for horses less than formerly ; cattle lower in price, but

rising ; sheep higher than for several years, on account of advance in wool. Long-
wooled sheep bring from $10 to $20 ; their number increasing.

Franklin County, Ohio.—Mules in demand for fainn work ; sheep scarce and high

;

horse breeds improving.
Montcalm County, Midi.—Hogs plenty; pork averaging $5 per hundred-weight, and

beef, by the side, $.5.

Cass County, Mich.— Sheej) are the favorite stock, while hogs are disregarded.
Calhoun County, Mich.—Low prices of beef, pork, and dairy products have depressed

cattle and hogs. Sheep have appreciated.
La Porte County, Lid.—Horses mostly small or medium sized, hence they donotbring^

good prices. Heavy draught-horses are in great demand at high prices. There is a small
sprinkling of Durham blood in the cattle, which add.s to their market value.

Martin County, Ind.—Sheep reduced in numbers by heavy sales to drovers, to be sent
east and south.

Cass County, 111.—Stock of horses gradually increasing, with diminution in prices.

Abundant corn leads to feeding more cattle than last year ; 5,0: )0 beef cattle feeding in
the county. Sheep scarce, on account of low prices of wool. Hog crop increased 25 per
cent.

Williamson County, Lll.—Large number of sheep shipped for mutton, which, with the
advance in wool, has doubled the prices of last year.

Bureau County, 111.—Sheep raised in price, but less in number.
Fond du Lac County, Wis.—Sheltered stock looks extremely well.

Green County, Wis.—Only the best class of horses salable.

Pierce County, Wis.— Sheep rising in price; hog-raising will be less lively next year,

through present low prices.

Dodge County, Minn.—Great increase of bees ; number of swarms double of last year.

McLeod County, Minn.—Unexpected demand of the Hudson Bay Company, and the
great fires, have reduced the stock of cattle.

Pocahontas County, Iowa.—Prices of all kinds of stock have fallen greatly in a year.

Marion County, Iowa.—Prices of horses, mules, and cattle but little more than nominal.
Linn County, Iowa.—All kinds of stock lower than for six years.

Jefferson County, Iowa.—Large numbers of stock cattle taken to Illinois. Hogs in-

creased.

Harrison County, Iowa.—Horse stock improving
;
geld'ngs bringing .$200, and stal-

lions as high as $2,000. But in many cases horses decline in price from overdriving.
F)-anklin County, Mo.—All sorts of live stock, except sheep, lower than ever known.
Phelps County, Mo.—Stock i)rices low; sheep decreased by ravages of dogs.

Vernon County, Mo.—Horses and nrales increased 27 percent, in numbers, and declined
30 per cent, in i)rice. Cattle declined 9 per cent, in numbers, and 33 per cent, in price.

Perry County, Mo.—Low price of wool depressed the number of sheep, but it is en-
larging.
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Bllsworth County, Kansas.—Thousands of Texas cattle, diiven into the county, have

died.

Bipley County, Kansas.—Number of all kinds of stock increased, and prices decreased.

Nemaha County, JVefimsZca.—Sheep husbandry stimulated by advance in wool.

Seivard County, Nehraslca.—Large increase in numbers of stock on account of immi-
gration.

Webster County, Kehrasl-a.—Heavy losses among Texas cattle.

Washington County, Nebraska.—Oxen going out of use ; cows and stock cattle increas-

ing.

NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL CONVENTION.

The following call was issued by the Commissioner of Agriculture for

a meeting of the rei)resentatives of scientific and practical agriculture

of all sections of the country:

DePARTMKNT op AOrvICULTURE,
Washington, D. C, December 20, 1871.

Sir : By the act of the 2d July, 1862, Congress donated to the several States a por-

tion of public lands, in the ratio of their population, for the purpose of establishing

agricultural colleges, thereby evincing a purpose to promote that great interest, through
the instrnmentality of the respective States. Many colleges have been, and doubtless
many more will be, established. State agricultural and horticultural societies and
boards of agriculture have also been established by law in many States. A correspond-

ence and consultation between friends of these interests have led to the conclusion that

a conveution of delegates representing them, for the purpose of conferring upon sub-

jects of mutual interest, would promote the good of all. It has been suggested that I

take the responsibility of initiating such a meeting. I therefore propose that each agri-

cultural college. State agricultural society, State horticultural society, and State board
of agriculture, depute two delegates to meet in convention at the city of Washington,
on Thursday, the 15th of February next, to take such action regarding the interests of
agriculture as they shall deem expedient.

I am, very respectfully,
FREDERICK WATTS,

Commissioner.

Eesponding to this call, delegates from agricultural colleges and State

societies, agricultural and horticultural, met in convention in the library

hall of the Department of Agriculture, on the morning of the loth

instant. Several district and county societies, and at least one town
club, presented delegates, all of whom were ultimately received as

members of the convention.
The Commissioner, in a briefopening address, welcomed the delegates,

referred to the college laud grant of 1802 as an earnest of the disposition

ofCongress to assist in promoting the interests of agriculture, and asked
the co-operation of the bodies represented in the convention, in the work
of the Department of Agriculture.

Professor J. B. Bowman, regent of Kentucky University, was made
temporary chairman. A committee on organization, consisting of thirty-

four members, was appointed, and the permanent officers of the conven-
tion were elected, as follows

:

President.—Dr. George B. Loring, of Massachusetts.
Vice-Presidents.—Alabama, S. (3-. Keid; Arkansas, Thomas Smith;

Connecticut; E. H. Hyde ; Georgia, Hubert Fielder ; Delaware, W. H.
Purneil ; Illinois, J. O. Cunningham ; Indiana, Thomas Dowling ; Iowa,
E. E. Shanklaud ; Kansas, Joseph Denison ; Kentucky, J. B. Bowman

;

Maine, S. L. Goodale; Maryland, A. B. Davis; Massachusetts, W. S.

Clark ; Michigan, T. C. Abbott ; Minnesota, W. S. King ;
i^ebraska, D.

H. Wheeler ; ISew Hampshire, ]N"att Head ; IS^ew Jersey, George F.

Cook; JS'^ew York, Ezra Cornell; l-forth Carolina, N.W. Woodttn
;
Ohio,
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J. P. Robison; Pennsylvania, H. N. McAllister; Rhode Island, Geo. F.
Wilson ; South Carolina, T>. W. Aiken ; Tennessee, Hunter Nicholson

;

Texas, Wni. J, Hutchins ; Vermont, Crosby Miller ; Virginia, Thomas
Branch ; West Virginia, A. Martin

;
Wisconsin, Hon. G. W. Hazleton

;

District of Columbia, Chalkley Gillingham ; Department of Agricul-

ture, Wm. Saunders; Utah, James McKnight.
Eecording Secretary.—R. F. Johnstone, of Michigan.
Beading Secretary.—C. W. Murtfeldt, of Missouri.

Corresponding Secretary.—J. R. Dodge, Department of Agriculture.

The business committee, consisting of one from each State represented,

made a preliminary report, recommending four topics for consideration,

viz : 1. The expediency of seeking further land-grants from Congress in

aid of industrial education ; 2. The expediency of establishing experi-

mental farms and stations; 3. The propriety of modifying the military

instruction given in the national colleges of agriculture and mechanic
arts; 4. The best methods of co-operating with one another and the

Department of Agriculture.

A paper was j)resented by the Commissioner, suggesting action of the

convention, as follows

:

The act of July 2, 1862, is an earnest expression of Congress that a
scientific education is essential for development of agricultural knowl-
edge,' and evinces the determined purpose of the Government, through
the agency of State legislatures, to establish institutions of learning,

where the youth of the country may be trained and properly fitted to

elevate the standard of active, practical life, and secure for it the in-

creased fruits of skillfully directed labor. It becomes those, therefore,

who are directly interested in this subject, to take active measures to

second the effort, and make use of the measures which have been adopted
by Congress for their benefit. In the prosecution of this object, it is

manifestly the duty of individuals interested in its promotion to examine
the subject, and i^oint out the detailed processes by which the design and
bounty of Congress may be made most available.

This convention, composed of such as have taken an active part in

the prosecution of agricultural study, has been convened to consider

this. That the points which necessarily i)resent themselves may be
duly considered, we jiresent the following resolutions:

Resolved, That it will greatly conduce to the successful operations of

agriculture throughout the world, that its operators should have the
light of scientific knowledge to guide the work.

Resolved, That we recognize in the act of Congress of July 2, 1862,

the foundation upon which may be organized and built colleges and
schools, where the scientific principles and knowledge of agriculture

may be taught, and that it is our anxious desire and duty to foster and
encourage them in the work of educating farmers.

Resolved, That in the establishment of agricultural colleges and
schools, their organization should embrace the following principles:

1st. They should be distinctively agricultural in their government
and teachings; that while no branch of learning shall be excluded,

whether it bo the knowledge of language, of mechanics, or military

tactics, yet the main design shall be a knowledge of all tliose branches
of natural and exact science and practical skill which peculiarly belong
to a finished agricultural education.

2d. That in any such college or school, actual manual labor should be
practiced and taught.

3d. That females, as well as males, may be admitted as pupils.

Resolved, That horticultural and agricultural societies, and agricultural
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colleges and schoolS, are co-laborers in the same field, and tend to pro-

mote the same object—the proper cultivation of the soil ; and that all

these should unite on any plan of education by which the light of
knowledge should be made to shine upon their work.

Resolved, That the Department of Agriculture is also a creature of
the Government, established for the same great purpose of cherishing
and promoting the interests of agriculture, and that its eflSciency must
necessarily depend upon its intimate connection with all other agricul-

tural institutions which exist in this and foreign countries ; and we
therefore recommend to the said Department that it establish such a
relation with the agricultural colleges and schools, and horticultural

and agricultural societies, as that there may be a continuous exchange
of information, seeds, roots, plants, and publications as shall be mutually
advantageous, and conduce to the leading agricultural and horticultural

interests of the country.

These resolutions were adopted by the convention.
Upon the first topic of regular business, relative to further aid to

agricultural colleges and schools, Mr. Folwell, president of the Minne-
sota University, illustrated the iujustice of the distribution of lands,

deprecating the departure from the precedent of apportionment by
territory rather than by population. Mr. Gregory, regent of the Illi-

nois University, deemed unjust an apportionment of land to States
having public lands, and scrip to those having none, and favored a new
apportionment to common, normal, and high schools, and agricultural

and other colleges, as follows

:

1st. One-third of the fund, or the income of, to be apportioned to
the States on the basis of the number of children between the ages of
six and fifteen years, to be used in the payment of teachers' wages or
the purchase of school libraries, on such plan as each State may de-

termine.
2d. One-third to be apportioned to the several States on the same

basis as before, to be used in support of normal schools and of normal
classes in high schools, in such way as the several State legislatures

may determine : Provided, that at least one-half of such fund shall be
apportioned to the several schools in the proportion of the number of
the normal ijupils who shall complete the normal course and j)ass the
examinations prescribed by the superintendent of public instruction or
other proper State authorities j and,

3d. The remaining third to be apportioned to the several States as-

follows : Oue-half on the basis of the population of such States, and
one-half on the basis of area of the States, to be used in support of the
agricultural, polytechnic, and other State colleges aud universities, in

such way as the several States may determine,
These propositions, after discussion, were referred to a committee of

five members, aud made the special order for the opening hour of the
second day.
On motion, the following special 'committees were api)ointed by the

chair

:

Equalization of land-grants.—Folwell, Minnesota; Bowman, Ken-
tucky; Gilmao, Connecticut; Abbott, Michigan ; Fielder, Georgia.

Military education.—Gregory, Illinois ; Clark, Massachusetts ; Clark,
Vermont; Alvord, Virginia; Klippart, Ohio; Welch, Iowa.

Experimental stations.—Nicholson, Tennessee; Needham, Massachu-
setts; Hamilton, Pennsylvania; Johnston, Connecticut; Allen, iSTew

York.
Co operation with the Department of Agriculture.—Barnett, Georgia:,
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Curtis, District of Columbia; Smith, Verinout; Reynolds, Illinois;

Eobison, Ohio.
On the morning of the 16th, the business committee, through Com-

missioner Watts, reported a recommendation : 1. For the appointment of
a committee of five upon the best methods of preserving the timber of the
country, especially of the Eocky Mountains and tlie central prairie

regions of the republic; 2. That boards of agriculture be established in

all States in which they do not already exist ; 3. That a committee of
five be appointed to visit Congress and request an increase of appro-
priations for the distribution of publications and seeds by the Depart-
ment of Agriculture. The report was adopted.
The committee on the equalization of land grants reported resolutions

to remedy both the inequality and insufdciencj^ of the grant of 1862, by
an additional distribution of not less than one million acres to each State,

to be selected and located at the pleasure of the grantees. "After a
very full and general discussion, and presentation of numerous amend-
ments, the substitute of Mr. Gregory, of Illinois, was adopted, recom-
mending to Congress the bestowal of an additional grant of land, or

proceeds of land, upon all colleges established or to be established
under the grant of 1862, and the appointment of a committee of one
from each State to urge thisi)roposition upon the attention of Congress.
The committee upon co-operation with the Department of Agricul-

ture made a report, closing with the following recommendations :

1. That the several societies and colleges have some specific organ of

communication with the Department of Agriculture, the person, time,

and topics known, and that the Department prescribe the topics, with
appropriate printed inquiries.

2. That an annual convention, like the present, be held, in which rep-

resentatives from the several State societies, and other societies covering
a larger or smaller area, and the agricultural colleges, may be repre-

sented on some proper basis.

3. That the Department tabulate the information thus obtained, and
distribute it among the several lesser organizations. Among the sub-

jects to be presented shall be the briefs of all the organizations of
States and other large district societies, with such revision and sugges-
tions as may aid in determining the best mode of organization.

4. That the several State societies co-operate fully with the Depart-
ment in obtaining statistics of every sort—especially of growing crops

—

and make suggestions as to improved methods of estimating them ; also,

in such observations upon the weather as may greatly increase the data
for determining the local varieties of the seasons. The degree of suc-

cess already attending the observations made, give encouragement to

this direction of inquiry—to be made in detail, to determine the local

laws, and for larger j^eriods, to anticipate the probable state of the sea-

son, and i)ossibly to influence them to some extent, or at least better to

conform to them.
5. The Department shall consider the entire field of investigation, and

assign to the several State societies appropriate subjects of observa-
tion, and also subjects for scientific investigation by thje agricultural

colleges and professors.

6. it shall collate information as to the practical working of different

forms of minor organizations, less than State societies, so as to exhibit

the best and most approved form of clubs for the immediate information
and education of the farmer at his work, making them schools for the
ear and eye alike.

7. Prior to the assembling of the national convention, specific sub-
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jects of consideration shall be prescribed, and persons of high qualifica-

tions appointed to open the discussions.

8. Tliat for each duty a specific organ, whether of the Department or

the societies, shall be provided, either by the appointment of an indi-

vidual or a committee. Thorough elaboration of information, and pro-

per digestion of matter for publication, shall, if possible, be the duty of

some officer of the Department.
9. That among the subjects for reports at the next convention held,

according to the first resolution, be the following

:

First. On the importar.ce and means of improving physical expertness

in agricultural labor, the object being to devote to the development o±

human skill the attention too much confined to the horse and the brute

creation, and a report to be presented concerning expertness in farm-

labor.

Second. On the importance to farmers of accurate accounts of ex-

penses, receipts in detail, and of careful study of these, as a means of

constant annual imi)rovement.
Third. On the best means of organizing neigliborhood associations for

mutual improvement.
Fourth. On the best method of conducting experiments, and the

necessity of careful records, and of separating the conditions involved.

10. That copies of this report be communicated to the several State

societies and agricultural colleges of the United States, and they be re-

quested to communicate their action in regard to the proposed relations

to the National Department of Agriculture, and of the persons appointed

as organs of communication.
This report was accepted, and referred to the Department of Agricul-

ture.

A resolution, i^resented by Senator Morrill, of Vermont, favoring a
donation of laud, or the proceeds of land, sufficient to found a professor-

ship of one of the branches of practical science in the land-grant colleges,

and the assignment to each, by the War Department, of an officer of the
Army competent to give mathematical and military instruction, was
adopted.

General N. IST. Halstead, of New Jersey, offered a resolution recom-
mending a provision by State and county agricultural societies, for a
scholarship in agricultural colleges for each county, and also a provi-

sion on the part of agricultural colleges, requiring a satisfactory exam-
ination of students by a committee of practical farmers, before a diploma
can be given, which was also adopted.
A resolution offered by Mr. J. N. Sturtevant, of Massachusetts, com-

mending the plan of the agricultural and economic museum of the
Department to the agricultural colleges of the country, was adopted.
Also, one presented by Professor 0. V. Eiley, of Missouri, asking an
appropriation to enable the Departineut of Agriculture to publish the
illustrated work of its entomologist, Towneud Glover, on insects ; and
an annual appropriation of not les^ than $10,000 for defraying the cost

of experiments in the destruction of noxious insects, to bo made by
the different State boards throughout the country.

Prof. Hunter Nicholson, of Tennessee, chairman of the committee on
experimental stations, reported a resolution instructing Professor S. W.
Johnston, of Yale College, to make an investigation of the workings ot

experimental stations in Europe, and report further upon their character
and value, and the practicability of their establishment in this country,

as an aid to scientific agriculture. Adopted.
A resolution was adopted recommending the increase of the salary of
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the Commissioner of Agriculture from $3,000 to $6,000, and one favoring
an increase of tbe salaries of tlie statistician, entomologist, and superin-

tendent of gardens and grounds, from $2,000 to $4,000 respectively.

The following views of the results of the convention are presented by
the Commissioner of Agriculture

:

The late convention, convened at the instance of the Commissioner of
Agriculture, has aiibrded an ample opportunity to the Department to
accomplish the object it had in Aiew—a knowledge of the men who, for

the present, have in their hands and direct the destinies of the agricul-

tural interests of the country, and some knowledge of the instrumental-
ities through the medium of which they operate. Tbe assemblage was
mainly made up of the principals and professors of agricultural colleges,

whose origin may be traced to the act of Congress which made provision
for their establishment

;
presidents and secretaries of agricultural and

horticultural societies, and the chief men who compose boards of agri-

culture of the different States. It was reasonably suj^posed that the
experience and knowledge of such an assemblage of men would shed
much light upon a subject which, at this moment, so occupies the public
mind. While every branch of industry, commerce, manufactures, and
the art of war itself, is anxiously watched and cared for by the action of
the Government, it was very natural that they who have sought to pro-

mote the great cause of agriculture should seek an opportunity to confer
together about what should be done to invoke the good ofiices of the
Government in their behalf. The Commissioner of Agriculture, in view
of the necessity of a co-operation of the Department with those active

and energetic men who in their respective communities had been
selected for their ability, to give a right direction to the subject, very
naturally hit upon the idea that agricultural colleges that owed their

existence to the immediate provision which Congress has made for them,
like his own Department, dei^ending ui)ou its will and pleasure, would
be most likely to respond to an invitation which invoked only a consul-

tation upon a subject of common concern. It was not without some hesi-

tation that the Commissioner ventured to draw upon the services of this

class of men, because he felt that the draught involved an expenditure
of time and money, which, though it might be repaid by the good
which would result from such a conference, might be considered by
others an assumption on his part which the occasion did not justify ; and
yet to exclude those who had thus voluntarily devoted themselves to

the work of promoting the cause of agriculture, to lose the benefit of
their counsel, and the opportunity to acquire a personal acquaintance of

them, led to the conclusion to enlarge the number, at the risk of affect-

ing the business capacity of the convention by reason of its numbers

;

so that the design ultimately was to invite two delegates from each of

the colleges and State agricultural and horticultural societies, and State

boards of agriculture. All' these came and move, and before the con-

vention adjourned no one was refused admission who pleased to apply.

And every interest, feeling, and project was represented.

The business committee, (comx)osed of one from each State,) at the
outset of the meeting, made a report, which had been previously pre-

pared by the Commissioner, recognizing the act of Congress of 1862 as

the expression of the purpose of the Government to establish agricultural

colleges in the States, and endow them with a fund commensurate with
the great necessity for the introduction of scientific knowledge into the
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practical operations of agriculture, and recommeudiug an immediate
connection and correspondence between the Department and these in-

stitutions, on all subjects pertaining to experiments in the science and
practice of agriculture, and pointing out some jjoints of the basis upon
which they should be made to stand. This was all a committee, com-
posed of so many members, could do, and this action was unanimously
adopted by tlie convention. All else, the work of the convention, had
its origin in resolutions proposed by its individual members, which were
as various as the different projects which were calculated to affect agri-

cultural interests. The disposition of the public lands, how they should

be best appropriated to promote the success of the colleges and of edu-

cation generally, was discussed in all its i^hases; the threatened de-

struction of forests, how they might be preserved and increased, claimed

the attention of the convention as a subject of important interest, and
tbe action of Congress was strongly invoked to pass such lavrs as would
induce purchasers and ovvuers of pwblic lands to protect the timber yet

in forest, and plant upon the prairies, where now there is no timber.

The wiiole doings of the convention made the impression that the con-

ference had been a profitable one ; that it had linked the Department
with the agricultural institutions of the country; that each might profit

by the aid of the other, and that both would act in harmony to promote
the common good.

FORESTS AND THE PUBLIC LANDS.

The following views on the conservation of forests of the public lands,

and on the proper basis of land-grants for educational purposes, are

those personally entertained and presented by the Commissioner of

Agriculture

:

The public lands and the disposition which shall be made of them by
the Government of the United States is a subject of such magnitude
and importance, and so nearly allied to those agricultural interests of
the country which this Department has in charge, that the duty devolves
upon me to observe and carefully scan any movement with regard to
them which has a tendency to disturb or promote the ultimate progress
and improvement in the cultivation of the soil.

The destruction of the forests of the country, which is now going on
with so fearful rapidity, should arrest the attention of Congress long
enough to institute the inquiry, What can be done to prevent so great a
calamity as that which now threatens us ?—the want of a sufficient

quantity of timber to meet the actual necessities of life, and, what is of
equal imj)ortance, the climatic influence which will be occasioned by de-
nuding the earth of its timber, and plants of the shelter and protection
which it affords. It is not my purpose to stop here and inquire into the
philosophj' of the causes of water-fall ; nor how the electrical rain-bearing
clouds are dissipated before their watery elements can reach the earth.

These are points which I prefer to leave to scientists, and which, happily,
I think, they have not overlooked, but, on the contrary, have brought
much learning to bear upon them, which may ripen into conclusions
which will be received as practical truths. It is enough for us now to

know the palpable facts that our springs of water, and the streams
that issue from them, are greatly diminishing in volume ; that our wells
have not tiie depth of water they formerly had ; th^t our crops suffer

2
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for -Wirnt oi rniu to au exteut that was not so coiumoii in olden times;
and we do know that where these changes have occurred, the country
has been stripped of its timber, and its fountains, springs, and streams
laid bare to the broiling sun and unbroken winds. These facts, put
together, exhibit a practical cause and effect with an apparent force of

truth which should command our attention, and induce the inquiry
whether the Government may not interpose its power and influence to

protect the timber-lauds of the country. There are yet thousands of mil-

lions of acres of public lands undisposed of, and, as to them, I beg leave
to suggest that, from this time forth, no disposition shall be made of them
for any purpose or for any consideration, pecuniary or otherwise, with-
out a provision imposing a condition, to be inserted in the warrant or
patent, as the case may be, that the grantee shall keep at least ten per
cent, of the lands so granted in timber, if there be so much, and, if not,,

that he shall be allowed a credit of twenty per cent, of his purchase-
money as an inducement to plant so much of his land in timber ; and to

insure the performance of the condition, a failure on the part of the
purchaser should work a forfeiture of his title. Let us imagine the
millions of acres of Government lands yet to be surveyed and disposed
of in sections of six hundred and forty acres, and these divided into

one hundred and sixty acre farms, and each having sixteen acres of

woodland so disposed as to afford a shelter to the orchards and growing
crops, and the whole system working its wonderful influence upon the
streams, the climate, and everything that grows upon the earth.

While I look at this subject only in an agricultural point of view,
there is another in which the nation should look upon it as extremely
important—the annual consumption.
The dwellings of twenty millions of people here are chiefly made of

wood; the out-buildings are almost entirely built of wood; the fencing,

which costs actually more than all the buildings, is of wood; and all

these are being continually consumed by time. Eailroads consume
timber immensely. It has been estimated that each day in the year
trains run about three hundred and twenty thousand miles, consum-
ing one and a half cords of wood for every twenty-five miles, making a
daily consumption of nineteen thousand two hundred cords. Sixty thou-
sand miles of road require two thousand five hundred ties to the mile;
and assuming their life to be five years, an annual consumption of

thirty millions of ties is required ; and it may be safely said that the
waste in getting out ties is one-third of the tree. Add to this the fencing
of these roads, the half million of telegraph-poles which each year will

be required, and the vast amount of destruction of forests by flood and
fire, and we must be startled into the conviction that we must not only
make an effort to stay the hand of ruthless destruction, but we must
make an effort to restore that which has already been destroyed. Where
land sold by the Government has no timber upon it, I would not only
abate the purchase-money to induce planting timber, but I would ex-

onerate the land from the payment of taxes for a certain number of

years. Doubtless, there is no State or Territory which would not gladly

co-operate with the General Government in any measure which con-

duces to so much good.
Would the insertion of this proposed condition impede the sale or

retard the settlement of the public lands ? In other words, would it be
objectionable in the view of the settler or purchaser"? It can scarcely

be supposed that any one inclined to make a home in a new country
w^ould fail to foresee the immense advantages that would accrue to an
entire community of farmers by the protection which would beaflbrded to
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their orchards, crops, and buiklings, especially if they be assured by the
law which controls the titles of all that it is a fixed principle, by which
all must be governed. Apart from the considerations of interest involved
in these suggestions, how much would such a state of things add to the
beauty and character of a State? The idea that one-tenth of its lands
was covered with growing and thriving timber, producing every year
an amount equal to all the wants of its owners, and yet not diminishing
in area, would give an eclat to a whole State in which such a system
I^revailed, and add immensely to the value of its estates. Lauds thus
kept in timber are not lost to the productive industry of the country,
for, if properly cared for, there are certain grasses which grow profusely
in the woods, and afford an amount and quality of pasturage which
would be quite as profitable as any other part of the farm. In every
point of view in Which this subject may be looked at, it i^resents the
strongest reasons why this most vital interest of the country should be
guarded through the instrumentality of the power of Congress when
disposing of the public lands. It should be a stipulated condition of
all grants that ten per cent, of the land granted should be kept in
timber.

There is one other subject, which pertains to the disposition of the
public lands, to which attention should be attracted. By the act of
Congress of July 2, 1862, there was donated to the States about ten mil-

lions of acres of the public lauds, and the principle of distribution was
to each State in proportion to its representation in Congress—30,000
acres for each Senator and Representative—whereby Minnesota was en-
titled to 120,000 acres, whereas New York was entitled to 990,000 acres,
the latter having an area of about thirty-two millions of acres, while that
of Minnesota is about fifty millions. This basis of 2}ro rata Avorks such
manifest injustice, whatever may be the object of the grant, that it should
never again be allowed to control that just equality which is always
sought to characterize the action of the Government. Its injustice is

made the more manifest by the consideration of the facts that in 1850
the cultivated area of Minnesota did not exceed two thousand acres,
whereas in 1868 it was about one million three hundred and eighty
thousand- acres; and what was unjust in 1862, when the law was passed,
has already become more than doubly so in 1872, because of its increased
and continually increasing population. This comi^arison is used as an
illustration of what is equally true of all the Western States and Terri-
tories.

It is not an easy subject to say what would be a proper basis of 2^yo
rata division, such as would reconcile itself to our sense of justice. Area
of territory naturally suggests itself. But this, too, would manifestly
work inequality and injustice, for many reasons which readily present
themselves. All legislation is for the common benefit. It is to do the
greatest good to the greatest number, and not to the greatest jjart. And
while the time may come when Minnesota may equal or double the pop-
ulation of New York, that time is yet very distant, and time is an ele-

ment which should occupy a prominent place in any investigation of
such a subject. Again, in some of our States and Territories there are
large areas which are not susceptible of either population or cultivation
to any great extent. In such cases, to measure a division upon such a
basis, would be without the sanction of any principle of right. It is

much easier to tear down than to build any structure ; but naturally
striving to give to each of these conflicting elements their due weight,
a compromise between them suggests itself. In the councils of the nation
territory is comparatively silent and weak, while population is loud and
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strong, but apparently ever ready to enact laws according to equity and
justice. I suggest that both these principles of territory and population
shall be invoked in the solution of this question, and that when our lands
are to be divided between the States pro rata, the basis of it shall be
both population and territory ; that one-half shall be^ro rata according
to population or representation, and the other half according to area of
territory. This may not, in all possible cases, produce exact justice and
right, but it will approximate it as nearly as human law can attain any
o'^ect.

FARM RECORDS.
Few systematic records of yield and value of farm crops, or of the re-

sults of i)eculiar culture or variable seasons, have been i)ublished in this
country. Mr. John N. Nelson, of jSTewark, Eock County, Wisconsin, has
communicated certain results of his farm-work for twenty-two years,
showing the product and i^rice of corn and wheat, beef and pork, for that
period.

Wheat 2}roduced and sold la twenty-two years.

Tear.
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Corn sold in tivcnty-iwo years.

Tear.
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Pork sold.

Tear.
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These records make the average yield of wheat for the period of
twenty- two years, 14.15 bushels per acre; the receipts, exclusive of seed,

$11 39 per acre ; cost of cultivation, $9 05 ; and net profit per acre,

$2 34. The losses from insects are heavy, partial in seven seasons, and
total in the years 1865 and 18G9. In 1855 the yield was 9 bushels per
acre ; in 1854, when insects were peculiarly destructive, it was only
3 bushels ; and in 1857, little more than 1^ bushels. In five seasons of
the twenty-two reported, the average yield was less than 5 bushels.

The result is not indicative of much profit in wheat-growing. It is evi-

dent that the avoidance of one-half of the losses by chinch-bugs would
have doubled the profit actually obtained.

The record is imperfect, in failing to give the quantity of corn fed to

hogs, in addition to 15,844 bushels sold, 2,200 fed to horses, 880 to cows,

and 100 to sheep, and also in including the profits of feeding, for beef
or pork, in the net profits of corn culture. This method of statement
makes the gross receipts for corn $21 39 per acre ; cost of culture, $8 36

;

net profit, $13 03 per acre, which is $1 64 per acre more than the gross

product per acre of wheat. Mr. Nelson thus finds that, if the 627 acres

of wheat had been planted in corn, with similar results, yielding a net
return of $13 03, instead of $2 34, the difference in his favor would have
been $6,702 63.

A Pennsylvania farm.—Mr. Johnson Miller, of War\Yick, statis-

tical correspondent of this Department for Lancaster County, Pennsyl-
vania, at a late meeting of the Agricultural and Horticultural Society,

read an instructive essay upon farm accounts, from which the following

statistics are taken, as representing the operations of a farm of 100
acres, belonging to his father

:

Tears.

1S64
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869

Total

IKCOllE OF GRAIN SOLD IN SIX YEAUS.

Wheat. Corn,
i

Oats. Eye. Total

$964 80
314 44
232 80

1, 244 89
478 20
517 47

3, 752 60

§542 62
337 25
524 CO
435 79
309 29
659 59

2, 809 14

$214 30
111 50
255 21
196 12
99 27
104 50

$34 50
11 44
21 75
24 29
19 56
16 10

127 04

$1, 756 22
774 63

1, 034 36
1,901 09

906 32
1, 357 66

, 730 28

rsCOlIE AND EXPENSES OP LIVE
STOCK.

Income. Expenses. Balance

$674 60
877 35
755 20
970 18
943 70

4, 420 03

.?525 00
495 00
525 50
823 22
460 79

2, 829 51

$349 60
382 35
229 70
146 96
481 91

1,590 52

IIISCELLANEOUS INCOME.

Years.

1864.
1865.
1866.
1867.
1868,
1869.

Butter and

$217 71
237 77
211 14
209 34
236 71

217 03

Total. 1, 329 60

Hay.

$50 00
53 00
104 74
C6 60
47 92
68 00

390 26

Pasture.

$28 50
13 75
17 00
10 68
9 00

Miscella-
neous.

$256 78
78 22
37 50
116 20
7 73

91 54

ANNUAL EXPENDITURES.

Farm-

$381 97
638 06
600 99
863 03
314 95
358 78

83 93 587 97 i 3, 157 77

ETonse-
liold.

$392 85
203 65
434 79
396 54
657 69
447 13

Farm-
hands.

$241 03
222 99
227 51
313 52
267 52
309 07

2, 532 65 1, 581 64
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The aunual crops for twenty years were as follows

:

Tears.



the quantity and value of licorice-extract imported during the last five

years

:

Year.
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inexhaustible ? 2d. Have we within the limits of our own country the
proper climatic and other conditions to grow the tree with success ?

With regard to the first, the reckless destruction of the trees is shown,
and the fact that the supplies from South America are not nearly suffi-

cient to meet the demand, the price being kept so high as to place this

inestimable remedy beyond the means of millions of natives of fever-

visited regions. In reply to the gecond question, facts are cited to show
that the cinchona may be propagated with success in California, in

which State localities may be found where it may be grown as readily'

as in India, where its cultivation has been attended with success. The
association recommends the appointment by Congress of a committee of
scientific men to investigate the i^racticability of cinchona cultivation

in the United States, with authority to visit South American coun-

tries, and to negotiate for and obtain a x^roper quantity of seeds and
l)lants.

A copy of the memorial having been referred to the Department by
Dr. L. J. Deal, of Philadelphia, chairman of the memorial committee,

for the i)urpose of ascertaining its opinions upon the general subject,

the Commissioner expressed the following views

:

From the records of this Department, I Icaru that efforts to procure plants of the
hest species of the cinchona were made several years ago, and at the jiresent time
there are several hundred i)lants fit for transplanting, as soon as a suitahle site can be
ascertained, and a suitable and responsibje i^erson found who will give the j)lants a fair

trial, this being the mode by which the Department introduces new seeds and plants.

The request of the American Medical Association, that Congress' appoint a commis-
sion of scientific men to proceed to South America for the puri^ose of determining the
best species for transplanting, seems to me altogether unnecessary, since such deter-

mination has already been fully made by other nations, whose deductions cannot, I

presume, be questioned, as the best botanists and chemists have been consulted, and
their conclusions published to the world. With reference to procuring plants from the
native woods, it would be a very precarious and doubtful method, in view of the fact

that yoiang plants, as well as seeds, can now be procured through ordinary commercial
channels, at a comparatively triflTug cost, and in such quantities as may be desired.

It seems to me that the only question to be determined, is that of a proper locality

for the test of growth ; and, in this connection, it occurs to me that the kind offer of
the Sacramento Medical Society to endeavor to find a proper habitat for the cinchona
tree, offers the most practicable mode of securing such test. The locality being found,
we furnish the plants for the test.

It strikes me forcibly that it is a mistake to suppose that the cinchona will find proper
condition of climate immediately below the sequoia. The requirements of these two
genera are too widely different to warrant this conclusion. The sequoia endures a zero
cold, while the cinchona, under similar conditions of treatment, is injured when
the thermometer descends to 32°, or freezing-point. Neither is it an absolute necessity
that a mountainous region should be selected ; the great point is one of freedom, en-

tire freedom from frost ; cultivation will modify other peculiarities necessary to suc-

cess.

ENTOMOLOGICAL RECORD.

BY TOWNEND GLOVER, ENTOMOLOGIST.

The wingless grasshoppek, or " cricket,'' or Utah.—In com-
mon with the grasshoppers which are so numerous and destructive in

the Western States, there is another orthopterous insect which swarms
in untold numbers in Southern Idaho and Utah, and is known by the

common name of " cricket." This is the Anabrus simplex of Haldemann,
(Fig. 4,) and is mentioned in Stanst>ury's Great Salt Lake Expedition.

Eev. Cyrus Thomas, who has studied the habits of this insect in Utah,
states that it is found on the ground in immense swarms, and that in
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at least two instances he has seen armies of them, at least two hundred
to three hundred yards in width, packed closely together, moving across

Fi2 4.

the road, apparently in search of water, as there was a creek a short

distance in the direction in which they were going. The vegetation of

the neighborhood was coarse grass, but Mr. Thomas states that he could

not say positively as to their eating it or damaging the vegetation to any
considerable extent, although it is highly probable that they do, as

they appear to be almost omnivorous, collecting in great numbers on the

dung dropped by horses, and feeding upon it. In several instances they

were observed catching and eating the Cicadas, which were also in

immense numbers on the bushes. The eggs are laid in the open plains,

and in the act of deposition, the ovipositor of the female is placed in an
almost perpendicular position, being inserted into the earth nearly its

whole length.

Mr. James McKnight, who lives in Salt Lake City, states that

when the Mormons first emigrated to Utah this cricket appeared in

immense swarms, destroying their whole cr'ops of wheat, &c., and that

the second year they also appeared, but providentially, or miracu-

lously, as it Was deemed by the Mormons, vast flocks of white gulls

suddenly appeared and destroyed the crickets to such an extent as

to almost eradicate them for the time being, thus saving the remain-

der of the crop, upon which alone the half-starved Mormons had to rely

for food for the next season. Since that time, these birds areheld almost

sacred in Utah. This so-called cricket, Anahrus simplex., can readily be
distinguished from another brown cricket-like insect which also inhabits

Utah, Udeopsylla roMista, which differs from the first-mentioned by being

of a mahogany color, and by having sharp spines on the under side of

the posterior thighs. It is never so numerous, but being found in the

same section of country, these different insects have been frequently

confounded by the common people. These " crickets" are eaten by the

native Indians, generally roasted and pounded into a coarse-grained

meal, a sample of which, from Camp Harney, Oregon, is on exhibition

in the museum of the Department, known as " pulverized crickets,"

among which the heads and legs of Anahrus simplex are very abundant.
In an agricultural journal a notice appears that " a machine has been

invented at Salt Lake City to kill grasshoppers, the great pest of that

region, and consists of a frame drawn by two horses, having an apron
projecting forward close to the ground to scrape up the locusts, with a
hood above it, forming a box, open in front. At the rear of the machine
is a pair of rollers geared together, the upj)er one driven by the carrying-

wheels, of, which it forms the axle. Whatever finds its way into the

ftont of the machine is passed between these rollers and effectually
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destroyed." Such ii macliine might be of utility where the injury done
by grasshoppers "would warrant the expenditure necessary to make it,

but iu order to be of much use, it should be constructed so that the
insects once swept into the mouth of the machine could not escape
again. This might be accomplished by making the opening in front of

double cloth, the inner net or bag being much shallower than the outer
one, and ending in a small opening into the main bag like a tish-fyke.

The insects should then be forceu to pass between the rollers by means
of something like a revolving scraper, or they would be very apt to clog

up in the hinder end of the machine, and not pass between the rollers

at all. For the flying grasshoppers, such as Calopienus sprettis, &c.,

mentioned in our January report, it might be advisable to use the
machine when they are yet in the larva or i)upa state, and before they
acquire wings, by means of which they would be able to escape being
swept into the mouth of the machine.

CHEMICAL MEMORANDA.
BY E. T. BROWN, CHE^nST.

'J

An interesting discussion is in x)rogress among the chemists of con-

tinental Europe, on the true character of that substance which forms
the frame-work of plants, generally known as woody fiber. Chemists
have heretofore considered this as a single proximate element, but the

researches of Dietrich and Konig have pretty clearly established the com-

l^lex character of this substance. There is first the true frame-work, or

vegetable fiber, consisting, substantially, of organized starch. To this

substance the term cellulose has been appropriated. Covering this true

skeleton is found a second substance, much denser than the cellulose,

and containing the chief part of the mineral matter remaining as ash
after the plant is burned. This is called lignin. These terms have been
heretofore applied indiscriminately to woody fiber.

The point of interest in the discussion lies in the fact that cellulose is

largely digestible, while lignin is almost indigestible. Dr. Marcker,
at Weende, has conducted a series of instructive experiments on the

digestion of hay by sheep. Of the crude fiber of meadow hay he found that

about 60 per cent, was digested, and the 40 -pev cent, which remained in

the excrement consisted chiefly of the lignin, containing a large propor-

tion of the mineral elements of the food. Of the albuminous portion of

the hay, but 55 -per cent, was digested, while the non-nitrogenized sub-

stance, such as sugar, gum, &c., proved more digestible, 68 per cent,

having disappeared. When the experiment was repeated with hay of

the second cutting, in which the woody fiber had not fully matured, it

was found that 68 per cent, of the crude fiber was digested. Professor

E. Wolfit' has made similar experiments with red clover hay, with results

almost identical. He ascertained, however, in another experiment, that

clover which was cut before it had blossomed was about one-sixth more
digestible than that which had passed the bloom before it was cut.

From these experiments it is fairly to be inferred that the increased

weight which grass acquires in ripening is from the increase of indigest-

ible lignin, and not from digestible cellulose. Meadow grass or clover

cut at or before blooming is worth 16 per cent, more than an equal

weight cut after it has matured. Tbe nutriment in the seed of timothy
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Iiay is an unkiiowu quantity in these experiments, and will change the
results somewhat.

Orange culture.—Mr. J. H. Gates, of Pilatka, Florida, inquires
what manures are best adapted to the rapid growth of his orange grove.
The following points were submitted in answer :

The orange belongs to a class of plants the ashes of which arc rich in
alkalies and alkaline earths. This indil;ates a demand for potash, lime,

&c., in the soil. . If the ground was originally pine forest, it will be
improved by the liberal use of wood-ashes, soap-boilers' refuse, or other
manures rich in alkaline matter. If, however, the soil was hard-wood
forest, and has not been exhausted by grain-cropping, it probably con-
tains all the alkaline matter that the grove will demand.

If the subsoil rests on limestone it will be sufliciently rich in lime for

the supply of the trees ; but if it-is a stiff, tenacious clay, it v.ill require
(after thorough underdrainiug) a good dressing of fresli slaked lime to

render the clay friable and easily pulverized. Barn-yard manure, unless
it is well composted or thoroughly rotted, is not well adapted to tree

culture. Leaves, composted with three or four times their weight of
swamp-muck, make the best tree manure we can command. If leaves
are hard to obtain, the i)roportion of muck may be increased without
material injury.

Guano, from the rich supply of phosphates which it furnishes, is bet-

ter calculated to promote the growth of seeds in plants, than to develofv
wood ; consequently it has never been a very ijopular txee manure. If

the climate will permit the growth of some crop which, like clover, will

act as a mulch at first, and afterward as a manure, it will greatly pro-
mote the growth of the grove.

Wood ashes.—In answer to several inquiries concerning the value
of wood ashes as a manure, we reply that ashes from the wood of the
hickory, sugar-maple, elm, &c., contain about 50 per cent, of potash com-
pounds, consisting chiefly of combinations with carbonic acid and silica,

while the ashes of pine wood will rarely yield more than 20 per cent.

Ashes saved from clearings often contain earth mixed with them, iu
gathering the remains from tires. When wood is used for burning lime,

the ashes are often put into the market largely mixed with that sub-
stance. Sifted coal-ashes are sometimes used to adulterate wood ashes,
and the fraud can hardly be detected by the eye.

Leached ashes always retain a portion of potash, usually iu combina-
tion with silica or phosphoric acid. These comijounds are slowly soluble
in water, and, therefore, are not removed in leaching, but they are valu-
able, especially to grain crops and grasses. Ashes, whether leached or
unleached, should never be suffered to go to waste. Even coal ashes
maybe used to good advantage on stiff-clay soils. Their effect, however,
is more mechanical than chemical.

Bones and bone-bieai,.—^The complaint of fraud in the manufacture
of commercial manures gives rise to manj^ questions concerning the
manufacture of bones into some available form by the farmer himself.

This is a very important subject, and yet it is one beset by many difti-

culties. To a majority of farmers in this country bones are the only
reliable source of supply to replace the phosphates carried away by the
annual exportation of grain, beef, and pork. But bones broken into
fragments of not more than an ounce in weight each will, under ordi-

nary circumstances, remain in the soil undecomposed for half a century,
and consequently but little benefit will be derived from their use. Bones,
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to be of immediate value, must be ground fiue ; but this with " raw
bones" is a very difflcult process. Bones subjected to the action of high

steam lose all their oil, and a large portion of the gelatine which so ob-

structs the grinding, and thus become brittle, and quite easily ground
on a common mill. The same end can be reached more directly by burn-

ing the bones, the waste being merely the animal matter contained in

them. The phosphate of lime- is unaffected by either steaming or

burning.
The mineral part of the bones, thus separated, wilf be found to con-

sist substantially of 45 per cent, of phosphoric acid and 55 of lime. This

compound is insoluble in pure water, and but very sparingly soluble in

rain-water charged with carbonic acid. If wp take this "bone phos-

phate" and add to it a little more than half i£s weight of sulphuric acid,

(commercial oil of vitriol,) we will in a few days produce a new com-

pound, in which the sulphuric acid has removed two-thirds of the lime

from the bones, combining with it to form gypsum, supplying the place

of the lime thus removed with water. This is a true soluble superphos-

phate. Its elements are

—

Phosphoric acid 60.69

Lime (calcium) 23.93

Water - 15.38

100.00

This mass will be found very tenacious, and somewhat difficult to

handle. To remedy this it should be mixed, in sufficient quantities to

render it dry, with some good absorbent, such as dry swamp-muck re-

duced to a i^owder, or with ground charcoal, or even with road-dust.

Lime or ashes should never be used for this purpose.

Several farmers can co-operate in the construction of a mill, and thus

produce the bone-meal which they use at prime cost. From this they

can make their own superphosphate, and use it either by itself or mixed
with composted manure.
But bones may be reduced to a very fine state of division by the use

of strong wood-ashes, and thus, presenting a large surface to the solvent

action of water and carbonic acid in the soil, may be of great value in

maintaining fertility. We suggest the following formula for using bones

with ashes

:

Ground bones. • 100 pounds.

Strong wood-ashes 400 pounds.

Soda saltpeter 70 pounds.

Epsom salts 10 pounds.

Dissolve the soda saltpeter and epsom salts in sufficient water to thor-

oughly moisten the ashes and bone-meal. Mix well, and let it stand ten

days, stirring it fiaily. Use some absorbent, such as dry muck pulver-

ized, to dry the mass and reduce it to powder.

German potash (150 pounds) may be substituted for the ashes, in

whole or in i)art. This amount used 'on an acre will have a marked
effect on the crop.

German potash.—Potash being so important an element of fertility

in the soil, and in several varieties of the soil being the point where ex-

haustion first shows itself, many intelligent farmers are anxious to

know more about the probable sources of supply from which their fields

in future are to be furnished with this indispensable element of nearly
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all their crops. If an acre of ground yield 25 bushels of wheat, the crop
will remove, in the straw and grain, 21 pounds of potash; or if the crop
be corn, at 50 bushels per acre, each acre will be taxed to furnish about
75 pounds of potash. It is true that a large amount of this is returned
to the soil, if the straw and stalks be not wasted

;
yet there is a large

<3xpenditure in the grain which is put into the market, and which is an
<?ntire loss to the soil. A few years ago nearly all the potash of com-
merce was obtained from wood-ashes by the process of leaching. The
large demand for the article in various manufactures, and the failing

snpply of wood-ashes, induced various efforts to manufacture potash
salts from feldspar and from sea-water. These efforts would probably
have been successful but for the discovery of immense deposits of chlo-

ride of potassium associated with the mines of rock-salt at Stassfurt, in

Prussia. The saline deposit is nearly 700 feet thick, (200 meters ;) 500
feet of the lower portion of which being nearly j^ure rock-salt, (chloride

of sodium,) while the upper member consists of a mixture of the sul-

I)hate of magnesia, chloride of sodium, and the double chloride of mag-
nesium and potassium, the last-named salt forming 55 per cent, of the
compound. This upper, or potash member of the mine, is about 90 feet

thick, and sufQcient explorations have been made to warrant the conclu-

sion that at least six millions of tons of chloride of potassium may be
taken from it.

The potash is separated from the other salts at the mine, and is

chiefly sold as " muriate of potash," which is nearly a j)ure potassic chlo-

ride. A considerable portion of it, however, is now converted into car-

bonate of potassa, by a process similar to that by which soda is produced
from common s^lt, and the manufacture of caustic potash is also carried

on at this place to a considerable extent. The amount of potash annu-
ally produced from the mines of Stassfurt is stated at about 30,000 tons,

chiefly in the form of the " muriate," which is fast becoming a current
article of commerce in all the market centers of Euroi^e and America.
The price at the mines is reported to range from $30 to $40 per ton, ac-

cording to the degree of purity. At this i^rice, allowing a fair margin
for transportation and profit, Prussian potash can be advantageously
used as a fertilizer iu this country. But it certainly would not be ad-

visable for an American farmer to look to Germany for potash to sui)ply

his crops, while he suffers ashes to go to waste on his farm, or in his

neighborhood. The discovery of mineral potash at Stassfurt warrants
the hope that the great alkaline plains, which form so large a jtart of
the central plateau of this continent, will, at no distant day, furnish a
.similar supply.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES.

FOKEIGN COMMENDATION OF THE REPORT OF THE AGRICULTURAL
Department.—We find in " Nature " an appreciative notice of the an-

nual and monthly reports of the United States Department of Agricul-
t;ire. Much astoDishment is expressed iu the article at the unexampled
magnitude of the editions of these works published ; and inquiry is made
as to why similar enterprises are not conducted by the government iu

Great Britain. Noticing, particularly, the l^ct that our Department of
Agriculture has charge of everything connected in any way with the in-

terest in question, and that it not only prosecutes inquiries, but publishes
valuable and thoroughly digested reports on the different subjects, it calls
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attention to the absurdity of the British practice of dividing the same
duties among a number of distinct establishments. Thus the privy council
has charge of science and art, the education of children, and the diseases
of animals. Again, the copyhold, tithe and enclosure commission is

state authority on drainage and cottages, as well as the national land-

surveyor, vainer, and actuary. The statistical department of the Board
of Trade is required to prepare, in addition to the report upon imports
and exjiorts, an account of the agricultural condition of the country
from year to year. The local-government board, the local-act depart-
ment and poor-law board, with a number of other departments, are more
or less connected with the agricultural interest ; while, upon the board
of customs, agriculturists are dependent for the enumeration of agricul-

tural imports and exports, and the nation looks to it for the collection

ofthe revenue generally. The writer in " i«[ature" finds much to commend
in the fact that all these numerous departments are concentrated in the
one establishment in the United States. When it comes to the dissemi-

nation of information upon these various subjects, the reviewer consid-

ers Great Britain still further behindhand, as no special care is taken
towards this object. The Eoyal Agricultural Society of England does
as much as any private establishment conveniently can ; but is unable,
of course, to act on a very large scale. The article winds up by stating

that the United States Department ofAgriculture presents features which
may be jirofitably copied by the British executive government and
others, and which are equally instructive both to British agriculturists

and men of science.

Ee:medt for the ravages of the grape-vijvE scourge.—The
alarm created in France by the increasing ravages of the grape-vine

louse. Phylloxera vastatrix, continues unabated, and grave fears are

entertained and expressed in regard to the future of the wine-producing
interests. IsTumerous remedies have been proposed ; few if any of them,
however, of much apparent value. Among those most relied upon have
been, first, the collection and destruction by fire of the vine-leaves bear-

ing the special galls of the Fhylloxera; second, tearing up the diseased

plants by the roots ; third, the employment of various poisonous sub-

stances, among which those most in favor are carbolic acid, certain

essential oils, and bisulphide of calcium ; fourth, the reconstruction of

the vineyard by grafting the vine with the American Yitis labrnsca.

There is one difficulty in regard to the first remedy. The galls, which
are abundant in America and about Bordeaux, do not exist in the vine-

yards of the south of France. There the insect is born, lives, mul-

tiplies, and dies, exclusively upon the roots of the vine. The second

method is also of little account, since a vine may be seriously affected

without showing any external symptoms ; these manifesting themselves
simultaneously over the entire vineyard, and involving the destruction

of the whole. The use of poisonous substances, also, has given few

results of any value, especially as it is only the superficial rootlets that

can be reached, while the more deeply seated cannot be influenced.

The fourth method, of grafting on the American grape, is one the suc-

cess of which is problematical, and although, so far, there seems to be
a greater power of resistance in this species than in others, there is

no telling how soon this variety may cease to possess comparative im-

munity.
In view of all these circumstances M. Faucon has recommended

very urgently the propriety of so planting the vineyards as to permit

theiu to be inundated during the winter season, just as is done in the
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case of cranberry-patclies. He has tried tliis experiment on a very
large scale dnring the past winter of 1S70-'71, and "has fonnd the most
gratifying result. Plants which had been seriously attacked, and
which were on the point of being torn up and burned, were found in
the ensuing spring to have recovered their vigor, and a careful exam-
ination failed to reveal the slightest traces of tlie destructive enemy.
This application can only be made, however, to vineyards having a level

surface and suitably arranged for the purpose. But M. Faucon is of
the opinion that only such vineyards as can be treated in this manner
can be maintained, and that all which are situated on the slopes of hills

must be given up, unless some special arrangements can be made for

the purpose of overflowing the roots of the vines.

The spectkoscope, in testing the purity of wines.—Among
those who have made a practical application of the spectroscope to
various purposes in domestic econom}- and the arts, is Mr. J. C. Sorby,
of England. He uses as a scale an interference spectrum with dark
lines, by means of which the spectrum is divided into twelve optically
equivalent sections. With this instrument he has lately investigated
the coloring matters of Brazil-wood, and of logwood, in wine; first

shaking the latter with ether, and then evaporating the etherial solution
obtained, treating the residuum with water, displacing this with car-

bonate of ammonia, and then testing the solution with the spectrum
microscope. The question of a mixture of the coloring-matter of the
ratauy-root or of the poke-berry {Phytolacca decandra) is determined
after the wine has been reduced to a smaller volume by evaporation,
and the residuum treated with alcohol. The age of port, and other dark
wines, may be determined hy means of this apparatus.

Improved mode op beead-makinGt.—Les Mondes gives an account,
by Dr. Sezille, of an improved method of bread-making from entire
wheat: This consists in first removing the husk of the grain by means
of properly constructed machinery, and then acting upon it several
times with tepid water, at about 17G° F. for the first bath, and 104° for
the second, hy which the cover of resinous gum of the grain is dissolved
and removed. This removal is necessary, on account of the fact that
this substance becomes very deep brown—almost blackish-colored by the
fermentation of the dough. The grain, during'the treatment in question,
absorbs from 65 to 70 per cent, of water, and is then reduced to a paste
by means of machinery very similar to that used in chocolate-mills. This
perfectly white paste is next leavened, and, after fermentation, is ready
for baking. By this process, from the same quantity of grain which, by
the usual method, furnishes 235 to 240 pounds of bread, the yield is

increased to 320 pounds, of very superior quality, and far greater nu-
tritive power. In addition to this, a very considerable saving of labor
and expense is the result of the application of this new process, which
has been thoroughly tested by competent and independent scientific, as
well as practical, men.

Carbonic acid of the atmosphere.—A course of experiments upon
the amount of carbonic acid in the atmosphere has been prosecuted at
Eostock, for several years past, by Professor Schultz, who communicated
the results of his inquiries at the last meeting of the Society of German
Np^'.uralists and Physicists. The percentage found by him appears to
J much less than that hitherto indicated by most observers ; the quan-

tity detected amounting to only about 2.9 of the acid in 10,000 volumes
of the air. Variations according to the time of day and year, noticed by

o
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other observers, were uot found in the Eostock experiments. On the
other hand, however, meteorological phenomena appeared to exercise
an undoubted influence. Thus, a snow-fall was frequently connected'
with a constantly increased percentage; while rain produced a pre-
cisely opposite effect. These influences are not constant; indeed, with
snow there was sometimes found a less degree of acid, and with rain a
greater. The direction of the wind, however, exercised a constantly
api^reciable influence. With atmospheric currents from the northeast,
the carbonic acid was increased while with a southwest wind it was
diminished. This fact led Professor Schultz to the impression that the
sea was a constant absorbent of carbonic acid from the atmosphere, and
that the average percentage was kept up by volcanic exhalations, ani-

mal respiration, processes of decomposition and combustion, and other
causes developed on the laud. Professor Schultz is now engaged in

endeavoring to learn to what the absorptive power of sea-water is due,
and has already ascertained that sea-water, when boiled, absorbs scarcely
one-fourth part as much carbonic acid as sea-water which has lost its

carbonic acid by the action of hydrogen.

Effect of drainage and sewage on mortality in Calcutta.—
The extent to which disease depends upon drainage and sewage may be
gathered from the report of the results of sanitary improvements in

Calcutta. In that i)ortiou of the city inhabited by the native popula-
tion, the cholera fatality for twenty years prior to 18G1 averaged nearly

5,000 deaths per annum. In 1860, the deaths were G,000 by cholera;
and in 1866, nearly 7,000. About this time works of drainage and
water supply were commenced, and have been gradually extended ; and
as a result, the use of foul tank and river water was discontinued; this

benefit being conferred upon the city in the beginning of 1870. As the
first result of this action, which is confined to a limited portion of the
city, the mortality from cholera in 1870 was only 1,563, the general mor-
tality also diminish! ug year by year with the extension of the works.
The entire death-rate in 1870 was only 23 in 1,000—considerably less

than half v\'hat it was in 1865.

Phosphate eeds on the Dniester.—The immense deposits of min-
eral phosphates in South Carolina bid fair to be matched by those lately

discovered on the banks of the Dniester, in Eastern Europe. From a
report of an investigation by Schvrackhofer, ordered by the Austrian
government, we learn that these phosphatic concretions differ from
those hitherto observed, in being almost entirely globular, with con-

centric radiated joints in their interior, and varying in diameter from
half an inch to eight inches. When powdered and heated, in the dark,

a bluish, iibosphorescent light is observed. The region in which the
phosphorite balls occur is characterized by the existence of Silurian

and cretaceous strata, all intermediate formations being wanting. The
Silurian strata are principally represented by limestone and clay slate,

and the latter is either coarsely granulated and compact, or in smooth,
lustrous sheets. It is in the latter alone that the phosphatic balls oc-

cur, and, indeed, only where this slate is immediately covered by the

chalk-marl. From these considerations, it is inferred that the balls con-

sisted originally of carbonate of lime, which have been transformed into

phosphorite by the infiltration of i)hosphatic salts. The original mate-
rial of these chalk concretions was doubtless supplied by the chalk-marl
overlying the slate in a manner familiar to geologists, and it may fairly

be presumed that the phosphoric acid of the mineral is simply the pro-

duct of leaching out of the phosphatic slate above referred to, since all
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the other constituents of the shite besides phosphoric acid are found in

this mass. Herr Schwackhofer imitated the mode of forming these balls

by taking bo.ys' marbles and keeping them for several days in a solu-

tion of phosphate of soda or of iron, and observed the transformation
into phosphate of lime. Au acid phosphate of lime is first produced,
which is subsequently changed into the insoluble salt. lu nature this

process must have been a long time in progress, but the result was sure

to be attained ultiraately. As to quality, this phosphate promises to be
of very decided value, showing a i)ositive superiority over that of the
Sombrero Islands. It occurs in immense masses, and, in fact, is appar-

ently almost inexhaustible.

New stuffing- foe. cushions.—A material which has come quite ex-

tensively into use in Germany, as a substitute for hair, in the stuffing

of saddles, «&c., consists of a mixture of flax-seed and tallow. The ad-

vantage of this substitute consists primarily in the fact that the mobility

of the seeds, one upon the other, prevents the packing or settling in any
particular place, as often happens in saddles stuffed with hair, thus
causing any given jiressure to be readily and uniformly distributed over
any given surface. The tallow serves the purpose, too, of keeping the

leather flexible, and of jireventing the absorption of perspiration, pro-

tects the article itself, and jirevents the back of the animal from becom-
ing galled. Animals with sores or galled spots on the back can be
ridden with saddles stuffed with this material without any great incon-

venience. The tallow also has the effect of preventing the rotting of the
flax-seed, and is to be added in sufficient quantity to give the requisite

softness to the entire mass. An aromatic odor can be imparted by in-

troducing oil of turpentine, or camj^hor powder, and the durability

considerably increased thereby. One part of tallow to from six to ten

parts of flax-seed may be used, according to the temx)erature.

Cultivation of esparto grass.—Considerable attention is now
being paid in Europe and Algiers to the cultivation of a fibrous plant,

which is called «(/'« in Africa, utoclia in Spain, but in commerce is usually

known as the esjmrto grass, {Macrocliloa tenacissima.) This plant thrives

throughout the entire coast of the Mediterranean, both in Europe and
in Africa, and its cultivation is extending very rapidly, in consequence
of the demand for it as a material for paper-making. It grows in very
sterile regions, even in the sands of the Sahara, and thrives under ex-

cessive heat and in a dry, arid soil. It is peculiarly valuable on account
of its great tenacity and its resistance to fermentation, for which reason
it is used for sail-ropes and the rigging of vessels. The demand for

this substance may be estimated from the fact that it was first brought
into notice in 1802, when a cargo vv^as transported from Orau to Eng-
land, and that the amount sent out has risen from 10,000 quintals in

1863 to 370,000 in 1870. The value of this export from the Province of

Oran, in Algiers, alone amounted to $1,500,000.

Absorption of nitrogen by plants.—Dr. Cameron, in referring

to certain experiments of Wagner, in which it was ascertained that

maize grew and developed seeds in a solution in which kreatine was the

only nitrogenous substance present, the kreatine being absorbed un-

changed, remarks that, from his own exi^eriments, he has found that

plants may absorb unchanged, and apparently derive nitrogen from ^o-

tassic nitrite, potassic cyanurate, and potassic ferro-cyanide.

Effect of germination on the fat in seeds.—In a paper read
before the Academy of Sciences, at Munich, by Dr. Vogel, upon the in-
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fliience of the germination process ou the fat contained in seeds, it is

stated that this decreases in the ratio of from 0.094 to 0.320 per cent.,

or an average'of 0.150 \)er cent.

Vienna yeast.—The good qualities of Vienna beer and bread are
celebrated all over Germany, and are due to the excellence of the yeast
used in preparing them. According to Dr. Vogel, the formula for pre-

paring this substance is as follows : Previously malted barley, maize,
and rye are ground up and mixed ; next, put into water at a tempera-
ture ot from 150° to 170° Fahrenheit ; after a few hours, the saccharine
liquid is decanted from the dregs, and the clear liquid brougljt into a
state of fermentation by the aid of some yeast. The fermentation be-

comes very strong, and, by the force of the carbonic acid wliich is

evolved, the yeast globules (the size of which averages from 10 to 12
millimeters) are carried to the surface of the liquid, and there form a thick
scum, which is to be removed by a skimmer, placed on cloth filters,

drained, washed with a little distilled water, and next pressed into any
desired shape by means of hydraulic pressure, and covered with a strong
and stoutly woven canvas. This kind of yeast keeps from eight to four-

teen days, according to the season, and is, both for bakers and brewers,
very superior to that ordinarily used.

Fat found in beer yeast.—In an article by Dr. Vogel, read before
the Academy of Sciences, in Munich, after referring to the fact that all

cereals contain a larger or smaller quantity of fatty matter, wdiich is an
essential constituent of the grain, the author describes at length his

experiments made for the purpose of extracting, by means of ether, the
fat contained in beer yeast, an oil boiling at about 200° Centigrade,
specific gravity equal to 0.901; decomposed when heated above 300°
Centigrade, and yielding acrolein. The quantity of this oil found in one
liter of the yeast amounts to from 0.2 to 0.3 grams. It appears that
this oil is in most respects similar to the fatty matter found in barley.

Sewerage system in Milan.—The sewerage system adopted in

Milan, is recommended by Mr. Child, of Oxford, as being suitable for

small towns and country villages. Its essential feature is the drainage
of the houses into water-tight cess-pools, which are emptied frequently,

efficiently, and quite inoffensively, by means of a barrel-cart, previously
exhausted of air, and a hose. The barrel-cart then conveys the sewage
to a depot at a convenient distance, where all that is salable is sold to

farmers, and the rest is manufactured into a kind of dry artificial guano.
Many small towns and villages lie on dead flats or at the bottom of deep
valleys, where ordinary sewerage works could not be established with-

out an expensive provision for raising the sewage in order to render
it available for irrigation. In such places the Milanese system might
be carried out with ease, and at comparatively small outlay. A certain

number of cess-pools must be rendered water-tight—a process not very
expensive. One cess-pool would serve for several cottages, and frequent
emptying would be better than large sizes of inclosures. Two barrel-

carts must be procured, and these, with a small steam-engine at the

depot to work the air-pump, would, together with about three men
and two horses, form the whole of the apparatus required for testing the

system on a small but sufficient scale. On the day on which Mr. Child
visited the depot near Milau, farmers' carts were waiting there literally

in scores, to obtain their supply of it; and he feels sure that, if landed
proprietors or farmers were to give this system a trial in this country,

they would find it worth adoption
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Distinguishing ediele ^iushrooms.—A writer in tlie English Me-
cliauic gives what he considers to be an invaluable rule for distinguish-

ing the true mushrooms from the poisonous species. He remarks, in the
first place, that the true mushroom is invariably found in rich, open
j)astures, and never on or about stumps or in woods; and, although
a wholesome species sometimes occurs in the latter localities, the writer

considers it best to avoid their products. A very good point, in the
second place, is the peculiar inteuse purple-brown color of the spore-dust,

from Avhich the ripe mushroom derives this same color (almost black)

in the gills. To see these spores, it is only necessary to remove the

stem from the mushroom, and lay the upper portion, with the gills down-
ward, on a sheet of writing-paper, when the spores will be deposited, in

a dark, impalpable powder, in a short time. Several dangerous species,

sometimes mistaken for the true, have the spore umber-brown, or pale

umber-brown.
In the true mushroom, again, there is a distinct and perfect collar,

quite encircling the stem, a little above the middle, and the edge of the

cap overlaps the gills. In some poisonous species this collar is reduced
to a mere fringe, and the overlapping margin is absent or reduced to a
few white scales. Lastly, the gills never reach to nor touch the stem,

there being a space all around the top of the stem, where the gills are

free from the stalk.

There are numerous varieties of true mushrooms, all of them equally

good for the table. Sometimes the top is white and soft like kid leather;

at other times it is dark-brown and scaly. Sometimes, on being cut or

broken, the mushroom changes color to yellow, or even blood-red ; at

other times, no change whatever takes place. To sum up, it is to be ob-

served that the mushroom always grows in })astures ; always has dark,

purple-brown spores ; always has a perfect encircling collar ; and always
has gills which do not touch the stem, and has a top with an overlapping
edge.
In addition to the method just indicated for testing the genuineness

of mushrooms, we are informed that, however much any particular fun-

gus may resemble the eatable mushroom, none are genuine nor safe the

skin of which cannot be easily removed. When taken by the thumb
and finger at the overlapping edge, this skin will peel upward to the

center, all around, leaving only a small xjortion of the center of the

crown to be pared ofi' by the knife.

Introduction of useful palms into Florida.—A memorial has
been presented to Congress by Mr, Louis Baker, praying that the neces-

sary steps be taken to introduce into the Southern States certain palms
yielding sugar and fruit. Many j-ears ago. Dr. Perrine, of Florida, me-
morialized Congress, urging the importance of taking measures to in-

itiate the cultivation of various tropical plants, of the success of which
he felt assured by the results of his own experiments. The untimely
death of the doctor, not long after, prevented any further action in this

matter, though it is not unlikely that, had he lived, Florida and other
Southern States would be enjoying a variety of important vegetable
products not now included in their industrial resources. Mr. Baker
thinks the palms especially important, particularly^ those furnishing

sugar and oil in large quantities. He presents statements showing the

ease with which such trees can be planted and kei>t up, and vast returns

obtained with very little expenditure of labor. Other species of i)alm,

considered by him important, are the date-palm, the cocoa-nut, the sago,
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&c. He also urges the planting of indigo, ginger, ganny, safflower, the
centennial hemp-plant of China, the camphor tree, &c.

CONVEESION OF CANE-SUGAR INTO GLUCOSE BY LIGHT.—The COm-
mou impression that a solution of cane-sugar, kept at the ordinary tem-
perature, and protected against the action of ferments, will preserve its

taste and chemical proportion for an indefinite period of time, accord-
ing to Eiault, is a mistake ; as he has observed in many cases that a so-

lution of sugar-cane, without undergoing any ferment, will ultimately
become altered, and be transformed more or less completely into grape-
sugar. After considerable experiment, he has satisfied himself that this

action is due to the influence of light, and that even when sugar-cane is

found to be apparently adulterated with glucose, the inquiry should be
instituted as to whether this was not the result of exposure to light

rather than to intentional adulteration.

Delphino's MODE OF TREATING SILK-WORMS.—The attention of

visitors to the Italian section of the French Exposition of 1867 was
attracted to certain small wooden pigeon holes, each of which contained
a silk-worm, where it was occupied in constructing its cocoon without
disturbance from its neighbors. This was an invention of Dr. Delpriuo,
of Vesime, in Piedmont, and which, although very simple in itself,

formed an important innovation in the art of raising silk-worms. Since
that time this and other peculiar inventions of the same gentleman have
been widely adopted, and have done much toward protecting the silk

interest from the losses which the recent multiplication of diseases and
other casualties have brought about.
The difficulty in the ordinary magnaueries, or worm-houses, is that

the worms are mixed together, the strong oppressing the weak, and also

heaped upon each other in a mass, as to produce greater or less injury.

In Uelprino's system a life in common is interdicted as much as possi-

ble, although during the feeding of the worms it is impossible to isolate

them entirely. During that period they are kept together, but allowed
ample room for moving about—being placed on small movable hiu-dles

which can easily be changed. This produces constant ventilation, and
prevents the danger of a great agglomeration, in consequence of which
the transformations marking the diiferent ages involve much less loss.

When they have attained the proper period for transformation to

chrysalids, the worms are placed in what Delpriuo calls the cocoonry,
the pigeon-holes (large enough to receive them) being placed vertically

on each side on tables, in which the worm is able to move about with
sufficient freedom, and yet suitably protected from any injury. It is

believed that a saving of silk is thus secured, as there is no attachment
of the cocoon to a branch, as in the ordinary jnethod, involving a loss,

according to the inventor of this new method, of twenty per cent.

Another of Dr. Delpriuo's methods consists in securing a jjerfect

union of the two sexes, and a more certain fertilization of the eggs.
This is done by placing the fly in a cell covered with a board and keep-
ing it there in darkness and solitude for half an hour, at the expiration
of which, to each male is given a female, and the board rei)laced until

the nuptial operations have been accomplished. By another arrange-
ment CN'ery female lays her eggs separately", so that those of two indi-

viduals are not mixed, and so that the imperfectly matured eggs (such
as can easily be detected by examination) can be readily removed and
destroyed, thereby improving the general quality of the grains. The
general idea of Dr, Delprino's system consists in the isolation of the
insects, and although this may require a special arrangement, and be
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somewhat troublesome, yet it is maintained that the result sufficiently

Vindicates the propriety of the process, and that in the greater perfec-

tion of the eggs, and the improved health of the worms, and better

quality and quantity of the silk, there is a decided superiority in the
new system.

JSTew parasite of the spkuce.—^Much interest has been excited
among botanists by the rapid development upon the black spruce and
balsam firs of Northern ]N'ew York of a parasitic plant belonging to the
genus Arcentliohimn, related to the mistletoe. In the vicinity of yVar-
reusburgh about 75 per cent, of all the Ahies were found to be infested,

groups of forest trees forty feet in height being dead and bearing the
peculiar marks of the infection. Dr. Gray remarks that what is curious
about the discovery is, first, that it should not have been made before

5

and second, that it should, after all this overlooking, be found during
the same season by two persons, in three different counties, and so

abundant as to distigure or even to destroy the trees it infests.

HuANO MANURE.—An important improvement in the manufacture
of artificial guanos, the discovery of which affords for many cases a
practical solution of the difiiculty of disposing of sewage, has just
been announced in Great Britain, having reference to a substance called

Huauo manure. This material, it is claimed, is as rich as Peruvian
guano, and it« manufacturers fuinish a guarantee to that effect. It is

worth, according to the scale of fertilizers, from $40 to $15 i)er ton,

although its first cost, as m.auufactured, is less than $13 per ton. In
the course of inquiries leading to the invention in question, it was first

ascertained that Portland cement transforms night-soil into stone, which,
upou being crushed, gives 18 per cent, of phosphate of lime; and when
applied as a manure for growing turnips, has produced 20 tons to the
acre. Owing to the insoluble nature of the phosphates, however, the
action was slow, and the next step in the process was to utilize this

property of cementation in the superphosphate manufacture, in which
night-soil is substituted for water in the decomposition of the phos-
phates. During this process the phosphates part with the two portions
of their lime, uniting with sulphuric acid to form sulphate of lime,

(plaster of Paris,) from which is derived the valuable property of
cementing night-soil from a liquid into a solid mass. This solidification

produces simultaneous deodorization, removing all offensive and foul

effluvia, as well as any capability of giving out deleterious gases, and
such powers of destruction are transformed into fertilizing endowments.
It will thus be seen that cementation lawfully usurps the place hitherto
occupied by fermentation and evaporation, and hydrates all the moist-
ure—which, being chietiy urine, possesses manurial value to the last

drop—together with the incorporation of the whole of the ammonia,
alkaline salts, and other valuable constituents existing in the night-soil.

The inventor, Mr. Hughan, has made arrangements with an extensive
manufacturer of superphosphates to carry on the i^rocess, and great
expectations are expressed as to the value of the results to be antici-

pated. The advantages of working the new patent, in connection wath
such a manufacture, are : 1. The night-soil gives that pasty condition

to phosphates essential to the reception and dilution of the acid employed
in superphosphate manufacture. 2. The phosphates are increased one-

fourth in quantity from the alkaline phos])hates and phosphoric acid of

the soil; thus, if 75 units 'of idiosphate of lime are introduced, 100 are
withdrawn. 3. The phosphates receive a new supply of nitrogen equal
tofrom 2 to 4 per cent, ofammonia fi cm the soil. 4. The phosphates obtain
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5 to 8 per cent, of alkaline salts, containing 1 per cent, each of mag-
nesia and potash, from the soil. 5. The phosphates receive, in addition,

10 per cent, of organic matter intermixed with the urea and uric acid,

possessing the latent quality of evolving ammonia to the last atom,

and inducing nitrification, as well as the ammonia and nitrates as

returned in the analyses. On the other hand, night-soil receives from
phosphates the following advantages: («) Cementation; [h) solidifi-

cation ; (c) deodorization
;

(c?) portability by rail or sea in the service

of agriculture; (e) the bringing within the pale of sanitary laws, con-

tributing to health and to municipal revenues. It is even suggested that

the present superphosphate manufacture must ultimately X)ass over into

night-soil utilization, either voluntarily or by legislative enactment.

FACTS FROM VARIOUS SOURCES.

FuLTZ WHEAT.—lu the mouthly report of the Department for August
and September, 1871, a statement of the history and valuable qualities

of this wheat was made. With reference to a particular test of its value

a considerable quantity of the wheat was procured and distributed iu

various sections of the country. The most favorable accounts have been

received up to this time, in relation to the condition and promise of

the growing crop, and it is most probable that the Fultz wheat will

prove to be a very great acquisition to the wheat-producing interests of

the country. Mr. Shem Zook, of Mifflin County, Pennsylvania, who
has carefully noted the experiments made with this wheat iu the section

where it origiiuited, in a letter to tlie Department, says:

I am satisfied that this uew variety of wheat is the same kind which, forty years

ago, was known by the name of "yellow blue stem." It was then considered a very

productive wheat. The olijectiou to it then was the extra time and labor required to

thrash it by the old and objectionable mode of treading out with Jiorses ; the thrashing-

machine, however, obviates this difficulty.

On well-cultivated farms the yield of the Fultz wheat has been from
30 to 35 bushels per acre, though it has yielded as high as 40 bushels

and upward.
Mr. Zook has furnished the Department with a number of statements

of experiments made with this wheat, many under the seal of affidavits,

some of which are here appended

:

Solomon Peachey, on 38 acres, raised 1,417 bushels and 30 pounds, or

at the rate of 37 bushels and 17 pounds per acre. Two acres of Cali-

fornia wheat, sown alongside of the Fultz, yielded only 25 bushels per

acre. Mr. Peachey's whole crop of wheat in 1871 was 2,317 bushels on

67 acres. John Peachey, on 2(J acres, raised 802 bushels, or 33 bushels

per acre. Christian Peachey, on 25 acres, raised 925 bushels and 50

pounds, or 37 bushels and 2 pounds per acre. Simeon K. Zook, on 40^

acres, raised 1,517 bushels, or 37 bushels and 55 pounds per acre. Off

of 20 acres of this ground a crop of wheat was taken the year before.

Tlie last crop received no manure of any kiiul ; the ground, however,

had been previously limed and enriched with barn-yard manure.

Mr. Eichard Brindle, of Mifflin County, makes the following affidavit;

On five acres of limestone and flint land I plowed the clover-sod for corn, then put

on ir)0 bushels of lime per acre. Tlie following sprinji sowed with oats. On the oats

stubltlc I spread a good coat of very rich stable nuuiure, then plowed the ground once,

going over it with a heavy three-horse cultivator; harrowed the ground twice, and
drilled iu two bushels of Fultz wheat ou each acre. The yield of wheat was fully two
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hundred and thirty bushels on the five acres, which weijj;hod G4 pounds per bushel
Yiekl per acre, at -weight, ibrty-niue bushels and four pouuds.

Oil three acres and one linndred aud forty-four perches Mr. E. Kauf-
man reports a yield of IGG bushels of this wheat.

Mr. B. J. McLin, Salisbury, West Tennessee, is much pleased with
the Fultz wheat. The young plants are much more vigorous than the

native wheat.
Mr. A. J. Hamilton, superintendent of the western experimental farm

of Pennsylvania, finds the Fultz wheat to stand the rigors of the climate

very well, looking green and promising.

Local statistics.—Our correspondent in Jefferson County, West
Virginia, Henry 0. Evans, communicates the following statistics of th«

county

:

Product. Amount of crop.
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SHIPMENTS.

Source of supply.

Chicago, Eock Island and Pacific Eailroad
Illinois Central Railroad
Cliicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad
Chicago and Northwestern Railroad
Chicago and Alton Railro.ad
Pittsbnrgh, Fort Wayne and Chicago Railroad
Michigan Cential Railroad
Michigan Southern Railroad
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati and St. Louis Railroad.

Total in 1S71

Total in 1870

Cattle.

7,496
8,226
3,488
3,863
8, 428

124, 599
116,684
124, 699

4,444

Hogs.

135
461

276
1,514

792
290, 062
377, 671
484, 251

7,094

401, 927 1 1, 162, 286

391, 709 924, 453

Sheep.
I

Horses.

589
345

1, 756
2,169

725
67, 417
55, 648
5,769
666

135, 084

23
13
50

, 659
65

1,414
705

2,512
41

5,482

3,488

Tappahannock wheat in Ohio.—Mr. G. S. Innis, of Columbus, Ohio,

rei)orts tbat, about the year 1858, he received from the Department one-

half bushel of Tappahaunock wheat, which he sowed carefully with a
drill, obtaining 22 bushels, although the wheat crop of the connty aver-

aged less than 5 bushels per acre, on account of a severe frost on the
Cth of June. The Tappahannock being earlier, escaped the frost and
the red weevil, then very destructive. The following year he sowed 8J
acres with a i)ortion of the above product, distributing the rest. On his

own land he obtained 42 bushels per acre, and all those to whom he
distributed harvested good crops, ranging from 30 to 35 bushels per acre.

Since that time thousands of bushels have been raised in that county,
and always with success.

Tappahannock wheat in Utah.—The secretary of the Utah County
Agricultural Society, Utah, states that one quart of Tappahaunock wheat,
received from the Department two years ago, produced two bushels the
first year, and one bushel of this sown in September, 3870, on 147 rods
Of medium land, following a crop of sugar-cane, produced 31 bushels of
wheat, weighing C2 pounds to the bushel. Some of this crop, on being
milled, turned out 42 pounds of good flour to the bushel.

Spring-WHEAT in Central Illinois.—Mr. Seth Talbot, jr., ^f Tre-
mont, Tazewell County, Illinois, says that farmers in that county have
almost abandoned the raising of spring-wheat, and that, during the last

five years, it has not paid for cultivation. Last year it was an entire

failure.

Wheat in NESRASKA.-^Mr. L. A. Walker, of Omaha, Nebraska, calls

attention to the great depreciation in the yield of wheat, per acre, in

that region.

Cereals in Utah.—Mr. George Eoberts, of Minersville, Beaver
County, says that the oats sent out by the Department have surpassed
expectations, thrashing out 48 pounds per bushel. There had been a
great deterioration of seed, but since supplies have been received from
the Department a marked improvement has been observable.

Wheat in Virginia.—Mr. William James, of Ashland, Hanover
County, Virginia, claims that his State possesses the best conditions
for wheat-growing, prime flour from Virginia wheat ranging $1 per
barrel above prices of other market brands. He criticises the current

methods of cultivation, and objects to the practice of shallow plowing
in vogue in his section.
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Culture of cereals in Virginia.—Mr. John A. Pixcker, Tappa-
banuook, Essex County, says

:

The- Fultz wheat and Excelsior rye and oats you so kindly sent me in October last

all bid fair to atforda large yield for the quantity seeded. The wheat has more branches
than I have seen. The cultivation of wheat, formerly our staple crop, we have to

abandon and substitute other crops. Fifteen yeirs ago we obtained from 20 to 25
bushels per acre. Now we do not average 5 bushels; and yet other crops Lave not

diminished, thus showing that our failure to nmke wheat is not caused by want of

strength iu the laud, but by other causes not yet discovered.

Cotton experiments in North Carolina.—Mr. F. A. Arcliibald,

Concord, North Carolina, discards both Egyptian and Chinese cotton, as

producing only half the quantity of lint of the Gulf cotton. He finds

Boyd's Prolific to yield about 1,000 pounds of seed-cotton per acre,

worth $18 50; Dixon, 850 pounds, worth $18 50; Gulf cotton, 750 pounds,

ATorth $18; Holmes's Prolific, 750 pounds, worth $18; Peeler, 950

pounds, worth $20 25; Egyptian, 375 pounds; Chinese, 300 pounds.

Sea-island cotton.—Mr. Evan Evans, of Charleston, South Caro-

lina, says the cultivation of sea-island cotton has become so precarious

from uncertainty of labor and want of capital that it must be super-

seded by some other crop. He therefore solicits jute-seed for his plan-

tation on Saint John's Island.

Grapes and wine on Kellby's Island, Lake Erie.—Addison
Kelley, president of the Kelley's Island Wine Company, says :

The Kelley's Island Wine Company have made this year 155,000 gallons, and other

parties here'l3-2,000 gallons. The Kelley's Island Wine Company made an addition of

six new wine-cellars, each 128 feet long, and put in six steam-presses, adding 250,000

gallons capacity, and making the whole capacity 350,000 gallons.

New conditions of culture in Florida.—A correspondent in

Alachua County says

:

I formerly owned one hundred and ten slaves, and made 100 bales of sea-island cot-

ton. I had Ji large stock of cattle, &c. I now own 2,000 acres, one-half cleared and
fenced. In 1866 I worked eighty-live hands, thirtj^ of whom were males. I am now
convinced from esperieuca that four plows, with high manuring and diversity of crops,

will furnish a better supjiort and a larger income than I formerly received from all my
former slaves.

I shall plant 10 acres in arrow-root this year. From an experiment with a quarter of

an acre I made at the rate of $500 per acre. The yield is large and certain, but the pro-

cess is tedious. If you could tell us where the machine could be got to grate or pound
it, or indicate the best process of drying, &c., we could make enough in a few years to

supply the demand without importation.

Irrigation in Utah.—Two bills have been introduced in Congress
in aid of irrigation in Utah. One of these contemplates the incorpora-

tion of a company with a capital of $1,000,000, for the irrigation of

Bear Eiver Valley, by means of a canal to be constructed from the
lower falls of Bear Eiver to the northern end of Great Salt Lake ; and
it is proposed that, for this purpose, three sections of public land per
mile on each side of the canal be granted to the company. The canal

is to be 10 feet wide at the water-level, and 4 feet deep, and is to have
a uniform current of not less than two miles per hour. The other bill

has in view the construction of a canal on each side of the Jordan
River, to irrigate and reclaim desert-lands lying along that river, and
extending from Utah Lake to Great Salt Lake. For this purpose alter-

nate sections of land lying between the lines of the canals and the river

are to be granted to the Territory of Utah ; the land and its proceeds
to be applied solely td the enterprise in question; sales to be authorized

only as the work progresses. The legislature of the Territory is em-
powered to incorporate a company or companies, and to transfer to
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tliese parties the rights of coustriictiou and the kinds and Iranchises

therewith connected.

CoEN IN Mason County, Illinois.—Mr. J. Cochrane, of Havana,
Illinois, in a letter dated February 1, offers an approximate estimate
of the corn crops of Mason County, with a statement of the basis ojj

which the estimate is formed, embracing the following- points : Corn is

bought at thirteen points on three railroads, and also for shipment on
the Illinois Eiver, at Havana. The amount of the current crop taken
lip by buyers at the latter place is reported by them at 500,000 to date,
and the other points have taken 1,000,000 bushels. The amount coming-
forward, unsold, is 1,500,000 bushels, and the amount absorbed in stock-

feed is j)ut at 1,000,000 bushels, (although this is probably much below
the actual amount,) making a total of quite 4,000,000 Ijushels. The
crop of last year was cut short by drought and chinch-bugs, and the
corn product of the county, in a fair season, may be safely placed at

6,000,000 bushels.

Cheese.—In the six principal dairy counties of Scotland it is esti-

mated that the milk of rather more than 100,000 cows is utilized for

the purpose of making cheese. The product is 18,000 tons annually;
worth, at the average price of last year, about $5,000,000. The Ayr-
shire cows, that are eminent for their milking qualities, even when fed
on i50or pastures, form the favorite breed. The cheese is made for about
one hundred and ninety days in the summer period of the year. After
this this milk is made into butter; or, if near a railroad station, sent
into town for sale. The American cheese-factory system is gradually
being adopted. The consumption of cheese is rapidly increasing and is

appreciated by the laboring classes, entering largely into their daily

diet. The reports of the American dairymen's associations are reprinted
in England. Many of the old English brands of cheese are passed by
and declined on coming into competition with recent American importa-
tions.

Splenic or peeiodio fever in cattle.—Professor Gam gee's re-

port on this disease, which was made to the Department of Agriculture
and published in the annual report of 1809, is being republished in Eng-
land as an object of equal interest to farmers in both Europe and
America.

Condensed milk has become an article of extensive use in London,
as well as for shipping purposes. The shelves of English grocers are
filled with the product of the Anglo-Swiss Company, which has 2,000 cows,
and the Aylesbury Company, that has 1,000. There are several other
large milk comiianies whose brands are well known to the shipping trade.

In Switzerland, Bavaria, and several districts on the continent, aie large
companies engaged in preparing condensed milk. The competition thus
induced in its manufacture, with the application of science, has resulted

in producing an article of great purity. Dealers in milk are now fined

heavily in England when convicted of diluting the article with even six-

teen per cent, of water.

Argentine exposition.—The official report of the Government com-
mission on the trial of agricultural machinery at Cordova, in the Argen-
tine Republic, has been received at the Department of Agriculture. As
was to be expected, the contributions from the United States formed a
prominent feature of the exhibition. Of 151 entries of plows, mowing-
machines, reapers, harrows, seed-drills, cultivators, thrashing and mow-
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ing )nac]iines, suffar-inills, liorsc-powers, steam-engines, &c., 89 were
from the United States, embracing the firms of Collins & Co., Hartford,
Connecticut; the Ames Plow Company, Nourse, Mason & Co., and Page
& Son, Boston; John Moore, Geo. M. Sergeant, Treadwell & Co., Fords
& Howe, F. Nishwitz, A. Piatt & Co., Goodwin & Son, W. A. Wood,
Sheble & Fisher, and A. Jack & Sons, of New York ; and others. The
sugar-mills, horse-powers, and locomotive steam-engines were prominent
among the articles exhibited from England.

To DESTROY DISEASE GERMS IN CLOTHING.—For this purpose the
beds and clothing from the scarletina patients, at the sanitaria of large
institutions in England, have been baked at a high temperature. Ee-
searches seem to show that the miasm is not destroj'ed by the heat of
the disinfecting chambers; also that steeping the patient's clothing,

before washing, in a strong solution of bleaching powder frequently in-

jures it. To obviate these objections. Dr. Calvert, who has devoted
much attention to the study of disinfectants, and sanitary chemistry
generally, recommends a dilute solution of carbolic acid. It is easy to

mix, profectly soluble, has no injurious action upon fabrics in the diluted

state, and the editor of the London Microscopical Journal thinks it will

insure the complete destruction of any of the lower organisms.

Cinchona.—The British government has established a Cinchona
plantation at St. Helena, at an elevation of 2600 feet above the sea.

The London Journal of Botany states that there are now nearly one thou-
sand trees, in a fine healthy condition, the tallest between 7 and 8 feet

above the ground. The nature of the land forming the plantation is

very steep and rugged. The entire cost of the trees, exclusive of the
suiierintendent's salary, is about $1 50 each. Plantations of pines and
other valuable timber trees have also been established, and efforts are
making to introduce the cultivation of tobacco and guinea hemp,
fSanciera guineensisj the latter valuable for its fiber. The superin-

tendent is training up a number of appreiitices with a view to their

being ultimately useful in the island, where the arts of horticulture and
arboriculture have been much neglected.

Sheep-huseandry in Pennsylvania.—Mr. J. S. Elder, of Darling-
ton, Beaver County, complains that farmers in that region are pursuing
the old routine in lite-stock husbandry, buying at high prices and selling

out at low prices in a panic. Because sheep-men last fall made the most
money all live-stock enterpise is now directed toward sheep. Cattle and
hogs are down. Mr. Elder describes a disease ambng sheep called the
" poll disease," as destructive as the hoof-rot. In two seasons he lost

his entire flock of 180.

Wheat-seed in Wisconsin.—Mr. George B. Kidder, president of

the Star Prairie Farmers' Club, says

:

The same kiud of seed wliicli we sowed in this vicinity eiglit years ago wonld pro-
duce, on new land, from 25 to 30 bushels per acre, while now the same seed sown on
new land will not produce more than 10 to 15 bushels per acre. The variety sown
here for the last ten years is the Scotch Fife wheat. I have no doubt that the largest

heads might have been gathered each season for eight or ten jea,vs, and thereby have
improved the seed the same as potatoes or corn can be improved. I have picked the
best ears, and those which got ripe the earliest, for several years, and have, thereby,
imjiroved mj^ seed and made ray corn from ten to hfteen days earlier ; and I think the
same can be said of any kind of gi'ain or vegetable.

Eamie cleaning machinery.—Mr. T. H. Murphy, of New Orleans,
Louisiana, claims to have "invented machinery that can be worked in
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the field to clean the fiber like dressed flax, from 1 to 15 acres per day
only requiriag from two to five men, with suitable horse or steam
power.

Wool from New South Wales.—The secretary of tbe agricultural

society of New South Wales writes to the Commissioner that, owing to

preseut facilities of communication with New York, via San Francisco,
wool-buyers from the United States are now purchasing in the Austra-
lian rather than the English market. He states that he has shipped to

E. U. Forbes & Co., New York, for the Chamber of Commerce of that
city, thirty-three fleeces of wool which were presented at tbe last exhi-

bition of the society in Sydney, and requests the Commissioner to ar-

range for an examination of these samples by comi)etent judges. The
society proposes a system of exchanges of blooded stock between this

country and'New South Wales. The secretary says that on one or two
occasions rams have been received from the United States, but that
they did not appear to be the best specimens 5 not equal to descriptions

given in the reports of the Department.
A report of awards on wool at the above-mentioned exhibition, held

in January, 1871, shows that, in class 1, of lots of twelve fleeces of

ewes' wool, compared according to length, density, softness, fineness,

elasticity, evenness of fleece, soundness, condition, and weight, the av-

erage weight of the lot taking the first i^rize of £10, was 4 pounds 1^
ounce ; age of animal, two years ; age of fleece, three hundred and
eighty days. The average weight of fleece taking the second prize of

£0, was 3 pounds 11 ounces. The heaviest 'lot exhibited in this class

averaged 5 pounds 13^ ounces. In class 18, in a lot of five rams' fleeces

in grease, taking a prize of £6, the^average weight was 11 pounds 15i

ounces; age of the wool, three hundred and sixty-five days. In class

19, lots of twelve ewes' fleeces in grease, the prize of £6 was awarded
to a lot averaging 8 pounds G| ounces. These prize fleeces are included
in the shipment to New York.

Australian prairie grass.—Mr. E. J. Vann, of Madison, Florida,

states that, having received from a friend a few seeds of "Australian
prairie grass," over a year ago, he commenced exi^erimenting with the

article, and afterwards distributed to planters interested in the subject

of grasses. His investigations have convinced him. that this i^articular

variety is of very great value for that region. One planting will afford

two crops, and, by plowing in in the fall, cropi3ing may be continued in-

definitely.

Far:hers' club in North Carolina.—Mr. D. C. McMaders, secretary

of the Spero club, at Salem Church, North Carolina, states that one of

the members produced last year, on 18 acres of poor land, 650 bushels

of corn; on one acre, 78 bushels; another, 530 bushels of Irish potatoes

to the acre.

White Schonen oats in Georgia.—Mr. John H. Dent, of CavG
Springs, Georgia, says

:

Last year I received a pint of the White Schonen oats from the Agricultural Depart-
ment, Avhich yielded a half bushel, not^vithstanding it was the most disasti'ous season

for oats, for this section of country, experienced for many years. I shall sow the half

hushel in February, and be enabled to give them a fair test for the year. The best oat

we ever raised in this country is the Grazing cat ; the Norway oats were a complete
failure.

Condition of live-stock in Kansas.—Mr. J. M. Miller, Peabody,
Marion county, says:

The winter has been very severe; stock is euffering much in eousequencb. On«
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stock-farmer iu Butler county lost between 25 ami 50 per cent, on account of severe
-weather. This is the largest per cent, of loss I know of, though many have lost more.

Inquiry coNCEUNiNa jute.—Mr. W. H. Harris, of Eed River Land-
ing, Louisiana, states that last year he raised a small quantity of jute
in his g-ardeu, saving- the seed, and asks information as to the method
of preparing the fiber for market. His iu(iuiry is covered by the infor-

mation given in the monthly report for October, 1871. Mr. Harris also

writes that he has a cork oak twelve inches in diameter, grown from an
acorn obtained from the Department before the war.

FruitAND sugar in Southeastern Louisiana.—Mr. F. B. Guedry,
of Covington, Saint Tammany Parish, Louisiana, informs us that his sec-

tion has a solid clay subsoil, which retains any fertilizer applied to the land,
and that, while well adapted to any kind of grain, it is especially suited

to fruit-growing. He adds that planters iu that vicinity are cultivating

sugar-cane to some extent, and, although the crop is comparatively a
new one there, its success has been so great that many have invested in

it largely.

Mexican white flint corn.—Mr. Joseph N. Brewer, of Lexington,
Massachusetts, stating his experience with this variety, says that its

quality was exceedingly good when used in the green state, and that
when ripened it j)roduced a very superior meal. After planting it for

three years it seemed to degenerate, though he suspects that the seed
used the last year was not carefully ripened, and that this may account
for the apparent degeneration. On the whole, he is convinced that it

is a valuable variety, deserving to be well tested in that latitude.

Tree-planting in Kansas.—Mr. Percy Daniels, of Girard, Kansas,
states that two years ago he put in about half an acre of European
larch, Norway spruce, Scotch pine, and red cedar, but only a few plants
came up, and these all died in from one to two weeks. Ho now thinks
that good seed of the above descriptions, planted instead of young
chestnuts, would be successful.

Excelsior oats in Oregon.—Mr. William Phillips, of Clackamas,
Clackamas County, Oregon, states that, having received last spring a
small package of Excelsior oats, he sowed May 15th on fair soil, the
resulting crop averaging 50 bushels per acre, by measure, the weight
being considerably above standard. He also reports that some Maryland
tobacco sown on hill land, after the middle of Marph, came up quicklj^,

grew rapidly, and gave a product of excellent quality.

Arkansas lands.—Eev. A. R. Berrick, of Batesvilie, Arkansas, re-

ports that some of the elevated, sandy uplands of that State are well
suited for the production of tine tobacco, and that they can be bought
at merely nominal prices. He himself possesses several hundred acres
of this land, and finds it capable of producing 700 to 900 pounds of
seed-cotton per acre, or 20 to 25 bushels of corn, or 10 to 12 bushels of
wheat, per acre. It is also suited to apples, i)ears, peaches, auh grapes.

Autusin in Southern Utah.—Mr. W. W. Hammond, of Toquer-
ville, Utah, in a letter to the Department, dated December 8, 1871,

writes that the past season was very hot and dry, stock finding very little

grass on the hills, but that the fruit crops were generally good, meeting
with a ready market in consequence of the development of the mining
districts. More lately the weather was unusually cold, and considera-

able quantities of grapes were frozen before they could be i^icked, an
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occurrence unparalleled since the settlement of tliat part of Utah, fif-

teen years ago.

Thanet bahley in Wisconsin.—Jolin A. Rice, M. D;, of Merton,
Waukesha County, AVisconsin, writes, tliat having received from the
Department two pounds of Thanet barley, he sowed it Ajiril 21, on six

square rods of light, clayey loam, not in the best condition of jorepara-

tiou. The barley grew remarkably fine and even, was harvested about
the first of August, and on being thrashed turned out 113J pounds of

the finest grain ever grown in that region. He believes this variety to

be a valuable acquisition to his locality, which is peculiarly adapted to

bai^ley. He devotes himself, however, more especially to growing corn,

wheat, roots, and clover, feeding out almost all his crops to sheep, hogs,

and cattle. Under this system his farm has increased most remarkably
in fertility, so that where he cut 12 or 15 tons of hay at the time of tak-

ing i)ossession of the property, he now cuts tenfold that amount, and
the yield per acre of other crops has increased in nearly that propor-

tion.

Charges of transportation.—Mr. E. Emerys Jones, of Eandolph
Station, Dodge County, W^isconsin, writes that in that region the ex-

penses of marketing absorb more than half the value of the farmer's

products, and that the agricultural interest is suffering deplorably* from
this cause. He adds that the first cost of raising grain is about $7 per
acre.

Corn and "wheat on twenty acres.—Dr. George D. Pearcy, of

Knightstown, Indiana, reports that in 1870, on twenty acres of dark,

alluvial soil, thoroughly drained and deeply tilled, but unmanured, he
obtained 1,200 bushels of corn, worth 50 cents per bushel. Value of

pasturage after removal of the corn, $20 ;
expenses of making the crop,

including $120 interest on land, $246 75; profit, $373 25. He then
sowed wheat on the same land, from which he obtained 400 bushels,

July 5 and G, 1872, worth $1 50 per bushel, and netting a profit of $300.

Total profit on corn and wheat in fourteen months, $073 25, or $33 GG
per acre.

Dr. Pearcy adds that, in preparing his seed-corn, he soaked it over
night in blood-warm water, and in the morning poured off the water, and
put one gill of kerosene to every bushel of the corn, stirring it in. He
declares this method a sure preventive against loss of seed by birds ; he
also believes that it hastens germination and prevents ravages by cut-

worms.

'Tobacco in Henderson County, Kentucky.—In a recent com-
munication to the Department, Mr. Alexander H. Major, of Henderson
County, Kentucky, furnishes some information as to current practice in

marketing tobacco in that county, which, as he claims, jiroduces a
larger quantity of the staple than any other in the State. The article

there grown is a heavy, coarse, leafy variety, and the yield i^er acre, on
strong land, frequently reaches 1,800 or 2,000 pounds. The tobacco is

not packed by the farmer, but is put up by him in bundles, or " hands,"

classified as " good," "lugs," and " trash." The middle and larger top-

leaves, when uninjured, constitute the good; similar leaves, slightly

worm-eaten and defective, together with the extreme top leaves, consti-

tute the lugs ; the leaves near the ground, and others, which are ragged
and torn, are designated trash. In a good crop, properly managed, the

trash will be not far from IG per cent., but no farm product shows the

difference between the careful and the negligent grower as quickly as this
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crop. These different terms do not by auy means give a definite indica-

tion of quality ; the producer merely exhibits his samples, and sells to the
" stemmers" at the highest bid. The stemmers, convert the good, lugs,

and such of the trash as can be made available for the purpose, into

strips, and export to Liverpool and London. The remainder of the

trash is shipped to New York, New Orleans, &c., and sold under the

name of lugs.

Fruit shipments at Cobden and Makanda, Illinois.—The fol-

lowing is a statement of the amount of fruit shipped at Cobden, on the

Illinois Central Eailroad, during the season of 1871

:

Descriptions.
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Experiments with grass-seeds and corx.—Mr. Charles Wallace,
Eoseville, Frankliu Couuty, Arkansas, says

:

In order to give yon an idea of our soil and climate, I would state that on the 22d
day of April last I sowed one acre in Hungarian grass-seed, wliich, by the 19th of

June, was ripe enough to cnt. I mowed it, broke up the ground and planted corn
June 30th, and made 30 bushels sufficiently matured to save. Again, on the 15th of
March, I sowed 4 acres of Norway oats, and cut a very heavy crop of it July 1. I then
broke it up with siugle horses and planted it to corn July 12 and 13, h.arvesting

full 30 bushels sufficiently matured to save. The fodder was pulled off of both pieces
;

the season was drier than any since the war, and the land upon which the experi-

ment was made had been in cultivation for thirty-five years.

From your correspondent in Johnson County, I obtained a small quantity of Italian

and perennial rye-grass seed; sowed them in separate beds " well prepared," March 14.

They were both quite slow in germinating, being very much shaded, but in the latter

part of May they commenced growiug finely. By the middle of June both beds were
thickly covered and were much admired by all who saw them.

Cotton has been raised to the exclusion of everything else in this section, and, as

yet, no effort has been made to develop its agricultural resources. I have experi-

mented considerably in the last few years, and have thus far succeeded in raising fair

crops of everything planted.

Haud TniES IN Wisconsin.—Mr. E. E. Jones, Eandolpli Station,

Dodge County, says

:

The condition of the farmers is deplorable ; it costs one-half of their produce to get

it to market. For the last two years our crops in this State were not over 10 bnshels
per acre, and the whole county is overrun with wild oats.

Grasses for the South.—Mr. John F. Eollins, Fort George, Florida,

in soliciting a supply of the seed of Lespedeza striata, or Jajjau clover-

seed, says:

I have a large plantation, consisting of an entire sea island, and I am satisfied that

many of the old fields now under cultivation would be much more profitable if planted
in grass or clover and devoted to stock than under the present system of annual crops.

What is true in my case is equally true all over the South. If the Agricultural De-
partment can aid us in finding a plant that will take the place of the wild grasses and
furnish forage for stock, a great work will be done.

Fruit and fertilizers in Georgia.—Mr. E. J. Purse, of Marlow,
Georgia, has been experimenting with several varieties of the straw-

berry, viz: Agriculturist, Wilson's Albany Seedling, Triomijhe de Gand,
and Green Prolific. He finds the two first named well adapted to south-

ern culture. Heat affects the berry much more than cold, the finest

berries being found between March and July, and from October to the
middle of December. Mr. Purse says

:

I have a small farm and have succeeded very well in the manipulation of a fertilizer

that is abundant and cheap ; that is one part clay, one leaf-mold, and one swamp-
muck, with a barrel of lime or land-plaster .to the ton. \Yhen the leaf-mold is not
procurable leaves will do as well. I use the cow-peu, stable, or night-soil, as the stim-
ulant, by mixing with my standard as the iilants need. Reserve the chicken-house for

liquid applications.

Fruit in Southern Illinois.—A letter addressed to the Depart-
ment by a number of farmers of South Pass, Union County, states

there were shipped during the late fruit season from that railroad sta-

tion 11,24:2 bushels ofstrawberries, 10 gooseberries, 310 cherries, 962
raspberries, 308 blackberries, 29 plums, 88,081 peaches, 131 apricots,

772 pears, 16,953 apples, 2,633 tomatoes, 1,603 sweet-potatoes, 312 Irish

potatoes, 200 onions, 32,130 pounds of grapes, and 57,075 of dried fruit.

It is proposed to introduce tea-culture, among other industries.

Soil and crops in Nebraska.—Mr. W. J. Mclntyre, Ashland, Saun-
ders County, says

:

The soil here is rich vegetable loam, slightly intermixed with a very fine sand, and
is of great depth and fertility. The surface of the country is rolling, with the best
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natur.al cli'ainaj<;e I ever saw. The uplands are -wholly prairie, seemiugly well adapted
to tlie production of small grain of all kinds, or of corn. Spring-wheat has been tho
main wheat crop heretofore, but winter-wheat is bcgiuniug to bo quite extensively
sown. It seems to promise well so far.

Angora goats in Utah.—J. E. Johnson, editor of the Utah Pomolo-
gist, pubKshed at Saint George, has just formed a co-operative company,
and negotiated for the importation of a herd of 130 Angora and Thibet
goats. By a terrible storm they lost a unmber on the Union Pacific

Eailroad, but have finally succeeded in getting 108, which appear in

good health. They intend crossing with the common goat, bringing up
the quality to full-blood.

Alkaline lands in Utah.—Mr. John Woodhonse, of Lehi City,

Utah, writes that some of his heaviest crops are from land which, four
years ago, was totally barren, in consequence of the alkali it contained.

He states that the proi)er treatment of such soils is to plow in an abun-
dance of coarse, half-rotted manure, and then flow water completely
over the land, instead of arouiul it. Generally, this will bring the land
to in from two to five years, according to the proportion of alkali in the
soil.

Tree-planting in Kansas.—Mr. Eiley M. Hoskinson, of Burlin-

game, Kansas, informs us that he now has on his prairie farm several

thousand trees, planted by him and his family within the last five years,

among which are oak, walnut, soft-maple, elm, white-ash, sycamore,
catalpa, white and yellow willow, mulberry, and cottonwood. Many of

his cottonwoods are now about thirty feet high and sis inches in diam-
eter.

A HARDY VARIETY OF OATS IN TEXAS.—IMr. George A. Smith, Bel-

ton, Bell County, Texas, says

:

We have a valuable oat here—the pea or rustless oat—that always succeeds and
yields from 30 to 100 bushels to tho acre; a great acquisition to the South, where the
crop so often fails from rust.

Wheat-seed in Iowa.—Mr. George Huston, Dodgeville, Des Moines
County, says

:

A general infusion of new seed-wheat would be a great blessing to the State of Iowa,
spring-wheat deteriorates more rapidly here than any other seed. The great reason
for this consists in the fact that we never allow a piece of wheat to. stand until it is

fully ripe, and then save it for seed. •

Wheat experement in Minnesota.—Mr. L. P. Pike, Owatonua,
Steele County, last spring, sowed Eed Australian spring-wheat, received
from this Department, in drills about one foot apart, hoeing out the
weeds. His effort was a fiiilure, as was also those of a number of neigh-

boring farmers. This variety is thought to be too late for that climate.

Orange grove.—A correspondent writes that H. J. Sanford, of
Melonville, Orange County, Plorida, is now setting out 125 acres in

orange trees, which will be, in a year from now, the largest orange grove
on this continent. He is also planting largely of other semi-tropical

fruits.

Progress of steam cutivation in Europe.—At an agricultural

meeting lately held in Scotland, Mr. Grey, of Aberdeen, gave some ac-

count of the progress of steam cultivation since 1855, in which year the
late John Fowler started his first steam-i^low in Essex, which was a
very successful attempt. He subsequently expendetl $350,000 in experi-

ments, but after a few years he had nothing to represent this amount
of invested capital except a lot of old machinery. The solution of the
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question -svhetlier plowing- could be done cheaper with steam than
with horses was decided in 1858 ; its importance may be learned from
the fact that there are works in the country employing twelve hundred
men in nothing else than making steam-plows. One farmer in Egypt
employs four hundred steam-plows; he is also laying down four
hundred miles of railway on his farm, principally to carry sugar-cane
to his mills, and has ordered thirty locomotive-engines, and $.'3,000,000

worth of sugar machinery. This farmer is the Pacha. In Germany
steam culture is making a revolution in agriculture. In England there
are between 400 and 500 sets of tackle working for hire. These are
held by companies as well as by private individuals ; the investment
has been found to be profitable.

A gentleman bought five hundred acres near Loudon, that could not
be rented at $3 i^er acre. He took down all the fences, drained the
land, bought a steam-plow, and i)ut all in grain crops. Last year his
clear i)rotits were 818,000 after allowing $10 per acre for rent. The
soil is a stiff clay that cannot be cultivated profitably by horse-power.
Another farmer bought five thousand acres of what was considered
worthless clay land, and by steam-power stirred it 3 feet deep, produc-
ing crops last year nearly 7 feet high.
In Scotland steam cultivation is becoming quite general, producing

astonishing results. Many of the farmers there have invested from
$6,000 to $10,000 in steam machinery, and find that it pays better than
horsepower. Joint-stock companies are also in existence that invest
in laud and steam machioery, and secure large dividends.

MARKET PUICES OF FARM PRODUCTS.

FOE FEBEUAKY, 1872.

Articles.

KEW YORK.

Flour, superfine State.. perLbl
extra State do. .

.

superfine we-stern .d()...

extra to choice western,
per barrel

extra southern. ..per bbl
good to choice southern,
per barrel

WTieat, Xo. 1 spring, .per bush.

,

Xo. 2 spring do
winter, red western do..
aiuber, western... do
white, western ...do...

Kye do. .

.

Barley do
Oats, do. .

.

Com, new western, mixed. do
old western, mixed, .do. .

.

Hay, shipping qualities . per ton

.

prime do. .

.

Pork, mess per bbl

.

prime do. ..

Beef, plain mess do
extra mess do

Lard, per lb.

Butter, western do
State dairy do. .

.

Price.
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Market prices offarm products—Continued.

Articlea.

BosTOX—Continued.

Beef, mess perbbl..
extra do

Pork, prime do
mess do

Lard per lb..

Batter. N. Y. and Vt do
Canada choice do
western do

Cheese, X, T. and Vt. choice
factory per lb. ..

Ohio factory do
Hay .'. .per ton
Tobacco, choice... per lb

good western . . .do
common to medium . do

.

Wool, Ohio and Penn .. .per lb.

.

Michigan do
other -western do
California do
Texas do

PHHiADELPHIA.

Flour, superfine per bbl.

.

extras do
family ifc fancy brands, do.

.WTieat, Penn. and western

—

red per bush.
amber do
white do

Kye do...
Com, yellow do. .

.

"mixed western do...
Oats, white western do
Pork, mess pT bbl..

Beef, mess exli-a, city-packed,
per bbl .*

Lard per lb..

Hay, prune per ton..
mixed do

Batter, choice roll per lb.

.

choice tub, fi-esh-do
Cheese, X. T. factory do

X. T. dairy do
"Woool, picklock do

extras do
medium and coarse. do.

BALTDIOKE.

Flour, superfine per bbl
exrras do...
family do...

"Wheat, Pennsylvania . .per bush
"western do...
southern do

E.ve do...
Corn, yellow do

white do...
Oats do...
Hay, western per ton.

Penn. and Maryland. do. .

.

Pork, mess r...per bbl..
Butter, western, prime to

choice I.per lb..
Xew York do

Cheese, western factory ..do
eastern factory.. do

Lard do
Cotton, ordinary to good ordi. i

nary. per lb .

.

— 'to 20i
low middling to mid-
dling per lb.. 21ito 22

Tobacco, common to good lugs,

per lb 7 to 82i
common to medium

leaf perlb.. 8 to 9^
"Wool, unwashed, free from

burrs perlb.. 44 to 46
tub-washed do 63 to 70

Price.
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Marlcet prices offarm products—Continued.

Articles.

New Ori.eajjs—Continued.

Hay.prime per ton..
Pork, mess per bbl.

.

Beef, mess, (Texas) do

—

Iiard, tierce per lb..

keg do
Batter, choice western do

Goshen do
Cheese, choice factory do

western reserve . . do
New York cream .do

Cotton, ordinary to good ordi-

nary per lb..

middling to good mid-
dling per lb..

Tobacco, lugs do
low leaf do
medium, leaf do

IFloTir, superfine per bbl.
extras do...
choice do...

Wlieat, red per bush.
white do...
spring do...

Corn, mixed do...
yellow do . .

.

white do. .

.

Oats, white do. .

.

mixed do...
Hye , do...
Barley, winter do. .

.

Hay per ton

.

Pork, mess per bbl

.

Price'.

|27 00 to $28 00
15 50 to 15 87i

to
9Jto
lOJto
22 to
32 to
14 to
13 to
17 to

19^0

22 to
7Jto
8Jto
9* to

5 50 to
6 00 to
7 50 to

20?

6 75
8 00
1 601 57J to

1 58 to
1 27 to

38 to
— to
55 to
37ito
42" to
77ito
70 to

15 00 to 19 00
13 25 to

1 30
55

85

Articles. Price.

St. Louis—Continued.

Lard, prime steam per lb.
kettle do...

Butter, choice do...
medium to fair do. .

.

Cheese, choice factory do. .

.

Cotton, middling do
Tobacco, lugs per cwt

.

common leaf do. .

.

medium to good leaf,

per cwt
"Wool, tub-washed per lb.

fleece-washed do . .

.

unwashed medium .do. .

^

SAN FRANCISCO.

Flour, superfine per bbl

.

extra super do
higher grades do. ..

"WTieat, State per cental

.

Oregon do...
Com, white do. .

.

yellow do. .

.

Hay, State per ton.
Poik, mess per bbl.

prime do
Beef, mess do...
Lard per lb

.

Butter, overland do. .

.

California do. .

.

Oregon do...
Cheese do...
"Wool, native do. .

.

California do. .

.

Oregon do. .

.

10 8po —
8ito —

22 to ^ 33
12 to 17
14ito 15
215 to —

5 60 to 5 90
to

to
78 to 79
— to —
46 to 49

5 50 to
5 87ito
6 25 to
2 05 to
2 10 to
1 50 to
1 50 to

22 00 to
18 50 to
17 00 to
13 00 to
Hi to
20 to
25 to
15 to
15 to
— to
22ito
28 to

5 75
6 00
6 50
2 15
2 15

22 00
18 00
14 00

13
25
32i-
20
17
20
30
30

[ The publication of the meteorological tables in the monthly is from
this date discontinued, by direction of the Commissioner of Agriculture.]
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MONTHLY REPORT.

1 )3:pae,tment or AcaiicuLTUES,

Statistical Division, April 20, 1S72.

Sir: I submit herewith, tor publicatioii, a digest of the reports of our

statistical corps, relative to the couditiou of wiutcr-wheat and other ce-

reals, the condition of farm animals, and the comparative prevalence of

disease among them during the past year, with a communication giv-

ing an account of the progress of the beet-root sugar manutucture in

Sweden, and records of the operations of the several Divisions of the

Department.

J. Iv. DODGJi, miktician.

Hon. FllEDEllICJI VVATTt5,

CoDiDiisdoner.

CONDITION OF WINTER GRAIN.

The low temperature of the month of March, and the accumulations

of whiter snow and ice, have retarded the springing of vegetable life,

and tinged with gloom the view- s of local reporters. Over a large area,

at the date of returns, snow still covered deeply the grain-lields, and
only conjecture, founded on the forwardness and vigor of plants at the

opening of v/inter, and on the mechanical condition of the soil and the

severity of the season, could point to the i)robable status of tire vv'inter

grain.
" The general tenor of reports carries tlie idea, not of sweeping

destruction by freezing, but of injury by thinning out, by killing in

spots and patches, and especially by retarding an early start and
vigorous growth. In many cases the plants, apparently dead, were only

sleeping, unpromising in appearance but tirnily rooted, and ready, with
favoring v/armth and sunshine, to start into sure and steady if not rapid

growth. Where the fields were drained, the soil deep and mellow, the

casualties of winter have been unknown ; where the seeding was done
with the drill, on land having any fair degree of suitable preparation,

almost absolute immunity from loss by freezing has been secured. It

is strange thiit the use of the drill has not become universal. The fact

remains that nearly all the Avheat of the Eastern States, almost all in the

South, much in the Middle States, and no little in. ail portions of the
Western, is seeded by hand. The use of drills enough to supersede all

the broadcast sowing of the country would secure in a single year in-

creased yield suhicieut to pay for them.
The April returns, as a whole, indicate stunted appearastice, retarded

grov/th, and rather more than an average amount of destruction by win-

ter-killing, but a sound condition of the roots of plants in. suitable soil

or that covered uniformly with snow, vrhich v/ith favoring weather may
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secure a vigorous gi»wtb and a jjood yield. The droughts of summer
always interfere, in a larger or smaller y)ortiou of the v/heat area, with
the proper time for seeding; those of last season were only a little more
extended and severe than usual. Our climate is peculiarly subject to
them, and this fact should enforce the more general draining, deepen-
ing, and mellowing of the surface soil, which alone, in the experience of
the past, as reported each spring from almost every county in the coun-
try, would suffice to insure against the worst effects of drought upon
our v/inter grain.

In Maiiie the ground was deeply covered with snov/; but it was
believed that the plants were safe. In Aroostook County an interest in

winter grain is nrising, as the result of a few good crops of winter-

wheat last year. The snow was deep in New Hampshire on the 1st of

Ai)ril ; the earth frozen, in the locality of our Hillsborough correspond-
ent, " to the depth of seven feet." The small area reported in Ver-
;mout was generally promising when last seen in the autumn. In Massa-
chusetts some reports of winter-killing are received. The few fields of
wheat near Providence, Ehode Islainl, are flourishing ; but rye is injured

by freezing, the ground having been bare most of the winter; and rye
in Kent County has been roughly treated by the winter winds of Feb-
ruary and March, which have been uimsiially high. In Connecticut
there has been much bare surface and severe weather, and the rye-fields

present a somewhat unpropitions appearance. The reports are more
favorable from Hartford than from Fairfield, Windham, and Xew London.
The reports from New York in the early part of the mouth were not

very cheerful in tone, the snow and ice not having disappeared, but
indicated a probable improvement, under the influences of tine weather,
the plants being generally alive. A few^ extracts from correspondence
will illustrate these points:

Niagara: Very poor; so dry last fall that but little growth was made
except on the best prepared land. Butcltess : Look badly now ; little

snow. Genesee: The wheat was small when winter commenced, and has
been uncovered most of the time ; the top looks dead, but there is probably
vitality enough in the roots to give a fiiir promise with favorable weather.
Chenango: Below average; little protection from sno^. Sullivan:

Scarcely any winter-wheat ; rye looks very bad ; little snow to cover
it. Yates : Wheat-fields are very bare now, but the roots seem to be
generally alive. The fall was extremely dry, so that it got a poor start,

and there has been no snow to protect it. -Seneca : Never looked worse;
top entirely dead. Monroe : Look?^ poor ; cold Avinter and little snow.
Jefferson: The ground was frozen hard in December, and afterward a
partial thaw settled the snow down into a hard icy crust, which has
since remained on the ground; hence the prospect is not very promising.

Urie: Small on account of drought in the fall. Albany: Eather poor,

having been exposed for three months to searching winds; but the hard-

est time is yet to coiue from freezing and thawing. CkautauqvM: Badly
frozen ; and looks bleached, owing to cold winds without much suovr.

Onondaga : Wheat got a light growth in the fall, and has been mostly
covered with snow since. Stenhen. : Severe cold and little snow has been
hard on wheat and rye ; the Fultz wheat looks better than any other,

and promises to be an acquisition. Washington: Ground frozen, more
than two feet deep, and has been solidly frozen all Vvdnter; nQW covered
with snow. Livingston: Wheat not looking well; steady cold with little

snow ; tlie ground froze]i very deep. Greene: Looks rather poor. The
ground has not been covered with snow a whole vreek during the entire

Aviuter; the coldest weather was in March, accompanied with high north
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winds. Qiieena: Under .suo\t; the river still frozen one foot tliick, and
used as a In^rliway ; ft'ood sleigliing in some parts of the connty. Oneida

:

Winter g-rains are now covered by one to two feet of snow, and the

winter has been steadily cold. Ontario : Poorest condition known for

thirty years, owing- to absence of snow^ and freezing and thawing.
Ulster : No snow ; bnt tlie ground frozen four feet dee}>, witli an occa-

sional surface th.aw. ^Sohvykr: Very bad; the ground vras very dry
last fall, so that the plants got a poor start, and the winds blew the

earth from the roots, there being' little snow to protect them. There
Vv'as but one fall of snow of over six inches in depth, and that remained
upon the ground only four days. Ilensselarr : AV"h(^at, rye, clover, and
timothy all appear to be dead, though v/e hope it may turn out better

than that. It has been the liardest vrinter for seventy years. One-
third of the potatoes frozen, and tv\'o-thir<{s of the bees dead. The
heaviest teams crossed the river at Albany, the ice being three feet

thick. Ground frozen from three and a half to five feet deep.

Most of the New Jersey returns represent the ground poorly covered
with snow, while the temperature was low and the soil deeply frozen.

In [Morris County winter-grain was "much injured by freezing and
thawing;" in Burlington " few fields have.an average appearance, while

many'look worse than for seven years past;" in Cumberland the

"plants liad a. good start in the fall, are w' ell rooted, bat as yet look

bad;" in Camden "winter commenced in November, with very high
winds, which seemed to kill the tops of the gTain, and there was but
little snow to protect it, so that little evidence of vitality appears, ex-

cept in protected situations or fields earlj- sown;'' in Hunterdon, as the

result of freezing, " many farmers contemplate plov\"ing tlieir fields for

corn and oats wiien the Aveather permits;" in Union, where the ground
was reported to be frozen to the depth of PA) inches at the date of the

report, the appearance of wheat and rye fields is bad; and similar re-

ports come from Hudson and Essex, where high winds iiave prevailed,

with little snow. The fly has been busj- in Warren jind Burlington,

The latter report says :
" I have irefjuentiy found as maiw as four in a

single stalk. Of course here, as elsewhere, the fly does most harm
where neither'the soil nor farmer supply the plant with the lood'necl*;-

sary for vigorous gTowth. Much of the soil in the wheat-growing por-

tion of our county is of that texture v/hich best withstands the effects

of a winter like that just p^st, (will not blow Vvhen dry; will not run
when freezing and thawing,) and a favorable spring may yet give us a
crop on this soil. E.ye is grown on our lightest soil, and will bear a

higher mark than wheat."
The reports tr-om Pennsylvania refer to the severity of the winter and

the depth of freezing ; in some cases 2 J feet, in others 4 feet, at the diite

of mailing. There was "constant freezing from November 23 to April
1" in Cambria, and "fields that were green in fall are now bare;''

"fields look as if scorched by fire" in Westmoreland ; fields are injured

by the tly and by frost in Lancaster ; winter-wheat in Dauphin "has the

appearance of having- been frozen oil', as the stem in many x^laces can
be lifted from the roots ;" small growtli w^as made in the fall in Brad-
ford; looks poor in Cumberland, "but roots are living and commencing
to grow;" much winter-killed in Mifflin, where a very large crop was
gTOWu last year, half of it the Fultz \ iiriety. ISimih'ir reports come
from Wayne, York, Perry, Cliuto]), Chester, Tioga, Bucks, Indiana, Elk,

Beaver, Susquehaima, Greene, Armstrong, Lawrence, Lycoming, Hun-
tingdon, Mercer, Wyoming, Adams, \Varren, Northumberland, Wash
iugton, and Lehigh. The tiy is reported in several counties.
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Lack of winter protection caused severe injury in Delaware.
South of j\larylaud and Virginia little wheat is p^rown, and rye mainly

for winter ])astufes. A selection from returns Vv'ili represent the con-
dition of winter jjrain

:

. Maryland.—Queen Anne : Tlie winter has been very hard on wheat,
the growing seasQn of last fall having ceased on the 1st of December.
Fertilizers were very extensively used, and wheat seeded on or before

October 10, with a liberal supply of fertilizer, and on properly drained
land, has raade a rapid improvement witliin the last few days, and now
looks quite promising. When ground was not x-^'operly drained, or

wheat seeded late, it still presents a poor appearance. It may not, how-
ever, be so badly hurt as its ]>resent apparent condition would seem to

inciicate, as tlie season is very backward, and the liest wheat is no fur-

ther advanced than it should liave been hj March 1st after passing
through an ordinary winter. I will add that the Fultz wheat you sent

me has wintered well and promises to be a valuable acquisition. Wash-
infftnn : Wheat has looked badly, owing to dry fail and severe wint-er,

but is improving rapidly now. The Fuitz wdieat received from the De-
partment last fall, although sown late, looks remarkably well. Consid-
erable has been sown from seed procured in Pennsylvania, and gener-
ally looks much better than other varieties, Harford : Loolcf? worse
than for many years; fly last fall and winter-killed. Cecil : Many fields

ruined by fly last fell, and very severe winter ; little snow. . Carroll

:

Yery unfavorable . Early-sown grain suftered from Hessian fly, while
dry weather and the severe winter have bleached the plant. Talbot

:

Wheat looking badly. Fly in the fall and frost in winter.

YiBGiNiA :

—

Kinfj and Queen : 1 never saw wheat or rye in worse con-
dition. These crops, as well as oats, have so diminished in product
as to render the return of seed doubtful. There were many instances
last year of a product loss than the amount ofseed sown, and the present
crop i^romises no better. Highland : Looks very badly, showing only
dead blades above ground. Henry : The winter has been unusually
severe and there has been more snow in March than ever before known.
Vyheat-Seids look naked, but the roots appear sound and the plants
liearchy. Washington : Wheat worse than for many years. Dry
weather all the fall, and from December to JMarch. Chesterfield : Back-
ward, but a remarkably good stand. The Fultz wheat received from the
Department last fall was seeded with great care and i"»romises well.

Craig : Freezing has continued to within a few days. Henrico : Ee-
markably fine. Fall late and wet enough to give a good start. Bath

:

Injured by liard freezing and so small an amount of snow in early win-
ter. Ciilpcpcr : Fields looic bare and unpromi.sing from freezing and
thawing in March. My Touzelle wl.eat received from the Agricultural

Departmeiit three years ago looks about twenty per cent, better than
the Fultz, California, or Lancaster, sown at the same time and under
equally favorable circumstances. The Scotch rye sent fi'om the Depart-
ment last fail also looks very well. Flnranna : Looks backward, but is

not winter-killed, having been protected by continued snows. Fredoich :

Wheat better than average, scarcely winter-killed at all, but the present
cold, dry weather is unfavorable. GloueeMer : Generally looking badly;

that late sown inuch frozen. Roclchridge : Looks better now than in''

January and February. The snows of March seem to have infused new
life into it and a fair crop is x>romised. Montgomery : Wheat below an
average in appearance, especially late sown ; but it is not winter-killed

and may make a good crop. RocJdngham : Looks well; the dry stat^ot
the ground prevented ranch injury from fros.t. Louisa : Iso rye raised.
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Wheab does not look well ; was sown early aud had a good start, but
the winter has been very severe. Greenville : Belovf average. Severe
winter and little snow. Prince George: Wheat sown broadcast, espe-

cially on clay soil, is much winter-killed, but drilled wheat looks strong
and healthy. Little or no rye. Mecldenhurgh : Far above la.st year.

IMore snow and ice than almost ever kn6wn before, which have protected
tlie wheat. Gamphell : Looks well, considering the. cold and laclc of

snow early in tlie winter, but is not as promising nov/ as at first of

the year. Bucldngliam : Although there was more snow tlian for many
years past the v,'heat is looking badly. After it had been covered for

several weeks there was a sudden thaw, followed by intense cold, vvhich

killed much of it aud loft the rest exposed. The Fuitz wheat received
from the Department last tail has proved much more hardy than other
varieties, and promises a good yield.

XoKTH Carolina.— Granville: Much injured by freezing and thaw-
ing, Vvith little protection froui snow. Mecklenhurgli : Early-sown looks
vv-Qli; late, poor. Catmvba: Looks well in spite of severe winter, owing
to tine fall growth. EocJcingham: Looks vrell; much snow. Roican:
'Very backward, but a good stand. Beavfort: Good; much snow. Cur-
rituch: Much Ihrovrn out. ^Yilkes: Looks dead, but roots seem alive.

Gaston: Thin stand, from freezing out, but looks well. Warren: Un-
promising; unfavorable fall. McDowell: Owing to late and open fall,

it had a good start; looks well. Orange: Very bad ; much frozen out,

especially on red land. Herfford: Very unpromising; wet, cold winter.

Stanleij: Winter wheat aud rye are in average condition. The stand is

good, and if no late disasters cut it oft", a lair crop may be looked for.

Our early red wheat is, in truth, too far advanced in sunny positions,

when late frosts may damage it. The Tappahannock, introduced some
years ago by the Department, though not equal to what it was at first,

presents a thrifty aspect; its large tussock and broad blades cover the
ground all over with a dark, green carpet. Of the Fultz wheat sent
last fall it is reported that, so far, ''there is nothing remarkable about
it, unless it be its slender growth."
Of fifty-tive counties reporting wheat, accounts are favorable from

thirty, unfavorable from twenty, while twenty-five return '• average
condition,"

South Carolina.—Anderson: Wheat late, but healthy; much wiuter-
killed. Eight snows, the last eight inches deep; deepest for many
years. Richland: Fine; no. freezing out, owing to the moist state of the
ground during the extremely cold weather. Union: Wheat good when
sown before November 15; late-sown wheat, small. Alarion: Early-sovru
wheat looking well ; the Fult;; wheat promising. Schouen oats and
Scotch rye have not stood the winter well. A large area has been sown
in oats and the i)rospect is good. It is now considered the safest and most
economical grain aud forage crop that can be raised in the county. Lex-
ington : Winter wheat is somewhat backward, and the stand not very
good, owing, doubtless, to the late sowing aud very cold winter. Wheat
sown -here on the 1st of Oct!)ber, aud moderately fertihzed, would
almost invariably- reward the laborer abundantly; but cottoii-sced is

generally used for manure, and therefore farmers wait until the last of

^November, and even later, in order to prevent its sprouting, and thus
injuring its fertiiizing i)roperties. Besides, the cotton-picking demands
the attention of their entire force until about that time, and theretbre
the wheat crop is generally sown from one to two mouths too late to
produce the best results. The correspondent says: "My own wheat sown
in%he middle of November, and manured v/ith cotton-seed and Waudo
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))bosi)li;ile, looks remarkably well, and Lids fair to yield a first-rate crop.
This ir, perhaps partly owing to the seed, it being of the Tappahannock
variety, and raised in Missouri, which will be likely to result in its ma-
turing from ten to fourteen days earlier than from seed raised in this
locality. The Fnltz wheat sent me by the Department is also looking
remarkably well, and will apparently sustain thr?- reputation it has
acquired in the North. I have some small patches of rye, which look
well, though used for pasturage all vv inter, and will doubtless yield well.''

Georgia.—Hall : Good stand, but very backward. Snow six inclies

deep March 22. Never known before. While: Little wheat sown ; much
more rye 5 looks well. Y\''alJ:er : Wheat smaller than ever before at
same date, but stands good. Eye, average. NeictGn : Backward ; v/inter

oats somewhat winter-killed. Marion : Wheat not looking well, on ac-

count of the extremely co]d,wet weather ; rye looks well ; the Fultz wheat
from the Department looks well, but tlie Scotch rye seems to be a failure.

Gilmer: Looks well: severe winter, but protected by much snow.
Wilhesi : Wheat in good condition ; the Fultz wheat looks best. Heard

:

Wheat backward, but fair. Cherol-ec : Very backward; in some places,

frozen out until too thin. Fannin : Wheat looks GO per cent, below an
a,verage; rye also 20 per cent, below; the Fultz v^-heat looks better
than any other kind ; Scotch rye did not germinate. Daicson : Generallj'

bad; but where early sown looks well; little rye sown.
In Georgia eight counties report superior condition, twenty-eiglit a

good prospect, two an average, and fifteen an unpromising appearance,
Floeida,— WalaiUa: The correspondent says: "The past winter will

be remembered in Florida. I have felt colder weather here, but through
January and February it was almost uninterruptedly cold, which is unu-
sual here. The planters commenced planting corn the last of February,
but, by reason of the superabundance of wet and cold, the stands are
not good and the crops are looking badly.

ALABA3IA.-

—

Lauderdale. Very promising. Great pains taken in seed-

ing. Livingston. Not very promising ; much frozen out and sustained
only by the fibrous roots still retaining their hold. Blount. Much snow,
and it looks fine. 31acon. Large crops of wheat, rye, and oats sown,
and look well.

Mississippi.—Amite. V\^heat a failure as usual, and red oats a perfect
success—entirely rust-proof. Wayne. No wheat grown. Eye and oats
fine. Attention turned to winter-oats, which do uT-H. Eed rust-prooi"

oats a favorite.

Indications of increased attention to cereals appear in Texas, pointing
to an enlarged area to be harvested this season. The fields are gen-
erally promising. A good account is given of the appearance of the
Tappahannock and Fultz varieties. In Cherokee County the condition
of the latter, as well as Scotch rye, is 50 per cent, better than other
kinds. Abundant rains, causing vigorous growth, arc reported from
Kendall. Wheat promises to be ripe in Ellis by May 10. A backward
condition is reported from Independence, Columbia, and Bianco. lu-

crease of acreage is especially marked in Grayson, Kendall, Lampasas,
and Johnson.
The appearance of wheat is generally unpromising in Arkansas, It

is not a prominent interest and few counties are reported. %

In Tennessee the earlj^-sovrn wheat is generally in vigorous grovrth.

while much that was sown in October and November Vvas killed or in-

jured by ireezing. Careless preparation of the soil is given as anothei'

• cause for unpromising condition in many places. That whie'.i appeared
to be frozen out is generally improving rapidly. • In Bradley County
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the early and the late-sown arc looking' .well, wliilo that seeded in

October is winter-killed. In Robertson, Fnltz wheat, sown Oetober27,
makes a iJne show. The poor appearance of late-sown grains is marked
in JMeigs, Eoane, Lincoln, Madison, and Jefferson.

Tiie accounts from Kentucky are quite various—some promising,

others gloomy. A fall drought prevented sufficiently early sowing.

In some places where a good stand appears, the severity of the weather

has prevented early and rank growth. Several counties compare the

prospect favorably with that of last spring, and several present unquali-

lied assertions of line condition. On the whole, the average appear-

ance is indicative of a fair crop.

Severe freezing and backward condition are reported from. AYest Vir-

ginia. Tiiere is nothing to indicate an exceptionably ]ioor crop.

A few quite unfavorable reports come from Ohio. Our Franklin cor-

respondent had not seen a green field, and says there has, not been rain

enough in thirty-six months "to run in a furrow." Alternate freez-

ing and thawing in March, in the flat lands of the northwestern part

of the State, have wrought much injury. The appearance of fields is

"very poor" in Putnan? aiid Defiance; " mtich worse than usual" in

Medina; "miserable" in Franklin; "worse than for many years" in

Lawrence; "much worse than usual" in Medina; and "the poorest

ever known " in Jackson. In several counties indications of improve-

ment are reported, and many others make no complaint of injury.

With good weather, a fiiir crop may be expected. Of forty-nine coun-

ties reporting wheat, forty-one represent a comparatively unpromising
condition.

Nearly all Michigan correspondents report rather an unpromising ap-

pearance of winter-grain, or the fact that the ground was frozen and
deeply covered with snow. Manistee is the only county claiming an
unqualifiedly "good" appearance of all winter cereals.

The condition of winter-grain is included in reports from fifty-sis

counties in Indiana, of which thirty-nine are below an average. The
counties making the most favorable returns are Warrick, Wayne, Floyd,

Knox, Clay, Clinton, Carroll, Pike, Scott, Fountain, White, Bartliolo-

mew, and Boone. The superior condition of drilled wheat is general.

The Decatur correspondent says, but little wheat is discernible except

that sown upon clover-sod broken in the summer and rebroken in Sep-

tember. Eesidts of the season remarkably demonstr;ite the superiority

of the drilling.

Ptcturns from fifty-eight counties in Illinois indicate a condition below
an average in twenty-six counties ; the remainder show either an aver-

age or a superior condition. In Fayette the plant is more vigorous tlian

usual; in Morgan it is fine on drilled land; "better than for several

years " in Lawrence ; "better than ever" in Saint Clair ; in Madiv^on,
" excellent, never better." In some of the more southern counties the

warm weather Vv"as having a favorable influence.

Of seventy-six counties reporting in Missouri, forty-nine present com-
paratively unfavorable returns, four only superior condition, tweh'e

good appearance, while the remainder are ecjuivalent to an average. In

be Kalb, " broadcast wheat is mostly winter-killed, while drilled prora-

,ises well ; " in Grundy, where most farmers plow butonct and Carelessly

brush in their seed, wheat is killed; in Marion, drilled wheat is saved
from the destruction attending that sov/n broadcast.

Little winter-wheat is produced in AVisconsiu, Minnesota, Iowa, or

Nebraska. In Wisconsin but ten counties mention it, of which two
return good condition, four average, one poor. Of nine in Miunesota,
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three report good or excoHput, six unpromismg. Houston makes tbe
best return. Of twenty-seven in Iowa, eiglit make a favorable report,

four medium, fifteen unfavorable. The counties making best returns
are Benton, Jeiferson, Mahaska, and Greene. In Nebraska, four counties
report a good appearance, eight lower than average. In Cuming, " wheat
is very promising, and it looks well in Burt, Madison, and Hall."' In
Kansas, twenty-five counties report wheat " badly iiijiired," or "frozen
out ;

' fifteen "poor," or equivalent terms; rye appears better, but is not
much grown,
Eeturns from the Pacific coast are nearly all favorable, both in Cali-

fornia and Oregon. In Stanislaus County, California it " Jiever looked
better ; " " very promising " in Tuolumne ;

"A 2so. ] " in Monterey ; and
elsewhere favorable accounts are given. From Oregon there is not av.

unfavorable report ; the crop is represented to be fine in the countie:

of Benton, Tillamook, Polk, Clatsop, Yam Hill, Clackamas, Lane, Linn,
Curry, Grant, Columl)ia, Douglass, and Umatilla.

COHDITIOM OF FARM AIN'IMALS.

Horses and mules, the most valuable class of domestic animals, re-

ceive more uniformly the requisite care and protection than other stock.

If hay is scarce the deficiency is usually made good by extra supplies

of grain ; and yet the colts and young horses of thinly settled States

are often left to the same chances, for pasturage and shelter from the
rigors of winter, that are enjoyed by the less valuable stock of the
range. With the exception of suffering from the seyerit^^ of the past
winter apiong this class of unstabled horses, mainly in the milder
climates of the country, both horses aud mules are reported to be in

average condition.

While pecuniary considerations appear to govern the action of farmer.^

in the care of the dumb brutes committed to their protection, it is hoped
that no respectable stock-grower will disregard tlie common dictates of
humanity in his treatment of his dependents, A close view of the sub-

ject will show that its monetary and humanitarian aspects are usually
in harmony ; and a man who is a man indeed will be willing to make
some pecuniary sacrifice, in emergencies, rather than subject his farm-

stock to avoidable suffering. The terrible loss of brute lives by the
winter's severity, as recently expeiienced in Texas, in Kansas and Xe-
braska, and in Colorado and Wyoming, should be avoided, as far as

practicable, by better provision for scarcity of feed, resultiug from
droughty deep snows, and other causes, and by greater care in provid-

ing stock with shelter, either natural or artificial.

CONDITION OF CATTLE.

The short hay crop of last year, and the severity of the past winter,

have taxed the feeding resources of Maine farmers to the utmost. The
immbers were reduced as much as possible in the autumn, an unusual
quantity of grain has been fed, and yet many have "died. The deficient

supply has not been made good, in York " a large proportion are in

fair condition, but some persons are short of hay, and choose to stint

'their stock rather than buy;" in Franklin, cattle arc in good order,
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'' more com liaviug- beon fed tliau in ten years j" in Piscataquis tliey

have been kept in contlitiou by feeding grain, -with a prospect of feed-

ing more, three feet of snow still covering the ground. In Cumberland,
Waldo, Sagadahoc, and Hancock, (where some have actually starved to

death,) cattle are in poor flesh. »

Nev,- Hampshire reports of condition are uniformly favorable, excc])t

in Coos, which reports "rather thin,. but healthy." In Hillsborough
superior condition has resulted from better care and feeding of grain.

Similar accounts arc received froni Vermont; the least favorable froui

Addison, Windsor, and Orange. In some sections the low price of beef

induced farmers to attempt to keep over too much stoclc. In Grand
Isle and Windham animals are in fine flesh.

Dukes and Norfolk, Massachusetts, are the only counties in that

State representing cattle in condition lower than average ; Franklin and
Hampden, better; the other counties cbout an average.

" Condition never better," in Bristol, Rhode Island ; " poorer than last

year by 10 to ,30 per cent.," in Washington ; " poor, but henlthj'," in Pro-

vidence.
Only Middlesex and !N"ew London, in Connecticut, report " below an

average," from scarcity of hay, wliicli is $40 per ton in tlie latter. Re-
turns are generally quite favorable.

Reports from thirty-six counties in New York represent condition

from " average" to "excellent," (in Niagara,) and "never better," (in Sa-

ratoga ;) below an average in Otsecfo, Sullivan, Warren, (hay $20 to $30
per ton.) Ontario, Rensselaer, and Suffolk. In Onondaga there is some
complaint of cows not doing well when " coming in." Cattle will have
been stabled six months in Genesee by the 10th of May, the assumed
time of turning out.

In eighteen counties heard from in New Jersey the condition is gen-
erally reported as " good." The correspoiident writing from Sussex
County states :

" The condition of cattle very fair generally. The hay
crop being very short, most farmers sowed corn broadcast, which, with
straw, will make good the deficiency." In Cumberland, Salem, and
Cape May Counties the condition is reported as " poor," owing to scar-

city and high price of hay and fodder, and the long and severe Aviuter,

Reports have been received from fifty-five counties in Pennsylvania,
the majority of the correspondents speaking of the condition as " fair."

The counties reporting "good" atre Lancaster, Bradford, Cumber-
land, Elk, Green, MiiHin, Tioga, Cambria, Huntingdon, Somerset, and
Lehigh. The correspondent writing from Sullivan County says : "Im-
proved buildings and accommodations have told favorably upon the con-

dition of cattle, and the fear of insufficiency in the supply of provender
prevented the selling off of grain, and induced farmers to t?.ke more
than usual care of their hay. The result is that cattle look well and
will not suffer for provender." In Butler County cattle are said to be
Just living, owing to long winter and scarcity of food ; the remaining
counties reporting unfavorably from the same causes are Clearfield,

Luzerne, Union, Forest, Adams, Cameron, and McKean.
The reporter for Kent County, 'Delaware, says the condition is good,

in spite of the long, cold winter. *

Favorable accounts have been received from the following counties in

Maryland : Harford, Cecil, Carroll, Montgomery, Queen Anne, Calvert,

and Anne Arundel. The causes assigned for the good condition are the
feeding of more grain than usual, and abundance of corn-fodder.

The severity of the winter, and scarcity of hay and coarse provender,
are rttributed, by the correspondents for the counties of Washington,
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Baltimore, and Kent, as tlie causes of the unfavorable oonditioij of cat-

tle in their respective sections of the State.

The reports from Virginia have been very full and complete ; the re-

porters lor sixty-three counties heard from are almost unanimous in

speaking- ^of the unfavorable coarlition of their stock, and all from the

same potent causes—" severe winter and insufficient food." The corres-

pondent for Meckleuburgh County says : " The utter failure of the

wheat and oat crops compelled the use of straw and corn-fodder for

teams, leaving only what could be picked up in the fields, and corn-

stubble, for the cattle, and many have starved in consequence." The
reporter for Bnckinghaui County says: " Provender is now very scarce,

and unless the spring opens very soon many must die of- starvation."

The only conuties giving anything like a favorable report are Amelia,
Highland, Henry, Pulaski, Montgomery, Botetourt, and Alexandria.

In more than three-fourths of the counties of North Carolina cattle

are represented to be in sorry plight, after passing through an unusually

trying- ordeal. In fact, the v»anter Vv-as not over on the 1st of April, in

some parts of the State, and fears were freely expressed of serious

losses from exhaustion of provender before the appearance of spring"

pasture, such losses actually occurring in many places. Very few county
reporters failed to note the severity of the season, the "oldest inhab-

itant" taxing his memory in vain for a parallel, while the scarcity of

food of all kinds seems to have been almost as general, caused in part

by the unusual demand upoL it, and also by the drought of the preced-

ing summer. In Hertford County the exceedingly bad condition is

accounted for by the fact that the young reeds upon which the cattle

depend for winter food were killed by the cold.

Greenville and Fairfield Counties alone, in South 'Carolina, return

favorably; scarcity or entire exhaustion of provender being generally

complained of, and superlatively bad reports being the rule, based upon
the lack of food, and the rigors of an exceptionally cold winter and late

spring, which unfavorable conditions were aggravated by a general

absence of suitable shelter from the inclemency of the season.

In Georgia the winter was one of great severity, the cold weather and
excessive rains telling fearfully upon cattle. Troup County alone, out

of sixty-three reporting, returns condition as "excellent," and but nine

others report at all favorably 5 while in the remainder the expressions

"deplorable," "worse than for many years," &c., are so frequent as to

become almost monotonous. In some parts of the State an unusual
amount of snow fell, and from all quarters the scarcity of provender is

complained of, resulting in many losses from starvation.

From Florida come the same accounts of tlie unusual inclemency of

the season, with consequent suffering and many losses, although the

condition was improving on the 1st of April, and in Levy County the

increase of calves was reported at 100 per cent, greater than usual.

But two counties heard from (Jefferson and Volusia) make favorable

returns.

Lack of food and shelter, together vith severity of winter and late-

ness of spring, are the causes assigned by correspondents in Alabama
for the low condition of cattle geiierall;^-; few counties breaking the uni-

formity of the report, Lowndes, Lautku-dale, and Morgan alone forming
])roniinent exceptions; in the lirst " better care," and in the last "the
dry winter," furnishing explanations of the favorable aspect of affairs.

From Mississippi the returns are hardly more cheering, containing

reiterations of the same depressing statements. The season throughout
the South has been extremely trying to stock unprovided with shelter,
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and depending almost entirely upon the range for subsistence. The re-

ports of heavy losses from actual starvation are frequent, amounting to

50 per cent, of some herds in Newton County. In Wayin^, also, many
losses are re])orted, and a rapid deterioration in the ranges has caused
a decrease of 80 per cent, in some herds within the past eighteen years.

Several reports from Louisiana are fiivorfvbl©, but the majoi^ty repre-

sent cattle as suffering from the severity of the winter. The need of

care and shelter is repeatedly acknowledged. The La Fourche Re-
porter says :

'• C 'attle need shelter, as in the North." In some i>laccs the
losses are heavy, especiallj- on the Attakapas prairies, Vi^here one stock-

raiser lost, four hundred to five hundred out of three thousand, one hun-
dred dying immediately after the snow-storm of March 1. Thousand.^
of cattle are estimated to have perished in Louisiana from exposure.

Three-fifths of the returns from Texas represent condition of cattle

below an a-serage. Among the counties in which stock is in " good " or
superior condition are Re<l Eiver, Fort Bend, Ellis, (better than for

many years,) Colorado, (bettor than ever before,) Grayson, Blanco, Aus-
tin, Kendall, Williams, Ilnnt, (better than for two-years,) Titus, Collin,

Galveston, Harris, (20i)er cent, better than last year,) Marion, Bell, and
Anderson. The following extracts ]nvsent a less desirable aspect of tlie

case

:

Medina, Texas.—Many lossos, principnllyof old cows, from insnfuniont pasture ou the
prairies, ovring to the dry fall. Improving rapidly now.

Enslc, Texan.—Poor; no shelter bnt the forest, and no food but dry grass and shrubs.
Neuces, Texa-i.—Very poor. Unusually dry for the past y«ar, and water scarce. Cat-

tle died by thousands in the winter, and if wo have no rain soon, many cows will bo
unable to raise their calves.

Befugh, T'exaa.—Wretched, and the loss frightful ; the result of the ruinous system
of turning the cattle out upon the prairies with no provision for the contingencies of
bad weather, «fcc.

Bee, Texas.—Loss, 25 per cent. Not less than fifteen thousand cattle have died of
starvation and cold weather ; ten thousand hides saved.

While the winter in Arkansas has been unusually severe, the condi-
tion of farm animals has been good in a majority of the counties. In
Independence County cattle are represented to be in a wretched condi-
tion—worse than for fifteen years ; and very poor in Montgomery, where
there are " no winter-quarters but the woods, and woods-pastures are
gradually deteriorating, so that all cattle -^111 soon have to be fed in

winter."
A majority of reports from Tennessee are comparatively favorable.

The counties making the best returns are Wayne, Johnson, Meigs, Law-
rence, Eobertson, Ehea, Polk, Coiiee, Putnam, Decatur, Blount, Hum-
phreys, and Obion. In Putnam " more a^ttention is given to sheltering."
Sevier- has had the " severest winter for fifteen years."
The favorable returns from Kentucky greatly outnumber those of poor

condition. The winter has been long and severe, and feeding Avas still

continued.
A majority of the reports fi'om the Ohio valley and lake States are

decidedly favorable. A few items from correspondence will give an idea.

of their varied chaiacter.

West A'ihginia.—Focalioidas : Fine condition in spite of variable winter. Crccit-

biiar : Bad condition and considerable loss. Winter long and cold ; feed scarce ; some
grazera are cutting linn and sugar timber to keep their cattle alive. Marion : Cattle
look well when well fed. Hay scarce. Bcrlclct/ : Exceedingly poor and weak ; many
will probably die. Clai/ : Finer than for years.
Ohio.—Logan : Cattle in unusually good heart and condition. Winter pasture has

been too much depended iipon, though oar bhie-grass beds, Ji;taiuing their verdui'o
through summer and winter, have had their iuHuenee for good, £"«i)ti7ifct); ; Better
ihan last year ; better care taken. Fraiildiii : Most excellent ; much better care taken,
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Marion: Voryftoocl; I'oed plonty ; \ve;ithcnTiy. Jefferson: Not w> good as last year;
winter too lont;;. Brown : Moderately good, considering the long winter. Fayette

:

I'lrst rate ; never better.

IMiCiiro.VN.

—

Ottatra : Lojig ^Tinte^ and scareity of feed will cause loss of animals,
also of butter and ebcerie. Clinton : As erage ; unusual amount of straw and grain
feeding. Mcco:4a : Tliin, but in good heart. Lidcnnw: Not very good ; food scarce
througli long, hard vriuter. Tuscola : Very good, congideriug the high price of hay.

IXDiAN.^.

—

Hamilton : Fine ; Ijotter than common; winter favorable to out-door ibcu-

ing. Cass: Better than for many years; forage well r-aved ; weather favorable. Clark:
Tolerably good; would have been better but for the burning of prairie-grasR la.st fall.

Decatur : Ciood ; dry winter; favorable for close feeding. All Iced, except corn, .scarce,

Craicford : Poor; iced Rcarcc. Feeding-season commenced sis or ejglit weeks earlier

than usual, after many farmers had rdLI their hay. Wayne : Cattle wintered welK No
cold rains or sleet. Parlcc : Grftd ao far, but feed becoming scarce. Union : Average

;

scarcity of feed made \\\> l)y better care.

Illinois.— Winnohago : Cattle that have had plenty of water have done avcU, Sup-
plj" of water very lijuited. Mercer : Fine ; abundant stallc-foddcr. Clinton : Fine
when well cared for. Edwarch : Good, though feed is scarce ; winter dry. Alexander :

Good, but not equal to last year. Scliui/ler : j?.emarkably g;ood. Bureau: Thin, though
food is plenty.
Wisconsin.—Fondilu Lac : Thin from long-continued winter—one hundred and thirty-

live days of unbroken sleighing. Feed badly dried up before the snowiell. Ontonagon :

Will bo poor before grass comes again. Junran : Good so far, l)ut will bo f>lim by next
grass. Jefferson: Good, considering the long winter. Trempealeau, : Extra good.
Minnesota.—Blue Earth : llKcellent. MceJcer : Generally good, but winter iirotracted.

TVatomvan : Remarkably good. Houston : Excellent gencr.ally ; feed plenty and cheap.
Winona: Poorer than usual. Coodhue: Yery good; winter mild; fted abundant.
Dakota : Better than la.st year.

loAVA.

—

Plymouth: Good in Bi)ite of the hard winter; hay feeding and shelter exten-
sively provided. Regularity of feeding with .a regular salting havo been found of
great A^alue. Folic: Unusiially good; corn abuiulant. J^fahaska: Better thau usual.
Hardin : Fir.st rato ; very littlo feed except what is found in the stalk-lields. Claijton

:

Poorer than for fifteen years. Lee : Unusually gQod; better thau last spring. Jasper

:

Better than: ever known. Humholdt: Excellent. Grundjj: Poor; county new. Proper
care not taken. Monona: Fair; some large herd.s almost fat. Grass vdll not coiue

before May 10; the average condition will then be depressed.

lu Missouri but twelre of sRventy-two counties rftpoftiug sliow super-

ior condition

:

MLSsouni.

—

Cajje Girardeau : Thin, but ])lenty. Ja'ipcr : Never better than now

;

feed jdenty and cheap. Moniteau : Good, but at heavy expense for feed. Eaten : Never
worse thau this spring ; winter cold ; feed scarce. Jolinson : Much better thau usual.

Howard: Poor condition; winter extremely cold and blustery. Franldin: Poor; winter
veiy severe ; hardest frosts ever know in ]Missouri. Fhclps : Average, but has re<{uii'ed>

mora than usual teed. Dc Kalb : Look hard for want of shelter and feed. Lawrence:
Tweuty-tivo per cent, better than last spring. Barton : Cattle have doue unusually
well ; freer from disease than for many years. The winter has been remarkably favor-

able, being very dry. Leivis : Sheltered cattle have done well.

lu Kansas and ]!!?"ebraska there lias been uiiicli suffering among tiie

domestic animals, a large proportion of it among the unacclimated
Texas cattle, immense numbers of whicli Avere kept over by drovers
rather than sell at prevailing prices. IsTative animals are reported in

good condition in about half the counties.

KANSA.S.— Os«(/c : Many cattle very weak, others dying ; seem to be starving to death
while fed an abundance of prairie-hay which was cut very rank. Only straw and corn-
fodder has kept cattle alive. One man lost three hundred and fifty Texans out of six

hundred. Many Texas cows do not; give milk enough to keep their calves alive.

Marion : Very poor. Losses through starvation from "20 to 75 ijcr cent. ; last fall most
of the prairie-grass was burned. Native cattle, average ; Texans horribly poor. Dick-
inson : Very iioor and weak. Lack of shelter and food. Thousands of Texans have
died. Washington: Native cattle, fau- ; Texas and Cherokee very poor ; many dying
from inanition. Saline: Winter harder than ever known. Native cattle have lost

lightly; Texans about one-third. Sumner: Stock went into winter-quarters x>oor and
are couung out poorer. Cattle kept in the range without feeding have suttered fear-

fully, some herds losing 75 per cent, and others 50 per cent. Those feeding hay have
lostless, from 10 to 25 per cent. A series of cold rains would just now complicate
matters seriously. Lahctto : Better thau ever before. Feed excellent and abundant.
Better shelter afforded. iJo(ir&o« ; Poor, but no worse than usuaL No shelter. Shaw-
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nee: Bad condition trom wnnt of slieittn-. XcOAho : -Nativo cattle good; Texas cattle
poor. MorriH : Texas cattle lost; from .'>5 to 50 pev cent. Domestic rattle in jj;ocd con-
dition. J'Jilfin-nrUi : roorei- than ever before knoM-ii. Jlfpxihlic : IJelow average. Na-
tives in fair conrlition, hut Texans stai'ved ont. (Irrcirwood : "Winter Kcvere on cattle

;

hay less nutritions than iisnal ; no tamo fi;raR3 sown ; wet snmmer made the prairio-

<;rass rank and poor ; very little ahelter provided : hence more native cattle have died
Tliau nsnal, .and the survivotR are quite poor. Texas cattle have pufiered still more

;

losses from 20 to .^)Q per cent. Lwcoln : Very j>oor, generally speaking ; cattle linve met
with heavj' losses. Of a herd of 431 Texas and 133 native cattle, one-half of th
former and one-foTirth of the latter have died. Ahont 8,000 Texas cattle wintered in

the county.
KEBHAf-iiCA.

—

2't'cmalia : Conditioi. fair ; feed jdenty. Texas cattle have tuiflcred from
bad weatlicr, and some haA-o died ; in Madixon : Cattle slieltered have done well, but
very many have died from lack of shelter. Merrick: Very poor; little care taken.
Boone: Rather thin; many .settlers came too late to put up hay. WrltMcr : Cattle have
-nffered severely; large heai'd of Texas cattle have died, beside many natives.

Cattle hare wintered as well in the lioeky Monntnins and on the
Pacific coast as in Texas, or in the Missonri Valley, from the Missis-

sippi Eiver to Dakota. The grasses, dvrarfed and rinusualiy dry in

some localities from the dron.2;lits of last summer, were more nutritious

than those of moister climates. All the reports from Dakota are favor-

able 5 some representing stock to be in better order tlian last spring-,

"notwithstanding the extreme cold." The stock of the Indian Territory
is reported comparatively poor, but generally healthy. Colorado and
•Wyoming have experienced a very severe winter, " the severest ever
known," as some report, with much snow covering the grasses of the
plains, and driving herds to the bare-foot hills, often crowding the range
and threatening starvation. Yet there are herds in tliese Territories

that are in good condition, having suffered little loss. From El Paso
County, Colorado, which has a very high elevation, the report is "fine
condition, better than last year." The winter has tested the, reliability

of this region for winter stock-feeding, and proves that a limited num-
ber, with proper attention suitable natural or artificial protection, and
feeding in storms or heavy snows, can be cheaply kept, with as good a
prospect of immunity from suffering or loss as in almost any other sec-

tion of the country. In ISTew Mexico the winter has been exceptionally
favorable for stock-raisers, and almost equally advantageous in Utah

;

only in Summit County are cattle " generally poor, the winter being
unusually wet and stormy." The severe droughts in Arizona, for two
or three seasons past, have interfered sadly with the condition of stock
in that Territory. In Montana, cattle are thin, but healthy, and in

Washington they are generally in fine order, as also in Nevada, and iu

Oregon, except Avhere entirely neglected. lu^ South Califcftnia the
drought of last season left little feed for Aviuter, and cattle suttered

much iu the early part of the season. Favorable returns come from
Plumas, Santa Clara, Del Norte, Lake, Mendocino, Tuolomne, and most
of the northern counties.

CONDITION OF SHEEP.

In a majority of the counties in New England, sheep arc reported iu

good or average condition, although the winter has been long and the
latter part unusnallj' severe, occasioning in many places considerable
loss of lambs.

Scarcity and high price of hay are complained of iu several counties,

but, where the deficiency was supplied by an increase of grain feed, the
result was rather favorable than otherwise. The advance in the price

of wool has also acted as an incentive to increased attention to the com-
fort of flocks.
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Our correspondent in Piscataquis County, Maine, writes as follows

:

Slieep are not yet out of v.'ir.tcr quarters, but look better than usual, owin<T to freer
use of gi-ain to make up the doficieucy in hay. There has been a marked improvement
in the condition of flocks witliin a few years. Vv'e have become convinced that, the
better the breed and the more the care bestowed, the greater will be the profit.

The most unfavorable reports are from Oxford and Hancoek Counties,
Maine: In the former the loss of lambs dropped, up to April 1, was
placed at 15 per cent., while in Hancock many sheep have died from
scarcity of hay. But two other counties in the State (Cumberland and
York) show less than an average condition. From Kent County, Rhode
Island, we have the annexed statement

:

Sheep Avero in rather better than average condition si montli ago, but March has been
almost unprecedentedly severe, and, as it is usually the lambing month in this county,
there has Iv^on more than the average percentage of loss, both of sheep and lambs.

But three other reports of similar tenor were received from 'New
England, while the expression "very line," "first rate," &c., are fre-

quently used.
From New York the reports are favoral)le, with a single exception, i.

e., Warden County, where they are "poor from the long, cold winter and
scarcity of provender." Twenty-one counties return fair average con-
dition; other reports vary from "better than usual" to "first rate."

The season, nlthough cold, was generally dry; "not a single rain-

storm" in Livingston County, and in Sullivan "the ground bare most of
the winter," &c.
In New Jersey, Pennsjdvania, and Delaware there has been very lit-

tle complaint of unfavorable effects from the unusually cold Avinter,

Cape May County alone, in New Jersey, reporting "very poor," the
others ranging from fair to very good, while out of forty-four counties

in Pennsylvania, but five make unfavorable returns, the causes assigned
in these cases being severe weather and scarcity of provender.
The beneficial influence of the advance in price of wool is frequently

cited in the Middle States, as well as ISTew England.
The reports from Maryland are not so uniformly good, especially from

the Eastern Shore ; the cause assigned is the severe Avinter and, in sev-

eral instances, scarcity of provender. There is much disparity' in the
climatic conditions of different sections : In Washington County the
condition of the sheep is not so good as last year, but the loss of lambs
less, from the dry weather, while much snow and great loss of lambs
are reported from Calvert.

The foHowing is an extract from the return from Queen Anne County :

Sheep are looking well. The great advance in the price of wool has made farmers
more than usually careful of their small flocks, all being now desirous of iucreasing
their uumbora—so much so, indeed, that I fear many will linally rtm into the other ex-
treme.

In. Virginia the showing is still more unfavorable ; a small majority
of the sixty-one counties reporting place the condition below an aver-

age, the general complaints being scarcity of provender and the severity

of the Avinter-snows. Losses of lambs from these causes are reported in

the counties of Bath, Campbell, Fluvanna, Prince William, and Chester-

Meld; in the last-named county, in some good flocks, which AA-ere not
properly sheltered, almost every lamb perished.

'

The follovv ing is from Buchanan County :

Sheep are in usual couuidou. They are rarely ever fed, but run in the mountain
ranges all the year round, as the deepest suov.s generally thaw in two or three days
on the south sides of the mountain and winter fern is abundant.
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The general tenor of reports from the Carolinas aud Georgia is not
favorable, the v.inter having been severe, and in many places food
scarce from the drought of the preceding summer or the unusual late-

ness of spring pasture. In the counties of Harnett, Eockingham,
Franklin, Alexandria, and Transylvania, Xortb Carolina ; Lexington
and licrshaw, South Carolina; and Cobb, Heard, Clayton, and Pickens,
Georgia, insuiliciency of forage is especially noted, while in Madison,
North Carolina, the bad condition is supposed by some I'arraers to be
the result of too free diet of acorns in the fall and early winter. Stokes
County, in the same State, also reports an abundant mast, but no ill

cfl'ects from it. The severity of the winter has told against the young
lambs in some localities, a loss of more than 50 per cent, being reported
in Davie County, North Carolina, and "lambs dying last" in Fanuiu,
Georgia; and in McDuffee County, same State, the loss of old sheep is

estimated at 20 per cent.

Although these unfavorable reports cover a majority of the counties
in each of the three last-named States, a large minory of the returns
indicate an " average" condition, and irom that up to "very fine "in
Forsyth, North Carolina. About the same condition obtains in Florida,

but in the other Gulf States, Arkansas, and Tennessee, m.ore than two-
thirds of the counties reporting range from " average" to " better thau
for ten years," iii Hunt and Williamson, Texas. Where the returns are
unfavorable, it is generally attributed to the severity of the winter and
lateness of spring. The most prominent statements of this character are

from Hillsborough, Florida; Livingston, Choctaw, ajid Bibb, Alabama;
Yalabusha, Jasper, Grenada, 'and Yazoo, Mississippi; Yv'ashington,

Louisiana ; Fayette, Nueces, and Cherolcee, Texas, (the only untavorable
reports from that State;) Columbia and Independence, Arkansas; and
.Sevier, London, Giles, and Johnson, Tennessee. In Conecuh, Alabiuua,
two-thirds of the lambs were lost frcen late cold weather and rains,

although the adult sheep wers looking well. Fentress, Tennessee, also

reports considerable mortality among lambs.
Correspondents in nine counties of West Virginia report less thau

an average condition; of these. Tucker and Randolph return "verj'
poor," Berkeley " poor and feeble," the rest using adjectives of lesser

linport. In Upshur County " sheep have done remarkably well, consid-

ering they have been without shelter or grain-feed," and in Mercer they
have wintered better than cattle, one flock of four hundred head having
subsisted upon short grass and the roots of blue grass, with less than
one ton of hay. Other returns vary from " good" to " excellent."

From the western States, (California excepted,) and also from the
Territories, come very generally cheering reports, not one of contrary
tenor from Ohio ; and only tlie counties of ]\Iacomb and Mecosta,
Michigan ;

Crawford, Perr3', and Switzerland, Indiana; Jersey, Illinois;

Iowa, Wisconsin; Nicollet and Winona, Minnesota; Grundy, Iowa;
and a very small proportion of those in tlie other Sta,tes marring the
favorable showing.
In a fevf localities complaint is made of the shedding of wool from

the effects of the severe winter or scab, the most marked instance being
in l)e Kalb County, Missouri, where many are reported "naked from
sea.b, and dying from poor keeping." In Ottawa, Michigan, thej' " suf-

fered considerably with ticks, from close confinement, and most of the
lombs perished." Loss of wiiiter lambs is also reported in Fayette,
Ohio, although the dams were in good condition. Few complaints have
been '^uide of scarcity of provender, and a general inclination to give
more attention to this class of stock is evinced.
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From Califoiuia tlie fitatements arc veiy cuntlictiug, but their general
tenor i.smuch less favorable than from other part:* of the West, ay is

itidicated by the follov/iug- extracts from county reports : San I)iego,
'^ Wintered badly ; very poor in January ; Stanislaus, " Poorer than ever
before; loss by starvation 5 per cent. 5" Del IsTorte, "Splendid;" So-
noma, " Very poor ; -winter severe ;" Toulumne, " Above average ; mild
•winter;" San Bernardino, "Poor; food cut short by drought," «S;c.

DISEASES OF FARM ANIMALS
Disease has not cut off an unusual number of liirm animals during

the past year. Where cattle are most valuable, whatever the rigors of

the climate or local scarcity of feed, the loss by disease is comparatively

small, by reason of the care which is found by long and bitter expe-

rience to be profitable. A large proportion of the losse!5 reported is

the result of neglect, exposure, au(l insufficient or, innutritions pastur-

age or other feed. Some mortality and much reduction of tiesh result

from the inhumane practices of drovers, with the aid or abetting of

transportation companies. Several deaths are reported at Alleghany
City, resulting from the barbarous practice of stuffing animals with

salted feed to induce them to drink largely, for the purpose of making
good upon the scales the depreciation in weight occasioned by the depri-

vation and suffering of the passage by rail. The occurrence of "mur-
rain," "liollow horn," and diseases reported by A-arious meaningless

names so common in the Southern States, where cattle are left to the

tender mercies of a. rigorous winter and dead woody stalks of coarse

grasses, might be avoided in a large measure by adequate attention to

Jiecessary supplies and protection.

The rigors of the past winter have proved conclusively the necessity

of protection, not only in the more northern of the Southern States,

but in Texas, v/here large numbers of cattle, estimated variously at

100,000 to 200,000 head, have succumbed to the combined agencies of

cold and starvation. The i^retense that shelter is unnecessary on the

elevated plains of Colorado and Wyoming is also exploded, large losses,

cs])ecially of Texas cattle, having occurred during the past winter. It

is true that small herds, and in some cases large ones, have been shel-

tered in the caiions and in the lee of banks of streams, and wintered
v;ith little loss; but it is unmerciful and untrue to assert that no provi-

sion for shelter is or will be necessary in those elevated pasture-grounds

of the plains and liocky Mountains.
Horses have suffered less than in some previous years. Cases of the

various forms of disease reported have generally been isolated.

The details concerning diseases of the several species of domestic an

imals will be given under separate heads, and will convey an idea of the

comparative prevalence of each form of disease.

DISEASES OF HORSES.

Ll^ng fever.—Horses have been comparatively free from this disease

throughout the country. Several fatal cases are reported from Aroos-

took County, Maine. The animals w(fre at first affected with what
appeared to be a violent cold, soon followed by prostration and death.

Franklin County, Vermont, reports two deaths from tliis cause. A -few

fatal cases are also reported I'rom Cltest^n- County, Pennsylvania, and
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I'pyhur Couuty, West Virginia. Tlie correspoudeut t'of Queen Aiinc
Coiiuty, Maryliiiul, in writing ol' this disease, says: "Many liorses die
shortly after the attack, from want of timely and projxir attention ; but
when taken in time the disease will almost uuiversully yield to pro})er

treatment and carefnl diet."

PNEU3I0NIA.

—

But few cases are reported-. It was, however, the pre-

vailing disease re[)orted by the correspondent for L'rovidence County,
ivhodc Island ; and a few cases are heard from in (jjueeiis Oonnty, New
York.
Staggeils is reported by the correspondent for Moore County, North

(.'aroliua, as existing to a considerable extent. Cases also oceurred in

Bhideu and Cra^'en Conuties. In the latter county it attacked young
animals chiefly, destroying at least 50 per cent, of those attacked. The
correspondent suggests the following treatment :

" Bleed freely from
the neck, followed by a good drench of salts; elevate the head, forcibly

inject t^^'o ounces tincture cantharides u]) each nostril, to blister mucous
membrane, and act as a derivative ; feed with a mash of wheat-brsiu,

occasionally oats, eacl^ scalded thoroughly, x)lenty of cool water, and
moderate quantities of green fodder ii attainable." Losses are also

reported from Fairlield County, 8outli Carolina, supposed to have been
caused by eating unsouiul corn, or that which had been o^'ertIov/ed in

meadows. Wilkinson County^ Georgia, reports cases; also Tuscaloosa
County, Alabama ; Lee County, Mississippi ; Cherokee County, Texas

;

Jackson County, Arkansas; Coffee and Lauderdale Counties, Tennes-
see.

Glawdek;^.—lint fe'.v cases are reported. ^Several died in LitcUtield

County, Connecticut ; a few cases existed in Surry County, Virginia

;

Hillsborough County, Florida. It has prevailed on one farm in Winston
County, Mississippi ; a fevr cases in Mercer County, West Virginia; and
Trimble County, Kentucky, reports fifteen or twenty cases.

Distemper, spoken ofbymany reporters as diphtheiia,has existed, but
doubtless the majority of the cases so described were nothing more than
those ofordinary distemper. The corresi)oudent for Niagara County,New
York says the disease proved fatal at first, but after a little experience was
treated successfully. Cases are also reported from Luzerne County,
Pennsylvania, where it is termed a "malignant distemper;" Buncombe
County, North Carolina ; Chesterfield County, South Carolina ; Orange,
Hillsborough, Manatee, and Santa Eosa Counties, Florida, and Choc-
taw County, Alabama. In Victoria, Austin, and Nueces Counties,
Texas, many colts, and in some cases grown animals, ha\o died. The
disease has also existed in Izard County, Arkansas ; Upshur County,
AVest Virginia ; Lewis County, Kentucky ; Madison County, Indiana,
and in Boone County, Illinois. Sonoma County, Califoruia, an "epi-
zootic- distemper" is spoken of; the cases yield readily to treatment.
Faegy.—A few cases have occurred within a short time in Bucking-

ham County, Virginia. The disease was originally introduced by the
Army liorses, in 1805. Every case heard from in this county proved
fatal, obstinately resisting all remedies, and serious apprehensions are
entertained that the much dreaded malady will spread as the spring
opens. Choctaw County, xUabama, reports a few cases.
CiiAEBON is reported oidy from Phillips County, Arkansas. The treat-

ment adopted was to sear the affected part with a hot iron and scarily
the wound a few days afterward.
Quinsy prevailed only in Baltimore Count}^, Marjdaud, anel, though

not oftju fatal, interfered very much with fann work last spriug.
BoTS.—A few animals were attacked in Winston County, Mississippi,
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aud Obiou Couuty, Tennessee. The. eorrespoiulent for tlic latter county
says: "The remedy is to give sage tea, sweet milk, and" molasses, which
causes the worms to let go their hold, and then an active purgative to

carry them off."'

Cases of "new'' or "uukuov.U'' diseases are reported by corre-

spondents which it is impossible, from the descrijjtious given, to place

under classitied heads, the general symptoms in many cases only being
given or a statement to the effect tlmt they resemble diseases of a par-

ticular type.

The foliowingaccountis from NorfolliCouuty, Massachusetts : "Within
a few days a large number of horses belonging to the street railroad

companies have been affected witli a new disease ; it has proved fatal

in several cases, and as yet no positive remedy has been discovered."

In Litchiield County, Connecticut, deaths resulted iVoni a disea:;c

resembling farcy or glanders.

In Washington County, Pennsylvania, seven die<l of an affection

resembling iullammation of the intestines.

The reporter for York County, Virginia, says
:

," Nearly all the horses

died on one farm from some unknown cause."

In Wakulla Couuty, Florida, many losses occurred, es])ecial]y among
mules : " On examination tlie intestines were found to be tilled with

sand."
In Crittenden County, Arkansas, buffalo gnats kill more than all the

diseases.

Huntington County, Indiana, reports numerous deaths from diseased

lungs, throat, and head.

The correspondent for Peoria County, Illinois, says: "A neighbor of

mine raised Hungarian grass last year for hay; fed it to his horses

during winter ; one horse became entirely disabled, 'stiff';' the animal
tinally recovered."

In Clackamas County, Oregon, the "stiff's" is considered incurable,

and is supposed to be caused by a dry fern mingling with the hay.

Several horses died of a new disease in Dickinson County, Kansas, the

symptoms of which are as follows :
" Cough, yellov\' matter running from

the nose, swelling of the throat, increasing weakness, and death. It is

not distemper or glanders ; veterinary surgeons do not know what to do
with it nor what it is."

During May and June, 1871, a fatal malady was developed among the

horses used by the different street rai)road companies of ]New York, and
extended its ravages also to the horses owned by hackmen and truck-

men. Horses used to work, but kept on highly nutritious food,

and suddenly put to hard work after a period of repose, were especially

liable to the disease. At first the animal stumbled with his hind legs,

which became shaky and difficult of movement. The hind pasterns

became infirm: the joints between the upper pasterns and the shanks
bent forward, in some cases breaking (h>wi!, the animal finally becoming-

unable to stand and remaining in a lying j)oaturc. All tlio muscular
movements dependent upon nerves radiating from the spinal colnm. be-

hind the dorsal vertebr.e, were gradmiUy paralyzed. When the horse

lost i)Owerto move his tail or to retain his evacuations the case was con-

sidered ]iop(-less. l*rior to that point a cure was not impossible. Ee-

moval to comfortable quarters, i>lacing the food within easy reach, and

perfect quiet were found generally eii'ective. Where fever was low ir

was not judged necessary to use drastic medicines. Fever was re-

moved by counter-irritants, especially strong fly-blisters. The disease

seriously aff'ected the etJticidncy of t:he railway companies f(^r several

weeks.
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DlSEy\SES OF CATTLE.

Splenic; (Texas) FevJ'^r.—A few nasfis of this uotowoi'diy climatic

disease are reported. Tlie saino distinctive^ leatuies marlc every out-

break. jS'evr evidences that its .iierni originates in the r.iiasinatic or

tide-Avater region, not only in Texas, Init in all the coast lands from
Texas to Yirgin.ia, accnniulate yearly. Onr (correspondent in I'luvannu
County, Virginia, (north of the James liiver, between liiehmond and
Lynch l)urg'h,) thus writes:

There are some stranjje facts conne<'te<l wiMi the cattle disense coniincn to the louver

ti(ie-Wiiter conntieK ef Virginia, known eoinnionly as ninrrain, bloody iirine, or dis-

tompcr, wliieli may throw some light upon tho Spanish lever Tollowinfj; iii the truck oi'

Texan cattle. In certain districts of this State mnrrain has always prevailed in cer-

tain seasons, attacking- most i'ref|iiently young and fat cattle of lioth sexes. It is well
understood that if cows arc removed from I'pper Virginia to liicliii)ond,or the lower
counties, they are very apt to die tho first year, whereas cattle brought from the
lower counties up to Iliuhmond escape. For this reason milch cows broiight from Glou-
cester and other lower counties are much preferred by RichmoiKl buyers

;
yet, in Glou-

cester, I have known seven cov/s out of ten to die of murrain in one fall. Again,
throughout certain counties on the south side of the James iiiver, extending to the
North Carolina line, cattle arc subject to uuirrain, while in other counties directly

abreast of them, on the uorth side of the river, tho disease is unknown, unless commu-
nicated by cattle brought from the south side, that in some Avay infect them, while
those from tho south side keep well. There seems, then, to be some inherent taint in
tho constitution of cattle living in certain regions, which may be communicated by
contact, and this, while in some caaes traceable to climate, in others exists when we
can discover uo difference in climate. A long acquaintance Avith Texan cattle intro-

duced into Louisiana warrants the opinion that they neither die themselves of this

disease uor communicate it to tho uativo herds in Louisiana.

The fact that Texas cattle do uot commuuicate the disease to Louisi-

ana stock is well knovvn, and the reasou is obvious, viz, both sections

are miasmatic. The coast cattle do uot communicate splenic fever to

other coast cattle, but to herds above, tide-water. The fact is indisput-

able that cattle of the tide-water counties of Virginia, the Carolinas,
Georgia, Florida, and other States on the Gulf coast, do communicate a
fatal disease to stock of higher elevations and more salubrious climate,

and that this disease has very marked and distinguishing symj^toms
and peculiarities which are almost invariable.

A correspondent in Murray County, Georgia, writes of a disease
which he thinks, from postmortem examination, presented " well-marked
and clearly detiued cases of splenic fever.'' He says it has brolceu out
each summer since 18G5, and continues till frost, lie does not describe
its attendant circumstances and symptoms, or say whether its advent
was heralded by the coming of coast cattle. It may, therefore, or may
not, bo the veritable splenic fever. Murray County lies iu the north-
west corner of the State, toward Chattanooga, and appears to have a
climate in which the splenic contagion might take. In Gilmer, an
adjoining county, arc reported '' a few cases of Spanish (splenic) fever
among cattle brought from more soutuerii latitudes." If the true
splenic fever, this must be misrejtorted, and must refer to native cattle
'' among cattle brought froiu more southern latitudes."

In Knox County, Tennessee, this disease prevailed last summer mainly
among milch cows exposed to contact with Texas cattle at a p^nnt v.diere

they were fed, in their passage to Virginia.
In Lincoln County, Kentucky, in February, 1871, thirty-five Texas

cattle were pastured with native stock. In July, the lar.ter began to

sicken of Texas fever, and about twenty died. The Texans fattened
and did well.

In ""iOgan County, Illinois, seventy-five Texas cattle were placed in
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pasture with two liimdred natives, mostly tliree-year-old steers 5 thirty-

fonr Ijond of the latter died of ihe fever. A drove in Cass County
lost seven tbat had contracted the disease by being shipped from ICansas
in cars in which Texas cattle had been carried. In fecott Coimty sev-

eral deaths from Spanish fever are reported.
In Taney County, Missouri, twelve animals were attacked with splenic

fever; only one recovered.
Tlio disease has existed in Kansas more tban elsewhere, on account

of exposure to (tattle from Texas. In the northeastern part of Sedj::-

wich County, where Texas cattle were pastured to the utmost capacity of
the "ran £^e,"' many of the native cattle died. In other portions of the
county, in which Texas cattle also ranged, the loss was small. Only na-
tive cattle were attacked, the improved breeds suffering most, and the
scrubs least. In the southern x>art of Keosho, where Texas cattle were
pastured, native cattle took the disease merely by crossing the track of
the Texas. In Morris, the loss by si)ienic fever w\as 25 per cent. ; some
farmers lost all their native stock. The loss in Marion is estimat-

ed at 100 per cent. The loss in Lyons is placed at 5 per cent.; in

Montgomery, 10 per cent., but no case occurred among cattle in

inclosures; in Allen, one hundred head; in Labette, where the
stringent law against the movement of Texas cattle was evaded by
driving across the border at night, many cattle in the vicinity of their

trail were attacked, and three-fourths of the number died. In Dicken-
son and Washington several cases occurred. A drove of Texans passed
through the southeastern part of Woodson in August, and in about two
weeks the disease broke out among the native cattle, v/ith fatal effect.

The following is an account of the breaking out of this disease in a
high latitude

:

Fort EandalJ, Todd Counly, IJcilcoia.—Au outbreak of "^iplcuic or ])cnodic fever"
a'nong beef-cattle, (about two liuudred bead,) at tliis post, commcuccd iu May, 1871,
"when teu dcatlis occun-ed ; iu Juue, six ; iu July, teu ; iu August, tweuty-two ; aud iu
September, tbree. The epidemic reached its acme about the middle of July. The
total number of deaths, iu two hundred head of cattle, was fifty-oue. Mode of inva-
sion, rapidity of course of disease, aud death occurring at au eai'ly period, together
with ^)06f mortem appearances, prove conclusively that it Avas '• spleuic fever," the
affection described by Professor John Gamgee, in report of the Agricultural Department.
It is highly probable that the cattle arriviug here iu two differeut lots have had the
disease commuuicated to them by passiug.over, or having been herded iu, sections of
country previously traveled over by droves of Texas cattle en rouic to supply the vari-

ous Indiau agencies aloug the Missouri Eiver.

The disease is reported by correspondents in Eentou, Prairie, and In-

dependence Counties, Arkansas.
Independence Conntij, Arkansas.—Spanish fever has not been SQen for three years

past—that is, since the law was passed prohibiting the passage of Texas cattle through
the State—until last Juue, when live wagons from Texas, drawu by twenty yoke of
oxeu, passed northward on one of our principal roads, caminug a day or two in a place,

and their cattle allowed to graze near the road ; and, strange as it may seem, fever
attacked our own cattle at each of these camping places within this county, aud prob-
ably one hundred of these cases proved fatal. Those iu pastures, having no access to
these places, were not attacked. The infection seemed to lose its iuflueucc in about
thirty days after the passage of the Texas oxen. I am not able to give the actual loss

in tJiis county at that time. It was probably between one Imudred and one hundred
and lifty lioad.

Several cases are reported in I^Temaha, Nebraska ; and heavy los.ses iu

Santii Clara, California, are imputed to splenic fever, but the facts are

not sufficient to identify the disease as splenic fever.

PLErno-PNEUMONiA.—A dozen cases of this disease have occurred
in Ocean County, New .Tersey. It was treated by bleeding, blistering,

the use of carbolic acid about the stalls, of aperients and diaphoretics.

In Burlington County tlie county agricultural society, at its annual
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meeting-, appointed a committee to urge the State legislature to devise
measures for tlie extermination of the disease, "wliieii had a foot-hold in

that "\iciuity. In the northern part of the county three cows and a bull

in a herd of twelve were attiicked in September, and died. No cattle

had been introduced into the herd for a year previous. Two other herds
in the same locality were attacked in December and suiiered till March,
with a loss of eight head. One calf died at six weeks old, aUbough the
mother shoAved no signs of the disease. Kot a single animal recovered
which showed positive symptoms of the disease. On fifteen farms in

Camden the aggregate loss from this disease is placed at one hundred
and twenty head.
Pleurc-pneumonia has prevailed to considerable extent in Baltimore

County, Maryland, principally in the vicinity of Baltimore City, the
heaviest losses generally occurring where the co\ta were kept in close,

filthy stables. Experience has shown that cleanliness and thorough
ventilation ha^'e great effect in checking the disease. There are still

some cases, and it is proposed, if it does not soon abate, to try inocula-

tion, which is claimed to be safe and reliable.

Pleuro-pneumonia has also prevailed to some extent on several farms
near Chadd's Ford, Pennsylvania, with a few isolated cases in other
parts of the county.
Epizootic aptii^.—'^ The foot autl mouth diseaao," recently intro-

duced from Europe, is not reported as prevailing at any point at the
present time. In the early part of 1871 it still lingered at several points
in New England, as in the vicinity of Providence, Rhode Island, and in

Litchfield, Connecticut. The infection came to the latter point from
Albany, but animals'iufected were kept isolated and the disease spread
very little.

Abortion has not been so prevalent as to be especially referred to,

except in Oneida County, New York, where 5 per cent, of the calves
Avere lost, occurring mostly where the cows were weakeiied by being
milked late in the winter; in Otsego, where a few cases occurred ; in

Chenango, many cases, the loss to the farmer in each being from $15 to

$25 ; in Litchfield, Connecticut ; in Essex and Sussex, New Jersey.
In Mercer, Pennsylvania, a fever and inflammation of the womb has

prevailed among cows soon after calving, which has generally proved
fatal unless prompt attention is given.

"Black leg-" is reported in many places in dilferent sections of the
country. No remedy is reported as efticient.

In Coryell, Texas, many deaths of cattle Avere caused by the '• heel-

fly," which resembles the bot-fly, and is a great annoyance, driving the
cattle into the AA'ater and into thickets Avhere they cannot graze. It ap-

peared about January 1.

Various diseases.—Our corrrespondeut in Kent, Michigan, thus
describes a prevalent disease

:

A cattle disease comraeiiced last fall east of louia, csteiidiug ou the north of Graud
Eiver, westward to Plainlield, aud tbenco south over a belt of country. It attacked
cattle of all ages aud conditions, but especially youug cows. It aii'ected the fourtii

stomach, duodenum, liver, gall, bladder, aud circulating system. Tlie pathology of
the disease showed, upon dissectiou, a putrediuous formatiou, and a discharge of bile

into the duodenum from tho pale ash-colorcd, macerated liver. The j^redisposing
causes of the disease are various. The diseased bile from tho liver is evidently tho
reason of tho putrid couteuts of the duodenum, but whetlier this springs from smut
in corn is another question. A cow which sickened and died within .an hour had been
fed daily for two years with a pailful of Idtchen swill and two pailfuls of bran, witli

such coarse food as she could pick up from various dung-hills. The course of the
disca -,8 is rapid, generally from half an hour to two hours. The animals are uneasy,
stepping about, striking their hind legs against the abdomen, lying uneasily upon the
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ground, groauing, feeble pulsation of arteries, heart-actien reduced, breatliiug some*
.Vv'hat quickened, the mucun coat of the moutli and eyes looks pale and bluish, paunch
mostly full of food, but not distended with gas, nose and extrcniities cold. A. poat-viovterii

examination shows that muscular and nervous systems are in a normal condition, and
that all the organs within the tlioracic and abdominal cavities are healthy, except the
liver, the gall-bladder, the duodenum, and the pyloric portion of the abdomasum,
which shows no signs of congestion or inflammation, but are bloodless and colorless.

The serous coating is of a pale-bluish hue ; the nutscular coat of the duodenum a
darker hue; the softened mucus coat of a darker violet. The gruel-like contents of
the duodennn, from the point where the biliary and pancreatic duets discharge their
fluids into it, are of a. pale or greenish-black color, diti'usiug an intensely penetrating
foul smell. The coating of the liver is of a pale-tan color, and its substance soft.

The gall-bladder is of a dark-pale green. The* mesentery, stomachs, and digestive
canal on either side, from the pyloric portion of the abdomasum .and duodenum, are
bloodless and pale. The blood is black, insufficient in iibrine. These facts all indicate
that the disease consists of a pccttliar disorder of the liver, caused by a diseased state of
the blood ; the bile secreted from the same in turn disorders the digestive function and
produces an unhealthy gastric,juice. No treatment has been found effective. To a cer-

tain degree the disease may be prevented by avoiding all smutty, rusty, nmsty, or over-
riiieued corn, and by feeding roots always seasoned witli a little salt, with an abund-
ance but not au overplus of pure, clear water.

In Betlfortlj Tennessee, several deaths are attributed to tlic same
cause.

In Washington, Kansas, disease, attributed to eating smutty stalks,

lias been fatal in few cases.

Our correspondent in Orange County, Florida, refers to the prevalence
of salt-sick, attributing it to the deficiency of phosphates in the grass. A
similar report comes from Levy County, Florida. Cattle began to look
badly in September, after the wet season and high water of August, and
nearly one-third have since died.

" Black-tokgue " has been very fatal in Suwauee, Florida, destroy-
ing from one-tenth to one-half of several herds, while otiiers were entirely

exempt. ''The throat swells at the root of the tongue, as in horse dis-

temper, and ]3revents the animal from eating.'' The same disease has
prevailed in Worth County, Georgia, where the loss has been greater
than the natural increase. " The symptoms are stiffness in the legs,

turniug around and staggering, slavering, tongue black and coated,
unable to eat."

"ELoof-ail"' lias been common in Essex, New Jersey, and several
cases are reported in Htmterdon, supposed to have been brought by
drove-cattle from Western New York and Pennsylvania. Blue vitriol,

tar, and lard, and sometimes salt and water or fish-brine, were applied as
remedies.
The following extracts from correspondence give accounts of several

nameless, misnamed, or unknown diseases

:

Aroostook, Maine.—No fatal disease, but all of my horned-cattle suffered, about the
lat of March, from a sudden attack of scours, without any apparent cause, aind there
have been quite a number of similar cases while the animals were being fed on dry
hay.

I'utrick, Virginia.—A disease is now prevailing here called '"bloody murrain," "dry
raurraiu," or " lung disease." Cattle are often affected some time before the discoveiy
is made. The symptoms are sluggishness and emaciation, although the appetite is

good, accompanied by a flow of Ijlood froui the bowels when a purgative can be nnide
to take effect. A post-mortmn examination shows that the food has become hard and
dry in the stomach, and the luugs congested. No specific is known, though a drench
sometimes gives relief. The disease seeuis to abate in very cold weather.
James City, Virginia.—Several cows have been singularly affected this winter. Two

milch cows with weakness of loins and partial loss of use of hind legs, and one with
inflammation of eyes, bordering on blindness. These animals appeared well iu other
respects, and had good appetites. They improved on a change of food from corn to

rutabagas.
Luncnhurfjli, Virginia.—Aj;o&^«!or<cHt examination was made upon some cattle lost last

summer from a disease called "distemper." It was found that the first stomach was
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highly indaiiifd, nml coufriiiiod rvon.slder.ablo (iniiiititios of olil-fi^ld ,<j;rass, culler]

"broom," (o,ialir:!ci!i,G; tliroo distinct sjiccics of (in<lropor/oii,) in an luidip.'cstcd st.'ito a'.id

compnotpd into hard wadsi. If thpsc casos woi;* roally distcnipor, the pxaniination

showed till' iinmodiato canso of death, but did not mako it clear whether the digestive

orfjans were deran^jcnl, or the snbstance entirely indijjestiblo.

Gloucester, Virtjinia.—The disease known as '' murrain " has prevailed to an alarming
extent. On one farm twenty-one out of fehirty cattle died, and on a jilace adjoiuinjj;

the loss was two out of twenty-two. lOach of these herds was penned .at night, but
they ranged Avithiu the same iuelosure during the day.

Henri), I'irf/inia.—A disease eftlled " Carolina distemper" prevailed in the soutliwest-

ern part of the county last August and 8cptember, carrying oil" mor(> than fifty head.

It was fatal to 75 per cent, of the cattle .attacked.

Chesterfield, Virginia.—A very fatal disease prevailed in the autumn, which resembled
mun-ain, but was not certainly named. Loss, at least 10 per cent, of the cattle in the
county.

Harnett, N. C.—Considerable mortality from a disease called, by some, murrain or

yellow murrain, for which no remedy has been found. Symptoms, loss of use of limbs,
.

soon folloAVed by death.
Stokes, N. C.~A lever called distemper or nuirrain has carried off many cattle—two-

thirds of all attacked—although many farmers profess to ])o able to cure it. Costive-

iiess and discharge of bloody water usually are symptoms. I have used with success,

for many years, as a preventive, a mixture of equal parts lime and salt placed, where
the animals h.ad free access to it.

Kendall, Tex.—During last December twenty-six head of cattle died upon three farms
from a disease supposed at the time to be hydrophobia. The symptoms were distended
uostrils, wild and glassy appearance in the eye, and frothing at the mouth.

FaTjctte, Tenn.—Considerable loss from what was called murrain. It commenced
during the drought of last fall, and is believed to have been caused by the grass be-

coming too dry to digest i)roperly, and a plentiful supply of water not accessible. The
consequence, obstruction, followed by death. There have been no cases where farmers
hiive been careful to keep their cattle loose in the bov/els; no remedy v/here the
(.liseaso once got a lirm hold.

ilenviUc, Miuii.—Considerable mortality from drinking bad, stagnant water. Amix-
ture of six parts salt, two parts sulphur, and one of saltpeter, has been found valuable

Meeker, Minn.—During some seasons past considerable numbers of cattle have had
swellings on the lower jaw, breaking out into thick ropy discharges for several months.
Several deaths have occurred. No name nor cure for this disease has been found.
Hardin, Iowa.—Numerous deaths from "bloody nuirrain " or ''quarter kill." It com-

menced in the fall of 1871, and was found almost invariably among the yearlings and
calves of the previous spring that had become fat on the prairie range. Our corre-

sjiondeut has allowed his cattle the. prairie range with his neighbors, and has never lost

a single animal by the disease, while every one of his neighbors, ivliUont exception, has
lost a greater or less number. He yards his animals every night, and gives them as
much salt as they will consume. This is the only difference in his treatment from that
of his neighbors.
Fawnee, Nchr.—A few deaths of animals from'roaming in the stalk-fields. Symptoms,

the animal refuses to eat; stands from half an hour to two hoiu's; becomes blind

;

staggers and ialls; death within two hours. The debris in the manifold or first

stomach become nearly dry enough to burn.
Santa Clara, Cal.—Heavy loss from a new disease, thu post-mortem phenomena of

which are identical with those given in Gamgoe's report. At least one-fourth of the
farmers have lost more or less. One lost all his cattle and horses. Frequently animals
fall dead while eating or drinking, showing no special symptoms.

From Mr. Eoger Conaiit wc liave tlic printed report ol" a committee
appointed to invetitiftate the causes of a new disease Avliich lias been
prevailing to a considerable extent araong the cattle in the vicinity of
Santa Cruz, ISauta Cruz County, California. From this report we learn
that the lirst symptoms of the disease is a desire to rub some part of

the body, usually the uose, ear, j;iw, leg', or side. Tlie animal uses its

feet, or any .convenient object, such as a tree, fence, or, post, to rub
against. The itching seems allayed somewiiat by the friction, but soon
returns with increased violence, until the hair and skin are (iuite rubbed
and torn ott". The parts swell and fill with a serous Huid, as the disease
advances. The animal becomes frantic, and dies from eight to twenty-
four nours after the first symptoms have shown themselves, apparently
from exhaustion. Sometimes they bloat before death. But little de-
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rang'eiuent of the secretions is noticeable. There is no fuN-er, and the circn-

Jation at first is normal, becoming -weaker and more rapid toward the last.

Several i)ost-moricr,i examinations of cattle dying of this disease wcvi-

made, but withont satisfactory results, as each case seemed to preR<3ut

dilierent features.

The report of this committee Avas submitted to li. McClure, ve-

terinary surgeon of Philadelphia, who replios that the disease as
described is clearly parasitic (cntozoa) in its character, and is due to

jiicking up from the pasture the tiny ova of one or other of the many
parasites inhabiting the " unclean hog," as the cysticercus fccnia solium
and scrratitm, the iricMna qnralis, &c. When the ova of the cysticerciis

of tlie hog is swallowed by young persons and young animals measles
(ruhcolaj is the result in one, and a disease of the brain in sheep and
cattle in the other. The disease, then, is the result of swallowing the
ora, or eggs, of parasites ejected from the hog, giving rise to constitu-

tional irritation, followed by effusions of lymph fluid, or serum into the
subcutaneous tissue, and hence the extreme itching, in these cases ex-

hibiting efiusion (water) on the brain or a.t the base of the horn, is merely
the partial develo]>ment of hydatids hydroeeplialus^ sturdy, &.Q..

DISEASES OF SHEEP.

FooT-iiOT.—In Orange County, A'ermout, foot-rut has pre^^aiied to a
slight extent, but increased care and cleanliness have greatly limited its

range. lu Berkshire County, Massachusetts, two years ago, it infected

nearly everj' ilock,but, by culling out diseased animals and by increased
care, foot-rot is seldom heard of. in New York it is reported to a slight

extent, in Oneida and Onondaga Counties, and in a mild form in Onta-
rio, in Columbia its virulence is declining, and it generally yields to an
application of v;hite vitriol. In Yates County, however, it was very
destru(!tive, alfecting 75 per cent, of the flocks. In New Jersey foot-rot

is reported in Hunterdon, Salem, Burlington, and Ocean Counties. In
the last-named county the disease yields readily to a weak solution of
corrosive sublimate.

In Pennsylvania the disease is reported from Mercer, Warren, Wash-
ington, McKeau, Lycoming, and Westmoreland Counties, but no in-

crease of intensity is marked, in Washington County it is confined

to merinoes. In Warren County it was successfully treated by clean-

ing and paring th6 hoof and applying strong muriatic acid. In Kent
County, Maryland, the foot-rot has been bat slightly ju'evalent. In
Lawrence County, Alabama, foot-rot is mentioned. In Galveston
County, Texas, the losses from feot-rot amounted to 10 per cent. In
Brooke County, West Virginia, about 12 per cent, of the flocks have
been afiected with foot-rot. In Hancock County 15 per cent, of the
flocks have been affected, but the disease is not nearly so prevalent as
in former years. In Logan County, Ohio, but 1 per cent, of the sheep
were affected, the disease having been almost exterminated by the
slaughter, for pelts and tallow, of the unhealth.\'* animals. In one case
five thousand sheep were disposed of, the purchaser returning to the
seller the pelts and 5 cents per head. In Medina County, however,
half the sheep are affected with foot-rot. In ivosciusko County, Indi-

ana, foot-rot affected about 5 jier cent, of the sheep, being confined
mostly to a few large flocks of merinoes. in Wayne County a few cases
of foot-rot were reported, vrhich, it was thought, would be cured by a
change of pastures. In ]\rartin County the merinoes lost 20 jier cent.

In Lenawee County, Michigan, a few cases were reported, but confined
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to sheep kept ou low, marshy ground. In {Saugcimon, Du Page, aud
Whitesule Connties, Illinois, foot-rot was slight. A few died in Scott

County. A few flocks in Jackson County, Iowa, were affected.

Scab.—The scab has been exterminated from Berkshire County,
Massachusetts, by removing affected animals and by greater care of the

others. In Chautauqua County, ]New York, it prevailed among a few
flocks, as also in Suffolk and Columbia, but not to so great an extent as

formerly. It is also mentioned in Sussex County, New Jersey. In

Texas the scab is reported as slight in Blanco, Matagorda, Burleson,

Austin, Medina, Bandera, and Hunt Counties. It was more serious in

Fayette, Nueces, and Uvalde, aiid in Kendall it affected full half the

sheep in the county. In Bandera it was easily cured by an application

of carbolic soap or a strong decoction of tobacco. In ]\Iissouri the scab

was extensive in Henry County and very severe in Benton, causing the

shedding of wool. The loss here is about 10 per cent. In Lawrence 20

per cent, of the flocks are affected ; in CaUhvell, 25 per cent.j in Clinton,

5 per cent. A few cases were rc[)orted in Jefferson, while in Barton
scarce five hundred sheep were left, although large flocks of eight hun-
dred to one thousand had been lately imported. In Be Kalb no flock

was free from tlie scourge. In Coles County, Illinois, scab had pre-

vailed, but was disappearing. It alsp appeared in Houstoii County,
Minnesota.
EoT.—The rot is prevalent to some extent in Patrick County, Vir-

ginia, and is very severe in Scott County, where the loss is fully 10 per
cent, of the flocks. In Currituck County, North Carolina, the loss has
been 10 per cent. In Buncombe and Wilkes Counties it especially at-

tacks sheep kept too long in small inclosures or on low, uuirshy lands.

Some losses arc reported in Ashe County, and symptoms of the disease

in Madison County—copious discharge of mucus and blood from the
nostrils, &c. Eot is also reported in Kershaw County, South Carolina.

In Georgia it prevailed to- a small extent in Chattooga County, and was
very severe in Franklin, being aggravated by exposure during an
unusually severe winter, in Bibb County, Alabama, 25 per cent, of

the flocks died. In Amite County, Mississippi, the loss was 10 per cent.;

it also did some damage in Pike County. In Polk, Decatur, Sullivan,

and Humphreys Counties, Tennessee, rot prevailed to a limited extent,

but mostly among sheep poorly sheltered and fed on corn. In Clackamas
County, Oregon, a disease, formerly very destructive, has reappeared in

great virulence, threatening to sweep the flocks of that State. Its local

designation is " leech in the liver." Its first indications are found in a
swelling under the chin, which enlarges till it fills the whole space between
the bones of the lovrer jaw. TRe animal does not, at first, manifest any
special uneasiness, but soon it begins to dwindle and finally lies

down and dies. A i)ost-mortem examination shows the liver to be in-

fested with leeches and the svrollen parts under the jaw to be filled with
water.
Grub in the head,—A few cases of grub in the head are reported

from Aroostook County, Maine ; Le Grand Isle County, Vermont- Supe-
rior care has amost extirpated this with other diseases of sheep formerly

prevalent. Slight indications of the disease were observed in Albany
and Suffolk Counties, New York, and in Kent County, IMaryland. A
few sheep died in Kosciusko and Cravt-ford Counties, Indiana. An effec-

tive remedy was here found in the injection of tobacco tea up the nose.

DISEASES FEOJI EXPOSUEE.—In Accomack County, Virginia, ,seven-

tenths of the lambs were lost by exposure to the severe weather. One-
half the lambs dropped in Sampson County also died. In Morgan
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County, Tennessee, exposure brought on n new diseaso ninon/.',' lanib:-;,

the prominent symptom of wlrieh ^Yas a s\vcilin<.>' of tlie liead nii<i throat.

It Avas generally fiital. In Bai'ton Coanty, J.Iissonvi, scarce live liuiulred

sheep a.re left, though large flocks of eiglit hundred or one thousand
have been lately imi)orted. In Alameda Oounty, California, excessive
r(»cent storms and scanty pasture have caused an increase of 10 per cent,

in the losses of sheep.

Miscellaneous diseases.—A case of consum.ptiou is reported from
A^roostook County, Maine, a large fat ewe dying in four days from the
first development of the sjrmptoms. In Washington County, Pennsyl-
vania, a few imported Leicesters v.ere attacked vvith a chronic cough,
vrhich, in some cases, proved tiital. Abruiit change of climate was sug-

gested as the cause of this disease. In New Kent County, Virgini'^,,tlie

losses from distemper amountx^d to 10 })er cent. In Iiandolph County,
North Carolina, a few sheep died from eating too many acorns. In
Clay County a third of the sheep under a year old died of somo unknown
disease. In Worth County, Georgia, 25 per cent, died of an unknown
disease, indicated by the following symptoms : The animal stands with
its head near the ground and occasionally coughs, Vvhile a thick, yellow
matter exudes from the nostrils, causing constant sneezing. In Fannin
County considerable losses resulted from eating bitter mast. In Su-
wannee County, Florida, an unknown disease destroyed 10 i^er cent.

The sore-head is reported in Pike County, Mississippi. In La Fourche
Parish, Louisiana, there was considerable " swelled throat." In Cross
County, Arkansas, an unknown disease, similar to murrain in cattle,

destroyed 25 per cent. A few^ died from the siime disease in Hum-
phreys County, Tennessee. In Ohio County, Ivcutucky, the '• bliiid

staggers" prevailed to a limited extent. Iji Allaumkee County, Iowa,
there were some losses from brain fever. The deaths were very sud-

den, and no remedy was devised. Our correspondent in Uouston Coun-
ty, Minnesota, reports a disease prevailing in his ov/n llodc for eight

years. It commences with a few pimples under the fore leg where the

wool does not grow. It extends gradually, the skin becoming raw over
all the uncovered parts of the body. The ulcers eoiit a very bad odor.

Eight or ten, thus affected, -were killed.

DISEASES OF SWINE.
" Hog cholera " is the term indiscriminately a|)])lied to diseases of

swine generally. A fevv cases are reported in Westmoreland County,
Pennsylvania, among still-fed hogs and hogs contiued in filthy pens.

The i)opular remedy here is removal to clean quarters, Avith free access

to rotten wood and bituminous coal. Tn Baltimore County, Maiyland,
fifteen hundred died, some farmers losing as many as forty. Much of

this loss is attributed to want of proper care. In Iiockiugham and
llockbridge Counties, Virginia, entire stocks ha\'e died in a few locali-

ties, but the aggregate loss of the countieiii is not at all s.e\ere. In Scott

County the loss is about 33 per cent., embracing some entire stocks.

The only known pre\'entivo is a mixture of tar and sulphur, fed for

some months during the cholera season. In Fauquier County, where the

disease was very serious, a. mouth-wash of tar, turpentine, and chlorate

of potassa were ejiecti\'(?. Where hogs had access to coal ashes, salt,

sulphur, sulphate of antimony, soap-suds, charcoal, or rosin, ]io disease

appeared. In Buchanan and Surry (Jounties the loss wa.s 5 per cent

No ellicient remedy discovered. It was thought to have been caused
by eating jioison mushrooms and unrijxj berries. Cooked food and tar

were relied on as preventives.
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Hog cholera i)revaiLs iu Jackson County, Kortli Carolina, where no
remedy i.s necommended except compulsory extermination of diseased
animals. In llandolpli County one-fourth of the entire stock were lost.

A gill of tar administered in the early stages of the disease was consid-
ered a specilic. The loss iu Buncombe County was G per cent., largely
brought on by lack of care. In Ash (bounty the loss w;is 10 per cent.

jSTo eflectivc remedy discovered. In Clay County the disease prevailed
among hogs less than a year old. Something like " hog cholera"
has destroyed 25 per cent, of the hogs of Caldwell County, some stocks
losing 50 and 75 per cent. Sporadic cases are reported in Hertford
County.

In Clarendon County, South Carolina, on the Santee Swamp, man;y
young hogs have died. In Williamsburgh County some farms have lost

their entire stock, but the aggregate loss has not been over 5 per cent.

In Laurens County, Georgia, the loss from cholera was 1 ]>er cent.,

and a still greater mortality Irom the " yellovr-sweat. "' Symptoms, a'

yellow, waxy secretion I'roin the skin; discoloring the bristles, followed
by loss of spirits, appetite, and flesh. (Ireat losses are reported in the
southern part of Worth County. The animals affected discharged blood
freely and vomited dark mucous matter. No speeiflc is relied upon ; but
common polk-root, fried in grease, is i'cd to sick hogs. The disease vras

fatal on some farms in j\racou County. Another disease, also called
cholera, was d(\structive. The animals have mnnge and liee; they grow
dull and their bristles turn the wrong way.
In Columbia. County, Florida, 25 per cent, died v, ith <holera, and as

many more Avith the " thumps."
In Lauderdnle County, Alabama, less cholera than usual is reported.

The Berkshire and Essex breeds, lately introduced, are supposed to bo of
superior hardiness iu resisting disease. The cholera prevailed to some
extent in Greene and Walker Counties,

Iu yala]>usha. (bounty, Missisy^ippi, 5 per cent, were lost, but by many
the loss is nttributed to "ticks." In Jasper County there v.^ere many
deaths from neglect and starvation. Cholera was ^'ery fatal in many
parts of Lee County. The best preventive is spirits of turpentine
mixed with vegetable food. In Clarke County the heaviest loss was
from lice.

In Austin County, Texas, the loss was 25 per cent, from different dis-

eases. A swelling and inflammation of the throat was very destructive,
causing death from sufibeatiou. Our correspondent successfully treated
this disease by burning the skin with a liot iron, producing a counter
irritation. He lost half his pigs and shoats by an uiikuown disease;
symptoms, high fever, short breath without cough, death ensuing the
second day. in Cherokee County a few cases of cholera occured. In Eusk
County many hogs were lost by starvation. In Fort Bend County kidney-
worms and mange destroyed 10 per cent. In Upshur County the total
loss was a third, mostly from mange.

In Phillips County, Arkansas, a disease arises from eating cockle
burrs. In Crittenden County cholera destroyt^d 5 per cent., and lice a
still larger mimber.

in O))ion County, Tennessee, there was a loss of 20 per ci'iil.; cliolera

always prevails in yearr, of a heavy beeeli-mast. In su(;h cases a, worm
is fo-vud in the intestines 10 or 12 "inches long, which sometimes eats its

way through the bowels. It is remarkal>le for its keen, black- Iiead, The
remedies used are salting, slopping, copperas, alum, and sulphur. In
Hickman County the loss was 10 per cent.; when sulphur, copperas, or
leached ashes were freely used there was little disease. In Davidson
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County cholera was fatal in sonic localities, but starvation destroyed a
still lavger nuniLer. Probably tvro-tliirds of tlic sov>>; lost their litters

in Jaimary and February of this year. In Humphreys County there was
a loss of 30 per cent, among shoats, and 25 per cent, among grown hogs.

All hogs affected were lousy. Solutions of lye and copperas were given
vvith enough bran to make a mush. Sulphur, charcoal, and coal-tar Avere

also used. External applications of coal-oil, coal-tar, lard and sulphui'

were effective iu destroying lice. No general specific, hov.ever, is

reported. In Madison County the disease made a clean sweep, and no
effective remedy could be devised. Its virulence was attributed to

neglect and to access to cotton-seed. In 'Jefferson County it almost

broke up hog-raising. The stock of hogs some years ago in the county
was seventythousaud, but now the whole number is between four thou-

sand and eight thousand, in Sullivan County there was a loss of 7 per

cent, ii-om sviclled throat, thumps, and other diseases, all of whi<.'h are

popularly called cholera.

In Hardin and Christian Countfes, Kentucky, the losses amounted to

33 per cent. The loss in Meade and Ohio Counties wa.s 1*0 i^er cent,

and iu Pendleton County, 25 per cent. Ten per cent, loss was reported

in Pulaski, McCracken, Warren, and Edmonson Counties, and 5 per cent,

in Adair and Boyle Counties. In Marion County 5 per cent, of the hogs
died Irom lice and worms. In Laurel, hogs from Avithout the county
wintered upon the heavy mast, nearly all died, but no others. In some
counties it was found that hogs allowed free range for roots entirely es-

caped. The disease raged in Graves County : it destroyed 15 per cent,

in Daviess, where it has prevailed ever since 1858. In Breckinridge the

losses amounted to 10 per cent.

In Berkeley County, West Virginia, the losses were alarming, amount-
ing to GO per cent. In Jeff'erson County the losses were between five

thousand and six thousand, valued at 825,000. In Berkeley the affected

animals exhibited excresceuces on the snout, legs, and other parts.

In the wet lowlands of Hamilton County, Ohio, a few cases of

cholera are reported. In Clinton County it Avas quite fatal, destroy-

ing two thousand. In Y\^illiams County a new aiid fatal disease is

reported among young pigs j they become stiff" and die in twenty-four

hours.
One-third of the stock of Gibson County, Indiana, died. Great mor-

tality occurred in Warwick County, ail diseases being confounded under

the general name of cholera. The hog-raising business is much de-

pressed by heavy losses. In Decatur County the loss was 10 per cent.

Alum, sulphur, copperas, madder, black antimony, and saltpeter pul-

verized and mingled Avith Avheat, oats, or barley, Avere found beneficial,

the mess being eaten Avith avidity. The losses amounted to 10 per

cent, also in Johnson, Wells, Greene, Spencer, Knox, Posey, and Hunt-

ington Counties. Losses to the extent of 5 per cent, are reported in

Carroll, NcAvton, and Scott Counties. In Vevay, Switzerland County, a

distiller lost 610,000 Avorth of hogs, but the losses of the farmers were

small. In Hamilton County the loss Avas 3 per cent. In Cass County
it Avas remarked that all ot" the feAV losses occurred in the heaAy tim-

liered country, and none in the oak openings.

hi Wabash County, Illniois, the loss amounted to 10 per cent. Our
correspondent lost 00 per cent. The disease is less destructive than

formerly iu Williamson and Hancock Counties; cooked food and plenty

of (.-harcoal has been found a good preventive. In Champaign County
a. few cases occurred in the timbered section. In Fiiiton County 20 per

cent, of last spring's pigs died. In Sangamon County 20 ])er cent, died

;
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and in Coles County 15 per cent., mostly stock bogs, wcigbing from 50
to 100 pounds each. In Peoria County no cases of cholera are reported,
but bogs were dyiug of a peculiar disease, wliicb commenced with trem-
bling, like a violent cbilJ, after which loss of appetite and stupor super-
vened ; in a day or two the animal became unable to stand, and died in
three or four da^-s. One bog, removed from the pen to the sunlight and
rain, and dosed with copperas, recovered. His recovery is attributed
more to bis release from eonfmemeut than to the drug. In Alexander
County the loss was one-fifteenth. In Morgiiu County the losses were
severe, but the disease did not appear to be epidemic. In Macon, Mar-
shall, aiid Henderson Counties the loss was .10 per cent. In IMenard
County the loss of pigs and shoats Avas 40 per cent., and 20 per cent.
among the older hogs. In Wayne County the loss was 20 per cent. In
Warren County a third of the young stock bogs ilied. Quinsy is re-

ported in Bureau County. In the river-bottoms of Pope County thei

losses amounted to a third of the A^'bole. In Cass, Carroll, and White-
sides Counties the loss was but 5 per cent. Better care is taken of bogs
than formerly. In Scott County the losses amounted to 30 per cent.,

and in Clinton County 25 per cent. In Massac one-twentieth of the bogs
died. Our correspondent in Ogle County states that a specific was
found in a mixture of eight bushels of lime to «. barrel of salt, to which
the hogs should have free access.

In Chariton County, Missouri, there was a Iojss of 10 ])er cent. ; the
mortality was especially severe among pigs and shoats. In Holt, Stod-
dard, Cass, Pettis, and Livingston Counties, the losses were not over 5
per cent. ; in Platte, Butler, and Maries Counties, the loss was 10 per
cent. In Saint Louis County, some locabties lost from 40 to GO per
cent., but the loss of the whole county was not over 2 per cent. Au-
drain County lost 25 per cent. A few hundred bogs died in Polk, Mer-
cer, Lincoln, McDonald, Lancaster, Carroll, and Boone Counties.
In one locality of Kent County, Michigan, 50 per cent, of the hogs

died. No other cases reported in Michigan, and none in Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Oregon, or California. A loss of 5 per cent, is reported in
Nemaha County, Nebi'aska. The disease prevailed to some extent in
Leavenworth, Linn, and Doniphan Counties, Kansas.
Quinsy i>revailed in Greene County, lov/a. The losses amounted to

20 per cent, in Warren and Lucas Counties ; to 10 per cent, in Tama,
Brown, Jefferson, Marion, Dallas, Louisa, Madison, and Clarke Coun-
ties; to 5 per cent, in Dubuque and Jasper Counties. In Benton
County, 25 per cent, died of cholera, and 10 per cent, of (iutusy. In
Henry County the loss of pigs and shoats ranged from one-half to two-
thirds. Losses Avere very heavy in Mahaska and Mills Counties.
The only loss from cholera reported from th^ Territories is one from

Iron County, Utah, amounting to 1 i)er cent.
*

THE SUGAR-BEET IN SWEDEN.
The following communication to the State Department has been trans-

mitted to this Department by Hon. Hamilton Pish, Secretary of State.
As a statement of the progress of sugar manufacture in a very high
latitude, and an evidence of the gradual extension of the business into
new fields, it will bo read with interest in this country

:

LrfRGATION OF THE UiSTrEO StATKS,
Stoclcholm, Decemicr 29, 1871.

Sill : Accompauying my No. 50, of May 19, 1870, I bad the honor to seud to the De-
iinrtiiient somo facts on tho Kumufactuwi of l)eet-suf;ar in Sweden.
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Having recently Icivned that atteutioii was beiug ilireeted to tins iiniiortaiit indus-
try in ceitiiiri of tbe NortLi western States, Avhero the -winter cliniiito is fcinulin' to that
of Sweden, I thc)u;j.ht, inasnnieh as the business sueceers here, it would be useful to
collect and transmit to the De;)artment the latest information on tl;e subject whielj
Swedish uianufLictnrers could I'nruish. Aecoidingly I addressed some inquiries to Mr.
J. Franchell, one of th(^ ])rincipal proprietors of "the oldest beet-sugar factory m Swe-
den—that at Landskjona—who is thoroughly acquainted with the business, and
received froni him, under date of the Gth instant, a very full reply, from which I beg
to make the following extract

:

" The land which we occupy ourselves varies very much in eharacter, say from light,
sandy loam to lather stifl' clay ; both extremes not very jiropitious to the cultivation
of the beet-root, but the greater part consists of rich loam, very suitable to the pur-
pose. The whole of the laud, about 1,8G0 tunn, (say 2,000 acres.) has been di-aiued
with pipes, 4 to 4.V feet deep, and cultivated to the depth of Ki to 18 inches.

" Through the liberal application of stable manure to the cereal crops, and artificial

manure, chiefly super-phosphates and potash, the Ir'^^ter derived from burning the resi-

due of the beet-root molasses used in the spirit distillery, to the I'oot and leguminous
crops, the land is now brought to a high degree of fertility. In laud brought into this
state there will, of course, always be a good deal of soluble saline matters, but our land
does not contain such matters in excess, or in a degree to act injuriously to the quality
of the beet.

'' On our priucipal farm we use a five years' rotation, say, 1, wheat and rye ; 2, beet
root ; 3, barley and oats ; 4, clover (seed is sown with the barley) and mixed grain;
5, clover and green crops; consequently the beet -root ordy returns every tilth year.
Having, however, some reason to suspect that the cultivation of beet-root and clover
in so short a rotation is not favorable to the former, we have adopted, .as a trial, on a
small farm, a four-courso rotation, say, 1, wheat and rye ; 2, beet-root ; I?, barley and
oats: 4, green crops, clover being entirely excluded. Fifteen to seventeen tons per
tuunlaud (1.22 aeies) may be considered an average crop.

We pay 80 ore per centner, or about 21<;. 4d. per English ton delivered at the works at

the time tJie harvest is made ; but growers who keep the beets until wanted at the
works are paid .a. fev.- (ire more, according to i he time of delivering. At PO ore, the
gross income, calculated on the above-mentioned weights, wHl bo 2*^^ to 326 rix dol-

lar's per tunuland, and the cost of cultivation may bo reckoned, in round numbers, at
100 rix dollars per tunnland. [At this rate the ])roht of growing beets would be from
§45 to .fC)5 per acre in gold.] AVe have hitherto exjierieneed no particular difficulty in
protecting the beets from frost. They are not ijut in pits, but on lint land, in small
roof-like heaps, containing iive or six wagon loads, and iirotected at first with only a
thin covering of earth to prevent overheating, which is very injurious to the saccharine
iuatt.or, but later in the senson with a thicker covering up to, in all, 24 inches, accord-
ing to the length of time the heaps are expected to remain in the field. [To the ques-
tion, ' How many months of the year is the fnctory occupied in making beet sugar f ]

Generally from the commenceraent of October to the beginning or end of February.
The remaining pnrt of the year is occupied in refining beet-root and colonial sugar.
During the autunm and winter months the l)eet roots give the best results, and they
deteriorate rapidly in Fcbruarj' and March.
"As we not only manufacture beet-root sugar, bujt also largely refine Ijoct-root and

colonial sugar, it is rather difficult to state exactly the an)ount of profit on the beet-

root manufacture ; but this manufacture, being at present exempt from all dutj', the
import duty on colonial sugar being I'id., English, pc^r cwt., it mu.st l)e exceedingly prof-

itable if carried on where the ( ircumstances are naturally favorable. The refuse is a
most excellent food, and we use it l.'irgely both for fattening cattle, milch cows, and
sheep. It is mixed with cut straw and put in a, heap for about twenty-four hours, to

acquire some he.at, and it is then oaten with avidity.
"The success of the beet-root bnsiuess must, in the long run, entirely depend on the

quality of tho beets, and also on cymatie intluences. Exceptional circumstances, such
as, for instance, exemptions from duty, may, of course, enable this business to be car-

ried on tolerably well, even v.'ith inferior beets, and under an unfavorable climate, but
it may be sul)ject to doulit whether such business can be considered legitimate, and be
able to hold out in competition with the foreign manufacture when the duties shall be
measurably equalized. Eleven or twelve per cent, may be considered tho average ot

sugar in the beet juice in this part of the country. This ye.ar the beets are rather
above tho average quality, but of course they vary a good deal, according to tlie modi'
of culture and state of the weatlier during the period of growth.
"The seed is always sown by us on the field direct, and I do not believe that at present

transplauting is anywhere resorted to. In sowing by hand, which is a good deal prac-

ticed both here and inGermany, thefieldisrolled very evenly, the earth being in a high
state of pulverization, and thea tho rows, lengthwise and across, marked out with a
marker like a colossal hand-rake. By means of a small hoe, with a handle about
12 iuchcs long, a liole al)out. one inch in depth is made in encli cross, four or five
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seeds therein deposited, aud the earth replaced and gently pressed with the back of
the hoc. The sowing by hand is considered to have scvci\il advantages. The plants
then growni) in a small bush, thereby easier penetrating the crust which may have
been lbrin(>d by lieavy showers of rain, and protecting each other in case of rough
weather during the early period of vegetation. The rows can then bo made narrower,
which is considered favorable to the development of the sugar, but it requires a great
dpal of labor; but during the last few years, having found it more diflicult to supply
the necessary lahor to the largo breadth cultivated, we have largely, and with very
good success, made use of machines both for sowing and hoeing. In sowing by hand
the plants generally have a distance of 12 inches each way, but in sowing l)y machine
the rows have a distance of 16 to 18 inches, and the distance between the plants in the
rows *J to lU inches. We principally use Ganet's common drill nuichinc, not having
Ibuud the Diiiblo machines qiute practical. The quantity of seed used per tunnland is

18 to 20 pounds with hand sowing, and 22 to 2o pounds when sown by machine.
"The beet-root requires rather a long period of growth for getting fully ripe. The

laud, having been plowed deeply in the autumn, is prepared in the sjiring as early
as the state'of the weather will permit, by us generally in the early part of April, and
the sowing performed during the latter half of that mouth, or, uuder less favorably
circumstances, in the early part of May. The crop is not ripe before the early part of
October. • The harvest comes on in the course of that month, being hardly finished
before its close, or the lust days in November.

" I am not aware of any important improvements in the art of manufacture during
the last two years, but I believe that several mixior improvements have been introducd
in the manner of working the new system of extracting the juice by diffusion with
water, a system which, during the last few years, has excited a great deal of attention
on the part of manufacturers of beet-root sugar, and apjiears on the whole to give great
satisfaction.

"The method of analyzing the juice in general practice is the same which is gen-
erally adopted in Germany. It is weighed at a temperature of 17^*^ C. by the saccha-
rometerof Brix, and then polarized by the instrument of Soleil-Wartzke, with improve-
ments by Dr. Scheibler, to arrive at the proportion of crystalino sugar contained in the
Juice. The dilierence between the degrees observed on the saccharometer and those
on the ihstrument of polarization is considered as impurities, and is called 'no sugar,'
and the proportion in which the latter degrees stand to the former is decisive of the
quality of the juice. Thus, if the saccharometer marks 14^ and the polarization gives
a result of ll'-'.G, the dilfereuce, 2^.5, is ' no sugar,' and the quotient being b2.14, indi-
cates the relative quality of the juice for sugar-making purposes. The beet-root crop
of this year has not turned out quite so abundant as last year, chiefly owing to the cold
and uupropitious weather iu the spring, by which field operations and vegetation
were very much retarded, but the (quality of the beet is considered superior to that of
last year's crop.

" There is at present a very active movement in this country with regard to the beet-
sugar business, and a very remarkable thing is that this activity appears to have been
stin-ed into life by the impending taxation of the manufacture. For a number of
years our factory was the only one in the country, but as soon as a proposal had been
luade in the Diet of ldG7 to [)ut a duty on indigenous sugar, a proposal which, iu a modi-
lied form, was ultimately carried in the Diet of 166^, a new vigor seems to have been
infused in the business, and, besides ours, there are now at work one factory iu Stock-
holm, one near Malmo, one at Halmstad ; and two are in course of construction, one at
Wadstena, which is expected to get to work iu January, and one near Ystad, which
will not commence operations before next autumn. The factories at work will jjroba-
l)ly this year consume 700,000 to 750,000 centners, Swedish, of beet-root, (say 30,000
English tons,) and 1 think a rapid increase in this quantity may be looked for. A
great advantage to those who now establish factoriei is that they can profit by the
long, dearly bought, and vvadely extended experience of other countries, aud construct
their works according to the most approved system.

"Possibly Sweden enjoys a certain advantage over some of the interior and Noi-th-
westeru States of the United States, in being able to receive shipments direct by sea
of colonial or West India sugar, the refining of which occupies the factories while they
are not engaged on beet-root sugar.
"The Diet three jears ago provided that a tax should begin to be applied to white

beet sugar iu 1872, at the rate of 2 ore per skalpund, (about one pouud,) at which rate
it is to remain foi- three years ; the next three years following it is to be 4 ore per skill-
pund ami so on increasing 2 ore per skalpund every three years until it reaches 8 (ire

(say 2J cents) per skalpund, at which amount it is to remain ; which is four-fifths of
the present duty per skalpund on colonial raw sugar up to No. 18, Holland staudard.
"1 have several times visited the factory at Stockholm, and every facility for ac-

quiring information as,to its oi>erations has always been courteously afibrded to me.
It was established iu 1809, with a capital of $111,000, (gold,) which paid for some land.

3
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tlic ncv,- factory buildiugs, mirl the machinery. Cost of tnac'iiucry, 5('"/jOO. C.iytacity

of the factory, 10,000 tous of beet root perseasoti. Nono of i:hc owners \v«ro practically
familiar Avitli the bnsiuess, aud some h)S3 lias been Bustaiiied from lack of proper tuan-
ageaient. The proprietoi's, however, have full faith in its success, aud arc investing
considerable capital in one or more new factories. They woie led to e.\i)ect, this season,
a supply of 10,000 tons ot beets, bnt got souiothiug less than half that quantity; and
the beot 'campaign' lasted only onc-and-Iialf months. The beets were of excellent
quality, aud those who gi-cw theui have cleared al)out $100, gold, per acre. The daogi.r

of frost before the beets are fully ripe is a ditlicnlty to be met v.'itli here.

"The factory at Landskroua aud at Sfcockhoim together, in Ij^'/O, manufactured one,

and a half million pounds of beet sugar, of the value of $180,000, besides molas.sed, *A'

the value of ,55,000.

" It is well known to what a high standard agriculture has been carried in Englan<l.
Aud yet Mr. James Howard, the distinguished English agriculturist, ascertaiued ))y

personal observation of 6ugar-b(»et growing in France that the profit on the crop iva>i Jar
greater than upon ani/ crop grown in Enr/Iand; and he so expressed himself in ld(5d, in a
note to the president of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, in v.hich he recom-
mended tlic sending of a deputation to visit the best farms ou the continent.
"InlBOKMr. Hov.-arcl made an extensive tour on the continent, particularly to

acquire inforuiatiou on this subj'jct, aud in 1870 published the result of liis observations,
in a highly interesting and instructive volume of about 100 pages. In France ho visited

.Bcveral farms, Avhich had taken the premium of honor (valued at §1,(500) in their dis-

trict, and which, he says, are exerting a quiet but powerful influeuce in their respec-

tive neighborhoods. Among these v/as a farm at Lens of 1,2()0 acres, of which 500
acres were in beet root, all on ridge, without a single Idank spot; the yield estimated
18 tons per acre. The laud had been plowed IG to 18 inches deep. There Jiad been a
sugar-factory ou the fai'm for many years. Anoiher farm near Tours had 1,250 acres ot

btet root, beautifully cultivated, the rotation being, 1, wheat; 2, beet root; 3, clover.

At Cbassart, near Fleurs, in Belgium, ou a farm of 1,500 acres, he saw one splendid
field of sugar-beet of 175 acres, which v.as estimated at over 20 tons an acre. He shov.s

that, owing to the inlinq^ce of sugar-beet factories in Belgium, the annual rent of farms
have risen to, in some cases, §17 per aero. The Rhenish beet-root sugar company at

Cologne hitve a farm of 7,200 acres. They pay the surrounding farmers 20«. per ton for

beets, aud give back the pulp free, the average y)ricc of which, on the continent, is Vis.

per ton. He was shown tuo debtor and creditor *accouut of a be«t-sugar factory,

v/hich manufactures into sugar between 13,000 aud 14,000, tons of roots per annum.
The total expenditure, exclusive of the interest upon the mouej' embarked, vras

§94,000; the total receipts about $160,000, leaving $66,000 per annum tor profit and
interest on capital.

" There must now bo over a thousand beet-sugar factoiics in Europe.
"While both the manufacture of beet sugar aud the growing of the beets are seen to

be protitable, it would seem, hov/evcr, that tho peculiar advantufje of the industrj- to a
country is its iujluence in diffusing a skillful practice of farming aud of promotlug agri-

culture in geueral. To show the apju'cciatiou in which it is h^ild in France, Mr. Howai'd
states that, at an agi'icultural meeting held a few years ago at Valenciennes, a tri-

umphal arch wa<3 erocte<l, on which appeared the following inscription :
' The growth of

wheat in this district, before tho productiou of beet-root sugar, was only 97t),000 bush-
els ; the number of oxen was 700. Since tho introduction ot the sugar manufacture th-

growth of wheat has been 1,168,000 bushels, aud the number of oxen 11,500.'"

As to the steps that will promote this business in the United States, I would submit
that, before any one would bo willing to invest capital iu starting a factory iu an un-
tried locality, he v/ould wish to ascertain whether tho soil in the ueighboihood will pro-

duce beets having a sutncient percentage of sugar in tho juice to make it profitable.

l>oubtless this essential fact can be ascertaiued by growing the beet-s on difterent farms
a couple of successive seasons. Some person, who purposes trying the manufacture,
should see to procuring seed in time and to its distribution, with instructious as to tho

best manner of growing. He should also make arraugemeuts in seaeoti for having Xh'-.

Ixjets analyzed at sorao beet-sugar factory promptly after they are ripe, and for thi ir

careful coiiection, labeling, aud transportation to the place of aualyzmg.
It seems as if it would bo for the interest of some of the laud-graut railroad compa-

uies to causa cxpevimeuts to bo made as to the adaptability of their lauds for sugar-

beet growing.
Where a factory is to be established by i)ersons unacquainted ivitli the art, practi-

cally, it is of the highest importance, of course, to procure for manager a faithful a*

Aveli as competent person. It sometimes happens that men are recouunended for situa-

tions to get rid of them. ^Vrid I would suggest, as tho best plau, that, in case the pro-

jirietors of auy new beet-sugar factoi-y iu the United States need to send to Europe for

-0. mauager, they ajiply to the government of the country from wh;;uce they expect to

obtain him, through the good offices of the Department of State,
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II(iV.iiig the success v>'liich attends this industry in S\ved«n will help to encourago its

incrtui^ed development iu the United .States, I have the honor to remain, very respect-
fully, your i)))edient servant,

C. C. ANDKEAYS.
Hon. liAMiLTOX Fish,

t^ccrciaiy of SUife, irr.rhhifilon.

ENTOMOLOGICAL RECORD.

By Tow^T.i^T) Glo\^:t^, ENTo:jiOLOCriST.

The cabbage-moth.—Complaints liavo been made by correspondents
iu New York and Kew Jersey of injuries done to cabbaties in the autumn
by the attacks of a small, green caterpillar, that eats holes in the outer
leaves, sometimes riddling- them like a seive. The caterpillar is about
0.35 of an iuch in length, cylindrical in form, thickest hi the middle,
and of a g'reen color. The moth produced from it was named Flutella

liinhipcnelki^ by Clemens, (Fig. 5,) and is described by Dr. Fitch iu the

Fig. 5. New York State Agricultural Report for 1S53, page 874, as

cgggiiiSX".- the cabbage-moth, Ccrostoma hrassicella, and is closely allied

.,^^___^_, to, if not synonymous with, Phitella zylontcUa, Linn., in

^^i&t'" Europe ; and if so, is another imported insect. AVhen dis

_---^y_^, turbed, this caterpillnr drops from tho plant, but suspends

'^^^P?^"'
itself by means of a silken thread. There are at least two

I
\^

broods in one season in the more southern States. In the
/i "^ fall of 1870 it was very plentiful iu parts of j\Iaryland, rid-

dling- the cabbages verj^ seriously. The pupa is formed in a beautifully

constructed cocoon, woven of silk-like delicate open net-work on the

leaves, and remains a pnpa in the cocoon only a few days. The perfect

insect is a small moth, with the upper wings of an ash-gray color,

freckled on the disk and apex with black dots, and having a white

stripe on the inner margin ; the imder-wings are ash-gray.

Wtishing- or S3'ringing the plants with whale-oil soap-suds or strong

solutions of tobacco-water would no doubt be of use, if they did not
give the heads a disagreeable flavor, or if the cabbages were subjected

to a thorough washing before using. The insect is subject to the attacks

of a minute ichneumon lly; and the t-\Vo spiders, Tlurldloii hrassicw and
Jii/pophylliim, mentioned by l)r. Fitch in his last report in connection
with the white cabbage butterfly, will also, no doubt, b(^ of service in

destroying the small caterpillar.

CHEMICAL NOTES.

By Ryland T. Bkown, Chemist.

The laboratory is now emiiloyed in the analysis of commercial manures,
with a view of determining the relative value of these commodities, that

those Avho purchase and use them may have something to guide them
in their choice. These analyses will appear from year to year in the
annual reiiort of the Department. But little work, other than this, has
been done since the last report, and of that little scarcely any is of suf-

ficient general interest to justify publication. A specimen of caleareon.^
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tufa, (commonly called marl in the West,) was forwarcled to the laboro--

toiy by S. W. Itandall, of Jolict, Illinois, and wc subjoin its analysis
because such deposits are quite common in the calcareous and drilt

regions of the Northwest.

Carbonate of lime 81.43

Sulphate of lime 4,21

Earthy matter, insokible in hydrochloric acid 12.02

Water, determined at 100^ C 2.31

100.00

]\Iixed with muck or barn-yard manure, this substance will have the

effect of mikl lime. Where fuel is cheap it may l)e made more active

by burning- it as lime is burned.

Sulphur in ^iun^eeal coal—Onio lhiesiiones.—Professor Worm-
ley, in a i)aper appended to the Ohio Geological Report for 1870, gives

an interesting account of the chemical composition of the mineral coals

and limestones of that State. Without any very accurate determination
of the fact, it has heretofore been assumed that tlie sulphur in bitumin-

ous coals exists in combination with iron in the form of lerrous sulphide,

but the investigations of Professor Wormley prove conclnsively that

this is not the case, at least so far as the coals of Ohio are concerned.
In all his investigations a large redundancy of sulphur over the quantity
of iron necessary to'convert it into a sulphide was found. The experi-

ments detailed on the heating properties of different coals are very
interesting. Science can hardly do a more important service, at the

in-esent time, than to determine how much heat can be produced by the
combustion of a given weight of coal of the various qualities. This
paper reports that all the limestones of Ohio contain magnesia, though
in very difrereut proportions. The blue limestone (Trenton) has o x'er

cent;, the Clinton 12, the Corniferous 28, and the Niagara 35. These
facts are important in an agricultural point of view, but we regret that

the ijrofessor did not determine the proportion of phosphate of lime in

these several qualities of stone. The permanent' action of lime as a
manure depends much on the quantity of phosphoric acid it may contaiti.

Artificial water-leme.—It has been long known to chemists that

Vv-ater-lime consists substantially of quick-lime, burnt clay, and a small

portion of the oxides of iron and magnesia, but scarcely any effort has
been made to utilize this knowledge. All yellow or red clays contain

iron, and most specimens of lime in use contain the required magnesia.
If burnt clay or brick-dust in line powder be mixed with an equal weight
of fresh slaked lime and twice this weight of clean, sharp sand be added,

a compound will be formed which will harden nnder water equal to the

best hydraulic cement.

Germination—its relation to light.—The theory of the germi-

nation of plants, which has been heretofore admitted, requires that the
germinating seed -be excluded from direct sun-light. Late experiments
appear to establish the fact that, while exclusion from the luminous
rays of the solar spectrum is necessary to the healthy germination of

seeds, yet the chemical or actinic rays are indispensable to that process.

These penetrate mueh deeper into the soil than do the luminous rays.

The exclusion of the chemical rays, and not the absence of oxygen alone,

is assumed to be the cause of seeds failing to grow when buried too

deeply in the earth. Will our agricultural colleges settle t'lis question

I
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])y earefiil oxperiraents ? Let us have all that can bo known of the mys-

teries of plant-life.

CAriEOLic ACID AS A DISINFECTANT.—C. Homburoh, of Berlin, pro-

poses to use carbolie acid as a disinfectant, by saturating sheets of Bris-

tol-board, or any thick spongy paper, with a solution of carbolic acid

in water. The paper, in pieces of any convenient size, may bo hung
up in the room to be disinfected, or may be ])laced in drawers or v\-arcl-

robes, where it is desired to protect clothing from mothsor other insects.

This suggests a convenient method of using this excellent disinfectant

and insect destroyer.

Available niteogen.— P. P. Dehcraiu (in Comptcs Eendns) ad-

vances a somewhat novel theory of the reduction of atmospheric nitro-

gen to an available^ form for the support of plant-life. He endeavors

to prove that the fi'ce nitrogen of the atmosphere is brought into com-

bination during the oxidation of organic matter in the soil. To demon-
strate this he dissolves glucose in a dilute solution of ammonia in wa-

ter placed in a large flask filled with a mixture^^of equal parts of nitro-

gen and oxygen. JJaving closed the flask, he heats the mixture gently

for one hundred hours, at the end of which time the whole of the oxy-

gen has disappeared, and 5.0 per cent, of nitrogen has been taken up.

The same process with humic acid and potash shows a loss of 7.2 of ni-

trogen. If these results are confirmed by subsequent experiments, they

will throw light on the hitherto obscure subject of the production of

nitric acid. «

FoEMULJE i'"OE FEETILIZERS. — ^I. Gcorge Yillc, iu the Journal

(VAgricnUnre Frartiquc for February 22, 1872, gives the following form-

ula^ of chemical manures at present in use in France, with the modifica-

tions which he proposes to introduce, to which he appends the prices

of the several ingredients used in the compound, both in the old form-

ula of 18G8 and the new of 1871. By way of explanation to some of

0ur readers, it may be proper to say that a kilogram is equal to

2.204737 pouiuls—a franc rs a value of 18.0 cents, and a hectare is a
land-measure of 2.4711 acres.

Oldformula for clover and hay.

Acid phosphate of lima c 400 kilograms =^ G4 francs.

Nitrate of potassa - .200 kilograms = 124 francs.

Sulphate of lime (plaster) 400 kilograms = 8 francs.

190 francs.

Cost i^er hectare := 100 francs, or $30.45.
^

For which he substitutes the neio formula with the prices of 1871 ap-

pended :

Acid phosphate of lime 400 kilograms, worth 52 francs.

Chloride of potassium 200 kilograms, worth 50 francs.

Sulphate of lime ? 400 kilograms, worth 8 francs.

110 francs.

Cost i>er hectare -=110 francs = $20.40.

For clover or Burgundian hay, M. Ville says he does not hesitate to

recommend the chloride of iiotassium as a substitute for the nitrate,

but for cereals (wheat, rye, barley, &c.) it is necessary to supply nitro-

gen in some available form, and for this i)urpose he uses the sulphate

of ammonia as in the following formula:
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Acid phosphate of lime 400 Icilogrtiins, ^^'orth 52 francs.

Chloride of potassinni 200 Icilograms, worth 50 francs.

Sulphate of ammonia 390 Idlograms, wortii 105 francs.

Sulphate of lime '210 kilograms, ^Yorth 4.20 "

301.20 frs.

Cost per hectare = 301.20 francs = $54.52.

By ih^, term "acid phospliate of lime" we suppose the author means
bone meal or ground mineral phos]>hate of lime, reduced to a soluble

form by tlie addition of half the weight of sulphnric acid.

The Fouilleton du Journal des D^bats of February 7, 1S72, gives
an account of several institutions throughout Germany, France, Italy,

and other parts of Europe, whicii are said to reiuler very great and
efficient service to agriculture. Tliey are styled agricultural stations,

and have for their object the promotion and diffusion of agricultural

science, and the protection of ])racti('al farmers from frauds practiced
upon them by dealers. To attain tliis object they devote themselves
to the prosecution of different experiments in vegetable and animal
i:)hysiology, the analysis of soils and fertilizers, and all the different pro-

ducts which are presented to them by the practical husbandman. They
have a double mission imposed, that of being both theoretical and prac-

tical : they must work up the scientific theories and discoveries and put
them in such a shape as to bo understood and utilized by farmers. A
much better idea of their object will be conveyed by giving the different

heads into vrhich M. Grandeau has grouped tlie work pursued by the
different stations. They are as follows:

1st. Researches and experiments upon the production of vegetables and
animals. The woril production is here taken in its broadest sense. It

comprehends at once the researches upon the different branches of ani-

mal and vegetable physiology, zootechny, physiological chemistry, and
vegetation meteorologically considered,

2, Informal lectures involving the principles of agricultural science,

and communicating results of work in .field and laboratory.

3d. Publication of the successful labors of the several stations in

annual cr periodical reports.

4th. Special researches and analyses of earth, water, and fertilizers,

for their peculiarities.

Further, there are stations which devote themselves to examina-
tions not less necessary than those of fertilizers, viz : that of seeds.

Tlie stations devote themselves to the study of the la\^'s which regulate
the development of all organized beings. But, says jM. Grandeau, in

order to do this with success they should not only be provided with
sfifficient means and material, but should also be directed by men of
tried capacity, versed in the knowledge of the natural sciences, and
l)reparo<l by special studies for the accomplishment of the important
mission confided to them. In the last connection, he says one should
not undertake this without the exp«(;tation of repulse. In tlie begiu-
iiing all the stations devoted themselves to the general study of animal
and vegetable pliysiology, but finding the field too comprehensive, they
concluded that it would be uuich more profitable to make a division and
specialization of the work. After that tbey each, having a particular

subject assigned them, occupied 'themselves with ditferent branches.

-

Thus tlie stations of Weisbaden and Ivloster-Keubourg devote them-
selves to grape culture ami wiuo nuinufacture; those of Brunswick and
Mariabruun to wood culture; those of Gorze to silk culture. The sta-
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tion of Lodi dcrdtes itself to researches upon the mniiufiictnre of eliccse

;

niMl tliose of Parvi to the study of cryptogamio botany.

The author bejjs leave, in order to convey a more perfect idea cf this

great labor enterprise, to make some extracts from the programmes of

researches prosecuted at the different stations. The following are some

of the questions to the solution of which the stations of Kuschen and

Proskow^ w^ill devote themselves during the current year :

.1st. Essays upon culture in aqueous solutions relative to the assimi-

lation of ammonia, urea, and hippuric acids.

2d. Esijeriments upon tlie amount of water evaporated by different

plants.

3d. Researches upon the influence exerted by the volume of earth

upon the development of different plants.

4th. Trials on the culture of plants and of new varieties.

nth. Trials of different manures, having for their sole object the de-

termination of the different combinations of nitrogen.

Gth. Estimation of the richness of stubbles and roots in mineral mat-

ter and nitrogen.

7th. Researches upon tlie mixed seeds of the red clover, of Lucerne,

or Burgundian ha;^, of esparcett^, and \he grasses.

8th. Researches upon the digestibility cf stubbles, the nutritive ele-

ments contained in young clover, old clover, and in Lucerne hay.

9tb. Researches and experiments upon the different modes of the

preparation of ha^'.

lUth. Comparative researches upon the utilization of the nutritive

elements of Lucerne as it is usually prepared, and of brown.

11th. Researches upon tlie feeding of dry clover witli the addition of

dijtterent nutritive substances.

The stations publish every year the programmes of their researches

and experiments, and very materiaiiy enrich science with many valua-

ble discoveries. But their popularity is chiefly due to the analyses of

fertilizers and the controlling influence they exercise over their trade.

The prices of analyses are fixed, by the founders of these institutions,

sufficiently low to encourage customers, and yet cover the expense and
leave the station a small allowance. This prevents the sale of worthless

material by dishonest manufacturers, and protects the honest dealers as

well as the farmers who use the f>rocluctions.

In France this abuse by manufacturers of fertilizers became so great,

arid so burdensome to agricultural industry, that they endeavored to

prevent it, and founded laboratories charged with the examination of

commercial fertilizers. Among these laboratories that of I'lantes, con-

ducted by M. Bobierre, has reiulered the greatest service to agriculture.

But unfoVtunately they are not sufficiently namcrous to be everywhere
efficacious in aiding the husbandman. The agricultural societies there-

fore decided that analytical laboratories should be established in every

district. They further demand that information shall be given to the

minister of agriculture concerning the exact state of the soil wuiieh they

cultivate, and the nature of the fertilizer used upon it.

The method of inspecting comm.ercial fertilizers practiced throughout
Germany is conducted in the following manner: After the manufac-

turer has prepared a certain quantity of the fertilizer, the chemist goes

to hini unexpectedly, has him weigh in his presence the sacks destined

for sale. He then takes a quantity which he deems necessary, makes
an analysis of it, and publishes its composition.

But there are stations devoted to the investigation of a matter equally

important with tliat of fertilizers. It is the examination of the differ-
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ent seeds offered iu large quantities iu tlie inaricets. The imperfect and
foul seeds which they very often contain make them a source of great an-

noyance to the planter. The examination of seeds, therefore, is highly
beneficial. The stations provide experts who continually carry on these
examinations of all the seeds offered for sale, which, if they are bad,
they condemn, and publish the amount of their adulteration. To show
the great importance of this measure, as well as the very great ex-

tent to which these adulterations arc carried, it is stated that Mr. James
Buckmau, formerly i)rofessor in the agricultural college of Cirencester,

England, who is occupied with the examination of different seeds,

found that certain specimens of red clover of commerce contain from
7,000 to 8,500 grains of foul seeds per liter. Specimens of white clover

showed 125,000 to 213,000 grains of strange seeds per liter ; while in an
equal quantity of carnation clover, guaranteed pure, he discovered

43,500, and in ray grass of Italy, 430,800. ,

Mr. Charles S. Bigge found in his determinations upon the germina-
tion of seeds that in different specimens of carnation clover the num-
ber of grains which grew varied between 18 and 68 per 100 ; white
clover furnished 42 to 48 per cent, of good grains ; the ray grass of

England, 22 to 24 per cent. ; aufl he found that in a specimen of ray
grass of Italy only sis retained their germinating faculties. Other in-

stances of adulteration and presence of foul and useless seeds in the
articles offered in commerce were cited, but enough have been given
to show the enormous extent to which this evil is practiced, and the

very great value to the farming community of this branch, of investiga-

tion.

All the researches and experiments of the stations are very thorough
and complete, and therefore of almost infinite value to the practical

farmer. This fact, together with the vast amount of valuable informa-

tion whicli they render to the scientific world, should favorably recom-
mend their establishment iu every section where agricultural industry

is practiced.

FIRST YfOEDS OF THE BOTANIST.

By George Vasey, Botanist.

The present botanist of the De]>artment having but just entered upon
Ms duties, no extended report of operations is possible.

A great amount of work has been accomplished by my predecessor iu

inittiug up and arranging the botanical collections of this Department.
A large portion of these are distributed in the cases, on appropriate

shelves, numbered in order from 1 to about 200, corresponding to the

natural orders. Large quantities of specimens yet remain in packages,

awaiting examination and distribution, and the mounting of such as are

not yet represented iu the general herbarium.
Here are deposited the botanical collections of the different exploring

expeditions of the Government, together with the numerous private col-

lections which have come into its possession. Here should be a repre-

sentative of every species of plant growing within the United States,

and, as far as practicable, of the plants of other countries. Al-

though a large portion of these specimens have but little popular inter-

est, they are of great value to the cause of science, as sliowing the re-

lationship between different families of plants, recording tlieir geo-

graphical range and distribution, and furnishing a means of compiuison
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and recognition of such plants ns are often sent in for identitication.

Thus, specimens of grasses and forage plants are frequently sent to this

Department by farmers and o^ers on account of some s[)ecial qualities

of excellence or adaptation to"' the peculiar conditions of some location

in Avhich they have been observed to grow.

In .connection with the ordinary botanical specimens, it would seem
to be highly desirable to have a more complete representation of all our

native forest-trees, in the form of sections of the trunk or body of the

trees, in such form as to illustrate the natural appearance both of the

bark and of the wood—a section of the wood being also polished, to

show the quality of the grain and its adaptation to mechanical pur-

poses. Such a collection, properly prepared, would prove of great

interest not only to science, but to practical agriculture and mechanics,

and would tend to show how rich are our native forests in the variety

and value of their trees for various purposes in the arts and manu-
factures.

This feature of the work would also have a practical bearing upon the

important questions now agitating the public mind, viz : The presorva-

tion and perpetuation of the forests of the country. Every means pos-

, sible should be employed to diffuse information on this subject, and thus

promote national wealth and prosperity. •

Another object of great importance to the country is the diffusion of

information respecting the vegetable or fungoid diseases which affect

many of our most valuable agricultural products. Our grains, our or-

chards, and vineyards in many localities are suffering from the ravages

of blight, mildew, mold, rot, or other fungous parasites. The^e require in-

vestigation, in the expectation that a full knowledge of their nature and
habits of growth will enable us to discover means of arresting and con-

trolling their progress.

Jn conclusion, 1 will express the hope that the value of this collection

to the cause of science will not be overlooked.

To a casual observer there may not appear any connection between
the multitude of specimens arranged in the cabinet of the naturalist

and the cause of agriculture. To the inexperienced hundreds of these

specimens appear identical. But all intelligent persons are aware that

it is only by virtue of an intimate knowledge of the multiplicity of forms

which crowd every department of science, and of the relations and
affinities which they sustain to each other, that the specialist is enabled

to recognize and classify the various objects which come to his attention.

It is this special knowledge which enables the botanist to recognize a

new grass or other plant, and to judge what may be expected of it as

an object of cultiva,tiou.

Indeed, at the present day, it cannot require much argument to show
the influence of science on mental culture, aud consequently on national

elevation, in other respects thaii those which relate to immediate pecun-

iary i)rofits.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES.

iNCEEASiNa THS} VIGOR OF aROWTii Ds PLANTS.—A very important

announcement has lately been made in l^'^rance as to the effect produced

upon the luxuriance of vegetation by the disturbance of the natural

position of the branches. It has been known for some time that if two
branches of a fruit-tree be selected of about the same size, aud the same
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upward inclination to the horizontal plane, and one of these be bent
downward toward this plijue, it ai)pears to lose its vigor, wIhIg the

other gains in a like ratio. It is now announced as tlie discovery of an

ignorant peasant on the Danube, named Ilooibreuk, that this law holds

good only u]> to the horizontal position; and that if the branch is de-

pressed still further, and below the horizontal, it becomes characteuized

by much greater vigor than before, and, in fact, will put out leaves and
branches to an astonishing and unheard-of degree. But this depends
upon keeping the branches as nearly as possilile in a .straight line, the

effect being measurably lost with a considerable curvature. In this

case, only the buds which occu]>y the top of the arc are developed com-

Fig. c. pletely, at the expense of the rest,

which remain in their original condi-

tion, contributing neither to the ex-

^
tension of loUage nor of fruit. (The

,.;.-' successive positions of the branch
/;' are illustrated in the accompanying

/ cut, Fig. G.)

jI Duchesne-Toureace, in communi-
cating these facts to Xes Mondes, at-

tempts to show the causes which seem
to determine so gTcat a flow of sap to

the branches inclined below thehori-

...., -^----^ - •
' zontal line, and thinks that the ex-

;:---''"' planation is to be found in the estab-

—v...
• lishment of a siphon arrangement, by

"'"•>.•.•,,. means of which the juice is carried
"-^^^^^^^^^^^ over the bend from the main stem in

'^"---xs,, excessive ilow. Be this as it may,
"~
the fact remains, as illustrated by

^^^_^_ an experiment prosecuted by this
:S^/^v=?^--"-'^^ gentleman. In early spring, when

the sap was running in the vines, he toolc ibur plants of about the saine

size, and trimm.ed them so as to leave one stem to each, these being

arranged vertically, obliquely upward ; horizontally and obliquely down-

ward. He then cut off the stems, and collected and measured what ex-

uded, and found the amount from the branch inclined downv.^ard was
more than three times greater than that from the others.

Murrain in cattle.—The subject of murrain in cattle iias of late

years received a good deal of attention, and little by little Ave are ac-

quiring more definite ideas in regard to this disease, as well as to its in-

fluence upon the healthfulness of the milk and flesh of the animal. The
experiments of Chauveau have shown that tuberculosis of cattle is

transmissible ; that is to say, by bringing sound cattle in communica-

tion with those that are diseased, similar tubercles become developed in

the former, or, in other words, they become afflicted with murrain, which

is only another name for tuberculosis. '

The investigations of Professor Ivlebs, in Berne, have shown still

further that the transmissibility of the disease is not limited to cattle,

but may also extend to other animals ; indeed he has been convinced

that the human tubercles are equally transmissible with those of cattle,

and that murrain in cattle ov/es its origin to the same infectious material

as the human tuberculosis. Thus, certain Guinea pigs having. been fed

with the murrainous matter, Vvcre infected with it, and others, treated

with the tuberculous matter from man, exhibited the same result.
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Again, lunrraiii lias been produced m cattle from leeding or inocnlat-

ing'^Avith tlie linnian tuberculous matter, and heuce it follows that the

tuberculosis is transferable frqpi cattle to man, and it appears highly

important that murrainous animals should be carefally watched, and
that inspection of their meat should be very strictly attended to.

Professor Gerlach, of Hanover, has lately prosecuted additional ex-

periments u])on murrain, and has established not only its transmissibil-

ity by inoculation, but also has shown, by numerous experiments, that

tuberculosis can be transferred by feeding with the milk of murrainous

cattle. As conclusions from the facts ascertained by him, Professor

Gerlach remarks that, u]) to this time, murrain has been looked upon, in

a sanitary aspect, as an innocent disease, but that it must hereafter be

considered as quite the contrary. In former times, or toward the end
of the last century, the murraiii of cattle was considered as a kind of

venereal disease, and while this view lasted great caution was observed

in regard to the llesh and the milk. Since it has been ascertained, how-
ever, that this is PiOt a syphilitic condition, the meat has been consid-

ered as wlioiesome. This is nov,' known to be an entirely erroneous as-

sumption, and the greatest possible care should be taken to avoid using

the meat or the milk in any v^ny.

Influence of food iiroN poultey and eggs.—The influence of

the food of poultry upon the quality and flavor of their flesh and eggs
has not generally been taken into consideration ;^but it is now well

ascertained that great care should be exercised in regard to this matter.

In some instances it has been attempted to ieed poultry on a large scale

in France on horse-flesh, and, aUliough they devour this substance very
greedily, it has been found to give them a very unpleasant savor. The
best fattening material for chickens is said to be Indian corn-meal and
milk; and certain large poultry establishments in France ujse this en-

tirely, to the advantage both of the flesh and of the eggs.

Source of nitrogen in plant;^.—It is Avell kuov/n that the quan-
tity of nitrogen contained in the crops exceeds in en\)rmous proportion
that existing in the manures, the excess undoubtedly being derived
from the air. It is now a question wliether this is extracted directly

from the air by plants, which would thus have the power of assimilating

directly, or if it is first taken from the air by the soil, so as to combine
with organic matter, and form an assimilable compound. According to

Deherain, oxygen, in the presence of organic matter, coml)ines directly

with nitrogen to form a compound analogous to the humus of the earth,

or to ulmic acid. To illustrate this he placed in a tube oxygeh, nitro-

gen, glucose, and ammonia. On drying the tube and heating it, a black
nitrogenLzed matter was left, and a portion of the nitrogen in the tube
was found to have disappeared.

Preferences op CLi3iBiT>7Cr pla'nts.—According to Mr. Henry, cer-

tain climbers evince a partiality for some particular species of plants,

stretching out their tendrils and branches so as to come in contact with
them, while to other species they have as decided an aversion, avoiding
them, and never becoming attached to them, though they run up the

surface of the wall side by side.

Powdered coal for unhealthy plants.—In a communication,
addressed to the Eevvc EGrticoIe, the vrriter states that he purchased a
very fine rose-bush, full of buds, and, after anxiously awaiting their

maturing, was greatly disappointed, v;hen this took place, to find the

flowers small, insignilicaut in aj)pearance, and of a dull, faded color.
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Incited by tlio suggestion of a friend, lie then tried the experiment of

iilling in the top of the i^ot around the bush, to the depth of half an
inch, with finely pulverized stone-coal. In the course of a few days he
was astonished at seeing the roses assume a beautiful red hue, as bril-

liant and lively as he could desire.

He tried the same oxperinjent upon a pot of petunias, and soon after

all the pale and indefinite colored ones became of a bright red or lilac,

and the white petunias were variegated with beautiful red stripes.

Some of the lilac i)etunias became a fine dark blue. Other flowers

experienced simihir alterations ; those of a yellow color alone remained
insensible to the iniiuence of the coal.

EEG-tHLATING THE nATCHINQ OF .SILK-'\Y0P.3r EGGFi.—Duclaux, after

fi careful observation of the external conditions which favor and influ-

ence the hatching of the eggs of sillc-worms,' has prepared the following

rulcSj by attention to v^liich it is said that the development of the eggs
can be regulated at will. First, to prevent an egg from beiijg hatched
at the usual time, it must be kept, from the period of being laid, at a
temperature between u?P and 68'^' F., and then exposed fourteen days to

cold, three months before the time at which the hntching is desired,

being subsequently treated in* the usual manner. To cause an egg to

hatch before the usual time, it must be exposed to cold twenty daj'S

after being laid, and kept in that condition for two months, and then
removed. Six weeks later it will be in the same condition as ordinary

eggs, and can be tr^ted in the same manner. In this way it is possible

to have silk-worms ready for hatching at any season of the year.

MiLK-suGAE FOE, VEGETABLE JUICES.—According to Dr. Bouchar-
dat, a specimen of sugar obtained from the Achra savota of the West
Indies, on being treated with boiling alcohol at 90 per cent., was found
to leave a residuum, which, on further investigation, proved to consist

almost entirely cf milk-sugar, this substance forming 45 per cent, of the
original mass.

EELATION of the NITROGEX op the ATMOSPHERE TO VEGETATION.
—Deherain has been conducting certain experiments upon the influence

of the nitrogen of the atmosphere on vegetation, and arrives at these
conclusions : First, that in the course of the slow combustion of organic
matter, the nitrogen of the atmosphere enters into combination, probably
to form nitric acid, which, in contact with an excess of carbonized mat-
ter, is reduced and then gives up nitrogen to the organic matter;
second, that every plant which throws off refuse matter upon the soil

which sustains it, furnishes the occasion of a greater or less fixation of

nitrogen. This reaction, continued for many years, ultimately i^roduces

the accumulation, in soils left to themselves, cf a quantity of nitrogen
sufiScient to maintain a large crop of cereals ; third, it is not only by
the slight percentage of nitrogen which it contains that dung exercises

an action upon vegetation, but, in addition, by tiie carbon matter in

decomposition, which constitutes its entire mass. Buried under the
soil, and exposed by the process of cultivation to the influence of the

air, this organic matter becomes burned, giving rise to notable quantities

of carbonic acid, and its combustion determines the union of

elements of the air, with the nitrogen of the dung, and with the nitro-

gen which, previously floating in the atmosphere, is henceforth drawn
into the series of metamorphoses whicli lead from the soil to the i)lant

and from the plant to the animal.

Preparation of beet leaves for fodder.—Mehay maintains the
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entire success of Lis metliod of so preparing tbo leaves of tlio beet as to

render llicni capable of preservation for several months as fodder; and
at the same time greatly improving tlieir qualities as food for cattle.

Tlie method consists simply in placing them in baskets, and immersing
them in a tank containing diluted hydrochloric acid of 4 degrees of
Beaume. The result of this is to greatly condense the volume of the
leaves, and to render it necessary to add more fresh ones to fill up the
basket, which has to be again immersed, and finally allowed to drain
off. The leaves may then be placed in beds, in dry earth, and kept
until needed for use. According to a report of a committee v»'ho exam-
ned the results of this process, domestic animalsbecome extremely fond
of the leaves thus prepared; and, indeed, milch cows fed with them are
said to give a large increase of milk, with a decided improvement in the
quality of the butter. The tendency to diarrhea in cattle produced by
the fresh beet leaves seems not to be aeveloped by this prepared fod-

der, and for this and many other reasons it is strongly recommended
to agriculturists.

Milk op diseased cattle.— ]\Ir. Hnsson, in a paper upon the milk
of animals diseased vrith the cattle plague, announces, as the result of
one of his researches, that neither the flesh nor the milk of animals suf-

fering from this cattle plague—contagious typhus—will convey the dis-

ease, although they may suffer greatly in their nutritive properties. The
milk of diseased cows he found to have a more or less marked reddish-
yellow tinge, and a disagreeable flavor, although cats fed upon it seemed
to suffer no inconvenience.
As general conclusions, Mr. Husson remarks: First, that when the

typhus breaks out in a cow-house, all the beasts therein are subjected,
although in different degrees, to the epidemic influence. In fact, in one
instance, the whole herd died, with the exception of four cows, which
never seemed to be ill, although they furnished one of the three speci-

mens of milk analyzed. Second, milk cannot, any more than flesh,

transmit the disease to man, nor to animals that do not belong to the
ruminant family. Third, notwithstanding this, even during the first

stage of the disease, when the yield still continues normal, the milk
should not be employed as food for young children, in consequence of the
modification that has taken place in its principles. Fourth, from the com-
mencement of the disease, the combustible elements of the milk, in great
part, disappear, while the azotised elements, on the contrary, are increased
in considerable proportions, and are soon found commingled with san-
guinolent matters. Frequently there may be observed, under the mi-
croscope, agglutinated globules, either mucous or i^uruleut.

New vakiety of cucibibee.—In "Laud and Water" we have a
figure and description of what is called the new white-spine encumber.
This, when raised on a trellis, gTows to an enormous size, one vine
having three specimens, each of them three feet in length, besides many
others over two feet long. The flesh is said to be very solid, with but
few seeds, and the flavor very fine. This method of growing cucum-
bers 'is recommended as furnishing a much superior result to that of
allowing them to trail on the ground, as they thus grovf finer, straighter,

and with a larger yield. This new cucumber has the skin perfectly
smooth. It is very short in the neck, and it is considered a decided
gain to the resources of the vegetable gardener.

Origin oe breeds of British cattle.—In a communication to

the Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester, by Mr. William
Boyd Dawkins, on the '• Origin of our domestic breeds of cattle," -he re-
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iiuxrks that at tlie present time there are three well-inarkod forms inhab-
itiDg Great Britain. These cougist of the hornless cattle, which have
lost the horns Avhich their ancestors possessed through the selection of
the breeder. The polled Gallov^ay cattle, for instance, are the result of
the care taken by the grandfather of the present Earl of Selkirk, in

only breeding from bulls ATith the shortest horns. The hornless is

altogether aii artiticial form, and may be developed in any breed.
Second, the Bos longifrons, or the small black or brown Welsh and
Scotch cattle, which are remarkable for their short horns and the deli-

cacy of their build. Third, the red and white variegated cattle de-

scended from the iirus, and which have, on the whole, far larger horns.
The large domestic cattle of the ttrtts type are represented in their

ancient purity by the Chilliugham wild oxen, (as generally called,)

which vrere probably introduced l)y the English invaders of Eoman
Britain, being unknown to that country during the Eoman occupation.
The Bos longifrons^ (long-horns,) on the other hand, were the sole oxen
which were domesticated in Great Britain during the Eoman occupa-
tion, and, in remote times, were kept in herds by the users of bronze,
and before that by the users of polished stone. The present distribu-

tion of the two breeds agrees almost exactly with the areas occupied by
the Celtic i)opuIatiou and the German or Teutonic invaders. Both the
Bos longifrons and the tirus were probably derived from some country,

to the south and east of Europe, and were introduced b}^ the herdsmen
and farmers of the polished-stone period, at a very remo^ antiquity.

Brakdy FEOi-r SAWDUST.—The fact has long since been known that
if cellulose is boiled with dilute acids grape-sugar is produced, and a
similar treatment of lichens, according to a process devised by Professor

Stenberg, is the initial step to the • preparation of a very fair brandy.'

We now learn that quite a good brandy can be made from sawdust,
generally from a mixture of the sawdust of pine and of fir timber.

For this purpose 1) parts of very moist sawdust, .7 of a part of hydro-
chloric acid, and 33.7 paxts of water, making 43.4 parts in all, are to

be boiled together, under steam pressure, for eight hours and a half,

after which the mass is found to contain 3.33 parts of grape-sugar; and
after eleven hours 4.38 parts, in all over 19 per cent, of the entire mass.
The acid is now to be neutralized vrith lime, so that the mash, cooled and
ready for fermentation, is to contain one-half a degree of acid, (accord-

ing to the acetometer,) and a suitable amount of yeast is to be added.
After ninety-six hours of fermentation the masli is distilled, and sixty-

one quails of brandy of 50 per cent, of strength will be obtained, per-

fectly fre«i from any smell of turpentine, and ofextreme excellence of flavor.

The experiment has not been conducted in a practical way on a sutii-

ciently large scale to determine positively the merits of this process,

but ii is not at all unlikely that the success may equal that with the

liche«!s, and that a large industry in this direction may be developed.

It is not improbable, too, that experiments will show that other kindis

of wood than those mentioned may be foun.d better adapted to tlie pur-

pose-in question.

Imi'LUEi^TCE 01' HEAT ON PLANTS.—Hugo de Yrles, in a paper upon
the iitfluence of heat upon plants, discusses, in the first ijlace, the up-

ward limit of temperature for vegetable life, and finds occasion to agree
with Sachs, who gives this limit at 120"^ to 150°, Eahr., lor the air, and
112-^ to 117° for the vvater, although some latitude nuist be allowed for

the age and precise character of the plant. In cases of thermal springs
whicb,contain living alga^, this limit must, of coiu'se, be largely extended,
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as lIkd result of special adaptation. In refereuco to the effect of rapid
changes of temperature, the author finds that such alternations, how-
ever great and rapid they may be, do not exercise any injurious effect

upon the vitality of plants as long as they remain below the maximum
allov.'able and above the freezing point; but that such changes do exer-
!;iso a direct eflect upon the movement of the protoplasm, by causing
its cessation, even in cases where the heating or cooling 'slowly, to the
same degree, would not produce a similar effect. Inquiries into the
influence of temperature upon the rapidity of germination confirm the
results already obtained by ]\[r. Sachs—that for each species there is

a most favorable degree of temperature for growth, since grovrth takes
place at that point more rapidly than at any other temperature; and
that below this point the length of a growing radicle increases in pro-
portion as the temperature is elevated, while above that it isdimijiished
more and more as the temperature ascends.

Inoculation foii einderpest.—In an article upon inoculation for

rinderpest, detailing the result of several experiments instituted in

Kussia on this subject, the following couclusioils are arrived at: 1.

Einderpest must l)e considered as a typhus of a peculiar character, which,
while having some resemblance to the epidemical typhus in man, differs

from it in its permanent course, and the persistent occurrence of a
catxirrhal condition in general, and ii mucous coating of the intestines
in particular. 2. The rinderpest is disseminated principally from the
steppes of As^ and other jn'ovinces of Russia. The region, however,
where it first arose and the causes of its origin are unknown. 3. The
contagion of rinderpest is transmitted, in part, by- direct contact with
diseased' animals, and partly by the emanations from living and dead
animals, affected, although not to any great distance at any one time.
i. In the south of Russia rinderr,ost is, comparatively, less contagious
and dangerous than in other portions of the empire. 5. In summer
and winter the rinderpest is generally less violent than in spring and
autumn. Autumn is the most unfavorable time for inoculation of rin-

derpest, the most favorable time being that in which a moderate tem-
l)eraturo predominates. C. All races of cattle are not equally seysitiv'e

to contagion of rinderpest. Those less liable are the Kirgus and Kal-
muck races, belonging to the stepi'ies. 7. The alleged mitigation and
weakening of the virus by repeated inoeulatiou, and in the succeeding
generations, does not prove to be substantially true, according to the
experiments of Robichew, as even in the fifteenth generation it did not
seem to have lost its activitj'. Professor Jesseu considers, however,
that the question of the weakening of the virus cannot be regarded as
closed until a special series of experiments has been instituted, in which
the contagion has been inoculated from the first generation, on gTadu-
ally, to complete inactivity. 8. It has not been determined, positively,

by the experiments how long the pest contagion ujaintains its aggres-
sive activity. In many cases the virus loses its infecting power after
the course of a few days ; in others it remains many months. It must,
nevertheless, not be overlooked that the aggressive power of the con-
tagion may be dependent upon its. preservation or other influences.

Single cases of inactivity of the virus may be explained under the sup-
position that this has lost its activity in consequence of the milder na-

ture of the epizootic, or the animals inoculated with the virus did not
become ill, or only in a slight degree, on account of their want of sensi-

tiveness to the contagion, or because they had already experienced
the natural disease. In regard to the action of fresh and old virus, ex-

periments have showji that the former generally produces more, and the
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latter loss violent sickness, and, in many cases, the latter is even in-

active. 10. Animals which become violently ill under inoculation,

and show the characteristic indications of rinderpest, are not sensitive
to farther infection. Such animals, however, as are but slightly ill

after infection are not always spared when exposed to a repeated
attack. 11. It is impossible to say how many years such animals as
have survived the inoculation of rinderpest remain protected against a
new infection

;
possibly during their whole lives. An immunity has

been shown for a period of at least six years, this being the extent to
which the inquiries of the committee have carried them. 12. The ques-
tion whether inoculation has any influence upon the course of the rin-

derpest when the natural disease has attacked the same herd cannot
now be definitely answered. 13. Dysentery is no protection against
rinderpest, as animals attacked with this disease do not lose their sus-

ceptibility to the infection of rinderpest when exposed to its influence.

14. The discharges from the eyes and nose are the most efficient of all

means of loropagating the disease. . The result of the inoculation was
the same, whether applied on the neck, the ears, or the tail; Avhether it

was communicated by drawing through a thread saturated with virus,

or by inserting a strip of the skin cut from an animal which had died
of the disease. The characteristic features of rinderpest present them-
selves generally between the fourth and eighth day after inoculation

;

and those animals in which the disease becomes fatal generally died on
the sixth day after the outbreak.
Experiments with reference to the power of infection t-esiding in the

skin of diseased animals resulted as follows : a. Sound cattle can be
affected by fresh or by imperfectly dried and cleaned skins of affected

ones. b. The skins of diseased animals which have been simply cleaned
by washing with lye and ashes or lime-water, or which have been dried
at a considerable degree of heat or thoroughly dried in the open air, do
not communicate the infection. The drying of the skins, however, should
be conducted, if in the air, at a distance from stables or meadows, and
in winter artificial heat must be employed.
In conclusion, the committee make the following remarks : Although

the result of the experiments prosecuted to the present time upon inoc-

ulation do not entitle the committee to present inoculation as a preserv-

ative against the propagation of the rinderi)est, they believe that land
proprietors should be authorized to establish inoculating institutions at
their own expense, the application to be made with the consent oi"

neighboring owners of the cattle 5 and that these establishments should
be widely removed from the roads upon which cattle are transported,
and that they should be i)rfesided over by thoroughly educated veterinary'

siu'geons.

Variations of flowering seasons.—Fritsch has lately published
the result of an investigation into the variations of the seasons of

flowering of plants in different countries, in the same year, and in differ-

ent years; and basing his conclusions upon fifty-two plants and twenty-
three stations, he remarks that the variations of the seasons of flower-

ing are greater, as this time naturally falls in the earlier part of the
year. Thus, of plants flowering in March, the variation will amount to

thirty-seven days; while of those flowering in June, it amounts only to

twenty-four days. These variations, again, are on an average as gi-eat

in positive seasons as in negative; that is to say, the acceleration of the
flowering season, on an average, of each plant investigated, is as great

as the retardation ; and it is only necessary to divide the entire varia-
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tion by tv/o iu order to obtain tbc deviation, whether positive or iiega-

tivc.

Use ov SEVvT^ii-W/iTER as a. ^ianuri:,—Aceordiug: to the Revue llor-

tlcole., experiments with the scwer-wuter ot Paris, in the cultivation of

certain hinds below the level of the city, commenced three years ago,

have been of the most satisfactory character, and the eagerness that

the farmers now exhibit to obtain permission to use these waters on
their lands, Avherever it is practicable, is justified by the great in-

crease in their value, many of them having previously been of little

worth. Thus certain lauds now rent for six and seven times as much
I)er annum as formerly.

Prevention and cure op typhus in cattle.—Dr. Declat has
published a report of certain ex'pcriraents instituted by him for the pre-

vention and cure of typhus in horned cattle, taking the occasion of a
severe outbreak of the disease in France, in the early part of February,
1871. In the first stable he visited he found eiglit animals, of which
number, one was dying with the fever; a pecoud was badly attacked;
and a third had fallen and could not get up ; all the others being more
or less under the inlluence of the disease. They had all been officially

condemned to destruction as incurable. He first proceeded to admin-
ister a draught, consisting of eighty grains of carbolic acid in five to six

quarts of water, to which was added a hypodermic injection of one hun-
dred and twenty-five grains of carbolic acid, with the addition of a new
substance, the'' precise nature of which he does not disclose at present.

Two other animals were treated by a veterinary surgeon who was in

attendance upon the herd. Out of these seven animals three died and
four were cured, while of another series similarly affected six were cured
out of ten ; and, in the oi^nion of Dr. Declat, none of them could have
survived without this treatment.

A similar treatment of animals not actually under the influence of

the disease was followed with the happiest results. Of twenty-five, to

which the above-mentioned application was made, not one contracted

the disease ; the doctor, therefore, thinks himself entitled to urge tho

prophylactic treatment as of the utmost importance in similar cases.

As the result of his researches in this directiou, he contends that, by
means of his method generally applied, typhus may always bo prevented;
can almost always be cured while in a state of incubation ;

is very often

cured in its first period, and is sometimes cured at a more advanced
stage.

Keeping- grain in vacuo.—Some time ago Dr. Louvel suggested the
idea of keephig grain in a partial vacmirn, by introducing it into air-

tight vessels and exhausting the air, this being intended to prevent in-

jury from dampness, and to secure it Irom tho attacks of insects as well

as vermin. We now learn that this idea has been brought to a practi-

cal test, and that it bids fair to enter largely into the operations of

gTain-dealers. For the purpose iu question, vessels are made of boiler-

iron, to contain abont twenty-seven bushels; and after the grain is intro-

duced and the cover applied, a vacuum is effected, which, for this pur-

pose, need not involve a reduction of pressure of over one-sixth to one-

seventh of the ordinary atmosphere. Any number of these receptacles

can, of course, be made, and can be used over and over again indefinitely.
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FACTS FROM VARIOUS SOURCES.

GiNcnoNA.—Since tbc publication of our February number, (iontaiii-

ing an article on thi« subject, (pp. 73, Ti,) tlie Department has received
several letters from Caliibrnia in relation to the same subject.

The lirst is from Artlinr B. Stout, M. D., of San Frauciscjo, with a
coy>y of a proposed act " to create and estabiisl] a State botanical and
zobiogical farm for the experimental culture of all desirable phiuts of

foreif^u or indigenous growth, available for economic ))urposes, for the
cultivation of knowledge in zoology, and for the foundation of a i)ublic

thermal sanitarium for the cure of chronic maladies." The plan sug-

gested, and to be carried out by legislation, is to appropriate one mil-

lion acres of public lands, (granted by the State or by Congress,) forty

thousand acres to be divided into four nearly equal and appropriately

located farms, so as to obtain ail the beuehts of (bllereut climates, soils,

altitudes, and of thermal springs—all to bo under one general govern-

ment, and each to be managed with reiereuce to the object of its insti-

tution.

As the California legislature meets only biennially, the corporators

desire, to avoid delay, that permission to occupy at least a portion of

the lands be obtained from Congress, so shat cinchona plants may be
I)rocnred and set out immediately.

F. A. C. Grebner, of San Francisco, writes that he assisted at intro-

ducing cinchona plants into Java, under Dr. Jiiughiihn, and in their

cultivation under the present Superintendent Van Gookum. He also

planted over 200,000 cinchona trees in his own coft'ee plantation, and
when they were six years old their bark was sold in Frankfort, Germany,
at the price of bark from Peru. Though acquainted with the British

plantations at Ceylon and Nighlberry, he couiines his remarks to those

of Holland, in Jaxa, as the bark is superior to that of British India,

and fully c<iual to that of Peru as regards the quality of the quinine

extracted, though the alkaloid is generally less than in the Peruvian.

He says that"the shipments of bark irom Peru and Bolivia are annu-

ally decreasing. The plantations in Java now contain over four mil-

lions of trees of the best kind, and in the course of the next year a
factory will be erected there to extract the quinine and prepare it for

use.

Mr. G. thinks the climate of Southern California well ndapted to the

raising of cinchona and coliee, and that Chinese labor there will not be

dearer, considering its greater efticicncy, than JMalay labor in Java. He
says that entire freedom from frost can only be secured south of Los
Angelos, along the coast of San Diego, extending back into the country

feome thirty or forty miles ; that in. this district the average temperature

for years has been about 02^
; the lowest, 51^', in January; the highest,

73°, in August: the rain-fall is 10 inches annually, but there are fre-

quent heavy fogs. Wood-land is scarce, but that is no objection.

Mr. Grebner believes that capitalists cannot be interested in the sub-

ject until one or tv/o successful experiments have been made, and i)ro-

poses to commence on a small scale, at the same time trying coffee

i)lanting, and increase the planting as results may warrant. That suc-

cess may be attained in growing the cinchona, there is little doubt ; but

as the coffee-plant requires a temperature uniformly abo\'e 55'^, there is

less pi'ospect of success in its culture.

National Ag-ricultueal Associatlon.—The next meeting of the

National Agricultural Association will be held in St. Louis, Missouri, on
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the fonrtb IMoml:!y ia JMiiy,, proximo. In ,<„ eirciihu' is:ui('(i hy the Pve«-

ident, F. Jnlina Lo IMoyiio, esq., the iuiportanco of tlio meeting- is wet

jbrtl), and every .'igriciiltiirnl ori^'anizatiou t})roiij>liout llio connti-y

nrgecl to send reprosentative.s.

Angora goat-ereeders' oonviontion.—The ,aoat- breeders; of Cali-

fornia met ill convention, in the city of Sacramento, on the 28th day of

February last. A permanent organization was cficcted, and rules and
regulations for the government of the nssoeialion adopted. The follow-

ing-named gentlemen were elected officers for the (turrent year : Thomas
Butterfield, president; Nathan Gilmore, secretary; ajid L. A. Upson,
treasurer.

A committee, j)rcviously appointed, made a report on the condition,

&c., of the Angora, or Cashmere, goat on the Taciiic (.'oast, from which
we make the following condensed statement:

First. The experiment of importing and accUmating them has been
crowned witli success. They have proved both iieaKby and prolific.

The offspring of the pure blood goats are improving in size, and bear
heavier fleeces than the imported, fully retaining their rich, silky, and
glossy character. The fleece will range in weight from three to three
and one-half i)ounds each from one-third to pure-hlood, v/here they are
in large bands; where they range in small bands, and are properly shel-

tered and cared for, tliey v>dll average four to five pounds each. The
number of i)nre- blood imported goats, including tlieir oiispriug, Avill

a'pproximate two hundred and forty, about one hundred of which
are o^Yned by one partj^ in Monterey County, about fifty in the hands
of another party in El Dorado County, while the remainder are scattered

throughout the coast.

JSecond. The crossing of tlie Angora Avith the native goat (breeding
the Angora buck to the common female goat) has also proved success-

ful. The progeny is healtliy and increased in size over both native and
pure-blood stock. The fourth cross produces as heavj' a tleece, and of

as good quality, as the imported, while the tiesh of the grades makes
excellent mutton, whicli commands a ready sale.. They are found to be
far more healthy than sheep, being free from scab and other cutaneous
diseases, and with none of the rank, musky smell so oli'ensive in the
common goat.

Third, it is found that the arid plains, bushy foot-hills, and rough
mountains of the Pacific coast are well adapted to their growth, as they
are now flourishing from Oregon on the north to San Diego on the
south. The total numher of tliese go^its on the I'acific coast is esti-

mated at forty tliousand.

Fourth. A large majority of those wlio first engaged in raising An-
gora goats wer« induced, from various reasons, but principally from the
scarcity of pure-blood and high-grade animals, to use xhyx low-grade
bucks, a great proportion of them being less than sevea-elghths.. ]>Jo

fleece has resulted from such crossing; neither is it possible to atttiin

that end so long as such bucks ar© used. This much, however, has been
jittained : A large number of grades have been, by this system of breed-
ing, worked up to a point that by now crossing Mith tiro pure-blood
bucks a flock of valuable wool-bearing goats will be the immediate re-

sult. In crossing, the fleece all comes from the buck, consequently tl)e

blood of the buck should bo pure.
Fifth, There is no market or machinery for the manufacture of the

fleece in Cidifoniia, and the principal market is found in Philatlelphia.

liere the fleece brings 40 cents per ])onnd for the lowest grades, ran-

•
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uing up to SO ceuts, 61.10, and 81.-0 in gold, as per quality. There is a
considerable quantity of wool (mohair) in the hands of breeders, yet it

isuot in sufheient quantities to induce the parties holding it to take the

trouble to ship it to thi-. East.

Sixth. Tlie skins of low-grade wethers, disjjosed of for mutton, are

now dressed—the inferior ones into leather for the manufacture of boots,

shoes, and gloves, while the b(itter ones have been dressed with the

fleece on, and used extensively and profitably in the manufactui-e of

robes, ladies' furs, &c.

Aghicultueal Associations.—Mr. F. H. Gordon, president of the
Smith County (Tennessee) Agricultural Club, in the course of a recent

letter, makes the following observations touching the great importance
of agricultnral associations:

Our club unriuimonsly approves tlae cfTorts of your Dcpai'tmcnt to culi^liten out

farmers. And liere permit mo to say that if the Department of Af^ricnlture can induce
farmers everywhere to form small clubs of eight or ten members, and bind them per-

manently together by motives of selfand social interest, so as to induce tbem to attend
all their meetings regularly, and to devote mncli time to the study of agriculture at

home, then our whole industrial Y>opnlation Viill educate themselves in their profes-

sions, and make rapid improvement in the means of living and the prosperity of the

country. There can be no general education which is not self-education. A State

cannot" educate the people. They can and must educate themselves. The State can
stiuHilate, foster, and facilitate self-edneatiou. To do this, the Government must reach

every citizen at home, individually. If your Dei)artment can induce the farmers to

form small neighborhood clubs everywhere, then you can reach every one tiirough his

club. Yv'hat our National Legislature and j-our Department ought to do, in order to

accomplish this desired object, must bo left to the best miuds of the nation. It is evi-

dent that farmers will not readily and generally send their sons to our agricultural

colleges until they themselves have been partly educated. They must first appreciate

the value of science before they will send their sons to college. Hence, the work of

reform must commence on the farm and at the tireside. Eut to accomplish tbis object

your Department must organize small neighborhood cliib.s everywhere, and send
them the science of water, air, soil, and the animal and vegetable kingdoms. These
documents vill be their text-books at home. Thus the Kational Legislature will

enable your Department to educate all farmers at the fireside and on the farm

;

and thus the United States jiresent to the world the first educated community.
But you cannot get the people generally to form small clubs, unless you offer them
some strong inducements. You must teach them that the Government "will famish
them v>'ith books, documents, and other favors, onlj' upon the condition that they shall

use them. They should be required to form clubs before receiving any favors ; and
more; so long as such favors are continued they should re^wrt annually to your De-
partment.

jSTecessities of soutiieen AGrvicuLTURE.—3Ir. Harvey Ham-
mond, of Augusta, South Carolina, under date Marcli 2, 1872, writes as

follows

:

I return to yon the nolinowledgments and thanks of the Beech Island Farmers'
Club for the seeds sent by the Department of Agriculture. They have reached us
safely, and have been distributed. I trust in due time to report a good result from
their trial. The members of the club would likewise signify to you their appreciation

of J'our expressions of interest in southern agriculture. We feel more and more the

need of information as the problems set l)elbre us by the emancipation of our laborers

continue daily to widen. Trained to work, laborers employed by us for their own and
their children's children's lifetime, we find ourselves constantly out of our depth as wo
try to fathom the m.aTiy and profound changes retpiired by .1 system tb.at employs la-

borars by the day and l)y the job. j'"'or instance, we cannot understand how it is that,

with a soil and climate producing crops that give a. mucli larger money yield iier acre

ihan in tlie Northern and Wef^tern States, Ave are not al>le to pay one-fourth tht^ wages
to labor that are paid there. Jt may be that a laborer does more there than he does

liere, and we therefore feel a great interest in knowing the cost of the v.arious sorts of
farm work by the piece in tlie different sections, r. {/., daily wages being $1, what does

it cost to break up, broadcast, .an acre of ground, to plant an aero of wheat, to bnild

100 feet offence, to lay off .an acre of corn, to cut ;in acre of grass, &C., &c.
In meteorology, too, we would ]>e benefited by some more general statements. As,

for instance, .1 record for successive years of tlie ]:ist frost in spring, and the first frost

in autuiuTi ; th(^ s)(j?)sof the temperature, of the rain-fall, &c., for each season, and dnr-
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nig Hi'^ poriod of p;i-o\vlh of our Icndiiip; crops. Tho. fiirmer li.in not tlin timo or tlio

capacity lor iiiakiii.ijj thcso fjoiicralizatious. either from liis own obsorvations, (usually
vvortlilcs.s,) from tliose of the Departiiioiit of Agriculture, or of tlic siffunl service. At
yirescut tlie distinctive features of succeeding crop seasons pass bj', and leave no record
for our guidance.
As for seedH, we feel especially tlio need of grasses and other forage crops for winter

and spring grazing and feeding. We also believe that our cotton-seeds might be
greatly improved by a system of budding and hybridizing the varieties of this plant,

where it could bo scientifically conducted for a length of time, as it might bo under
glass ; and wo believe that the southern cotton-planter must rely nioro and more on
the excellence of the staple ho produces to overcome competition from other countries.

NoRTHEKX jMaine.—Mr. J. W. Lang", secretary of the Brooks Farmers'
Club, says tltat xVroostook County contains nmcli first-class farming
land, and will receive a lar;<i"e immigration this spring. A colony has
been planted there, of Swedes, by State authority and expense. State
lauds are actually given avray to settlers, 50 cents per acre, paid in work
npou roads to convenience the settler ; and farms, with some imxirove-

ments, can bo procured cheap. Wheat, corn, oats, i^ye, potatoes, hay,
and other products are largely produced. Stock-raising is a leading-

feature. Orcharding yet in embrj'o. Schools, mills, and social j)rivileges

abound.

The act to promote immigration and the settlement of tho Avilderness portion of
this State, passed by tho present legislature, probably provides for all the expenditures
of money that will 1)e necessary for the State to make in this direction. The Swedes
are proving themselves industrious, economical, and enterprising. That tiiey have a
true conception of what is needed to develop the resources of their c1ios(>q homes is

shown by the fact that they are to erect a steam-mill for the manufacture of lumber.

Faem products in New York.—At a late meeting of the Le Roy
Agricultural and Horticultural Society, Mr. H. Ives reported a success-

ful potato culture npou 24 acres of average soil, clover turf of a year's

standing, turned under and thoi-oughly tilled with the shovel-plow and
cultivator. This thorough tillage prevents rot in the seed, and is cheaper
than hand-culture. Such weeds as escape it are carefully extermiuated
by hand. The whole expense of production, including interest, was
$972; the yield was 3,G0O bushels, which, at 40 cents per bushel, $1,440;
leaving a net in-otit of 84G8, or nearly $20 per acre—over 48 per cent,

upon the cost. The most productive varieties of seed were the Harrison
and Peerless.

The president, Mr. H. H. Olmsted, realized a profit of 30 per cent,

upon a moderate yield, raising 2,400 bushels of Early liose npon 10
acres ; and 820 bushels of Harrisons upon 2^ acres. Mr. E. Hammond,
of Bethany, found the Early Rose to blight extensively in tho top in
the second year. IMr. W. L. Bishop raised 200 bushels per acre, but
lost about half by blight. Mr. J. Peck, of Stafford, found the Peach
Blows better than the Early Rose.
Mr. C. K. Ward raised 8 acres of Dlehl wheat, 44 bushels per acre.

It was well manured with ten or twelve loads per acre. White Michi-
gan on the same held yielded only 33 bushels ])er acre.

Mr. J. Peck, of Stafford, raised the pure I)iehl wheat after barley,
putting twenty loads of manure per acre. Yield, 30 bushels per acre, and
quality excellent. Mr. W. L. Bishop raised 50 acres of wheat—25 each
of Diehl and White Michigan—raisiug 1,400 bushels, or 28 bushels per
acre, worth, at $1.00, $44.80, leaving a net profit of $2G.G0 per acre.

Mr. A. Hill, on 1§ acres, raised 77 bushels shelled corn; corn, fodder,
and p,umpkins brought $105.50; expenses, $49.50, leaving a profit of
$5G. Mr. R. Sweetland raised 150 bushels of Sanford ears per acre, but
would not recommend it as a general crop.
Mr. J. E. Hazleton said that there are no orchards in this coi*nty too

old to be productive. Many trees in New England two hundred years
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old were stiil healthy and productive. The best time for pruning is

after t!ie middle of June. Several gentlemen denounced the injudiciou.s

pruning practice employed in many cases.

AGEicuLTur:AL PROGRESS IN DELAWARE.—Mr. 'Wiliiani C. Lodge,
secretary of the agricultural society at Claymont, Delaware, states the
object of tliat association to be the diffusion of scientific knowledge,
based upon actual experiment. The practical aims of tlie society embrace
the most profitable crops that can be grown in the locality, and the secur-

ing of maximum results with a minimum outlay of labor and expense.
Especial attention is given to the propagation of new and valuable
varieties of fruit. Periodical exhibitions are not contemplated, but
specimens of merit are presented at the^weekly meetings.

Prairie far^iing- in Illinois.—A correspondent froni Du Page
County, Illinois, ai resident since 1842, commenced farming operations
in tliat year by breaking the "raw prairie" from 4 to G inches deep with
the plow. He found that the more deeply plowed sod rotted much
the sooner. Part of the first year's breaking, sown witli oats, yielded
about 40 bushels per acre. The remainder of the breaking was i^lanted

in seed-corn, drojiping the seed in every fourth rovr, lapping the furrow
over the corn. This part of the breaking yielded from L*5 to .30 bushels
per acre. The following year, ihe sod not yet having sufficiently rotted,

the furrows were turned back again, harrowed three or four times, and
sown with foil wheat. Tliere being but little buow that winter, the
wheat mostly froze out; it was "ball" whca.t. Next season another fal-

low was sown in "blue-stem'- wheat, yielding forty bushels per acre.

Tbe land was plowed in Ma5', and again just before seeding time, which
was during the full moon of September. The seed was sown broadcast
on a six-pace land, at the rate of about 2 bushels per acre. The ground
was cultivated with a broad shovel-plow, and thou the grain was cov-

ered by a small triangular drag. In twenty-five years, farming on this

system, our correspondent never tailed to raise a good 0Yc>p of fall

wheat.

xVGRICrLTURAL STATISTICS OF BOONE COUNTY, ILLINOIS.—jMr. G.
B. Moss, of Belvidere, Illinois, has compiled for tlie Department the
iollowing statistics for Boone County for twelve years, ending vrith 1871,
giving aji illustration of the local changes and increase of productions
throughout the Western States.
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Agriculture in Colorado.—Mr. Thompson J. Hough, near Idaho
Spriugs, Clear Creek County, Colorado, at an altitude of 8,400 feet, last

season raised successfully the following crops, viz : Beans, (dwarf,) beet^,

cabbages, (early,) carrots, cresses, lettuce, onions, parsnips, peas, (all

sorts,) radishes, turnips, potatoes, barley, cats, timothy. The following

crops have been tested, but have entirely failed, viz: Pole-beans, corn,

cucumbers, rausk-melons, water-melons, squashes, and tomatoes. The
blue-l)ird, this spring, vras llrst seen March 18, nine days earlier than
last year. Xataral grasses are failing rapidly, from being' trampled by
stock, while their seed, when sown, grows so slowly as to be of little

l)ractical value. A strong growing perennial grass is the especial want
of 'those regions. a

Farming in Texas.—Dr. D. W. Brodnax, of Cameron, Milaii) County,
Texas, writes

:

Mr. .John Gratliaiu, of this ucigliljorlicod, vrith tlie .issiatanco of an iufirnj boy
seventeeu years of age, cultivated and raised, iu 1868, 22 acres of cotton, from wbich
lie gathered 27 bales averaging 514 pounds, equal to 28J bales averaging 500 ]}onmLs.

On other laud, -with same labor, he made 1,000 bushels of corn. Iu 18o9, on the same
land, ho made 20 bales of cotton, averaging 522 pounds per bale, and 800 bushels of
corn. In 1S70, ou the same land and with the same labor, ha raised 24 bales, averag-
ing 518 pounds per bale, and 1,200 bushels of corn. His wife and two littlo daughters
assisted in gathering and saving the crops. In addition, he raised potatoes, onions,
and all the cai^leu vegetables usually cultivated bore, largely in excess of tho wants
of his family. He also raised a number of hogs, and had a considerable quantity of
bacon to sell. He paid §!? per acre for his land. As good land novr brings from $3 to

|5 per acre.

MONTGOIMERY CouNTY TEXAS.—Mr. Charlcs B. S, Stewart, secretary
of the agricultural society of this county, reports tliat, since the emanci-
pation of the slaves, the practice of saving corn-fodder in that county
has been measurably abandoned, with excellent results in the increased
weight of the corn and in increased attention to Hungarian grass, oats,

millet, &o. It is found that the whole stalk of oats cut " before the
milk formation '' becomes very nutritious, and is entirely eaten up by
cattle. It requires, however, twice as long to cure hay irom the oats
cut at this stage. The cotton area of this county, in 1872, will be in-

creased 50 per cent. The crop of 1871 was crippled by a drought of five

weeks. It was forwarded before the advance of prices, to the great loss

of the producers. The merchants are looking sharply after the earliest

I'eports of the crop.

Displace:\ient op native glasses in Texas.—In the prairies oi:

Texas, especially on river and creek bottoms, the native grasses are
rapidly disappearing, from the number of stock ranging upon them.
But little eftbrt has been madoto supply the loss by cultivating other
varieties. Cattle now require feeding. California clover grows here
very copiously. Blue grass is growirfi well in Washington County, and
Italian rye-grass in ]Montgomery. Other varieties are well spoken of.

Winter weather in Southeastern Texas.—]\rr. J. E. Carlton,
corresponding secretary of the Agricultural, Mechanical, and Blood-Stock
Association of Jasper, Jasper County, gives the follov^'ing record of the
weather of that locality for each day of January and part of February,
3 872: 1st, 2d, .3d, 4th, and .5th, frost; 0th and 7th, rain; 8th, 0th,
10th, freezing; llth, 12th, 13th, frost; 14th, loth, 16th, freezing; 17th,

18th, rain; li)th, 20th, freezing; 21st,' 22d, snow; 23d, rain; 24i:h, 25th,
rain; 2GtJi, 27th, sleet; 28th, 29ch, 30th, 31st, freezing. February 1st,

2d, 3d, 4th, frost: 5th, Gth, 7th, rain; 8th, 9th, 10th, ^cold wind; llth,

12th, 13th, cold antl blustering ; 14th, 15th, IGth, fair. The coldest winter
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kr.ovrn by tlio oldest inhabitant. This disposes of the pretense that

shelter is unnecessary in that climate for farm animals.

Sa^^ Beenahdiko.—A correspoudeul, under date of March 23, sends

us some facts relative to the new settlement of " Biverside," San Ber
uardiuo County, California. This settlement is located in the upper part

of the Santa Anna Valley, near Mount San Bernardino, tifty miles east

of Anaheim Landing- on the Pacihc Ocean, and sixty miles southeast of

Los Angeles, at an elevation of about 1,000 feet above the level of the

sea. The settlement is about eighteen months old, and already cm-
braces some sixty families of enterprisiug and industrious people. The
lands on which they are located are from GO to 100 feet above the

Santa Anna River, which furnishes Avater by means of a ditch nine miles

in length, for irrigating purposes. This ditch was not completed until

July last, and nothing vras raised but corn, beans, &c. Yellov/ flint-

corn, planted August 1, and the white bean, planted the 23d day of the

same mouth, ripened. A large area has been sown vv'ith wheat and bar-

ley. Barley sov/n early is now heading out, and early wheat is about
ready to head. A second crop of corn and vegetables will be raised

after the barley and wheat aie harvested. Garden vegetables, includ-

ing corn, beans, and squashes, are now several inches high. vStrawber-

ries, unprotected, are now ripening. Field corn is up and loolnng finely.

The land is clay with a mixture of sandy loam ; the climate is dry and
warm ; the air'is pure, and is considered very healthy, being regarded

as especially beneficial to those afflicted with lung diseases, many of

whom made^ their home there during the past season. The climate and
soil both appear favorable to the cultivation of the raisin-grape, orange,

lemon, lime, and English walnut. A noticeable thing in the climate is

the fact that Avhen the mercury descends to 32° the frost seldom cuts

down such tender vegetation as corn, beans, &c., only slightly, if at all,

injuring them.

MESQUTTE-auM.—Mr. E. Kalteyer, treasurer of the Agricultural and
Industrial Association of Western Texas, says the mesquite-gum of

that region is almost identical with gum arable, having been in use

there for medicinal and technical purposes, especially in the preparation

of mucilage, gum-drops, jujube-paste, &c. The past year it has become
an article of export, some 12,000 pounds having been gathered in Bexar
County, and as much more between that and the coast. No gum is gath-

ered west of Bexar, though the drought was favorable to a large crop.

This gum is hardly known east of the Brazos. It exudes from the stem
and branches of a Mimosa, several species of which grow in Texas, New
Mexico, and Arizona. One of these vSpecies, Algarobia glandulosa, (Tor-

rey and Gray, N. A. F., 399,) is rarely met with below the mountair

regions of Western Texas. The species most common in Bexar County
gi'ows from 20 to 40 feet high and 18 in.ches thick. From it charcoal is

manufactured. It is generally used for picket poles, being very dura-

ble. It is also made into handsome furniture, the grain being very fine.

It grows where no other fruit-tree would live. It was favorably noticed

in the last annual report of the American Pharmaceutical Association.

Wire-fences in Texas.—Mr. E. E. Talbot, Georgetown, Williamson
County, Texas, describes a new wire-fence which has been extensively

iutroduced into that section, which, it is claimed, can be built for less

than $1.25 per rod. It has been fully tested by wild Texas cattle, and
is perfectly hog-proof. It consists of eight v.'ires, No. 1) size, passing

through cedar posts a rod apart. The lower lour wires are 6 inches

apart, and the others 9 inches. This will give a 5-foot fence. Between
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tlie ])()sts Mcave in tliree sawed or split pickets, wliieli slionld not reach

the ground. Staple the wires to the pickets.

Otoe County, Nebraska, —A correspondent writes ns that the
winter-wheat has been badly injured in this county, though the full ex-

tent is not known. Osage-oraage hedges arc thought to be almost en-

tirely destroyed.

FiiuiT niosPECTS IN Illinois.—Mr. J. Cochrane, of Havana, Mason
County, Illinois, writes, under date of "April C, that about half the

peach buds in that section are killed, those that are yet good being

mostly seedlings. The prospect for apples, pears, and cherries could

not be better. ^

Washington Terkitory.—Mr, xV. H. Miller, a resident for twenty
years of Yakima County, Washington Territory, sends us some interest-

ing facts concerning that Territory. He bas never seen the snow exceed
eight inches in depth, nor remain on the ground over two weeks in

ea^h year. The Avind rarely blows a gale even in the winter season,

and the cutting blasts of the prairie States are never felt. As a gen-

eral thing stock can be well kept through the winter on uncut grass.

Cows, dried in the fall, get into good order for beef by spring, and
calves and yearlings steadily gain in size without any other feed than
that obtained by grazing. The soil is measurably good—in some places

remarkably productive. While one spot may possess a rich, black,

loamy soil, the ground a few yards distant will be white with alkali.

Corn, wheat, oats, barley, sorghum, broom-corn, millet, herd's-grass,

melons, tomatoes, beans, potatoes, &c., yield good crops with fair cul-

ture. One farmer raised last year on sod land 40 bushels of sound corn

to the acre and 73 bushels of goose-wheat or Eussian rye. Another
raised CO bushels of white winter-wheat to the acre. It is no uncommon
thing to cut from 80 to 90 bushels of oats to the acre. The cultiva-

tion of sorghum promises to be successful, as does that of the larger

and smaller fruits.

OdessaWHEAT.—Mr. L. H. Eaton, ofMonroe, Green County,Wisconsin,
has cultivated the Odessa wheat for five years, with good results.

Twice during this time other varieties failed, but the Odessa produced
20 bushels to the acre. The berry is small, but weighs G3 pounds to the

measured bushel. It is equal to winter-wheat for milling purposes. It

is eight days later in ripening than other varieties.

Winter-wheat.—Mr, John J. Thompson, of Thompson's ranch, Da-
liota Territory, writes under date of March 8 that he has 40 acres of grow-
ing Baldwin wheat which has stood the winter finely, and is now quite

as green as it was the 1st of November last.

Effects of the severe winter.—Mr. E. E, Baldwin, writes as

follows from Ottawa, Franklin County, Kansas, under date of March 30

:

The winter has been one of unparalleled severity. Twenty tlionsand cattle

have perished in the Solomon Valley Irom starvation and the cold weather. Potatoes
Iniried for spring use and for seed are mostly frozen, the ground freezing sometimes to

the depth of three feet. Early-sown winter-wheat is almost an entire lailure. That
sown late in the fall and not germinating is now coming up, but must inevitably make
a very light croj).

Trial of agricultural iijipleivients,—The Ohio State board of

agriculture have appointed a trial of agricultural implements and ma-
chines, to take place at Springfield, June 18, 1872, The followiug is a
list of classes designated for competition, with the premium for the best

of each description : Plow for general purposes, stubble-plow, sod-plowy
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(lonble i)low : premiiiin in each case, a silver medal or 820. Siib.^x;il

plovv', liill-side plow, oiie-borse plow, double-shovel plow—a premium ibr
each of a silver medal or $10. Steam-plow, practical utility of opera-
tion to be fully demonstrated, $50 ; improvements in plows, diploma.
Two-horse grain-drill, $40 and diploma; one-horse grain-drill, $10 and
diploma

;
garden seed-drill, $5 ; horse-power corn-planter, $20 and diplo-

ma
;
potato-planter, $5 ;

potato-digger, $10 ; two-horse corn-cultivator,
$20 and diploma; one-horse corn-cultivator, $10 and diploma; farin-

road scraper, $10 ; roller and crusher, $15 ; harrow, $10; mole or blind
ditching-machine, $20 ;

post-hole borer or digger, $5. In giving pre-
miums on plo^ys, the following points will be considered : Gross draught

;

weight; loss of power in overcQuiing friction; net power required to
cut and turn the furrow-slice ; width of furrow-slice ; depth of furrow-
slice; comparative draught; simplicity of structure ; materials; work-
manship; durability; price; superiority of work. Competition is in-

vited from all parts of the Union.

PEET^niTM COEN CROPS IN VIRGINIA.—The following particulars are
from statements on corn by competitors for premiums at the Eock-
bridge County Fair, Virginia: Farm of J. D. H. Eoss, clay loam, upland;
an old timothy and white clover sod, plowed in December with three
horses, harrowed four times with three liorses; hills marked 3 feet by
3^ feet apart, and manured with home-made compost, a handful to three
or four hills; plowed three times in the course of the season; one acre
yielded TG^^ bushels of shelled corn, 51) pounds to the bushel, and
live acres gave 253i^ bushels. Farm of A. L. JSTelsou, loam, with clay
subsoil ; in grass for four years

;
plowed in February to a dei)th of 12

or 14 inches, and harrowed well just before planting, April 20 and 27;
the hills received plaster and ashes at the rate of two-thirds of a bushel
of plaster and one and one-third bushels of ashes per acre ; one acre
yielded by measure 911 bushels; by weight, So bushels 37 pounds
each ; five acres yielded 317 bushels by weight. Farm of G. W. Petti-

grew, on a sandy loam, having a northeastern exposure, and overlaid
by one to three inches of soil deposited by the flood of 1870; plowed in

April to the depth of ten iuches, planted April 12 ; one acre yielded

89:1 bushels by measure, or 97 bushels 47 pounds by weight, and live

acres gave 400 bushels and 40 pounds by weight.

ExPERBiENTAT. FARM FOR MISSISSIPPI.—Govcmor R. C. Powers,
of Mississippi, in a message recently communicated to the legislature

of that State, recommends that the grounds lying between the State
capitol buildibg and Pearl Eiver be erected into a public park and ex-

perimental farm for agriculture, under the auspices of the Planters,

Manufacturers, and Mechanics' Association of that State. But a small

appropriation is asked, which the governor thinks should be expended
under the direction of tlie State engineer and professor of agriculture

of Oxford University.

Heavy yield of corn.—J. Sanders, of Saunders County, l^ebraska,

deposes that he raised 18 acres of corn last year, vrhich averaged 90
bushels to the acre. J. H. ISTesbitt, of the same county, also deposes
that 75 acres of corn raised"by him averaged 97 bushels per acre, while

another field of 175 acres averaged 85 bushels per acre.

Proper ^iode of testing seeds.—Mr. Elliott IT. Benton, of Le
Roy, Dodge County, Wisoonsin, in a letter commending the policy of

this Department as to the distribution of seeds, says

:

To get a practical result in the least time, seed sunicient for nt least oue-lialf .acre
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should 1)0 furnished, so that ordinary Cc.ld-culture in every respect should be observed
iu testing its value; and this can be done satisfactorily onlij by a perfectly similar treat-

ment of some comnuin sort under perfectly similar conditions, side by side, such as,

iirst, amount of seed i^er acre; second, quality and situation of land;" third, manner
and time of sowing; fourth, d(;pth and manner of cultivation; iifth, former treatment
of land, &c. The testing of any lield-crop requires verj- faithful maiiageiueut and
patient wailing, for not less than throe years ayIU be essential to acclimate and give
an average of seasons. The most valuable result ^Yoald bo reached by a, maximum
yield from the use of a minimum amount of fertiliz',!rs and labor. Tlicro is no practical

value attaching to tho use of an unlimited amount of manure .and InJjor, simply to get
the largest percentage of yield, ior the crop may cost more than it is ^vortli. But the
first point should bo to ascertain the best manner of sowing; secondly, to ascertain

the jiropor amount of seed per acre; thirdly, to ascertain the best method of cultiva-

tion for Ji certain variety of grain and a certain character of soil : and, fourthly, to

.ipply tho manure in the manner to get tho bestteffect.

ExPERi:\rENTS WITH SEEDS.—The committee appointed at tbe con-

vention held in Chicago, on the 24tii and Sath days of August last, to

report a plan of experiments to l)e tried in common at the different

agricultural colleges of the country, submit the following :

Experiment No. 1, to tcfit the variation of mils on adjacent plat«,—\\c recommend that 20
plats of one-twentieth of an aero each, 2 by 4 rod:^, with strips of 4 fo'.* between each,

be selected on a soil as uniform as possiJdc, which has not been manured, at least for a
• number of years. It should lie well drained, (tile-trained is best.) Tho aspect of the
•whole should be the same, and tho slope, if any, as uniform as possible. Where not
uniform the facts should l>o noted. They should be plowed ar.d othcrwiso cultivated

uniformly at the same time oven in tlie day, and under the same conditions as nearly

as possible. These plats should bo i>laiited to corn in drills at a uniform distance
between rows, one kernel in a place, at uniform distances in tho row.s, s^ that each
plat sh,ill contain the same number of stalks. CJood cultivation should be given, but no
manure applied, and the experiment should bo repeated in 187,'') and 1874. Tho stalks

and eare on each plat should be counted. The corn should be out up at a proper stage
of ripeness, weighed green, each plat separately, and cured in tho same stooks ; and
when thoroughly dried should be weighed again, stalks and* all. The cars should then
be husked and weighed separately, both when iirst husked aiid again v.'hen thccobsseem
thoroughly dried. Tlie pounds each of soft and sound corn should bo noted. The
dates and amount of time occupied in going through each process of planting, culture,

iiarvesting, &c., should bo .accurately iioted and performed in the dry part of tho same
day. This experiment is intended to ascert.ain the differences in the natural produc-
tiveness of adjacent or nearly adjacent plats, Avith fhc view of getting tho exact con-
ditions before applying manures. The corn used should be the variety most suceessfnl

in the neighborhood, and the strips between plats should be kept cultivated.

Experiment No, 2. to test the uniform (tpplieation of manure on alternate iiJais.—As an im-
mediate experiment, under somewhat uncertain conditions, we rcoonmiend this : The
same care iu securing uniform soil, .aspect, slope, &c., should \>e had. We recommend,
as in tho other case, UO plats, each 2 by 4 rods, but separate<l each trom the other by
strips of 4 feet each, in order that the inflnence of the manure on manured pLats may
not be felt on unm.anured plats. These strips should be kept clean and the surface
stirred. The same weight of manure, of uniform finality, should be applied to alter-

u.ate plats, leaving tho other half unmauui'cd. The plats shouhl be planted with corn,
and be (jultivated and harvoste/1 as prescribed in ex])eriment No. 1.

Exjycriment ]S\). 3, io ief!l the comparaiice procluGtircness in hills and drilhi.—Two acres,

as nearly uniforin and identical in soil, aspect, .and slope as possible, should be planted,
after staking olT the ground, as in experiment No. 1, one in hill-s, the other in drills,

the rows being the same distance .apart, and the number of stalks to the squ.are rod
the same. The different fields should receive the same amount of cultivation, tho
crops be liai'vcstcd and weighed, and the sound and soft corn compared as in cxperi-
mcnt No. 1.

Experiment Ko. 4, to test the comparative effeet of common and continuous cuUivaiiQn.—We
recommend that another acre bo taken, 10 by 1(1 rods, and divided into one-twentieth
of .au acre plots, and pl.ante<l with corn in drills, as ia cxperimeut No. 1, making the
rows run Iho long w.ay of tho .acre, four rows to the rod, or forty rows, each 10 rods
long. Commencing on one side, give the first four rows commou culture; the next
four continuous stirring of the surface during tho whole time of cultivation, and so on,
alternating through ea^ch acre, giving five strips common and five strips continuous
cultivation. In linrTCSting, Ave take account only of tho two middle rows of each
strip or tier of plats. These should be cut u]"), weighed, dried, husked, «&c., as In

experiment No. 1.
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LuMBEK nioDUCT OF Tiip: Upper Mississippi.—Local estimates as-
*

sign tlie following aggregates to the last "log crop" of the Saint Croix
Eiver and it-s afdnents, viz : Willow Eiver, 9,000,000 feet ; Apple liiver,

25,000,000; Wood Eiver, 3,000,000; Clam Eiver, 5,000,000; Yellow
Eiver, 9,000,000; Mmekagon Eiver, L'5,000,000 ; Chipenazey Eiver,

7,000,000 ; Totogatic Eiver, 0,000,000 ; Frog Creek, 5,000,000 ; Beau
Creek, 2,100,000; Moose Eiver, 4,000,000; Main Saint Croix Eiver,

0,000,000; Snake Eiver, 70,000,000; Kettle Eiver, 30,000,000—total,
200,000,000. The Mississippi and its afdueuts, above tlio Falls of Saint
Anthony, yielded about 200,000,000 feet, making 412,1.00,000 feet pro-

duced by the Upper Mississippi and its affluents during the winter of
1871-'72.

Swiss school of milk production and management.— TIk

Swiss Mountain Union, which has for many years been interested in

the milk business, has issued a circular in wliicli it claims that milk pro-

duction and the care of the mountain pastures are the inseparable fac-

tors of the nation's wealth. The only article of exjiort is cheese, which
was exported in 1808 to the value of 18,074,832 francs, and in ISGi),

21,453,790 francs. The increase of milk products in other parts of the

world is alluded to. American factory cheese, an imitation of the Eng-
lish Cheshire, is rivaling its prototype in its home market. Svreden and
Denmark have established extensive dairies, while Holland, which con-

trols the cheese trade of the world, has estalalished at Utrecht a perpet-

ual exhibition of dairy utensils, &c., for the instruction of dairymen.
The Austrian minister of agriculture has given two annual prizes for

the benefit of cheese-factory associations, W'hile in Yorarlburg, Tyrol,

Ba,varia, Italy, and Prussia, the latest facts, principles, and improve-
ments are disseminated by means of itinerant lecturers, fairs, exhibi-

tions, and x^ublications. It is proposed in Switzerland to adopt this pol-

icy i]i the organization of a school of theoretical and practical instruc-

tion in milk production and management. For this purpose funds are
to be raised from the cantons, agiicultural societies, and individuals.

Great results are anticipated from this enterprise.

Cotton-seed as a feutilizer.—Mr. G. G. Zenor, a planter near
Pattersonville, Louisiana, last year made 05 hogsheads of sugar from 35
acres of old prairie laud. From 12 acres, fertilized vv'ith cottou-seed at

the rate of 815 ])eY acre, he obtained 35 hogsheads, or nearly 3 hogs-
heads per acre. The remaining 23 acres produced 30 hogsheads, or less

than l.V hogsheads per acre. This surplus product of 1§ liogsheads,

about 2,000 pounds per acre, involved an additional cost for fertilizers

of about three-quarters of a cent ])er pound.

California wool product.—From Miller & Co.'s annual wool
report, dated San Francisco, California, March 11, 1872, we have the
following facts relative to the wool product of that State for the year
just closed: Spring clip, estimated receipts at San Francisco and other
points, 13,389,187 pounds; fall clip, 9,890,941 pounds; pulled avooI re-

ceived, 990,125 pounds, making a total of the product of California for

the year 1871 of 24,270,253 pounds. The total product for 1870 was
19,400,505 pounds ; increa;^^, 4,815,088. There were also received at San
Francisco from Humboldt, Oregon, Washington Territory, and British

Columbia, 1,187,100 pounds; from Sandwich Islands and Australia,

1,010,403 pounds, and from Mexico 1,090 pounds. Total amount re-

ceived from other sources, 2,204,713 pounds.

" Lost Ilfation Wheat."—Mv. J. W. Lano-, of Brooks, Maine, writes
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that tliis wheat is taking- tbe lead in bis State. Notwitlistancling the
drougbt and grasshopper plague, seveuty-tbree bushels of handsome
wheat were produced hist year on three ;icres of ])lowed laud u[)ou an
old farm in Waldo County. On another, whare the grasshoppers were
in great numbers, reducing the bay croi) tbree-fourths, sixty-four

bushels were })ro(hiced on four acres. JSTo other grain was harvest<id on
the same farm out of several acres sown. This wheat makes a fine

grade of flour, and holds its reputation in all i)arts of the State. Com-
mands $3 per bushel for seed.

Encourage^ieisT to tree-planting in Maine.—Tbe following act
v>'as passed by the recent legislature, and has become a law

:

Tliat anj' laijd-lioldcr in this State who shall plant or set apart any cleared lands, or
lauds fioni which the primitive forest shall have been removed, for the grov/th and pro-
duction of forest-trees, within ten years after the passage of this act, and shall suc-
cessfnllj- grow and cnltivate the same for three years, the trees being not less in num-
ber than two thousand on each acre, and well distributed over tlio same, then on
application of the owner or occupant of such lands to the assessors of the town in
which the same is situated, and is so snccessfully cultivated or set apart to forest-trees,

and at the time of such application shall lile witli said assessors a correct plat of
such lands, with description of their location, and setting forth all the facts in relation
to the growth and cultivation of said grove of trees, or incipient forest, the same shall
be exempt from taxation for twenty j'ears thereafter; provided such grove or planta-
tion of trees shall during that period be ke^it alive and in a thriving condition.

Wheat and potatoes in Western iS'EW York.—At a recent meet-
ing of the Le Roy Agricultural Society, Genesee County, ISlew York, C.
K. Ward reported a crop of 352 bushels of Diehl wheat, grown on 8
acres, which had been dressed with about eleven loads of manure per
acre. This yield, averaging 44 bushels per acre, was the largest he had
ever obtained. W. L. Bisho]) reported 1,400 bushels of Diehl and wliite

Michigan wheat on 50 acres, averaging 28 bushels per acre, worth
Sl.GO per bushel. Expenses per acre (on summer fallow) $18.20, leaving
a profit of 620.60 per acre. H. Ives, of Batavia, reported 3,G00 bushels
of potatoes, Early Eose, Goodrich, Harrison, and Jackson, on 24
acres, averaging 150 bushels per acre. Total value of the crop, at
40 cents per bushel, 81,440; expenses, including $1G for manure on one
acre, taxes, and 7 per cent, on land, valued at §180 ])er acre, amounted
to 8072, or 840.50 per acre; total profit, 8468; profit per acre, 819.50.
Mr. Ives has had long experience in this crop, and this statement rep-
rcvsents his average product and profit for a course of years. Ho plants
on a clover sod of one year, and does all the tilling with shovel-plow and
cultivator, running them once a week till time of wheat harvest. H. H.
Olmsted, president of the society, reported 2,400 bushels of Early Eose
potatoes on 10 acres, averaging 240 bushels per acre, and 820 bushels of
Harrison on 2^ acres, averaging 328 bushels per acre.

Flax culture in Ireland.—The acreage of flax culture in Ireland,
for the year 1871, in the provinces of Ulster, Connaught, Leinster, and
Muuster, was 156,883 acres. The number of acres devoted to this cul-

ture in the same provinces in 1870 was 194,910, showing a decrease of
38^027 acres in the year 1871.

Experbiental farms.—Mrs. William :Qaviess, of Harrodsburgh,
Kentucky, in a well-written article contributed to the press of that
State, urges the establishment of experimental farms in each county,
under the direction and control of county agricultural associations.

Fultz wheat in PoTTAWATTA]\nE CouNTY, lowA.—Mr. I). B. Clark
writes as.follows from Council Bluffs, Iowa, under date of April 8:

September 17, 1871, I sowed four quarts Frdtz winter-wheat. All winter-killed ox-
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cept a little (3Dd of the picco piotacted by u l)oar<l feucc. October 7, i.-ifjv/ed fo;;r (ir.iirt;i

same variety, Avbich is also all winter-killed. Tlio i)a3t winter liaa been tliu most
severe on v.'inter-wheat we have bad for many year3. A good rain a few days ago has
revived the little wheat still alive. September 8, 1 sowed one Held of Iowa Amber.
From present appearances, it will make half or two-thirds of a eroj). On the Ibllowing
day I sowed another field of the same variety of wheat, which looks as though it

vv'ould make three-fourths of a crop.

EULTZ WHEAT IN Cai.houn County, ALABAMA.—Mr. E. 'J\ Head
writes from Jacksouville, Alabama, iiuder date of April 7

:

Vvlieat is uioi'o backward in appearance than usual at this season of tlie year, but
we have high hopes of a good crop. The Fultz wheat has stood the cohl weather oi

winter best of any thus far. I think it v/ill bo a success here.

Excelsior oats.—Mr. Joliu De Lyser, of Sheboygan County, Wis-
consin, gives the following as tiio result of his experiments with Excel-

sior oats

:

In the spring of 1869 I received Ixom the IJepartment of Agriculture 10 pouud.s of

Excelsior oats. Owing to the wet season, I only succeeded in raising li bushels,

weighing 40 pounds to the bushel. In 1870, 1 sowed this seed on a half acre of ground,
and secured 22 bushels of oats, weighing 42 jjounds to the bushel. Last spring I

soAvcd 11 bushels on four and one-half acres, and raised 40 bushels to the acre, (thrasher
measure,) weighing 49 pounds to the bushel, being GI-jy bushels (of :32 pounds to the
bushel) per acre.

Tahiti cotton.—In January, 1S71, this "Department received through
Hon. Geo. M. Eobeson, Secretary of the Wavj^, a specimen of the cotton

staple grown in the island of Tahiti. The staple was of such unnsuisl

length and fineness that the then Commissioner at once wrote to Hon.
Dorance Atwater, our consul at Tahiti, requesting him to x>rocure from
two to five bushels of the seed for experimental purposes in the extreme
Southern or Gulf States. Secretary Eobeson, in his letter transmitting

the sample of cotton, informs the Department that the naval officer for-

warding it states that in the year 1870 tvro million pounds of the
cotton were sold in France at $1 per pound. About six bushels of this

seed were received from Mr. Atwater, a, few weeks ago, iind five bushels

of it wei-e at once forwarded, in packages of oue peck each, to lead-

ing cotton-growers of the South. The remainder, about one bushel, was
forwarded to the Cotton-Growing Association of California.

TouzELLE wheat.—Professor J. W. Mallet, of Albemarle County,
Virginia, says of the White Touzelle wheat

:

The grain ripened rather earlier than most of the wheat in this region; v.ao fall

and plump, Aveighing62i jjounds to the bushel, and was a good deal adntiracl b,y many
farmers, who considered it likely to prove a useful variety here.

Fine crop of sugar-cane.—The Louisiana Sugar Bowl, of April i,

says that the Patent Brothers last year cultivated 100 arpents of plant,

and 70 arpents of stubble-cane, with tv»'enty hands, and made 225 hogs-

heads of sugar, weighing about 300,000 ])Ounds. This is equal to a yield

of 1,70-li pounds to the arpent, which, at an average of 7 cents per

pound, y-lelded within a fraction of 6110.32 per arpent. The same hands
also made enough corn to supply the plautation duriug this year. Be-

sides their OAvn crop the Patent Brothers ground the small crops df eipht

or ten of their neighbors, amounting to about 75 hogsheads more, tney

receiving about one-third of this sugar, which swelled their crop to about
250 hogsheads last year.

Wine product of 1871.—In a i)aper read before the jMississippi

Valley Vine-growers' Association at a recent session, I^Ir. Bush estima-

ted the production of Missouri at 1,000,000 gallons; Illinois, 1,200,000
5

ISIew York, 2,250,000; other States east of the Kocky Mountains
1,000,,000; Calitbrnia, 7,000,000; total, 12,150,000. Mr. Bush predicts
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"that Saint Louis ia to become tlie center of this interest—another

Bordeaux lor the distribution of wines."

IvAiJJ-FALL IX Califokxia.—Tlic raiu-liul of the closing- mouths of

1871 at San Francisco was greater than that of the same portion of any
previous year since the settlement of the State. The rain-gauge shows
that, prior to January 1, 20.21) inches had fallen. The next hirgest ob-

served aggregate was in 1851, amounting to 19.31 inches. At Sacra-

mento, up to December 31, the rain-fall Avas but 12.4:2 inches; at Stock-

ton 10.80; at Turlock, iii Stanislaus County, 8.52; Saint xVndrcas, lip

to December 23, 8.52 ; Shasta, up to December 2o, 30.25 ; Nevada, up
to December 30, 30.00 ; Los Angeles, up to December 30, 8.21.

MARKET PRICES OF FARM PRODUCTS.

Articles.

XKW YORK.

Flom-, superfiuc, Stato per 1 larrel

.

extra, Stxito do
superfiuo western .do

extra to choice -westeru do
cstriii soiit beru , do
good to choice do

\Vhcat, Ko. 1 ypfing per bushel

.

Xo. 2 spriug do
winter, red, westeru do ....

.

auibcr, Avesteru do
white, western do

Rye do
Barley do
Oats do
(.!,orn, new v/cstern, mixed do

old western , mixed do
Hay, shipping qualities per ton .

.

prime do
Pork, mess per barrel.

prime do
Beef, plain luess do

extra mess do
Lard per pound.
Butter, western •. do.'....

Stato dairy do
Cheese, western dairy do

State factory • do
Cotton, ordinary to good ordinary do

low middling to good middli'g .do
Tobacco, lugs, all grades do

common leaf do
Wool, pulled do

tub-washed do
California, spring clip do

fall clip do
Texas, inferior to common do

Boyrox.

Flotir, western, superfine per barrel.
extras do
choice do

southern extras do

March. April.

S5 10
« 70
G 10

to liiifi r)0

to 7 50
6 .50

r>2

70
7-2

92
1 12^

r,2

TO

r.o

75
.')()

r)R

70
7:5

80
9:5

14
54
70.'r

25 00
27 00
13 50
12 00
9 (!0

11 00

9i to
12 to

21
14
15

21q
7+ to

Si to

7U
'J5.

32 00
14 10

13 87
11 00
12 50

yf
23
37
16m
21§
23|i-

Hi
. 10

871
1 00"

$0 25
6 70
G 25
G 05
G 90
7 15
1 55
1 50
1 G7
1 70
1 7-3

88
80

to

to
to

to
to
to

to

to

to
to
to
to
to

53^ to
71 to

C<G 60
6 45
G 00
9 50
7 10
9 50
1 59
53
70
77
80

83
,57

7U

28 00
28 00
12 75
10 75
8 00

10 00

Si
12
24
14
15

20f
22

jj

8
9

G2

to 29 00
to 34 00
to 13 00
to 12 75
to 9 50
to 12 00
to 8?

23
40
17
20
22J
241^

10$
83

;;9 to 41 to —

.G 00 to G 25
7 00 to 8 25
8 50 to !(.) 50
7 00 to 7 50

G 00 to G 50
G 75 to 8 00
8 25 to 11 25
7 00 to 7 25
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MarJcet prkcH of farm products—Coutinuetl.

Articles.

Boston—Contiuued.

Flour, clioico Baltimore per barrel

.

Wheat per bualiel

.

Eye ilo

Barley do
Corn, southern yellow do

western mixed do
western yello'w ; do

Beef, mess per barrel.
extra , do

Pork, prime do
mess do

Lard per pound

.

Butter, New York and Vermont do
Canada, choice ;. ..do
western do

Cheese, N. Y. and Vt., choice factory. . do
Ohio choice factory do

Hay per ton..
Wool, Ohio and Pennsylvania per pound.

Michigan do
other western do . . . :

.

California do
T6sas do
combine fleece do

PIIILADELPHLV.

Flour, superfme per barrel

.

extras do
family and fancy brands do

Wheat, red, Penn. and western per bushel.
amber do

Eye do
Corn, yellow do

mixed, western do
Oats, western white do
Pork, roess l)er barrel.

Beef, mess, city packed do
Lard per x^ound

.

Cotton, middling do . . , .

.

BALTIMORE.

Flour,- superfine per barrel

.

extra do
family and fancy do

"Wheat, Pennsylvania jtor bushel

.

western do
Maryland do

Eye do
Corn, yellow do

white •. do
Hay, western per ton.

.

Pennsylvania and Maryland do
Pork, moss ]ier barrel

.

Butter, western, prime to choice.. per pound.
New York do

Cheese, western factory do
eastern do

Lard .do
Cotton, ordinary , do

March.

ip 00
1 eo
90
75
77
75
77

10 00
12 00
12 00
14 75

n
18
27
17

ICi
14

22 00
75
70
70
35

90

to^lO 50
65
95
20

77
78

to 12 00
to IG 00
to 12 50
to 15 00

10
35
30
27
17^;

Vol
to 32 00
to
to

to
to

to

to

90
82
80
55
50
92

5 25 to 5 75
{) 00 to a 50
9 00 to 10 00
1 GO to 1 G2

90 to

Goi to

GO to
GG

5.)

14 00
15 00

to

to 14
to 15

9A to
23 to

56
75
50

9i
23^

G 25
7 25
8 25
1 6G

to 6 75
to 8 25
to 11 25
to 1 72

95 to 1 02
64 to
G4 to 66

14 00 to 14 25

21 to 27
35 to 38

April.

§9 00
1 50
92
75
77
76
77

10 00
12 00
11 00
14 00

9
18
29
13
19

17
30
75
75

92

5 25
6 00

10 00
1 76
1 80
87
65
()4

54
13 00
14 50

8f
23

to$ll CO
to 1 90

95
1 20
78
77
79

to 12 00
to 16 00
to 12 50
to 14 50
to 9i
to
to
to
to

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

35
32
28
20
19
33
90
90
82
55
50
95

6 25
8 50
11 00
1 77

88

GG

to
to
to
to
to

to
to
to

to 55
to 13 25
to 15 00
to 9
to 23J1

G 50 to 7 00
7 25 to 8 00
8 25 to 11 25
1 81 to

1 75 to 2 00
95 to 1 05
63 to
63 to 64

13 25 to 13 50

9 to 9J-

20J to

Hi to

SO to

9
21^
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MarJcet prices of farm products—Conthmed.

Articles.

Baltimore—CoDtinued.

Cotton, middling per pound-

Tobacco, common to good lugs ... ao

common to medium leaf do

Wool, unwashed, free from burs do

tub-washed • "°

CINCINNATI.

Flour, superfine per barrel-

extra fo

family "^ '

Wheat, No. i white per bushel..

No. 2 white <lo

No. 1 red f]o

No. 2 red do

.

March. April.

$0 2H to $0 22i

Corn, white ...do.
do.yellow *^"

Oats, white ^^^

No. 1, mixed do

Rye ^o

Barley, winter, No. 2 ao

spring, No. 2 do .

Hay, tight-pressed, com. to choice ..per ton.

.

loose-pressed, prime to choice do ....

.

Pork, mess per barrel.

prime ^o

Beef, plate do

i^a^jjjg — tio

Lard, prime^ steam per pound

.

Butter, western reserve do

choice central Ohio do

Tobacco, lugs do

leaf.

Wool, tub-washed - do.

fleece-washed, mauufact'g do.

fleece-washed, combing do.

unwashed, manufacturing da

.

unwashed, combing do

.

pulled do.

CHICAGO.

Flour, winter, extra per barrel

spring, extra do ...

.

Wheat, No. 1 spring per bushel

No. 2 spring do

No.3 spring do

Corn, No. 2
rejected

Oats, No. 2 . .

.

rejected

Rye, No. 2
Barley, No. 2 do....

Hay, timothy, (on track) per ton

do
do
do
do
do

6 75 to 7 00

7 25 to 7 50

7 50 to 7 75

1 68 to 1 70

22^ to $0 23

1 63
1 60

50

to 1

to 1

to

65
62
51

44
43
91
70
70

16 00
17 00
13 00

45

6 75 to 7 00

7 40 to 7 65

7 60 to 7 85

1 80 to 1 82

1 70
1 6S

46

1 71
1 77
48

93
80
80

to 23 00
to 21 00
to 13 25

13 00 to

26 00 to 28 00

9| to lOi
23 to

21 to

9 to

9 to

75 to

55 to

55 to

45 to

45 to

72 to

25
23
18
30
78
60
60
48
50
75

42
40
90
65
70

16 00
17 00

12 00

92
75
73

to 23 00
to 21 00

to

13 00 to 13 50

26 00 to 28 00

81- to

30 to

25 to
8 to
9 to

75 to

55 to
55 to

45 to

32
28
18
30
78
60
60
48
50

.do.praine «^v/ . .
.

-

.

Pork, mess per barrel.

extra do

Beef, mess do.....

Lard per pound.

Butter, choice dairy
-T V'/.""""^°

fair to choice tub and hrkiu . . do

25 to

50 to

31 to

231 to

18 to

37 to

31f to

29 to

9 00
6 75

1 25

39i

""'32'

73
56

13 00
9 00
11 95
11 40
8 75

to 75i
to 66
to 14 00

to 10 50

to 12 60

to 11 50

to 9 00

8f to
25 to

16 to

27
22

40
72
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Market prices of farm products—Cantiuuad.

Articles.

Chicago—Continued.

Cheese, New York factory per pound..
western factory do
Ohio factory do

Wool, medium fleece do
unwashed, medium do
tub-washed do ,

SAINT LOUIS.

Flour, superfine per barrel.

extra do
choice do

Wheat, red per bushel

.

white do
spring do

Corn, mixed I do
yellow do
white do

Oats, wliite do
mixed do

Eye do
Barley, Avinter do

spring do . . .

.

Hay per ton

.

Porlr, mess per barrel

.

Lard, prime steam do
kettle do

Butter, choice per pound.
medium to fair do

Cheese, choice factory do
Cotton, middling do
Tobacco, lug per cwt.

common leaf do
medium to good leaf do

Wool, tub-washed per pound.
fleece-washed do . . , .

.

unwashed mecTium do

April.

NEW OlILKANS.
•

Flour, sai)erfiue per barrel

.

extras, (according to grade) do
Corn; white per bushel.

yellow do
mixed do

Oats - do
Hay, choice per ton

.

prime do
Pork, mess per barrel

.

Beef, mess, (Texas) do
Lard, tierce per pound.

keg do
Butter, choice western do

Goshen do
Cheese, choice factory do

western reserve do
New York cream do

Cotton, ordinary to good ordinary do
middling to good middling ... do

Tobacco, lugs do
low-leaf do
medium do

17 to

13 to
16 to
60 to
38 to

79 to

17i
16

66
45
82

5 75
6 25
8 10

to 6
to 7

to 8
1 65
1 65
1 36
40
39
55
36
36
80
70m

15 00
12 75

av
8i

22
15
16^

21
4 20

to
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Market prices of farm products—Continued.

Articles.

SAN FRANCISCO.

Flour, superfine per barrel.

extra super do
higher grades do

Wheat, State per cental.
Oregon do

Corn, white do
yellow do

Hay, State per ton

.

Pork, mess per barrel

.

prime do
Beef, mess do
Lard per pound

.

Butter, overland do
California do
Oregon do

Cheese do
Wool, native do

California do
Oregon do

50
75
25
05
15
10
75

14 50
15 00
15 00
13 .50

111
20
25
15
18
30
35
40

to

to $6 00
to 6 50
to 2 25
to 2 25
to 2 15
to 1 80
to 23 50
to 17 50
to 16 00
to 22 00

13
25

32i
20
20

45
45

April.

75
25
75
75
85
50
45

15 00
17 00
16 00
12 00

11*
20
20
15
16
35
45
40

to
to |5 50
to 6 25
to 1 95
to 1 95
to
to 1 50
to 22 50
to 18 00
to 17 50
to 22 00

13

22i
25

22
40
55
50
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MONTHLY REPORT

>^
Department of ActIiiculture,

Statistical Division, June 22, 1872.

Sir : I respectfully i)reseut, for publication, a report of the condition

of crops for the month of June, with collections of statistics anil records

of the condition of agriculture, from home and foreign sources ; articles

upon Northern farming and Southern planting, the deterioration of cot-

ton and sugar-cane, and the epizootic diseases of swine ; and notes of

current work of the entomologist, chemist, and botanist, a record of

scientific discovery in the direction of rural arts, and miscellaneous

facts from original sources.

Hon. Frederick Watts,
Commissioner.

J. E. DODGE,
Statistician.

CONDITION OF THE CROPS IN JUNE.
WHEAT.

The returns for June have been carefully examined^ percentages of

area and condition have been tabulated, and averages calculated with
reference to the comparative wheat area of each county. This compound
method—and only true one of obtaining a State average—involves an
immense amount of labor, which cannot be done in a day; yet the re-

sult is a reliable and satisfactory expression of the deliberate views of

the county statistical boards, and may be received as the only complete
and approximately accurate review of the wheat prospects of the coun-
try in the first week of June, 1872.

The following tabular statement of the general character of the re-

turns from nine hundred and three counties, including a large proportion
of the wheat area of the country, shows that 48 per cent, are unfavora-
ble, 22 i)resent an average condition, and 30 i^er cent, are above average.
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Virginia
North Carolina
South Carolina
Georgia
Alabama
Mississiiipi

Texas
Arkansas
Tennessee
West Virginia

.

Kentucky
Ohio
Michigan
Indiana
Illiuois

Wisconsin
Minnesota
Iowa
Missouri
Kansas
Nebraska
Oregon
California

Total ...

Average.
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makes an average, both in area andcontlition, w}iile the general average
of the State, both for winter and spring, is 98.

The returns from Connecticut average 05 per cent, for area, and 88
for condition. Returns from several counties do not include wheat.
Of thirty-three counties of New York reporting winter-wheat,

(representing six-sevenths of the crop,) only Warren and Westchester,
which grow very little wheat, return condition higher than 100, and
Putnam 100. The general average is for winter 68, and 91 for

spring; representing a deficiency in the wheat-crop of New York of
about 28 per cent. Five counties—Monroe, Niagara, Livingston, On-
tario, and Genesee-—which produced more tlian four millions of bush-
els in 1859—average this season but 64 in condition. The total area of

winter wheat is 98 per cent., only Wayne, Niagara, Steuben, Dutchess,
Schuyler, Schenectady, and Delaware, making returns below 100, while
Warren, Wyoming, Broome, Yates, Monroe, Oneida, Erie, and Jefferson
make returns above 100. The wheat prospects indicated by the April
returns, which were not very cheering, have been impaired by drought.
Twelve counties in New Jersey, which represent four-fifths of the

total product, average 98 per cent, for area and 70 for condition. Only
Essex, which is unimportant as a wheat county, returns average con-
dition, while Hunterdon, the first in wheat production, returns 35.

A reduction of one-tenth of the wheat area of last year is indicated
in Pennsylvania, and a condition of 30 per cent, below an average
is presented. The reports represent thirty-eight counties, of which
Clearfield alone returns 100. Had the season been propitious since

the opening of spring, the losses by winter-killing would have been
by no means irreparable—scarcely even formidable. The York corre-

spondent declares the prospect the worst one for thirty-seven years.

Drought, cool winds, and the fly are among the evils added to winter-
killing.

We have returns from thirteen counties in Maryland, which together
produced 86 per cent, of the wheat reported by the last census. No re-

turn gives an average condition, the highest being 85 for Calvert.
Frederick, which usually" produces one-fifth of the crop of the State, is

credited with 70 : Montgomery sends the same figure; and other counties
make still worse returns, as 60 for Howard and Queen Anne ; 50 for Bal-
timore and Talbot ; 30 for Cecil ; 25 for Carroll, Washington, and Har-
ford ; and 20 for Kent.
Delaware has been afflicted with drought, reducing condition to 70,

while the area in comparison with that of last year is 96.

Fifty-two counties of Virginia indicate a loss of 2 per cent, in area,
and a depreciation below an average of 15 per cent. ; only -five counties
indicate condition above 100 ; thirty-six below, and eleven 100. Those
standing highest are Gloucester, Montgomery, Giles, Scott, and Henry.
Loudoui], which should yield half a million bushels, is placed at 60, and
Augusta, which stands next in production, is put at 80.

South of Virginia, reports are more favorable. North Carolina gives
an average of 101, both for area and condition. Of forty-eight counties
reporting, only twelve place condition below 100. The superior appear-
ance of drilled wheat is noted.

In South Carolina, area is represented by 96, and condition by 97,

Fifty-seven counties in Georgia make wheat returns. Very little com-
plaint of rust or insects is made, and the weather has been quite favor-

able. The area is averaged at 98, aud con'dition rises to 105. Only elev-

en returns of low condition are made.
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III Alabama few couuties produce wheat except to a very limited ex,

teiit. Tweuty-one make reports wliicb are quite promising. Area 105-

conditiou 115.

Only nine returns of wheat come from Mississippi. These indicate a

decrease of 5 per cent, in area, and place condition at 104.

From Texas only ten counties make returns. These indicate an in-

crease of 15 per cent, in area, and place the average condition high, at

117.

. Wheat is in fine condition in Arkansas, (110,) though there is always
quite too small an area, and that of the present year has declined 10

per cent, from last year.

Thirty-seven counties in Tennessee -make returns of wheat, only four
of which present condition below 100. It is noted that better tillage is

beginning to prevail, and that a good harvest is assured from lands,

properlj^ tilled. The reported area is 3 per cent, greater than that of

last year, and condition high, averaging 117.

In West Virginia there is no decrease in the wheat area, but its con-

dition is not promising, being represented by 85 ; Jeflterson, a county
famous for flourisliiug wheat-fields, by 62. Three-fourths of the twenty-
eight counties reported make low returns of condition. There was
some injury by winter-killing, and more by drought inMa^y.
A diminution in area of 8 per cent, is apparent in Kentucky, but the

crop is in superior condition, averaging 108, only six counties standing
below 100 of the thirty-eight reporting. Seven counties, representing
one-fifth of the cro]) of the State—Christian, Hardin, Jefferson, Mercer,
Shelby, Spencer, and Warren—average 115 in condition.

Returns from fifty-three counties in Ohio indicate a reduction of 12
per cent, in the area, and 22 in condition. Ten counties, Butler, Craw-
ford, Darke, Fairfield, Greene, Logan, Miami, Montgomery, Seneca, and
Stark, representing one-fourth of the usual product of the State, average
a depreciation of 20 per cent, in condition. Sciota and Butler are placed
at 110, and Fairfield and Huron stand at 100, Trumbull and Delaware
reporting 95; Hamilton, Geauga, and Seneca, 90 5 Holmes and Mahon-
ing 85, and all others falling still lower. The reported causes of damage
are freezing, drought, the Hessian fly, and poor tillage.

The prospect is almost equally gloomy in Michigan. A reduction of

8 per cent, in area is reported, and the average condition is placed at

75. Thirty-five counties are represented, among which are Oakland,
Washtenaw, Jackson, Kalamazoo, Cass, Lenawee, Livingston, Barry,
and Genesee, which produce nearly as much wheat as all the remaining
counties of the State. The Counties named indicate a reduction of 8 per
cent, in area, and a condition 30 per cent, below average. Drilled

wheat is more promising than that sown broadcast.

In Indiana the area is represented by 94, condition by 85. There is

great variety in the returns ; among those counties which have produced
half a million bushels each, Carroll stands at 100, Shelby 95, Park and
St. Joseph 80, Johnson 75, Kosciusko GO, Randolph 50. Fifty-six coun-

ties are reported, of which thirty-eight are below an average in condi-

tion, and but ten above. In Kosciusko frost as late as May 3 injured

the crop. In some places the fly is reported, in others the chinch-bug,
while drought has been general, though of unequal duration, and at

some places it still continues. The superior advantage of drilling and
good tillage is repeatedly stated.

In Illinois the Hessian-fly is found ia many places, and the chinch-

bug is troublesome. The area in winter wheat is undiminished,
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but coudition is 20 per ccut. below average. The following countiew,

which produced nearly- eight milliou bushels iu 1869, return condition,

Saint Clair and Monroe 110 ; Madison 100 ; Clinton, Eandolph, and Perry
90 ; Lawrence 75 ; Macoupin and Montgomery ijt) ; Sangamon 25. The
remainder of the forty-six reports of winter wheat present a similar
variation. In spring wheat there is a reduction of one-fourth in area,

while its condition is a full average. Among the counties producing
spring wheat largely the following report very favorably : Eock Island
and Carroll 110 ; Ogle and Boone 105 ; Lee 120 ; Bureau 100. Of
twenty-seven reporting spring wheat only four are placed below 100.

viz : Champaign, Menard, Massac, and Putnam.
The wheat prospect is good in Wisconsin : area of spring w^heat, 98

;

condition, 101. Thirty counties report spring wheat, of which Brown,
Iowa, and Washington only fall below average. The following counties,
representing one-third of the crop of the State, average 105, viz : Wal-
worth, 120 ; Green Lake, Grant, and Jefferson, 110

; Saint Croix, Fond
du Lac, (these two having grown 1,500,000 bushels each,) 105 5 Wash-
ington, 95 ; Iowa, 90. Very little winter wheat is grown.
The prospect is cheering in Minnesota. Winter wheat is low in area

and condition, but there is never fall-sown wheat enough for mention
as affecting the general crop. The area of spring wheat is 101, of win-
ter 76, but the deficiency of the latter does not amount to a quarter of
one per cent, of the total average. In condition the average for spring
wheat is 100. Eeturns are received from twenty-one counties, yet five

of the number produce nearlv half of the wheat of the State, viz : 01m-
stead, 100 ; Fillmore, 125 ; Dakota, 120 ; Goodhue, 100 ; Wabashaw.
120.

Forty-nine counties in Iowa make returns of spring wheat, and
eighteen of winter. The area of the former is 100

; of the latter 102

;

but there are 30 acres of spring wheat to one of winter. The condition
of winter is averaged at 80 ; of spring at 111. Only three returns (from
Apj)anoose, Henry, and Carroll) place spring wheat below average :

eight return average; and thirty-eiglit above average. The follow-

ing eleven counties, which produced ten millions bushels in 1869, aver-
age an increased area of 1 per cent., and are placed at 12 per cent, above
average condition, viz : Black Hawk, Clayton, Tama, Winneshiek, Clin-

ton, Jasper, Linn, Alamakee, Cedar, Delaware, and Marshall.
Missouri comes nearer a failure' than any other Western State. The

area of winter-wheat appears to be reduced 8 per cent., and condition
is 42 per cent, below average. Spring-wheat is doing comparatively
well, but its proportion to winter is only as 1 to 13. There are reports
of winter-wheat from sixty-seven counties, and only Saint Genevieve,
Crawford, McDonald, Eeynolds, Wayne, Carter, and Perry stand above
average. "A failure" is reported from Holt and Moniteau. The late-

sown winter-wheat was severely injured by freezing, and the spring has
been unfavorable. Chinch-bugs in vast numbers have attacked some
localities. Again and repeatedly comes the statement that drilled wheat
is not winter-killed in dry soil, and that that sown broadcast is very poor,
and in some cases has been plowed up. And yet some farmers and
agricultural writers have not learned of the benefit of drilling and drain-
ing as a protection to wheat.
In Kansas the area is nearly equally divided between winter and

spring wheat, with a slight preponderanc^e of the latter. The result of
the present crop will tend to make the disparity wider. The area of
winter-wheat averages 02, of spring 140 ; condition of winter 46 ; of
spring 108. There are thirty returns of the former, and twenty-nine of
the latter. Only Sedgwick, Shawnee, Howard, and Linn, of the spring-
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wheat counties, report low condition ; only Crawford, Jefferson, and
Washington come up to an average in winter-wheat.
The prospect in Nebraska is quite promising. Though w'inter-wheat

is in very poor condition, it is grown upon a small area, and spring-

wheat is reported at 14 per cent above an average, with an increase of

13 per cent, in acreage. Cass, Burt, and Lancaster, together producing
half a million bushels, average 112 in condition. There is no report of

low condition, except in winter-wheat.

Our returns from California are not full, though representing about
half of the wheat area of the State. A large increase of area is shown,
and the promise of a large yield is general. The returns of correspond-

ents, together with information from outside sources, lead to the

belief that an increase of at least ten to twelve million bushels will be

made.
An increased area is also apparent in Oregon, and the prospect is

good for a nearly average croj).

The following very brief extracts from remarks accompanying the

statistical returns will serve, not to give a complete idea of the wheat
prospect, which is more accurately presented in the tables and the sum-
mary preceding, but to illastrate the local peculiarities of the crop :

Maine.—YorTc : Wheat looks finely where it was not covered with snow and ice.

Cumberland : Spring-wheat loojts well.

Vermont.—Orange: Winter crop fine. Grand Isle: Winterkilled. Orleans: Small

bnt looks well.

New^ York.— T("o(/rt : Materially injured by drought. Jefferson: Half winter-killed.

Livlngsione : Injured by April drought. Yaics : Poorest prospect known. Genesee:

Injured by extreme cold of winter
;
good rain may improve it, but it will be below

average. Chatauqna : Poorest ever known
;
growth small ; no heads yet in sight.

Kings: What is left of the crop looks well; shortened by extreme winter cold.

Wgomhig : Shortened by drought. Otsego: Badly winter- killed. Ontario : Foot. Erie:

Stands well, but is small. Seneca : Almost a failure through drought.

New Jersey.— TTfln-ev? ; Will not yield over a half crop. Sussex: Looks badly.

Mercer : But little more than a ha*lf crop, on account of the cold dry winter and spring :

fly in some fields.

Pennsylvania.—Armstrong : Spring drought gave but little chance to recover from
the winter freeze. Bei-lcs : Winter and spring nnpropitious. A few fields have been

jilowed up for corn. Greene: Looks badly. Lycoming: Badly-winter killed, and still

further injured by late spring. Susquehanna: Badly winter-killed. Lancaster: Not
over 8 bushels average per acre ; the fly threatens what the hard winter has left.

Montgomery: Badly winter-killed ; many fields plowed for corn. Yorl: : Crop shorter

than for thirty-seven years. Fulton : Fultz wheat better than any other variety.

Centre: Drought has niade many fields bare. Huntingdon : Injured by hard winter

and dry spring. Chester: Injured by cold winter and spring, and also by the fly.

Beetve)- : Shortened by drought. Indiana : Northwest winds blow the dry earth from

the roots of the wheat. Mifflin : The crop a failure ; largely winter-killed. Tioga

:

Injured severely by fall drought and winter freeze. Xorthumhcrland : Prospects poor :

Fultz wheat better than the common. Union : Crops tolerable : greatly improved by
late rains. iaicceHce : Half crop. Fayette: Badly injured by March winds.

Delaware.—Xew Castle: Severely affected by drought.

Maryland. - Carco?? : Severe winter and spring with the fly, have reduced the crop

one fourth. Howard: Acreage decreasing; farmers say the crop does not pay. Balti-

more: Fly and other insects troublesome. Queen Anne: Not over a half crop possible;

stands thinly on the ground; straw short; without speedy rain the beads will not be

filled out. Montgomery : Fly at work: joint worm expected to follow. Cecil: A few

fields tolerable, but the general condition never was worse ; some fields plowed up.

Kent: Dried up. Washington : Most general failure since 1836: many iields will not be

cut. Charles: Recent rains have raised the wheat crop to a fair promise.

ViuGiNLA,— C«?/>fj)e>- .- Early drilled winter wheat 90 per cent ; early broadcast 50 ;

later wheat suttercd severelv fronj freezing, broadcast more than drilled. Fultz

wheat from the Department 105 ; Touzelle, ll.'S ; Ushak, U'i. Spottsylrania : Heads
low but well filled. Henrico: Crop still fine in spite of serious injuries. Botetourt:

Injured by drought, flv, and joint worm. Stafford: Winter crop badly injured by
cold and drought. Middlesex : Heads low, but "prospects fair for a good crop ; Fultz

wheat making a splendid crop ; better than any other. Charlotte: Short, but excellent

:

no rust. Craig: Below average. Lancaster: Cold and drought will prevent rust.

Giles: Above average promise. Surrey: Acreage decreased; crop thin and small.
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Richmond : Winter-killed aud cut down by drought ; Fultz wheat vigorous. Fluvannit

:

Wheat backward, but filling well; Fnltz wheat especially promising ; tillering and
heading finely. King and Queen : In bad couditiou ; fears exi»rt\ssed that the crop will

be abandoned. Pnhiski : Stood the winter well, but the dry, cool s])ring and the lly liavc

injured it. Orange: Eecent rains have been of great benefit to- wheat early sown on
good laud, but most of the fields are very poor. Highland: Injured by winter freeze and
spring drought. Madison : Wheat improved by late rains, but cannot make a full

crop. liocJcingham : Not eveu a half crop. Rappahannock: Heads short atul low. New
Kent: Looks remarkably well. Prince George: Acreage reduced : drought has kept off

rust from early sown fields. Bath: Looks badly: Fultz wheat much better. Amherst:
A fine prospect ; seriously injured by drought. Mecldenhurgh : Badly winter-killed.

Nchon : Crop short. Augusta : Worse than for many years. Clarke : Crops are prom-
ising; much better on the iron-ore lauds west of the Sheuandoah. Prince William :

Suffering severely for rain. King George : Greatly improved by recent rains.

North Carolina.—Randolph: Prospect fair. MecMenhurgh. : Better than for many
years ; drilled Fultz wheat very promising. Chowan : Very ordinary. Camden : AVheat
culture almost broken up by rust, scarce fifty acres sown where once there were many
thousands. Rowan : Heads small and not well filled ; straw short ; drought, fly, and
rust complained of. Bladen : Fultz wheat very fine. Stokes: Heads Avell filled; rust on
the blades, but too late for the grain ; fly in a few fields. Clay : Acreage reduced ten
per cent., but prospect good. Jackson: Fultz wheat looks well; stood the winter
better than the Tappahaunock. Pasquotank : Not half a crop ; rust reported. Gaston :

Crop a full average. Moore: Above average. Perquimans : Rusted as usual
;
prospect

poor. Alamance : On rich lauds recent rains have greatly recompensed the losses fnun
winter-killing aud the fly. Rockingham : A fine crop. Haywood : Winter wheat a good
stand but heads low. Stanley : Early wheat promising ; later, somewhat rusted ; Fultz
wheat tillers well, has a large head and promises a full crop. Montgomery : Crop over
average.
SoDTH Carolina.— Greenville : Early-sown fall wheat looks well ; late-sown suffered

from drought. Union : When sown before December, on well-prepared ground, the
crop looks well. Chesterfield : Somewhat winter-killed, but looks well, especially Fultz
wheat. Lexington : Dry weather favorable ; first-rate yield promised. York : Looks
well. Anderson : More than half the crop is out of danger. Orangeiurgh : Looks very
well.

Georgia.—Muscogee: Looked well during winter aud spring, but latelj' rusted.
Murray : Crop, a full average. Hancock : Fultz wheat looking well. Putnam

:

Area small
;

yield good. Oglethorpe : Winter crop daily improvin*- ; culture care-

less. Fayette: Injured by drought. Forsythe : Looks finely, and promises a full yield
of good grain. Wilkes: Cut earlier than ever; Taiipahaunock, tlie best for flour,

but ten or fifteen days late. Coih: No rust : splendid yield xiromised. Brooks: Fultz
wheat luxuriant, but grains small. It would do well under good conditions. Marion :

Fultz wheat looks fine. Chattooga: Prospect materially improved. Sumter: Acreage
small ; crop injured by drought aud rust. Butts : Stand poor, but grain good ; suffered
from wet and cold. Madison : Dry weather has made the crop verj^ fine. Milton :

Crop fine ; well filled ; no rust.

Alabama.—Marshall : AVheat harvest the best in twenty years. Lawrence : Unusually
promising. Clark: Department wheat rusted. Calhoun: Full average; Fultz wheat
fine ; from 50 to 75 grains on each head ; ripeus as soon as other wheat sown fifteen

days earlier ; no rust. Limestone : Some rust on blades, but no serious damage.
Mississippi.—Lee : Promises an extraordinary yield.

Texas.—Johnson : Crop unusually large. McLennan : Average yield, 25 to 30 bushels
per acre. Gillespie: Tappahanock will yield largely ; better than last year. Upshur:
Acreage about the same as last year; condition superior. Red River: Harvest ten
days late; yield large. Grayson: Tappahaunock and Fultz wheat tine. Hunt: Fultz
wheat a lai'ger yield than native grain.
Arkansas.—Independence : Fultz wheat exceedingly promising.
Tennessee.—Loudon : Filling better than for several years. Jefferson : Fultz wheat

sowed late, but looks fine. Henry: Looks fine ; greatly improved. Greene: Generally
promising; fly reported in some localities; Fultz shows larger heads than the Tappa-
hannock ; no rust. Sullivan : Damaged by the fly ; many fields pastured or plowed
up ; a good harvest will be gathered from well-prepared lauds. Weakley : Yield better
than for many years ; crops lately have been poor. Wilson : Area less than last year,
but the quantity produced will be greater. Early sown on good land, wheat will yield
this year above avei'age; seeded late on thin soil, it will be poor; some rust on blades.

Coffee : Rust has appeared. Rhea : Good crop. Putnam : Severely damaged by freez-

ing, but now looking better. Dickson: Rust on blades. Hancock: Acreage reduced

;

iiist in some places, but the condition i)romising on the whole. Granger: Promising,
especially Fultz wheat. Roane: Thin stand, but fine heads; Department wheat
especially promising.' Robertson: Early wheat fine; late shortened by drought. Knox:
Improved since the close of the May drought; Fultz especially fine. Wayne: Good.
Monroe: Straw light and blades rusted, but heads filling well; quality excellent.
Lincoln : Blades rusted.
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Kkntucky.—Shelby : Thin, but heading beyond expectation. Xicholas : Fair crop of

-winter wlieat. Mercer : Crop abundant. Daviess : Recent rains have redeemed an
unpromising crop

;
prospect better than for ten years. Laurel: Injured by heavy rains.

Grant: Badly winter-killed ; Fultz wheat looks badlj^, though the spring has been fa-

vorable. Henry : Crops fair. Laurel : More promising than for several years. Butler :

Beginning to rust. Boclcasile : Indications of rust. Anderson: As fine as ever known.
Graves : Yield quadrujde any former one. Adair : Crop not large, but looks well.

West Virginia.—Pocahontas : Suffered from winter freezing. Hardy: Not over a

half crop. Harrison: Winter killed and injured by drought. Randolph: Below aA'er-

age ; winter-killed. Taylor : Better than last year. Cahell : Below average. Nicholas

:

Half crop; winter-killed. Tyler: Half a crop.

OBXO.—Xoile : Not over a fourth of a crop; winter-killed, and injured by drought.
Logan: Protracted fall drought, secured but a feeble growth. A large area has been
plowed up for oats. Scioto : Seasonable spring rains will probably compensate for

reduced acreage; spring-wheat looks well. Warren: Badly injured by frost ; spring
crops abandoned. Medina : May average two-thirds of a crop ; spring-wheat acreage
reduced one-half. Defiance : Retarded by fall and spring drought. Monroe: Some good
fields, but many will not pay for cutting. PicJcaway : Badly winter-killed, and after-

ward injured by drought and flies ; not over a half crop. Fairfield : Badly frozen out
Coshocton: Winter-wheat almost a total failui-e. Wyandot: Plenty of liy. Greene:

Fly bad, eating whole fields. Allen : Injured by hard winter aud dry spring. Franlclin ;

Sevei'e drought, poor tillage, and Hessian fly have made the poorest crop of winter
wheat for many years. Crawford: Not half a crop; broadcast nearly all winter-

killed ; early drilled as good as usual. Carroll : Largely winter-killed. Henry : Early
sown fields a full average. Delaicare: Crop exceeds expectations. Lorain: Spring-

wheat never better. Adams : Crops twenty-five days late ;
greatly improved during

the first half of May. Champaign: Badly winter-killed; drought and fly injurious.

Geauga : Greatly improved ; nearly average.
IXDiAXA.

—

Elkhart : Below average, but greatly improved by late rains. Ohio :

Greatly improved by seasonable rains aud fine weather. Madison: Very poor before

the late rains, which have greatly revived the crop. Gibson : Fine since the spring
rains, but tlu'eatened by the army worm. Perry: Fair crop. La Grange: Early sown
on well-prepared ground promises a good crop ; where sown on corn ground just cleared

the wheat will not be worth cutting ; late rains favorable. Kosciuslo : Injured by
frost May 3. Johnson : Not over a half crop. Washington : Many fields injured by the
fly. Miami: Australian white wheat from the Dej)artment looks well. Scott: Tappa-
hannock iujured 25 i^er cent, by fly ; Australian vrhite came up finelj', but has been
almost swept by the fly ; Fultz doing well. Morgan : Wheat ranges from extra good to

very indifierent. Nolle : Late rains have improved wheat ; early drilled a full average;
late sown but a half crop ; on corn ground not over a half crop ; the county will aver-

age about two-thirds of a crop. Saint Joseph : Winter croj) looks well in spite of bad
weather. Bandolph : Never looked worse ; early sown badly frost-killed. Wayne

:

Almost a total failure from fly ; j)erhaps one acre in ten will be cut. Owen : Rains too
late except to fill the berry. '^Marshall : Harvest late. Hamilton : Good crops in some
fields ; almost none in others. Posey : Prospect good ; Fultz entirely winter-killed.

White : Wheat will head short without speedy rain. StarJc : Spring-wheat from the
Department looks splendid. Warren : AVinter crop good in some places, in others

not ; chinch-bug at work. Knox : Improved to nearly an average. Franklin ; Upland
wheat generally damaged by the fly ; on stout land and bottoms itlooks well ; Austra-
lian white spring ruined by the fly ; Fultz looks as well as any other, heading early.

Harrison : Thin on the ground and iujured by the fly. Dubois : Well headed. Deca-
tur : Badly damaged bj- dry fall and cold winter ; very thin except where drilled ou
fallow ground ; fly at work.

Illinois.—Pike: Not half a stand; too deeply sown. Lee: Looks fine. Tazewell

:

Insects in the crop. Cumberland : Harvest two Aveeks late. Fayette : Looks well, though
a few fields have been injured by the chinch-bug. Perry : Chinch-bugs very destruc-

tive. De Witt: Geuerally winter-killed. Clinton: Fly at work. Boone: Spring-

wheat greatly reduced by chinch-bugs. Menard: Wiuter-wheat badly winter-killed

;

spring croj) iujured by drought. Bandolph : Greatly improved. Clarke : Greatly im-
proved by fine weather. Franklin : Winter-wheat 20 per ceut. injured by chinch-bugs ;

Fultz wheat doing well, though sown late. Ogle : Spring-wheat unpromising. La
Salle: Promising. Logan: But little spring-wheat. Gallatin: Prospects better than
for several years. Siejihenson : Looks well. Wabash : Fly has cut down the crop one-

half. Saint Clair : Heading unusually large. Jersey: Good ou timber lands, but weedy
aud thin on prairie land. Edgar: Promising. Cass: Not over half a ci'op winter-
wheat: siiring-wheat looks well. Laicrence : Chinch-bug aud fly have cut down the
crop one-half. Crawford : Chinch-bugs have done terrible damage. Putnam : Badly
winter-killed, including Fultz. Bichland : Fly and chinoh have cut down the crop to

half an average. Hancock : Terrible ravages of fly aud chinch.
Michigan.— Washtenav: : Wheat doing tine ; crop about two-thirds ; much old wheat
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leit over. Kalamazoo: Greatly iujured. Meva.itu : Better than for yeare. Eimnett

:

Greatly iiuprovefl ; spring crop acreage reduced. Lapeer : Badly winter-killed. Oak-
land : Poorly, late sown last fall; greatly injured by unfavorable winter and
spring. Calhoun : About average : drilled better than broadcast. Ottawa : Stand thin
but doing well. Tuncola : Winter crop light. Wayne: Looks well on sandy soil; spot-
ted on clay land. Van ituren : Looks well. Nen-aygo : Nearly average ; nuicli bene-
fited by cool, damp weather. Clinton : Largely plowed up ; not a fourth of a crop.
Sanilac: Almost a total failure; nine-tenths plowed up. Shiawaswe : Prospects brighter.
Livingston : Poor show. Mawicahn : Badly winter-killed. Berrien : Spring rains very
beneficial.

Wisconsin.— Walworth : Winter-wheat looks well, but the acreage is small and
decreasing. Juneau: Looks fine; never better. Fond dn Zac: Harvest four wrecks

late. Pierce : Winter wheat on prairie soil badly winter-killed. Saint Croix : Spring
crop fine. Calumet : Spring acreage small. IVaukesha : Late snow ; spring crop 10 per
cent, above average. Sheboijgaii : Spring-wheat looks well. Grant: Promising. Bay-
field : Acreage small, but crop promising.

Minnesota.—Meeker: Looks well, li'aterman : Fine promise; no winter-wheat.
Blue Earth : Acreage decreased. Freeborn : Spring sowing late. FiUmore : Looks
splendidly. Nebraska: Stand excellent. Jackson: Looks well. Steele: Promising.
Houston : Unusually good.
Missouri.—Caldwell : Almost a failure. Greene : Prospect better

;
probably three-

fifths of a crop. Platte: Scarcely a good acre. Barton: Almost a total failure; no
spring-wheat raised. Harrison : AH winter-wheat, except early sown, a failure ; spring-
w^heat doing well. Polk : Almost a total failure, inchidiug Fultz, through bad weather
and insects. Buchanan: Almost a failure ; Fultz entirely frozen out. Newton: Half
winter-killed. Moniteau : A failure ; chinch bugs in vast numbers. Crawford : Fine
prospect ruined by chinch bugs. Boone: Poorer than for thirty years. Cole: Drilled
wheat a good stand ; broadcast poor. Putnam : Looks well : chinch-bugs restrained
by the cold. Holt: Winter-killed. Daviess: Winter-killed. Stone: Injured by cold
and insects; not over a half crop ; Cass: Badly winter-killed. Vernon: Drilled wheat
average ; broadcast one-fourth ; much of it plowed iij). Montrjomcry : Much wheat
plowed up. Carroll : Spring-wh.eat splendid ; winter crop a failure. Livingston

:

Broadcast a failure. Taney : Prospect brightening ; almost an average. Macon : The
best districts a fourth of a crop. Nodaway: Winter-wheat ruined. Saint Louis : Half
a crop. Benton : Very unpromising. Morgan : Winter-killed

;
yield less than in twenty

years. Callaway : Badly winter-killed. Jasper : Better than was expected. Howard :

Good upon dry rich land. De Kalh : May make seed. Shelby : Winter-killed. Frank-
lin: Chinch-bug. Hickory : Winter-killed and eaten by chinch-bugs. Marion : Chinch-
bug. Barry : Half winter-killed.

Iowa.— Cedar: Growing finely. Shelby: Stand excellent, but the rains have made
fields on river-bottoms quite weedy. Audubon : Prospect good ; no winter-wheat
raised ; too liable to winter killing. Guthrie: Frequent light rains have brought out
the crop finely. Buchanan: Spring-grain growing so fast that it has been pastured to
prevent mildew. Muscatine : Winter crop injured by drought ; sjiriug croj) restricted

in acreage by wet aud by fear of chinch-bugs. Johnson : Winter wheat poorer than for

years; spring-wheat much better. Madison: AViuter-killed ; not over half a crop.

Chickasaiv : Looks well. Bremer : Looks well, but inclines to straw. Calhoun : Fultz
winter killed ; White Australian looks well. Cherokee : Season fine for wheat. Harri-
son : AYinter crop ruined; spring crop growing too fast. Tarma : Spring-wheat looks
well. Buena : Fultz winter killed. Mitchell : Spring-wheat promising, Lee : A small
white worm, resembling the Hessian fly, has attacked the crop ; Australian si^ring-

wheat did well.

Kansas.—Chase : Early-sown fields sheltered from the north wind look well, but many
others are frozen out ; crop but two-tenths of last year notwithstanding an increased
acreage. Douglass : Winter-wheat a failure ; spring-wheat looks well, but acreage
small. Lahette : Winter-wheat improving

; spring crop good—the first in the county.
Bourbon : Ciiinch taking the remains of the crop. Johnson : Mostly frozen out. Shaw-
nee : A failure ; small area of spring-wheat. Sedgwick: Frozen out. Marshall: Mostly
plowed up for spring crops. Leavenworth : Frozen out ; chinch taking the remains.
Orange : Badly winter-killed though drilled in good corn-ground. Morris : Almost a
failure. Cherokee : Many fields are coming oiit wonderfully in the fine weather. Ne-
malia : Winter-killed; mostly plowed up. Washington: Badly winter-killed ; spring-

wheat largely sown. Ellsworth : A failure. Montgomery : Drilled wheat looks well

;

broad-cast winter-killed. Biley : Nearly a total loss. Marion : Mostly plowed up.
Republican : Badly winter-killed and plowed up. Osage : Winter-killed and eaten by
chinches. Saline : Almost totally winter-killed.
Nearasiva.—Jefferson: Very iioor, especially the late sown. Cedar: Prospects favor

able. Boone: No winter grain. Gage: Winter-killed; spring crop looks well.

Dakota.—Bon Homme : Spring-wheat looks very well.
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Indian Tkrritory.— Chf-rolite yation : Wheat slowly recovering ft»iu the great
storro of May 17.

Utah.—Box Elder : Winter crop not a success; largely plowed up. Weber: Looks
iiue. Cache: Injured by frosts; spring grain benefited by late rains and is excellent.

Morgan: Sowing delayed by fear of grasshoppers, which are not one-fourth as numer-
ous as last year. Volunteer wheat will bring 50 per cent, of a crop.

California.— Placer: Acreage increased 10 per cent. ; wet winter has reduced the
promise of a fine crop. Sonoma : Early rains in excess and subsequent drought cut
down the crop 40 or 50 per cent, below average. Sacramento : Late-sown grain a fail-

ure; extensively cut for hay. San Bernardino: Rusted by hot winds and sea-fogs.

Humioldt : Acreage increased. Stanislaus: Average 12 bushels per acre; early sown,
good; late sown, mostly made into hay. San Joaquin : Better than since 1869. Tuo-
lumne: Crop light. Amador : Distinction between winter and spring grain almost in-
known. El Dorado : No spring grain.

COTTOK.

Au increase is reported in the cottou area iu every State. A very
small i)roportioii of county returns show a decrease of acreage. Plant-

ing was generally delayed by a protracted season of drought, and fields

that were planted late occasioned some trouble in obtaining perfect

stands; but the recent rains, and renewed efforts in replanting, hp.ve

finally secured stands of average completeness. The i^ercentage of

increase in area—last year's crop being the basis of comparison—is as

follows: North Carolina, IG per cent.; South Carolina, per cent.;

Georgia, 12 per cent. ; Florida, 10 per cent. ; Alabama, 11 per cent. ; Mis-
sissij^pi, 10 per cent.; Louisiana, 11 per cent.; Texas, 18 per cent.;

Arkansas, 16 per cent.; Tennessee, 12 per cent. The average increase

througbout the cotton States will approximate 13 per cent. Texas has
naturally made the largest relative increase, not only having enjoyed a
favorable season for planting, but also during the past year having
received accessions of emigrants who are cotton-planters. The condi-

tion of the plant throughout the cotton section is ver^- nearly a full

average. Separating the Atlantic from the more western States, the

former stand a little below an average. The latter are fully up to the

standard of a fair condition. The drought which prevailed in April and
the first half of May delayed the growth, and the cold nights in the

more northern belt had a further retarding effect, but the abundant
rains and genial temperature which followed have wonderfully invig-

orated and advanced the crop. The following figures represent the con-

dition of cotton in the several States, one hundred standing for an aver-

age: North Carolina, 96 ; South Carolina, 92 ; Georgia, 96; Florida, 95;
Alabama, 105; Mississippi, 100: Louisiana, 104; Texas, 100; Arkansas,
98 ; Tennessee, 101.

Four counties in Virginia report the culture of cotton, viz : York,
Southampton, Prince George, and Surry. A small increase of area is

ishown, and condition a little below average. Tirginia is not reckoned
a cotton State.

Thirty-five county reports are received from North Carolina, all show-
ing enlarged acreage, except Mecklenburgh. Rowau^ Wilkes, Surry,

Lenoir, Catawba, and Alamance, which give the same area as last year.

Eighteen place condition below 100. The following extracts show local

f>eculiarities

:

Northampton : Cotton area increased 10 per cent. ; stand good, and prospects as favor-

able as usual. Meckleniurgh : Cotton prospect worse than for ten years. A heavy,
beating rain-storm just after planting, followed by dry, baking weather, prevented its

coming up. Chowan : More cotton planted than ever before ; the dry weather kept it

back, but late rains have produced a very good stand. Pitt : Rains have produced a
good stand, in spite of previous drought, but have also brought forward the grass. A
larger area planted than last year, and less labor available for its culture. Camden :
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Cool weather has retarded the growth of cotton ; staud poor. Rowmi : Doing well.
Bladen: Planting hite and hurried; only ordinary stands, on account of the drought
at planting. Nights too cool for its rapid growth ; dying out to some extent. Duplin:
Unusualainonnt of commercial manures used ; late starting, but good stands obtained.
Pasquotank : Area doubled ; cool, dry weather has prevented a good stand ; crop will

probably be short. Gaston : Very unpromising. Sat/ipson : Cotton-planting late, but
staud unusually good ; crop looks finely. Moore : Cotton planted late, but looks well

;

staud good. I'cniuimans : Cotton area doubled ; stands good ; cotton disi>lacing the
wheat-crop. Coahoma; Earlier planted cotton looks well. Stanhj : Drought in April
and May will shorten the crop. Montgomery : The crops three weeks in advance of last

year. Jones : Prospect never lietter, but labor scarce.

Eveiy report from South Caroliua, except tliat from Newberry, (which
is 100,) increases the area of last year. Fairfiekl stands highest in con-

dition, at 110; Marlborough and Livingston, 100; and twelve counties
reported stand below average.

York: There is an increase of acreage; but six weeks of drought after planting has
put the crop back very much. The stand is good, except where it was planted very

,

early. Anderson : Has suffered much from drought. Half of what was planted in May
is at a poor stand, but it generally looks strong and healthy. Fertilizers have been
freely used. WilUamshnrf/h : Late in coming up, and the stand not very good, but the
growth has been rapid, the tilth good, so that the jirospect is favorable, take it alto-

gether. Orangeburgli : Looks fine; favoi'able season. i^ai^yJeM : Cotton area increased

;

more fertilizers used ; labor less abundant and available ; crop retarded by the late

spring and lack of rain up to May 16, since when fine rains have produced a great
improvement. Staud good. Union: Tu the northern part of the county the staud is

good, and the season has been favorable for cultivation, but in the southern i)art there
ha.s been very little rain since April 8, and it is unpromising. Edgefield : The staud is

imperfect owing to continued drought over much of the county since the early part of
April. The indications do not point to a larger crop than last year's. Bichland : The
stand is very imperfect, much not yet up, and much land too hard and dry to break up.
Marlborough : That planted, early in April came up well and is very promising, while
late-planted cotton has not yet received the first working, and will require a late fall

to make a good crop. Xewhcrry : The staud is very poor owiug to cool nights and
drought during spring. Many crops have been replanted entire, the second crop just
coming up ; more fertilizers used than last season, and the crop may be an average
one, though the prospect is not encouraging.

Very full returns are received from Georgia, numbering sixt^'-three,

and representing as many counties. The only counties in which the
cotton area appears to be diminished are Worth, Schley, Troup, Heard,
Greene, Pike, Kewton, Liberty, and Charlton. Among the principal

cotton counties, Pickens claims an increase in area of 30 per cent., Gor-
don of 25, and Dawson and Coweta of 20, and Hancock of 5 per cent.

Thirteen reports claim condition above average from 5 to 25 per cent.,

among which are Gordon, Schley, Lee, Glynn, Brooks, Walker, Putnam,
and Milton.

Stewart : Stands good ; bottoms all planted and doing well
;
promises better than for

several years. Madison : Stand bad, but condition good. Glynn : Three weeks late,

but in good condition. Marion : Looks well. Upson : Licreased use of fertilizers, but
drought has injured the crop. Lee : Twenty per cent, of cotton crop not up

;

planted late on account of drought. Greene: Stand small and late. T)-oup : Poor cot-
ton stand

;
plants sickly. Heard : Bad stand. Clayton : Cotton mania raging ; 200

tons of fertilizers bought on credit : crops mortgaged for provisions. Chattooga

:

Unusually good staud. Laurens : Drought has greatly injured the prospect. Mc-
Duffie : Favorable weather, and guano are i^ushing the crop. Givinnett: Late rains
have improved cotton. Immense quantities of commercial manures used. Johnson :

Acreage devoted to cotton increased 10 per cent., birt drought prevented the
planting of the whole. Twiggs : Very backward, but good stands secured. Eich-
mond : In better condition than usual. Fulton : Drought has caused much cotton
to be plowed up. Sumter : Bad stands. Butts : Drought in May made poor stands
Muscogee : Doing well where there is a staud. Walton : Season unfavorable. Harris :

Dry weather of May prevented the cotton from coming up well. Columbia : Bad stand
;

weather and seed complained of; a good, warm rain may yet bring it out. Newton :

Stand pretty good, but plants small. Putnam : Staud first-rate, but a full mouth late.

Oglethorpe : A tolerable stand, and late, but improving. Fayette : Stands good. Clmtta-
hoochie ; Prospect average ; ])etter than last year. Wilkinson : Stands poor ; in some
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cases few or no plants are up. Forsyth : Generally a fine shaud, but late ; caused by
drougbt. Hancock: Late planting, but stands good; condition good, but backward.
Wilkes: Stands unsatisfactory; alleged causes: 1st, defective seed ; 2<\, drought from
May 5 to 20; "Jd, casualties after the plant is up. Late planting decidedly the best.
Cobb : Late rains have improved cotton. Douglass : Stand short, through drought.

Only two counties in Florida return a decrease of area, but there is

much variation in the reports of condition.

Jackson : Three weeks behind in sowing, but generally clean and looking well. Lib-
tfrty : Cotton-seed on rolling laud considerably washed out ; on level land greatly rotted.
The seed had been cousiderably heated after gathering, destroying its germinating
principle. The crop v.'ill be 25 per cent, short. Leon : Increase of cotton area due to
negroes putting their patches in cottou instead of corn. Hamilton : Doing well ; stands
drought better than other crops. Bradford: Looks well; promises more than an
average crop. Orange : Stand i^oor. Suwance : Late, wet, and cold spring makes the
cotton crop backward; cut-worms injuring the late plantings. Levi): Early cotton
doing well ; late cotton ruined. Waknlla : Prospects better than usual.

Bibb and Jefferson are the only counties in Alabama which return a
diminished acreage ; ten report the same as last year, and the remainder
make an increase ranging from 5 to 25 per cent. About one-third of
the reports indicate condition below average, and the remainder are
nearly equally divided between high condition and an average.

Montgomery : Late in coming up. Crops small but clean, and looking well; acreage
reduced and condition inferior to last year. Franklin : Late hot weather favorable
to cotton ; no insects infesting it. Marshall : Early planted above average. Tusca-
loosa: Looks unusually well. Autauga : Looks well; cleaned by the drought of grass
and weeds. Conecuh ; Area somewhat larger than last year. Early planted cotton
looks well. Lawrence : Late but promising. Colbert ; Heavy stand, growing fast

;

much of it, late planted, will be in danger from late frosts. Greene. : Season dry, but
favorable to cotton, especially on low bottoms. Cherokee : Suffering from excessive
moisture; stand good, but the growth is injured by insects, especially the flea-bug.
Sumter : Drought has retarded cotton growth. Clarke : Late in coming up. Dallas :

Promises an abundant yield. Morgan : A good stand in spite of drought ; it looks
healthly and promising. Clay : Complaints of bad stands. Randolph ; Eecent rains
have improved cotton. Crenshaw : Imperfect stand. Lauderdale : Growing well.

]!?J"otwithstanding the delay and api^arent injury from drought in April
and May in Mississippi, reports of condition are comparatively favora-
ble, the average standing at 100. A large proportion of the counties
claim increase of area, the total increase being 10 per cent.

Winston : Came up badly until after the rain of May 21 ; verj' late, but looking
finely. Smith : Looks promising, except on low bottom-lands, where heavy rains the
latter part of May injured it much. First forms seen May 20. Bolivar : Very late.

Little came up till after May 23, and, unless the fall is very favorable, the crop
will be short. Grenada : The severe drought caused a bad stand ; but rains
have improved the appearance. Kemper : Early cotton looks well, but some is not
yet planted, and the stand is generally not good. Noxubee : Excellent condition

;

stand good. Newton : Doing very well, the short drought allowing planters to get it

clean
; stand good ; late favorable rains. Wayne : Drought helped cotton by giving

opportunity to clean it. Warren : Imperfect stand of cottou from drought. Pike

:

Drought has injured cotton. Ajnite : Late cotton injured by drought ; but a good crop
IS expected. Lowndes : Doing well. La Fayette : Late, but a good stand, and looks well.

Holmes : Very late and small, and the stand bad, owing to unprecedented dry spell in

April and May ; much of the cotton did not come up till after May 2.5. Yazoo : Two
weeks later than last year, owing to drought in April and May, but rains general
since and crops improving rapidly. Neshoba : Condition below that of last year,

owing to the dry spring. Bankin : Has improved wonderfully since the middle of

May. De Soto : Doing well. Jefferson : Looking well, but complaints of bad stand
from early drought of one montli. Talabusha : Healthy and in fine condition ; con-
siderable complaint of bad stands.

Eeturns are received from twenty-one parishes in Louisiana, of which
only West Feliciana, Saint Helena, and Franklin report decrease of

area. The center of cotton-growing in the State, Tensas Parish, reports

an increase of 10 per cent, in area, and condition 20 and above average.
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Union: In better condition than at the same time any yecar since 1865. East Felid-

ana: Qnito up to average; blossoms reported near the Mississippi as early as May 28.

Morehouse : Several weeks later than usual, but looks well, though it has been injured

by heavy raius for several days past. West Fdkiana: Early cotton generally looking
well, though somewhat iujured by lice, and the stand not good. Tliat planted lato

coming up badly. Cotton-caterpillar reported in small numbers on several planta-

tions. Richland: Stand good, but condition rather below average. Ouachita: In fmo
condition, good stands, well worked. Madison : Good stand, and nearly worked over
first time. Fast Baton. Bouge: Three Avoeks later than usual, but in good condition.

Carroll: Fine condition ; better than last year.

Xeaiiy all the Texas returns indicate enlarged area, and the average
increase is placed at 18 per cent. The season has generally been favor-

able for planting and for the growth of the plant. The prospect for an
average crop is good.

Henderson: Cotton looks well in spite of the late season, showing considerable im-
provement in culture. McLennan : Cotton very good. Milan : Best cotton prospect

for many years. Ui)shur : Increased cotton acreage ; condition inferior, on account of

cool weather. Titus: Cotton mania raging. Matagorda: Cotton-worms reported.

Lavaca: Cotton stands excellent, especially where early planted.

The returns from Arkansas indicate very nearly an average condition

of cotton.

Marion : Ten times the area of last year. Jaclcson : Generally in grass, and being
hoed and plowed so wet as to cause injury, it is feared. Hoe hands ask $2 per day.
Increase of 25 per cent, in acreage. Independence : Increase of 20 per cent, in area, but
heavy rains have interfered with cultivation. Crittenden ; Looks indifferent. The
seed lay in the ground five weeks, owing to drought. Columbia : Generally came up
well, but the s<tand was slightly injured by the recent heavy rains ; 20 per cent, increase
in acreage. Pnlaski : Damaged very much by continuous rains

;
poor stand. Woodruff:

Came up late and irregularly ; cut-worms bad ; labor scarce, owing to the building of
railroads in the vicinity. Some land lying idle.

The Tennessee returns indicate excellent condition and increase of

area.

Giles : People cotton-crazy
;
j>lanting an unusual quantity—a suicidal policy for Mid-

dle Tennessee—and neglecting grains and grasses. Fayette : Crop backward ; retarded
by backward spring. No planter has yet secured a stand. Seed not injured in the
ground, and rain will bring it out. Wayne: Good condition, and larger area than usual.

Wilson : Large increase in acreage ; condition good. Lauderdale : Stand poor and
small from drought.

CORK

The area of corn is not included in the June circular, the planting in

many States not being finished. The returns made are therefore vol-

untary. The information received shows that planting has been late

and cut-worms unusually prevalent. A full report of area and condition
will be given in the Jul;^'%umber.

New York.—Livingston : Corn planted in good order and season. Fulton : Very
l»ackward, Ontario: Coming up yellow.
New JEUSiEY.^Hudson : Promises well.
Pennsylvania.—Greene: Coming up badly. SusqueJianna: Yellow and backward.

Tork: Late rains have made corn promising. Centre: Not growing fast. Beaver: Cold
May made corn yellow and backward. Indiana : Coming up very irregularly ; cut-
worms taking it rapidly. Lebanon; Coming up well. Lawrence: Not doing well.
Maryland.—Baltimore : Cut-worms and ants injuring the corn. Cecil : Generally

late planted, and did not come up well. Kent : Has not suffered much from the drought.
Washington : Doing well, owing to recent rains. CJuirles : Bad stand now, but not too
late for remedy from replanting.
ViEGLNiA.

—

Spoitsylvania : Late planted. Henrico: Area increased one-third ; coming
up badly. Surrey : Has come up badly, and is troubled with biid-worms. Richmond :

Drought has badly iujured corn. Kiiig and Queen : Did not come up, owing to drought.
Highland : Comes up poorly, and is devoured largely by cut-worms. Rappahannock :

Stands very badly ; many replanting ; cut-worm at work ; drought keeps the corn
from recovering from its ravages. Bath : Cut-worms cut down the corn as fast as it

comes up. Mecklenhurgh : Heavy rains at corn-planting, followed by baking sunshine
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;iii(l high winds, formed a hard crust, which was difficult for the com to break through.
Fairfax: Coining u^i liadly. Augusta: Came up poorly ; where shallow-planted not at
all. Prince William : Cannot sprout without rain. Reury : Well worked ; looks well.
King George : Bud-worm destroying corn.
North Carolina.—I\"orlhampton : Area about as usual ; crop looks well. Randolph:

Hopeful. Chowan : Looks well. Camden : Doing well, but the stand is below average.
Bladen : Clean and looking avell. Sampson : Late but good. Perquimans : Looks well,
and in good order. Coahoma: Crop good. Stanley: Injured by drought, and cut
down by a black worm of the size of the Pyralis, which infests the grape-vine ; some
farmers have got but a third of a stand on the third j)lantiug. Jones: Prospect never
better.

South Carolina.—Richland: The stand poor ; much not yet up. Williamsburgh :

Fair prospect. Orangehurgh : Favorable season ; looks fine.

Georgia.— Glasscock: Looks badly, and farmers anxious about it. Chattahoocliee

:

Average prospect ; better than last year. Forsyth : Fair, but uneven ; the bud-worm
prevented an early stand. Twiggs : Small, but healthy. Stewart : Good. Madison :

Stand bad, but condition good. Decatur : Suffering greatly from drought.
Florida.—Jackson : Neglected ; three weeks behind in planting. Bradford : Suffer-

ing somewhat. Manatee: Yellow field-corn from the Department looks well in spite
of drought ; it is two weeks earlier than native corn. Levy : Nearly ruined ; an im-
mediate rain may make half a crop. Wakulla : Drought damaging ; not one-half a
crop Avill be gathered.
Alabama.—Marshall : Early corn looks well. Tuscaloosa ; Crop fine. Autauga ;

Late, but looking well. Conecuh : Looking badly, but improved by late rains. Macjyn ;

Full average. Lawrence : Late, but promising. Colbert : Early corn promising ; late-

plauted poor. Greene: Late fine rains have improved the corn. Cherokee: Two late
heavy rains have greatly improved the corn. Dallas : Area increased 10 per cent.

;

crop promising. Randolph : Corn-stand imperfect, but improved by recent rains.

Crenshaw : Pennsylvania yellow corn from the Department looks well. Lauderdale :

Clean and healthy.
Mississippi.—Newton : Very good. Wayne : Eather benefited by the drought, in giv-

ing a chance to clean it. Warren : Increased acreage ; looking as well as could be
expected. Pike : In fine condition, owing to dry weather. Pennsylvania corn threat-
ens to be a failure. Amite : Good crop expected. Hinds : Above an average. It is

the crop we should be most interested in. Lowndes ; Doing well. Holmes: Bad stand;
stunted and small; much of it too much so to recuperate. Yazoo: Two weeks later
than last year, owing to drought in April and May, but rains have since been general,
and crops have improved rapidly. Rankin : Has improved wonderfully since the mid-
dle of May. De Soto : Doing w^ell. Jefferson : Promising better than last year. Win-
ston : Looks finely. Smith: Pennsj-lvania corn, from the Depaii;meut, in silk May 20

;

other corn waist-high. Bolivar : Very late ; not much came up till after May 23.

Grenada : Has kept a good color, but the stand is bad. Ken\per : LookS promising.
Noxubee : Fine in spite of drought.
Louisiana.—East Feliciana : Unusuallj' promising ; season favorable. Bossier: The

yellow prolific corn, planted March 15, is now in tassel, and can be laid by in time to
work cctton. Morehouse : Several weeks later than usual, but looks well. Richland

:

Acreage increased and stand good, after a second planting, in many places. Ouachita :

Good stand, and in fine condition. East Baton Rouge : Ten per cent, increase in acreage,
and condition good. Carroll: Has suffered severely from the attacks of a very small
bug. Some farmers have replowed more than once.
Texas.—Henderson : Looks well ; better cultivated than formerly. Cherokee : Crop

backward. McLennan ; Crop estimated at 40 to 60 bushels per acre. Milam: The best
prospect for corn for many years. Kendall : Pennsylvania corn, from the Department,
on the 2Gtli of May had distinctly formed ears. Lavacca : Koasting-ears for two weeks,
from the Pennsylvania corn sent by the Department.
Arkansas.—Newton: Below average condition, owing to wet spring. Independence:

Cultivation greatly interfered with by heavy rains. Columbia : Looks remarkably well,

though a little later than usual.
Tennessee.—Roane : Difficult to get a stand, on account of cut-worm. Knox : Many

fields have been plowed up and replanted, owing to ravages of cut-worm caused by
the cool weather ; otherwise the crop is doing well. Wayne : Condition good. Lou-
don: Very promising. Sullivan: Cut-worms have been very destructive, and we are
still replanting. If the season is favorable, we will yet make a crop.

Kkstucky.—Russell : Ground baked hard ; much of the corn planted has been re-

planted. Crop prospects very poor. Daviess : Backward, and much trouble with cut-

worms. He^iry : Good stand secured
;
young plants thrifty.

West Virginia.—Marion : Cut-worms very bad, cutting off some fields while disturb-
ing others very little. Raleigh : Late planted, owing to drought. Jefferson : Has come
up indifferently. Braxton : Very backward. Cabell : Cut-worms destructive. Up-
shur: Early plantings rotted.
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Ohio.—is^ohle : Out-wonns bad on socl-grotind coru. Warren : Large wiuter-wheat

area i)lo\ved up for corn. The cnfc-worui has appeared in the corn-fiehl. Greene ;

Clorn making a good start. Uanoock : Cut-worms destroying whole coru-tields. Henry

:

Corn was planted early and has come up well, but is badly injured by cut-worms.

Lucas: Cut-worm very destructive. Lorain: Cut-worm making sad havoc with new
l)lanted corn. Adams : Crop doing poorly ; cut-worms. Champaign : Cut-worma very

destructive.
Indiana.—Decafnr : Coming np well

;
planted late on account of cut-worms. Grant

:

Injured seriously by cut-woruis. Crop prospects poor. Madison : Cut-worms very de-

structive, delaying the planting on stubble and sod lands, rerry : ]3ut half planted.

Johnson : Cut-worms have destroyed the first plantiug of many corn-fields. Boon^ :

All corn on sod and stubble ground destroyed by cut-worms. Fayette : Acreage in-

creased 25 per cent. ; condition about 80 per cent. ; cut-worms bad. Noble : Cold weather

made late plautiug. Wayne : Worms and insects destroying the crop. Howard ; Cut-

worms have been very destructive. Owen : Good condition except for the recent wash-

ing rains. Marshall : Late, and cut-worms bad. Hamilton : Cut-worm worse than

ever before, keeping coru back very much. Hancock : Many pieces of early corn de-

stroyed by the black cut-worm. Whitley : Some complaints of cut-worms. Wells :

Sod-ground corn destroyed by cut-worms. Franklin : Much complaint of cut-worms.

Much replanting will be done. Ground in good order. Cass : Cut-worms worse than

ever before. Many fields replanted entire.

iLiAtiOis.— Gallatin : la the finest condition, promising a very large crop. Livings-

ion : Backward, but coming up. L'oquois : Planted earlier than usual ; cut-worms
prevalent in soddy laud. Stevenson : Planting delayed by wet ; crop will probably be

short. Wabash : Mostly planted, but in general it is not doing well. The cut-worm
is iujuring it, and the army-worm has appeared in immense numbers in some locali-

ties. Richland: Planting delayed by wet season. Saint Clair : Looks well. Winne-

bago: Slow in growing. Crai/i/bcti : Chi uch-bugs threatening. Putnam: Looks sickly.

Pike : Wire-worm destroying many corn-fields. Lee : Plantiug late ;
earlier plantings

had to be renewed; prospects gfoomy. Tazewell: Injured by cut-worms; the best

stand for many years. Boone : Planting very late. Grnndy : Fair stand but slow

growth. Fayette : Crop looks fair.

Michigan.—Bay: Kains rather copious for corn. Washtenaw: Weather fine for coru.

Van Buren : Looks well. Cass: Backward. Shiawassee: Too cold.

Wisconsin.— Walworth: Acreage increasing. Itichland : Planting delayed ;
in some

«arly plantings the seed rotted. Fond-du-lac : Looks sickly. Clark: Below average
;

nuich seed rotted. Portage: Weather too cold. Columbia: Not looking well. Adams:
Planting late. Saint Croix : Too wet. Grant: Late, but presenting a good stand.

Minnesota.— Steele : Backward. Freeborn : Planting late ; in some cases the seed

rotted in the ground. Houston: Very backward.
Iowa.—Clinton : Plantiug two weeks late ; not all planted by the 23d of May; very

little up; looks bad. Cedar; Planting succeeded well. Guthrie: Looking well after

the light aud frequent rains. Audubon: Sickly. Hardie : Backward. Howard: Un-
promising. Madison : Not coming up well ; weather too wet and cold. Pottawaitomie :

Planting delayed by rain. Winnisheik : Late plauted, and considerably rotted by wet.

Cherokee: Backward. Carroll: Backward. Jasper: Five per cent, replanted. Deca-

tur: Poor and backward,
Missouhi.—Platte : liavaged by the grub-worm. Moniteau : Planting delayed a

mouth by wet weather. Clinton :'Looks itooi: Daviess: But little planted yet. Pike:

Chinch threatening. Pulaski : Rain damaging the crop. Saint Louis : Chinch-bugs
<laniaging the crop. Benton : Chinch-bugs at Avork. Jasper : Late, but growing-

fast. DcKalb : Area increased. I'erry : Cut-worms aud chinch-bugs.' i/flrtOK ; Plaut-

iug late.

Kansas.—Douglas : Late and just coming up ; much ground not yet plauted.

Bourbon : Plautiug late. I^eavenworlh : Large area still uuplanted.
Nebraska.—i/aW : Kept back by cool nights ; Deep plantings have rotted.

Indian Territory.— Cherokee Nation : Great storm of May 17 necessitates a re-

planting.

OATS.

An increase in the area in oats is given in nearly all the States. The
only diminution reported is in Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecti-

cut, New Jersey, Maryland, Virginia, JSTorth Carolina, Keutucky, and
California, varying 86 to 99 per cent. Condition is reported high in

every Western State beyond Ohio, in the Southwestern States, and in

the northern portion of iSTew England. JSTotwithstandiiig the unpromis-

ing appearance in the Athmtic States, south of Massachusetts, an in-

creased product may be expected.

2
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Vermont.— Omrt<;e; Oats increased in acreage aud improved iu appearance. Orlcavn :

Look well.

New York.—Livingston: Sown in good order and season. Genesee: Need raii:.

Wyovdng: Small. Otsef/o : Promising. Rensselaer: Beginning to grow finely.

New Jersey.—Camden: Light ou the ground.
Pennsylvania.—Bucks: Probably short. Ch-eene: Healtliy but short. Lancaster:

Short, but well set ; with good weather will make an average crop. York: Look prom-
ising, on account of late rains. Centre: At a stand-still. Indiana: Making poor pl-o-

gress.

Maryxand.—Frederick: Almost a total failure. Howard: Spring drought ijrevented

the oat-straw from forming fully ; both straw and grain will be light. (>«ee» Jnwe.-

Late sown and short; will make but a poor crop. Cecil: Very unpromLsing. Kent:
Dried up. WasJnnglon: Doing well, owing to recent rains.

"\ irginia.— Culpcper: Look badly; without great improvement in the conditions of

growth they will not make half a crop. Schoueu 90 per cent, of average. Spotisylvania:

Average sowing a month late; prospects of a poor crop. Henrico: A serious failure,

especially winter-oats. Botetourt: Injured by drought, dy, aud joint-worm. Stratford:

Severely affected by drought. Giles : Poor. Sumj : Acreage slightly decreased and
25 per cent, inferior in quality. Fluvanna: Rain has greatly improved the crop but it

will be short. King and Queen : In a very bad coudition. Orange: Very short. Madi-

son: Very unpromising. New Kent: Fall-oats, on thin lands, died out; those on good
land will make three-fourths of a crop. Si)ring-oats, though futfering for rain, look

well ^nd will make an average crop. Fall-sown Schoueu oats will scarcely make
seed ; spring-sown Schoueu oats will be 50 per cent, better than any others. Frince

George: Crop suffered from drought. Bath: Very short. Amherst: lujuied seriously

by drought. Nelson: Exceedingly short. Fairfax: Abundant rains may bring up oats

to three-fourths of a crop. Augusta: Ybvj aXwrt. Prince Edward: Backward. Clarke:

Crop worse than for years. Prince William: Suii'ering from lack of rain. King George:

Sown late, head low, and are very nupromisiug. White Schonen and Excelsior the

best. Wise: Much injured by drought.

North Carolina.—Norlham])ton : Late, on account of drought, but promise to be as

good as usual i?m(f7o/jj/i; Promising. Mechlenhurgh : IvinveA by drought. Chowan:
Good, Eowan : Stunted by drought, but maybe redeemed by favorable weather. Bla-

den : Nearly all killed out. Gaston : Badly winter-killed. Franklin : Greatly improved
by late rains. Moore: Greatly injured by drought, but improved by late rains. Perqui-

mans: Fall sown better thanlast year. Alamance: Improving, but will not make a

good crop. Haywood: Injured by drought. Henderson: Improving. Stanley: Injured by
drought. Montgomery : Increased acreage aud better than average condition.

South Carolina.— Union : Fall-sown oats on good clean land, good ; spring-sown,

very unpromising; harvest has couunenced. Edgefield: The crop very short from
drought; that sown early in cotton land will yield 2.5 to 30 bushels; late-sown, 3

to 15 bushels ; harvest commenced. Chesterfield: The red rust-proof oats, introduced

from Georgia are the favorite; have been harvested, M'hile the common oats are just

headiuo- out. The Schonen oats I sowed were killed by the winter. Ilichland: When
sowed in the early fall the yield has been good, but spring-oats are a perfect failure,

except in bottom-lands, owing to drought. The rust-proof variety has been uuiver-

sallj used. Darlington : Considerably injured by a drought of eight weeks in April

and' May. Orangeburgh: Season too dry.

Geohgia.—Muscogee : Heading low, ou account of dry weather Gordon : An unprece-

dented amount of chess or cockle among fall or wiut er oats. Murray: Full average

crop. Glascock: Very poor; especially spring-oats. Oglethorpe: Improving. Fayette:

Injured by drought. Forsyth: Doing well, but low on the ground. Cobb: Backward.
Chattooga: Improving. McDvffie : Improving. Wilkes: Rains rather too late for

spiing-oats. Marion: Schonen oats sown in November vegetated well but were half

killed by winter; the balance rusted. Upson: Drought shortened the oats. Butts:

ShorteneVi by drought in May. Madison : Not much sown ; spriug-oats almost a failure
;

fall- oats good, i^ecw/m; Much damaged.
FhOKii)A.—Jacksonville : A failure ; affording limited pasturage. Wakulla : Injured

by drought.
Alabama.— LoM'n<7es : Drought injured the oats. Blount: V/eather unfavorable.

Conecuh: Acreage increasing. Greene: Drought has materially injured oats. Sumter:

Culture increasing. Clark: Norway oats will not do; the only successful variety is

called the non-rusting oats. Clay: Drought disastrous; crop too late to cut. Calhoun:

Oats a little shortened l)y dry weather. Lauderdale : Growing well.

MisSiSSiPPL— Lee: Promises an extrao dinary yield ; Excelsior ahead of all others.

Wayne: Injured by drought. Neshoba: C()nditi(>n below that of the same date last

year, owing to spiing drought. L'ankin : The red oats, generally raised here, proves

a valuable variety, and is the only kind which escapes rust; wherever sown late in

the fall it has a good growth, and h)oks promising, but the spring-sown oats look

indifferently. Be Soto : Doing well. Winston : Very sorry condition ; headed out at a
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foot from the ground ; unless the late rains cause increased growth they can not be
cut ; many farmers will have to graze their fields. Kemper : Increased area of oats and
other small grains. Noxubee: Fall-sown tolerably good, but spring-oats nearly a
failure ; drought has injured the crop much, but the late rains may improve it.

Louisiana.—Morehouse : Spring oats look well.

Texas.—Gonzales: Oat-culture a valuable acquisition and increasing; "anti-rnst"
oats preferred. McLennan : Will yield from 40 to GO bushels per acre. Upshur : Acreage
doubled; crop prospects fair ; rust-proof oats introduced. Fayelte : Crop 200 per cent,
better than any crop within ten years previous. Galveston : Badly rjisted.

Arkansas—Independence : Excelsior very promising.
Tennessee.—Campbell : Winter-oats killed by cold ; Chowan oats sown in the spring

are doing well. Ithea : Injured by drought, but doing better since the late rains.

Grainger: Drought injured them, but the condition has been improved by recent
rains. Eobcrtson : Sluut, owing to dry weather. Knox: Owing to the di'onght the
crop will be short ; tlie " White Schonen " looks better than other kinds. Wayne :

Condition good. Monroe: Cut short by drought. Jefferson: Schonen shortened by
drought, ircalley : The crop was abandoned some years ago on account of rust, but
it seems to be free from it now, and the area is extending. Seder : Cut short by severe
drought. fVilsou : Heading out and promise well, though the dry weather affected
the growth ; area, unusually large.

Kentucky.—Nicholas: Injured by heavy rains early in the spring, followed by
drought. Owsleti : Crop very deficient. Laurel : Look well, but not equal to last

year. Butler: Injured. Meade: Not sown till April 15. Eussell : Parched out by
drought. Adair : Seasonable weather will repair the injury of the dry spring.
West Virginia.—Hardy: Not over a half crop. Preston: Injured by severe drought.

Braxton : Short and bad. Kanawha : Late sown and unpromising. Jefferson : Very
backward. White Schonen becoming common and are doing better than other varie-
ties. Harrison : Not half a crop.

Ohio.—Scioto : Look exceedingly well. Hardin : On sod ground much injured by
€ut-worms. Defiance: Retarded by fall and spring drought. Pickaivay : Will be
short. Hancock: Cut-worms destroying whole fields. Allen: Hard winter and dry
spring have played havoc. Auglaize : Damaged by cut-worms.
Indiana.— Grant : Will be greatly shortened by cut-worms. Elkliart: Look first rate.

Perry : Not so promising as last year, but will probably be a full average. Washington:
Good. Scott: Late sown Birlie oats look well. Noble: Look well. Wayne: Worms
and insects destructive. Adams: Some fields entirely destroyed by a worm called
" cut-worm," or " army worm."
Illinois.—Gallatin: Promise an extraordinary yield. Saint Clair: Look well. Ed-

gar: Promising. Cass: Never better. Lawrence: Doing very well. Craioford: Chinch-
bug threatening the crop. Cto'fc; Look well. La Salie : Promising. Marshall: Acie-
age increased. Lee: Good prospect.
Michigan.—Tuscola: Look well. Washtenaw: Good prospect. Emmett: Increased

acreage. Van Buren : Look well.

Wisconsin.— Walworth: Acreage increasing. Look splendidly ; never better. Saint
Croix: Remarkably fine. Calumet: Increased acreage. Sheboygan: Look well.

Minnesota.—Meeker: Look well. Waterman: Promise an extra crop. Freebwn:
Look sickly.

IpwA.

—

Cedar: Growing finely. Jackson: Fair. Hardin: Look fine. Johnson: Bet-
ter than usual. Muscatine: Never better.

Missouri.—Flatte: Grub seriously injuring the oats. Harrison: Look well. Bu-
chanan: Prospect never better. Moniteau: Unusually promising. Daviess: Not over
half the crop sown yet. Montgomery : Chinch-bng has appeared among the oats, but
has, as yet, done but little damage. Carroll: Chinch-bug depredating on oats. Jas-
per: Nevermore promising. Franklin: Large promise. Dallas: Chinch-bug threat-
ens the crop. Marion: Look well.

Kansas.— Cherokee: Favorable sirring. Leavenworth: Chinch-bug destructive.
Cloud: Crop heavy.
Indian Territory.—Cherokee Nation : Slowly recovering from the storm of May 17.

Dakota.—Bonhomme: Look remaikably well; ground in fine condition.

EYE.

The acreage of winter-rye is reported above average in the following
States, viz : Massachusetts, 102 ; Florida, 122 ; Texas, lOo ; Arkansas,
109; Tennessee, 101; Kentucky, 102; Nebraska, 117; (Jaliforuia, 115. It

is full average in Connecticut, New Jersey, South Carolina, Wisconsin,
and Kansas. In the remaining States the acreage is below average,
ranging from 88 in Rhode Island to 99 in Maine and Iowa. In condi-
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tion of the crop the following States are average or above, viz : Ala-
bama, 113 ; Georgia, 109

; California and Texas, 108 ; Tennessee and
Kentucky, 105 ; Arkansas, 102

; Vermont, ISTorth Carolina, and Minne-
sota, 100. The remaining States are below average, ranging trom 55 in

Delaware to 99 in Wisconsin.

Vermont.—Orange : Winter-rye looks well.

Massachusetts.—Suffolk: Sutfored severely. Xor/olk : Somewhat winter-killed but
looks well.

CONXEC'TICVT.

—

New London : Injured by severe winter.

New Yoi;k.—Albany : AVinter-killed and spotted ; not over 60 per cent, of a crop.

Jefferson : Acreage small ; looks well.

New Jersey.—Mercer : Hardly more than half a crop.

Pe^tnsylvaxia.—Lancaster : As good as ever ; straw long and prospects of a largo
crop flattering. MonUiomcry: Badly winter-killed. Lndiana : Poor prospect. North-
umierland : Winter-killed.

Virginia.— Culpeper : Scottish seed from the Department, 10 per cent, above average.
Senrico : Injured by drought. Craig : Below average. Surrey : Acreage increased 10

per cent.
;
prospect poor. Kinfj and Queen : Bad condition. Jbath : Looks badly.

North Carolina.—Jackson : Scotch rye promises more grain and less straw than
common rye. Moore: Rye looks well. Henderson: Acreage reduced.
Georgia.—Marion : Good Scotch rye improved; 3 feet high ; lower than native rye.

Texas.— Upshur : Acreage increased; condition improved. McLennan ; Will average
25 or 30 bushels per acre.

Arkansas.—Scotch rye did not germinate.
Tennessee.—Rhea : JPromising a good crop. Boane : Seed from Department very

promising.
Kentucky.— Grant: Largely winter-killed. Laurel: More promising than for many

years.

West Virginia.—Hardy ; Not over half a crop.

Ohio.—Scioto: Acreage reduced 20 iier cent. ; condition improved 1.5 per cent., owing
to good weather. Crawford : Early drilled looks well,

Illinois.—Cass; Looks well. Boone; Acreage reduced on account of fall drought.
Lee: Looks well. Oyle: Looked poorly in early spring, but has improved.
Iowa.—Muscatine : Injured by win<^er drought.
Minnesota.—Dakota: Complete failure. Sheriurne; Badly winter-killed.

BAELEY.
In New England no w-iuter barley is reported. In New York the

acreage is 90, and the condition 80. Pennsylvania is 2 per cent, above
average in area, and 25 per cent, below in condition. Maryland, with an
acreage indicated by 103, reports a condition of only 55. North Caro-

lina is 5 per cent, above average in area and 1 per cent, below in condi-

tion. South Carolina is average in both, and Georgia nearly so—99.

Alabama, with a reduction of 3 per cent., acreage reports an improved
condition of 113. Texas has cut down her area 17 per cent., but the con-

dition is 25 per cent, above average. The figures of Tennessee are 93
and 107 respectivel^^ Kentucky is full average in condition, but lOper
cent, below in area. Of the States north of the Ohio all are below average
in condition, ranging from 69 in Ohio to 99 in Wisconsin. Michigan,
Illinois, and Wisconsin are average or above in area. West of the

Mississippi, Iowa and Kansas i)reseut an increased acreage, Iowa 2

per cent, above, Missouri being 80 and Kansas 96. On the Pacific

coast, Calitornia has increased her area 22 per cent., the condition of the

crop being 2 per cent, below average. Oregon is 17 per cent, below
average in condition, and 16 per cent, below in area.

Spring barley, in condition, is full average or above in all of the New
England States except Massachusetts, where it is 2 per cent, below,

the acreage being about average on the whole. In New York and Penn-
sylvania the acreage is 5 per cent, and the condition from 9 to 12 per

cent, below average. In the Northwestern and Pacific States the condi-

tion is mostly average or above, ranging from 95 in Ohio to 113 in Cali-

fornia. The acreage ranges from 92 in Ohio to 124 in Oregon.
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Vkumont.—Orleans : Not all sown yet ; what was put in from May 1 to 10 looks

well.
' New YoEK.

—

Lh'bujston: Some in good oi'der and season. (imcKei : Unpromising;
needs rain. TVijoming ; Small.

Alabama.—Lairn-itce : Uiiusnally promising.

Texas.—McLennan: Will average 50 bushels per acre.

Ohio.—Sciota : Acreage above average. IVarren : Suffering terribly ; spring bai'ley

abandoned. Fairfield: Badly frozen out. Crawford: Early-drilled barley looking well.

Lorain : Crops never better. CJiampaign : A total failure.

Indiana.—Posey : Harvest two weeks late ; army-worm injurious, but the prospect

better than last year. Stark : Spring barley from the Department very fine.

Illinois.—i/oH7-oe; Half winter-killed. Ogle: Late, but promising. La Salle : Spring

crops looks well.

Iowa.—Muscatine : Never looked belter. Johnson : Good.
Minnesota.—Meeker: Looks well. Waterman : Doing finely. Blue Earth : Sliglit

decrease in acreage. Freeborn : Cold, wet weather makes the crops sickly.

Utah.— Tooele: Spring crop short in the straw; farmers discouraged in the culture.

Calikornfa.—Placer : Considerably drowned out by excessive rains. Sonoma : Crop
will be but 50 or GO per cent, on an average ; injured by heavy rains in the early part

of the season and by subsequent droughts.

GRASS AND PASTURES.

Maine.—York: Grass in both fields and pastures thin aud poor. Aroostook: Gras-

wintered well, and promises a good crop. Sagadahoc: Grass growing nicely. Andros
coggin: Clover almost a failure owing to dry season

;
pastures fair. Cumberland: Con"

siderably winter-killed, but where there is a stand it looks well. Waldo : Good pros-

pect for hay. Somerset: Grass-fields look poor. Oxford: Very favorable winter and
spring for hay and pastures. A large crop hardly jiossible after the drought of last

summer, but the prospect very good. Piscataquis : Pastures looking much better than
for several years ; clover has been so much winter-killed that little is now sown.
New Hampshire.—Rockingham : Grasses aud iwstures considerably winter-killed

;

oats, millet, and corn being sown for fodder. Hillsborough : Pastures afford but little

food; hay selling at $40 per ton; latest season for many years; much grass winter-

killed.

Vermont.—Orange: Pastures look finely; fiue rains have given feed two weeks
earlier than last year. Grand Jsle : Clover somewhat winter-killed. Addison : Pas-

tures and meadows never better. Caledonia : Grass looks well. Chittenden : Grass

and pastures never looked better. Essex : Last half of May especially favorable for

grass.

Massachusetts.— Worcester: Pastures badly winter-killed. Franklin: Poor pros-

pect for hay. Plymouth: Cold, dry winter iujuted gra.ss crops severely, but late and
frequent rains have greatly revived.
Rhode Island.— Washington : Late rains have brought forward the grass to a full

average.
Connecticut.—Neiv London: Grass looks very well. Middlesex: Late rains have

started the grass very finely. Hay $40 per ton. Eiartford : Grass crops injured by early

spring drought.
New York.

—

Tioga: Grasses materially injured by drought. Albany : Meadows,
especially old ones, look slim. Jefferson : Pasture two weeks late. Livingston : Clover

wintered well. Yates: Drought seriously atfecting meadows and pastures. Lawrence:
Grass unpromising ; hay crop light. Franklin : Grass backward. Wyoming : Clover
winter-killed in some places; pastures short. Otsego: Meadows and pastures look

fine. Bensselaer : Pasture short, but beginning to grow. Ontario : Grass backward.
Seneca: Grass will be light aud thin on the ground. Washington : Clover and pasture

growing finely, but thin.

New Jersey.—Camden : Clover aud pasture very short. Cumberland : Clover im-

proved by late rains, but pasture short. Morris : Pasture short except on low lands.

Mercer : Clover, especially, shortened by drought. Hudspn : Hay light; pastures short.

Pennsylvania.—Susquehanna : Grass improving rapidly
;
grasshoppers dyiug out.

Lancaster : Clover will uot make over a half crop
;
pasture running very short. Mont-

gomery : Clover injured by drought ; spring pastures ten days late ; recent rains have
done good. York : Clover-stalks short, but well set. Centre : Grass not progressing.

Chester : Spring pastures short. Nyrthumberland : Grass badly frozen out iu the winter,

yet a large proportion survived and is agaiu taking root. Union : Grass crops greatly

improved by late i-ains, Delaware: Clover almost a failure. Timothy may yet come
out. Less hay left over than for many years. Lawrence : Grass but a half crop.

Delaware.—A^eiy Castle : Hay severely atfected by drought. Sussex : Pastures in-

jured by drought and frosts.
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Maryland.—Fredericl- : Grass crop almost a total failure
;

i>astiiiei5 Hliortor thait

erer known. Howard: Early drought left but lil tie clover or pasture, even on good
rich laud ; blooming but six inches high. Cecil : Hay crop short. Kent ; Dried up.
Virginia.—Roanoke: Grass crop considerably injured by early drought, but since im-

proved by rains. Sjwttsylvania : Hay crop vs-ill be short. Henrico : Grass will not make
over a half crop. Stratford: Clover severely affected by drought. Craig: Grass below-
average. Surrtij : Clover and pasture 25 per cent, inferior. Fluvanna: Rain has
greatly benefited the clover, but it will be short. Ora)i(je : Clover and other grasses
Avretched. Madison : The grass crop, except on moist low land, is almost an entire
failure. Rappahannocl; : Meadows almost worthless. Prince George : Grass crop suf-
fered from drought, Bath: Grass crop very short ; without more rain there will not
be a half crop of hay. Amherst: Grass crop shortened by drought. Nelson: Grass
crop exceedingly short. Augusta: Clover heading out near the ground; meadows
short and burnt out. Gloucester : Grass and spring pasture below average, while the
exhaustion of winter provender made early grazing necessary. Clark : Clover and pas-
tures short. Prince William: Grass suffering from lack of rain. Wise: Clover and
pastures much injured by severe drought.
North Carolina.—Stoles: Meadows recovered from drought by late rains: nearly

up to average. Surreg : Clover and pastures much injured. Gaston: Clover culture
increasing; crop looks well. Moore: Clover culture increasing. Alamance: Grass crop
not good. Haywood: Pastures injured by drought. Montgomery: Clover and pastures
damaged by drought.
South Carolina.— Union: Very little clover grown. Georgetown: Savannah grasses

quite luxuriant. York: Clover growing in favor; can be jjrofitably grown ; drought
has shortened the crop. Anderson : Pastures suffering from drought.
Georgia.— Walton: Clover promising; acreage increased. Harris: Eed clover did

well till the May drought. Newton : Growing intere-st in grass crops ; clover acreage
increased 300 per cent. Hancock: Clover culture increasing. Wilkes: Clover cultiva-
tion increasing ; some lots grow three or four feet high. Jackson : Clov'er increasing
for several years. Marion : The only clover-field in the county looks well. Troup :

Clover looks well. Fulton: Great interest in clover; crop fine. .Butts: Clover looks
well; culture just commenced.
Alabama.—Crenshaw : Drouglit killing Alsike clover. Lee : Red clover successfully

introduced. Cherokee: Recent heavy rains have improved the grass crops.

Mississippi.— Wayne: Grass in fine condition, liankin : Eye for pasture looks well.
Smith : Small experimental growth of clover.

Tkxas.—Lavacca : Spring pastures good. Fayette : No clover except Lucern will
grow here, and that i.s not relished by live stock. Gonzales : California clover the only
successful variety ; acreage increased. Johnson : A small experimental growth of red
clover and timothy doing well.

Arkansas.—Columbia: Wild grass better than usual.
Tennessee.—Ehea: Clover injured l)y drought, but improved by late rains. Dick-

son : Increased area of clover and grasses, indicating a new era of farming prosperity
;

clover has already diminished hog diseases. Granger : Hay will be 2.5 per cent, short,
but quality better than when the yield is great. Eobertson : Pastures and meadows
shortened by drought. Dickson : Increased acreage of clover and grasses very advan-
tageous to the farmers. Monroe: Meadows and clover shortened by drought. Loudon:
Increased attention paid to grasses. Greene : The Italian and perennial rj'e-grasses

jnromise to be an important acquisition—seed nearly ready to ripen. Putnam : Pastures
and young clover very poor, owing to a flood and drought in April. Sevier: Clover
and pasture short from severe drought. Coffee : Clover and hay crops considerably
shortened by drought. Obion: Pasture very fine.

Kentucky.—Nicholas : Clover not so good as usual on account of drought and cool
weather ; spring pastures shorter than usual. Laurel : Clover has largely died out

;

spring pasture luxuriant. Eussel : Drought killed young clover and grass generally ;

exTiaustiou of winter food caused the cattle to be turned on the grass fifteen or twenty
days earlier than usual, depriving it of all chance of growth.

"VVe.st Virginia.—Preston: Grasses injured by drought. Jefferson : Clover badly win-
ter-killed ; hay will be scarce. Cobell : Grass greatly improved. Nicholas : Grass very
short and backward.
Ohio.—Sciota : Fine prospect for clover; spring pastures good. Warren: Clover

badly frosted. Hancock: Cut-worms hard on clover. Pickaivag : Hay will be short;
pastures need rain. Lorain: Pastures never better. Adams: Cut-worms have destroyed
three-fourths of the clover.

Indiana.—Grant: Cut-worms injuring the clover; crop will be short. Elkhart:
Grass looks well. Madison: Cut-worms hard on grass. Gibson: Army worms in the
meadows. Perry: Meadows look well. Kosciusko: Pastures unusually good; frost

May 3 injured clover. Putnam: Cut-worms fiave nearly eaten up whole fields of cle-

ver. *S;jencfcr; Army worm destructive on meadows; hogs feed on them freely. Boone:
Grass crops fine except a few fields iiij ured by cut-worms, which have especially destroyed
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the clover, li'aslimgton : Grass crops good. Morgan : Spriiiij pasture never better.
Mamillon : The old crop does uot look well, but young clover very tine. Hancock :

Good season for grass ; some meadows destroyed by black cut-worms. li'cUs : Most of
the clover over one year old destroyed by cut-worms.

Illinois.—Edgar: Grass jiromising. Cuks : Clover of former years nearly all winter-
killed, but this spring's sowing is doing finely. Spring pasture, blue grass, and timo-
thy never were better. I'ile : Many fields of clover winter-killed ; scarcely one has a good
stand. Logan: Clover greatly damaged by winter cold. Lee: Pasturage looking
finely. Monroe: Army worm destructive on timothy. Boone: Clover badly winter-
killed. Clarke: Clover injured by drought. Knox: Clover on wet ground badly
Avinter-killed.

MicniGAX.— Wayne: Copious rains have improved the grass. La Pierre: Nearly all

of last fall's sowing of clover ruined by drought. Calhoun: Drought retarded grass.

Van Burcn: Grass promising largely. Montcalm: Old clover fields badly winter-killed.
Shiawassee: Grass crops improving. Livingston : Last year's sowing of clover lost.

Wisconsin.—Jumeau: Grass promises an abundant crop. Pierce: Many fields of
clover damaged by freezing where the crop was taken off last fall for seed. Portage:
Spring favorable to grass. Saint Croix: Grass looking remarkably well. Adams: Clo-
A'er acreage greater than ever before, the soil having developed a superior adaptation
to that crop. Calumet: Quite a percentage of the land heretofore devoted to cereal
growth has been laid down in meadow and pasture.
Missouri.—Greene: Hay crop will be large. Some meadows, seeded down for

twenty-five or thirty years, will yield three tons per acre, a good admixture of clover
remaining with the timothy. Harrison: Grass looks well. Moniteau,: Meadows look
unusually well. Cole: Hay cro^) very i)romising. Pike: Old clover largely killed;

that sown this spring is doing well. Carroll: Clover generally winter-killed. Calla-
ivag: Clov^er and timothy sown this spring look very Avell,

Iowa.—Clinton grass looks very well. Cedar : Grasses growing finely. Louisa :

Army worm injuring the meadows. Guthrie: Light rains have finely brought out
grass crops. Howard : Clover badly winter-killed. Muscatine : Clover and pasture
fine. Floyd : Clover badly winter-killed, especially last year's, sowing. Chickasaw :

Grass looks well. Henry : Timothy injured by worms resembliug the cut-worm.
Their work appears to be done, and they are dying. Hogs eat them greedily.
Minnesota.—Meeker: Spring pastures excellent since May 10. Goodhue: Large in-

crease of clover. Houston : Grass promising.
Kansas.—Morris : Pasture full average. Cloud : Clover first sown this year. Ee-

intblic : A few experimental patches of clover.

New Mexico.—Dofia Ana : No clover except alfalfa, which is cut from four to six
times from May to November, being used exclusively for green feed. The native grass—grama—may be cut the year round.
California.—Contra Costa : The hay crops will be of poor quality, except that

made from seeded-grain. Pasturage abundant, but the wild oats and clover are trenched
ou more and more by noxious weeds. Placer : Pasturage, though later than usual, is a full

averti.ge and will last longer than for two years past, on account of the great amount
of moisture left in the ground by the heavy rains. Sonoma : Hay aud grass crops
light ; feed will soon be scarce on stock ranges. Sacramento : Clover-fields have been
killed out by excess of rain. Tuolumne : Hay-crops will be light. Alameda : Hay
a fair crop. Nevada : Much hay made in the southern part of the county by mowing-
oats and other graiu. San Joaquin : Large crops of grass and hay.
Oregon.— Umatilla: Native grasses drying up. Josephine: Grasses short. Douglass:

Alfalfa promises to be a good crop.

FRUIT.

Apples.—The apple crop of New England gives very fair promise.
Eeports from the different couuties indicate an amonut of bloom 28 per
cent, above average, and an improvement in condition and prospects of
nearly 17 per cent, above average. Every county reports a full average
condition except Hartford County, Connecticut, where the canker-
worm has reduced the average 20 per cent. This is the only
county in New England from which any reports of insect depredations
have been received. In Kent County, Rhode Island, a severe north-
eastern storm denuded the trees of a large proportion of their blossoms,
yet the general crop prospect is estimated at 50 per cent, above average.
Norfolk County, Massachusetts,- reports a very remarkable increase of
bloom—200 per cent.—and an improvement of 50 per cent, ia the con-
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dition of the crop. These gratifying results are attributed to extra care

in the destructiou of the canker-worm.
The Middle States report a general increase in blooms of 17 per cent,

above average and in condition of 9 per cent. In New York the
apple-bloom is IG per cent, and the general condition of the crop
9 per cent, above par. App'e-growers appear to be quite cheerful,

except in Kings County, where it is said that apples have been
deteriorating for several years. In New Jersey the apple-bloom was 21
per cent, and the condition of the crop 15 per cent, above average. In
some counties the crop indicates great improvement, both in quantity

and quality, results attributed to the destructiou of insects by the ex-

treme cold of last winter. In Pennsylvania bloom and condition.of the

crop, respectively, are 10 and 8 per cent, above average, every county
except three reporting a full average. In Berks County the drought
has caused much of the bloom to fall fruitless. Delaware reports an
increase of 35 per cent, in bloom and of IG per cent, in the condition of

the crop.

In passing into the Southern Atlantic States, the averages of the

fruit-crop begin to decline. In Maryland, while the bloom is 10 per
cent, above average, the condition of the crop is 7 per cent, below;

Drought, cold, and insects are reported in several localities as very
injurious. In Virginia the crop is average in condition and 12 per

cent, above in bloom. The ravages of frost during the blooming
season are mentioned in different parts of the State. In Amherst
County an unnamed insect is reported as killing both fruit and twigs.

In several counties the fruit has fallen immaturely from the trees. In

North Carolina the condition of the crop was 5 per cent, and the

bloom 14 per cent, above average. No injuries from weather or in

sects are mentioned. South Carolina exhibits a decline of 4 per cent-

in bloom and of 15 per cent, in the condition of the crop. In Lexington
County the ends of the tree-limbs are dying, either from the ravages of

some insect or from blight. In Georgia the bloom was 9 per cent, and
the condition 5 per cent, below average. la some quarters the adverse

influence of storms and wind is alleged, and in others cold and droughit,

to account for the decline.

In all the Gulf States the apple crop is below average, both in bloom and
condition, the decline, in Florida, amounting to 20 jier cent. In Arkan-
sas the crop is considerably reduced in condition by caterpillars, which^

in some places, have stripped the leaves from the fruit-trees. The
weather, however, is generally reported as propitious to fruit-culture.

Tennessee reports an improvement of 9 per cent., both in bloom and
condition, though the curculio and caterpillar have commenced their

ravages. In Grainger County the curculio is becoming more destructive

each year. In Kentucky the apple crop is still more promising, the

bloom being 13 per cent, and the condition of the crop IG per cent,

above average. The injuries from frosts are serious in some places, but

more than compensated by extraordinary fullness at other points. Com-
plaints of locust depredations have been received in one or two cases,

but no other insect enemies are noted. In West Virginia, in several

counties, fair prospects of the apple crop have been blighted by heavy
frosts. The condition of the crop is 8 per cent, below average, though
the bloom was fuller than usual.

Of the States north of the Ohio Eiver, the crop is below average in

Ohio and Indiana. From several points in these States come serious

complaints of insect injuries and frosts. Our correspondent in Johnson
County, Indiana, reports the caterpillars unusually destructive on,
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orcliard^; his own, however, Lad escaped, through his special caret i J*

protecting the birds. Illinois rei)orts a large increase of bloom, but cut
down by frost to an average. The cnrculio and caterpillar are reported
as mischievous at a few points. In Michigan and Wisconsin crop pros-

pects are full average, though retarded by lateness of the season. The
severity of the winter seems to have had the good effect of destroying
insects, none having been reported.

West of Mississippi Eiver, the apple bloom was very full, and the con-
dition of the crop is excellent, Kansas, especially, reporting an improve-
ment of 21 per cent. The apple crop is safe in Dona ACa County, New
Mexico, but was deficient in bloom in Beaver County, Utah. On the
Pacific coast, the condition of the crop was depreciated 10 per cent, in

California, and 21 per cent, in Oregon, by cold and frost, assisted in one
county by caterpillars. ^

Peaches.—At the date of our report the peach had onlybegun to bloom
in the northern New England States, yet in several counties a full

average condition was observed, and in one instance an improvement
of 10 per cent. Massachusetts reports one county in which the bloom
was but one-tenth and the condition of the crop three-tenths of an
average. All the other counties reported, however, show a full average
with a very considerable improvement. Ehode Island declines, about
two-tenths in bloom and in condition of the peach crop, while Connecti-
cut reports an improvement of 21 per cent, in the former and 13 per
cent, in the latter.

The peach crop of the Middle States is slightly below average, both
in bloom and condition, Delaware showing a decline of 34 per cent, of
the former and 42 of the latter. In none of these States is there any
mention of insect depredations, the extreme cold of last winter having
been fatal to those pests.

In the Southern Atlantic States the crop appears to be nearly an
average, the only serious decline being in Maryland, where the con-
dition of the crop is 11 per cent, below average. In this State the
drought has brought out the curculio, and the caterpillar is also active
in some localities. In some parts of Virginia late and heavy frosts have
either partially or wholly swept the crop, but in other localities it is

full and promising. In N^rth Carolina peaches are above average both
in bloom and condition. In South Carolina, while the general condition
of the crop is somewhat above average, the fruit is reported in some
instances as falling from the trees. In Georgia, while the serious effects

of cold and drought are acknowledged in some quarters, the especial im-
provement in others brings the crop to nearly a full average. The
peach is below average in condition in all of the Gulf States except
Texas. The curculio is reported in Louisiana, but ihe general com-
plaint is of unfavorable weather. In Texas several counties report
the crop as superior in quality though deficient in quantity. In
Arkansas and Tennessee the season is generally reported favorable for

peach-culture, both States reporting a very considerable improvement
both in bloom and condition. Kentucky show^s a decreased bloom but
an improved condition. In some cases the crop was swept by late frosts.

In West Virginia the crop is 28 per cent, below^ par, the fruit being
largely winter-killed.

North of the Ohio the peach crop is. very unpromising, except in Illi-

nois, where the bloom is estimated at 17 per cent, and the condition of
the crop 14 per cent, above average. Ohio reports but 35 jjer cent, of
average bloom, and but 57 per cent, of average condition. In Indiana
the figures under these heads, respectively, are 87 and OC. Michigan
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reports serious loss to the peach croi) from tlie severity of last winter,
destroying not only the crop but also the trees. The bloom arnouuted
to but 57 per cent, and the condition of the crop to 70 per cent, of an
average. Our reports from Wisconsin and Minnesota make no mention
of the crop whatever. The other States west of the Mississippi present
very encouraging reports, ranging from 3 per cent, to 48 per cent, above
average. Bat few casualties mar the cheering prospect. The Pacific

States show a serious decline in the crop of California, being but 04 per
cent., and in Oregon but 53 per cent., of an average condition.

Fears.—Reports from the pear crop of the New England States show
an advance of 5 per cent, above average, both in bloom and in condi-
tion. Xew Hampshire and Rhode Island fall about 5 per cent, below
])ar, the others being fall average or above. The pear crop of the Mid-
dle States is about average in condition and bloom. Frait prospects
are nearly an average in New York and New Jersey, and above average
in Pennsylvania, while Delaware reports but 88 per cent, of an average
condition of the crop. Pears in Maryland, Virginia, and North Carolina
are nearly average in condition, with fall amount of bloom, but in South
Carolina and Georgia the decline ranges from 10 to 20 per cent, in both.

In the Galf States the crop is considerably below average, though quite

favorable in isolated localities. In Fayette and Gonzales Counties,
Texas, pear culture is reported as remarkably successful. In Arkansas
the crop was injured in some counties by insects, and its general condition

is 4 per cent, below par, while in Tennessee it is a fall average, and in

Kentucky from 8 to 11 per cent, above. In West Virginia the crop de-

clines 14 per cent. North of the Ohio River it ranges 91 to 101. West
of the Mississippi the condition of the crop is considerably below the

bloom, as also on the Pacific Coast.

Small fruits.—In Camden County, New Jersey, the strawberry-vines

were nearly burned out by drought. In Jefferson County, New York,
they sutfered severely during the winter from extreme cold. Raspber-
ries were injured by the cold weather in Northumberland County, Penn-
sylvania, in Henrico County, Virginia, strawberries will not make a
half crop. Strawberries and blackberries were shortened by drought in

Jefferson County, Louisiana. Small fruits killed in Thurston County,
Washington Territory. •

Oranges.—In Levy County, Florida, the young oranges are fast falling

from the trees.

Grapes.—Grape vines were badly winter-killed in Alleghany Courtty,

New York, and in Northumberland Couuty, Pennsylvania. In the lat-

ter county the varieties that best withstood the severity of the weather
were the Concord, Clinton, and Telegraph. In Alexandria County,
Virgiuia, the drought seems to have been especially favorable to grape

culture, which is more promising th;m at any previous time.

Plums.—In Alleghany County, New York, plum-trees bloomed full,

but in Jefferson County the trees suffered greatly from the severity of

the winter. Plums were also injured by the weather in Clearfield County,

Pennsylvania.
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AGRICULTURE IN CALIFORNIA.

The biennial report of the Califoruia State Agricultural Society for

1870-71 has been received. A digest of its more important points may-

be of interest. According to estimates based on the returns of the
county assessors, the value of the agricultural products of California for

1870, not including fruits, amounted, in round numbers, to $60,000,000,
obtained from 2,596,612 acres under cultivation, averaging $23.10 per
acre.

It is believed that in 1871, in consequence of the extreme drought, the
j>roduct was somewhat smaller than in 1870, although the enhancement
of prices went far toward compensating producers for deficiency in

quantity. The wool-growers enjoyed especial prosperity, the yield of

1871 being about 25,000,000 pounds, returning 27^- cents per pound,
against 19,472,060 pounds in 1870, returning 19 cents ; showing an in-

crease of over 82 -pev cent, in the value of the clip.

Of 80,000,000 acres of tillable land in Califoruia, less than 3,000,000
are under cultivation, the area thus utilized in 1870 being, by the asses-

sor's returns, 2,596,612 acres. Of the total population of the State

—

namely, 560,223—nearly oue-half, or 249,738, are residents of twenty-four
of the larger cities and towns, leaving 310,485 for residents of the smaller
towns, occupants of farms, &c. Census statements show 23,375 farms
under cultivation in 1870, the products of which, not including fruit,

averaged in value $2,567. This exhibit shows a small rural population
and a vast amount of fertile land yet unoccupied for cultivation, and
suggests the inquiry whether the prosperity of a region peculiarly rich
in natural resources is not impeded by' land monopolies.

Statistics collected by the State board of equalization show that in
eleven counties 5,465,286 acres (more than double the whole amount cul-

tivated in the State in 1870) are in the hands of one hundred owners,
either individuals or companies, averaging nearly 54,653 acres to each
proprietor. These lands, which, on an average, cost their owners $1 to

$1.25 per acre, are chiefly held for sale in lots to suit purchasers, at
prices ranging from $2 to $8 per acre. They are now assessed at an
average value of $2 per acre , but were they divided into farms, and oc-
cupied as such, their average value would be increased at least $10 per
acre, and this alone would add $54,652,860 to the taxable wealth of the
State. Divided into farms averaging 160 acres, occupied by families
averaging five persons, and yielding products of the same average value
with those under cultivation in 1870, the result would be an addition of
170,790 to the rural population of the State, and of $126,000,000 to the
value of its farm products.
This ownership by companies of large tracts held for sale at an ad-

vance on Government prices exists to some extent in all the counties in
the State. The Central Pacific Eailroad also holds within the State in
the same way 3,000,000 acres. This transfer of vast tracts of unim-
proved land from the Government into the hands of private owners, who
hold it for purposes of speculation, operates as a serious check upon im-
migration and upon the development of the State's resources.

Irrigation, floods, and swamp-lands.—An exj)erience of twenty years,
in which many millions of money and a large amount of property have
been sacrificed by the failure of isolated and oftentimes conflicting at-

tempts to prevent the ravages of drought and of flood, and to reclaim
swamp lands, has proved the necessity of adopting, by State legislation.
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some general system wliich shall include the entire portion of the State
lying between the Coast range and the Sierra Nevada Mountains, and
unite in one plan the threefold design of irrigation, prevention of floods,

and reclamation of swamp lands. It is thought that such a system
must provide additional channels to conduct through the great valleys

the vast quantities of water that fall on the widely extended water-

sheds sloping into them, and that these channels must have outlets at

some distance from the natural one, through which all the waters of a

flood must be discharged. It is represented that an area of not less

than 5,000,000 acres within the contemplated limits of such a system
is now, in some parts, so liable to frequent droughts and floods, and
in others so swampy, that it is unfitted to support any more than a
scanty and unthrifty population ; but the soil is of such a quality that

if the proposed system were carried iuto efiect it might easily support
in a condition of permanent agricultural j^rosperity one person to every

acre ; that is, a population of 5,000,000.

Wood and timber.—According to careful estimates, which are deemed
reliable, one-third of the wood and timber existing in California twenty-

two years ago has been consumed. The requirements of the State for

forest products will be, at least, ten times as great for the next twenty-

two years. To dispense with the use of timber for fencing is to so far

prevent the destruction of forests, and since the costliness of fencing

material is now a serious drawback to the agricultural interests of th«

State, the subject of fence laws demands the immediate consideration

of the legislature. At the same time no more important subject can
occupy its attention than that of forest-culture. The most enterprising

of the European states began, long since, to encourage by legislation

the planting of forests. As the result, England and Scotland now have
thousands of acres of majestic pines, beeches, and oaks; Germany has
in government forests large groves of California redwood, with other

valuable timber trees, collected from different parts of the world, and in

France, Austria, and Eussia, planted forests are among the most valued

of government possessions. The scarcity of hard-wood timber in the

State retards its agricultural prosperity by restraining the manufacture
and enhancing the price of agricultural machinery and vehicles. Ex-
periments, made through the eflbrts of the State Agricultural Society,

have proved the groundlessness of a prevalent impression that the cli-

mate is unfavorable to the growth of hard-wood timber. These experi-

ments have been sufdciently protracted to demonstrate that the best

varieties of hard wood, including different species of locust, walnut, b\it-

ternut, chestnut, orange, mulberry, and maple, will grow in the State

more thriftily than in the Atlantic States, without any depreciation in

durability, elasticity, or strength. Furthermore, some of the best varie-

ties of hard wood indigenous to Australia have been imported and
tested, with like results.

Products outside the ordinary limits of agriculture.—The manufacture

of castor-oil, it is claimed, is becoming in the State a remunerative bus-

iness, and that there is no reason why it should not be largely produced

for export, all parts of the State being well adapted to the growth of

castor-beans. In 1871 over 700,000 i)ounds of them were produced in

the State; in Yuba County alone 000,000 pounds. Their estimated

value is 4 cents i)er pound.
The cultivation of chiccory, successfully carried on for several years

in Yolo County by a German firm, is represented as growing into an im-

portant business. In 1871 that firm luoduced of it, in a cured state,

135 tons, valued at over .f20,000. Other counties are beginuieg to en-
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gage iu tbe business, and, as chiccory thrives on all river-bottoms of a
sandy loam, it can be extended indefinitely.

Mustard-seed, English and wild, is another product which is engaging
attention and promising to become an extensive source of profit. In
1871, of English, Monterey County produced 13,000 bushels, valued at

over $20,000; while of wild, Santa Barbara County gathered over
$10,000 worth, and other parts of the State enough to bring the value
up to $60,000.

A successful beginning has been made in growing broom-corn. In
1870 the value of the crop, produced principally in Yuba, Sutter, and
Amador Counties, was over $40,000.

The report further represents that encouraging experimentshave been
made in the State in the growing of tea, coffee, rice. New Zealand and
common flax, tobacco, and opium. In regard to the two latter, it has
been proved that certain California soils equal the best Virginia tobacco
lands, and samples of opinm grown in the State have been pronounced
by experts to be quite equal to the best imported article.

TENNESSEE.

The delightful climate, rich soil, and valuable undeveloi)ed mineral
resources of Tennessee are attracting the attention of enterprising
farmers, manufacturers, and business men of the Northern States.

Many of the more intelligent and thrifty emigrants from the Old World
are also directing their steps thither. Professor Louis Basse, a German
gentleman of some note as a writer on agricultural subjects, recently
located in Stewart County, West Tennessee, from which point he writes
relative to the agricultural resources and capabilities, and great mineral'

wealth of that locality. He has been a resident of this country for six

years, has traveled extensively over six different States, and, after a res-

idence of one year iu Tennessee, gives it as his o])inion that it is one of
the most desirable locations he has yet found. The country is moun-
tainous, and the surface generally undulating. There is a great differ-

ence of altitude, and consequently a great diversity of climate. The
valleys are narrow and the streams ra})id.

In the whole region of East Tennessee but few marshes can be found,
and, save along the larger streams and rivers, there are no considerable
bodies of bottom-lands. The rivers being fed principally by mountain
springs are clear and cool, and filled with many excellent varieties ot
fish, including the speckled trout. The valleys are very productive and
well adapted to the growth of the grasses, clover, wheat, corn, oats,
barley, rye, tobacco, &c. As a tobacco-growing region it is favorably
regarded; it is also well adapted to the growth of the grape, which is

now being extensively cultivated. Tliat portion of the State is composed
of four distinct varieties of land: the valley, the bottom, the ridge, and
the mountain lands. The ridge lands are valuable only for their timber,
while the mountain lands contain great mineral wealth, yet undeveloped.
Coal is found in great abundance, and marble deposits are inexhaustible.
The price of land ranges from $5 to $100 i)er acre, river or bottom
lands bringing the latter price. The winters are mild, and the sum-
mers cool aud pleasant; the air is pure, dry, and healthj\ A casual
observer would conclude that in a latitude of 36° north the weather
would be very hot in summer; but the latitude is offset by the altitude.^
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BO tbat upou tbe mountains lying along the eastern and western bor-

ders tbere is no excessive beat even in midsnmmer.
Furtber data concerning tbis region are furnisbed by tbe following

letter from tbe pen of Mr. J. C. McKiuuey, of llogersville, Hawkins
County, on tbe subject of its soil, climate, agricultural capabilities, and
mineral resources

:

Eaet Tenuessee has beeu called the Switzerland of America. It is truly a mountain-
ous country, but iuterspersed with tine alluvial bottoms and rich valleys. It is bounded
on each side by high mountains. It is some two hundred miles long by one hundred
miles wide, extending from the northeast to the southwest, in which general direction

all the streams and mountain ranges take their course. Although called a Southern
State, its productions are those of the Middle States. All the grains, grasses, vege-

tables, and fruits of Pennsylvania grow and do well here. Years ago cotton was cul-

tivated, but it was found that we could do better in raising horses and mules for the two
cotton States south of us, and hogs and cattle to feed their people. This was the kind
of farming followed by most of us before the war, and we did well at it. But the war
stripped us of our stock. Grain brought good prices, and we all turned our attention

to its cultivation ; but the price has gone down, and the seasons have not been good,

so that, in addition to running down our farms, we find ourselves, after the last most
unpropitious season, with no surplus to sell and no money.
The country is very irregular and unequal. The river and creek bottoms are rich,

and produce all kinds of grains and grass equal to the prairies of the West. There

are fine bottoms that produce well, then more broken land, until you come to the

mountains, which are fit only for pasture. There is one feature of the mountains and
all our hills which is, perhaps, peculiar—the southern side is generally thin land, while

the northern is rich, producing good grain and grass to the very summit. We have fine

timber of all kinds. The country is finely watered. We have good drinking-water,

and water-power sufficient to drive any amount of machinery. Medicinal springs of

all kinds exist, some of a very high character. It is entirely healthy ; ho section of

the Western States is more so. Many j>ersons from the North, afflicted with lung dis-

eases, have found relief here. Owing to our altitude, our summers are no warmer
than those of Pennsylvania. The winters are mild, there being but few days that

out-door work may not be performed. This is a great advantage to the farmer, not

only in the saving of fuel and the care of stock, but in many other respects.

Our farming, like the country, is unequal. Before the war there were many who
followed a good rotation of crops, used improved implements, and their farms pre-

sented the appearance of careful cultivation. There were others, some owners of lands

and some but renters, who cared nothing for improved machinery, whose farms pre-

sented a dilapidated and worn-out appearance. Since the war, unfortunately, the

number of good farmers has decreased, while the class of renters, who care nothing

for improvements, has largely increased. This class work the land on shares ; they

will neither manure the old nor clear up the new land. Our farms must be divided

up and sold to men who will improve them, unless we can get a class of tenants like

the English tenant farmer, who has some capital, and, renting a farm for a term of

years, it becomes his interest to improve it.

The dairy business would do well here, as we have fine grass and good water, and
long seasons for grazing. Some few who have tried it in a small way have done

well. All kinds of stock do well, and our proximity to the cotton States gives us a

good market for them. Our mouutain-sides should be covered with sheep—there is no
part of our country where they do better. A mixed husbandry is the kind for us—
grain, grass, and stock. These will pay us best, and keep up the fertility of our lands.

CHANGE m TEXAS CATTLE-RAISING.

^Cattle-raisers are beginning to realize a cbangein tbe conditions which

have hitherto secured to them certain special and anomalous advan-

tages. A broad, free range of native grasses has relieved them of all

care for tbe raising of food for their herds. Tbe sole labor required

hitherto has been in the collection and identification of each stock-

raiser's cattle. The methods in use were effective enough when tbe

business was in its infancy, but do not meet the necessities of its later



develDpraent. The increase of population and the opening of railroad

comnumicatious with the northern and eastern markets have intro-

duced conditions of production and transi)ortation and of supply and
demand which the old arrangements will no longer meet. In the coast

regions—the theater of the earlier development of this industry—these

changes are especially visible.

The great cattle range of Southwestern Texas is from the Kueces to

the Kio Grande, (one hundred and fifty miles;) on the Colorado, fifty

miles eastward, cattle change their range with the change of the weather,
northers driving them to the timber belts for shelter, while sunshine
allures them in immense masses to the open prairies. A correspon-

dent of this Department saw 200,000 head gathered within a space
of 20,000 acres of lowlands near the mouth of the Kueces Eiver. These
migratory tendencies of cattle render the task of collecting and identi-

fying them one of great labor and difficulty, requiring the services of

large numbers of men and horses. The employes of the cattle-raisers

of a district organize hunting parties each spring and fall, in order to

brand the calves. Each stock-owner is required by law to have a regu-

lar brand and ear-mark recorded in the office of the county clerk. In
the semi-annual hunts each calf is branded with the brand of the cow it

follows or sucks. A calf not found accompanying any cow is liable to

be appropriated by the party who can first brand it. Parties attempt-

ing to brand, or otherwise approiniate cattle, without first making the

proper record with the county clerk, are liable to a fine of $25 for each
otiense. Without such a public record no stock-raiser could protect him-
self from depredation by legal prosecution. Of late years parties have
driven large numbers of sucking calves from their dams. The increas-

ing demand for beef has created a stronger temptation for this illicit pur-

suit, necessitating greater efibrts to repress it.

For the gathering of the animals for sale the same methods are used
to some extent, but of late the cattle-raisers have been employing
permanent agents in difi'erent parts of the country, i)aying them 50 cents

for every calf branded and $1 for every steer herded for .sale. A bill of

sale is given to the pui^chaser describing the animals by brands, ear-

marks, &c., which must be shown to the cattle inspector, who, in return,

issues a certificate to the eftect that the cattle correspond to the bill of

sale. He keeps a permanent record of his official transactions, which is

always open to inspection.

Among the noticeable changes made in the cattle business, since the
close of the late civil war, is its concentration in fewer hands. The
smaller owners fonnd their stocks decreasing, and hence their profits

did not meet their expenses. They have generally sold out, either to

the larger i^roprietors or to the tallow and hide dealers. But few men
now in the business have less than 1,000, branding about 250 calves.

The herds range as high as 50,000 ; the number of calves branded being
from 20 to 25 per cent, of that inimber. On* these larger ranches are

maintained from 2,000 to 3,000 horses, in order to supply the army of
vaqueros with remounts. Large numbers of the cattle are killed for

their hides and tallow. Some of these dealers sell to purchasers on the
spot, while others ship direct to l!^ew Orleans or drive to Kansas. Sev-
eral leading stock-raisers are mentioned as wintering from 2,000 to 3,000
each on the line of the Kansas Pacific Pailroad.
The term stock-cattle, in Texas, includes cows, calves, yearlings, and

two-j'ear-olds. A i^arty selling 1,000 stock-cattle would furnish 250 of
each of the above classes, and cliarge a uniform price for the whole.
The present price is $5 per head in specie. Three-year-old steers, or

3
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four-year-olds generally bring from 1 10 to $12 per head. This class
furnishes the staple of tlie40insas trade. Four-year-olds, in good con-
dition for shipment to New Orleans, bring $15 per head. Tlie term
beeves is applied only to animals lour years old and upward. In good
condition, they will net 500 pounds of beef per head.
The drought of last season caused a failure of the grass-crop in almost

every ijortion of the State. It enhanced a growing difficulty in the
grazing interest—the gradual failure of the abundant native grasses,
which have hitherto constituted the great source of profits of the busi-

ness. As the grasses are eaten down, or trampled down, weeds multiply
aud scatter their seed by the million. The mesquife brush is thickening
upon the old haunts of the cattle. The conviction is forcing itself ui)on
the minds of many of the more intelligent cattle-men that the range
must be superseded by the stock farm, and that the business must
assume a systematic character. The pasture-lauds must be inclosed in

order that the grass may gather headway.
The inclosure system has already been inaugurated in Sonthwestern

Texas. Mr. Kennedy, of the Laureles ranch, has run a fence nearly
fifty miles across the neck of a peninsula jutting out into the Gnlf, thus
inclosing, with fence and water, 109,000 acres. Within this inclosure are
kept 50,000 cattle, the management of which demands 2,500 saddle-
horses. Another enterprise of this character is reported from Fulton,
Eefugio Couuty. The Kockport aud Fulton Pasture Compaui^ proposes
to inclose a tract of 115,000 acres with pine-plank fence on one side, the
other sides bordering ujjou Nueces, Corpus Christi, Copano, and Puerto
Bays and Chittepin Creek. The bodies of water are here so situated
that thirteen miles of fencing isolates 200,000 acres. Upon the exterior
portion of this area, called Live-Oak Peninsula, are the towns of Kock-
port and Fulton, whence are shipped all the cattle and beef west of the
Guadaluije. The laud inclosed for pasture is thickly set with the run-

ning, or hog-wallow, mesquite grass, the best native fattening grass.

It is proposed to subdivide the area into fields, so as to allow grass to

grow b}' keeping the stock away from it, and thus to keep a constant
supply of fresh grass. The present object of the enterprise is to pur-

chase lean cattle and fatten them for market. It is proposed to pay
full market prices for range cattle and to rely for profits upon the in-

creased value gained by grazing upon the pasture. It is exi^ected that
40,000 or 50,000 beeves will be fattened each year.

It is further proposed to pay attention to the improvement of breeds
of cattle and horses, a project entirely impracticable on the open prairie.

Dairy farming will be added as soon as arrangements can be made.
A refrigerating steamer, the Firefly, constructed according to the " Bray
process," has taken several cargoes of fresh beef to New Orleans, and
one cargo to Philadelphia. In both cities the beef is said to have given
satisfaction. These improvements indicate that beneficial changes have
already been inaugurated^n the cattle industry of Texas.
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IMPORTS INTO GREAT BRITAIN.

The following" table exhibits quantities and valnes of certain imports
into Great Britain (mainly those in competition with exported products
of the United States) during the calendar years 1870 and 1871

:

Quantitieg,
1870.

Animal products

:

Bulls and o.veu unuilier.

Cows do..

Calves do.

.

Sheep and lambs do .

Swine do.

.

Bacon cwt.s.

Bnttei- do

.

Cheese do .

.

Egjja great hundreds

,

Hams cwts.
Wool:

Prom conntrie.s in Europe pounds.
From British Poss'ns in South Africa. . do.

.

From British India do.

.

From Australia do.

.

From other countries do.

.

Total

Corn cwts.
(;orn meal
Wheat

:

From Russia cwts
From Denmark do.

From Germanj' do.
From France do

.

From Austrian Territories do.
Fiom Turkey, Wallachia.andMold.ivia.do.
From Egypt do.
From the UniteJ States do.
From Chili do.
FroTU Briti-sh Kortli America Ao.
From other countries do.

.

Total

Wheat, meal, and tlour :

From Germany cwts.
From Fiance .' do.
From the United States do .

.

From British North America do

.

From other countriea do

.

Total

Barley cwts
Oats .1 do.
Peas do.
Beans - do.
Potatoes - do.
Seeds

:

Clover and grass do.
Cotton tons
Flax and linseed quarters
Kape do.

Cotton, raw

:

Fron\ United States ,.cwts
From Brazil do.
Fiom Turkey do.
From Egypt' do.
From British India do.
From other countries do.

Total

Esparto and other vegetable fibers tons
Tobacco lbs
Manure

:

Bones tons
Guano do.

145, 737
24, 910
31, 525

669, 905

95, 624
536, 844

1, 159, 210

1, 041, 281

3, 590, 352

30, 320

23, 686, 039
32, 785, 271
11, 143, 148

175, 081, 427

16, 666, 078

259, 361, 963

16, 756, 783

5,741

10, 269, 198
327, 919

3,348,214
253, 644

60, 472
489, 421

104,950
12, 371, 922

599, 337

2, 838, 361

237, 791

30, 901, 229

911,108
645, 181

2, 148, 251
451, 463
647, 906

4, 803, 909

7, 217, 327

10, 830, 630

1, 799, 354

1, 505, 798
771, 854

213, 779
120, .304

1, 490, 695
551, 107

6, 395, 079
573, 524

93, 245
1, 283, 129

3, 049, 434
564, 224

11, 958, 635

110, 389
86, 430, 318

92, 032
280, 311

Quantities,
1871.

1.J5, 133
73, 639
40, 139

916, 790

85, 622
1, 017, 907
1, 337, 80S
1, 219, 056

1, 3.51, 106

65, 114

54, 276, 417

32, 643, 785
19, 494, 009

182, 753, 585
30, 343, 540

319, .511,336

• 967,892
37, 150

1, 794, 805
403, 989
780, 802

3, 984, 638

8, 569, 059
11, 007, 106

1, 021, 9.50

2, 975, 651

852, 125

340, 377
174, 392

1, 334, 945
665,161

9, 317, 368
773, 606
23, 099

1, 517, 178

3, 818, 630
394, 009

Yalue, 1870.

£2, 622, 778
391, 269
1.33, 014

1, 151, 373
356, 471

1, 068, 096
6, 793, 877
3, 274, 331
1, 102, 080

101, 145

1,256,157
2, 085, 625

345 356
11, 136, 138

534, 343

15, 357, 619

Value, 1871.

£2, 407, 755

1,031,999
140, 553

1, 789, 826
292, 089

2, 507, 470
6, 958, 961

3, 343, 574

1, 26.5, 484

195, 325

3, 000, 602
1, 744, 952

697, 523
10, 846, 342
1, 147, 387

17, 436, 806

6, 470, 789

10, 712

8, 940, 597
77, 791

2,018,292
72, 345

158, 475
737, 718
489, 741

8, 062, 414
358, 427

2, 005, 698
424, 132

16,264,027 I 23,345,630

653, 463
467, 071

1, 450, 430
326, 597
486, 19a

3, 383, 761

2, 831, 844

4, 381, 607
751, 192
648, 755
245, 252

603, 298
1, 091, 132

4, 016, 016

1, 737, 227

31, 345, 348

2, 793, 101
406, 391

6, 460, 686
9, 980, 121

2, 492, 108

15,843,890 53,477,755

143,313
111,517,416

94,212
178, 678

813, 219

1, 680, 140

591, 701

3, 476, 680

914, 275
32, 950

1, 397, 326
317, 862

775, 871

3, 438, 284

3, 407, 425
4, 001, 687

459, 624
1, 269, 424

225, 732

927,113
1, 526, 652
3, 744, 588

1, 907, 335

33, 220, 259

2, 991, 210
86, 778

6, 236, 237
11,609,338
1, 623, 723

55, 767, 545

1, 238, 741

2, 563, 625

591, 998
1, 994, 145
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AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIONS OF WURTEMBERG.
A statement of the agricultural i)rofluctious of Wurteinberg for 1870,

recently received, represents the available area of arable land to be
2,138,059 acres, of which 1,905,230 are under cultivation, an increase of
5,001 acres over the previous year. The following table gives the average
product per acre, the number of acres occupied by the several products,
and the total of cereal and other products for 1809 and 1870.

Agricultural products.

Cereals

:

Winter spelt
Summer spelt
Oats
"Winter barley
Summer barley
"Winter rye
Summer lye
"Winter wheat
Summer wheat
"Winter mixed spelt and rye..
Summer mixed oats aud vet-

ches.
Millet
Buck^yheat

Pulses:
Peas
Lentils
"Vetclies
Field-beans
Garden-beans

Other products:
Maize
Potatoes, (sound)
Potatoes, (not sound)
Susar-boets, tons of 2,000 lbs.

.

Turnips for seed, tons of 2,000
lbs.

"White turnips, tons of 2,000 lbs.

Cabbage number .

.

Yellow turnips tons..
Kape and rape-seed, .bushels.

.

Poppy do
Flax, (combed) pounds.

.

Hemp, (combed) do
Hops do
Tobacco do

.

Chiccory do.

Average product per
acre in bushels.

1852 to
1806.

42. 36
30.10
29.60
21.70
25.17
18. 62
17.09
20. 48
17.14
30.37
30.37

30.37
30.37

14.96
14.77
18.36
19. 26
19.26

22.34
110. 74

10. 607
10. 607

1869.

41.82
29.45
30.41
26.44
26.31
22. 29
15.93
21.40
18.67
29.58
28.80

38.18
34.08

18.66
16. 03
20. 26
23.27
23.29

25.37
99.75

45. 063
.471

9. 887 9. 886
3613.00 3153.00

7.72
16.11
14.70

125. 95
171.48
524. 01

1213. 25

6.49
16.63
15.87

123. 11

171. 89
351.91

1182. 50

1870.

42.46
30.20
24. 94
24.49
24.27
21.44
16.31
20.18
18. 50
29.33
30.17

30.13
26. 48

12.60
11.97
14.70
17.49
17.54

23.40
157. 51

9.857
.985

9.888
2411. 00

6.91
16. 41

9.22
73. 13

149. 71
614.81

1212. 16

Total acres under
crops.

1809.

502, 7t9
3,088

322, 768
3,874

227, 187
89, 214
15, 855
24,193
7,486

48, 620
34, 408

812
93

9,108
9,561

31, 299

7, 542
1,993

4, 527
175, 221

11,968
31, 501

16, 742
15, 130

288
16, 953
7,901

17, 490

19, 72:3

12, 432
172

1,468

497, 035
3, 196

321, 958
4,213

231, 924

86, 816
KJ, 052
24, 083
8,105

48, 377

31, 706

438
91

8,741
8,917

27, 853

7, 002
2,027

4,690
177, 052

10. 904

33, 000

16, 949

15, 347
296

21,604
7,187

16, 775
19, 504
12, 648

254
1,913

Total production in
bushels.

1869.

21, 023, 265
90, 940

9,815,500
102, 450

5, 978, 915

1, 988, 650
2.52, 060
517, 615
139, 755

1, 438, 290
933, 300

31,000
3,170

169, 970
l:>-3, 240
034, 210
175, 480
46, 430

114, 835
17, 478, 540

1, 146, 426
539,310
184, 486

165, 315
47, 705, 432

1,869
281, 940.

125, 410

2, 154, 178

3, 390, 314

4, 375, 030
203, 390

21, 104, 665
96, 570

8, 030, 140
103, 185

5, 628, 685
1, 861, 600

261, 850
485, 880
149, 915

1, 418, 955
956, 590

13, 195
2,410

110, 165
106, 755
409, 445
122, 495

35, 530

109, 740
27, 878, 489

1, 674, 811

107, 394
325, 017

167, 578
37, 005, 395

1,936
354, 670
66, 235

1, 226, 731

2,920,006
7, 776, 120

307, 890

In 1870 there "were in red clover 103,850 acres, yielding 349,420 tons,

at the rate of 2.13 tons j)er acre; in lucerne, 38,917 acres, 92,901 tons,

2.39 tons per acre; esper clover, 27,974 acres, 40,210 tons, 1.05 tons per

acre. The harvests of hav on 059,491 acres were, in 1870, 1,108,054

tons; in 1809, 1,478,114 tons; 1808, 933,442; 1807, 1,547,202; 1800,

1,331,097.

The fruit production has been quite variable. The average for 1852
to] 801 was 2,080,203 bushels of kernel fruits and 482,318 bushels of

stone fruits. In the four years ending in 1870 the extremes were from
4,213,103 bushels in 1807 to 423,433 bushels of kernel fruits in 1809

;

and of stone fruits, from 797,290 in 1808 to 134,409 busliels in 1809.

Of 58,074 acres in vineyard in 1870 but 44,505 were cultivated, which
yielded 3,092,209 gallons of wine, or 83 gallons per acre. Of this pro-

duct 1,877,477 gallons were sold for $1,334,813, an average of 71 cents
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per g^allon. On tliis basis the total productiou was worth $2,G21,468.

The following table presents a view of the vintages for ten years past:

Year.

1860
1861
1862
1863
1864
186.5

1866
1867
18C8
1869
1870

Production
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for its base a sand or gravel subsoil, may be plowed so deep as to
reach a bottom which has uo capacity to hold either water or manure.
Thus should that question be settled everywhere. The earth that is

plowed the deeper will receive the most and retain the longer the rain

that falls ui)on it, and of course furnish a greater space in which plants
may feed and grow; and besides this, it affords a reservoir into which,
in freezing weather, the rain may settle from the immediate root of the
growing plant, which thus escapes from being embedded in ice, and
spewed or frozen out, as clover and wheat often are in the Middle, West-
ern, and j!!^orthern States. But the whole subject of deep and shallow
idowing is one which every farmer must study in connection with the
character of the soil he cultivates, and govern his practice accordingly;
keeping in view, however, that a fresh, uncultivated soil, brought to

the surface for the first time, may disappoint his expectations in its

capacity for fruitfulness, until it shall have received the benefit of

manure, and especially the amelioration of light and heat.

The subject of rotation of crops is one which deserves especial atten-

tion, and which must be considered with reference to the locality where
it is practiced ; but that it is an essential principle which must enter

into the successful operations of the farm, is as certain as that a diver-

sity of food conduces to the health, strength, and mental capacity of
man. The analogy is by no means an imperfect one. What can be so

plain, if we but reason from natural cause and effect, as that bringing
into requisition again and again the same means of production, the
same muscular powers of locomotion, the pursuit of the same train of

thought, serves but to exhaust the soil, as it debilitates and exhausts
the capacity of man ? The earth will certainly cease to yield a product
of the constituent parts of which it has already given all it has. And
here let us consider the result and effect of continual restoration of the
soil by the application of superphosphates, guano, and other commercial
manures. Will not this supersede the necessity of rotation! All these

may contain many of the component parts of production, and most of

them are soluble in water, and, therefore, more immediately convertible

into plant-food, stimulating in its character, quickly bringing into re-

quisition the powers of the earth, and consequently in the same degree
exhausting those powers ; and like spirits habitually administered to

the body, requiring an increase of quantity to i^roduce a like effect; and
eventually increase loses its power, and the earth, like the body, dies

from exhaustion. There is an active, living principle in a diversity or

rotation of crops, which nature dictates, as is exhibited in the practical

oi)erations of the farm. Dig up an old apple-tree, and a young one will

not grow successfully upon the same ground, and no manure will make
it grow. It is vain to theorize upon the subject, and we may as w^ell

conclude that there is no substitute for a rotation of crops in a i^roper

management of the farm.

But what shall the rotation be? Here we must recur to the idea

that while it is indispensable, it must be regulated b}" circumstances. In

the J\Iid41e and some of the Western States the usual routine is clover,

corn, oats, or spring barley, wheat, and with it timothy and clover; the

former sown with the wheat in the fail, at the rate of about three quarts

to the acre, and clover in the spring, about one bushel to five acres.

This grass is mowed and n)ade into hay the second year, and often the

third; then the manure of the farm should be put upon the sod, and
again it goes into (-orn. By this rotation the laud continues to grow
better and more productive from year to year.

There are points at the South, and also in the West, where this rotation
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cviniiot be pursued, because tbe soil and climate are not congenial to

the growth of all such grain. If so, let others be substituted ; but if

there be any point where grass of some kind cannot be raised, then it

had better be abandoned as an agricultural district, and appropriated
to some other i)urpose ; for it may be questioned wdiether anything that
grows out of tlie earth can be grown prolitably where grass will not
grow. Grass is the great renovator of the earth, and will always grow,
M'ith the use of lime, where land is worth cultivating.

The marked contrast between the modes of culture of the farmer of

the North and planter of the South is not to be traced to any essential

difference iu the principles by which the cultivation of the earth should
gov^ern the one or the other, but is rather to be accounted for by the
circumstances of these localities. Climate has had much to do with the
subject, the character of labor more, and the education and habits of

the respective populations greatly conduced to the essential differences

in the practical operations of the farm.
In the Southern States it is as uncommon to meet with a barn, as a

place of ])reparation of the i^roducts of the plantation, as it is in the
ISTorth to tind a farm Vvithout one. The planter contents himself with
the reflection that his cattle require no such shelter from the elements
with which he is surrounded ; while the farmer estimates his barn, not
oidy as a shelter for his cattle from wet and cold, but as a manufactory
of the only fertilizers upon which he relies to improve his land ; and
not only this, but as a place where his products are prepared for the
market without waste or deterioration, and from whence the straw,
hay, and fodder are distributed to the cattle for their comfort and for

the profit of the farmer. The southern planter will not realize the truth
of this, although he finds himself scattering over a thousand acres;
abandoning one spot with the hope of finding another less exhausted,
or perhaps somewhat rested from the fatigues of a series of crops of the
same thing; while the northern farmer, with his well-farmed hundred
acres, will be found to increase the fertility of his land and add to his

acres year by year. We have almost said that a barn is essential to

the operations of the farm
; that it is through its instrumentality that it

is fertilized and improved ; while the manure of the barnless plantation
is wasted upon the desert air.

All other questions respecting the management and economies of
plantation or farm management resolve themselves into the considera-
tion of labor, its character and qualities. Our southern people are
essentially agricultural. They have had no other subsisting interests

to any extent. The existence of servile labor, imposed upon the minds
of the land-holders, made it a part of their earliest education that labor
was degrading. This was a necessary consequence of a system in which
men were born to command and obey. However well educated, their
minds were not turned to the subject of agriculture. They had no neces-
sity to investigate the practical workings of the plantation; that was
in other hands, whose special business it was to oversee as well the labor
as the laborer. But now there is a new state of things, wiien it will

become imperative upon the owners of estates to study agriculture as a
science, to think and plan for themselves, to devise their own modes and
schemes for the improvement of their lands and the economies of'using
hired labor. It does not necessarily follow that planters have suffered

anything in the change of the character of their laboring hands; expe-
rience has proved that they have lost few or none of them; and when
we remember the amount of work accomplished by one who earned at
most but a mer^ subsistence, who was engaged in a duty of which he
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would accomplish just as little as lie miglit, aud performed it as badly;

and now, when he shall have been stimulated by the hope of gain, the fear

of competition, the approbation of his employer, and, not least, the anti-

cipations of an independent home, it is questionable, if not clear, that

the planter will, in the end, be benefited by the change. There is, to

say the least of it, great encouragement in the consideration that

laborers in the South are not wanting, that their labor is not too expen-

sive, and that the products of their soil are well paid for in a never-

failing market.
There is a great disparity, even now, between the conditions of north-

ern farmers and southern planters; for, apart from the mere considera-

tion of the sacrifice of human life, tlie former were rather benefited by
the results of the war, while the latter lost their all, and were driven to

the resort of double and triple cropping to meet their actual necessi-

ties. Hence the soil has been exhausted, and nothing but the lapse

of time will enable them to restore it; and that, too, by a rotation of

crops to which grass must contribute largely. There is no mode by
which the fertility of the soil can be so cheaply restored as by clover.

The size of plantations in the South is a great drawback to judicious

farming. It has been clearly demonstrated that one hundred acres care-

fully and judiciously tilled will, with the same labor, produce as much as

two"^ hundred carelessly farmed. It is not enough that the surfi^ce be
loosened, and seed be committed to the earth, to insure an ade-

quate yield. The ground must be well and deeply plowed aud
plowed again; it must be well harrowed and harrowed again, until it

is brought nearly to the condition of the seed-bed of a garden before

the seed is committed to it; and then the seed should be selected with

a degree of care which will insure the separation of the indifferent and
the good. And this is a point of the utmost importance—far greater

than is usually attributed to it. No matter what the seed may be, there

will be found good, bad, and indifferent among it; and that these

should be separated is as fixed a principle as that better seed will pro-

duce a better plant, and that a better plant will produce better cotton,

tobacco, wheat, or corn. To separate them is not a question of labor

or expense, for it may be relied upon that the result will repay it four-

fold. How they may be separated may be answered by saying that in-

different seed is almost invariably lighter, and that the winuowing-mill,

which will blow fifty bushels of seed from a hundred, renders a most
valuable service to the result of a bountiful production.

There is one more subject to which the attention of farmers every-

where should be drawn—the pasturage of cattle upon laud when it is

wet. There is no one whose experience has not taught him that to

plow land when it is wet is injurious to it. The reason is manifest:

The earth may be said to be a set of mouths and lungs which feed aud

breathe; to plow it when wet shuts up its capacity to feed and
breathe; in other words, it smears its surface so as to make it

impervious to light, air, and heat, for the want of which it dies; and a

death, too, from which resuscitation is extremely difficult. This same
consequence is the result of pasturing (;attle upon lands whose surface

has been made wet by rain or otherwise; it is worked into a mortar

incapable of producing fruit.

Farming, like all other of the occupations of life, requires a study of

the scientific principles which enter into it, thought of the modes of

their application, and especially the observations of practical experi-

ence; and these combined will always produce profitable results.

Prejudice often puts its seal of thoughtless reprobation upon what it
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scornfully terms book-farming-; but the farmer need not fear to learn

his art from any source. If the chemist has analyzed the production of

the soil, and found, to an unqualified certainty, its component parts ; and
if natural philosophy teaches that these coniponent parts are taken from
the earth, the lesson is certainly taught that the earth becomes ex-

hausted by a continuous draft upon it, and eventually ceases to yield the

product. If he discusses the chemical properties of lime, and its effect

when brought in contact with the earth—when, therefore, it may be
profitably applied and how used—such discussion may be turned to a

most practical and profitable account by the farmer. If the entomolo-

gist has carefully studied the life and habits of the bugs, liies, and
worms which infest the earth and all its growing vegetables, plants, and
fruits, and teaches the nature and extent of their depredations, and
thereby, to some extent, puts it in the power of man to thwart their

operations; if he puts into our possession the facts with regard to the

character of birds which are insectiverous and which are not, which are

destructive and which are not, thus enabling us to guard against the

one and protect the other ; if the investigations of the botanist point out

the nutritious, fibrous, or medicinal character of a plant, and where it Avill

grow successfully and where it will not—what distinguishes one plant

from another; if the natural philosopher treats of the nature of the

earth itself, and how it is affected by light, and heat, and air, and how it

gives life to the germinating seed,, and strength and stature to the grow-

ing plant; if, in tine, it be the unchangeable laws of God which give

vitality to every living and growing thing upon the earth, is it not well

that thefiirmer should study to know what those laws are, and give them
their most potent influence to produce the best results from the work of

His hands ?

DETEPJORATlOxN OF COTTON AND SUGAR-CANE.

BY THE COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE.

By the extensive and intimate intercourse which this Department has
with the agriculturists of the country, it has been strongly impressed
with the idea that the products of grain, cotton, and sugar have much
depreciated in quantity, and, it has been alleged, in quality also ; that this

is a very unnatural and alarming result, of what is undoubtedly an im-

proved condition of agriculture, must strike the mind of the most casual
observer ; and it has induced the Department to inquire i)articularly , and
gather the facts, and elicit the opinions of cotton and sugar planters

and dealers on the subject, with the view of knowing whether it was
within the scope of authority of this Department to come to the rescue

or aid of interests so important. To effect this object, letters were di-

rected to many intelligent cotton and sugar planters in all the Southern
States tending to elicit answers to the following inquiries

:

1st. Have these products deteriorated in quality or quantity ?

2d. And, if so, to what source do you attribute such deterioration ?

3d. Can this Department do anything to remedy the evil '?

These letters have been extensively responded to, and it is gratifying

to believe that much intelligent thought has been given to the consid-
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eratiou of the subject. While much comment is made upon the effect pro-

duced by the great change in the character of hibor, and the want of con-

trol over it, which the planter has once bad, a compendium of the whole
correspondence leads to the inevitable conclusion that botli cotton and
sugar have diminished in the quantity of production, but that neither

has depreciated to any extent in quality, and the cause of failure is most
unerringly traceable to the planter himself.

If this Department can impress upon the planters of cotton and
sugar the indispensable importance of selecting seed and careful culti-

vation, it will have accomplished the introduction of a rcmedv which
will cure the evil. What are the " Dickson," the " Boyd," the " Peeler,"

the "Hnrlong," but the productions of selection 1 Does not all nature
teach that in her operations "like produces like?" A letter in pos-

session of the Department from an individual at Montezuma, Georgia,
gives most satisfactory assurance that he has increased his crop of cotton
20 per cent, by the continued pursuit of selection for a few j'cars ; and
all the testimony everywhere coincides with this experience.

In the preparation of cotton-seed, what is the practice now, and what
should it be ? The seed is promiscuously taken from the gin, carelessly

thrown upon aheap, where it remains until i)lanting-time, and without
regard to any selection of good or indifferent is again committed to the

earth to make its bad or indifferent product. Is this practice adopted
to avoid the labor of selection, or is it really traceable to a want of faith

in the superior value which good seed has over that which is indiffer-

ent; or is it a commingled feeling of doubt and slothful ness, with a want
of that degree of energy, without which planting should be the work
of other hands?
A few figures may serve to convince, when mere reasoning may fail.

The vigorous plants which first mature are always best for selection.

One hand will gather in a day 150 i)ounds of cotton which will produce
108 pounds of seeds, and this will plant two acres of ground ; so that it

will require 25 days' work to secure the selected seed for fifty acres.

Allowing nothing for the cotton picked, this selection will cost, at

$1 a day to each hand employed, $25. Assuming the loroduct without
the selection of seed to be at the rate of half a bale an acre, the amount
would be 25 bales of, say, 450 pounds each, being 11,250 pounds, esti-

mated to be worth at home 15 cents a pound, or $1,087.50. Now, the
evidence is incontrovertible that a careful selection of seed will increase

this product 20 per cent., or an amount of $337.50, from which deduct
the $25 paid for selecting, and there is a clear gain of $312.50 upon a
single crop of 50 acres. When it is remembered how seed is usually

taken from the gin, and how it is stored away for future use, and the

process of degeneracy occasioned by heating, it is not at all wonderful
that the estimate of the increased yield from pure, selected seed should

be 20 j)er cent. Indifferent seed produces an infirm and sickly plant,

and a consequent diminution of cotton. Practice sanctions the use of

from two to eight bushels of seed to plant an acre of ground, and the

I)lanter consoles himself with the idea that it is not lost ; but this is

only i)artially true, for this wasteful mode of converting- seed into ma-
nure is not justified by the benefits derived. It would be far more
prolitable to subject the seed, as it accumulates at the gin, to an appli-

cation of plaster of Paris, and muck from a swamp, or pine shucks or

leaves and earth from the woods, and thus convert the refuse cotton-

seeds into a compost which will tell with tenfold the effect upon the

crop of cotton to which it is aj^plied. One bushel of well and carefully

selected seed will be quite sufficient to plant an acre of grouud in hills,
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twenty inches apart and in rows four feet apart. But, after all, tbe

planter nuist be convinced that a rotation of crop is absolutely indispens-

able to any operation for a series of years. If the plantation contains

200 acres let 50 of them be in cotton, 50 in corn, 50 in peas or beans,

and 50 in grass; and let the crops alternate; and it cannot be doubted
that if this process be pursued for a series of years, the 50 acres will

liave grown more cotton than 100 under other circumstances. The use
of lime, if it can be procured at any reasonable expense, will always in-

sure the growth of grass.

With respect to the cultivation of the sugar-cane, the same principles

which it has been endeavored to enforce with regard to cotton-planting-

are equally applicable. AVhile several correspondents press the idea of

the necessity for a new importation of cane, the great weight of opinion

is that the diminution in the quantity of production is occasioned by
careless selection and planting of the cane, and subsequent careless cul-

ture. It is manifest that little or no regard is paid to the quality of the

cane planted ; that dry, hard, woody canes, often perforated with borers,

are used, instead of tliose with healthy, succulent tops ; and this under
a thoughtless or careless impression that, if the sprout appears at all, it

may produce a vigorous and healthy i^laut, whereas it will certainly main-
tain its sickly existence out to the end, with a result in production like

to its origin. Beside careful selection, however, subsequent culture, in

order to imi^rove the character of cane, is all important. What but cul-

tivation has brought to their present condition and excellence almost all

the roots and seeds with which we habitually deal ? What was the corn,

the wheat, the potato, the apple, peach, pear, and plum before they passed
through the manipulations of careful culture ? Does not all nature teach
that her productions were committed to the care of man that they might
be cultivated and improved ? And is it not equally manifest that there
is no such principle as nsitural degeneracy which belongs to God's iirov-

idence "? for, if it we^-e otherwise, the world could not have lasted four

thousand years ; it would have long since degenerated into a fruitless

waste. It may be relied upon as a self-evident truth that careful culture

will improve the character of any vegetable as certainly as the neglect

of the selection of seed and its careful cultivation will degenerate it.

In the proper cultivation of sugar-cane, those same agricultural prin-

ciples which experience has taught to be so conducive and so essential

to the successful growth of fruits and jilants must be observed. You
must return to the soil what you take from it ; and this must be done
through the medium of a direct application of manures and a rotation of
crops ; and without either of these the experiment will prove a failure

in the course of time. Manure alone will not do ; rather depend upon
rotation alone. A division of the farm into parts, such as is recommended
for the cotton-plantation, is equally applicable to sugar, and the result

of such a practice would double the crop upon every acre. The bagasse
of a sugar-plantation is largely wasted, for the want of the application
of a little expense which would add four-fold to its value. It is some-
times thrown in a pile to burn to death by its own internal heat, or
actually burned as fuel in the operation of sugar-making, which is a most
wasteful use, for the ashes are by no means equal to the thing itself. If,

when this bagasse is taken from the mill, it were mixed with earth and
lime, it would furnish an amount of manure equal to covering a space as
large as that from which it was taken. As "to cotton, plaster of Paris
was recommended for this purpose, because it preserves the ammonia;
whereas, in the cultivation of sugar, nitrogen, which is the basis of
ammonia, is probably inimical to the formation of sugar.
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A summary of all the information which tlie ]3epartment has been
enabled to collect results in this conclusion : that Louisiana has a soil

and climate adapted to the cultivation of sugar ; that these lands are
generally in the hands of intelligent planters ; tliat they need but to pur-
sue the plain dictates of natural laws to restore the cane to its superior
excellence, and its product to its largest yield.

It is a subject of congratulation that the Department has been advised
of the effort now being made to i^rocure a new importation of sugar-cane
into Louisiana, that the quality may be thereby improved. It may be
so, even under the uecessary process of acclimation and adaptation
through which it must go. But, if it is to be planted time and again
upon the same ground, and no selection of plants to be made, it, too,

must soon " go the way of all flesh."

EPIZOOTICS AMONG SWINE.
By the Commissioner of AonicuLTURE.

In the monthly report of this Department for April last, under the

title " Diseases of swine," the attention of the people of the country was
called to the enormous losses which were annually sustained from epi-

zootic diseases among swine. All these diseases, however dift'erently

they may affect the life of the animal, are called " hog-cholera;" because
of our ignorance of tlie subject we cannot give to each case a name spe-

cific enough to indicate its true character. In our comparatively new
country veterinary surgery has not attained that degree of eminence as

a scientiiic profession which its importance demands; on the contrary,

we have actually suffered from the estimate which is put upon such
learning and practice. But we are now startled by the fact that for the

past ten years the loss of the whole country has exceeded ten millions

of dollars annuallj^ b}' e})izootic diseases, at which we fold our arms with

amazement, and wonder what it is.

The June number of the National Live-Stock Journal, published at

Chicago, furnishes, under the title "Epidemics among swine," an excel-

lent article on this subject, in which, among other things, it says: ''Un-

der such circumstances it would seem as if the Department of Agricul-

ture would have instituted some investigation into the cause, nature,

and proper treatment of this malady, and have had something to offer

the country- in relation to the prevention and control of diseases which
Lave proven so destructive." But this is unmindful of the fact that this

Department has no means for the institution of such inquiry. Appro-
priations for its workings are all specific ; and it would be a violation of

the duty of the Commissioner to direct them to other objects than those

specified. The work is so important and so peculiarly scientific and
professional that it should call to its performance the greatest amount
of learning with the best practical skill the country can command. The
necessity for the action of Congress to make provision for the appoint-

ment of a commission which may thoroughly investigate the subject, as

it did with regard to the diseases of cattle, cannot be more strongly en-

forced than it is in the article of the National Live-Stock Journal before

referred to, and which we here quote as expressing the views of this

Department on the subject

:

We have never been more stronglj' impipssed with the necessity of a general investi-

gation of this subject by competent authority than when considering the details fur-
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uished by the last report of the Department. For these reports show the people to be

abaoluteiy i<>-iioraut of the matters which the general prevalence of these epidemics

render it essential that they should know. " Hog cholera is the term indiscriminately

applied to the diseases of swine generally," says the Commissioner, which illustrates

very forcibly the inability of swine-breedors, in the present state of po|)\ilar iuforma-

ti(m, to distinguish one disease from another. Everything is Icnown as hog-cholera,

while there may be two or three diseases of entirely difterent types, which, if they

could be distinguished one from another, the breeder could very soon brin;^ under con-

trol; and the diseases being confused with each other, remedies are administered for

one, -which would have proved valuable for another, and he is now powe.rless to accoin-

l)lish anything. Whether there is one epidemic disease or half a dozen, whether dif-

ferent epidemics are prevailing in different sections, or the same epidemic is prevailing

everywhere and modilied by climatic influences, are matters which will never be cer-

tainly known until the Department of Agriculture secures the services of a corps of

competent, scientific gentlemen, and institutes, under their direction, an extended series

of experiments and observations.

Here is one locality where rotten wood and bituminous coal are generally resorted to.

Another, where a mixture of tar and sulphur is the popular favorite. Another, where

tar, turpentine, and chlorate of potash were believed to be effective. Another, where
coal-ashes, salt, sulphur, sulphate of antimony, soap-suds, charcoal, and rosin were used

separately or in combination. Another where cooked food and tar form the basis of the

farmer's hope. Another where common poke-root, fried in grease, was believed to be

the only remedy. Another, where burning the skin with a hot iron was regarded as

sovereign. Another, where salting, slopping, copperas, alum, and sulphur, and still

another Avhere alum, sulphur, copperas, madder, black antimony, and saltpeter pulver-

ized and mingled with grain were generally relied ou. In other localities coal-oil, coal-

tar, and lime were used.

The popular ignorance of the matter, as shown by the remedies in use, i.s still more
plainly shown by the popular ideas concerning the cause of the disease, which was be-

lieved to be occasioned by still-feeding in Westmoreland County, Pennsylvania; by
poisonous umshrooms and unripe berries in Buchanan and Surrj' Counties, Virginia;

by ticks iu Yalabusha County, Missouri ; by lice and mange in Macon County, Georgia

;

from eating cockle-burrs in Phillips Couutj^, Arkansas ; from the heavy beech-mast iu

Obion County, Tennessee; by eating cotton-seed iu Madison County, Tennessee; to

the uiast iu Laurel County, Kentucky ; and to the want of it in Champaign County,

Illinois, &c.
There is evidently a great public necessity, and most abundant room for some inves-

tigation of these matters, such as the Government alone can conduct to a satisfactory-

conclusion.

ENTOMOLOGICAL RECORD.
By Towxend Glover, Entomologist.

A NEW VGRASSHOPPER.—Two full-growii Specimens, a miile and a

female, of a very singular and apparently new orthopterous insect,

resembling Conooephalus ensiger, or conical sword-bearer of Harris, were

taken alive in the green-house of the Department of Agriculture, last

season, by Mr. J, H. Brummel. A short time previous, two half-grown

larvte were found, but died soon after being captured ; and the remains

of a fifth full-grown imago were found, when cleaning out the flower-

pots in the winter.

These insects injured the leaves of the coffee-plants, rose-apples, and

bananas, in the green-house, much in the same manner as is done by
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our native katydids, by eating holes in tlie leaves and gnawing away
tlie edges. Their jaws were remarkably strong and sharp, and when
the insects were iucautionsly handled they bit so severely as to draw
blood. The male was about 1.75 inch in length from the tip of the cone,
or horn on its forhead, to the end of its wing-covers when closed. The
female measured 3.05 inches to the end of the ovipositor, which itself

w^as at least 1.25 inch in length. Tlie general color of both male and
female was alightpea-groen, and the wings were delicately veined with
distinct nerves, resembling the venation of leaves. A very marked
feature in this insect, when alive, is that the labrum and clypeus are
bright yellow, contrasting strongly with the jet-black of the mandibles,
which, together with the cone or horn on the top of its head, gives it a
remarkable appearance. This cone or horn, vt'hich is placed obliquely
upward on the top of the forehead, forming a line Avith the face, is yel-

low beneath, black at the tip, and ends in an acute point, which is some-
what bent downward at its summit. No insect resembling it having
hitherto been found in this neighborhood, there is but little doubt but
that it has lately been imported with or on some foreign plants sent
from South America or the West Indies, and as many exotic plants
have been received from Balize, British Honduras, it is probable that
this grasshopper came in the egg-state, on some of the plants from that
locality, and was hatched out last summer in the green-house. This fact

alone admonishes us how careful we should be when importing new and
valuable plants from abroad, for if a large insect, nearly two inches in

length, and fully the size of a katydid, can be so easily introduced,
how much more readily the small and inconspicuous noxious insects

hidden under the bark would be likely to escape notice, until they had
perpetuated their species, so as to become partially naturalized and
injurious to our plants. There is no danger, however, that this grass-

hopper will spread, and, as it is apparently very tender and accustomed
to a troi)ical climate, most probably it would not be able to withstand
the rigors of our winters in the open air, and as all were killed or caught
as soon as seen in the green-house, there is very little probability of any
being left to perpetuate their race.

Mr. Thomas has described this insect under the name of Copiophora
mitcronata, in the Canadian Entomologist for January, 1872, and gives
it as his opinion that it approaches nearer C. cornuta found at Para,
South America, or C. gracilis, at Napo or Maranon, than any other species

of which he has knowledge.

New earth-wobm.—In connection with the subject of introducing
new enemies to plants from abroad, it may be advisable to mention
that at the present time a very large and apparently new species of

earth-worm, thought to have been first introduced in the earth in which
some Japanese plants were imported in the expedition under Commo-
dore Perry, has increased and multiplied in the hot-houses so much as

to have become a veritable nuisance. This worm is probably the same
mentioned in the English Gardeners Chronicle of April 21, 18G9, by D.

T. Fish, F. E. H. S., under the name of the eel-worm, its habits

and ap})earauce being almost identical with that in the hot-houses

of the Department of Agriculture. Mr. Fish, after stating that it

is very injurious to plants in pots, and had been known for

twenty years, says that it is " probably a tropical relation of

the common earth-worm, as it cannot live out of doors in the climate of

England and scarcely subsists in a green-house, but revels in the tem-

perature of a i)lant-stove or orchideous house. It differs from the com-
mon worm in its mode of locomotion and in several of its habits. It
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comes out at night on walls, stone floors, &Q.., and is as quick as an
adder in its movements when disturbed. It seems impossible to

eradicate it; it appears to breed with extraordinary rapidity, and is

endowed with great muscnlar power, so much so that it is somewhat
difficult to hold a large specimen between the thumb and finger. Lime-
water, which is a sovereign remedy against the common earth-worm,
ai)pears to have little intiueuce on it, and the only effective mode of
destruction is to turn out the soil from the pot and catch and kill the
intruder, taking care, however, not to knoclc or jar the plant, as this

worm, instead of coming- to the surface on being disturbed, like the com-
mon worm, will instantly recede to the center of the ball of earth and
remain there undisturbed.'' In a later number of the Gardener's Chron-
icle for 1871, page 4GS, Mr. W. Baird speaks of a worm under the name
of Megascolex {Ferichoeta) diffringens, found in three different gardens in

England, in hot-stove houses, which is pi'obably the same worm as the
eel-worm referred to by Mr. Fish.

The Coloeado totato-beetle.—The reports from Wiscou.sin in-

dicate that this insect is not so numerous as last year. In Kalamazoo
County, Michigan, they have decreased 50 per cent., and other counties

send similar rei)orts, though in Wayne County " they have appeared in

myriads." In Ohio they are very numerous, as will be seen by the fol-

lowing- extracts

:

Warren County.—The potato-bug is doing great injury; everybody
is catching and killing them, though some rely on Paris green.

Picliiiway County.—Injurious to crop.

Wyandotte County.—Plenty.
FranJdin County.—Present in countless numbers, but doing little

damage. Cool weather prevents their eggs from hatching, while the
ladj^-bugs devour them. Great efforts are being made for the destruc-

tion of the pest.

Eoss County.—Present in great numbers.
Lucas County.—Numerous; farmers systematically killing them.
Champaign County.—Millions at work on the potatoes.

Delaware County.—Quite troublesome.
The Kentucky reports represent the insect as just making its appear-

ance in several counties

:

Shelby County.—The advance guard of the potato-bugs made their

appearance May 10.

Spencer County.—Potato-bugs appearing for the first time; never
before within twenty miles. (Locusts also plenty.)

Indiana reports are as follows :

Ferry County.—Colorado bugs more numerous than last year, but have,
as yet, done but little damage. . ,

Laiorence County.—The lady-bug is destroying the eggs of the potato-

bug, which is doing but little damage.
Hoivard County.—Colorado beetles too scarce to do any damage.
Marshall County.—Not half as bad as last year.

Fosey County.—Hot many bugs yet.

Kiio.v County.—Colorado bugs more numerous than' last year.

Wells County.—Has made its appearance within a few days. The
only remedy is to destroy them before they deposit their eggs.

Harrison County.—Have again ax^peared in great numbers, and are

likely to destroy most of the crop.

In St. Cair, Montgomery, and Ogle Counties, Illinois, the beetles are
" not so numerous as last year." Madison, Putnam, Hancock, and
Tazewell Counties report " plenty of bugs." In Massac County " a new
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l^otato-bug-, half an inch long, and of a reddish color," has appeared.
(Will the correspondent please send si)ecimeus "?)

Four counties in Missouri report as follows

:

PulasJci County.—Potato-bugs very destructive, especially to the Early
Eose.
Phelps County.—Potato-bugs numerous.
Ferry County.—Bugs in force.

FranUin County.—Xot so destructive as last year.

In Kansas the " bugs" have appeared " in diminished numbers."
In Meeker County, Minnesota, the insects have appeared in large

numbers, threatening mischief. Will be freely dosed with Paris green.

Upshur County^ West Virginia.—Potato-bugs destructive in some places.

(This may not be the "western" i)otato-bug.)

JSToTK ON PiEKis RAP^.—This insect, the larva of which has been
such a terror to the cabbage-growers in the North, has reached the Dis-

trict of Columbia, specimens of the perfect insect, or butterfly, having
been taken by Mr. Charles II. Dodge, during the present mouth, flying

about his garden. Its presence was reported in Baltimore last summer.

CHEMICAL MEMORANDA.
By EYL.VND T. Brown, Chemist.

This division of the Department has completed the analysis of the

first installment of commercial mannres, and while the work of collect-

ing specimens for the further prosecution of this task is progressing, the

laboratory is engaged in the analysis of marls, specimens of which have
been accumulating for the past year, representing a great variety of

substances from different parts of the country. The results obtained

from the examination of commercial manures Avill appear in the forth-

coming annual report.

The marls presented for analysis may be arranged in three classes, to

wit

:

1st. Shell-marls, comi^osed chiefly of marine shells, in a more or less

advanced state of decomposition.
2d. Green-sand of the early Tertiary age.

3d. Lime-marls, consisting of calcareous sediments from water hold-

ing lime in solution.

Within the next month we hope to be able to present a full report of

each of the above classes. At luesent we are able to give, as an example
of the first class, only a single analysis. The specimen was sent by J.

P. Dillingham, of jSTew Berne, North Carolina. It may be taken as a

fair sample of the '' shell-beds" which are common to the Tertiary belt

lying between the mountains and the Atlantic coast, and stretching

from the Hudson Eiver to Florida.

Analysis of shell-marl^ from J. P. Fillingham^ New Berne, North Carolina.

Water, (letermiued at 100° C 0. C50

Organic matter 2. fi33

Peroxide of iron and alumina ^ 4. 001

Phosphoric acid 0.099

Lime 13.451

Potassa 331

Carbonic acid 10. 600

Silica Gfi.2Zo

100. 000
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The "poison soils" of texas.—The Department has received a
number of letters from Texas describing a singular phenomenon fre-

quently occuring in the cultivation of tlie rich prairie soils of that
State. With these letters we have received several samples of the
soil spoken of, and have devoted much time and attention to a careful
examination of them. We make the following extract from a letter

written by G. W. Danover, of Breckinridge, Dallas County, Texas:

* * * I send you a specimen of our poison soils. All our soils for many miles
in every clirection are of the same character, therefore I supposed one sj)ecimen would
be sufficient. There is no perceptible difference between the poison soil and that
which surrounds it. It is distinguished only by the premature decay of vegetation
growing upou it. It exists in limited areas, as far as I can learn, throughout the State,
in every variety of soil. Sometimes cotton covoriag 50 acres dies on one plantation.
We can never tell where it exists until we plant the ground in cotton, fruit-trees, or
root vegetables. The natural grasses, prairie and mesquite, grow well upon it. Tim-
othy and clover are not adapted to this soil and climate. Vegetation that derives
most of its vitality from the tap-root is more liable to die than that supported mainly
through lateral surface-roots. It does not affect, injuriously, cereals, corn, wheat,
&c. * * "f Trees usually grow one or two years before dying. Root vegetables
and cotton die and rot just before fully developing themselves. * * « The soil is

loamy when properly cultivated, but very tenacious when wet. It is underlaid with
a thick bed of soft limestone. This is called the " black sticky land." It produces
from 25 to 75 bushels of corn, and from one-fourth to one and a half bales of cotton,
when not affected by the poison, as we call it. * * * In procuring this speclmea
I removed the dirt four inches below the surface, then cut a slice ten inches deeper.
The difficulty doubtless lies some distance below the surface, from the fact that often
one stalk of cotton will die, and another standing almosit against it will grow luxuri-
antly. On examination their roots will be found to be different in structure, the dead
one having a straight root and the living one mostly lateral roots.

The specimen of soil sent to the laboratory by Mr. Danover was very
dark colored—nearly black—with a slight brown shade, and so hard
that it was pulverized with difficulty. A preliminary qualitative exam-
ination showed nothing new or unusual in the soil; so the cause of its

peculiarity is to be found in the proportions of the ordinary soil ingre-
dients, or in the mariner in which they are combined. Subjecting a
sample of the soil, well pulverized, to the action of cold distilled water,
we found but nine hundredths of one per cent. (.09) soluble. Not fully

satisfied with these results, we determined, by an ultimate analysis, to
ascertain the exact composition of the soil as the only reliable method
of solving the problem. This analysis gave

—

Water determined at 100° C 7.100
Carbonaceous matter and hydroscopic moisture 6. 964
Humus, soluble in a solution of carbonate of soda 1. 673
Insoluble humus, (extracted by caustic potassa) 0. 213
Sesquioxides of iron and alumina 14. 096
Phosphoric acid , 0. 206
Lime 3.166
Alkalies, (potassa and soda) 0.740
Insoluble silica 63. 070
Oxide of manganese 2, 072
Loss , 0. 709

100.000

The first observable features in this analysis are the entire absence of
sulphuric acid and the large per cent of humus which, in the fresh soil,

evidently exists as humic acid in combination with lime and the alkalies
constituting insoluble humates. This will account for the very smaU

4
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amount of soluble matter in the soil, and furnish the most plausible
explanation of its " poisoning" effect on certain crops.

In a clay sub-soil, charged with water to the point of saturation for

at least a portion of the year, the organic matter which it contains will

be converted into humic acid instead of undergoing the usual decompo-
sition into carbonic acid, ammonia, and water, which a free exposure to
the air will effect. This explains also the fact that crops which draw
their nutriment by superficial roots are not unfavorably affected in these
spots. By exposure to atmospheric influences the surface-soil loses its

humic acid by conversion into soluble humus.
What this soil needs is, 1st. A thorough underdrainage, which will

relieve the sub-soil from saturation during the rainy months and permit
the air to circulate through it freely at all times ; and 2d. After the sub-
soil is relieved from saturation it should be broken deeply so as to bring
it more fully under the influence of the air. Sub soiling, however, will

be of no value unless there is first a good underdrainage ; for the rain,

saturating the sub-soil, li^ill run it into a mass as compact and as imper-
vious to the air as it was before it was broken. The soil contains a high
per cent, of lime, but there is scarcely a trace of it in the sub-soil in a
soluble form. A heavy dressing of quick-lime, plowed in deeply, would
evidently take up a large amount of humic acid, and thus relieve other
elements of plant food which are now locked up as insoluble humates.
But, without underdrainage, this effect will only be temporary; indeed,
the action of lime on a saturated sub-soil tends ultimately to render it

more compact and impervious. The use of gypsum will improve this

soil by supplying sulphuric acid, an element in which it is entirely lacking.

We would, therefore, recommend for these " poison soils," 1st. A
thorough underdrainage; 2d. Deep sub-soil breaking; 3d. The applica-

tion of quick-lime and gypsum in liberal quantities.

Beet-sugae.—The problem of furnishing sugar to supply the large
and constantly increasing demand for it throughout the civilized world
is daily augmenting in importance. Sugar, in some of its forms, is

widely distributed throughout the vegetable world, and though it is

seldom found in chemical combination with other substances, yet it is

generally so mixed with a number of other proximate principles that its

separation in a crystallizable form is very difficult.

When it is ascertained that the juice of the sugar-beet contains from
10 to 13 per cent, of crystallizable sugar, and that the beet can be pro-

duced in unlimited quantities, most persons will suppose that the sugar
problem is solved. But beet-juice, in addition to sugar, holds in solu-

tion pectose, gum, albumen, asparagin, betain, oxalic acid, citric acid,

phosphoric acid, sulphuric acid, chlorine, and silica. Besides these there
are variable i)roportions of potassa, soda, lime, iron, magnesia, rubidium,
and manganese, from all, or the greater portion of which, the sngar
must be separated before it is fit for domestic purposes. Most of these
substances, as compared with the sugar, are present in very minute pro-

portions, yet these and their chemical derivations defeat all attempts
to procure the sugar by evaporation merely. The efforts to manu-
facture sugar from beets or sorghum in this country have failed just at

this point; and even in Europe, where the beet-sugar enterprise has
been most successful, this question of defecation is far from being satis-

factorily settled.

The albumen will coagulate when heated to 180° F., and in its coagu-
lation it will entangle and carry with it many of the less soluble or-

ganic substances ; and with this view, an additional amount of albu-

men, in the form of eggs or milk, is frequently added. If the juice be
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exposed to the air any considerable length of time before it is heated,
the albumen and other nitrogenous substances will begin to evolve am-
nrionia, the presence of which interferes materially with the crystalliza-

tion of sugar. But suppose the albumen has been promptly coagulated
and the defecation has removed such substances as pectose, gums, &c.,

yet there remains in solution the acids which tend constantly to convert
crystallizable sugar into glucose, which is practically uncrystallizable.

It is an urgent necessity that* these should be neutralized as soon as
possible. Caustic lime is commonly used for this purpose; but in the
presence of bases, sugar plays the part of an acid, and enters readily

into combination with these. This compound with lime has a bitter

taste, and is very soluble in cold water. Its solution, however, if toler-

ably concentrated, becomes opaque when heated, and presents an appear-
ance of coagulation, resembling that of white of egg. (Miller.) In the
presence of this j^eculiar substance the crystallization of sugar is inter-

fered with, and thus the loss is much more than that taken up by the
lime. In this state the compound of sugar and lime may be removed
by bone-black, but still the loss of sugar is considerable. Another
effect is produced by the use of caustic lime. Potassa and soda exist in

the beet juice in the form of carbonates, but the presence of lime im-
mediately reduces them to the caustic form, and they take up sugar to
supply the place of carbonic acid which they have lost. The proportion
of these alkalies in the beet is very small, it is true, but the loss of
sugar in this direction adds its mite to other losses until the aggre-
gate interferes seriously with the profits of the manufacture. Even in

the most successful establishments in Europe, 75 per cent, of fhe sugar
actually contained in the beet is rarely obtained in a crystallizable form.

In the very interesting experiments of Professor Goessmanu, of the
Massachusetts Agricultural College, we have an attempt to obviate
most of these difficulties on purely scientific principles; and, we are
happy to say, with results which bid fair to lead to ultimate and com-
plete success. Fifty'pouuds of the freshly expressed juice of the elec-

toral beet was brought rapidly up to a temperature near the boiling

point, (80° C.,) when the source of heat was withdrawn and one-half of
1 per cent. (4 ounces) of caustic lime, reduced to the condition of milk
of lime, was stirred into the juice. The heat was then raised fully to

the boiling point, when it was again removed, and after standing fifteen

minutes, the clear juice was drawn off by means of a syphon. Several
advantages are gained by heating the juice before adding the lime; the
chief of which are the more perfect coagulation of the albumen and the
consequent separation of the organic substances which it carries with
it ; the more perfect neutralization of the citric, oxalic, and phosphoric
acids, and the precipitation of the insoluble salts thus formed. The
asparagin present in the juice is rapidly converted, by the action of caus-
tic lime, into asparaganic acid and ammonia. The acid combines with
lime and is thus disposed of, and. the ammonia escapes in the gaseous
form, being insoluble in hot water. These are important advantages
gained by hot defecation.

After this the clear juice was concentrated by evaporation to 30°
Brinx, and when cooled to 125° F. (50° C.) it was treated with carbonic
acid, which had the effect to liberate the lime from its combination with
sugar, and precipitate it as calcic carbonate. The clear juice, heated to
near the boiling point, was i^ssed through a filter of bone-black, and
by careful evaporation was crystallized. By the use of carbonic acid
the greater portion of the sugar which has entered into combination
with lime, potassa, and soda may be recovered.
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By this process from 8 to 9.4 per cent, of crystallized sugar was ob-

tained from juice holding in solution not exceeding 13 per cent. These
results are certainly very encouraging.
These successful experiments are the first fruits of our system of ag-

ricultural colleges, and indicate very clearly an important feature in

their mission.

We commend the report of Professor Goessmann to the attention of

all who wish to investigate the beet-sug^r question. The ultimate suc-

cess of this enterprise in our country is suspended chiefly on the chem-
ical questions involved in separation and crystallization of the sugar,
and that these will ultimately meet a favorable solution at the hand of

science, no longer admits of a rational doubt. The high price of labor
in this country, which is frequently urged as being fatal to the enter-

l)rise, is fully offset by the price of sugar here as compared with tke
European market. Add to this the fact that in Germany and France
the beet crop pays from $40 to $50 per acre tax to the government, and
the preponderance will be fairly on our side.

BOTANICAL NOTES.
BY GEORGE VASEY, BOTANIST.

LiATRis ODORATissoiA, WUld.—This plant, which is a native of the
Southerft States, has been the subject of some recent inquiries. It

grows in low, sandy woods from Southern Virginia to Florida. It is

known by several local names, as wild vanilla, deer's-tongue, and sea

lavender. The leaves have a strong vanilla odor. The plant grows
three to four feet high, with a simple straight stalk, terminated by a
corymb of bright purple flowers. It belongs to a genus which is repre-

sented by eighteen or twenty species in the Southern States, none of

which are specially odorous except this one. Several species are found in

the Northern, and several in the Western States. They all have showy
purple flowers, some of them in long spikes, and are known by several

local names, as button snake root, blazing star, &c. The leaves of the

first-mentioned species (L. odoratissima) have been employed to give a
pleasant fragrance to tobacco and cigars. They are brought to market in

small bales. The lower leaves of the plant are about six inches long by
three inches broad. It is said to be very abundant in Florida. We are

not informed as to the market price of the leaves, but do not doubt that

it depends much upon their mode of cure and their soundness. P'or

wrappers of cigars the leaves would need to be sound and unbroken.
Probably if the plant were submitted to cultivation, and the stalk cut

back so as to favor the development of large leaves, it might be impro%^ed

in quality and value. We would be glad to see its use extended, for it

has no hurtful properties, and since it improves the flavor of tobacco,

the more of it employed in the manufacture of that article the better.

Shahe and ornamental, trees.—We have yet much to learn, or

perhaps we should say much to practice, with regard to suitable shade

and ornamental trees in cities. In some instances it seems to have been
the rule to plant anything that could be easily procured, particularly if

recommended as a rapid-growing tree. Hence so many of our streets

have been overrun with the ailantus, so sadly misnamed the " tree of

heaven." Its very disagreeable odor at flowering time has caused a raid

which threatens to result in its extermination. The next raid M'ill
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probably be upon the wliite poplar, or cottou-tree, {Populus alba, L.)

When its seed pods are matured there is a period of eight or ten days
during which the air is filled with the cottony down* of the seeds, caus-

ing much annoyance. Still, this tree has many good qualities, and we
hope it will be left at least until better trees can be reared.

The locust {Bohinia pseudacacia) has almost disappeared from cultiva-

tion at the North by reason of the ravages of the borer. The silver

maple is desirable for its rapid growth and beautiful silvery leaves, but
in some locality it has been sadly injured by a borer, which has caused
the death of many trees. Its long slender branches render it particularly

liable to injury from storms of sleet. No native tree we have is better

adapted to the purposes of shade and ornament than the sugar maple. Its

foliage is full and dense, and its form is that of a rounded cone of beau-

tiful proportions. It is also clean and free from insect enemies. It would
be well if, in planting shade-trees on our streets, there could be a suita-

ble alternation of different kinds, some of rapid growth for temporary
use, and others for permanence. Some attention should also be paid

to variety. Probably the very best trees for general street-planting are

the different varieties of the maple. • Next in value we would place the

elms. For intermediate and temporary planting the box-elder and the

ash may be mentioned. Here and there should be the bass-wood, or

linn, the tulip-tree, the horse-chestnut, and the buckeye. The syca-

more and catalpa are too open and straggling in their habit to be valua-

ble for shade, but give au agreeable variety to a j)ark. The conditions

of latitude and temperature will also modify the selection of suitable

varieties.

Vegetation in Western Kansas.—We have been furnished with
several specimens of young grain plants, and of lucerne, from some
points in the extreme west of Kansas, which compare very favorably in
thrift and size with the same plants in the Atlantic States at the same
period of growth. '

Mr. R. S. Elliott, industrial agent of the Kansas Pacific Railroad,
writes

:

There is no room for doubt that if ^ound were broken at Fort Wallace an immense
amount of forage could be raised without in-igation. I shall, this year, give sorghum,
millet, and Hungarian grass a bettor test than I was able to give them last year. I
expect also to plant a plat of Indian corn. All my operations are without irrigation.

In the valley of the Smoky, below Fort Wallace, a large body of land can be irrigated,
and quite extensive gardens are being prepared by direction of the officers ; but I hold
that a large supply can be grown of rye, sorghum, corn-fodder, and perhaps corn, &c.,
©n the upland north of the fort, without irrigation.

Grasses for fixing a shifting soil.—Several inquiries have
recently been made for a kind of grass adapted to growth on the sandy
borders of our lakes, and the ocean, for the purpose of fixing the shift-

ing sandy soil. Several kinds of long-rooted, deeply penetrating grasses
seem to be well adapted to that purjiose. On the shores of Lake Mich-
igan the long-leaved Calamagrostis (C. longifolia, Hooker) takes pos-
session of the sandy ridges, in connection with several species of low
willows, and makes a permanent barrier against the encroaching waves.
The sand-reed {Calamagfost is «rew«n«. Roth.) occurs on low, marshy
borders, not only of the great lakes, but also of the ocean coast, both,

in this country and in Europe. Indeed, in some instances the planting
and preservation of this grass have been provided for by law. The
roots are very tough, and are used for making brushes and brooms, and
the leaves are used for thatching, for mats, and for paper. For forage
this grass is valueless, being rejected by all kinds of animals.
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This subject has excited attention in Europe, as will be seen by the

following extracts from an article on "The Caspian willow and buffalo-

grass as a means of fixing blowing sand," recently published in Che

''LandwirthsclmftUclies Centralblatt far DeutsGhland^

The Caspian willow has been recommeiifled lately for fixing bio win ji; (san<I. Thi«
species, however, does not come from the Caspian Sea, as one mi^ht conclude from the
name, for we have never seen it there, at least on the western side ; but it grows with-
out doubt all over the Empire of Russia, and even to the interior of Siberia. Possibly
its hom'e is the sandy wastes of Southern Siberia, and from thence it came to us by
way of Astrachan. At any rate we have received it through Poland. The introduc-
tion of home plants from foreiga countries on account of their utility is not a now
thing. The meadow-grass (Phlciim prafense) was taken from England to North America,
and there discovered to be a good fodder-plant. Englishmeu found it cultivated, and
took the seed back to Europe, where ever since it has been highly esteemed under its

North American name. The Caspian -willow is probably a small-leaved variety of
another species, which has been found in Pomerania by Wildenow, and received the
nanje of Salix pommeranica, but which is not different from the Liunoan Salix daph-
noides. Many, however—among them Wildenow—consider it as a distinctive species

under the name of acutifolia. Besides the smaller leaves, green on the under surface,

it grows more rapidly on sandy ground, does not soon become a tree, and has slender
hanging branches. As a binding plant, ^S.^cMfi/oZia has the preference over the ordi-

nary S. daphvoidcs. S. acutifolia also has the merit of having its branches covered with
a purplish bloom, and thus giving a charm to the landscape when seen against a dark
background of evergreens. It also unites well with the red twigs of Corn us alba of
Siberia. We can also recommend S. longifoUa, Host., (commonly catalogued as S. dasy-

clados, Winuu,) to protect sandy shores. We saw it grow luxuriantly on a sandy field

belonging to the Flottbecker school of forests. The shoots attained a length of six

to eight feet, and made good withes in winter, which were used in place of those that
previously had to be purchased at a high price.

A grass has recently been brought into notice for the purpose of fixing sandy soil,

which is widely distributed through North America, from Canada to Texas, and fur-

nishes food for the buffaloes or bisons. From this fact it has acquired the name of
buffalo-grass, but is known scientifically as BucMoe dadnloidcs. This grass makes
long runners, and consequently covers the ground rapidly. It is very nutritious,

which adds to its value, and if it will grow as well with us as it appears to in New
Holland, we shall have a fodder-plant of more value than lupines

;
just the thing for

the barren sands of the Mark and other northern districts.

In our own country several native species of willow will undoubtedly
be found adapted to the same purpose—for instance, Salix tristis, 8.

petiolaris, 8. cordata, and particularly tlje 8aUx adenophylla, Hook., re-

cently detected on the sandy shores of Lake Michigan, where it flour-

ishes on the ridges of pure sand thrown up by the waves. There is prob-

ably a mistake with reference to the buffiilo-grass named in the quota
tion. If it really be the Buchloe dactyloides the statement is of much
interest. It would be singular if this grass, which has been entirely

neglected here, should be tested and found valuable abroad, and then
come back to us as a claimant npon our gratitude and favor. It pos-

sesses an important advantage over the coarse CalamagrostU in its val-

uable grazing properties. In California the giantlymegrass, Mymus
condensatus, is said to do excellent service in fixing the soil on the banks
of rivei^s and creeks.

In connection with this subject, we may notice that attention is

being directed to the grasses best adapted for cultivation in the South
and Southwest, particularly on sandy lands. Mr. F. W. Bobbins, Mata-
gorda, Texas, in acknowledging the receipt erf a package of rye-grass

seed, inclosed a. stalk of grass, which he says is not found on the fresh

laud, but is taking the place of other grass on sandy laud where the

sheep have pastured and manured. He wishes to know whether it is

a good grass or not. The specimen sent is a species of Agrostis, {A. ver^

ticilMta, Vill.,) a grass which is found in Texas, New Mexico, and Cali-

fornia, as well as in some parts of the Old World. It is perennial, and
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altliouffh liitberto neglected agriculturally, may be fouud of value in

some situations.

Another correspondent sends specimens of a grass whicli he says
grows freel}' on the poor land of a neighboring farmer. It is the Fes-

iuca ieneUa, which is notorious for its growth on dry, thin soils, and the
more of it a farmer has the poorer he will be.

Mr. J. M. Morehead, Greensborough, North Carolina, writes to inquire

the botanical name of a grass found in a few places in that and adjoining
counties, where it is known by the name of mountain-grass. It is

the tall oat-grass, Arrhenatherum avenaceum, and is well known on
the continent of Europe as a valuable agricultural grass. Mr. Morehead
says it is "the earliest of all "our grasses, is admirably adapted to

X^asturing, withstands the freezes of winter and drought of summer well,

and it is almost impossible to kill it out by continual pasturing. With,
the exception of clover, it is the very best grass for this section of coun-
try. It yields annually two or three excellent crops of hay."

MICROSCOPIC INVESTIGATION.
PEAR-TEEB BLIGHT.

By Thomas Taylok, Microscopist.
*

" For nearly a hundred years, blight of the pear has been a terror and
despair to growers of its fruit." This disease is known under a variety

of names—winter or frozen sap blight, leaf blight, summer blight, &c.
It is quite different from insect blight. Its true character is, doubtless,

of fungoid origin. Since the temperature and hygrometric state of the
atmosphere and the 'conditions of the soil, whether acid or alkaline,

l)ulverent or stili", aftect fungi by either retarding or fostering their

growth, it becomes a matter of iuterest to ascertain how far observa-
tions made in relation to pear-tree blight will agree with the fungus
theory.

Some forms of fungus are favored by heat and dryness, such as the
oidium oi the European grape-vine, while the fungus of the native
grape-vine is favored in growth by moisture and heat. The lirst may
be called a saccharine and the second an acid fungus, being favored by
the acid condition of the leaf and wood.

Yeast, which is a fungus of a low order, when in its active state

always exhibits an acid reaction ; if well washed, the globules become
much less active ; but by exposure for a few hours to the air their activ-

ity is restored, the acidity being thereby again developed. The addi-

tion of a small quantity of vegetable acids, such as acetic or tartaric,

to washed yeast immediately restores its activity, but when a larger

quantity of acid is employed the process of spore-budding is arrested.

The mineral acids, such as sulphuric, even in small quantities, immedi-
ately stop yeast fermentation ; sulphurous acid acts in like manner,
A small quantity of free alkali, or a strong solution of common salt, also

prevents its fermentation. Nitrate of silver, corrosive sablimate, and
sulphate or acetate of copper checks its growth immediately on appli-

cation ; also oxide of manganese, oxide of mercury, strychuia, small
quantities of kreosote, oil of turpencine, and mimy other essential oils.

When, however, the low forms of fungi once commence, the vegetable
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bases have no power of arresting although they may retard their pro-
gress. Boiling-water, also, for a time arrests the progress of fungi. A
knowledge of the habits of fungi and of the substances and conditions
which retard or foster their growth will, to some extent, enable fruit-

growers to modify fungus blight. But independent of all chemical ap-
pliances, drainage, and sheltering by belts of timber or hedges, would
be of great importance, when the land or orchard is devoid of natural
sources of protection. It is not simply to the conditions of high or low
temperatures, or to the hygrometric state of the weather that blight,

rust, molds, &c., owe their origin, but to a combination of many condi-
tions. Heavy rains on "well-drained soil will not present the same con-
ditions to vegetable growth which they would on poorly drained. A
favorable condition of soil and climate is required by foliage of spring,

summer, and autumn, for a healthy performance of its functions. Under
highly favorable conditions of climate and soil the wood becomes ma-
tured and, consequently, the fruit and the leaves drop when, and only
when, the uses for which they were formed have been accomplished.
The wood of every tree when fully matured has condensed the sap,
forming it into wood or other solid material ; consequently, the cells

under such conditions are comparatively emi)ty, and have room for the
expansion of any limited portions of sap remaining. Climatic derange-
ment in the animal as well as in the vegetable economy is frequently
produced from sudden changes of temperature. A mantle of ice, or of

snow, will not necessarily prove hurtful to plant-life ; flowers are some-
times found blooming under snow. It is from the unprepared condition
of plants and trees that injury from frost mostly spring. It is not un-
usual for a shepherd on the mountains of Scotland, while tending his
sheep to save them from perishing in snow-drifts, to immerse his plaid
in a brook, wring it out, and wrap it round himself. It freezes, and ice

being a non-conductor of heat, he is kept warm in his frozen mantle.
The Laplander lives in huts of ice or snow to shield himself and family
from the bleak winds of winter. Ice, snow, and water, are classed as
non-conductors. It is when water is converted into vapor that the
body from which it evaporates becomes cold. Millions of pounds of
parafSne have been for a long period annually extracted from coal-oil by
taking advantage of this principle ; by the evaporation of eth'ev in con-

tact with a vessel containing coal-oil the paraffine freezes solid in the
oil and is thereby easily removed. But it is not the cold, properly con-

sidered, which produces the disease owing to the bursting of plant-cells

but to the stoppage of the functions of assimilation in the presence of
myriads of germs of fungi and infusorial life. Healthy plants will de-

compose any foreign substance suitable as food and assimilate it in the
sup])ort of their own function.
"Fungi consists of two principal elements, the vegetative and the fruc-

tifying. If we take, for example, the common mushroom, the vegeta-
tive is represented by the spawn which, for a time, carries on all exist-

ing functions of the plant; the fructifying by the stem, with the cap
and gills which bear nearly the same relation to the spawn as the flower
with its various organs to the stem on which it grows. The spawn may
flourish for years without bearing any fruit, but fruit can never be pro-

duced without spawn."
The spawn of fungi, whether in a cellular or fillamentous condi-

tion, undergoes an infinite variety of modifications ; it is developed in

various situations, and even when present beyond a doubt among the
tissues of plants, at whose expense it lives, is very dilficult to detect,

in consequence of its extremely minute condition.
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Fiff. 1.

In entering upon an investigation of this kind, it is necessary, some-
times, to experiment with suspected wood fibers taken from living or

dead organic matters, with a view of developing to a higher state of

growth the dormant germs. Some of the means employed consist in

subjecting suspected specimens to a favorable temperature and moisture,

and suitable food ; in this way, sometimes, forms will be exhibited after

the lapse of a suitable period, by which means the true character of the
fungi is known. In examining pear-tree blight, I have taken advantage
of such means to ascertain the presence of fungi in suspected portions

of an affected pear-tree. I removed several portions of the bark from
yarious points of the tree, and examined them with an object-glass of

about one inch, which for this puri)ose may be. considered a low power,
but no well-defined forms of nitcelium (spawn) were visible. I next
placed specimens of the healthy bark and the blighted in separate

vessels of water, to be macerated; in about eight days the blighted

portions indicated the separajiion of the last cambium layer from tho
liber, which appeared as a translucent membrane, the largest portions

of which were not over one-tenth of an inch, and did not exceed one-

hundredth of an inch in thickness. When a portion of the flocculent

matter was placed under an object-glass of about 250 diameters, its

©ellular structure was seen,

yrell defined, and numerous
dark-brown spores bounded
most of the cell walls. [See
Pig. 1.] In some cases the
cells exhibited nothing but
dar*k masses of brown gela-

tinous matter, but when
subjected to pressure and
friction they were found to

be masses of spores, all of
i

the same class and color.

The healthy bark did not I

esLhibit any spores under the
same conditions. Fig. 1

represents the general ap-

pearance of the cellular mat-
ter, spores of the blighted
bark in their arrangement,
form, and depth of color. I

treated blighted pear-tree

leaves in a similar manner.
On removing a portion ot their epidermis to glass microscopic slides, by
means of a knife, well-defined elliptical double-celled spores were seen,
perfectly developed, under a one-eighth power. Fig. ti represents the
spores on a portion of a leaf-rib, all highly magnified. The cellular

structure of the leaf, when viewed under a high power, appeared as at
2. About one-half of the cells were filled with a dark-brown opaque
substance, the other half being highly transparent, while 3 shows the
appearance of the leaf blackened from internal disorganizations, and 4
represents a single stratum of mycelium which appeared on leaves
that had been only partially submerged in water. It had a very fine

silken appearance. From its great delicacy it could not be removed
from its position, without injury, by any of the ordinary modes, as witli

a point ; and in case spores were present their true positions could not
be seen. To overcome this difiiculty I prepared a very limpid solution
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ot copal varnish, by combining one ounce of copal with ten of benzine,
a portion of which I poured on a glass slide one inch by three, instantly

Fig. 2. allowing all the superfluous
varnish to drain off. In
about thirty minutes after
this operation the mildewed
leaf was pressed gently on.

the varnished glass, when
the mycelium was trans-
ferred to it, owing to the
slightly sticky character of
the varnish. When mount-
ed in the usual manner they
may be photographed. The
threads of the mycelium are
not more than about the
twenty-thousandth of aa
inch in diameter ; from these
short threads protrude, on
the terminals of which grow
bundles of naked spores,

arranged as shown.
In my investigations of

pear-tree blight, I have
failed to discover any fungi inhabiting those portions of blighted bark
which seem deficient of albuminous matter. The myceliums when once
formed, will doubtless spread over substances foreign to them as food

;

but the protoplasmic portions seem only to foster there the germination
of fungi.

There may be periodic times when fruit-trees and cereals will attain
great perfection in growth, and appear wholly free from external fungoid
disease, notwithstanding the soil, either mechanically or chemically con-
sidered, is not of the most favorable character. Such appearances may
lead to an extension of fruit-tree planting on such soil ; but with a
single unfavorable season the fruit-grower's hopes may perish with his
trees and labors.* Fungi seem ever present, waiting in undeveloped
forms their time for action.

Some interesting experiments are being prosecuted by Mr. William
Saunders, superintendent of the Department grounds, in relation to
pear-tree blight, particularly during the last two years. A pear-tree
which was badly blighted on its main trunk was made the subject of
special experiment. Nearly all of the bark was blighted within three
feet of the ground, only about an inch and a half in width being left to

connect the upper part of the tree with the unblighted bark at the base.
The affected part was removed and the sap-wood left quite exposed to

view; but to prevent injury from the air it was at once coated with a
composition of carbolic acid, sulphur, and lime, and largely diluted
with water. After the lapse of two years the tree has wholly recovered
and the denuded part is again covered with new and healthy bark. The
tree in all respects presents a healthy appearance. Many other trees

much affected with blight were coated heavily with the sulphur com-
positions and have evinced marked signs of improvement. It is intended
to continue these experiments on a larger scale, until safftciently numer-
ous and well-established facts attest the best mode of treatment. The
Department grounds consist of a heavy, compact, partially undrained
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soil, Ijiug low ; they are therefore uni'avorable for the highest develop-
ment of i)ear-tree culture. It has been only by persistent effort that the
fruit-trees on the Department grounds have been brought to their

present highly improved state.

Barry, on fruit-gardening, says, page 3G1, that " Blight has never
been known to originate on the dry, sandy loam of Long Island, not
even with heavy manuring, the drought of mid-summer always ripening
the shoots vso completely that the leaves drop off long before frost com-
mences." The true source of blight seems to have its origin principally

in the action of frost on unripe wood, which may arise from a com-
bination of causes.

The exact conditions of growth, or degree of maturity most favorable
to the development of the pear-tree blight or fungi, will form the sub-
ject of further investigations, with a view to assist tlie practical culti-

yator to counteract, if possible, this troublesome and so frequently fatal

disease.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES.

International council on the cattle plague.—Dr. Bouley, an
eminent physiologist and veterinarian, who has given special attention
to the cattle-plague, has lately made a very important report to the
Academy of Sciences of Paris, of the proceedings of the International
Sanitary Convention, held March 16 of the present year at Vienna. This
had" for its special object the determination of the best methods of pre-

venting the cattle-plague, and the taking into consideration the question
of establishing proper sanitary regulations in regard to the cattle-traffic

between the countries represented in the convention. Delegates were
present from eleven states at the convention, namely, Germany, Austro-
Hungary, Belgium, France, Great Britain, Italy, the Boumanian Princi-

palities, Russia, Servia, Switzerland, and Turkey.
The delegates included in their number some of the best veteri-

narians of their respective countries, as also various officers specially

charged with the enforcement of sanitary regulations. The ques-
tions before tlie convention, which, by i^revious notification, they
were expected to discuss, were sixty-five, to which a few were
added after the sessions commenced. It is a remarkable circum-
stance, however, that the conclusions arrived at in regard to the regulation
of the cattle disease met with almost unanimous approval. This accord
was largely due to the fact that there is at present but little contrariety
of opinion as to the exotic nature of the disease (at least in regard to

Western and Central Europe) and as to its mode of propagation. It was
"well established in the convention that, outside of Russia, it never de-

velops spontaneously upon any race of cattle, not even that of the
steppes; and consequently that, whenever it shows- itself outside of its

native home, it may be considered as imported.
It is also well established that even after it has continued for a longer

or shorter time in any given country, it is only transmitted by contagion,
and that it always becomes extinct when the conditions favorable to its

propagation cease to exist. The idea, therefore, that the cattle- plagne
is an epidemic may as well be at once dismissed from every mind. If,

however, it is certain that this disease never develops itself spontane-
ously, beyond the frontiers of Russia, the question still arises as to which
of the lirovinces of that country it properly belongs. This question also
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occnpied, to a great extent, the attention of the convention, as influ-

encing very largely the rules that were to be adopted.
It is probably in the neighborhood of the Asiatic dependencies of

Kussia that the evil has its home ; but as the precise district has not
yet been satisfactorily ascertained, and as the movements of cattle

from the Ural Mountains toward the western portion of tbe Empire very
frequently disseminated the contagion in the countries they traversed,

it was considered expedient by the convention to leave Eussia entirely

out of the sanitary agreement, and not to permit the exportation of its

cattle except upon certain well-established guarantees.
The subject of inoculation, as a preventive, in Russia, was care-

fully discussed by the convention ; but finally it was concluded that the
experiments hitherto made were scarcely sufficient to show a definite

measure of beneficial results, and it was agreed that, whatever individ-

ual cattle-owners in Russia might prefer to do in the matter, it was not
expedient to press upon the governments the enactment of laws on the
subject. As to the application of the method to animals of Central and
Western Europe, the convention repudiated the idea entirely. The
numerous experiments showed that very little impression is made upoa
the mortality that would naturally have ensued from the disease with-

out such treatment.
As to the general question of absolutely preventing the importation of

cattle from Russia, it was found very easy so far as Germany was con-

cerned ; but very difficult for Austria and Hungary, owing to the great
extent of the coterminous boundaries of the two countries, and the de-

pendence of Austria upon Russia for this source of food. It was, there-

fore, recommended that a careful supervision should be exercised, and.

that cattle, after crossing the frontier, should be subjected to quaran-
tine of ten days before resuming their journey.
The question being thus settled in regard to the importation of

animals from Russia into Austria, the next point that came up for con-

sideration was the nature of the conditions that the several governments
should impose upon themselves toward doing their share to prevent the
introduction or spread of the disease; and the measures concluded on as

most essential were : first, the immediate slaughtering of all animals that
had come in contact with the plague, as also of those which might be
considered as under suspicion of having the disease, in consequence of

the influences to which they had been exposed, this being accompanied
by a proper comi)ensation to the owners ; secondly, the burial of the
dead bodies of all animals affected with the plague, without attempting to

utilize them in any way whatever ; thirdly, the utilization of the flesh of

sound animals killed under suspicion, but proved after death to have
been healthy, this to be permitted only under special conditions rigor-

ously determined ; fourtlily, the destruction of the germs of the conta-

gion wherever they can be found, in the slaughter-houses, on harness,

in pastures, in r.ailway trains, «fec., as also the disinfection of all objects

with which they have been brought in contact; fifthly, isolation, as

complete as possible, of the places where the plague has been found to

exist, so that no animal believed to be capable of carrying the contagion
or of receiving it shall be allowed to enter the iufected districts, this

isolation to be put in practice on larms and all other localities, and t»
be of greater or less extent, according to the extension of the disease

;

sixthly, the establishment around the places in which the isolation has
been ordered, and which have been declared infected, of a zone where
the movements of cattle are forbidden, as well as all commerce in any-

thing that may serve as a vehicle of the contagion, such as fodder, dung,
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aud auimal products and materials of every kiud ; seventhly, the suspen-

sion of fairs and movements of cattle in the infected locality and the

suspected zone, so»that the authorities may have a guarantee that ani-

mals have not been moved by clandestine trafdc from the place which
they originally occupied ; eighthly, as soon as a case of plague has been
officially established in any locality, an immediate declaration is to be
made of every new case, as soon as known, by the keepers of animals;
ninthly, after the disappearance of the disease from tlie localities, suit-

able precautions and methods of disinfection are to be prescribed pre-

liminary to the re-stocking of the stables and pastures, and the re-estab-

lishment of the liberty of trade in cattle.

In all these various measures there is really nothing new. They have
heretofore commended themselves to the judgment of those who have
had to deal with the subject. Another, however, of great importance
in a commercial and sanitary jioint of view, was added, namely, the

requireme'nt that every State in which the cattle disease manifests itself

shall make announcement of the fact immediately, by telegraph, first

to the neighboring governments, and ultimately to those more distant.

A careful inquiry is to be made as to the route of ink-oduction and prop-

agation of the disease, and the results are to be, with the least possible

delay, brought to the knowledge of the authorities of all the countries

menaced by the invasion of the plague. Wherever the disease has
actually broken out in a country, it is to publish in an official journal, a
weekly bulletin showing the stage of the disease, the measures adopted
for its prevention, the successive modifications of regulations which are
to be introduced according to circumstances, and, finally, the day in

which they cease to be in operation ; this bulletin to be sent to the edi-

tors of official journals of other States when they desire it.

The convention found that, among the various countries that had had
occasion to take measures for the proper disinfection of cattle-cars and
other vehicles of transportation, Germany had the most satisfactory

arrangements. Here, after a train has been emptied of its contents, tlie

cars are immediately deluged with warm water of at least 160° P. The
shock and strength of the current, falling from a considerable eleva-

tion, detaches all organic material adhering to the wood-work, and, by
the elevation of temperature, annihilates all virulent activity.

The principal point established by the convention, according to Bou-
ley, was the necessity of an obligation to slaughter all animals as soon
as the disease made itself manifest, or as soon as there seemed a proba-
bility that an animal would be attacked. In this way the plague will

be arrested by sacrifice of the smallest number of animals.

SouECE OF NiTEOGEN IN THE SOIL.—According to Dehsrain, the
sources of the nitrogen of the soil, as at present recognized, are insuffi-

cient to account for the amount of nitrogen which the soils contain, and
he tries to prove, by certain experiments, that the free nitrogen of the
atmosphere is brought into combination during the oxidation of the
organic matter of the soil.

CuEE OF ENTEEiTis IN HORSES.—Dr. Mooer, a veterinary surgeon in

London, has, it is said, been very successful in curing enteritis in the
horse, by administering morphia in conjunction with chloroform. He
first introduces a full dose of morphia subcutaneously, and if the severe
and violent pain, is not relieved in a few hours, he casts the horse and
administers chloroform by inhalation. He has succeeded in producing
profound, unbroken sleep in seven or eight hours, by the use of one
ounce of chloroform, the patient waking at the end of that time quite
convalescent.
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Microscopic forms m Chicago water.—Mr. Babcock, of Chicago,
has contributed an interesting article to the " Lens," upon the effect on the
hydrant water of the reversal of the current of the Chicago River. It

is well known that during the past year an engineering enterprise of
much magnitude, initiated some time since, was completed, namely, the
connecting of the Chicago Eiver with a tributary of the Mississippi, by
which its stagnant waters were carried southward toward the Gulf of
Mexico, and their place supplied by a continuous stream of pure water
from the lake.

One desired effect of this enterprise, namely, an improved sanitary
condition of Chicago, was speedily accomplished ; and not only did the
effluvium from the river measurably diminish, but the hydrant-water
has been greatly improved in purity. The shaft through which water
is admitted to the tunnel from the water-works is situated in the
lake, some two miles from the shore, and although so far removed
from the drainage of the city, more or less of impurity continually found
its way into its mouth. This was proved both by chemical and micro-
scopical examinations, numerous forms of infusorial objects, such as dia-

toms, vegetable and animal germs, &c., being readily discernible. Some-
what to the inconvenience of microscopists, the new arrangement has
tended to reduce the number of such objects very materially, so that the
water sometimes scarcely repays the labor of searching for microscopi-

cal material.

Mr. Babcock is inclined to believe that so long as a moderately rapid
current is kept up in the Chicago River from the lake, the city will be
provided with water nearly equal in purity to that at Mackinaw, which
has become proverbial for its excellence.

Peculiarities of the past winter in Europe.—The past winter
has been a very remarkable one in England. The cold weather set

in unusually early and severely with the commencement of November,
and from that date to December 13, Mr. Glaisher's weekly tables

of meteorological observations, taken at Greenwich, show the temper-
ature to have been uniformly below the mean of the last fifty years,

with the break of only a single day, the mean depression for the
whole period being 0° 5' Fahrenheit. The coldest day was December 8,

when the thermometer fell to 18° 6' Fahrenheit, and the temperature of
the twenty-four hours was 19° 3' below the mean. Throughout France
the month of November was very 'severe, the mean temperature of the
month having been lower only four times during the last century.
According to statistics presented to the Academy of Science by M.
Ch. Sainte-Claire Deville, the thermometer fell as low as 11° Fahrenheit
at Montargis on December 3, while even at Marseilles the remark-
ably low temperature (for that locality) of 27° 5' Fahrenheit is recorded
on November 23. During the early part of December the frost con-

tinued still more severe in France and Italy, where much snow fell. At
Rome and throughout France trees and shrubs which had survived
many winters were entirely destroyed. M. Delaunay remarks that the
cold advanced, as is usually the case, from northeast to southwest.
The minimum temperatures were recorded at Groningen, in Holland,

on December 7, 14P Fahrenheit ; at Brussels, 9° 5/ Fahrenheit on the 8th

;

and at Paris, 6° Fahrenheit on the 9th. This extremely low tempera-
ture appears to have been confined to a very limited tract of country,

between Paris and Charleville. On the same day the temperature was
above the freezing point in Scotland, within reach of the influence of

the Gulf stream, as far north as Nairn, and in the greater part of Eng-
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land, falling only at Greenwich as low as 28° Fahrenheit. This severe

frost was followed in England by a period of exceptionally mild,

weather of probably unprecedented length. For ninety-seven days,

from December 13 to March 18, Mr. Glaisher's tables show that the

temperature was above the average on eighty-nine, aud below the aver-

age on only eight days, the mean excess for the wliole period being 5° 1

Fahrenheit. During the whole of this period of more than three months
the thermometer fell below the freezing poiut on four nights only, Feb-

ruary being entirely free from frost. The wannest period was from
March 1 to 8, when the maximum temperature ranged each day from
570 1' to GOO §/.

On March 19, the temperature again fell below the mean, and continued

so for nine days, till the 27th, accompanied in Loudon and the neighbor-

hood by heavy falls of snow. The minimum temperature for March was,

on the 21st, 2(JO 2', being the lowest recorded since December 9. There
were nine frosty nights in March, against two iu the whole of the two
preceding mouths. For the week ending March 26, the mean temperature
was 31° Fahrenheit, or 10° lower than the mean for the week ending
March 7. The severe frost of March 21, following such a long period of

mild weather, has done an immense amount of damage to the fruit crops,

the pears and cherries having suffered more severely. It is remarkable
that, although the flowers were killed in the bud, the center being turned
perfectly black, they opened as if untouched, and presented a mass of

bloom looking to the eye entirely uninjured. On the early vegetable

the effects were no less disastrous. In the island of Jersey alone, whence
large supplies are usually obtained for the Loudon market, the damage
to the potato crop is estimated at many thousands of pounds.

Influence op variously colored light on vegetation.—As
the result of a series of experiments upon the influence of variously col-

ored light upon vegetation. Dr. Bert has arrived at the following con-

clusions: 1. That green light is almost as fatal to vegetation as dark-

ness. 2. That red light is very detrimental to plants, though in a less

degree than green light. 3. That though yellow light is far less

detrimental than the preceding, it is more injurious than blue

light. 4. That all the colors taken singly are injurious to plants, and
that their union in the proportion to form white light is necessary for

healthy growth.
The author has examined the transmitted light from the leaves of

rarious plants, and finds that there is a slight difference in the rays
which different leaves absorb and utilize 5 and this, he believes, ex-

plains the fact that certain plants flourish in the shade of trees, while
others wOl scarcely exist; in the former case it is supposed that the rays
required by the plant are not absorbed hy the leaves of the trees, but
in the latter they are.

Physiology of Grafting.—Mr, Goeppert, in Silesia, gives results

of some observations in reference to tree-grafting, substantially as fol-

lows : Upon the vertical surface of the stock a tissue of parenchyma is

developed, proceeding from the medullary rays, which enters into inti-

mate connection with that of the scion. At the same time the cambium
of the scion unites perfectly, with that of the stock. The place of this

union remains visible, and is named by Mr. Goeppert the line of de-

markation. All development above this line belongs to the scion, all

below to the stock. The stock, entirely deprived of leaves, furnishes,

as it were, the crude sap to the scion, which by its organs of vegetation
assimilates it. But as §oon as the descending sap has passed the line
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of deinarkation it assumes again all the peculiarities due to tlie nature
of the stock, and as no leaves are allowed on the stock to elaborate the
sap it appears that the thin stratum of tissue formed at the connection
is the only means of produciag this change and thus retaining the char-
acteristic distinctions of scion and stock. Such mutual independence
is also often seen in the difference in growth, the stock frequently sur-

passing the scion, and inversely.

The number of eggs from a hen—A German naturalist answers
the question how many eggs a hen can possibly lay, as follows: The
ovary of a hen contains about six hundred embryo eggs, of which, in

tbe first year, not more than twenty are matured. The second year
produces one hundred and twenty ; the third, one hundred and thirty-

five; the fourth, one hundred and fourteen; and in the following four
years the number decreases by twenty yearly. In the ninth year only
ten eggs can be expected, and thus it appears that after the first four
years hens cease to be profitable as layers.

Amount and origin of mineral matter in plants.—Baudri-
mont, in the course of an examination into the amount of mineral
matter in plants, determined the composition of quite a number of •

species, and arrived at the following conclusions: First, that mineral
matter is found in all plants, even in those of aerial growth, which would
scarcely seem likely to have the power of acquiring it ; second, that the
mineral matter contained in plants occurs in at least two distinct con-

ditions, namely, as a simple solution in the vegetable juices, either not
having been yet utilized or unassimilable as the product of dejection,

or else as finally united to or fixed with organic matter ; third, this latter

mode of union may occur in variable proportions, from the smallest

quantity indispensable to the production of organic matter to a maxi-
mum, "where the reciprocal action becomes zero.

The variability of the relatis^e proportion of the organic mineral mat-
ter shows that these are not united to each other, as the fundamental
chemical elements are united. In place of an intimate combination in

definite proportions between the elements of molecules, there is only a
simple adhesive union, with the preservation of the fundamental struc-

ture of organic products.
Baudrimont was much struck by finding that Cactus permianies con-

tained 94 per cent, of water and volatile matter, and .04 per cent, of or-

ganic matter ; and, therefore, that .05 per cent, of organic mineral matter
was sufficient to give this plant a definite form, and a texture which
enables it to resist atmospheric agencies.

Properties of eucalyptus.—An elaborate essay upon the Euca-
lyptus appears in the October number for 1871 of the BuUetin of the

Acclimation Society of Paris, as prepared by M. Eaveret-Wattel. In

this the merits of the tree for many purposes are detailed at length.

Utilization of suint.—In nothing is the spirit of the age more
clearly shown than in the eftbrts made to utilize waste substances.

This is being done with such efl'ect that what was formerly got rid of

with great difiiculty and at considerable expense may become one of

the most important objects of manufacture. We need only point to

such matters as sewage, the slag of furnaces, the fine coal of com-

merce, the waste of pyrites used in the manufacture of sulphuric acid,

&c., as illustrations. Quite a recent instance of this improved economy
is found in the treatment of the wool of sheep. It has been ascertained

that sheep derive from the soil upon which they pasture a considerable
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iimouiit of potash, whicb, after it has circulated in the blood, is excreted
from the skin with the sweat, and remains, generally in connection with
this, attached to the wool. Chevreail discovered, some time ago, that
this peculiar mixture, known by the French as suint, constitutes not
less than one-third the weight of the raw merino fleece, from which it is

easily removed by immersion in cold water. In ordinary wools the
suint is less, the amount being about 15 per cent, of the raw fleece.

Formerly it was considered as a kind of soap, mainly for the reason that
the wool, besides this, sometimes contained about 8 per cent., or a not
inconsiderable quantity of fat. This fat, however, is usually combined
with earthy matters, mostly with lime, and consequently forms a soap
which is very insoluble. The soluble suint is a neutral salt arising
from the combination of potash with a peculiar animal acid, of which
little more is known than that it contains saltpeter. Special effort has
lately been directed to suint, in order to obtain as much as possible of
the potash eliminated from the animal, and a special industry has been
established at various portions of the great French wool district, such
as Rheims, El Boeuf, «&c.

A company purchases from the wool-raisers the solution of the suint
obtained by rinsing the wool in cold water; the price paid for it being
higher in proportion as it is more concentrated. As a general thing it

is maintained that a fleece weighing nine pounds contains about twenty
ounces of suint; which should contain about one-third part, or six

to seven ounces of potash, although not more than five and one-half
ounces are perhaps directly available.

In the wool manufactories of the towns just referred to there are
nearly 00,000,000 pounds of wool washed annually, the yield of about
6,750,000 sheep. This quantity should contain over 3,00D,0Q0 pounds
of pure potash. Thus, the water in which the wool is washed, and
which has been heretofore thrown away, is made to yield a product,
adding appreciably to the value of the wool itself, and more than cover-
ing the cost of its treatment. It is, of course, not an easy matter to

utilize this solution of suint on a small scale; but wherever the work is

carried on by the wholesale, as it is in connection with all great manu-
facturing establishments, it will undoubtedly become a regular part of
the process of manufacture.

Preventing- hea.ting in gra.in-stacks,— A. simple instrument has
lately been devised, un;ler the name of the Hiy-stack Ventilator, for
the purpose of a-icertaiuing and counteracting the heating in the inte-

rior of stacks of hay or grain. This consists of a wroughtiron tube,
about 3 inches in diameter, which is long enough to reach into the
middle of the stack, and, like the Norton well tube, is provided with a
conical point at the tip, and pierced for about two-thirds its length with
numerous holes. A screw arrangement is affixed to the posterior ex-
tremity, by which it can be connected with an accompanying discharge-
pipe.

For use this apparatus is to be driven horizontally into the stack to
be investigated, either by means of a mallet or by a screw arrange-
ment, and the temperature ascertained after a short interval by
introducing a self-registering thermometer. Should the temperature
be too high at any point in the stack, a tin tube is to be affixed verti-

cally to the outer end of the iron tube, and an outward current of air

from the interior of the stack produced, by means of which the heat is

speedily carried off without any injury to the stack. Hooks may be
attached to the tip of the instrument, by which small samples of the cen-
tral part of the stack can be brought out.
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Fekment fungt.—Dr. Eugel, of Strasbnrgb, has ascertained that
alcoholic fermentations is accompanied by the development of two dif-

ferent genera of fungous plants, while that of fruits embraces four
kinds. These latter ferments are found almost always on the surface
of the fruit, where they remain in a latent condition without develop-
ment. When, however, the epidermis becomes cracked, or when the
stem of the fruit is separated, the ferment (or its spores) comes into
contact with the sacharine juices, and the ferment is then re])roduced,
but always in the form of ferment and never in that of mold. Engel
maintains that the alcholic ferment exists in nature, although the fact
has been denied by others. Thus, as long as a cherry is intact it has a
particular savor ; when, however, the stem is detached or the epidermis
is cracked, the cherry not only changes its color, but assumes a vinous
taste, and exhibits a large number of fermented cellules.

He also remarks that the ferment of bread is of a different species from
the yeast of beer, and that he has never been able to germinate the
spores of ferments in vegetables which contained but little sugar, or none
at all ; but that as soon as they come in contact with sacharine liquid
they germinate or reproduce the ferment.

Destroying caterpillars,—According to Schmidt, an excellent
remedy against caterpilhirs consists in a dilute solution (1 part in 500)
of sulphide of potassium, the infested tree being sprinkled with this

substance by means of a snmll hand-syringe. This method has been
nsed on a large scale in Southern France, and, it is said, without any
injury to vegetation.

Chromic acid as an antiseptic.—Dr. Dougall states that chromic
acid, as an antiseptic, is far beyond carbolic acid, and, in fact, may be
considered as standing at the very head of the list. In one instance an
ounce of ox muscle was immersed for twenty four hours in a solution of

one part of chromic acid in 2,000 of water, and then suspended in the
air. At the end of six days it became as hard as wood, in which con-

dition it remained three months without mold or taint. The same
quantity of ox muscle was soaked twenty-four hours in a solution of one
part carbolic acid in 1,000 of water, and then suspended in the air, and
at the end of six days it was much hardened, colored brownish black,

speckled with mold, and distinctly tainted. Its action as an antiseptic

consists in coagulating the protein compounds, a property which it pos-

sesses in the highest degree; and its power of coagulating the albumi-

nous cells is ten times that of carbolic acid, twenty times that of bi-

chloride of mercury, and one hundred and fifty times that of chloralum.

It also coagulates, hardens, and oxidizes decomposing organic matter,

and when added to putrid tlesh, urine, or foecal matter, the offensive

odor is soon absolutely removed, the mixture remaining fresh for an
indefinite time.

Origin of malaria.—Mr. DanielVaughan, of Cincinnati, contends

that malaria results primarily from the volatile oils of plants, which
become evaporated from their surfaces and are carried into the atmo-
sphere. If these were uniformly diffused, he thinks they would produce
little injury, but being carried from the high grounds into the moist,

damp, low lands, they become accumulated in an excessive degree, and
produce the evils referred to. He does not suppose that all the volatile

oils have the same efi'ect on human life, some, probably, being much
more potent than others ; but he thinks that this question can only be
settled by observation and experiment.
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Pollution in water.—A bill in reference to public health has been
brought before the British Parliament, with a strong probability of its

becoming- a law, embracing, as it does, the recommendation of the Royal

Sanitary Commission, which has been engaged for some time past in

suggesting points for legislation. The principal part of the enactments

have reference to the pollution of water by the discharge of refuse ani-

mal, solid or liquid, matters into it; and as it may be of interest to our

readers to know what the highest sanitary authorities in England con-

sider as "pollutions" of water, we append their definitions of the same
as given by the act.

1. Any liquid containiug ia suspension more than three parts, by weight, of dry

mineral matter, or one part by weight of dry organic matter Jki 100,000 parts, by
weight, of the liquid; or,

2. Any liquid containing in solution more than two parts, by weight, of organic car-

bon, or ".0:i by weight of organic nitrogen, in 100,000 parts, by weiglit, of the liquid ; or,

3. Any liquid which exhibits by dayUglit a distinct color, when a stratum of it one

inch deep is placed in a white porcelain or earthenware vessel ; or,

4. Any ]i(iuid which contains in solution, in 100,000 parts by weight, more than two
parts by weight of any metal, except calcium, magnesium, potassium, and sodium ; or,

5. Any li(iuid which, in 100,000 parts by weight, contains, whether in solution or

suspension, in chemical combination or otherwise, more than .05 part by weight of

metallic arsenic ; or,

6. Any liquid which, after acidification, with sulphuric acid, contains, in 100,000

parts by weight, more than one part by weight of free cldorine ; or,

7. Any liquid Avhich contains, in 100,000 parts by weight, more than one part by
weight of sulphur, in the condition either of sulphuretted hydrogen, or of a soluble

sulphuret ; or,

8. Any liquid possessing an acidity gi-eater than that which is produced by adding
two parts by weight of real muriatic acid to 1,000 parts by weight of distilled water

;

or,

9. Any liquid possessing an alkalinity greater than that produced by adding one

pai4',^by weight, of dry caustic soda to 1,000 parts, by weight, of distilled water.

Function op potassium in soils.—According to Robbe, the presence

of potassinm in soils is necessary in order to enable the chlorophyll

grains of the leaves to form starch; sodium and lithium being unable

to replace potassium in this function, the latter indeed being actually

injurious. He has also ascertained that the different combinations of

potassium vary very much in their value, the chloride being by far the

most efficacious.

Preventing- sows from devouring their young.—It is well

known that sows not uufrequently attack and devour their own young

;

or if prevented from this, will not let down their milk, so that the young
pigs necessarily die for want of nourishment. When this state of things

is not caused by a diseased condition of the uterus, it is said that the

sow can be brought to terms by pouring a mixture of ten to twenty
grains of spirits of camphor, with one to three of tincture of opium, into

the ear. The sow will immediately lie down on the side of the ear to

which the application was made, and remain quiet for several hours in

this position without interfering with her pigs ; and on recovery from
the stupor will have lost her irritability in regard to them. The experi-

ment has been tried in Germany hundreds of times, according to one
of the agricultural journals, without any injurious effects. It is also

said that the eating of pigs by the parent sow can be readily prevented

by rubbing them all over witli brandy, and making the same application

about the nose of the sow herself.
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FACTS FROM VARIOUS SOURCES.
Hops.—E. F. Lewis, secretary of the agricultural society at Lenox,

New York, writes : ''Hops are iu deuaand at a high figure, the extreme
prices of last year eucouraging fanners to iucreased acreage."

The Sau Joaquin Farmers' Club, at Stookton, California, has advertised

for two thousand hands for the wheat harv^est, to supply a deficiency of
laborers occasioned by the great increase of acreage planted this season
in the San Joaquin Valley. A scarcity of permanent farm-labor in that

region is reported.

Wheat and cjunch-bugs.—Isaac Colburn, secretary of the Farmers'
Club at Loami, Sangamon County, Illinois, reports the prevalence of

chinch-bugs before the first of IMay, and gives a glowing account of

wheat prospects.

Angoba goats in Utah.—A co-operative company formed through
the eiibrts of J. B. Johnson, editor of the Utah Pomologist, arranged
for the importation of 130 Angora and Thibet goats, and succeeded in

obtaining 108, a portion being lost in a severe storm on the Union Pacific

Railroad. These are in good condition, and are intended for crossing

with the common goat.

Importation op sugar-cane.—Mr, Peter M. Lapice, of iS'ew Orleans,

is on his way to India, by way of the isthmus of Suez, with the in-

tention of procuring from the islands of Sumatra, Java, and Prince of

Wales, specimens of the best Java ribbon-cane, and other popular
varieties, for cultivation by himself and other planters in Louisiana,

several of whom have joined in a contribution of 8,>,000 toward defni^-

iug the expenses of the importation.

Injury by frost.—The Grape-growers' Association of Xapa, Solano

and Sonoma Counties, California, at a recent meeting, discussed the

injury done to vineyards by late severe frosts, and the proper treatment

of the injured vine. They concluded that the first accounts of the in-

jury done were higldy exaggerated. The loss to the Buena Vista vine-

yard in Sonora is placed at $25,000, and other vineyards have suffered

losses of $10,000 to $15,000 each; but through the entire valley it is

thought that the damage will not exceed one-fifth of the crop. With
regard to treatment, the plan of pulling off' the whole frosted shoot was
rejected, on the ground that the dormant buds, near those shoots, on
last year's wood, would thereby be injured or lost. Leading grape-men
proposed to cut oft' only the injured part, retaining one or two sound
buds, if the frost had left such, nearest the old wood.

California raisins.—Several grape-growers in California have suc-

ceeded in producing raisins of fine quality. Messrs. Wadsworth &
Butterfield, from their vineyard on the foot-hills near Nevada City, have
l)roduced, from 450 pounds of grapes, 150 pounds of raisins of superior

flavor, claimed to be equal to the best Malaga, and worth 24 cents per

pound. This furnishes a fine margin for profit, as it secures 8 cents per

pound for grapes, which is a very remunerative figure in California.

Sugar in Saint Mary's Parish, Louisiana.—It is reported that

Mr. Etienne Maynard, who, after the war, began without a dollar, and
with one row of seed-cane in a garden, made, the second year, 41 hogs-

heads of sugar; and now, as the fruit of that small beginning, owns a

plantation fully stocked, and worth at least $25,000. The secrets of

Mr. Mayuard's success are industry, economy, and good implements.
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SouTnEiiN California.—Mr. O. Traver reports a now settlement in

Santa Anna- Valley, San Bernardino County, Southern California, at a
location fifty miles east of the Pacific, and 1,000 feet above its level. It

is less than eighteen months old, and contains about sixty families, of
industrious, enterprising habits, chiefly from States in the valley of the
Mississippi. They are on lauds lying along and from 00 to 100 feet

above the level of the Santa Anna River ; from which, for purposes of
irrigation, the3^ have constructed an aqueduct nine miles in length.

Last autumn, corn ripened planted as late as the 1st, and beans as late

as the 23d of August. A large area of wheat and barley, sown after

the 20th of December, promises a good yield
; and these grains will be

harvested in season for a crop of corn or vegetables on the same ground.
Strawberries, unprotected, were ripe the latter part of March. The lo-

cation is described as very healthy, and the climate and soil as favorable
for thp. raisin-grape and tropical fruits. For the lirst half of March
the average temperature was, at 7 a. m., 47'^

; at 2 p. m., 73° ; at 6 p.
ni., 60° : maximum, 82°; minimum, 32°

; and when at the latter ppint,

it is remarked as a peculiarity of the climate, that corn and beans were
slightly, if at all, injured.

Effect of snow on the temperature of the soil beneath it.—
Mr. C. G. Prindle, of Chittenden County, Vermont, has made an exper-
iment designed to ascertain how far soil is protected from cold by snow.
For four successive winter days, there being four inches of snow on a
level, he found the average temperature immediately above the snow
13° below zero ; immediately beneath, 19° abave zero ; under a drift

two feet deep, 27° above zero.

A large wheat field.—It is claimed that a former named Mitchell
in the San Joaquin Valley, California, is the largest wheat-grower in
the United States. Early in March he had planted 36,000 acres, and
expected to make the amount over 40,000 by the middle of that month.
At 15 bushels per acre, which may not be too high an estimate for this
year, this would give a crop of 600,000 bushels, and that, at 60 cents per
bushel—not a high estimate—would bring $360,000. The average ex-
pense of planting and harvesting wheat in that region is estimated at
$4 per acre, which would leave a clear i)rofit of $200,000.

Oranges in California.—It is reported that the crop of oranges in
San Bernardino County is estimated by good judges as five times larger
than last year's crop, and that about 5,000,000 orange* had been
shipped as early as the 1st of May, at prices averaging about $25 per
thousand.

The Ohio State fair for 1S72 will be held at Mansfield, Richland
County, Seiitember 2 to 6. Persons wishing to exhibit are referred to
Mr. John H. Klippart, corresponding secretary State board of agricul-
ture, Columbus, Ohio.

SUGAR-OULTURB IN LOUISIANA.—It is reported that on the Porche
plantation, in.the parish of Terrebonne, Mr. Champagne made in 1871
172 hogsheads of sugar, weighing 226,113 pounds, and 192 barrels of
molasses. The sugar sold for $17,708, equal to 7y% cents per pound ;

the molasses for $2,853 : total, $20,561. The cost of production is esti-

mated at $11,454, leaving as net profits $9,107. If we deduct the value
of the molasses from the whole cost, it leaves, as the cost of the sugar,

$8,601, equal to 3^^ cents per pound, leaving a profit of 4^^ cents per
pound.
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CoKN FODDER.—Mr. Alexander Heed, of Lockhaven, Cliuton County
Pennsylvania, reports that bis practice is to cut up his corn as late as

be can, and avoid frost. After husking, the stacks are bound and care-

fully shocked till cured, then stowed in barn. They are prepared for

feed as follows: Each morning and evening the quantity needed for one
feeding is cut with a " power-cutter," put in a tight box with a mixture
of meal and bran sprinkled in; boiling water is then poured on, and the

box closed with a, tight lid, so as to shut in both heat and steam. That
steamed at night is warm when fed in the morning, and that in the
morning when fed in the afternoon. Mr. Reed states that, prepared
in this way, tlie cows eat all the butts, and a ton will produce more and
much better milk for butt«r than a ton of the best hay prepared in the
same way.

Breeds df farm animals for hilly regions.—Mr. W. S. Hand,
of Lewis County, Kentucky, gives the results of his experience in rais-

ing cattle and sheep in different localities. In 1800 he removed from
Masen County, Avhich is comparatively level and of a limestone soil, to

Lewis County, which is mountainous and its soil a sandy loqiUi. In the

latter he found the poorer grazing compensated for, in part, by the ben-

eficial effects of pure, soft, running water, as contrasted with the deleteri

ous effects of the hard and still vrater of the former. Finding in the

county no other than small native stock, he procured a large short-

horn bnll, of pure blood. The result was that nearly all the native

cows put to him needed assistance in calving, and in many cases both
cow and calf perished. Moreover, the bull proved to be too heavy and
clumsy for grazing on a mountainous region, and.fiually died in conse-

quence of falls and sprains. A large, short-horn cow met with a simi-

lar fate. Mr. IJand observed that the light Alderneys, and especially

the light and nimble Devons, requiring less food and less trav^eling, as
well as having less weight to carry about, would satisfy their wauts by
feeding a few hours, and then lie down and ruminate as long.

Alternating in this way through tlie day, at its close they would be

plump and unwearied, whereas the heavier cattle, having to toil and
climb all day in ineffectual endeavors to satisfy their larger wants,

would look gaunt and wearied out. His conclusion is, that the smaller

and nimbler si)ecies, particularly the red Devons, are the most profita-

ble for mountainous grazing, while the short-horns and kindred species

are more desirable for fertile plains. He had a somewhat similar ex-

perience with sheep. With a view to improve the mutton and wool-bear-

ing and fattening qualities of the very small but hardy, fleet native

sheep in the county, he crossed them with South Downs vrith very satis-

factory results. But an attempt to cross this improved grade with Cots-

wolds resulted in the same difficulty that occurred in crossing large with

small cattle. The lamb, at the time of birth, was so large that in

many cases both it and its dam perished. He claims, however, to have
succeeded in breeding a flock of mixed blood, in which the best quali-

ties of the South Downs, the Cotswolds, and the natives are united.

Tea-growing in India.—The experiment of growing tea in India is

proving quite successful. In 18G2 the crop was estimated at 1,00U,000

pounds; in 187 L at something over 20,000,01)0. It is claimed that India

can now compete with China in producing teas of the best quality.

American plants in England.—The director of the royal gardens

at Kew, England, reports as received from this country in 1871,

353 packages of seeds, 103 green-house and 52 herbaceous plants, and 19

trees and shrubs.

I
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Cinchona.—It is claimed that a new variety of ciiiclioii a tree, of su-

perior value, has been origiuated in India. Kecently plants, eight feet

high, of the new, and of the common species, raised on the Neilgherrj
plantations, were analyzed, with the following results : The new yielded

of quinine, 7 parts; of alkaloid, 11.50; the common, of quinine, 2.43 ; of

alkaloid, 4.52.

Percentage of cream as affected ey temperature.—Mr. 0.

Schermerhorn, supervisor of a cheese factory at Derl)yshire, England,
took a certain quantity of average milk—dipping it from vats in which
milk was mixed—and set it in a cream-gauge daily from April 1 to Oc-
tober 31. For Ai)ril the average percentage of cream was lO.OG ; May,
9.D31; June, 8.75 ; July, 8.253; August, 9.12 ; yeptember, 10.875 ; Oc-
tober, J2.49. It will be observed that the average of cream diminished
as the average temperature rose, and vice versc^. Mr. Scherinerhorn
also found like results attending the daily rise and fidl of the thermom-
eter, the hottest days yielding the smallest percentage of cream.

Keav Zealand flax.—^Ir. A. Carr, of Oarbondale, Pennsylvania,
who for some years resided in New Zealand and gave special attention

to the variety of flax cultivated in that island, thinks it could be profit-

ably produced in this country. The dressed fiber commands the pres-

ent year in the English market £25 per ton, and in New York cents
per pound in gold. It can be used as a substitute in all products manu-
factured from the common variety, as linen, cordage, paper, &c., and is

extensively used for stufling chairs, mattresses, &c., being as suitable

and durable for that purpose as horse-hair.

Diversity in Southern INDUSTE,\^—The corresponding secretary

of the Pioneer Agricultural Society of Halifax, North Carolina, observes
that the practice of raising large cotton crops to the neglect of other
farm products sufficiently accounts for the extensive wastes which so

frequently meet the eye, covered with second growth pines and cut up
by gullies. He states that the people are waking up to this fact, and,
so far as their shattered resources admit, are beginning to practice mixed
husbandry and rotation in crops. With reference to the same subject,

Mr. E. A. Crandall, of Oxford, Alabama, writes

:

We are wounded and bruised, and must have mollifyin;; ointment to eft'act a cure
;

this of the tiller as well as of the soil. Not at once cau it be expected of us, but
j!;radually it is to be hoped we may be induced to work ourselves into that more eu-
lightened and rational path, embracing all the various branches of industry and lead-

ing to better methods, wherein lies more certain success, not for the South only, but
equally for our whole, unsectional, undivided country.

Mr. Richard H. Day, of Baton Rouge, Louisiana, writes

:

The South wants labor, capital, and diversified industry. The latter will eventually
bring the two former. Heretofore tbe cultivation of cane and cotton hiive monopo-
lized the entire attention of our people. The folly of the system is beginning to be
understood, and other crops are being cultivated. It is now demonstrated that in this
latitude apples, pears, peaches, and, indeed, almost any fruit, can be successfully raised.

With proper attention good crops of corn may be raised. I have been raising corn ou
a few acres consecutively since 1857, and every year increasing the yield without com-
mercial fertilizers. This year the yield was over oue hundred bushels to the acre.

Mr. H. Tatwiler, of Havana, Alabama, thinks that the salvation of

the South depends largely on the introduction of cereals and grasses.
'^' It will take time for our planters to get over their antipathy to grass

—

a thing they have been fighting all their lives ; but nothing else will

meet our deficient supply of labor."

Cost of labor in the South.—Mr. H. Hammond, of Augusta,
Creorgia, writes

:
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We feel more and more the need of information as the problems set before ns by the

emancipation of our laborers continue to widen. * * AVe caunot understand how it

is that, -with a soil and climate producing crops that give a much larger money-yield

per acre than in the Northern and Western States, we are not ableto j»ay one-fourth the

wages to labor that are paid there; unless it be that a laborer does more there tlian he

does here. We, therefore, feel a great interest in knowing the cost of the various sorts of

farm work, by the piece, in the different sections ; e. g., daily Avages being $1, what does

it cost to break up, broadcast, an acre of ground ; to plant an acre of wheat ; to build

ICO feet of fence ; to lay off an acre of corn ; to cut an acre of grass, Slc, &.c.

Improved quality of Cotton.—The correspondent above quoted
says

:

We believe that our cotton-seeds might be greatly improved by a system of buddiqg
and hybridizing the varieties of this plant where it could be scientifically conducted
for a length of time, as it might be under glass ; and we believe that the .southern cot-

ton-planter must rely more and more on the excellence of the staple he produces to.

overcome competition from other conntries.

MAEKET PEICES OF FARM PRODUCTS.

Articles. May. June.

NEW YORK.

Flour, superfine, State per barrel.

extra, State do
superfine western do— ^.

extra to choice western do
extra southern do
good to choice southern do

Wheat, No. 1 spring per bushel.
No. 2 spring do.. ...

winter, red, western do
amber, western do
white, western do

Eye do
Barley do
Oats do
Cora do
Hay, shipping qualities per ton..

prime do
Pork, mess per barrel.

prime do
Beef, plain mess do

extra mess do
Lard per pound.
Butter, western do

State dairy do
Cheese, western dairy do

State factory do
Cotton, ordinary to good ordinary do

low middling to good middli'g .do
Tobacco, lugs, all grades do

common to medium leaf .. ..do
Wool, pulled do

tub-washed do
California, spring clip do

fall clip do
Texas, inferior to common do

Flour, western, superfine jier barrel.

V extras do

$6 50
7 10
6 50
7 00
8 00
9 00

to $6 90
to 8 00
to 6 90
to 13 00
to 9 75
to 12 25

65
59
80
87
88
92
Gn
rm
7U

29 00
31 00
13 60
11 25
8 00

10 00

81

20
30
14

15
20
23
8
9
78
90

66

64i
84

92i
05

to
to

to

to
to
to
to
to 56
to 74
to 30 00

to 36 00
to 13 75
to

to 9 50
to 12 00
to
to

to
to
to

to
to
to
to
to
to

9f
25
31
17

17i
22^
25*

9i
lOf

§6 00
7 00
6 00
6 95
8 25

10 80

37+ to

6 50 to
7 25 to 8 50

74
68
90
05
00
95

1 05
' 54

68
32 00
34 00
13 00
10 50
8 00

10 00
8i
15
27
10
13

. 20f
25^
Si
9

70

to $6 50
to 7 90
to 6 50
to 12 00
to 10 75
to 13 00
to 1 7ft

to 1 71
2 00

08
12
96
06
56

72J
to 38 00
to 33 00
to 13 25
to 10 75
to 9 50
to 12 00
to 9#

25
30
13

14f
23i
27f
9i
lOf
82

30 to

6 50 to
7 25 to 8 50'
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MarTcet prices of farm products—Continued.

Articles.

Boston—Coutiuued.

Hoar, -westerti, choice per barrel

.

Bouthern extras do
choice Baltimore do . .

Wheat .1 per bushel

.

Eye do
Burley do
Cora, southera yellow do

western mixed do
western yellow do

Beef, mess per barrel.

extra do
Pork, prime do

mess do
Lard per pound

.

Butter, New York and Vermont do
Canada, good to choice do
western do

Cheese, N. Y. and Vt., choice factory.. do
Ohio choice factory do

Hay per ton.

.

Wool, Obio and Pennsylvania per pound.
Michigan do
other western do
California do
Texas do
combing-fleece do

nilLADELPHIA.

Flour, superfine per barrel.
extras do
family and fancy brands do

Wheat, red, Penn. and western per bushel.
amber do .

Eye ^ do .

Corn, yellow do
mixed, western do

Oats, "western white do
Pork, mess per barrel

.

Beef, mess, city packed do
Lard , per pound

.

Cotton, middling do . . , .

.

BALTIMORE.

Flour, superfine 4 per barrel

.

extra do
family and fancy do..

Wheat, Pennsylvania per bushel.
western do
Maryland * do

Eye do
Corn, yellow do

white do
Hay, western per ton.

.

Pennsylvania and Maryland do
Pork, mess per barrel

.

Butter, western, prime to choice. .per pound.
New York do

Cheese, western fac toly do
eastern factory do

$9 50
7 25
10 00
1 75
92
75
77
75
764-

10 00"

12 00
11 50
14 25

9i
15
25
12
17

32 00
75
75
73
35
35
90

to$12 50
to 7 50
to 12 50
to 2 10

95
20

77i
76
77^

to 12 00
to 16 00
to 12 50
to 14 50

9*
31"

30
28
17*
17

00
85
80
78
55
50
95

5 50 to 6 50
6 75 to 7 50
8 00 to 11 00
^05 to 2 08

00
72
72
54
75
50
09

to

to
to
to 55
to 14 00
to 15 00
to 094-

23f to 24i

7 00
8 00
12 50
1 98
2 00

to
to

to

to

to

8 75
9 00

2 00

2 05

1 00
69
72

35 00
35 00
14 Do

23
30
15
18

05
70
73

to
to

to

to

to

to 14 25
to 30
to 35
to 16

to 18+

June.

$9 50
7 25

10 00
1 75
92
75
76
74
76

10 00
12 00
11 50
14 25

. 9i
18
25
12
13
13

35 00
68
65
65
30
35
88

6 00
7 25
9 50
2 10

to$13 OO
to 7 50
to 13 00

to 2 10

to 95
to 1 20
to 77
to 76
to 77i
to 12 00
to 16 00
to 12 50'

to 14 75
to 10

30
29
27
14
14

to 41 OO
to 78

2 20
1 10

69
69
59

14 00
14 00

09
25J- to

73

72i
60
50
90

6 75
7 75

11 50
2 15
2 25

70
70
69

14 25
14 75

09*
26*

7 50
8 50

13 50
2 10
2 10
2 05

95
73
77

34 00
35 00
13 75

22

9 25
9 50

to
to
to

to
to
to 2 25
to 1 05
to 75
to 78
to 35 00
to 40 00
to 14 00
to 27

13 to 14*
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MarJcet prices of farm products—Contiuued.

Articles.

Baltimore—Continued.

Lard per pound .

.

Cotton, ordinary do
. .___ middling do
Tobacco, common to good lugs iicr cwt..

comraon to medium leaf do
Wool, nnwashed, free from burrs.. per pound.,

tub-waslied do

May.

08| to $0 09i
20^ to

2^ to
00 to
50 to
47 to
80 to

8 50
9 00

50
83

Jane.

08f to $0 09i
19i to

24|
50
00
45
70

to

to

to
to
to

8 00
9 50

46
75

CINCINNATI.

Flour, superfine per barrel .

.

extra ^ do
family do

Wheat, No. 1 white per bushel..
No»2 white do
No. 1 red do
No. 2 red do

Corn, white do
yellow do

Oats, white do
No. 1, mixed do

Rye do
Barley, winter. No. 2 do

spring, No. 2 do
Hay, com. to choice per ton

from store do
Pork, mess per barrel..

prime do
Beef, plate do

Lams do
Lard, prime, steam per pound..
Butter, Western Reserve do

choice Central Ohio do
Tobacco, lugs do

leaf do
Wool, tub-washed do

fleece-washed, manufacturing, .do
fleece-washed, combing do
unwashed, manufacturing do
unwashed, combing do
pulled do

Flour, winter, extra per barrel .

.

spring, extra do
Wheat, No. 1 spring per bushel .

.

No. 2 spring do
No. .3 spring , do

Corn, No. 2 do
rejected do

Oats, No.2 do
rejected do

Rye, No. 2 do
Barley, No. 2 do
Hay, timothy, (on track) per ton.

.

prairie do
Pork, mess per barrel..

extra do
Beef, mess do
Lard per pound .

.

6 75 to 7 25
7 15 to 8 35
8 35 to 8 50
2 00 to 2 05

6 65 to 7 25
8 35 to 8 50
8 50 to 8 75
2 00 to 2 05

1 88 to
1 85 to
50 to 51

1 90 to
1 85 to

53 to
87
54

45
43
92
65
65

18 00
22 00
13 00

94
75
75

to 25 00
to 30 00
to 14 00

45
43
90
70
60

20 00
21 00
12 00

4(3

98
75
65

to 25 00
to 27 00
to 15 00

30
28
18
25

70

55
68

12 75 to 13 60
i

26 00 to 28 00
t

8i to Hi
28 to
22 to

8 to
9 to

70 to
60 to
60 to
45 to

50 to
65 to

10 00 to 10, 50
7 00 to 8 15

1 51 to 1 52i

47f to
45 to

41i to 43

85
60

16 00
10 00
12 60

to

to 64
to 19 00

to 12 00
to 12 70

9 00 to 10 00

8i to 8^

12 25 to
13 00 to 13 59

8i to 111
20 to
17 to
8 to
9 to

65 to
60 to
65 to

40 to
50 to
60 to

10 50
00
51
43
38

to

to
to-

to

to

8 25-

42i to
40 to

42
34
75
56

19 50
11 00
11 95

46
39
43|
41

43i

to 76
to 60
to 22 00
to 13 00
to 12 00

9 00 to 10 00

8i to 8i
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Marhet prices of farm products—Continued.

Articles.

Chicago—Contiau o<l

.

Batter, choice dairy per pound.
fair to choice tub and firkin. -do

Cheese, New York factory do
western factory do
Ohio factory do

Wool, medium iieeco do
unwashed, medium do
tub-washed do

SAINT LOUIS.

Klour, Buperfine per barrel

.

extra do
choice do

Wkeat, red per bushel

.

white do
spii ug do

Corn, mixed do
yellow do
white do

Oats, white " do
mixed do

Eye do
I3arley, winter do

spring do.. ...

Hay . per ton

.

Pork, mess per barrel.
Lard, i)rime steam per pound.

kettle do
Butter, choice do

medium to fair do
Cheese, choice factory do
Cotton, middling do
Tobacco, lug per cwt.

common leaf do
medium to good leaf do

Wool, tub-washed per pound.
fleece-washed do
unwashed medijjm do

NEW ORLEANS.

Flour, superfine per barrel.
extras, (according to grade) do

Corn, white per bushel.
yellow do
mixed do

Oats do
Hay, choice per ton.

prime do
Pork, mess '. per barrel.
Beef, mess, (Texas) do
Lard, tierce per pound

.

keg do
Batter, choice western do

Goshen do
Cheese, choice factory do

western reserve " ,.do
New York cream do

Cotton, ordinary to middling do

May.

25 to $0 27
16 to
15 to
12 to
13 to
63 to
40 to
62 to

21
16
14
14
63
50
80

June.

18 to $0 20
14 to

14 to
12 to
12 to
63 -to
46 to
62 to

18
15
14
14
68
50
80

5 50
6 00
9 25
1 85
2 00
5 50

45
45
49
48
48
80
80
41

21 00
12 75

9

to 5 75
to 8 75
to 10 25

2 14

2 50

56
60
51
51
83

82i
75

to 25 00
to 13 00
to • 10

5 00
7 00
9 50

to 6 50
to 8 50
to 10 15

70

40
44
47
56

39
70
70

18 00
12 00

9i

to

to

to

to
to
to
to
to

to

to
to
to 23 50
to 12 50
to lOi

05
15

45
53
55
62'

41
7i

27
23
19

25 to
18 to
17 to

22i to
6 80 to 8 00
8 00 to 8 75
9 00 to 11 00
63 to 77i
50 to 60
43 to 45

6 25
6 50
72
70
70
64

35 00
35 00
13 50
11 00

9f
lOi
28
40

to

to 12 00
to 73

72
71
€5

to

to
to
to

to
to 14 00
to 12 00
to 10

11
30

17

22
19^

18 to 20
16 to 17
13 to 131-

25 to 25f
7 50 to 8 50
8 00 to 8 75
9 00 to 11 00
65 to 71i
54 to 56
•45 to 48

6 624

7 00
72
74
72
53

34 00
34 00
13 12i to

11 00 to

9
10;

25
33
12

12 00
75
75
73
56

35 00
35 00
13 50
12 00

Hi
28
40
14

23^ 19i to 24
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Marlset prices of farm products—Continued.

Articles.

New Orleans—CoAtinued.

Cotton, middling to good middling, per pound
Tobacco, lugs do...j

low-leaf do
medium do

• SAUr FRANCISCO.

Flour, superfine per barrel
extra superfine do
higher grades do

Wheat, State per cental
Oregon do

Corn, white do
yellow do

Hay, State per ton
Pork, mess per barrel

prime do
Beef, mess do
Lard per pound
Butter, overland do....

California do
Oregon do

Cheese do
Wool, native do

California do
Oregon do

May.

$0 23
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MONTHLY REPORT,

_Depaiit5ient of Agriculture,
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Sir : I present lierewitb, for publication, a report of the condition of

the crops in the first week in July ; consular and other communications

concerning the rural affairs of foreign lands, and the results of experi-

ments and investigation in the several divisions of the Department dur-

ing the past month ; with market reports, and various facts from original

sources.
J. E. DODGE,

Statistician.

Hon. Frederick Watts,
Co7nviissioner.

COxNDITIO^ OF CROPS IN JULY.

A misapprehension appears to exist in many minds as to the time of
making and sending crop reports. Many appear to understand, for

example, that the July report is made up from local reports received
during the month of June. On the contrary, the observations taken on
the 1st of July by the regular correspondent, aided by a board of
assistants, are put in writing and forwarded to this office, from interior

counties in Oregon, or in Texas, or Minnesota, as well as from nearer
post-offices, and, as fast as received, their information is tabulated and
condensed, averages made and corrected, the tables and digest analyzed,
and calculations made, and a summary published between the loth and
20tli of ^each mouth, although the reports are never all in on the 15th.
Still, there are some persons whose activity outruns their reason, who
imagine that a census can be taken and tabulated weeMy, though mail
service to complete it requires two weeks, from points at which tele-

gTaphic communication is impossible.

CORN.

Area.—The lateness of the spring and unfavorable weather during
the planting season in many sections has prevented any marked enlarge-,

ment of the area in corn. The tendency is toward an increase in the
South, and in the States in which wheat has been predominant. From
989 counties, including an area usually producing 600,000,000 to 700,-

000,000 of bushels annually, come returns indicating an increase of 3
per cent. This is equivalent to more than three-fourths of a million

acres ; and the total area in this great crop of the country, which nearly
equals in extent the aggregate of all other tilled crops together, is prob-.
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ably about 35,000,000 acres. The States in which au increase of acre-

age is reported are as follows : Xew Jersey, 2 per cent. ; Pennsylvania,
2; South Carolina, 2; Georgia,!; Alabama, 3; Mississippi,!; Louisi-

ana, 8; Texas, 8; Arkansas, 4; West Virginia, 2 ; Kentucky, 2; Ohio,

2; Michigan, 10; Indiana,!; Illinois, 2; Iowa,!; Missouri, 4; Kansas,
28; Nebraska, 20 ; California, 1. A diminution appears in Maine of 4 per
cent.; Vermont, 2; Massachusetts, 4 ; Ehode Island, 5 ; Connecticut, G;

New York, ! ; North Carolina, 2 ; Tennessee, ! ; Wisconsin, 4 ; Minne-
sota, 3. The area in the remaining States is reported the same as last

year.
Condition.—The meteorological peculiarities of the season have re-

ceived much comment in the returns. The rain-fall is sometimes ten-

fold greater at one station in a State, during a given month, than at

another in the same State. A medium amount of rain, falling moder-
ately in small quantities, at frequent intervals, has a more favorable

effect upon the growing crops than a much larger quantitj' at long and
irregular seasons in violent storms. In the Ohio Valley, as in Ohio and
Indiana, complaints of long and almost unbroken droughts are received

from many counties in different parts of those States, affecting wells

and streams, and greatly retarding vegetable growth ; while in

many other counties seasonable and frequent rains are rei)orted,

and in some cases abundant sui^plies of moisture. In some
cases wet districts are in close proximity to dry areas ; and both
wet and dry localities are sometimes found in the same county. In
different sections of the country, in which seasons of drought have
occurred, sudden and violent storms liave deluged low-lying lands,

carried away bridges, and damaged crops. These peculiarities are

noticeable during each recurring summer, but the variations in amount
of rain-fall, and in the frequency and force of storms, seem greater

than usual the present summer. These facts of meteorology, little

understood by the wisest, demanding investigation and patient study,

have a bearing upon vegetable growtli which will some day become
obvious, to the increase of farm production and the profit of the farmer.

The minimum and maximum rain-fall of the great corn-growing States

for the month of June, so far as reported by the meteorological observ-

ers of the Smithsonian Institution, are as follows :

Minimum. Maximum.
Inches. Inches.

Kentucky 3. 38 4. 82
Ohio 1.96 7.25
Michigan 2.42 4. 3,'>

Indiana 1. 40 6. 67

Illinois 3.10 9.95

Iowa 1.53 7.90
Missouri 1. 45 3. 35

Kansas 1.75 4.00

But for the unpropitious meteorological conditions referred to above,

the season would have been quite favorable, having an unusual measure
of sunshine, and a degree of heat well suited to the growth of corn.

The returns from 263 counties place condition above 100 ; 313 counties

report 100 ; and 413 below average, Illinois is represented by 65 coun-

ties, of which 22 stand above average and 23 below ; of 64 counties in

Missouri, condition of corn is above average in 16, and below in 25;

of 36 in Kansas, 8 only send figures less than 100. In Iowa, where cool,

cloudy weather generally prevailed in spring, followed hj changeable
weather, and in some sections heavy rains, only 2 reports of condition

-are above 100; and in Ohio, where the drought has been severe, but
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3 reports of 45 give figures higher than 100, The States making
returns higher than 100 are : Vermont, 101 ; Xorth Carolinia, 101

;

ALabama, 110; Mississippi, 110; Louisiana, 119; Texas, 110; Ken-
tucky, 103 ; California, 101. The following return condition below av-

erage : Maine, 96 ; New Hampshire, 98 ; Massachusetts, 98 ; Rhode Isl-

and, 92 ; Connecticut, 98 ; ]S"ew York, 95 ; New Jersey, 9G ; Pennsylva-
nia, 98 ; Delaware, 92 ; Maryland, 92 ; Virginia, 91 ; South Carolina, 9G

;

Georgia, 91 ; Florida, 78 ; Arkansas, 95 ; West Virginia, 95 ; Ohio, 90

;

Michigan, 90; Indiana, 95 ;
Illinois, 99; Wisconsin, 80 ; Minnesota, 80

;

Iowa, 88; Missouri, 97 ; Kansas, 98; Nebraska, 97; Oregon, 97. Ten-
nessee is placed at 100. The following classified statement presents the
number of counties reported in each State

:

States.

Maine
New Hampshire .

Vermont
Massachusetts . .

.

Rhode Island
Connecticut
New Tork
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Delaware
Maryland
Virginia
North Carolina .

.

South Carolina. ..

Georgia
Florida
Alabama
Mississippi
Louisiana

States.

Texas
Arkansas
Tennessee
W^est Virginia
Kentucky .

Ohio....'.
Michigan
Indiana
niinois ,

Wisconsin
Minnesota
Iowa
Missouri
Kansas
Nebraska
California
Oregon

Total

.

e
7
9

17
15
29
12
28
23
19
19
43
2.5

8
4
1

413

Total number of counties, 989.

The following extracts from correspondence are ajipended

:

Maine.—FranlUn: Injured by exces.s of rain. Piscataquis: Protracted wet season
narrowed the area of corn. York : Ground rather Avet for corn.
New Hampshire.—Rodcingham : Delayed ten days by the wet and backward season.

Hillsiorough : Coming forward rapidly
;
prospect good for a fair crop.

Termont.—FravlVtn: About average. Orleans: Very backward up to Jane 15 ; late
warm showery weather has greatly improved the crop.
Massachusetts.—Hampshire : Crops suffered from cut-worms.
Khode ISL.\ND.— Washington: Injuries by white worms, especially on old meadow-

land, but confined to land broken this season; crop probably 20 per cent, below
average.
New York.— Yaies : Looks well, and if frost does not come too soon will be a heavy

crop. Jefferson : Injured by cut-worms. Sullivan : Doing well ; weather warmer.
Wymning : Small, but stands well. Genesee: Late, but stands good and growing finely.

Cattaraugus : Growing fast. Otsego : Backward. Erie : Late and small, but of good
color. Ontario: Growing rapidly.

New Jersey.—Mercer : Retarded by late sirring. Morris : Backward but growing
fast.

Pennsylvania.— Westmoreland: Improved by recent rains. Cumlerland : Early
corn shortened by drought and cut-worms. Lancaster : A little backward. Berks

:

Average. Bradford : A little late, but looks well. Fayette : Short, but growing finely.

McEean : Injured by wire and cut-worms. Indiana : Promises an average crop.
Centre: Promises an abundant yield. Northumberland : Promising. Lehigh: Back-
ward. Armstrong : Large crop planted in good condition ; suffered from cut-worm, yet
growing finely. Lycoming : First planting damaged by worms, but has been generally
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i-ephmted and is now doing well. Builrr : Injured by cut-worms; many fields re-
planted, hence backward. Montgomery : Encouraging condition.
Delaware.—Sussex : Looks very promising.
Marylaxd.—Baltimore: Average large; stand good. Frederick: Another mouth's

drought will kill the crop. Montf/omertj : Great difficulty in getting a stand where the
ground was not plowed in the fall ; cut-AVorm mischievous. " Washington : Very prom-
ising; a favorable season will bring a large crojt. Cecil : Planted late, and retarded in
growth on account of drought. Queen Anne: Late rains have greatly iuiiu'oved the
crop.

Virginia.—Albemarle: Very short, but may come out with rain. Clarke: Backward
but healthy ; a large proportion replanted; cut-worm unusually destructive. MecJclen-
lurgh : Very thrifty; greatly benelited by receut rains ; much of it replanted. Nel-
son : Cleau and healthy, but small. Prince William : Not llattering. James Citg : Well
worked and in line condition. Cumhcrland : B.ackward, and will suft'er severely with-
out speedy rain. Henrico: Small, but holds color, and with rain will yet make a
crop. Frederick : Improving. Prince Edward : Small and backward, but with a good
season will make a fair croj). Surrey : Small and backward, but late seasonable weather
has greatly improved it. Highland: Injured by worms ; some fields replanted three
times; injured also by drought ; late growing weather is rapidly improving the crop.
Orange: Injured by worm and drought. Powhatan: Bad stand. Fluvanna: Shortened
by drought. King George : Crop low, but may yet be good. Culpeper : Seriously in-

jured by drought ; many fields entirely replanted. Spottsylrania : Crop large and
promising; worm destructive in good lauds, causing some fields to be replanted. New
Kent: Well worked and iu good condition but backward; good rains will make a
large crop. Greenville: Corn area decreasing to make way for cotton. Stafford: Im-
proved by late rains. Craig: Crop injured by worms. Augusta: Drought aud insects
prevented an early stand ; late rains have helped the crop greatly.
North Carolina.—Gaston; Growth vigorous; above average. Forsyth: Crops

promisiug. Chowan: Three weeks late, but looks well. Alexander: Yellow field-corn

looks well so far. Lenoir : Injured by the heavy rains iu June. Bladen : Crop late but
good. Greene : Bad stand ; at least 20 per cent, below the condition of this time last

year. McDoicell : Very much improved
;
prospects average. Hertford: Small, but do-

ing well. Beaufort: June decidedly unfavorable to late planted. Jones: Dry hot
weather injurious. Person: Very fine; pushed rapidly by recent rains and hot sun.
Alamance: Promises well. lioivan : Condition excellent. Pockingham : Promisiug;
six weeks more of good weather will make as good a crop as ever was made. Craven:
Small, but xn'omisiug a large crop. Franklin: Looks well. CMn-i/iJcA; ; Backward, but
doiug well

;
prospect of a fair yield. Perquimans : Looking Avell

;
i)rospect good.

Edgecombe : Injured by neglect ; all the attention paid to cotton.
South Carolina.—York : On valley and loam lands average ; on clay lands, below.

Clarendon: lujured by drought ; stalks^ow; crop will probably be short. Orangeburg:
Shortened by drought; clear of grass. Marlborough : Early planted doiug very well

;

late planted will require a favorable season, Newbury : Owing to drought upland
will not yield oue-fourth of a croji ; bottom aud low island crops probablj" average.
Lexington : Remarkably fiue

;
yield probably 50 ]}ev cent, greater than last year.

Columbia: Almost average. Georgetown : Late x>lauted suffered from drought. Ches-

Icrfieid : Eeduced by dry spring.
Georgia.—Muscogee: Looks well, except in localities where drought has prevailed.

Forsyth : Looks well, though worms are injuring it iu places. Chattooga : Seasonable
rains have improved the crop. Columbia : Without speedy rain the crop must be very
short. (>»u<mtfH.; Average increased 10 per cent.

;
plants small, but healthy aud well

cultivated. Effingham: Crop will be good if rain comes soon. Pulaski: Poor ju'os-

pect. Lee : Late rains are repairing somewhat the injury of the previous drought.
Schley : Shortened 20 per cent, by drought. Wilkes : Coru planting delayed ; crop in-

jured by drought. Murray: Late seasonable rains iu favor of the crop. Walton: Yel-

low Penusylvania coru matured early. Marion: Injured by drought. Gwinnett: More
forward than for many years. Butts : Early coru suffering from drought. Oglethorpe

:

Has not realized its early promise ; earliest varieties are doing best. Whitefield : Promis-
ing. Cobb : Very fine. Clay : Will be 25 per cent, short. Macon : Much of the corn a
total failure. Mcrriwether : Unpromising.
Florida.—Columbia: Injured by drought. Hillsborough: Short. Manatee: Iu the

eastern part of the county killed by drought. Jackson : Half a crop. Bradford: Doiug
well. Alachua: Drought has reduced coru to a half crop. Gadsden: Short 25 per
cent. Clay : Increased attention to corn. Wakulla : Injured by spring freshet and
Bummer drought ; late showers may bring it up to half a crop.

Alabama.—Lowndos : Condition better than last year. Conecuh: Small, aud not
looking well. Colbert: Unusually promising. Greene: Crop will be good. Pike:
Stalks short aud color good, with fine shoots ; weather very favorable. Dallas : Prom-
ising, but in danger of being slighted for cotton. Buttm' : lujured by drought. Mont-
gomery: Average reduced 10 per cent. ; aggregate yield wiU equallast year's. Calhoun:
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Prospect full average. Madison: Best prospect iu seven years. Limestone; Unusually
well AYorked ; in tine coudition. Clarice: Suffered from drought and worms ; but little

left on stilf lauds. Aiitwif/a: Backward aud small, but looks well. Lauderdale : Fine
coudition ; one good rain in July will finish the latest plantings. Tuscaloosa : Crop
fine.

Mississippi.— Wilkinson: Better than for three years. Wayne: Indifferent stands.

Neivton : Very promising. Grenada: Crop promising whore well cultivated; nearly
matured in some sections. ]Vinston: Crop better than for years; with seasonable
weather the production of the county will be greater than its consumption; yellow
Pennsylvania four or five weeks earlier than the native

;
possibly two crops of it might

be made in the year. Leflore: Peunsj'lvania yellow planted March 15 yielded roast-

ing-ears June 15 ; will mature three Aveeks earlier than native corn planted at the
same time. Madison : Another good rain will make the Largest crop since the war

;

late crops mostly failures from bad working. Holmes: Good prospect. Tishemingo

:

Croj) prospects fine. Noxubee: Never more promising. Neshoba: Doing very well.
Yalobusha : Promises to bo 50 or 75 per cent, above last j^ear.

Louisi.vNA.

—

Iberia : Corn acreage 40 iicr cent, greater than ever before. Bed
River : On the bottoms finer than for years ; not so good among the hills. J£ast Baton
Rouge: Very promising. Riehland: Prospect better than for ten years. Lafourche:
Acreage increased, and yield promises to be large enough to do away with the impor-
tation. Morehouse : Promises a very largo crop. Carroll : Prospects very flattering.

Winn: Fine promise. Rapides: A fair average ; better than last year.

Texas.—Fannin: Promising; nearly safe. i?a)-(?l» : Fine prospect. Fort Rend: 6,000
acres planted. Liberty : Crops 50 per cent, better than last year. Red River : Early corn
mostly replanted ; never looked finer. Pennsylvania yellow from the Department very
fine. Henderson: C'roji safe; better tillage than usual. Ellis: In full roasting-ear

;

crop fine. Kendall: Corn planted March 1 will average 40 bushels xier acre. Cherokee

:

Late rain has placed the crop beyond danger. Williamson : Will average 45 bushels
per acre. Fayette : Crop safe, and better than for years. Milam : Best crop for many
yea];s. Rusk : On high grounds corn needs rain, but looks well. Harris : An enormous
yield expected. Johnson : Looks unusually well for the season. Bexar : Fine ; hard
enough to grind. Colorado : Best crops since 1869. Upshur : Crops very unequal.
Marion : Crop 20 per cent, above the best past crop. Pennsylvania yellow in roasting-
ear ; will yield 30 bushels per acre ; Peabody 50, a week later. Hamilton : Crop clean
and healthy, but low. Medina: Promises nearly an average crop. Grimes: Injured
by hail. Lampasas: Promising. Bell: From 30 to 50 bushels per acre. Matagorda:
Kuined by drought. •

Arkansas.—Craighead : Crop retarded by rains. Union : Crop in the grass. Sebas-
tiun : Excessive June rains injurious.

Tennessee.—Decatur : Crops promising. Hancock : Looks fine ; has been well cul-
tivated. Madison : Drought did not affect, except to give a better chance to make it.

Wayne : Remarkably fine. Steicart : Growing slowly ; well cleaned. Haywood : Crops
neglected. Bradley ; Materially injured by drought. Sevier : Beginning to look fine.

Humphrey : Average reduced 10 per cent. Jefferson : Rather above average. Roane :

Fine condition. Rutherford : Backward, through neglect aud cut-worms. Hawkins :

Healthy and vigorous, though backward. Davidson : Late rains have made the crop
luxuriant. Sullivan: Growing finely

;
promises a good crop ; many fields several times

replanted on account of cut-worms. Macon : Backward.
West Yirgxsia.—Braxton : The dry, cold spring put the crop back, and the worms de-

stroyed some fields so that replanting was necessary, but it is now growing fast. Upshur

:

The cut-worm was so destructive that many fields were replanted the third time.
Squirrels also took up considerable in fields bordering upon woodland. Harrison : Very
backward, but doing well now. Early corn much damaged by cut-worm. Cabell : Con-
dition good. Fayette : Doing very well now, but the weather was too cool for some time
after planting, aud aftervrards too rainy for thorough culture. Monongalia: Very prom-
ising. Monroe : Much sod-laud was broken up to increase the acreage, but the cut-
worms were so numerous as to destroy the first planting, so that the crop is now back-
ward.
Kentucky.— C/ar/ce: Suffering from dry weather. Hardin: Looks well. Fayette:

Promising. Lincoln: Backward, but of good color. Pulaski : Damaged somewhat by
storms. ifojjMHS : Looking well CtirroJ^ : One of the best seasons ever known. An-
derson : Rather backward, but in good condition. Edmonson : Rather late, owing to
cold, wet spring, but now growing finely. Clinton : Not large, but color good and
growing well. Ohio : Season favorable. Russell : Owing to dry weather in May the
corn looked unpromising uutil the recent favorable season.

Ohio.—Franklin : Needs rain badly
; on thin clay lands the rows are hardly discern-

able yet. Ottawa : Suffering from drought. Butler : Condition good, although planted
nearly two weeks later than usual. Adams : On ground plowed previous to the freshet
of April 15, the corn looks finely, but where the ground was broken up after that date,
the cut-worm has been so destructive that some farmers hare replanted the third time.
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Scioto : Stands generally good, and looks well. Gcaurja : Backward, owing to late
planting and cool weather at first, but a favorable season will insure a fair crop.

Fickawai/ : Injured by drought. Auglaize : Very late, owing to the cut-worm ;.

many fields replanted three times. Holmes : Backward and small until a recent raiu

and warm spell, owing to dry, cool spring. Morrow : Much above average, except in

localities where the cut-worms have destroyed it. Some fields have been replanted
two or three times. Dvlmmre : Promises fiuelj'. Craicford ; Doing well. Brovm,

:

Backward, owing to the ravages of the cut-worm, causing several plantings. Athens :

Much retarded by cut and grub worms, but very clean and of good color. Wood:
Prospect unusually good.
Michigan.— Wayne: Never looked better. Livingston: Needs raiu. Leuaicee: Prom-

ises a full crop. Washtenaw: Doing well. Clinton: Injured by cut-worms ; some fields

destroyed. CalJtonn: Acreage increased from year to year considerably. The con-

dition has beeu much reduced by cut-worms, which are very much less destructive

on fall-plowed land. Mecosta: Promises well now. Cass: Some fields plowed up on
account of injury by white grub-worm. Emmett: The crows, blue-jays and chip-

munks have taken every stalk in some fields, and reduced the total acreage 25 per cent.

There would have beeu an increase in area but for their depredations.

Indiana.—R^intington : The first ijlauting destroyed by the cut-worm. Bandolph

:

Worms very destructive. Much has been replanted twice. Madison : A'^ery much
injured by grub and cut worms. Morgan : Never looked better. Pike ; Cut-worm and
army-worm together with rain in May delayed and injured the corn. Kosciusko : Cut
and grub worms have been very troublesome. Kohle : Backward, owing to late planting

and the ravages of the cut-worm. Hamilton: Small for the season, and much damaged
by grub and cut worms. Greene : Acreage reduced by heavy rains, which prevented
the planting of much of the flat land. St. Joseph : Geuerally looks well on sandy soil,

but on prairie and clay lands damaged to the extent of one-half by grub aud cut worms.
Brown : Growing siilendidly, and with a continuance of the present favorable season

the crop will be the largest ever grown. Cass : Very clean, and coming on finely since

the cut-worm ceased its ravages. Steuben : The cut-worm has been so destructive that

many fields have beeu replanted several times, and some sowed to buckwheat and
other crops. Waiash : Good on the bottoms, but drying up on high land. Wells : On
clover sod, corn had to be replanted scA'cral times on account of the cut-worm, and is

kept back by drought. Marshall : Some fields damaged by grub-worms. Marion

:

Suffering much from cut-worms and other pests. Bartholomew : Splendid prospect.

Illinois.—Marshall: Fine prospect. Season good for cultivation. De Ealh: Two
weeks late, but color good and growth vigorous, promising an average yield. Sanga-

mon : Most fields clean and growing finely. Drowned out in some places along the

river by the overflow in June, and, although replanted as late as June 24, may yet

make a crop. Stephenson : Ten days later than last year, but stand good and growing
finely. Washington : Looks well, but in some parts of the county it will be destroyed

by the chinch-bug. Will: Less acreage, and the stand injured on newly-brokeu sod

by the cut-worm. Perry : AVould be in better than average condition but for the

chinch-bug. Fayette: Will be seriously damaged by chinch-bugs if it continues dry.

Carroll: On newly-broken ground the cut-worm has necessitated replanting. The
weather rather cool till recently. Macoupin : Promises well. Clinton : Looks well

now, but unless rain comes soon will be greatly damaged by the chinch-bug,

which is now at work. Mason : Acreage planted equal to last year, but fully 5 per

cent, lost by overflows, and the crop two weeks later than last year. Bureau : Not so

forward as last year, but doing well. Boone : Yeij backward till June 1.5, but improv-
ing rayndly since. Ogle: Weather favorable and growth rapid. Mercer: Late, and
drowned out on some bottoms. Livingstone: Indicates a lighter crop than last year.

Knox: Growing very fast and nearly up to average condition. Pope: Sufieriug for

rain. Crawford: Much damage threatened by the chinch-bug. Effingham: The de-

struction of the crop by the chinch-bug feared unless the remainder of the season

should be rainy. BeWitt : If the season continues favorable the crop will be enormous

;

fields unusually free from weeds, &c. Lee: Backward, but growing rapidly. Winne-

iago : Growing rapidly. McDonough : Acreage fully up to average, and condition fine.

The early part of the season was so wet that much flat laijd intended for corn could

not be planted.
Wisconsin.—Portage : Backward owing to co(d weather in June. Waukesha : Stands

well, and* doing finely, Douglas : Continued wet weather delayed planting in some
cases till June 25. Washington : The crop will be only moderate, owing to the rotting

of a portion of the seed during the very rainy season. Pierce : Fully half the corn

rotted in the ground, owing to the cold, wet weather. Jackson : Very poor. Saint

Croix : Very backward until recently. Improving rapidly now, and may make a crop.

Green : Late, and looking badly, but if the next two months are favorable we hope for

a crop. La Fayette : Good stand, and growing finely. Calumet: Cold and wet at the

time of planting, so that much seed rotted in the ground ; the wire-worm also destroyed
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mncli, and tbe roplantcd portions are not very thrifty. Dunn : Wet forj corn, and
much injury done by cut-worms and blackbirds.

MiNNKSOTA.

—

Sibley : Kept back by cool weather and rains. Benton : Has been some-
what backward, but now fjrowiuf^ tinely. Ramsey : Kather wet for corn. Watonwan :

Poor. Xoble : A considerable portion of the crop just coming up; it will take a late

season to make a crop. Sherhin-ne : Good stand, but backward and weedy. Freeborn :

There will not be half a crop. The plantinj? season was so wet that much of the corn-
ground was seeded to oats and barley, and the stand was greatly injured by gophers,
blackbirds, and the rotting of seed. The little that remains of the tirst planting
looks Avell. Jilurraij : Average condition. Steele : backward, but growing finely now :

Meeker : Was much injured by olackbirds, some fields being almost destroyed ; condition
otherwise good. Houston: The wet weather caused much seed to rot in the ground,
and the depredations of gophers injured the stand also; but June has bemi very favor-
able, and the crop has come forward rapidly. NicoUet : Doing well. ]Vri(iht : Very
backward. Three weeks later than last year. Wabashaw : Very backward; stand
poor; many fields plowed up and seeded to buckwheat. Fillmore: Backward, but
growing rapidly.

Iowa.—Clinton: Since June 17 the season has been favorable, and, with a late fall,

the crop may be good. Cedar : Cold, backward spring, followed by heavy rains, has
set the corn back, and given a poor stand, but it is improving under the warm
weather of the past ten days. Chickasaxo : Planted late, but growing very rapidly.
Buchanan : Backward from late jdantiug and poor seed. Tama: Very poor stand, ow-
ing to wet, backward spring. Muscutine: Eapidly recovering from the eftects of the
wet, cold spell in May and June, but the grub-worm is still at work. Seott : Small
and backward owing to late iilauting, but, with a favorable season, may yet make a
full cro]!. Pocahontas : Acreage less than formerly, and the crop rather backward
from wet weather. Hardin : Planting delayed from ten to twenty days by wet wea-
ther. Howard: Planting late, and growth retarded until June 16. Favorable weather
since then. Much damage done by gophers. Henry: Growing finely except on low
ground and sloughs, where it is a failure. Linn : Backward owing to the late spring,
but growing well now. Clayton : Ten days late, and 15 per cent, w^ishedout when too
late to replant. Pottawattamie ; Small for the season, but growing finely. Des Moines

:

A large portion of the crop was drowned out in May, and replanted in June; some as
late as the 25th. Lee: Planting was continued as late as June 25; and nuich corn-
land will still remain idle. The crop must be less than an average. Marion : Weather
very favorable. Polk : Backward at first, but now growing rapidly, and promises a
good crop. Plymouth : Has been kept back by cold, wet weather, but is growing
Avell. Iowa: Small for the season, but looking well. iS/ie/fc]/ ; Much corn planted late,

but the crop looks well. Jasper: Backward; cannot make over three-foxrrths of a
crop. Tf inneshiek : Most of the crop was planted late, and it wall require good
weather throughout the season to make an average crop, as it is still small, though
growing well. Grundy: Backward, but the stand and color good, and every indica-
tion of a heavy crop. We have millions of bushels of good old corn, which can be
bought for 18 cents per bushel. What shall we do with it? Mitchell: Small, but
gTowing fast, and promises well. Hancock: Rather backward, owing to cold rains
early in the season, but doing finely now. Monona: Nearly ten days later in planting
than last year, but favorable weather recently has brought the crop forward well.

Missouri.—Lincoln : Looks splendidly. Chariton : Planting delayed by rains, which
also interfered with cultivation prior to June 15. Jackson : Well cultivated, and in
excellent condition. Moniteau : Planted unusually late, and now threatened by drought
as well as the chinch-bug. Benton ; Excessive rains delayed ijlauting and greatly in-

jured corn in the ground. Saint Clair: Planting delayed' by wet weather. Caldwell;
Some planting done as late as June 20, and much low bottom land will remain uu-
planted, owing to very wet Aveather. Carroll: Needing rain, but yet the prospect is

good ; acreage greatly increased. Grundy ; Continuous raius from April 20 to June 10
prevented the planting ofmuch bottom land,and interfered with the working ofhill-lands,
so that the jirospect is poor, especially as the chinch-bug has made its appearance.
Marion : Larger acreage than usual, and condition good now, though the chinch-bug is

in some fields. Livingston : Planted late, owing to backward season, but now in re-

markably fine condition. Reynolds : Fine condition. Cass : Planted late, but looks
well. Daviess ; Acreage reduced 50 per cent, by continuous rains in the spring, and
the crop backward. Clay : Planted late, but promises w^ell. Worth : Does not look
well, owing to a delay of three weeks in planting, caused by wet weather. Nodaway :

The weather was so wet that corn was planted late, and on poorly prepared fields, so
that it is backward now. Harrison : Planted late owing to wet weather, and growing
slowly, witb a prospect of much damage from the chinch-bug. Dej5'a?6 ; The plant-
ing season extended from May 6 to Juue 22. Stand good, and receiving thorough
culture. Sullivan : If the drought continues the damage done by the chinch will be
great. Cole : Planted exceptionally late, and much land intended for it not planted.
Stand good. Johnson : Attacked by the chiuck-bug in some places.
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Kansas.—7?(7c// ; Increased acreage, caused partly by the failure of winter-wlieat.
leavemvorth : Fifteen per cent, of the land intended for corn could not be planted
owing to wet AYeather, but the weather has been favorable of late, and a crop is ex-
pected. Iiice: Looks well generally, though in some places there is complaint of in-
jury by grasshoppers. Wyandotte: Planting late, owing to wet weather, but the crop
coming on finely now. Cowley: Looks tine. Oaage : Exceedingly small for the season.
Marion ; A little backward, but looks well. Coffey : Much planted very late, owing to
wet weather. Shaivnee : Uneven, but looks well. Cloud : Looks well, but needs rain.
jN>os7(o ; Generally good, though some fields have sutfered from the excessive rains,
which prevented proper cultivation. Uonf/la» : Planting retarded by rains, but pros-
pect encouraging now.

Nebi:aska.—Merrick: Late, but good. Rail: Cold, backward spring, delaying
planting a week, yet the stand is good, and with, a favorable season an average crop
may be made. Waslnngton ; The increase in acreage is owing to the influx of popula-
tion. Boone: Acreage very large. Cuming: Somewhat late, but stand good and
growing fast. Nemaha : Owing to the low price there was a decrease of acreage
lilauted this spring.

C.iLiFOiiNiA.

—

Contra Costa : A slight increase in acreage, and looks well. Ls raised
only for roasting-ears, though it grows well upon rich and well-pulverized soil, without
rain or irrigation. Humholdt: Only grown along the sea-coast for roasting-ears ; in the
interior the land too hilly for extended culture.
Oregon.—Douglas: Needs rain, but with a favorable season will make a good crop.

Columbia: Sickly and yellow in appearance from continued cold sea-winds. /

The Territories.—»S'«Hto Ft', New Mexico: Very promising. Minnehaha, Dakota:
The first stand was almost entirely ruined by excessive rains, depredations of birds,
and from i:)oor seed, so that the crop is small at this time. Yuma, Arizona : Not planted
till after the overflow of the Colorado, in the early part of July. Kane, Utah : Some
little complaint of injury by caterpillars.

^ WHEAT.

An improvemeut iu the conditiou of wheat has occurred, since our
last report, in New York, Maryland, Virginia, Michigan, Missouri, Kan-
sas, and to a slight degree iu some other States ; while a small decline

is reported iu Ohio, and in some of the Southern States. The averages
iu the winter-wheat States stand as follows: Connecticut, 94; New
York, 78; New Jersey, G9; Pennsylvania, G9 ; Delaware, 75; Maryland,
57; Virginia, 99; North Carolina, 112; South Carolina, 103; Georgia,

102; Alabama, 116; Mississippi, 108; Texas, 115; Arkansas, 106;
Tennessee, 105 ; West Virginia, 95 ; Kentucky, 1 J 2 ; Ohio, 75 ; Indiana,

88; Missouri, 66. Of the States producing almost exclusively spring-

wheat—Maine, 108 ; New Hampshire, 103 ; Vermont, 101 ; Wisconsin,
101 ; Minnesota, 110 ; Iowa, 108 ; Nebraska, 112 ; Oregon, 95 ; Califor-

nia, (which is not fully reported,) 120 for early sown, and 112 for late;

Kansas, spring 95, winter 60 ; Illinois, spring 101, winter 92 ; Michigan,
spring 98, winter 81. The average of condition for the United States
is almost exactly the same as in June, or 91, 6 per cent, less than aver-

age.

The quality of the grain is uniformly superior. In the Middle States,

in Ohio, Michigan, and Missouri, and wherever inferior condition is re-

ported, the straw is short, but the heads are generally long and well

tilled, the kernel plump and heavy. The quality of southern wheat
will probably prove as fine as any ever produced iu that section. In
threshing, the fullness of the heads, in jiroportion to quantity of straw,

causes the yield to exceed the expectation, and may go far to offset the
small decrease iu reported condition. It is quite probable that the gen-
eral excellence of the grain will make the present crop of equal value
to that of last year. There has been almost entire exemption from rust,

and comparatively little complaint of insects. The Hessian fly is re-

ported in several places, more numerously in the Ohio Valley, and the
chinch-bug has caused losses iu many counties of Illinois, Iowa, and
Missouri.
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Several kiuds of wheat distributed by t!ie Department are i)roving

desirable acquisitions. The Ushak variety has been sold in Virginia

for $5 per quart. The Touzclle, a French variety, is claimed to be 20

per cent, better than any other in Culpejier, Virginia. The Fultz wheat
is a very promising variety, though it has had but one year's distribu-

tion. The Tappahannock, first distributed nearly ten years ago, has
.been highly esteemed in various sections of the country, but appears to

be declining at some points, as an old variety.

In Maine, only two counties send reports of condition less than 110.

The great wheat county of Pennsylvania, Lancaster, which has yielded

2,000,000 bushels, stands at 75, while the Stateaverages but GO. In Ken-
tucky the figures in several prominent counties range from 110 to l.j.J. The
uplands of West Virginia are less favorably reported than the Kanawha
Valley. Throughout the Soutli, as shown in extracts from correspond-

once, the crop is better in quantity and quality than for many years.

In Dallas, Texas, the yield is reported as ranging from 21 to 37 bushels

per acre; in Williamson, from 2.5 to 35 bushels; in Blanco, 10 bushels,

through the county, many of the fields producing- 20 to 30 bushels per
acre. In Tennessee similarly large yields are reported; in Knox County,
from 27 acres GOO bushels of Tappahannock being thrashed, or nearly
2G bushels per acre. While the average for Ohio is low, Scioto County
reports the best crop in twelve years. Throughout the Ohio Valley the
harvest is late, many reports making it two weeks later than usual. The
wheat-fields of Missouri have been devastated the present year by win-
ter frost, by chinch-bugs, which have eaten whole fields of spring-wheat
as fast as the plants appeared, by the Hessian fly, and by destructive
floods which have deluged bottom-lands. A field of 7,000 acres, yield-

ing 20 bushels per acre, is reported as the property of one farmer of
Alameda County, California.

New York.— Tafes : Crop prospects improved. Jefferson : Such winter-wheat as
escaped wiuter-killiuj? looks well. Spring grain on low land partly drowned out ; on
drier lands it is greatly improved ; will be average. JVijomiixj : Promises 15 bushels
l>cr acre. Steiibe)) : Winter-wheat about 78 per cent.; spring crop promising. Genesee :

Two-thii'ds of a crop. Catturau-oxs : Prospects favorable. Dutchess : Late rains have
improved the crops. Otsego : Spring grain fine. Livingston : Winter-wheat past re-

demption on clay soils, but many fields have been greatly improved by late rains
;

crop less than half of last year's, which was the best in fifty years. Queens : Light

;

harvested in good condition. Eric : W^inter-wheat looks well, but is spotted. Onon-
daga : Winter-wheat thinned by freeziug, but doing finely now ; heading heavily.
Maixe.— York : Growth rank.
New Jeusky.—Morris : Improved by late heavy rains. Monmouth : Grain of good

quality. G-loueesfer : Yield 20 per cent, below'average.
Pennsylvania.— Westmoreland : Fultz wheat doing finely. Franklin :

'

' Shelter weed "

has taken the place of wheat, to a great extent, but it does not pay. Lebanon : Very
short in straw ; old Mediterranean the best ; fancy varieties almost a total failure.
Cumberland: Harvest two weeks late. Lancaster: Crop improved. Bucks: Short and
thin, but of fine quality. Luzerne; Wheat that escaped winter-killing is 10 per
cent, above average in condition. Berks : Stand thin, but heads large and filling

well ; crop about three-fourths of an average ; harvest about 4tli of July. Bradford:
Improved by late warm and copious rains. Mifflin : Winter-killed ; not over a half
crop. Tioga: Winter-wheat better than was expected. Fayette: Half killed by win-
ter and injured by the fly. Clinton : Winter-wheat a failure ; or at most not over half
a crop. Clearfield : Measurably recovered from winter cold ; harvest late ; fears of
rust. Indiana : Promising. Elk : Greatly improved by late copious rains. North-
umberland : Winter-wheat will yield double the estimate of the spring, or about half
a crop. Lehigh : The wheat that came up has fine heads and is promising. Lycoming :

Thin through winter-killing, but large-headed and greatly improved by late fijte

weather. Butler: Improved by late timely rains; crop half average. York: Well
filled. Montgomery : Half a crop ; shortened by drought.
Makylano.—Baltimore: Thin on the ground but well headed ; no injury from in-

sects or rust; crop about half average. Fultz wheat a great acquisition. Talbot: Not
over a half crop. Washington: Scarcely four bushels per acre, Montgomery: Prospects
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improving ; straw short but heads well filled; some fields may average 20 bushels per
acre. Calvert : Wiuter-wheat very greatly improved by the recent rains ; crop will be
better than for several years. Queen Anne: Straw short and light; (quality of grain
superior

;
probably not over a half crop.

Virginia.—Albemarle: Short but vpell filled. Clarke: Prospects improved. Meek-
lenhurgh : Light but of excelleut quality; fly injurious in some places; ruined the
Fultz wheat, which was very promising. Nelson : Crop short and light ; heads
unusually well filled; grain superior. Washington: More fly than last year; no rust

yet; falling off 20 per cent. Frince William: Crop light. Henrico: Straw short but
the crop average. Prince George : Of good quality and harvested in good order. Surry

:

Injured by drought. Highland : One-third of an average. Fairfax : Straw short but
heads long and well filled; Fultz wheat a great acquisition. Amelia; Quality extraor-
dinary; yield not large. King and Queen : Injured by hail-storm in May and also by
drought. Orange: Greatly improved

;
promises a full crop of superior quality. Cul-

peper: Touzelle wheat, third crop from Department seed, is very tine; 20 per cent,

better than any other. Fultz wheat promises finely. Ushak wheat has also created
a sensation among farmers by the size and beauty of the heads ; sold for seed at

$5 per quart. Fulaski: Excelleut in quality; three-fourths of a crop. Charlotte:

Straw short but grain good ; expect to thrash out a larger crop than for ten years.

Spottsyhmnia : Yield 50 per cent, above last year ; lands usually yielding 4 to 6 bushels
yielded 10 to 12 per acre. Middlesex: Early harvest

;
grain fine but straw short. New

Kent: Better than usual; grain finer than any raised since the war. Madison : Straw
short; grain fine ; Fultz wheat very successful. Craig: Wheat better than was anti-

cipated; Fultz wheat from the Department is highly esteemed; stalk strong; head
well filled. Smythe: Crop excellent and secured in fine condition. Stafford: Crop fine,

making up in quality for its deficiency in quantity. Greenville : What little wheat was
sown was harvested in fine condition. Henry: Crop never better. Fauquier: Crop
short but of excellent quality. Angusta ; Crop equal to last year's.

North Carolina.—Gaston : Grain perfect
;
yield « or 10 per cent, above average. Gran-

ville: Better than any croi) within the past ten years. Forsyth: Better than for five

years
;

grain very fine. Chowan : Grain very good. Alexander : Fultz wheat looks

well, but is late, and liable to rust; healthy so far. Henderson : Yield better than for

fifteen years. Mecklenhurgh : Crop better than any since the war, or for fifteen years.

Butherford : Harvested eight days earlier than usual ; crop good, 30 per cent, above
average. Bladen : Good yield. Eandolph : Crop larger than for years and of very
good quality. Person : Never better ; will turn out 25 bushels per acre ; harvested early

and generally housed. McDowell ; Better than for several years ; harvested in good
order, but in danger of being injured in the shock by continued rains; Fultz Avheat

has done remarkably well. Caldwell : Best crop, probably, since 1859; Boughton does

not yield as well as blue-stem ; Fultz promises to be a success. Ashe : Fultz looks

Avell, as also spring-wheat. Hen-eford : Much better than was expected. Haywood:
Better than for fifteen years. Burke : Largest yield and finest grain in ten years.

Dai¥^ : Heads did not fill well, but grains large and good. Alamance : A fair average

;

grain very fine ; shortened on thin soils by drought. Stanley: Thrashing out finely;

grain bright, full, and heavy; yield larger than usual; all varieties have done well.

Rowan: Remarkably full grains; yield larger than was expected; largest crop since

^

the war. Eockingham : Crop double of last year's. Lincoln : Crop promises to be the

best for many years. Moore : Fine, and mostly harvested in good condition.

South Carolina .

—

Lexington : Better than anticipated, esiiecially the Fultz. Un ion :

Wheat very fine ; 64 ponnds to the bushel.

Georgia'.—Forsyth : Excellent in the grain, but thin on the ground. Catoosa: Fultz

wheat did remarkably well. Two quarts of seed from the Department produced 1^
bushels, though sown on the poorest land on the farm. Nearly every head came out

the same day, and the whole ripened with singular uniformity. It may, probably, on

the best land, be made to yield from 25 to 40 bushels per acre. Sumter : Wheat found

to be a profitable crop. Gordon: Grain extra tine ; crop thin. Wilkes: Grain fine, but

yield not up to expectation. Lumpkin : Ushak and Fultz wheat fully answer expecta-

tions ; heads of Fultz very heavy. Murray : Best crop in ten years. Gwinnett: Good
average. Oglethorpe: Under average. Franklin : One quart of Fultz wheat from the

Department yielded 70 quarts. Whitfield : Crop good. Lincoln : Grain good, but the

crop greatly reduced by winter-killing. Fannin: Winter-wheat fine. Fultz wheat
from the Department did well ; a quart of seed sown broadcast yielded a bushel of

grain. Coli : Crop good.
Alabama.— Co?&ec< ; Universally good. Saint Clair : Superior. Morgan : Best crop

in eight years.

M1SSIS.SIPPI.

—

Newton : Acreage small, but yield better than for ten years.

Tex\s.—Fannin : Yield over 20 bushels per acre. Dallas : Best crop ever raised here

;

averaging from 21J to 37^ bushels per acre. Fed Fiver : Fine crop harvested. Ellis :

Crop thrashing out fi-om 23 to 41 bushels per acre ; best crop ever made here. Ken-

dall : AVinter-wheat will average 20 bushels per acre. Williamson : Will average 25 to
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35 bushels per acre. ' Blanco : Winter sliortoued by rust oue-fourtli ; spriug-wbeat

tbrivsheil out 16 bushels per acre. Johnson: Yield larger than was expected. Bexar:

Crop very superior. Hamilton : Finest crop over raised, tliough somewhat thin on the

•Tound. Bell : From 20 to 30 bushels per aero. Larnpams : Unusually good ; average

yield 22 bushels per acre ; one farmer averaged 42 bushels.

Arkansas.— jyaahivc/lon : Acreage small; condition above average. Madlaon : Injured

10 per cent, by " spot."

Tkxnkssee.—Dyer: Crop above average; from If) to 2.5 bushels per acre; Red Chatt"

the fUvorite variety ; matures early and grows luxuriantly; well suited to thin lands;

very large and plump ; said to yield more Hour than ;aiy other variety ;
less liable to

rust than any other yet tried. Fultz and Touzelle mature too late for the climate.

Rhea : Crop of excellent quality ; the best for ten years. Smith : Crop excellent as

ever made in the county, and very abundant; proportion of grain to straw unusually

heavy. Decatur: Crop good. Hancock: Harvested in good condition; best crop for

several years. Co(l'ee: Crop average and of excellent quality; 4,J^ quarts of Fultz from

the Department yielded 8^ bushels. Green: Remarkably plump, and will thrash out

heavy. Monroe
:

' Some fields average from 33 to 3G bushels per acre
;
grain of the finest

quali'ty; others mav not average above 4 bushels. I^'entress: Extra in quantity and

quality. Madi><on .•"Winter-wheat shortened 10 per cent, by rust. Wayne : Yield double

of last year's. Jiohertson : In good condition and of good quality. Stewart: Best yield

since 1805. Bradleii : Excellent, but thin; seed defective. Sevier: Best crop since

1863. Gibhs: Better than for many years. DeKaJh: Prospect fine. Cannon: Never

better ; 50 or 60 per cent, above last year. Folk : Fultz wheat has done well. Jefferson :

Yield below average
;
quality fine. lioane : Fine, but thin on the ground. Lawrence :

Best crop, both in quantity and quality, since the war. Lincoln : Twenty per cent,

above average; heaviest crop in ten years; Fultz promises well, though it rusted

worse than either the Walker or Boughton varieties ; wheat will average 20 or 25

bushels per acre. Bntherford : Better than for five years; will average 12 bushels,

some crops making from 20 to 25
;
grain excellent ; acreage reduced 53 per cent.

Hawkins : Best crop since 1863 ; harvest a week early
;
yield large and fine. Hickman

:

Yield greater than since 1861—16 bushels per acre. Davidson : Quality never better,

but yield shortened by drought. Sullivan : Wheat greatly improved prior to cutting
;

many fields ruined by the fly ; but on land well prepared and well manured heavy
crops of extra grain Vere harvested; on many heads as high as 90 grains have been
counted. Macon : Spring-wheat better than "the winter crop ; earliest varieties the

best; winter-wheat thin on the ground, but well headed. Knox: Boughton wheat
yielded 690 bushels on 27 acres. A gallon of Fultz wheat from the Department, sown
on one-tenth of an acre, yielded 5 bushels

;
grain splendid.

West Virginia.—Braxton : Crop very good ; thin in some places, but well filled,

and of fine quality everywhere. Harvest commenced June 22. Berkeley : Better filled

than for years. Putnam : The crop rather above average ; not very good on uplands,

but bette'r in the valley of the Greab Kanawha. Tappahannock generally sown, but
does not yield as much as Lancaster or Mediterranean. Every variety " runs out " if

continuously planted. The midge rather more troublesome than nsual, but has not

materially damaged the crop. Tyler : The crop very variable in diiferent localities and
exposures. On good uplands the yield will be satisfactory, but on some of the bottoms
not a fourth of a crop will be made. Drilling and plowing in are the only security

against winter-killing. Morgan : Harvest nearly over, and although the wheat is

thin, it is so well filled that the yield will be a full average. Harrison : Well filled,

but the crop below an average. Cabell: Acreage much reduced by drought last fall,

but the quality better than for years. Kanawha : Never better headed. Jefferson :

Harvest over; straw light, but heads well filled with good grain. The Fultz variety

splendid. Mononfjalia : The yield will be about one-third of last year's
;
quality good.

Monroe : Some iujury from the fly, but many crops above average.
Kentucky.— Clarke : Best crop for eight years past. Shelby : Wonderful improve-

ment in the crop from seasonable rains ; no increase in acreage, but the yield will be
25 per cent, above an average of the past six years. Harvest nearly over. Taylor :

Harvest progressing and the grain uncommonly large and fine. One quart Fultz
wheat sowed October 1 and cut June 20, yielded one bushel of splendid grain after a loss

of 10 per cent, from winter-killing. Hardin : The Fultz wheat has matured well and
has very large, long heads. A yield of three bushels is expected from one quart of seed.

Fayette: Small area sown; quality of berry unsurpassed. Warren: Harvest just over;

acreage 20 per cent, below average, but quality very superior. Lincoln : Remarkably
good; grain large and sound. Pulaski: Harvest over. Mercer; Best crop since 1855

;

acreage much less than last year, but the grain very heavy and well filled. The Fultz
variety, sown September 20, stood the winter well, and grew vigorously in the spring

;

heads good and well filled for two-thirds of their length, but the rest of the way with
small and imperfect grains. We think acclimatization will obviate this objection.

Owen : Crop below average from winter-killing and the ravages of the midge. Hopkins

:

Extra croji. Spencer : Acreage 30 per cent, less, but quality 25 per cent, better and yield
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100 per cent, greater than in 1871. Butler: Better than for many years ; liarvest over*
Carroll: Winter-wheat badly frozen ont. Quality will bo good if not injured by wet
in the shock. Anderson: Harvest nearly over and the iinest crop since 18.55. Hart:
Yield average

;
quality never better. Edmonson : Decrease in acreage but condition

fine. Clinton: Crop very line; large heads, jdump grain, and no rust. Ohio: Yield
more than double that of last year. Bussell : Tlie cro]i will be three times that of last year,
and 25 per cent, above an average. A few fields injured by rust. Nehon: Excellent
crop ; berry very fine. Scott : Late wheat reduced 25 per cent, by the midge. Ilcnrtf :

More than an average crop ; harvest nearly over.
Ohio.—Logan : Winter wheat lias had a succession of adverse circumstances to con-

tend with. An unusually dry fall ])revented sufficient growth to protect the roots dur-
ing the winter, and it was therefore exposed to the dry, cold winds, which iujured
without actually throwing it out, so that farmers were encouraged to hope that it

might revive, until it was too late to break up so large a breadth of land for other
crops. I think it safe to estimate that 40 per cent, of the winter-wheat will not pay
for harvesting. Where the wheat was turned under, corn, oats, and beans were sub-
stituted. Miami : The crop will be 75 ]ier cent, of an average. It has filled well, and
where it escapes the fly will make a full crop. Medina : Has improved very much
within the past month, and now promises 80 per cent, of an average crop. ri)iion

:

Hard winter; fly and weevil will reduce the crop more than one-half. Fultz and
Australian spring wheat promise well. Franllin : Ruined by drought on clay land-s

where not in good condition. Butler : Harvest commenced .June 25, and will be over
by July 5. Forty years ago it was never begun before July 4. The product will vary
from 3 to 30 bushels per acre. Adams ; Filling well, but very thin ; many fields not
being worth harvesting ; others, however, Avill produce an average crop, and we will
probably have nearly as much in the aggregate as last year, which was about half a
crop. Coshocton : Harvesting not commenced. Last year it was over by July 1 ; we
do not expect more than a return of the seed sown. Boss : Invariably good on low and
poor on high lands ; harvest commenced. Scioto: Best crop for twelve years. Picka-
%vay : Two or three seasonable rains in June have improved the prospect of the crop.
The straw is thin but the heads well filled and quality of grain excellent. Highland :

Harvest fairly commenced. Straw light, but good-sized heads and plump berrj-. Mor-
row : Some improvement within the past month in fields not plowed up and seeded to
other grains. Delaware: Injured by dry weather in June. Brown: Not injured by the
drought; now in harvest. Lorain: Rusting in some localities. Huron: Winter-wheat
very good. Athens: Very light crop but grain plump. Wood: Will probably be little

over half a crop, but of good quality. Favorable weather since the 1st of June has
improved the prospect much. Columhiana : Has turned out much better than was an-
ticipated.

Michigan.—Bay: Winter-wheat on both high and low lands was frozen out to a great
extent, but where it escai^ed looks very well. Wayne : Thin on the land, especially in
clay soils, but has improved wonderfully. Livingston : Thin on the ground and rank
in growth ; consequently likely to rust. Lenawee : Crop shortened by dry fall and se-

vere winter. Washtenaw: Twenty per ceut. below average. Clinton: Badly winter-
killed, but improved remarkably in June. Calhoun: Harvest from ten days to two
weeks late. Lapeer: Light crop, though it has improved much within a month past.

Macomb : Where winter-wheat was not entirely killed out, it has improved wonder-
iully. Cass: Harvest at hand. Excellent berry, but some smut and weevil. Shia-
wassee : Much improved by recent rains, and a prospect of 75 per cent, of an average
crop. Harvest two weeks late. Monroe: Thin, but remarkably well headed.
Indiana.—Floyd : Unpromising till recent rains, which have brought it up to an

average. Warwick: Better crop than for twenty-five years. Madison : Foor. Orange:
Has improved beyond expectatiion since June 1, and four-fifths of the crop harvested
in good condition. Switzerland : Forty per cent, below average, owing to winter-
killing from lack of snow. Vanderburgh : Reports of injury from the army-worm and
Img appear to have been unfounded. Morgan : Has improved remarkably and
promises a full crop. Pilce : Very fine. Kosciusko : Damaged by hail in some places.

Noble : Generally well headed, but the crop Avill be 40 per cent, below average. Hamil-
ton : Harvest commenced June 25 ; well filled and of fine quality. Saint Joseph : Will
be an average crop ; ready to harvest by July 5. Clarke : Was thin through the
winter, but has a good head and is well iilled. Brown : Thin, but well headed and
filled with excellent grain. Will all be harvested within a week. Cass : In the midst of
harvest. Grain good and straw bright. Parke: Quality of the crop vei'y good, though
considerable damage has been done by the midge, which has been heretofore unknown.
La Grange: Many fields plowed up and bare spots in those remaining, but the heads
are unusually long and what remains promises well. Harvest two weeks later than
last year. Gihson : Harvest over. Quality, yield, and condition good. Wabash: Half
through harvest. The heads well filled. Marshall : Harvest commenced. The grop
reduced 15 per cent, by the fly. The Fultz wheat looks well. Marion : The crop will

be above an average, owing to favorable spring weather; no rust or insect enemies^
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Starke : Drouf^bt has injured spring-wheat \ovy much. I'osiy : The crop will be ncarlj^

double that of last year.

Illinois.—Madison : The chinch-bug has recently appeai-ed in great numbers, reduc-

ing the quality aud quantity of the crop 20 per cent. Marshall: Quality excellent,

but yield 50 per cent, below aA'erago. De EaJh : Very line, but the danger to spring-

wheat from chinch-bugs not yet over. Lawrence : Harvest nearly over ; heads well tilled,

but thin on the ground ; considerable damage done by lly and chinch-bug. Washing-

ton : Harvest nearly over, and crop good. Ferri/ : Harvest over; crop good in the
western part of the county, but much damaged by chinch-bug in the eastern portion.

Fayette : Crop unexpectedly good, little damaged by the chinch-bug. Macoupin : About
half the wheat cut

;
probable yield 10 bushels per acre

;
quality good. Clinton: Win-

ter-wheat all cut, and thrashing will commence immediately ; nearly every field

injured by the chinch-bug, which would have done far more damage but for

heavy rains, Avhich checked them for a time. Saint Clair: Ripened late, and it is

feared will not turn out as well as was anticipated before harvest. Putnam : Winter-
wheat badly frozen out, and very little spring sown, owing to the damage it sustained
from the chinch-bug last year ; not enough wheat raised in the county for bread.
Oe/le : Spring-wheat somewhat lodged by a recent storm, but if not more seriously in-

jured will yield more than an average crop. Union: Unusually favorable harvest.

Clark : In spito of some complaints of Hessian fly aud chinch-bug the crop will be
above an average. liock Island : Some danger from lodging ; if it escapes that the
crop will be above average. Pike : Condition has improved fully 20 per cent, in the
past three Aveeks ; heads large and well filled. Kankakee : What little winter-wheat
there is promises very finely. Fope : Excellent crop, and harvested in good condition.
Montgomery : The yield will be about half an average crop, but the quality excellent.

Crawford : There has heen a great improvement iutlie crop since June 1, and the yield
will be an average aud the qualitj' excellent. De Wilt : The crop has improved re-

markably, and although the stand is light the quality will be first rate, and yield greater
than seemed possible a mouth ago. Lee : Pros]5ect fine, the only fear being from lodg-
ing. McDonough : Promises a greater than average yield.

Wisconsin.—Portage : Both wiuter aud spring wheat heavy ; the latter extra.
Waukesha : .Spring-wheat sowed four weeks later than the average time, but has done
admirably ; is heading June 25. Fond da Lac : Drought has reduced the expectations
hold out in June. Saint Croix : An extra crop expected. Green: Spring-wheat looks
very well, but wo hear complaints of the chinch-bug. La Fayette: Prospect good.
Calumet : Winter aud early-sown spring-wheat look pretty well, but the drought has
damaged what was late sown, and if rain does not come soon, not much over half a
crop will be raised. Dunn : Favorable season for a crop.

Minnesota.—Sihley : Winter-wheat looks well. It does well only in timber-lands.
Watonwan: Spring-wheat in fine condition. Shcrhurne : The wet, cool weather has
been favorable. Murray : Never looked better. Steele : First rate ci-op. Meeker

:

Looks finely, though somewhat lodged. Houston : Unusually fine. Faribault : Not so
forward as usual. The white Australian wdieat looking finely ; heads large and long.
Wahashaw ; Promises well. Fillmore : Winter-wheat entirely frozen out ; spring
promises a fine crop.

low'A.

—

Montgomery : All the winter-wheat in the northern part of the county killed

by freezing. Some fields in the extreme southern portion will yield a fair crop. Chick-
dsaw : Never looked better, but there are some reports of rust having attacked it. Bu-
chanan : Some fields badly lodged. The growth very heavy. Muscatine : Sxmng-wheat
never looked better ; thick on the ground, and well filled. Scott: Growing ]uxuriautiJ^
Pocahontas : More wheat aud less corn grown than formerly. Crop looks well. How-
ard : Doing well. Clayton : The prosjiect finer thau at any time since 1860. Mahaska

:

Spring-wheat looks well now, but the chinch-bugs are at work upon it, and may ruin
the crop. Johnson : Spring-wheat looking well, though tw-o weeks late, and not out of
danger of rust. Lee : Winter-wheat considerably damaged by the Hessian fly, and by
drowning out on flat-lands, but will still be 90 per cent, of an average crop. The wiuter
and spring were very hard on it ; and but for the general use of the drill there would not
have been one-fourth of a crop. Marion : Wiuter-wheat very nearly ruined by winter-
killing, rust, and chinch-bugs, which latter jiests have also attacked spring grains.
Polk : Spring-wheat somev,'hat rusted early in the season from excess of rain, but has
recovered, and is in good condition. Plymouth : Winter-grain so frozen out as not to
be worth harvesting. Lowa : Spring-wheat promising. Shelby : We have the best
prospect for spring-wheat ever seen. Grundy : Now in bloom, and promises a heavy
crop. Mitchell : Spring-wheat has seldom looked better, though grain crops are never
certain until cleaned and measured. Hancock : Never better. Monona : Uneven in
places, but some of the finest fields ever seen.
Missouri.—Saint Louis : Yield 70 per cent, of last year's; quality 10 per cent, above

average. Harvest over. Putnam: About ready to cut ; some fears of injury from the
chinch-bug if the dry weather continues. Lincoln : Almost an entire failure, in the
western part of the couuty, from winter-killing. Some fields in the timber-lands of
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the eastern part are nearly up to average. Platle : Winter-wheat almost a total failure
from the severe winter and the ravages of the grub-worm in the spring. Barton :

Winter-wheat almost a ftiilure. Carter: Harvest over. The Tai)pahaniu>ck is, very
fine, but other varieties are not so good. The Fultz a perfect failure. Jefferson : Har-
vest about over. The crop badly winter-killed in some localities, and much injured
by the chinch-bug. Moniteau: A failure; few farmers will harvest any. Saint Clair:
What little survived the winter is being destroyed by the chinch-bug. Caldwell : The
crop almost a failure, the chinch-bug injuring the little remaining. Carroll: Spring-
wheat very tine, and the small portion of winter-wheat that is left is in good condition
also. Wayne: Good in yield and quality. Macon: Nearly all the winter-wheat was
frozen out, including the Fultz variety. The crop of the county will not be half an
average one. Grundy : Ninety per cent, of the winter-wheat frozen out. The county
will not raise the equivalent of seed sown. Lewin: Many fields plowed up. The
chinch-bug has taken the spring -wheat as fiist as it came uji, and the Hessian fly has
been very numerous. Marion : Harvest now in progress, and the quality of the grain
very fine. The poor appearance in the spring caused many to ]»low up their fields, but
the spring-rains imin-oved the prospect much. Monicfomery : In some localities it has
been injured by the chinch-bug. Livingston : Injured by unfavorable winter and back-
ward spring. Eeynolds : The crop injured by the chinch and a small white worm which
cuts the straw near the ground. Cass: Mostly plowed under; thin where standing.
Clay : Winter-wheat almost a failure as to yield, and of poor quality. The little spring-
wheat sown looks well. Nodaway : Spring-wheat promises finely. Dade : All destroyed
on bottom lauds by a great flood May 29. Jasper : A loss of 10 per cent, will be sustained
from premature harvesting to escape the chinch-bug. De Kail) : Very poor crop ; hun-
dreds of acres plowed up and planted in corn, and some of those remaining will not be
cut. Perry : The Fultz wheat did not do very well. Iron : Quality excellent and (piantity
above average, though the Hessian fly and chinch-bug have destroyed some fields. The
Fultz wheat was sown in September and ripens early, and promising to be an improve-
ment on the Tappabannock. Dallas : Considerably damaged by the chinch-bug. Sul-
livan : Harvesting will be done from July 10 to 20. lliclory : Not one-fourth of a crop.
Many fields not worth cutting. The dry fall made sowing late, and much was winter-
killed ; the chinch-bug also did much injury in some localities. Cole : Scarcely a third
of a crop, owing to winter-killing. Barry : Has improved since June 1 ; the heads well
filled with good grain. Johnson : Very light, and many fields plowed up and planted
in corn, owing to winter-killing and ravages of the chinch-bug in the spring. Phelps :

Winter-killed badly, and thin on the ground, but well headed aud filled with grain of
superior quality. Pemiscot : Little wheat raised, owing to the frequent overflow of
the Mississippi. It grows well when not flooded.
Kansas.—Marshall : The fields of winter-wheat that were not resown to spring-

wheat have produced full, plump grain, but the yield is very little, owing to winter-
killing. Spring-wheat jiromises considerably more than an average crop. Brown :

Small acreage of spring-wheat sown, owing to scarcity of seed aud fear of the chinch-
bug. The condition of the crop was never better, with few bugs so far. Eiley : Win-
ter-wheat a failure, and some of the land planted in corn. Spring-wheat very promis-
ing. Linn : Winter-wheat badly frozen out, but what remains looks well. The
chinch-bug has injured a portion of the little spring-wheat grown. Leavenworth : A fail-

ure. Woodson : Not one-fourth of a crop. Wyandotte : Winter-killed to a very great ex-
tent. Plowing or drilling in the sped is considered the best means to prevent freezing
out. Cowley : Better thau was anticipated in the early spring, standing thicker, and
well filled. The Australian wheat was blasted by rust ; the Fultz looks well. Miami :

Winter-wheat almost entirely wiuter-killed ; spring light as usual, owing to the dam-
age done by chinch-bugs. Osage : Almost a total failure. Laiette : Fine crop. Marion

:

The little winter-wheat that was not frozen out has been harvested. Coffey: Winter-
wheat about half a crop, though of extra quality ; spring-wheat now being cut. Lyon :

Condition good ; little winter-wheat in the county ; harvest twelve days later than last

year. Shawnee : Winter-wheat almost an entire failure ; spring injured by the chinch-bugs
in many localities. Cloud : The berry very fine, but thin on the land. Neosho : Harvest
four weeks later than last year; stands very thin, but quality of grain good : some
late fields injured by the chinch. Cherokee: Much better than was thought possi-

l)le in the early spring, and many fields, which were thought worthless then, will pro-
duce six or eight bushels per acre ; harvest two weeks later than last year. Wilson :

Winter-wheat very poor, owing to late sowing, dry fall, winter-killing, and chinch-
bugs ; spring-wheat utterly destroyed by the chinch, including the Australian
white from the Department.
Nebraska.—Hall : The Australian spring-wheat very promising. Gage : The Fultz

wheat received and sown too late, and all frozen out; should have been sown in Au-
gust. Cuming : Good jirospect for a heavy crop ; some red rust, but no apparent
injury. Dakota: Fine prospect, but fears of lodging, as the weather is wet. Thayer:
Prospect not much injured by the clinch-bug. Nemaha: Winter-wheat generally win-
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ter-killod and the laud put iu other crops
; spring promises a heavy yield, but not so

much sown, partly owing to the scarcity of seed.

Calikoknia.—/'/acer : Harvest has comuienced, and a bountiful crop will bo saved,
of excellent quality; the acreage is largely iu excess of former years. Contra Costa:
Excellent on sandy soils where early sown, and only slightly below an average on.

heavy soils sown Lite; the cool weather has been favorable. Alameda: Neither yield
nor quality so good as was expected, owing to drought iu some sections and rust in
others. I have seen 7,000 acres of wheat iu one field, the property of Due man, which.
will average 20 bushels per acre, and upon an adjoining ranch they were cutting,
thrashing, and sacking for market 05 acres per day. Nevada : Rather light. Lake

:

Nearly a failure
;
poorest crop since 1859. Mendocino : Better thaii was expected a

month ago. Amador : An average crop. Stanislaus : The yield is better than was ex-
pected, and will he about 14 bushels per acre. A large iucrease iu acreage will make
the total product greater than any previous crop.

Oregon.—Linn : Fall and winter-sown wheat rather above average, but the recent
drought and hot northerly winds injured spring-wheat. Douglas : Winter-wheat short
and thin from the wet winter, and cold, dry spring.
The TEituiTOitiES.

—

Morgan, Utah : Fifty per cent, of spring-grain destroyed by the
grasshoppers. Santa Fe, New Mexico : Both winter and spring doing well. Lewis and
Clarke, Montana : Finer than usual.

COTTOiS^.

The past mouth has beeu generally favorable to cotton. Limited
areas have beeu affected by drought, but rains were quite general during
the latter part of June. On tlie Atlantic coast showers have been so
frequent and heavy, siuce June 20, as to delay cultivation and promote
the growth of weeds and grass. Before that date a season of compara-
tive drought of seven or eight weeks had been suffered in a portion of
this district, while other counties represent the weather as ha^^ng been
uniformly favorable. • •

The variation in rainfall during the past month has been considerable
in the Atlantic States, ranging as follows at the stations reported

:

from 1.2 inches to 4.95 in Virginia; from 1.75 to 5.49 in North Carolina
;

from 1.4 to 3.95 iu South Carolina ; from 1.25 to 4.96 in Georgia; from
.4 to 6 in Florida ; and from 1.55 to 4.89 in Alabama. In the States of
the Mississippi the rainfall has been abundant, the lowest records in the
several States being from 2 to 4 inches, and the highest from 4.5 to 11.

Jn Tennessee the range is from 2.64 inches to 10.63 ; in Louisiana, from
4.35 to 11 ; in Texas, from 2.2 to 0.9 ; iu Arkansas, from 4.3 to 8.2.

The States making averages lower than 100, the standard of good
condition, are Virginia, North Carolina, and South Carolina, in which
the average rainfall in May and June was light, and Arkansas, where
injury has resulted from heavy and unseasonable rains. In all the other
States the averages are above 100. The averages are as follows : Vir-
ginia, 96 ; North Carolina, 94 ; South Carolina, 97 ; Georgia, 101 ; Flor-
ida, 102; Alabama, 106; Mississippi, 109 ; Louisiana, 103 ; Texas, 105;
Arkansas, 95 ; Tennessee, 104. Taking into consideration the relative
importance of the States, in production, the general average of condi-
tion would be 103. As a whole, the July returns of the present year
present a higher average of condition than those of any previous reports
except those of 1868.

Of the 55 counties reporting cotton in Georgia, in 19 condition is be-
low 100, in 21 above, while 15 return 100. Decatur, first in cotton-pro-
duction, producing 48,000 bales in 1869, or one-tenth of the crop of the
State, is placed at 100, Bibb and Warren 110, aud less important coun-
ties 120 and 125.

The first cotton couuty in Alabama, Montgomery, stands at 100; Dal-
las, 110; and Wilcox, 100—three counties which produce one-sixth of

2
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the crop of the State ; other counties of considerable importance at 120
and 125.

In Mississippi some of the principal counties report high condition :

Hinds, 125; Madison, 120; Yazoo, and several others, 110 ; Washington
stands at 90.

Fayette, in Tennessee, in 1869 producing 20,000 bales, is reported at
110 ; and Giles, a prominent county, is put at 110.

Tensas Parish, in Louisiana, yielding 25,000 bales in 1SG9, and pro-

ducing in 1859 the uuequaled crop of 141,000, though there were but
117,000 acres of improved land in the parish, is reported at 110 ; East
Feliciana, 120 ; East Baton Eouge, 105 ; Concordia, Claiborne, Eapides,
and other principal parishes, 100; and Caddo, yielding 26,000 bales in

1869, at 95.

Very little complaint is made of injuries by insects. The aphis is

reported in several counties of the Carolinas ; and the " cotton-worm" is

mentioned in Texas.
The following extracts fi^om correspondence will further illustrate the

subject

:

ViRGiN'LV.

—

Surry: Culture increasiug. Prince George: Cottou taking the j)lace of
peanuts.
North Carolina.— Gaston: Croj) late, and Las not grown well till within a week.

A fair season will make an average yield. Bei-fie: Late, but looking well; there will

he hut few, if any, blossoms on the 4th of July. Wake : Too much rain ; but little

prospect of an average crop. Tift: Cotton badly in the grass and seriously injured.

Lenoir: Wet weather has made the grass very troTiblesome. Mecllenbnryh : Cotton
looks finely where planted before the loth of April ; later plantings not so good

;

season good for working ; blossoms by the 15th of June, earlier than ever before
known. A good season will make a splendid crop. Bladen : Growing finely, but four
weeks behind time; lice beginning to show themselves; last year they were, the
forerunners of rust ; crop cannot be average. Greene: Bad stand ; drought at plant-

ing caused the seed to remain in the ground from four to six weeks ; condition of
plants, 20 per cent, below par. Onsloiv : Looking well and growing finely ; almost
three weeks later than last year. Eeriford : Crop small, but thrifty ; exceedingly fine

weather will be necessary for a full crop. Beavfort : Crop has suft'ered ; on ill-drained

lands not over a third of a crop ; stand generally imperfect ; cut-worms at work ; this

especially true in the case of lauds that have long been in cotton. Jones : Cotton
small, but promising. Alamance: Good. Sia7iJey : Blooms plenty. Bowan: Condi-
tion excellent. Lincoln : Season fine for cotton. Moore : Backward through depreda-
tions of liee and cold nights. Craven : Generally a bad stand through unfavorable
weather

;
plants small, but healthy. Brajillin : Very grassy through excess of rain.

CurritucTi : Acreage increased; growing finely. Perquimans: Started with an excel-

leiit stand ; cold nights durfng the first half of June reduced it; now not over two-
thirds, and full of lice. EdgecomTje : Cotton a failure, through drought at seeding-
time and excess of rain afterwards, producing g'rass and weeds.
South Carolina.—York : On light loam soil cotton was out of the ground early ; in

clay soil the plants are late, and delayed i)y dry spring. The former class above average,
and the latter below. Fairfield : Below average on account of drought and late plant-
ing. Clar.endon : Promising, though late planted

;
generally infected with lice. Orange-

inrgh : Suffering from lack of moisture ; crop clean. Marliorongh : Early planted doing
well ; late planted will require a favorable season ; lice on late plantings. XeuhiD-y :

Cotton small and backward from late re-plantings ; early stands look well, Anderson :

Poor and late stand. Lexington : Improving
;

promises to excel last yeai-'s crop.

Columhia : Stand imperfect, but prospects almost average. Chesterfield : A little better
than nsual, where fertilizers are used; where not nsed, the crop is far below average.
Georgia.—Muscogee: Backward in many localities, though imjiroved by late rains.

Liherty : Short cotton supplanting the long staple and finer cottons even on the coast

;

farmers working hard for a good crop. Columbia : Doing well. Harris : Cotton
planting delayed and restricted by drought in April ; stand imperfect. Quitman : Crop
has been well cultivated and looks well, liorth : Drought greatly injured cotton

;

much did not come up ; niuch that did come up died; .^1 per bushel is now oftered for

cotton-seed, the usual price being about 10 cents. Sumter : Condition varied; where
rain has been abundant tlMi crop looks well ; where rain has been deficient crops are
very poor. Vilkinson : Shortened by drought ; not a good stand. Effingham: Looking
well. Pulaski: Prospect fine; crop clean ; will be a full average. Glynn: Crop has
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improved j^rcatly, aud iiS now doiuj;; well. Lee : Generally cleaned and of average
promise. Schley: Looks well in spito of drou<;lit. Wilkes: Cotton-planting late, but
this no disadvantage. Marion : Not injured by drought. Gwinnet : More promising
than for many years ; bloom 8 or 10 days early. Oglethorpe : Fertilized cotton doing
remarkablj' well. Lincoln : Promises a good yield. Macon : No progress in three weeks.
Cobb: Very iine. Clay: Promises a fair yield. Laurens: Largely failed to come up.
Meriwether : Prospect remarkably good.

Florii>a.—Columbia: Looks well, though the stand is imperfect. Hillxhorotigh,:

Doing well. Jackson: Two weeks ahead of last year
;
promising with present weather.

Bradford: Doing well; jirospect better than any for ten years. Alachua: Recent rains

have enable^l cotton to overcome the evil effects of previous drought. Gadsden : Early-
planted cotton in good condition; stand, however, imperfect; late cotton imperfect;
may make two-thirds of an average. Orange: Long drought has injured cotton.

, Wakulla: Promising.
Alabama.—Conecuh: Great improvement on account of rains; first bloom June 4.

Colbert: Crop looks well. Pike: Rarely, if ever, better cultivated; iirospects fine.

Dallas: Growth fine with excellent season. Butle)-: Doing finely. Blount: Promises
a large crop. Montgomery: Promise above last year. Calhoun: Prospect full average.
Madison : Best prospect in seven years. Limestone : Crop unusually well-worked and in
fine condition. Clarke: Growing finely where well-worked; maybe two-thirds of a
crop. Autauga: Cotton backward, but in good condition. Lauderdale: In tine condi-
tion and growing fast; commenced blooming June 12; is in good cultivation. Tusca-
loosa: Crops well-worked are doing well. Franklin: Cotton late planted, but bloomed
June 22, about ten days earlier than usual; prospects fine,

Mississippi.—Hancock: Cultivation decreasing. Warren: Stand aud condition im-
proved. Wilkinson: Much of the crop grassy and growing too fast; running to leaf
more than it canhold when drought sets in. Wayne: Better condition than last year,
though later in gaining a stand ; first blooms June 2'^. Newton : Better than for eight
or ten years ; acreage increased 10 per cent. ; condition improved 50 per cent, over last
year. Grenada : Cotton improved, but the stand very irregular. Winston ; Early-
planted cotton doing well ; late planted very small. Llolmes : Prospect good ; too much
cotton. Clark: Heavy rains give rise to tears that cotton will run to weed. Tishe-

viingo: Crop prospects fine. Noxubee: Early-planted cotton promising. Neshoba:
Doing very well. Yalabusha : Stand good ; cultivation superior

;
promises more flat-

tering than at any time since the war; blooms earlier, though planting was later than
last year.

Louisiana.—Bed Hirer : Bad condition. Richland: Best prospect in 10 years. East
Baton Eouge: Very promising. Moorehouse: In good condition. Cameron: Worms are
at work. Carroll : In better condition than for several years. Tensas : Probably the
largest crop since the war. Winn: Above average promise. Concordia: On good land
the crop is growing rapidly ; on " buck-shot" laud it is smaller. Rapides : Better than
in six years. Claiborne: Cotton superseding wheat and sugar-cane.
Texas.—Fannin: Promising; will be in blossom in fifteen days. Hardin: Heavier

crop, probably, than since 1861; looks fine; some little show of worms. Fort Bend:
4,000 acres planted; 3,000 bales made last year; the stalks already average fifteen

grown bolls each. Victoria : Cotton-worm appeared June 6. Liberty : Cotton growing
well, but the worm has made its appearance in larger numbers than usual. Red River :

Cotton promising. Henderson : Cotton growing fast. Ellis ;. Weather fine for cotton.
EendaU : Acreage small, but crop promising. Williamson : Looks well. Fayette : Quite
promising. Milam: Best crop for many years. Smith: Unusually healthy. Johnson:
Looks well. Bexar : Fine. Colorado : Best crop since 1859. Upshur : Behind last
year's crop. Titus : Better than for several years. Rusk : Looks well ; better than last
year ; a single rain within ten days will carry it through July and August. Grimes :

Hail-storms killed the young cotton in the western part of the county. Bell : Unusually
promising, but the heavy rains are exciting fears of the worm.
Arkansas.—Craighead : Crop delayed by rain. Union : Crop in the grass. Sebastian:

Fifty per cent, greater acreage in cotton than last year; injured by excessive June
rains. Crittenden: Small and late in coming up. Columbia: Crop grassy, but partly
cleaned, and looking well ; stand good ; crop promises to be heavy.
Tennessee.—Decatur : Crop promising. Madison : Small ; drought after planting.

Wayne; Looks fine. Haywood: Two weeks later than last year; grassy; acreage in-
creased 10 per cent. Gibbs :~'Verj promising. Rutherford: Acreage increased 15 per
cent. ; stand good and plants in good condition.

Utah.—Eane : By extra cultivation, and manuring, 200 pounds of lint have been
raised per acre, though the average will not be over 120 pounds. The shortness of the
season and the necessity of irrigation are difliculties that cannot be easily overcome
in cotton culture, which has almost entirely ceased in this locality.
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OATS.

The condition of the oats crop is from 1 to 6 per cent, above average
n all tlie New England and Middle States, except New Jersey and Del-

aware; tlie former being 14 j^er cent, and the latter 20 per cent, below
average. This shows a general improvement during the month of June
in all the States except New Jersey, where the condition is 4 per cent,

below that of the' last report. In North Carolina the crop is 3 per cent,

above average, showing an improvement of 13 per cent, during June.
The other Atlantic States, and all the Gulf States, except Texas, are

below average, though showing a general improvement since the last

report. Texas is 10 per cent, Tennessee 3 per cent., and Kentucky 4

per cent, above average. West Virginia is 5 per cent, below, an im-

provement of 9 per cent, during June. Ohio and Indiana are below
average, and have declined during the past month. The other States

north of the Ohio Eiver and west of the Mississippi are all above aver-

age. On the Pacific coast California is 13 per cent, above average, an
improvement of 15 per cent, during the previous month. Oregon is 10

per cent, below average, a decline of 7 per cent, during June.

New York.—Sullivan: Never better. Chenango: Growing very rapidly. JVyo-

ming : Fair for aa average crop. Steuben : Very promisiug. Livingston : Very fine.

Erie: Growiug rank, and tending to fall before fiUing. Onondaga: Kauk and
thrifty.

New Jersey.—Sussex : Injured by drought, but improving since late rains. Mercer

:

Very short.

Pennsylvania.—Franklin : Crop benefited by rain. Lancaster : Short for the

season, but with favorable conditions may yield a full crop ;
Birlie oats j)oor ; White

Schonen look well. Berks : Average. Chester : Shortened by drought. Indiana

:

Fine
;
promise over an average crop. Elk : Splendid. Centre : Promise an abuuclaut

yield. Northumberland: Promising. Armstrong: Eather rank; tend to lie dowrt
on rich, low land. Hork : Short; heads large and well tilled; Birlie oats promise to be
a success ; over 3 feet high, large heads, and well filled.

Maryland.—Montgomery : Eecent rains will make a good crop.

ViKGiNiA.

—

Albemarle : Nearly nothing. Clarke : Improved by late rains ; will prob-

able make 40 per cent, of an average. Washington : Crop small. Prince William :

Nearly nothing. Henrico: Spring oats not worth cutting; winter oats better, but not
good. Prince Edward : Seriously injured by dry and cool May and June. Prince

George : Spring oats almost a foilure ; winter oats well headed but short-strawed.

Surrey : Injured by drought. Highland : Backward, but improving with late rains.

Rockingham : Retarded by hot, dry weather ; light, and heading low ; Schonen better

than any others. Fairfax : Not half the oats sown will be harvested. Amelia ; Short-

ened by drought. Orange : A faihu'e, but good rains would improve the crop. Flu-

vana : Shortened by drought. King George : Very low, but improved by late rains.

Ctilpeper : Late rains have brought the crop to a half average ; acreage decreased.

Charlotte ; Suffered much, and are very low ; benefited by late rains. Spottsylvania :

Oats redeemed from failure by soaking rains in the last ten days. iVeii' Kent : Suffered

for rain. Middlesex : Spring oats not worth cutting; winter oats very fine. Madison :

Almost an entire failure. Augusta: Failure. Fauquier: Failure.

North Carolina.—Forsyth : Good crops. Bertie : Promise a fine yield. Alexander :

Excelsior oats very fine looking. Henderson : Much improved, but wUl not make
over three-fourths of a crop ; Excelsior oats also deficient. Mecklenburg : Very good

;

winter oats the best. Bladen: Yield good. McDowell: Quite short, but well headed.

Ashe: Excelsior looks well. Hereford: Crop will be heavy. Davie: Never better.

Alamance : Thin in spots, but tall and well headed. Bockingham : Crop five times

last year's. Moore: Very good. Craven: Best crop for many years.

South Carolina.— ForA;: Poor, especially late sown. Anderson: Average, except

upland spring oaW, which drought renders not worth cutting. Chesterfield : FaU oats

good ; spring crop a failure.

Gkokgia..—Muscogee : Crop injured by rust aud dry weather. Chattooga: Seasonable

rains have improved the crop. Catoosa : Schonen oats doing admirably. Sumptei-

:

More attention now paid to oats. Gordon: Grain extra fine ; crop thin. Wilkes: Early

fall sowings hue : spring sowings very poor. Murray : Drought severe on oats. Walton :

Promising. Gicinnctt : Average. Oghthorpe : Fall sown oats good ; spring sown a
failure. Fannin: Excelsior aud Schonen oats doing well. Cobb: Better than last

year.
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Flokida.—Bradford : SLorteneil 25 per cent. Columhia : Yield ligliteued by drought.

Clay ; Increased cultivatiou.

Alabama.—Conecuh; Half crop. Colbert; Shortened by drought. Butler: Mate-
rially injured by drought. Eussdl : Above average 15 per cent. ; spring bats uncer-

tain ; the fall crop better.

Mississippi.—Red oats, a good crop. Yalaluslia : Yield 25 per cent, above last year

;

heads good ; straw medium. Winsion : Excelsior oats ; tall, and will do well if the

rust does not take them ; two weeks later than the common red oats. Noxiihee

:

Nearly a failure from drought.
Louisiana.—EaZ iiuer : Kust. Claiborne: More oats raised tha^ of any other small

grain.

Texas.—Fannin: Promising; Anti-rust oats the favorite ; ripens early
;
yields .50 to

75 bushels per acre. Norway and other varieties grow too high and ripen too late.

Fort Bend: Burnt badly. Bed Biver : All oats rusted except White Schoneu, which are

tine. Kendall: Will average 30 bushels per acre. Williamson: Crop splendid ; red oats

thresh from 60 to 75 bushels per acre. Fayette : A variety of white oats, name un-
known, yielded well without rust. Harris : None but experimental crops. Hamilton :

Drought rendered a promising oat crop not worth cradling.

AnKAisSAS.— Crittenden : Shortened by drought. Madison: Reduced 15 percent, by-

rust.

Tennessee.—Crop good. Coffee: Injured by drought. Madison: Straw short;

heads light. Jackson: Look fine ; at least 40 per cent, over last year. Bobei-tson: Late
oats suftered by drought ; late rains have greatly helped the crop. Stewart : ShoH
strawed, but well grained. Sevier: Suffered by drought. Polk: Schonen oats have
done well for a dry season. Boane : Promising. Buth&rford: Good; straw short;

heads fine ; average reduced 24 iier cent. Hickman : Unusually fine. Sullivan : Better

than for several years.

West Virginia.—Braxton : Crop generally poor ; some will be too short to gather.

Harrison : Cut short by drought. Cabell : Promises well. Fayette : The crop bids fair

to be a fine one. Kanawha: Has improved wonderfully. Monongalia: Very prom-
ising. Monroe : Not much raised now, but the crop looks well.

Kentucky.— C/orAe: Suffering for ten days past from dry weather. Hardin:
Medium. Fayette : Fine. Lincoln ; Have suffered for want of rain. Pulaski : Injured

somewhat by storms. Mo'cer : Schonen oats fine, tall, and well headed
;
promising to

be extra good. Excelsior not so good. iToj^Afns; Excellent crop. Anderson : Condition

good. Hart : Short, but well filled. Bussell ; Threatened with rust in some places,

but generally look well, promising a heavy yield. Nelson : Fine crop. Henry : "Very

heavy.
Onio.^Miami: Sufferingfor want of rain. Ottawa: Suff^eringfroin drought. Union:

Damaged by drought ; some fields heading out six inches from the ground. Coshocton

:

Drought will reduce the yield 25 per cent. Scioto : Unusually good. Auglaize : Want
of rain will reduce the crop below an average. The cut-worms have also destroyed

some fields. Morrow: Early sown especially promises a large yield. Delaware: Dry
weather in June has damaged the crop considerably. Huron : Will be a very light

crop.
Michigan.— Wayne: Never looked better. Livingston: Need rain. Washtenaw:

Splendid. Gratiot : Late oats suffering for rain.

lNT>iA-SA.—Bandol2)h : Late sown oats ruined by drought. Morgan : Never better.

Pike : Very fine. Kosciusko : Drought and hail ruined the crop in some places. Noble :

Shortened by dry weather. Greene: Never better. Clarke: The finest crop I have
ever seen in the county. Brown: Splendid crop. Owen: Fine seeding season ;

splendid

crop. Cass: Late oats somcAvhat improved by recent showers, but that which was
sown early is too far advanced. Stark: Much injured by drought. Bartholomew: The
finest prospects ever known. White: Suffering for rain.

Illinois.—Laicrcnce: Very fine. Will: Increase in acreage. Mason: Very heavy,
and lodged to considerable extent. Bureau: Crop will be large if not injured by lodg-

ing. Ogle: Indications are that the crop will be above average. C'Zarfc; Finest crop

ever raised ; if not prostrated by storms the yield will be nearly twice an average.

Mercer: Rank and lodging. Livingston: Much beaten down by storms. Pope: Prom-
ising ; expect that the drought of the past three weeks may make the grain light.

Montgomery: The largest crop for many years. Effingham: Never better. Lee: Fine
yield if they do not lodge too much. McDonough : Unusually good prospect. Franklin

:

The heaviest crop ever grown in the county.
Wisconsin.—Fond du Lac: Heading out'at 6 inches in height in some places, owing

to drought. Saint Croix: Uncommonly good. Green: Look finely. Lafayette: Good
prospect. Calumet: Damaged by the dry weather in June. Dunn: Favorable season.

Minnesota.—Freeborn : Acreage much increased by the sowing of much land which
could not be planted in corn, owing to wet weather. Murray : Never looked better.

Steele : Very fine. Meeker : Condition good, though slightly lodged. Houston : Look
very fine.
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Iowa.—CMelasaw : Never better. Bmhman : Heavy growth, aud some fields badly

lodged. Muscatine : Fully 10 per cent, above average. Scott : Couditioa above aver-

age? Howard: Doing well. Marion: Attacked by the obinch-bug. Iowa: Conditioa

good. Jasper : Never better. Hancock : Never looked better.

Missouri.—(Sa in « Louis : Never better, but badly lodged by a severe rain and hail-

storm which passed over two-thirds of the county on the 25th of June. Lincoln : Never
promised better. Some farmers count on 60 to 75 bushels per acre. Platte : Already

injured by drought, which, if it continues much longer, will prevent a large proportion

of it from growing tall enough to be saved. Carter : The Schonen oats is looking very

fine in spite of the drought. Caldwell: Splendid crop. Carro^J : Never before so good.

McDonald : The oats sent from the Department promise well. Lewis : Better than

ever before, although some fields where corn was grown last year have been taken by
the chinch-bug. The greatest danger is from lodging. Marion : Double the usual

acreage, and promise well. Montgomery: Injured in some localities by the chinch-

bug. Livingston : Splendid condition. Reynolds : Look finely. Cass : Condition only

moderate. Jasper : Crop heavy. DeKalb : The yield will be good if it rains soon.

Sullivan : Will be much damaged by the chinch if the drought continues.

K/lSSAS.—Brown : Atireage greater thau usual, owing to winter-wheat land having

been replowed and sown in oats, which promise a heavy crop. Rice : Look well,

though slightly injured in places by the grasshopper. Cowley ; Good. Osage : Gener-

ally very fine. Coffey : An unusually fine crop promised.

.'Nebraska.—Cuming : Heavy. Dakota : Fine prospect, but danger of lodging from

wet weather.
Oregon.—Marion : Look well,, but must have rain soon.

The Territories.—Sa«/a Fe','Xew Mexico : Very promising. Leicis and Clarke, Mon-
tana : Very fine.

.
RYE.

In all tbe New England and Middle States rye is above average in

condition, bnt with a redaction of 1 to 15 per cent, in acreage, New
Hampshire and Vermont being the only States in which the area of last

year was sown. In North Carolina the acreage is increased 4 per cent.,

and the condition of the crop improved 8 ])er cent. In all the other

Atlantic coast States the acreage shows a decline. The Gulf States report

an increased acreage, with an improved condition in Texas, and » decline

of 5 per cent, in Louisiana. In Arkansas, Tennessee, and Kentucky the

acreage is increased from 4 to 12 per cent. Ohio reports 11 per cent,

decrease in area and 7 per cent, in condition ; Michigan 3 per cent, in

each. Indiana reduces her area 3 per cent., but her crop is over aver-

age in condition. The other Northwestern States are average or above in

condition, and also in acreage, except Missouri and Kansas, which are

12 per cent, short. Five counties in Oregon show a general increase of

2 per cent, in acreage.

Rhode Island.—Kent : Rye greatly improved by the late warm wet weather; straw

light, but the grain nearly average ; spring rye very promising.

New York.—Jefferson : Winter rye fair. Dutchess : Poorly filled, but well strawed.

Queens : Fair.

New Jersey.—Morris : Improved by late heavy rains.

Pennsylvania.—Luzerne : Rye that escaped winter-killing is now 10 per cent, aver-

age. Indiana: Improved by late rains; from fair to good. Northumberland: Rye
double what was expected early in the spring; about half average. Butler: Half

average. Montgomery : Half a crop ;
shortened by drought.

Virginia.—Highland: Very poor; acreage small
;
poor for several years.

North Caholika.—Henderson : Reduced acreage, but enhanced yield. Bladen

:

Good yield.

Georgia.—Gordon: Grain extra; crop thin. Marion: Acclimated rye very good.

Florida.—Bradford : Shortened 25 per cent, by drought.

TE-S.AS.— Williamson : Crop splendid. Medina: Drought has reduced the crop below

average.
Tennessee.—Dyer : Scotland very fine. Roane : Scotch rye very excellent.

Kentucky.—Lincoln: Very good. Mercer: Promises very well; heads long and
well filled. Spencer : Yield 10 per cent, greater, and quality eqnal to last year. Ander-

son : Good. Hcnrij : Crop above average.
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Ohio.—Scotio : Remarkably jvood.

Illinois.—Bureau : Was thought to be winter-kLUed, but has come out well. Ogle

:

More than average.
Minnesota.—Sibley : Looks well.

lovvA.

—

Calhoun : Three or four acres sown ; the first crop of the county ; looks well.

Jasper : Never better.

Missouia.

—

St. Louis : Yield short, but quality better than usual. Carter : The
Scotch rye from the Department is a failure—will not make the seed. Macon : Fall

rye winter-killed. Reynolds : The Scotch rye from the Department badly damaged by
the Hessian fly. Cole : Average.
Nebraska.—Rail : Spring rye from Germany, introduced this season, promises well.

California.—Contra CostOr: Only raised by a few for German bakers ; it grows
luxuriantly. Lake : Nearly a failure.

BAELEY.

This crop is a full av^erage, or above, in condition, in all the New
England States, with a slightly diminished acreage. In New York
and Pennsj'lvauia it is about average, with a very considerable
reduction of area. In several counties of New York the j)rospects of
the crop are spoken of in enthusiastic terms. From some counties of
Pennsylvania reports of injuries by drought have been received. In
Maryland the acreage was reduced 35 per cent. New Jersey, Delaware,
Virginia, South Carolina, and Florida make no returns of this croj),

while in Georgia and the Gulf States it is mentioned only in one or
two counties. Texas reports an increase of 14 per cent, in acreage. In
Ked Eiver and Williamson Counties the condition of the .crop is very
superior. In Arkansas, Tennessee, and West Virginia it is cultivated
to but a limited extent. In Kentucky it is more general. North of
the Ohio Kiver it is quite a common crop, but exhibits this season a
considerable reduction of area in all the States except Wisconsin, where
there is an increase of 4 per cent. In Ohio and Indiana the condition
of the crop is below average ; but in all the other States it is above.
West of the Mississippi the condition varies from average to 18 per
cent, above, with a considerable reduction of area in Missouri. On the
Pacific coast the condition is from 5 to 12 i^er cent, below average.

New York.— Wyoming: Barley never looked better for a full crop. Stenben : Very
promising. Livingston: Looking very fine.

Pennsylvania.—Lancaster : Short, but looks well. Chester : Shortened by drought.
Tex^vs.—Red River : Fine. Williamson : Splendid.
Ohio.—Miami : Turning out better than was expected. Scioto : Unusually good.
Indlvna.—Posey : Injured by the army worm.
Illinois.—Ogle: Promises a fine crop. Lee : The only fear is from lodging. Monroe :

Winter-killed.
Wisconsin.—G-reene : Spring barley looking finely, but much complaint of chinch-

bugs. Lafayette : Good. Calumet : Has not sulfered from drought like wheat and
oats. Dane : Good season.
Minnesota.—Freeborn : Much corn-land seeded to oats and barley, owing to wet

weather in corn-planting season. Murray : Never looked more promising. Steele

:

Splendid. Meeker : Somewhat lodged, but looks finely. Houston : Never better.
Iowa.—Muscatine : Fully 10 per cent, above average condition. Scott : Looks fine.

Howard : Good condition ; lodging in places. Marion : Attacked by the chinch.
Marshall : Ten per cent, of my barley is blighted, but no complaint heard from others.
Plymouth : A failure ; frozen out. Jasper : Never better. Mitchell : Seldom has
promised better.

Missouri.—Saint Louis : Winter barley 30 per cent, short of last year in amount,
but of bettey quality than usual. Nodaway : Will be harvested the second week iu
July.
Kansas.—Broivn : Increased acreage and splendid promise.
Nebraska.—Dakota : Good prospect. Nemaha : Spring barley looks well.
Californla..—Placer: Both yield and quality below kverBge. Lake: Nearly a

failure. Amador : Crop average.
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POTATOES.

In the New England States the acreage in potatoes is very nearly av-

erage, and the condition above average, excei:>t in Rhode Island, in which
it is 4 per cent, below. The Middle States are about average both in

acreage and condition. The earlier planted appear to best advantage.
The potato-beetle is reported in ten counties in Pennsylvania. In the
other Atlantic and in the Gulf States as a whole, both acreage and con-

dition are somewhat below average. In Louisiana and Texas both are

above average, and all the other States of the Union the acreage is

above average, except Wisconsin, which is 1 percent. below. In condi-

tion West Virginia is 3 per cent., Ohio 7 per cent., California 2 per cent.,

and Oregon 7 per cent, below average. All the other States not men-
tioned are above average, the excess ranging from 2 to 9 per cent.

Sweet potatoes.—No reports from New England, New York, Mich-
igan, Wisconsin, and the Pacific States. The acreage of the other States

is not far from average, ranging from 15 per cent, below in Florida to

15 per cent, above average in Nebraska. The general condition is con-

siderably below average.

MAnsTE.

—

Sagadalioc : Large portions of the potatoes late planted on account of wet,

"but they are now growing very iiuely.

Vermont.—Franklin ; Eotted somewhat by heavy rains just after seeding.

New York.— Wyoming : Very promising. Queens : Look well.

New Jersey.—Mercer : Look well ; crops axevage ; sweet potatoes affected by
drought. .

PENNSYI.VANIA.

—

Bucls : An unusirally large area planted in potatoes. Jierl-s : Av-
erage. Fayeite: Potato-bug appeared, but has done but little damage. C/ies/er ; Early
planted .potatoes doing well; late planted shortened by drought. Northnmierland :

Promising. York : Growing well and looking strong and healthy.

Maryland.—Baltimore : Promising a heavy yield ; acreage large.

Virginia.—Jlbemarle: Mostly eaten by bugs. Clarke: Destroyed by a lead-colored,

bug. Prince William: Prospect poor. Princess Anne: Potato crop full, but not all

dug on account of low prices; the finest Early Eose commanded only 75 cents or |ll

per barrel in Norfolk. Henrico : Early potatoes a failm-e. Highland: Promise of good
cxop.
North Caroxtna.—Hereford: Very promising. Perquimans: Potato-bugs at work.
Florida.—ColumVm : Sweet potatoes injured by drought. Clay: Increased atten-

tion to the crop. Orange : Drought limited the planting.

Alabama.— Conecuh : Irish potatoes average; sweetpotatoesdelayed in planting and
looking badly. Montgomenj : Sweet potatoes promising. Pike: Potatoes a failure,

vines luxuriant but no tubers. Clarke : Sweet potatoes injured by drought.

Louisiana.—Fast Baton Rouge : Crop fine ; 25 per cent, greater than last year. Pap-
ides : Sweet potatoes backward.
T^HAS.—Hardin : Promise a heavy yield. Cherokee: Fine crop. Williamson: Abun-

dant and excellent. Fayette : Yield far above .average, but in many cases are rotting

from having been too early dug. Gillespie: Second crop planted. Vpshur : Sweet pota-

toes as good as last year, and earlier planted. •

West Virginia.—Pleasants : Much infested with a worm that feeds upon the leaf.

Kavau'ha : Flourishing.
Kentucky.—Fayette: Promising. Hopkins: Early potatoes very fine. Spencer: As

yet uninjured by the bug. Anderson : Considerably above average.

Ohio.—Miami: Suffering from drought. Hardin: Drought for a month past; years

ago when the clearings were t^mall and timber plenty, June freshets were common, but
seldom come now. Medina: Look well, but it requires constant care to keep the Col-

orado bug in check. Greene : Not nearly so much injury from the Colorado bug as was
anticipated. Late potatoes may be injured to some extent, but early ones have es-

c-aped. Ottawa: Sufieriug fiom drought. Union: Small from the effects of di-ought.

Morrow : Generally look well, but required faithful efforts to exterminate the Colo-

ado bug. Delaware : In good condition ; the bug has appeared, but done no damage
as yet. Lorain : Sufi'ering from the inroad^ of the Colorado bug, especially the "Early
Eose." Hnron : Look very well, though the bugs are troublesome in some parts of the

county. Athens: Colorado bug and drought very hard on the croj). Columbiana: A
loss of one-third of the crop by bugs indicated.

MiCHiGAi^.— Wayne : What "few were planted look well in spite of the bug; condi-
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tion reduced 10 per cent, below averacjo by the Colorudo bnj?. Van Biiren: Much in-

jured by the Colorado bug. Shiawaxsee : The bugs are damaginf^ the crop greatly

;

Paris gi'een used with good eifect. Emmcit: Scarcity of seed caused a reduction oftho
acreage. Monroe : The bugs will destroy 20 per cent, of the crop.

Indiana.—Floyd : Very promising ; several thousand barrels already shipped and
the ground planted in cabbage. Switzerland: Largest crop of early potatoes ever
grown; late ones now being i^lanted. Clarke: Abundant promise. Brown: Doing
tinely, and not seriously injured by the Colorado bug. La Grange : Bugs very numer-
ous, but more eiiort taken to destroy them, and the prospect much better than last

year. Marshall: Crop somewhat damaged by the bugs. Stark: Drought has injured
tlie early potatoes. £ar</iO?OJiicw ; Promise an immense croi). White: Suffering greatly
Irora drought.

Illinois.— Stcjphenson : Growing rapidly, and it is hoped are out of danger from the
Colorado bug. If'ill : With favorable weather the crop will be large. Bureau :

Nearly double the acreage of any former crop, and looking well in spite of the bugs,
which are numerous. Ogle : Acreage less than last year, but condition good ; fewer
bugs. Clark: Less damage by the Colorado bug than last year. I'ike : An increase
of acreage, but the drought has prevented a' correspondingly large yield. Fojie

:

Less than half the croj) yet planted.
Wisconsin.—Douglas : Sometimes planted at the head of Lake Suj^erior as late as

July 16th and do Avell. Clark : The crop promises over an average, in spite of the
destruction by the Colorado bug. Jackson : Probably as good as last year. Outagamie :

The potato-hugs more numerous than ever. Last year many potatoes were planted
about June 20 and escaped them, producing better than early ones. The Early Kose
and Goodrich are the only kinds which can safely be j)laaited so late.

Minnesota.—Sihle)/ : Condition good ; no trouble yet with the bug. Bamsey : Never
looked better ; few bugs. Steele: The crop looks well, and it is hoped that the damage
from the Colorado bug will be less than for some years past. Meeker : Some injury
done by a black bug which has lately appeared. Nicollet : The bug disappearing.
Iowa.—Howard : Growing well, but still infested with the Colorado bug. Iowa :

Damage in some places by the bug. Mitchell : Look well and not so much injured by
the bug as usual. Hancock : Look fine, and not troubled by the bug. Early Eose
potatoes large enough for table use two weeks ago.
Missouri.—Folk : Seed were A'ery scarce, and many farmers planted as late as June

2.5. Cass: Those early planted small from lack of rain in June. Late iiotatoes look
well. Cole : Not so much damage from the Colorado bug as last year. Fhelps : Eather
dry lately for early potatoes, which are being dug; some tfioutile also from the bug,
but late potatoes have escaped them so far.

Kansas.—Leavenworth : Will make a crop. Bice : Slight local damage by grasshop-
pers, hut look fine generally. Cowley: Too dry for the crop. Lahette : Fine crop of
early kinds ; late varieties slightly above average. Lincoln : Looked well xip to June
25, but some complaint since of the bug. Coffey : In fine condition. Shawnee: Good.
Early Eose in market June 15.

Nebraska.—Thayer : The bugs liaA^e commenced upon them.
California.—De/ A'orfe; Entirely cut cif by frost May 20. Humloldt : Looking well.

El Dorado : The early varieties (especially the Early Eose) do well, ripening in six to
nine weeks.
The Territories.—Morgan, Utah : 25 per cent, destroyed by grasshoppers.

GRASS AND PASTURES.

» Pasture.—T\ie New England States, except Massachusetts and Rhode
Island, report pastures above average, with a general improvement
during June. New York is the only Middle State iu which the condition
is average. Pennsylvania and New Jersey have considerably improved
during the mouth, but Delaware has greatly declined, reporting but
56 against 73 on the 1st of June. The South Atlantic States are all

below average, and the Gulf States, except Florida, are above. Arkansas
and Kentucky are above average; Tennesseeand West Virginia below.
Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois are below average, and all the other North-
•western States, on both sides of the Mississippi, are above. California
is above average and Oregon below.

Clover.—This crop is nearly average in the New England States, but
considerably below in the Middle and Southern States, except in
North Carolina, Mississippi, and Texas, which are above ; Texas shows
an excess of 23 per cent. In the remaining States the general condition
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is somewhat below average, ranging from 88 iu West Virginia to 112
in California.

Timothy.—The general condition of timothy is below average, except
in the States immediately west of the Mississippi, which range from
average to 7 per cent, above. The greatest decline is in Delaware,
which is 47 per cent, below average.

R^AIXE.—J'rawWiw : Heavy rains benefited the grass. Pemiscot: Grass looks well.
York: Heavy in some places; in others lit;ht. Cumberland: Weather fine for grass and
pasture; prospect enhanced 30 per cent, since Jnne 1. Somerset: Grass sown last
spring has come up well ; hay prospect good. Waldo : Grass, our principal crop, has
done well this season

;
promises a fair crop. Piscataquis : Pasture looks well

;
grass

grows finely.

New Hampshire.—RocJcingham : Grass decidedly better than last year, except where
winter-killed. Hillsborough: June very favorable to grass; hay crop would be large but
for winter-killing. Belknap: Drought for two years has injured old hay fields ; those
just put down in grass look well. /Stafford : Grass of all kinds developed wonderfully
in two weeks.
Vermont.—Fi-anklin : Very fine; heavy crop of hay in most parts of the county.

Oranqe: Unusual richness ot pastures; heavy growth of timothy and clover. Grand
Isle: Grass crop has become heavy since June 1. Orleans: Grass of rapid growth;
with good weather the hay-crop will be larger tlian for ten years. Caledonia : Hay
crop very heavy ; heavier than for years.
Massachusetts.—Franklin : Grass crop has improved remarkably with wet weather

;

the injuries of winter are being repaired. Worcester : Hay, not one half a crop. Bristol

:

Grass crop has suffered from tlie drought. Berkshire: Decline of 50 per cent, of hay-
crop

; where meadows were top-dressed with manure last fall, the crop is good ; the
roots of the grass should be protected ; even common earth is good ; top-dressing on
the increase. Plymouth: Early June showers gave great impulse to the hay while the
dry weather succeeding was excellent for harvest.
Connecticut.—Litchfield: Three fourths of a crop ; about equal to last year; de-

preciated by two years' drought; continued rains may secure a fair crop ; never was
less grass on the 1st of July. Neiv London: Canker worm iu the meadows.
New York.—Sullivan : New grass seeding promises well. Chenango : Grass growing

very fast. JR/OHflH*/; Grasses of all kinds have greatly improved. Cattaraugus: Hay
prospect good. Columbia.: Pastures very light. Otsego : Grass and x>astures very fine.

Steuben: Hay very promising. Queens: Hay light but harvested in good order. Dela-
ware: Grass greatly forwarded by late favorable weather. Lewis: Pastures, clover and
timothy better than last year

;
quality of hay not so good. Erie : June favorable to

grass, but meadows are very spotted. Onondaga: Clover heavy; new laid timothy
meadows very good.
Connecticut.—Litchfield: Hay-crop equal to last year's, which was not over three-

fourths of a crop ; meadows injured by two years' drought; with continued rain, may
give a fair crop; never was less on the ground on the 1st of July. New London: Can-
ker worm at work in the meadows.
Maryland.—Baltimore : Hay crop light ; clover barely worth cutting ; timothy im-

proving. Frederick: Pastures burnt up. Cecil: Pastures very bare; hay crop short.
Queen Anne : Clover improved by late rains, which came too late for timothy.
Michigan.— Wajine : Clover badly winter-killed.
New Jersey.—Sussex: Clover injured by drought ; later grasses in bottom meadows

are looking better. Mercer : Clover used up by the drought ; timothy short, but im-
proved by two days' rain. Morris: All sorts of grass injured by the dry weather; on
low-lands grass will be more than average, but in high lands it will be very short.
Monmouth: Injured by drought. Gloucester: Grass crops injured by extreme drought.
Pennsylvania.—Cumberland : Old meadows poor ; new meadows fair. Lancaster :

Grass short, but improving with fair weather ; hay crop short, but good. Luzerne :

Timothy shortened l)y drought. Berks : Hay crop 25 per cent, below average through
drought; young spring clover burned out. Bradford: Crop improving, but old mead-
ows will be light. Snyder : Grass greatly improved. Cliester : Suffered from lack of
rain. Clearfield: Grew rapidly in June. Indiana: Promising. Elk: Pastures never
looked better ; hay shortened by severe winter weather ; some old meadows light from
hard frost and long winter. Centre: Grass poor; clover next to nothing; young clover
looks well. Northumberland: Better than was expected ; three-fourths of a crop. But-
ler : Late rains have raised grass crops to a full average. Beaver : Hay crop short.
Wayne: June rains favorable to hay. York: Early hay crop well cured and housed.
Montgomery: Hay half crop; clover almost a failure

;
pasture very poor.

Virginia.—Albemarle: Scarcely any hay saved. Clarke; Pasture and clover burnt
up. Washington: Pasture a little better than last year; clover will not pay to cut

;

timothy very short. Prince William : Grass crop nearly nothing
;
jjastures very poor.
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Henrico : Grass crop a fiiilnre. Frederick : Grass and pastures improvin^r. Surrey :

Clover and pastures suft'orod from spring drought. Highland: Injured l)y cold late

spring. Fairfax: Unprecedented failure of grass. Amelia: Shortened by drought.

Louim: Pastures dried up. Orange: Grass crop a fiiilure. Fluvanna; Shortened by
drought. P«/a8A;i; Meadows light. Spottsijlvania : Hay crop short. lfa(?i.so« ; Grass
crop short ; hay less than for many years. Fauquier : Hay a failure.

North Cakolina.—Craven : Wild grasses abundant and good ; clover coming ia

favor ; crop tine.-

South Carolina.— A'cwSm}-?/ : Clover abitndant; culture encouraged.
Georglv.—Murray: Pastures dried up. Whitefield : Not rain enough for clover and

timothy. Macon : Grass is dead in the pastures and, except on low lauds, pastures
are no better than in the dead of winter.
Alabama.—Conecuh : Pastures good.
Mississippi.—Hancock : No artificial ]iastures ; natural perennial grasses not so

abundant as formerly.
Texas.—Dallas : Experiments with timothy and clover iiufav6rable. Bexar : Prairie

grass waist high. U})shur : Pastures better than last year. Medina : Drought has
reduced pasture. •

Arkansas.— Washington: Clover good; timothy average.
Tennessee.—Bhea : Grass has suifered from drought. Smith : Never had finer

pastures nor finer prospects for a hay crop. Serier : Clover suffered from drought.
London : Pastures and meadows suffering from cohl dry spring weather. Davidson ;

Clover and timothy very light.

West Virginia.—Raleigh : Meadows and pastures injured by drought, but reviving
under recent copious showers. Marion : Upland grass will be very light. Braxton :

Meadows improving since recent rains, but the hay crop will be short. Hardy

:

Meadows and pastures shorter than we have ever seen. Harrison : Pastures and mea-
dows very poor, but much improved by the late rain. Dry weather in April and May
injured pastures and clover. Timothy and red-top meadow have improved rapidly
since the recent wet weather set in, and pastures are now doing very well. Lewis :

Condition of the hay crop much improved by recent rains. Monongalia: Not more
than half a crop of hay. Fine weather now for pastures. Monroe : Grass of all kinds
and pastures very fine.

Kentucky. —Hardin : Pastures rather short. Fayette : Grass of all kinds good
Lincoln: Pastures well set and fine. Carroll: Fine season for pastures. Clinton,
Meadows and pastures in good condition. •

Ohio.—Medina: Clover harvest commenced ; fair crop. Seasonable rains have kept
grass and pastures growing. Vinton: The drought of last summer injured the stand
of grass, and the dry spring following will reduce the hay crop more than one-half.
Coshocton : Hay cut short about twenty-five per cent, by drought. Pickaway : Meadows
and pastures injured by dry weather. Morrow : Clover and timothy good where not
pastured, but scarcity of feed in early spring obliged many to graze their hay fields.

Delaware: Hay considerably shortened by drought in June. Lorain: Pastures drying
up. Huron : Pastures short. Athens : Pastures and meadows extremely light.

Michigan.—Hillsdale: Clover winter-ki|Jed and pastures light. Lenawee: Clover
badly winter-killed, and pastures much shortened in consequence. Washtenaw : Gras's
light. Calhoun: Hay and pastures injured by the cold, dry weather of spring. Me-
costa: Meadows and pastures much injured by a drought now j)revailing. Cass; Hay
fine, and being secured in fine condition. Leelenaw : If we do not have rain soon the
hay will not be over half a crojj. Wayne: Clover badly winter-killed.

Indiana.—Madison: Pastures very short, and meadows light. Nohle : Hay and pas-
ture cut short by drought. Greene: Too dry and cool in April for timothy and mea-
dows. Saint Joseph : Clover and timothy the lightest yield for years, owing to lack of
rain. Cass : Pastures somewhat improved by light showers recently. Whitley : Pas-
ture badly dried up. Wells: Clover injured by cut-worms. Marion: Meadows dam-
aged in some places by the army-worm. Posey: Grass injured by the army-worm.
Bartholomew: Meadows never before so fine. White: SutFering greatly for rain.

Illinois.—Lawrence: Grass crop extra iu spite of great destruction in some locali-

ties by the army-worm. Bureau: Clover much winter-killed; meadows fair; pastures
unusually good. Putnam: Clover and timothy very much winter-killed. Clark: Clo-
ver was much injured by drought last fall, but the season has been unusually favor-
able, and a go'od crop will be made. Young clover especially fine. Mercer : Timothy
promising. Lee : Hay short from winter-killing. Pastures light. Winnehago : Clover
being harvested

;
yielding two tons per acre. McDonongh : Meadows very fine.

Wisconsin.— Waukesha: Hay never better. Piei-ce: Much of the clover-hay has been
damaged by rain in curing, ami the farmers are much disappointed in their hay crop.
Richland : Hay harvest will soon commence, with a prospect of a good crop. Saint
Croix : Grass and pasture remarkably good. Green : Grass looking well. Calumet

:

Timothy and pastures iu low condition, owing to drought this year, and close feeding
last.
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Minnesota.—Bamsiy : Grass never looked Letter. Wabashaiv : Clover and timothy
very liglit, from winter-killing and drought last year. Fillmore : Grass of all kinds
never better. ^

Iowa.—CUnion : The hay crop -will he light, because we were obliged to pasture
our meadows last fall. Cedar : Timothy and meadows injured by drought of last year

and the cut-worm. Mtiscatine : Timothy almost a failure. Scott : Poor show for timothy.

Floyd : Clover suffered severely by the winter, and timothy, notwithstanding favor-

able weather, does not make its usual growth. Tame pastures not up to average

;

wild ones above it. Entry : Timothy and meadows badly injured by worms. Ma-
Tiasl-a : In many localities the timothy meadows have been ruined by a worm like the
army-worm, which has now disappeared. Jefferson : The hay crop will be unusually
light, owing to the depredations of the ainiy-worm. Madwon : Timothy much dam-
aged by winter-killing and wire-worms. Monona : Little timothy grown, and that

much injured by last year's drought.
Missouri.—Barton ; Prairie-grass splendid. It ie the only kind gi-own. Leuis :

Old timothy meadows- full of blue-grass ; newly seeded ones looking very well. Lw-
ingsion: Pasture and the grass in splendid condition. Cass: Pastures good. SuUitan :

Old clover nearly all winter-killed; newly sown, excellent. Pliejps : Old meadows
light, but newly seeded clover and timothy have heavy growth.
California.—Tuolumne : Hay injured by cold winds and rain in the spring. Nevada

:

Pastures dry. El Dorado : Clover and pastui-es good.

Oregon.—Marion: The hay-crop suffering for rain. Lane: Grass rather light.

Meadows will not last more than three or four of our dry summers without reseeding.

Douglas : What little hay there is, is mostly cut. Clais&p : Grasses generally good.

The Territories.—El Paso, Colorado : Pastures sidendid. Lincoln, Dakota : Grass

looks well. Lewis and Clarice, Montana : Native pastures excellent.

TOBACCO.

Massachusetts.—Hamjisliire : Tobacco suffering severely from cut-worms.
Connecticut.—Middlesex : Ynwoiahle condition. Hartford: Good weather, but the

cut-worms destructive.
Virginia.—Mecklenhurgh : Looks very fine. Nelson : Poor stand through drought.

Cumberland. Not over half a crop. Prince Edward : Bad stand ; much replanted. Prince

George: Drought injured tobacco. Amelia: Acreage reduced on account of drought.

Powhalan: Bad stand. ^Fluvanna: Shortened by drought. Madison: Shortened by
drought.
North Carolina.—Person : Tobacco, the principal crop of the county, looks well

;

area increased
;
planting season proijitious. Davie : Very fine

;
planted early and

growing well. Alamance: Good.
Georgia.—Murray : Drought severe on tobacco.
Louisiana.—Morehouse : Very fine ; crop annually increasing.

Tennessee.—Smitli : Acreage increased "25 per cent. Pohertson : Crop in good season.

Steicart : A fair stand.
Kentucky.—HopMns : Acreage large and planting in good time. Oliio: Acreage

believed to be largely in excess of former years. Some comfdaint of bad stand, but
condition generally good. Jiussell : Increase of 50 per cent, in acreage, aud condition

good.
Ohio.—Medina : Acreage last year 199 acres ; less this year. Vinton : Considerable

ground ready for tobacco, but the crop awaits rain.

Wisconsin.—Green : Transplanting late, and precarious on account of dry weather.

Missouri.—Livingston : Looks finely. Howard : Preparations made for a very large

crop, but the hot and dry weather prevented the setting out of a large portion of the

croi> before July 1 ; still, with a late fall, a heavy crop may be made.

HEMP AND FLAX.

Virginia.— Fatriel:: Flax crop promising in northern part of the county.

Kentucky.—Shelby: Increase of 15 per cent, in the acreage of hemp—condition

average. Fayette : Hemp very promising. Jackson : Increased acreage in flax, and an
increase of 30 per cent, of lint and seed indicated.

Ohio.—Miami : Flax suffering for rain. Morrow : Flax is becoming quite a staple.

Several thousand bushels of seed and several hundred tons of straw are produced an-

nually. Delaware : Flax promises well.

Indiana.—Huntington : Flax injured by cut-worms. Bandolph : Late-sown flax

burned up by drought. Madison : Flax badly cut by the worm. Kosciusko : Flax much
injured by hail tlie latter part of May. Wells : Cut-worm bad.

Minnesota.— Jra/ornoaM,- Hemp aud flax sowed for the first time, and doing well.
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Mcollet : Flax culture increasiug iu the soutlieru part of tlio county. Dealers offer $12
per ton delivered, months ahead.

Iowa.— Union: An unusual amount of flax sown this season. Johnson: Flax is raised

by the farmers for the seed, and the production of lint by steam mills is also rapidly
increasing. Hemp is also profitable. Marshall : About 3,000 acres of flax sown, and
it is reported in good condition. A large crop of flax growing ; looks well.

MissouKi.

—

Platte : The hemp crop very materially iuj ured by the grub-worm. Balls

:

Flax looks well, though the quantity grown is small.

Nebraska.— Washington : Flax is being introduced and promises well.

Oregon.—Linn : Great hopes were entertained of success in flax-growing, but tho
experience of the last two years is unfavorable. The present crop looks badly, and
will probably not yield more than Ave bushels per acre.

SUGAK-CANE.

Flokida.—Manatee : /Stubble cane injured during the winter. Wakulla : Crops good.
Alachua : Good.
Alabama.—Conecuh : Small but doing well.

LouiSLVJS'A.

—

East Baton Bouge: Cane crop short; considerably below last year.

Rapides: Inferior; stubble crop a failure. Saint Mary : Seed-cane injured by the cold
winter, hence but a small area was planted ; stubble backward for the same reason.
Claiborne : Sugar-cane has been largely superseded by cotton.

Texas.—Fort Bend : Looking well.

EIOE.

South Carolina.—Georgetown : Seeded late, owing to protracted freshets ; acre-

age about the same as last year ; caterpillar ravaging the crops ; the prospect not flat

tering.
Georglv.—Glynn : Backward ; injured by rice caterpillar.

Mississippi.—Smith : Largely raised.

Louisiana.—La Foiirche : Looks well ; acreage average.

HOPS.

New York.— Otsego : Hops, the leading crop of the county, much injured by winter;
growing crop looks well, but the yield will be reduced. Oneida : Very uneven ; many
hills destroyed by lice last year; lice have appeared this season, but have not done
much damage.
Wisconsin.—Portage : There are 100 acres of hops in the county, which are looking

finely. Bichland : The gi"ub injured some yards badly, but they are clear of weeds,
and generally look well. Adams : An increase in acreage and condition, as compared
with last year.

FEUIT.

The prospects of the fruit-crop in different portions of the Union are
quite encouraging.

Apples.—In New Eughind the States are all above average, except
Yermout, which is 5 per cent, below. The only case of insect ravages
reported was in Kew London County, Connecticut, where the canker-
worm was stripping the trees in some places. The highest condition,
117, is in New Hampshire.
Of the Middle States New York is 6 per cent, above average, but in

some places the fruit is falling from the trees. In New Jersey the crop
is 29 i)er cent, above average, the largest excess reported by any State
in the Union. There seems as yet but slight drawback to the prospect
of an abundant yield. In Gloucester County the yield will be unpre-
cedented, if no disaster overtakes the crop. In Pennsylvania the crop
is 5 per cent, above average, with some remarkable improvements in
different quarters. In Lebanon County the prospect is better than for
twenty years past. In Lancaster County the increase over last year will

reach 50 per cent. In Bucks County all apples are doing well except
" Smith's cider " apple, which is a partial failure. This variety is a spe-
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cial favorite in this locality, where it is extensively cultivated. The fruit
is generally excellent. Delaware reports a crop 20 per cent, above av-
erage.

In the South Atlantic autl Gulf States the prospects of the apple-
crop have not materially changed during the month of June. Maryland
is 5 per cent, above average. In Southampton County, Virginia, the
crop will be finer than last year, but not so large. Late frosts have
cut down the crop in some counties. In Wise County the locusts have
injured young apple orchards, depositing their eggs in the young
branches. The State will reach an average crop if the conditions of
growth continue favorable. North Carolina is 5 per cent, above aver
age. Ravages of locusts are reported in two or three counties, es-

pecially in Haywood, where the blight also is destructive. In South
Carolina the prospect is about the same as at the beginning of .Tune, or
15 per cent, below average. Georgia is 12 per cent. Ijelow aver-
age, though the crop is reported fine, especially in Lumpkin County.
Florida reports no apple-culture whatever, the climate being too
tropical. In Alabama the crop is 4 per cent, below average ; in
Calhoun County the abundant bloom resulted in but a slender fruitage.
In Mississippi the crop is 7 per cent., and in Louisiana 14 per cent,
below average. In . Texas it shows an improvement of 10 per
cent. In Titus County the crop was injured by storms but the general
drift of county reports indicates an increased yield and improved quality
of fruit. The prospects of fruit-culture appear to be quite promising.
In Arkansas the crop is 2 per cent, above average. In Crittenden

County injuries by caterpillars are reported. Tennessee reports quite
favorably, the crop being 14 per cent, above average. No drawbacks
from frosts or winds is reported. In West Virginia the crop is but 1
per cent, below average ; in some counties it is very heavy. Kentucky
is 6 per cent, above average, though in some counties blight and
locusts have done some damage. In Metcalf County the crop is better
than for many years.

Ohio reports 11 per cent, below average. The influence of cold
weather and frosts was very injurious. The full bloom reported last

month in Geauga County was blasted by cold northeast winds. In
some counties the fruit is badly dropping off.

In Michigan api^les are 1 per cent, above average. With fa-

vorable condition a fair crop will be realized. In Indiana the fruit is

reported as falling off, through drought and other causes, reducing the
crop proswects 8 per cent, below average. Noble County will raise

but half the crop of last year. In Wells County the measuring-worm
has injured the crop. Illinois is slightly above average—101. In
Boone County the trees are injured by a small green worm. In McDon-
ough County the bloom was in excess, but the fruit has dropped off very
badly; apple bloom was also blighted in Monroe and McHenry Couu-
iiesi Wisconsin reports a decline of 20 i)er cent, below average.
A hail storm in Sheboygan County did very considerable damage to

the crops.

In Minnesota the apple-culture, though young, presents quite promis-
ing results, the crops being C per cent, above average. In Eamsey
County the trees are generally loaded. In Murray County a very large
number of trees has been lately planted which have not yet come into

bearing. Iowa is 6 per cent, above average. In Clinton and Allama-
kee heavy storms did great injury. In several counties frost caused the
fruit to fall to a great extent. In Marshall County this year's planting
will double the number of apijle-trees. Missouri is full average, but
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serious depredatioDS are reported in different counties, which, however,
are compensated by remarkably large crops of fine fruit in other

counties. Kansas is per cent, above average. Woodson County
reports an improvement of 10 per cent. The apple-growers in all

parts of the State appear to be in good spirits. In Nebraska the pros-

pect is quite flattering, the apple crop being reported at 24 i)er cent,

above average. In Beaver County, Utah, the apple-crop is almost a
complete failure ; it is supposed that this results from the detructiou

of the buds last year by the grasshoppers.

On the Pacific-coast the apple crop is short. California is 12 per
cent, below average, though an abundant yield is reported in Contra
Costa Count}". Late frosts are alleged as the cause of this depreciation
of the crops in California, as also in Oregon.

Peaches.—From Maine and Vermont we have no reports of the peach-
crop, Avhich is cultivated in these States to but a limited extent. All
the other New England States are above average except Massachusetts,
which is 5 per cent, below, Ehode Island being 12 per cent, and Con-
necticut 8 per cent, above. New York is 6 per cent, and New Jersey
2 per cent, above average. Pennsylvania is 5 per cent, below. Peach-
buds and even trees were winter-killed in several counties, especially
Tioga, Fayette, and Elk. The superior crops in some localities are not
sufficient to overcome the depreciation in others. In Delaware the crop
is greatly shortened, being reported at but 50 per cent, of an average.
In Maryland it is 28 per cent, short, though Baltimore County reports a
good prospect of peaches, while in Washington they were never more
promising. In Virginia the crop will fall 10 per cent, short of an aver-
age. In Spottsylvania County the peach is an almost total failure. In
Wise the locusts have greatly injured young peach-orchards, depositing
their eggs in the young and tender branches.
North Carolina is reported a full average, but the locusts' ravages are

also here observable in several counties. In Madison County the young
trees were largely killed. In Bladen and Onslow the fruit has exten-
sively fallen from the trees; in Craven there is a complete failure.

These deficiencies, however, are about compensated by the great abun-
dance of the crop in other sections. In Edgecombe County the crop is

the best on record, special attention having been paid to it. South Car-
olina is 5 per cent, and Georgia 12 per cent, below par. The Gulf States,
except Texas, are all deficient, Florida being 23 per cent, below average.
In some localities, however, the crop is quite promising. In Texas,
while the general condition of the crop is 1 per cent, above average, in
some counties the yield is especially abundant and fine. Peach-culture
in this State is rapidly increasing. In Cherokee County some varieties
ripened as early as June 1. In Hamilton the' yield will be larger than
ever before. In Titus and Medina the crop was injured materially by
hail-storms.

In Arkansas the crop is 12 j)er cent, above average, though some
local drawbacks are reported. In Crittenden County peaches were in-

jured by late frosts. Tennessee is 14 per cent, above average, and the
county reports generally very hopeful. An improvement in the quality
of fruit is mentioned in several counties, no injuries from insects or
weather being noted. In West Virginia the crop is 26 per cent, below
average. In Ealeigh County it is a total failure, except in the mountain
slopes. In Nicholas and Monroe lowland peaches were generally frost-
killed. Kentucky is 3 per cent, below average, yet in several locali-
ties superior crops are growing. The ravages of the locust are alleged
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as the reason of the depreciation in other places. Hail-storms have also
injured the crop to a limited extent.

In Ohio there will be, from present indications, but a half crop. Win-
ter-killinof of buds and trees is reported from Defiance, Franklin, and
Huron Counties, lu Butler, however, the trees are more uniformly
loaded than in any former year. Michigan will fall 21 per cent, short
of an average. Trees and buds were badly winter-killed in Washte-
naw, Clinton, Lapeer, and Shiawassee Counties. From Wisconsin and
Minnesota no reports of this crop have been received, the climate not
being favorable to peach-culture upon a scale of any importance. In-

diana is 3 per cent, below average. In Floyd County the crop is reported
as " immense," but in other quarters the fruit has rotted and fallen off

to a considerable extent. Illinois reports an improvement of 2G jier

cent. The i)each has held its own better than any other fruit, in spite

of insect and atmosphcMC injuries. Iowa is 13 i)er cent, in advance,
though peach-blooms were considerably damaged by heavy storms in

Clinton and Allamakee Counties. Missouri is 23 per cent., Kansas 31
per cent., and Nebraska 26 per cent, above average. The peach pros-

pects west of the Mississippi are very fine generally. In California,

however, there is a decline of 37 per cent., frost-killing being alleged

as the cause of depreciation in many counties in California and Oregon.
Pears.—The prospect for pears is good in Middlesex County, Connecti-

cut. In Tioga County, Pennsylvania, the bloom was quite full, but late

frosts have greatly shortened the crops. The pears dropped off badly
in McDonough County, Illinois.

Grapes.—The grape-crop of New England is from 4 to 29 per cent,

below average. In Kent and Washington Counties, Rhode Island, and in

Middlesex County, Connecticut, the vines were extensively winter-killed.

In New York the crop is 21 per cent, below average. In Wyoming-
County grapes look well, but in Delaware they are too late to ripen. In
New Jersey the crop is 12 per cent., and in Pennsylvania 5 per cent,

below average. In Bucks, Bradford, Snyder, Mifflin, Tioga, Centre,

Northumberland, and Lehigh Counties the vines were largely winter-

killed, especially old vines. Some of these vines are again sprouting
very iiromisingly. Delaware is 5 per cent., Maryland 10 i^er cent., and
Virginia 5 per cent, above average. In several counties of the latter

State the grape-crop is especially fine. North Carolina is 4 per cent,

and South Carolina 5 i^er cent, above average. From different points

in these States come reports of more abundant yield and finer quality

of grapes, though in some instances a tendency to rot is noticed. In
Georgia the crop is 2 per cent, and in Alabama 5 per cent, above
average, while Florida falls short 2 per cent. In Montgomery County,
Alabama, it is remarkable that all grapes are fine except the Scupper-

nong. Mississippi will reach 6 per cent, above average. In Hancock
County the indigenous grapes, Scuppernongs, Muscatines, &c., are very
abundant. Imported varieties, such as Catawba, Isabella, Concord, &c.,

invariably rot about the 1st of June. In Tishemingo County grapes

were never so abundant. Louisiana is 2 per cent, in advance. In East
Feliciana the Scuppernong grape is superseding all others, from the fact

that it is not disturbed by birds. In Morehouse Parish the grape-crop

is the best since 1868. Heavy rains in June caused some varieties to

rot, but a free use of sulphur was found beneficial. The black Riessliug

is the only grape that never showed signs of rotting. In Texas the crop

is 14 per cent, above average, and in a healthy condition generally. In

Austin County the White German grape is very productive and prom-
ises to be a good raisin grape.
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In Arkansas the crop is 6 per cent., and in Tennessee 9 per cent.,

above average. In Eutlierlbrd County, Tennessee, the Catawbas show
some rot, but Ives's Seedling, Concord, Hartford Prolitic, and
Norton's Virginia are very promising. In West Virginia, are about
an average, and in Kentucky 6 per cent, above. In Ohio, Indiana,

and Illinois, the crop is about average, tliough comj^laints of -winter-

killing come' from some quarters. In Michigan, AViscousin, Iowa,
and JMinnesota, there is a decline from average condition of from
2 to 15 per cent, on account of the Severity of the winter. West of
the Mississippi the condition of the crop improves ; Missouri being
7 per cent., Kansas 10 per cent., and Nebraska 8 per cent, above
average. In Daviess County, Missouri, the Concord stood the winter
better than the other varieties. In Neosho County, Kansas, the rose-

bug was somewhat annoying. In California the crop is 4 per cent,

below par, with, however, numerous marked exceptions. In Napa
County last year raisins, equal to the best Malaga, were produced from
the Muscat grape, and this year the product will be much increased.
In Douglas County, Oregon, the grapes were injured by early frost,

but subsequently started a new growth, and, if the fall season is favor-
able, will produce well. In Bernalillo, New Mexico, frost entirely cut
off the grai^es in some localities.

Strawherries.—In Maine, strawberries were 9 per cent., and in Ver-
mont 4 per cent., above average ; but in all the other New England
States, and in all the Middle States, except Delaware, a decline is re-

ported, ranging from 1 to 24 per cent. In Bristol County, Massa-
chusetts, Wilson's and Cutter's varieties are the favorites for marketing.
In Kent County, Ehode Island, strawberries are always a sure crop. In
Delaware the crop is 16 per cent., and in Maryland 4 per cent, above
average. Along the Atlantic coast the crop declines, Virginia being 8
per cent.. North Carolina 5 per cent., and South Carolina 19 per cent,

below average. Georgia is 2 per cent., and Florida 8 per cent, in ad-
vance. Alabama declines 5 per cent., while Mississippi rises to a full

average, and Louisiana to 15 per cent, above. Texas is a full average,
and Arkansas 18 per cent, above. Tennessee declines 4 per cent., and
West Virginia 9 per cent. Kentucky is 13 per cent, above average.
Ohio is 16 per cent., and Michigan 7 per cent, below, while Michigan,
Indiana, and Illinois are about average. The drought was injurious
in several quarters north of the Ohio. West of the Mississippi, Minne-
sota shows an advance of 34 per cent., and Nebraska of 26 per cent,
above average, while Iowa and Kansas decline 13 per cent., and
Missouri 29 per cent. In California the crop is 4 per cent, below
average.
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FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.
The Department has o'ccasiou to congratulate itself upon the continued

advantages of its extensive foreign correspondence, and the successful

results of the system of international agricultural exchanges which has
been established with numerous governments of this continent and
other quarters of the world. The Commissioner has had the satisfaction

to receive from the director of the agricultural department of the Argen-
tine Eepublie at Buenos Ayres the following interesting and highly en-

couraging communication

:

Argentine Republic,
Buenos Ayres, April 10, 1872.

Slr : I have the honor to state that, on the 1st of January of this year, the national

agricultural department of this republic was duly installed, according to law, decreed
hy government on the 2l8t of July, 1871.

As it is of the highest importance to place itself upon intimate relations with similar

institutions in other countries, and especially those whieh have arrived at such an
advanced state iu agricultural pursuits as that which I have now the honor to address;

and as this country is as yet in its infancy, but abounding in agricultural wealth,
which will be developed and in course of time occupy a prominent position among
other countries of the world, I request the honor of mutual co-operation with the

Department of Agriculture of the United States, begging that information may be sent

to this department on all topics which concern the same, and which the prominent
position of that institution renders of such vast importance, such as : First. New in-

ventions of agricultural implements and machinery. Second. Discoveries with respect

to the cultivation of agricultural plants, observations on growing the same, principally

taking into consideration their peculiar nature and diseases. Third. Information as to

the breeding of animals. Fourth. Cultivation of woods, gardening, fruit-trees, vege-
tables, flowers, &c., &c. Fifth. Mining, shooting, and fishing, (artificial fish-breed-

ing,) or any other branch belonging to the agricultural department. This department
will be most happy to afford in return every information concerning agriculture iu this

country.
The recently closed national exhibition in the city of Cordova has afibrded this de-

partment an excellent opportunity to make collections of the agricultural products of
this country, samples of which will be forwarded to foreign agricultural departments.
A remittance to this department of agricultural seeds, especially different varieties

of wheat, barley, beans, oats, maze, cotton-seed, rice-seed, linseed, grass-seeds, &c., &c.,

forest plants, shrubs, and fruit-trees ; also seed of same, (especially seed or plants of

Finns gigantea,) vegetable seed, models of agricultural implements and machineiy,
pictures of prize animals, pamphlets on agriculture, &c., &c., will be conferring a great

favor, which will be highly esteemed by this department.
Trusting that the most friendly relations may henceforward exist between us to

mutual advantage,
I remain, sir, yours, respectfully,

E. OLDEXDOEFF,
Director of the Agricultural Deparlmeiit.

The Commissioner of the Department op Agriculture
OF the United States, WasMngton.

In connection with its foreign correspondence, the Department is in

receipt of many publications from abroad, relating to agriculture and
collateral subjects. From this source much interesting and valuable

information is obtained in respect to the science and j)ractice of hus-

bandry in its various branches, as well as to the progress of agriculture

in other countries. From the Agricultural Society of the Argentine
Eepublie, accompanying a selection of valuable tree-seeds, including the

seed of the Nanduhay, {Acacia cavania,) a tree which is highly prized for

building and other purposes, the wood being exceedingly strong, and
of the IJspinillo, another variety of the acacia family, bearing an odorif-

erous aromatic flower, tlie Department has received a series of num-
bers of the "Annals of the Argentine Rural Society." This publication,

the organ of the society, is devoted to the collection of facts connected
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with husbandry, and to the encouragement and general progress of

agriculture in that republic. The subjects that are embraced in its

statements and discussions afford gratifying evidence of a zealous inter-

est in the development of the natural resources and agricultural capa-

bilities of the country. These subjects embrace forest-culture ; diseases

of cereals ; cultivation by steam ; breeding of cattle ; epizootic diseases

;

cultivation of the grape, the eucalyptus, rice, Indian corn, tobacco, &c.

;

wool, and the wool-trade ; and a great variety of other topics. Among
them is a curious article on the sunflower, a plant in the cultivation of
which, for various economical puri)oses, an unusual interest has recently

been excited in this country. Its culture in the Argentine Eepublic is

strongly urged from the following considerations : The flowers are said

to afford bees the best material for honey and wax ; the petals are re-

garded as valuable for dyeing i^urposes; the seeds yield 50 per cent,

of an excellent cooking and illuminating oil, superior food for poultry, and
food for cows, which increases the production of milk ; the bottom ot

the caly? resembles the artichoke, and can be used as food in the same
way ; the wood yields 1 per cent, of potash, while common hard wood
yields only one-tenth as much ,• the leaves are used as food for animals,

and make a good smoking tobacco ; and the bark, properly prepared,
affords material for the manufacture of paper.
A model farm is to be established by the agricultural department of

the Argentine Eepublic, which is under the direction of M. Oldendorff,
at Santa Catalina, about twelve miles from Buenos Ayres. The govern-
ment has determined to exjiend half a million dollars in forming an
academy, a farming school, and a gardening school, on the model of similar
institutions in other countries. The studies to be i)ursued are, general
farming, gardening, the care of horses and poultry, botany, growth ot

timber, chemistry, geology, land-surveying, machinery, drawing, and
modern languages. The model farm will be conducted by students, from
whom no pay for instruction will be required.

The department has also been favored by Seiior Garcia, the minister
of the Argentine Eepublic, resident at Washington, with a list of
American exhibitors who obtained prizes at a late national exhibition
at Cordova, the capital of one of the most important states of that
republic. The list embraces the ndmes of some twenty citizens of the
United States, to whom gold and silver medals, as first and second x^rizes,

were awarded, for improved implements of agriculture—plows, reapers,
scythes, irrigators, corn-scatterers, hand-pumps, and other articles.

Under date of the 9th of May, General Charles P. Stone, recently of the
United States, and now general and chief of staff' of His Highness the
Khedive of Egypt, writes that with the rapid increase of area of culti-

vable lands in that country, resulting from the wise improvements of

the present Khedive, there is a lack of laborers for taking full advantage
of the rich soil, and that hence the attention of land-owners is turned
to the introduction of good practical labor-saving machines. The De-
partment is solicited, therefore, to furnish sketches of such machines in
agriculture as are simple and strong in their construction, and do not
require too much skilled labor to manage and repair them. Hints upon
cotton, rice, sugar, and tobacco culture, as practiced in this country, are
said by General Stone to be seized upon with avidity by the cultivators
of Egypt. The chemist of the agricultural de]1artment of Egypt has
for a considerable period been engaged in testing various kinds of wheat,
to ascertain which is most valuable in that climate. He finds that
an Algerian wheat, after eight years of trial, has not deteriorated.
•General Stone suggests that this wheat would be valuable in the extreme
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south of tlie United States, and proposes to forward to the Department
a parcel of seed of the new crop, just being harvested. It is sown in De-
cember, and harvested in May, and stands very successfully the climate
of Egypt, in latitude 30°, where it rarely receives rain, and is grown,
by irrigation. General Stone has sent to the Department a pam-
phlet on the Indian bamboo, which is being acclimatized in Egypt
with great success. This pamphlet was recently published at Cairo,
under the patronage of the Khedive, by the agricultural department of
Egyi^t. We append a few notes from it, which may serve to answer in-

quiries frequently made at this Department for a suitable material for
lining and x)rotecting the banks of rivers and canals ; for this purpose
the bamboo, which may be acclimated in this country ds well as in Egypt,
seems to be peculiarly adai)ted :

The gigantic bamboo, Avhich is of colossal dimensions, growing to the height of 20
meters, with a circumference of 40 to 50 centimeters at the base, (say 65 feet high and
15 to 18 inches in circumference,) from the joints of which, especially those of the
middle and u^jper parts, grow numerous branches with long leaves, is the most vigor-
oiTS species of this arborescent plant. It was introduced some years ago into the gar-
dens of the Khedive of Egypt, at Ghdzireh, from whence it has been multiplied in two
or three other gardens of Egpyt. It was so much admired by the Emperor of Brazil,

on his visit to the gardens of the Kh6dive last autumn, that he expressed his determi-
nation to import it into Brazil, and to cultivate it upon the imperial estates as a shade
for animals during the heats of summer.
The gigantic bamboo originates in India and China, and is highly appreciated

wherever it is cultivated, being used for posts in pavilions and the houses of the in-

habitants. The hollow joints are utilized for carrying liquids, for flower-vases, «fec.

;

and in China, and especially in Indi'a, for bottles and tobacco-boxes, highly wrought
and polished, and sold at great prices. The larger stalks are also used for bridges,
"^vater-pipes, and carts and other vehicles. In fine, the wood is employed in the arts, in a
multitude of industries, and for implements of agriculture.

This species of bamboo vegetates with such rapidity that it can almost be said that
one can see it grow. Its progress may be seen from day to day, and at Gh6zireh it has
been known to grow 9 inches in a single night. In China, criminals condemned to
death are subjected to the atrocious punishment of impalement, by means of the bam-
boo. A humid soil is congenial to the gigantic bamboo, although it suffers under a
prolonged inuudatiou. It is proposed in Egypt to cultivate it upon the borders of the
canals in the vast domains of the Kh6dive.
There is also in the gardens of Egj'pt another species of bamboo, believed to be

the Banibusa arundinacea of Wildenow. It presents the following characteristics : The
stalks are smaller and shorter than the gigantic bamboo of India ; it attains about 12
meters (39 feet) in height ; it forms larger tufts or clusters than the great bamboo, and
throws out a greater number of stalks, which are furnished with numerous slender and
tlexuous branches, bearing ordinarily tolerably large thorns, a little arched at the
joints or articulations, and the leaves are smaller than those of the gigantic species,

being rounded at the base, lance-shaped, tapering to a point, and a little downy.
There is another species of bamboo which it is proposed to cultivate in Egypt. It

attains a height of 5 or 6 meters, produces enormous clusters of canes, about the size

of the finger, and makes excellent props for use in horticulture. A plant of two or
three years' growth will furnish a hundred stalks, forming a cluster of vast size. This
species is the Bambusa edulis, so called from the fact that its young shoots are edible,

and in China regarded as very nourishing.
There is still another species of bamboo to which the attention of the cultivators in

Egypt is called. It is the black bamboo, {Bamhusa nigra.) It is distinguished princi-

pally by its slender branches, which are of a iine black color, and from which canes
are manufactured extensively for exportation. Pens are made from the smaller stem*,
which are commonly used for writing in Egypt.

The opening of direct communication by rail from New Tork to

San' Francisco, and by steamshij) thence to New South Wales,
has so shortened distance that our buyers of Australian wools, in-

stead of going to England for supplies, may go direct to the first

market. This has induced the Agricultural Society of that colony to

send to E. W. Forbes & Co., of New York, thirty-three prize fleeces,

which were exhibited in the exhibition in Sydney in 1871, " in order,"
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as stated by Mr.' Joubert, secretary of tlie Agricultural Society of New
South Wales, "to enable not only the buyers of wool, but also the

breeders of sheep, to see what we produce ; and with a view to bring

about an exchange which must necessarily prove of mutual benefit."

These fleeces were designed for the New York Chamber of Commerce,
but as that body has no suitable room for their exhibition, they have
been sent to this Department, where they may be examined at any time
in connection with the descriptive catalogues which accompany them.
The subject of a system of exchanges of wools and of breeds is thus
proposed by Mr. Joubert

:

The council desires me to say that they are most anxious to enter into regular com-
mnnication with yonr Department, with a view of establishing an exchange of blood
in sheep, cattle, &c., &c. I need not say that we shall place anything coming from
you before our members, and obtain the greatest possible notoriety for your products
* * * "We hold a metropolitan exhibition once a year, and it has been our wish to

obtain exhibits from the States ; hitherto we have had but few, and principally im-
plements.

As the Department has no means wherewith to establish a system of

exchanges of animals, it can only refer the proposition to individuals

and associations for their action. In this connection the following let-

ter from Mr. Eaudall, president of the National Wool-Growers' Associ-
ation, is worthy of consideration

:

Cortland Village, New York,
March 25, 1872.

Dear Sir : While I think it would be discourteous to decline a system of exchanges
of domestic animals with the Agricultural Society of New South Wales, I confess I

cannot, at preseut, see how it can be rendered successful. I am inclined to think our
importers of choice horses and cattle and coarse-wool sheep would prefer to look for

them in England, and it would not pay to import any. but very choice animals from
Australia. Owners of these would not be likely to wish to export them on uncertain-
ties, and without knowing distinctly what they were to receive in return.

In regard to fine-wool sheep, apparently the most favorable subjecjjis of exchange,
the standards of breeding in the two countries are essentially different. A friend of
mine brought out from Australia some merinos, six or eight, and placed them with
me. They were from the most celebrated, iiocks, and were mostly first-prize sheep at

the Australian International Colonial Show. They, were of good size and form, and
were very hardy and vigorous. Their wool was much finer than ours, and more than
proportionably lighter. Compared with ours, they were a thin-wooled sheep. Their
fleeces would not sell for enough more per pound than American merino fleeces to be'

as profitable as the latter.

Hundreds of American breeders of full-bloods saw them on my farm, and not one of
^

them would have taken the sheep as a gift. I ceased to breed them separately, and
not being willing to use the rams, they became extinct, witli the exception of one
prize ewe of the original importation, which I now have.
Our breeders, who grow finer sheep than the American merino, generally prefer

certain German stocks, which give heavier fleeces than the Australian ; and though
their wool is not so fine as the latter, it is as fine as any demanded, to any extent, in
our markets. The truth is, very fine merino wool never fetches enough more than that
of. medium fineness to make up for the difference in weight of fleece.

Mr. Joubert wrote you that the American merinos heretofore exported to Australia
were not liked there. Their sheep proved equally unsatisfactory here. I cfinnot,
therefore, see much, if any, prospect of a satisfactory or useful exchange.

I am, sir, very resx^ectfull}',

HENRY S. EANDALL.
Hon. Frederick Watts,

Commissioner of Jfjricultnre. -

Among the recent foreign publications received at the Department is

the '' Bulletin of the Eoyal Society for the Protection of Animals in
Belgium," which contains views worthy of attention and adoption. The
protection of animals against the cruelties of human avarice has an eco-

nomical as well as a moral importance, and may well claim the aid of
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national legislation. The penal code of Belgium inflicts fines and im-
prisonment upon persons guilty of maltreating animals or of exposing
them to. torture in public spectacles and fights. The society above
referred to is designed to promote the merciful treatment of animals ; to

co-operate with the laws which aim at that end ; to encourage such pub-
lications as are calculated to further the object; and by all i)racticable

methods to enforce the law which, in that respect, ought to rule in

every man's heart. It aims likewise to check the needless cruelties which
too often attend the slaughtering of animals, and even extends its

beneficent guardianship to the protection of such birds as the interests

of agriculture require should be preserved from the snare of the fowler.

The bulletin furnishes information also as to the operations of other
foreign societies for the protection of animals. At the International
Exposition of Agriculture to be held at the Hague in September next,

by the Agricultural Society of Holland, premiums, with a view to the
more comfortable working and compassionate treatment of animals, are
to be offered for the most approved railway car for the transportation of
cattle ; for the best descriptions ofharnesses for plowing, for draught, for

the tow-path uiion canals, and for ordinary carriages ; for improvements
in head-stalls, bits, halters, sheep-shears, methods of transporting poul-

try, &c. 5 and also for treatises on horse-shoeing, slaughtering animals,
and insectiverous birds. A society at Lyons has offered a premium of
200 francs for the best treatise on the origin and causes of cruelty to
animals, and the most natural and effectual remedies. A society exists

at Hamburg which is distinguished by its active and intelligent efforts.

It numbers 1,250 members, and extends its operations to the giving of
horse-blankets to hackmen and others who are unable to purchase them,
and to the distribution of rewards among those who are especially care-

ful of their horses, and premiums for meritorious acts of solicitude for

animals, as well as to the detection and prosecution of cases of cruelty.

The colonial secretary of the island of Trinidad, in response to a letter

of the Department, writes, that the government of that island will be
happy to co-operate with the Department of Agriculture in Washington
in effecting a mutual interchange of plants and seeds indigenous to the
respective countries, and that the government botanist has been directed
to prepare such seeds and plants as this Department may desire to pos-

sess.

TEA-CULTURE IN JAPAN.

The Department of Agriculture is indebted to the Secretary of the
Navy for the following very interesting report upon the culture and
preparation for the market of tea in the Suruga district, Japan, made
by Master J. E. Pillsbury, in command of the United States steamship
Emperor, and transmitted to the Navy Department by Eear-Admiral
Jenkins, of the Asiatic fleet. The Emperor was detailed to convey Mr.
0. O. Shepard, charge d'affaires, and a party of several other gentle-

men, including two Japanese ofiicials, from Shimidze, Japan, to the tea

district ; and Master Pillsbury made the observations which are detailed

in his report in company with this party, under the guidance of a mer-
chant of Skidzaoka, from whom much valuable information was ob-
tained.
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United Statks Steamship Colorado,
Yokohama, Japan, May 17, 1872.

Sir: * * *

.
*

The tea district of this province (Suruga) is about twenty miles nearly west from
Shimidze. A tea merchant from Shidzaoka, (a city about ten miles from the bay,) who
receives his tea from many plantations in the neighborhood, was our guide, and took
great pains to give us all the infoi-mation iu his power. The tea of this province,

which is said to be among the best of any iu Japau, amounts yearly to twenty thou-

sand piculs, nearly one-sixth of the whole production. The seeds are ]ilanted in De-
cember and grow during the first year two or three inches. On the third year, a light

crop may be picked, which goes on increasing until the ninth or tenth year, when it is

largest and has the best of iiavor. The full life of the tree is from twenty to thirty

years, and when it has reached this age it is cut dowu to the stump. Shoots spring

up again, and in three or four years are ready for picking. This second life of the tree

is much better than the first, both iu flavor and size of production ; but after it has ruu
out they are obliged to dig it up and replant the seeds.

Nearly all the small farmers owning but little laud raise grain enough for home use,

and among the wheat, buckwheat, rice, «fcc., plant the tea-trees. The regular growers,
however, have their plantations separate, and almost entirely on lull-sides, which are

sometimes so steep that it would seem almost impossible to ascend. They are four or

five acres iu extent, the trees plauted quite regularly, and four or five feet apart. The
soil, which may be quite ordinary, is manured with fish, or bean-cake, but only sparingly.

When the tree is in its prime it looks like a very angular apple-tree reduced iu
height to four or five feet. Of all the branches of more than a year's growth but very
few ruu iu the same straight line more than a few inches, but turn in every possible
direction in sharp angles. The probable cause of this angularity is the continued
picking and twisting it has iu its smaller and more tender branches as they pick its

leaf. The leaf in its full size is about one inch and a half iu length, with a very fine

serrated edge, quite firm, and has a slightly waxy appearance. Its veins are very few
and but slightly visible, except when looking toward a strong light. Until they are
nearly the full size they are a very light green, turning as they become old a dark
green, and quite stiff.

The picking-party, composed of women and older children, start to the field early in

the morning, carrying several square bamboo baskets holding about two bushels^ and
smaller round ones to sling to the waist of each picker. They work systematically, up
one row and down the next, one or two at each bush, picking with great rapidity the
light-green leaves and as little of the stem as possible. As soon as the small basket is

filled it is emptied into the larger ones, which are carried to the farm-house as fast as
they are ready. There are two pickings during the year—the first about the 1st of
May, and the last by the 1st of August. Sometimes there are intermediate ones when
the demand is great, but it produces very inferior tea, as recourse must be had to the
dark, stift" leaves. The first picking is always the best, and the earlier it is the better,

for then the leaves are younger. The average crop of the regular pickings from one
tree is 1.*? pounds per year.

At the farm-house the men remain to prepare the leaves. They first put about a
bushel at a time into a shallow bamboo basket, over boiling water, and cover u^), to
steam. They remain here from 45 to 70 seconds, become very soft and pliable, and
only require to have the superfluous water evaporated from them to be ready for the
next process.

The next operation is to fire them. The firing-pans are made of a frame of wood
about 54 by 36 by 4^ inches, with a very thick paper bottom. This tray is placed on a
fire-place built of mud and lime, in which is a charcoal fire, having a temperature at the
paper bottom of about 140°. On the top of the fire-place or oven is a gratiug of flat

iron to keep the bottom of the tray from coming through. The green leaves are put in
the tray to the depth of about two inches, and kept moving by the hands to prevent
them from sticking together. As they begin to dry and change color to a dirty brown,
the man takes his hands full and rolls them to assist iu the curling. This is continued
from 60 to 90 minutes, when the leaf is of a brown-black color, and rather dry. They •

'are then taken out, allowed to cool, and all the imperfectly rolled ones and bare stems
picked out. They are again put back into the firing-pans to finish drying and get an
additional curl. It is now nearly black, and is ready to be packed in paper bags to be
sent to the native tea-merchant. One man must prepare 10 catties, or 13^ pounds, per
day to earn his wages ; in doing this he expends 40 catties, or 50-odd pounds, of the
green leaf, 75 per cent, being lost iu firing.

After leaving the tea district we went to the city of Shidzaoka to visit the establish-
ment of the merchant who had been our guide. There, after slightly warming the tea,
as received from the country, in the same kind of pans, it is jiut through bamboo
sieves, for the purpose of assorting the grades ; the finer kinds only are marketable to
foreigners, and the coarser leaves are put into inferior tea for native use. After sifting
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they are put into liiing-paus and kept iu motiou for about twenty minutes. It changes
color to a greenish tinge and has a fine aromatic odor.
The last operation is to fan the dust out. About two or three pounds areplaced in a

hamhoo vessel shaped like a coal-shovel, having a sqnare edge on one side and high
curved sides on the other three. The man who holds it tosses the tea up and at the
same time forces the sides together, making the bottom quite concave. A^the tea falls

he extends the sides, thus allowing the bottom to spring back to its natural position,
and making it act as a fan to produce a ciirrent of air under the tea. As all the dust
falls, sinking below the large leaves, it is brought into contact with this air, and so
blown out on the floor. It is then boxed up and sent to the European merchant.
The preparation of tea for use -would not be complete without a description of the

operation it goes through with in the hands of the foreign merchant. The tea, as
received from the native merchant, after being weighed is thrown into a large bin,
from which it is measured out to the firing-girls. Instead of the wood and paper
trays they have iron bowls about two feet in diameter, encased in long masonry ovens,
with a place for the charcoal fire under each one. The tea in them (over a heat of
about 175°) is kejit continually moving to insure equal heating. Experts move about
while the firing is going on, and when it has reached the proper point, direct it to be
removed. It is then a grayish-green color, perfectly dry, and has an improved flavor,

biit being very brittle, is considerably broken up. It is then sifted to exclude the dust,

packed in leaded cases, covered with mats, and is ready to be shipped. The entire loss

in w^eight, from the time the leaf is picked until it reaches the consumer, is about 80
per cent. ; from which we see that the small province of Snruga alone produces yearly
about 100,000 piculs, or over 13,000,000 pouuds, of the green leaf.

INDUSTRIAL EXPOSITIONS.

Universal Exhibition at Vienna, in 1873.—An exhibition of
unusual maguitude and importance is to Tbe held at Vienna during- the
coming year, under the patronage of the Emperor of Austria. It is

designed to afford a complete representation of the present state of
civilization and the entire sphere of national economy. An act of

Congress, passed at the last session, authorized the President to ap-
point one or more agents to represent the Government of the United
States at this international exposition, provided that such appointments
shall not impose on this Government any liability for the expense
they may occasion. In accordance with this act the President has ap-
pointed Mr. Thomas B. Van Buren to be commissioner on the part of
our Government. Mr. Van Buren has an office at 51 Chambers street,

New York, where exhibitors may obtain any desired information con-
cerning the exposition. The exhibition will be held in the Imperial Prae-
ter, a place admirably adapted to give it the best effect by affording
the amplest facilities for the display of the contemplated vast collec-

tion of the arts and industries of universal civilization. The Praeter
is an immense park, some five or six miles in length, traversed by six

noble avenues of chestnut-trees, running in different directions, the
principal one being 15,000 feet in length. It is divided into three parts,

one for horsemen, one for pedestrians, and the other a broad road for^

carriages. jSTothing of the kind in the world, perhaps, exceeds this

grand promenade and drive. It is the customary place of resort for the
citizens of Vienna on Sundays and holidays, and on ordinary occasions
it presents the appearance of a great fair. It is characteristic of the
gay and hospitable people of Vienna, and gives full scope to their

proverbial love of harmless amusements.
Agriculture, horticulture, forestry, and industries of every descrip-

tion, including the arts of war as well as of peace, and the fine arts,

will be embraced in the objects to be exhibited. An attempt will be
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made to give an epitome of the history of inventions, by competitive

trials of machinery, apparatus, and methods of work of different dates
;

in addition to which the productions of machines and hand-work will be
placed side by side, to show that while in some cases machines have
superseded hand-work, in others they have aided and increased its

products. A representation of the commerce and trade of the world
will be given by exhibiting specimens of the articles of trade at all the
important sea-ports, each specimen being marked with the origin, des-

tination, price, and quantity of imp'ort and exi)ort of the article. There
is hardly anything, however remotely coimected with agriculture and
the industrial arts, that will not be embraced in the comprehensive pro-

gramme of this universal exhibition; and the whole will be accompa-
nied by international congresses and conferences for discussing import-
ant matters, and special lectures and experiments, such as will .subject

machinery and various scientific theories to practical tests. The exhi-

bition will be diversified, and its staid character of utility relieved, by
representations of all kinds of sports, including the inevitable race,

regattas, and national games and plays; and exhibitors will have an
opportunity to dispose of their alimentarj^ substances in tasting-pavil-

ions and refreshraent-rooius erected for the purpose.
The exhibition includes some novelties or features which are not

common to such occasions, and which, if carried out to their full ex-

tent, will be of valuable as well as of curious interest. Among these
are plans for affording dilferent nations an opportunity to illustrate

their peculiar forms and actual conditions of domestic life, by present-

ing model's of the inner arrangement, furniture, and decorations of
their private dwelling-houses, and also the arrangements, furniture,

and utensils of their farm-houses. The object is to show how the pri-

vate dwelling-house can and ought to be built in order best to fulfill its

purpose, taking into consideration the climate and local circumstances,
and the mode of life, wants, and habits of different peoples. The prac-

tical value of such an exhibition will be, that it will furnish opportuni-
ties for instructive comparison of different styles of domestic architec-

ture, and for recommending that which may be best suited to particular
climates and habits of life—economy, tnste, and comfort being taken
equally into account. The farm-house exhibition is well calculated to
attract the peasantry, and to arouse their special interest. The gen-
erally unsuitable condition of farm-houses constitutes a good objective
reason for the proposed international display, with a view to such com-
parison as will excite attention and stimulate to improvement.
Agricultural Exposition at Barcelona, Spain.—An agricul-

tural and industrial exhibition of implements of husbandry, with par-
ticular reference to those connected with the culture of the vine and the
olive, and the fabrication of their products, is to be opened in September
next at Barcelona, the capital of the principality of Catalonia, in Spain,
commanding one of the most fertile and best cultivated plains in the
Peninsula, and famous for the manufacture of wines and brandy. Com-
petition will be free to all nations, and the Spanish government has
arranged to admit models free of duty and at reduced rates of trans-
portation. Implements and machines sent for exhibition will, if desired,
be sulgnitted to practical tests as to their capacity, eflQciency, and
economy of operation. Besides being rich in wines, Catalonia has
extensive manufactories of cotton, silk, lace, and glass.
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'JAPANESE PAPER.

The mauufacture of paper is oue of tlie most remarkable of the native
industries of Japan. An account, recently obtained through the British
consuls at Kanagawa, Nagasaki, and Osaka, contains many interesting
facts, both as to the extent to which the manufacture is carried and the
raw material from which, in almost .endless variety, the article is made.
No nation in the world, perhaps, has displayed greater ingenuity, skill,

and patient industry in adapting paper to so many useful as well as
ornamental purposes. Inquiries submitted to the Department in respect
to this manufacture have induced a brief stateu^ent of the facts of which
it is in possession. These facts, by no means as full as could b^ desired,

in an agricultural point of view, are not without value as indicating the
practicability of cultivating, in the varied climate of our own country,
those productions which have supplied the Japanese with such economi-
cal materials for the manufacture of i)aper.

The i)aper-mulberry, {Mdkodzu,) the Kaji tree or shrub, and the
Makaso and other plants, are cultivated in Japan for the manufac-
ture of paper. The paper-mulberry has been thus used for two hun-
dred and fifty years. From a very ancient date, and up to the year
A. D. 280, or thereabouts, silk, with a facing of linen, was used in Japan
for writing upon, as were thin wood-shavings. In that year i^aper was
imported from the Corea, and no other paper than that appears to have
been known in Japan till about the year 600, when the manufacture
was introduced by a x)riest from Corea, who had probably learned the
art from the Chinese. A son of the then reigning Mikado learned of
this priest how to make paper. That first made, of whatever material,

lacked strength and durability, easily became worm-eaten, and did not
take the ink well. The Mikado's son first used successfully in the
manufacture the mulberry, which, hence, came to be called the paper-
mulberry ; he also caused it to be planted throughout the country, and
the mode of making paper from it to be extensively promulgated.
The paper-mulberry is cut down to the root annually for four years

;

in the fifth year, it becomes a dense shrub from six to ten feet high,

when the shoots, or stalks, are cut, steamed, the bark stripi^ed off, dried,

and prepared for making paper. This is done by washing and boiling the
bark, and pounding it with clubs into the requisite pulpy state. The
paper is set or formed in frames, or sieves of bamboo, by dexterous mani-
pulation, somewhat after the old method in this country of making
paper by hand, in sheets, the size of which was regulated by the frame
or mold. The young wood is i)referred for i)aper material, and the
inner and whiter bark of the youngest branches is selected for the better

qualities of x^aper.

The kaji tree, also used extensively for paper-making, is a shrub which
grows in all parts of Japan, and is cultivated in the same manner as the
mulberry. The i)lant is said to resemble our willow, and like that thrives

well near water. There seems to be no reason why it and the paper-

mulberry should not flourish in this country, and it is supposed that

I)aper can be manufactured from the bark of either at a cheaper rate

than from any equally good material which we now use. The* paper-
mulberry has indeed been cultivated in the grounds of the Department
of Agriculture with the same success which has attended the introduc-

tion of the Chinese mulberry ; so that the capabilities of the milder cli-

mates of our country for its growth may be considered as having been
demonstrated.
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The makaso and several other plants used for making i)aper are cul-

tivated in the same manner, and manufactured by the same general process

as the mulberry, the manipulations varying only with the classes and quali-

ties of the paper produced. The kinds of paper that are made are almost

innumerable, some of them possessing extraordinary qualities, and the

purposes for which they are used are surprisingly various, embracing

the most delicate as well as the roughest objects, and involving ingeni-

ous processes and great skill and dexterity in their manufacture. Paper

is made in imitation of leather and of water-proof cloth, and possesses

all their qualities. This is done by an admixture of a paste or glutin-

ous substance which is produced by boiling fern and other roots, adding
a juice expressed from unripe persimmons. It is dyed of different colors,

and is a very tough and strong material, perfectly impervious to water,

and capable of resisting intense heat. It is used for boxes, trays, and
similar purposes, and even for siiucepans, which sustain no injury over

a hot charcoal fire. Prepared with oil, it is used for rain-coats, and as

a substitute for glass in windows. Water-proof great coats, made of this

species of paper, may be purchased for about 35 cents a piece, and they

are completely impervious in a storm of rain, although very light. The
Japanese persimmon, which seems to be an essential element of this

description of paper, is in process of successful culture in the gardens ofthe

Department of Agriculture. It does not differ in its constituents from
that which is indigenous to the southern portions of this country ; but
it is much larger and altogether of a superior quality, and its successful

culture in this country, which may be regarded as assured, is a matter
therefore of commercial as well as agricultural importance.
The Japanese are wonderfully proficient in giving to paper great hard-

ness and weight, as well as extreme delicacy, lightness, and beauty of

texture. It is impossible to tear the tougher sorts of paper across the
grain, and thin strips, torn in the opposite direction, make tough and
convenient strings.

The inquiries in respect to Japanese paper which have been addressed
to this Department have exclusive reference to its commercial aspect,

and to the question of its importation. It is obvious, however, that the
papers of Japan, various and beautiful and valuable as some of them
are, could not be utilized in this country and made available as an
article of merchandise for the reason that they are adapted only to the
peculiar tastes and customs of the Japanese themselves. The consular
reports referred to contain enumerations of various kinds of j)aper man-
ufactured in Japan, known by distinctive names, and extending to a
hundred and fifty different classes. Besides the uses i)reviously speci-

fied, different sorts of paper are manufactured expressly for the making
of hats, coats, shoes, bags, umbrellas, handkerchiefs, fans, screens, wall-

decorations, candle-wicks, mats, toys, trays, boxes of all kinds, purses,
pocket-books, tobacco-pouches, ornaments of every description, hair-

strings and pins, female hair-ornaments, bank-notes, drawing, painting,
and numerous other purposes, including diplomatic, ceremonial, and
fanciful descriptions for official dispatches, letters of congratulation,
and other communications exchanged on festive occasions.
The handkerchiefs made ofpaper, and commonly used by the Japanese,

are of a whitish-brown color. Until a recent period, the Japanese were
in blissful ignorance of the comfort of a cotton handkerchief, which is

now an article of extensive exportation to this country and England.
Among the many varieties of the Japanese fan is one which is employed
in the battle-field as an arm of defense. It is made of paper, and is of
larger size than usual, the sheath being of iron, so that, if fatigued by a
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riolent personal encounter, a warrior sits down a moment to rest and
cool himself, and is unexpectedly attacked, he immediately bits his

enemy over the head with his fan. These fans are only made to order,

and are adorned with the national emblem—a red sun on a black ground.
The fan is an inseparable part of the Japanese dress ; and in strong con-

trast with those above mentioned, is a fan also made of paper, so thin

and transparent that nothing can be conceived lighter or i^leasanter to

use. In the museum of the Department of Agriculture is a specimen
of the beautiful transparent paper which is used for making such fans

and other articles of extreme nicety and delicacy. The varieties of the

paper fan of the Japanese would form a very curious collection in

respect to form as well as quality. A Japanese is rarely without a fan.

It is his shelter from the sun, his note-book, and his plaything. With-
out it he is as much at a loss as an American would be in unaccustomed
company without a walking-stick, or something wherewith to occupy
his hands.

EXPERIMENTS WITH CORN.'

Very favorable reports have been received by the Department of ex-

periments with " Gooley corn," distributed during the winter of 1871-'72.

Among these may be noted the trial made by Mr. A. J. Wright, of Port
Gibson, Claiborne County, Mississippi. Mr. Wright says:

The Cooley corn received from the Department was planted March 8 and March 25,

on land of moderate strength, with a slight broadcasting of ashes, plaster, and snper-

pliosphate. It yielded an abundance of choice roasting-ears by the 10th of June,
proving about as early as the earliest garden varieties. The ears were of good size

and handsome, and the yield very heavy, many stalks bearing three and in some cases

four ears. Planted nearly a month after the " Peabody Prolific," it was in roasting-

ear ten or twelve days in advance of that variety. We had some fine varieties of corn
from Kansas, and some of the kinds usually planted here, but the " Cooley" was supe-

rior to any of them, except the " Peabody," coucerniug my experimeut with which I

submit a memorandiun.

Mr. Wright states that he planted small quantities of corn received

from Mr. Charles A. Peabody, of Augusta, Georgia, on the 10th .and

30th February of the present year. It was in roasting-ear about June

25, giving an unusual yield, although not cultivated with any consid-

erable care. Suckers shoot from the base to the number of two, three,

and sometimes four, growing, in rich land, nearly to the size of the

parent stalk, and bearing ears, so that there is sometimes a product of

nine or ten ears to the single grain. The growth is very vigorous, yielding

a large amount of fodder. It is thought by Mr. Wright that, with

proper cultivation, it might yield on Mississippi fields as high as one
hundred bushels per acre.

Cooley corn has succeeded well in Florida. Mr. J. D. Wolfe, of Pensa-

cola, says that he marketed his product two weeks in advance of all

other corn, and that for early maturity and productiveness it is unriv-

aled in that section. On one-sixth of an acre, although the season was
unfavorable, he raised one hundred and ten dozen ears of good size,

which netted in market $24.75, or at the rate of $148.50 per acre. Mr.

W. planted his corn at different times, with reference to having roasting-

ears, until the frosts in November. Having planted peas between the

rows, he would have, in addition to his corn and pea product, corn-fod-

der and forage at the rate of two tons to the acre, the ground being

cleared in time for a crop of turnips, ready for the market in January.
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TREE-PLANTING FOR PROFIT IN THE MIDDLE STATES.

It has been shown by the result of actual experiments that timber-
growin<? on the prairies and phiins of the West is a profitable enterprise.

Its profit has not been so clearly deraoustratetl in the Middle States, a
country of natural forests, where neglected fields are constantly under-
going transformation from tillage lands to woodlands. Where the for-

ests have been cleared, and jiopulation is dense, there is still an abund-
ant and cheap supply of coal in the latter States; and though coal is

abundant west of the Mississippi, the opened mines are at such a distance
that corn is often used for fuel, and the planting of rapidly-growing
trees becomes a necessity, and its practice is already proving a success.

The question of the profit of similar enterprises on the Atlantic coast is

an interesting one, which has occupied the attention of many practical
minds. The following communication from a correspondent, Mr. Wm.
C. Lodge, of Claymont, Delaware, presents facts and suggestions per-
tinent to this subject

:

Though few experiments, aud those generally on a small scale, have been made iu
timber-planting in this section, we yet have specimen plantations of all ages, from
those but recently made to the towering groves of sixty years' growth, comprising all
varieties of timber and cord-wood trees, showing the relative growth and value for
mechanical purposes of the difterent trees common to this climate, and demonstratiug
the fact that larger trees and more valuable timber can be produced by culture
than, can be obtained from natural forests of equal age. Another advantage in artificial

forests is the control of the varieties, which is, of itself, a matter of such imj^rtauce as
to render the artificial products more than double the value of the natural.

It is a well-known fact that the durability of timber depends upon the .qual-
ity of soil in which it grows, the climate, and the age of the tree. As a rule, tiiQ

strongest and most durable timber, particularly hardwood, is grown in a temper-
ate climate, and in a clay or "white-oak" soil. While all varieties of the oak
grown in high latitudes are comparatively soft and brittle, the same kinds grown
between the thirty-sixth and forty-first degrees of latitude are more compact iu tex-
ture, stronger, and more durable. The white oaks of Pennsylvania, Delaware, and
Northern Virginia furnish timber for mills, ships, and other purposes where great
strength and durability are required, almost equal to the live-oak of the South. A
competent inspector will at once determine the locality in which the specimen sub-
mitted to his examination was grown, and tell whether it grew iu a clay or sandy
soil.

With the hints furnished by nature as our guide, we began the business of planting
forest-trees. Our operations extend through a period of forty years, and our design,
originally, was to utilize waste places, such as hill-sides difficult of culture, rocky
fields, irredeemable swamps, as well as sterile or exhausted sand-beds. At the same
time we planted a portion of our lands best adapted to general agricultural purposes,
in all cases charging the crops with the cost of labor l>estowed, the interest on the
value of the land, and crediting it only with the products actually realized or carefully
estimated.
We aimed to select such trees as were adapted to the soil and the situation. On our

fertile " bottom-land" we planted the tulip-poplar for its clean, rapid growth, the white
oak for its timber value, and the chestnut and honey-locust on account of their quick
growth and durability as fence posts, railroad ties, aud the latter especially for tre-
nails, or trunnels for vessels. We also planted the black walnut and some other trees
for their ornamental woods. It is needless to say that the best lands gave the most
satisfactory results, and, with one exception, the largest clear profits.
The white willow plantation gave the largest returns for the capital and labor in-

vested; but this was owing to the local demand for its wood by the extensive powder-
works of the Messrs. DuPont, in the immediate vicinity.
The best or " bottom-lands " were planted after a previous corn crop with young

trees taken from a nursery, two years old. The trees were planted in the intersections
of the markings, leaving space for two rows of corn both ways between the rows of
trees. The number of trees to the acre was somewhat over three hundred. Corn was
planted between the trees annually until it ceased to be remunerative or interfered
with their growth. This occurred in the fourth or fifth year. Thereafter the soil was
once plowed and harrowed annually for about three years, when further care was
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abandoned, except an occasional iiruning or cutting away of such inferior trees as
interfered with the growth of others more valuable.
The rocky tields and the hill-sidea that did not admit of culture by horse-power were

grubbed, spaded, and afterward planted, partly with young trees two years old, and
partly Avith nuts and seeds. Most of the nuts either failed to vegetate or were eaten
by mice and squirrels, and necessitated replanting with young trees. To these rough
plantations we did not give much after-culture, but applied guano and Avood-ashes to
the soil, which produced a rapid and healthy growth iu the young trees. Wood-ashes
have, Avith us, proved the best fertilizer for young trees. We consider an application
of leached wood-ashes almost indispensable for a young j)lantation of forest-trees unlesi*
the soil is already well charged with the elements of fertility.

The white-willow plantation was made on low, moist ground, partly in a swamp.
Large slips or stakes about six feet in length are cut from the trees in March and April,
sharpened at the large end, and driven a foot or eighteen inches into the yielding soil,

or Inserted in holes made with a crowbar. No further care is necessary until after the
fifth year, when the branches may all be cut for the powder-mills, leaving a single
main-stem about six feet in height. This stumptimmediately throws out a system of
branches that may again be cut after a period of five to seven years. Periodical cut-
tings may thereafter be made every five years, which seem to invigorate the tree, and
tend to form a crown, from which an increased number of branches spring forth.

The locust requires a deep, rich soil to j^roduce the best results. It will bear culti-
vation in close thickets, and may be cut periodically every sixteen years. Our single
half acre is a profitable portion of our forest plantation. The trees, two years old,
were planted in good soil after a previous crop of corn, seven feet apart each way,
with a row of potatoes between. They were cultivated one way for four successive
seasons, wheii we ceased to plant the potatoes, and left the trees to take care of them-
selves.

The chestnuts were planted with the locusts, the same distance apart, and in the
same manner, except that the nuts were planted instead of young trees. Once started,
the after-treatment was the same as the locust plantation. Each are cut at intervals
of about sixteen years, and the plantations thicken and increase greatly in value with
every periodical cutting. Oui" chestnut and locust plantations have quadrupled iu
value aftei*the two cuttings they have received. Three to six sprouts spring from
every stump, each making a growth quite as vigorous and as much wood in the same
time as did the parent tree.

The soil in which all our deciduous trees are planted is chiefly clay, or clay with a
slight intermixture of loam. A sandy soil is more suitable for the pine, and even the
barren sand-hills, occasionally found on the shores of the Delaware and Chesapeake
Bays and along the Atlantic, may be utilized by the pine, and made to pay a fair profit

on the timber product.
On a tract of sandy land, almost devoid of vegetable growth, in the county of

Somerset, Maryland, is one of tlife most successful experiments in pine planting. The
land had previously been in "common," in order to allow it to recuperate its exhausted
energies by a period of rest. It was plowed, wood-ashes at the rate of twenty-five
bushels to the acre s^iread over it, and the pine-seed was sown broadcast and brushed
in. The whole business of planting apd the care of the young trees is now finished,

and we patiently wait ten, fourteen, or sixteen years for the crop. A better system of

planting, and one that now generally prevails, is to strike out the ground and cross-

mark as for corn, four feet apart, drop the seeds in the intersections and cover by hoe or
plow. The young trees may thus be regularly cultivated, when they make a straight,

rapid growth. It is estimated that a fine grove, carefully cultivated in this manner
for a few seasons, will be as valuable iu ten years from planting as that sown broad-
cast will be in sixteen years. Instances are not rare of plantations of pine in the bet-
ter soils near the headwaters of the tributaries of the Delaware and Chesajieake Bays,
after a growth of eighteen or twenty years, making sufficient cord-wood to cover the
whole ground on Avhich it grew, to a height of tAvo and a half feet, or, in four feet

ranks, leaving passages between the ranks three feet in width.
A recapitulation, shoAving the costs and profits of our timber-plantation, will, we

believe, demonstrate the fact that timber-planting for profit may be successfully prac-
ticed in our best land in the Middle States.

Our first plantation of oaks, poplars, &c., made on our best arable land, is yet stand-
ing, and its value can, therefore, only be^ estimated. The corn for the five successive
years after planting the trees paid the cost of the young trees, as well as the cultiva-

tion during that time. We shall only charge the trees with interest on first cost of

the land and the taxes for forty years.

On a measured acre we have 112 white oaks, worth, standing, $8 each $896 00
Eighty tulip poplars, $10 each 800 00
Eighty-two walnuts and other trees, worth $6 each 492 00

Total value 2,188 00
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Deduct iuterest OQ cost, $60 per aero $144 00

Taxes for forty years, $2 per acre 80 00
$224 00

Leaves clear profit for forty years 1, 064 00

From one-balf acre of locusts we cut ia sixteen years

—

111 railroad ties, 30 cents each $33 30

1 31 fence-posts, 22 cents each 28 82

In thirty-two years, or next sixteen years, 387 railroad ties, 30 cents 116 10

10 cords of firewood, valued at $3 per cord 30 00

Estimated value of standing stock . 150 00

Total products of half acre 358 22
Deduct interest and taxes forty yeurs 112 00

Clear profits 246 22

The willow-plantation netted, gi'oss, per acre, for the seven different cuttings that
were made, the aggregate, $3,768, being the most profitable ofany part ofthe plantation.

Tlie plantation of pines on the comparatively cheap sandy land in Maryland, worth
$20 per acre, cut from twenty to twenty-five cords of wood in fourteen years after

I)lanting the seed, valued at $7 per cord delivered at the railroad station. This wood
is chiefly used for railroad and steamboat purposes, and is always in demand.
The value of the wood product is not the only consideration in the pine crop. Tho

i)ine growth is a remarkable renovator of the soil. Comparatively valueless for agri-

cultural purposes at the time of planting, the land is found to be in a high condition
of fertility on the removal of the wood. From fifty to seventy-five bushels of corn per
acre is frequently grown among the stumps with necessarily imperfect tillage.

Our most successful vineyards and peach-orchards follow a growth of pine. In the
county of Sussex in Delaware, near the Atlantic sea-board, and in the counties of Kent
and Talbot in Maryland, near the Chesapeake, are several of the finest vineyards in

the whole country ; and peach-trees attain a great age, and bear annual crops in

these counties when they follow a growth of pine. Neither the curculio stings the
young stoned fruit, nor does the borer injure the roots of tho trees planted where pine
recently stood. The plum, apricot, and nectarine succeed as well as the peach, so
long as the land is " new. " and although their exemption from injury by insects is,

by some, attributed to the salt atmosphere wafted from ocean and bay, we are satis-

fied, by a course of experiments, that the chief benefit is derived from the resinous
odors of the pine, for which the insects entertain a decided aversion.

It is not easy to draw a comparison between the profits of general agriculture and
those of timber-planting, inasmuch as the former are realized annually, but the latter

at long intervals. We have kept an accurate account with our farm for the whole
period of our timber-planting, from which we present in the aggregate the following
figures, running through a period of forty years :

Cr. by—
G crops of wheat, average 22 bushels per acre, price average, $1.25 per bushel. $165 00
6 crops of corn, average 48 bushels per acre, price average, 60 cents per bushel

.

172 80
12 crops of hay, average IJ tons per acre,price average, $17 per ton 2,25 00
18 years' pasturage, at $7 per acre 112 00

Forty years' total value farm products 674 80
From which deduct interest on cost of land, $60 $144 CO
Taxed for 40 years at $2 per acre 80 00

224 00

Leaving, without counting cost of labor and fertilizers 450 80

We have, therefore, the average timber products per acre for forty years. .. $2, 058 00
Average agricultural products per acre for forty years 450 80

Making the timber crop more than four time^ as valuable as the cereal and grass crops
for the same period, and leaving the land in a more healthy condition for orcharding
and general cropping.

In the above comi^arisou of the respective profits of forest culture and
the ordinary i)roducts of agriculture, no allowance is made for com-
pound interest upon the receipts of the farm during the forty years of
forest growth, an item of considerable importance in the calculation.

4
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ALFALFA IN CALlFORNLi .

The alfalfa, or Chili clover, (the lucerne of Europe, Mcdicago saliva,)

is a i)laut of great importance to California. It appears to luxuriate in

the climate and soil of the southern portion of the Pacific coast, push-
ing its tap-root to an extraordinary depth, and defying the effects of

the severest drought. In response to a request from this ofiice, Mr. N.
Wyckoff, of Woodland, Yolo County, California, gives the results of bis

experience and observation as follows

:

In tlie ^YiI!tel of 1854 I sowed four acres with some seed brought from Chili, and, so

far as I know, it was part of the first parcel of seed introduced into this State. Mine,
with that of many others who sowed that season, proved to be so very foul with mustard
and kale, that after two years' effort to eradicate the pest I became disgusted and
plowed it up. However, it gave evidence of being a desirable grass by its remaining
green and growing through the whole dry season, and even in the warmer part of our
winter, and by the fondness that the cattle evinced for it—they keeping it grazed
close to the ground. Some clusters of that sowing which escaped the plow (for it has
a very tough and wiry root, extending many feet into the ground,) are still alive, and
compare favorably with the sowing of ten years late^;, and justify its German name
of " everlasting clover."

In the winter of 1864 and 1865 I renewed my efforts, obtaining good, clean seed, and
sowed twenty-five acres. The plowing had been done well, and early in the winter

—

two months before the time of sowing, which was about the middle of March—using

ten pounds of seed to the acre. This proved to be light sowing ; but it was fortunate

for me, as it yields more and better seed when thin, thereby leading me to make the

raising of seed a specialty. From this parcel of land I have gathered seed and sold to

parties in nearly all the coast and valley counties of this State. From all I have re-

ceived good reports.

From eight acres of this sowing, in 1869, I cut two crops for hay and one for seed,

the first and third for hay. It yielded over five tons of seed, nearly 1,300 pounds per

acre, and was sold for 25 cents per pound.
Its yield in some seasons is truly beyond credence. In 1870 I estimated the yield to

bo ten tons to the acre, and grazed the fields from the 5th of November to the 1st of

April. In this county (Yolo) some have cut five crops during one summer. This was
npon the Sacramento River, where the soil is a warm, light alluvial.

From Santa Barbara County I have advices that six and seven crops have been cut

during one season ; but there it is warm, and grows through the whole year.

Some cut when the growth has attained a height of two feet, without reference to its

.age or maturity. I am of the opinion that it ought to have a greater age to be of the

highest excellence. My rule is to let it continue the blooming for ten days or more ; it

is then less washy and far better for horses than if cut earlier. For milch cows it is

good at any age. Its quality as a hay for all pui-poses ranks below that of the wild or

native oats of this country. The oats-hay we deem as good as the timothy of the

Atlantic States; but alfalfa, grown upon the plains here, is better than any other

clover I have ever had any experience with. For cattle, sheep, hogs, (when grazing

©r fed upon the hay,) and all stock not doing hard work it is superior.

Soil that is good for wheat and barley I find is good for alfalfa, but it especially

delights in a warm, sandy loam. All alluvials are good. The class of lands upon
which it is doing well around me, range from the first-named above to the adobe.

There is great advantage in fallowing for this crop. The time to plow is late in

the winter or early in the spring, before the rains have entirely ceased. By thus ex-

posing the soil to the sun during our long summer, all vegetation is destroyed ; it

should then be put in fine tilth by the plow, harrow, and roller, (if needed.) During
September or October the seed may be sown and lightly brushed or rolled, but not

harrowed after sowing, as the seed germinates well only on or near the surface. From
15 to 20 pounds are sown to the acre. Sowing at that time, if the rains come early and
sufficient, it obtains a growth before the cold weather to withstand any frosts that we
usually hav^ here. But the best time to sow, for most seasons here, is the month
of February or early in March. Thus, the ground having been deeply plowed early in

the winter, then replowed or cultivated in February, or put in fine tilth—sow as

above, 15 or 20 pounds to the acre, roll or brush, as the condition of the ground would
indicate, and success usually follows. When the rains are well over for the season, say

the 1st of June, or as soon as the growth is sufficient and the ground firm enough to

prevent injury by trampling, let it be grazed closely, as it seems to improve it for a

greater yield the second summer.
V/e do not usually cut anything Ironi it the first season, pasturing it only; but on
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the Saciameuto River lands parties have cut two crops the first sea-soii, and it certainly

can be done in some localities, when sown in the fiill before the rains coniinence, and
then followed f)y a warm winter.

With reo'ard to making seed, I have letters from individuals living in the coast

counties of this State, which inform me that within the fog belt, (a distance from the

coast of 25 or IJO miles,) alfalfa does not make lunch seed, for the reason that the moist

atmosphere induces a continuous growth of the stock, which thereby lodj^es badly.

They speak of it as blooming, but the seed-forms do not fill. When sown thick it does

not seed well here, but makes better hay and much better i)asturage.

All the foregoing applies especially to California, and I may be asked whether, in my
opinion, it would grow and do well in any of the Atlantic or Gulf States. I am fully

of the opinion that it will do very well in any of the Southern States. In Mississippi

and Louisiana, where I lived many years ago, I have the utmost confidence that it will

do as well as here for grazing ov soiling purposes ; but as it would make a heavy
growth, and as it cures slowly^ it might be difficult to save it as hay in a climate where
rain falls during the summer mouths.

I am satisfied that upon all the river bottoms and the cane-uplands it would take
most readily, and yield in feed many times that of any grass cultivated there twenty
years ago. It would have all the qualities of the Bermuda grass, which prevents

washing off of the soil on the hill-lands, and a yield of feed astonishingly greater. I

have sent small parcels of seed for trial to Tennessee, Illinois, Ohio, and Maryland, one
each. From the latter only have I received any report. Richard Deauer, living near
Keedysville, writes that it grew finely during the past summer, but that the frosts had
cut it down to the ground. So I have seen it here ; but the cold weather over, and a
few days of warm sunshine, the fields are green again. My fields were cut down by
frost last December, but now (February 10) the growth is one foot in height.

It has one grave fault, common, however, to all clover with which I have had any-
thing to do ; that is, when growing very rapidly, if cattle fill themselves with it

quickly it gives them the hoove, or coli«. This, probably, is caused by the rapid gen-
eration of gas in the rumen. I have not known it to affect other stock than cattle and
sheep, and the latter in but few instances. When grazed closely it has no bad eft'ect

on any stock, not even that which other clovers have in some seasons of the year, viz.,

salivation. I have not seen the least sign of it in my experience.

You may have seen from the many notices in the California papers that it is becom-
iag one of the prominent interests with the farmers here. The quotations of prices,

wholesale, of seed in San Francisco, as may be seen in the pa^Ders, are from 15 to 17

cents per pound. My whole cro^) of seed is exhausted, before the season for sowing.
I estimate that there will be over 10,000 acres sown in California this year.

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENTAL STATIONS.*

The utterances of Professor Liebig in 1840 created a general convic-
tion tliat chemistry must become the basis of agriculture. From general
science a sufiBciently thorough and active furtherance of agricultural
chemistry could not be expected; special institutions appeared neces-
sary, in which chemical inquiries, with experiments in garden, field, and
stable, could be connected with observations on vegetation and feeding,
not on a small scale only, but also on large agricultural fields. The
question of manures was the starting-point of scientific investigation,
but this has now become secondary. ''After chemical investigation,
with its exact evidence, had found a secure foothold in the sphere of the
nutrition of plants, it extended its efforts in a remarkably short time to
an analysis of the soil, of animal and vegetable life, and of agricultural
technic."t

In Germany the existing agricultural colleges took up the question of
agricultural chemistry, and teachers like Stceckhardt, Sprengel, and
Keckerlin, and others, attained early success in the experimental field.

All these agricultural institutions in Prussia were furnished with gar-

* Prepared at the request of the Commissioner of Agriculture, by A. W. Angerer.
t Quotation from ''The soil and agricultural condition of Prussia," page 547, article

on Agricultural Experimental Stations, by Dr. A. Meitzen; Berlin, 1871.
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dens and iields, chemical and physical laboratories, and carried out
zealously the objects of experimental stations.

The first of these experimental institutions was established in Eng-
land in 1842 by Mr. Lawes, on his estate of liothamstead, and this served
as a pattern for similar ones in Germany. The following list comprises
the agricultural experimental stations in Europe at the present time:

Agricultural chemical experimental stations in Em-ope.

Name of station. In what country. Xanie of director.

41

Rothamstead
Mockern
Cbenmitz
Halle
Prague
Bouu
Dahme
Pommritz
Ida Marjenhiitte.
Hcidau
Weende
Intersburg
Carlsruhe
Stockholm
TJltuna
Ku.schen
Brunswick
Jena
Dresden
Re^enwalde
Liebwerd

.

Munich .

Hohenheim
Koethea
Salzmiindo.
Memmingen .

Lobositz .

Bayreuth
W^iesbaden
Prilex
De la Malgrange.
Vienna
Florence

.

Turin.

Giirlitz

.

Gottinson, (agricultural in-

stitute.)

Altmorsclien
Cappeln, (agricultural col'ge.)

England ,

Saxony, kingdom
do ,

Prussia, (province of Saxony)
Austria
Prussia, (Jlhine province)
PruSvSia, ( Brandenburg) ,

Saxony, kingdom
Prussia, (Silesia)

Hesse, (electorate) ,

Hanover
Prussia, (province)
Baden ,

Sweden
do

Prussia, (Possen) ,

Brunswick ,

Sax e-Weimar ,

Saxony, kingdom
Prussia, (Pomerania).
Austria .

Bavaria.
Wiirtembero
Anhalt.
Prussia, (Saxony)

.

Bavaria.
Austria

.

Bavaria

.

Hesse-Nassau.
Austria.
France.
Austria

.

Italy,
do

Prussia, (Pomerania)

.

Prussia, (Rhine province)
Prussia, (agricultural institute).
Prussia, Saxony)

1842
1851
1853
1854
1855
1856
1857
1857
1857
1857
1857
1858
1859
1861
1861
1862
1862
1862
1862
1863
1864
1865
1865
1865
1865
1865
1865
1866
1868
1868
1868
1869
1870
1870

Prussia, (Silesia)

Prussia, (Hanover)

Hesse-Nassau Dr. Dietrich.
Schleswig-Holstein Dr. Pieper.

Dr. Gilbert.
Dr. Kuehn.
Dr. W. Wolff.
Professor Dr. Stohmann.
Professor Dr. Hofi'mann.
Dr. Karmradt.
Professor Dr. Hedlriegel.
Dr. Heiden.
Dr. Brettschncider.
Dr. Dietrich.
Professor Dr. Henneberg.
Dr. Habedank.
Dr. Meszler.
Piofessor Dr. Miiller.
Profess'r Dr. Bergstrand.
Dr. Peters.
Dr. Schultze.
Professor Dr. Reichardt.
Dr. Hofmeister.
Professor Dr. Birner.
Profes.sor Dr. v. Gohren.
Dr. Volland.
Professor Dr. E. Wolff.
Dr. Heidepriem.
Dr. Grouven.
Dr. Hirzel.
Dr. Hanamann.
Dr. Spiesz.
Professor Dr. Neubann.
Dr. Kohlrausch.
Dr. Grandeau.

Connected with the Mu-
seum of Industry.

The first in this country,
and in connection with
agricultural colleges.

Dr. Trommes, Dr. Scholz.
Dr. Ritthausen.
Dr. Eichhom.
Professor Dr. Kuchn, Dr.
Lehde.

Agricultural Association,
Mr. Peck.

Dr. W. Wicke.

The work of these stations is by no means exclusively theoretical.

Practical purposes had called for their establishment and have demanded
their continuance. The station of Halle controls 8 deposits of manures,

and makes several hundred analyses every year. The station at Bonn
superintends 34 deposits and manure factories ; that at Dahme controls

2 deposits. Ida Marienhiitte manages a superphosphate factory and the

manufacture of sulphuric acid. All stations perform technical and chem-
:»cal tests in the interests of farmers, such as analysis of soil, &c., to a

great extent, and derive therefrom a part of the means for their main-

tenance. Among the tasks undertaken are various examinations of soil

;

the physiology of plants and animals -, the chemical and physical prop-
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erties of arftble land ; the component parts of well-water ; observations

on the temperature of the soil; amount of carbonic acid in the atmos-

phere of stables; experiments with manures; plantin^^of various seeds;

raising of plants in pots with water and quartz-sand, different salts, and
combinations of nitrogen; experiments on the nourishment of grasses

through river-water; duration of life and degree of hardiness of injuri-

ous plants; intluenco of various methods in drilling; causes of the

potato-disease and its antidotes; inquiries into the nutrition of animals,

the manner and measure of respiration, and the inHuence of various

kinds of feed; experiments in fattening; inquiries into the process of

life in trichines, worms, «&c.; experiments in breeding, &c.

In Prussia the control over experimental stations is vested in

a "central commission for experiments in agricultural chemistry,"

the present chairman of which is l)r. Von Nathusius, privy high coun-

cilor of state, president of the state agricultural board, and assistant to

the minister of agriculture. One of its members is Mr. Von Salviati,

privy councilor of state, secretary of the state agricultural board, and
editor of the "Annals of Agriculture" for the Prussian states. Dr.

Luedersdorff, Dr. Eichhorn, and Dr. Pringsheim complete the commit-

tee, which is under the direct jurisdiction of the minister of agriculture.

The officers in charge of the various experimental stations report to

this central commission, and are subject to its direction iu regard to

investigations to be made in the interest of the state. Thus a number
of stations are engaged in the analysis of imported manures, (guano,

«&c.,) which of late have been much adulterated, the design of the gov-

ernment being to prevent dealers from imposing on farmers in this

article of trade.* The results of experiments are communicated to the

central commission, to which they serve as bases for reports to the

minister of agriculture, and are ijublished in the official annals of that

department. The following are illustrations of some of the titles of these

reports : " Report of the central commission for agriculture (chemical

experiments) on the inquiries by agricultural academies and experi-

mental stations into the usefulness of kali preparations as manures."
" Report of the central commission, &c., on experiments made by
agricultural academies and experimental stations in the cultivation of

poppy, for the purpose of obtaining opium." " Report of the central

commission, &c., to the minister of agriculture on the labors of the

experimental stations in 1869 and 1870."

The exiierimental stations of Prussia show the following receipts for

the year 1870

:
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The ordinary expenditures for agricultural objects by the Prussian
state, exclusive of cost of administration, salaries, and construction of
buildings, has been for the following imrposes alone

:

For general scientific pur-

Asi'icultural academies*.

.

Otbei' agricultural institu-

tions.*
Special purposes
Prenunms, (horse-raising)

Total

Estimates.

Thaler.
45, 495

53, 809

6,299
23, 060

128, 663

Thaler.
41, 257

55, 539

1864.

Thaler.
43, 867

32, 905
22, 340

6, 049 5, 799

24, 200 21, 200

127,045 129,111

Thaler.
44, 162

34, 349

22, 639

5,799
23, 615

130, 564

Thaler.
44, 277

34, 051
20, 358

5,799
22, 131

1868.

Thaler. Thaler. Thaler.
42,493 92,225 1103,619

1869.

39, 261
18, 460

8,171
30, 010

45, 408 60, 603
35, 903 40, 343

15, OOfi

01, 143

126,616 138,401 249,685 286,498 406,241

Thaler.
150, 180

69, 314
56,200

17,329 ' 23,309
64,604

I

102,238

According to the report on the work ofthe experimental stations during
the year 1870, Eldeua made experiments with 13 kinds of wheat, C of
rye, 9 of barley, 15 of oats, 7 of clover and grasses, 11 of turnips, and 11
of beet-roots. At Proskau experiments were made in planting potatoes
after the system of Gulich ; at Poppelsdorf inquiries into the proteine
substances of barley, buckwheat, ryes, &c., were continued. At Halle
they experimented in fattening with twelve sheep to compare the effect

of rapeseed-cake and of lupines, and examined the process of nutrition in

milk-producing animals. Among other subjects of inquiry at the experi-

mental stations of Prussia may be mentioned the calcination of trichiues;

the transfer of the French disease from cattle to rabbits ; the wool pro-

duction of common races of sheep; the breeding of such races among
themselves and with negretti; trials to prevent potatoe disease by petro-

leum; comparative methods of raising hops; cultivation of wheat after

the Lois Weedou system; the influence of salt kali on the vegetation of

the beet-root; the absorbtiou of albumen in the process of digestion in

ruminating animals; the variations of temperature at various depths of
the soil; comparative experiments with potash, sulphate of magnesia,
gypsum, «&;c., on j)lots in clover and grass, &c., &c.
Most of the exj)eriniental stations owe their existence to the agricul-

tural associations ; the one at lusterburg was established by the Central
Association for Litthauen; that of Kuschen by the combined efforts of

the agricultural associations of two districts; the Pomeranian Agri-
cultural Society founded the station at EegeuAvalde, and an association

of farmers of various districts established the experimental station at

Dahme. The excellent experimental station at Ida Marienhiitte, near
Saaran, belongs to the Agricultural Centr.al Association of Silesia, and
is administered by a special board of trustees; those of Halle and Bonn
also have been founded by the local agricultural associations. »

In the Kingdom of Saxony the chemical physiological experimental
station of the agricultural institute in the university of Leipzig is

munificiently provided with apparatus and materials for demonstrations
of all kinds. Great opportunities for investigation are offered by the

extensive laboratories and collections of the University of Jena to the

chemical experimental station connected with the same. There is also,

since 1840, in the vicinity of Jena an experimental and model farm, con-

ducted by Mr. Sturm, the renter of the estate.

* From a table appended to tbe July and August number of the Prussian Annals of Agriculture it

appears tbat tlie state contiibuted in 1870 to twenty-seven agricultural academies and schools alone,

exclusive of colleges, from which have gradiiated since their existence 5,865 scholars, (4,701 Prussians
and 1,164 foreigners,) 38,428 thalers. To these schools belong 16,293^ morgen laud for farmicg and
experimental purposes. •
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The arraugemeuts for agricultural experiments in Bavaria are at

I)resent subject to a reorganization, which has for its principal aim to

separate the various classes of work, according as they require more
scientific research or more practical experimenting, and to make distinct

gradation^s in the character of experimental stations.

In order to satisfy the requirements of science as well as of practice,

the \yhole matter will be directed by a commission consisting of repre-

sentatives of science, such as Liebig, Voit, Kageli, Lehmann, and of

intelligent landowners. For the whole of Bavaria only one station will

be provided with all scientific means and materials ; it is to be estab-
' lished in Munich as the central experimental station, and shall devote

its investigations to scientiSc researches in the interest of agriculture

exclusively. Professor Lehmann is engaged in its organization.

For experiments in a practical direction the Central Agricultural

Academy at Weihenstephan has been selected. This has a very large

area and great stocks of cattle, and this affords opportunity for exten-

sive experiments in manures and feed. Moreover, the trustees of the

six agricultural schools in Bavaria have placed at the disposal of the
committee fields and manures for use in experimenting with special

reference to the various influences of climate and soil on farm products.

Teachers of real and trade schools in the state, having a lal)oratory at

their service, shall be intrusted with work involving the solution of
agricultural i)roblems, and receive instruction from the central experi-

mental station in Munich. It is intended in this way to direct the
whole experiments, scientific and practical, by the central experimental
station at the capital.

In the Kingdom of Wilrtemherg an agricultural chemical experi-

mental station has been attached to the Eoyal Agricultural Academy
at Hohenheim, near Stuttgart, since 1SG5. It has its own separate
buildings, chemical laboratory, experimental stables, hot-houses, and
fields. The state contributes annually 3,500 florins, ($1,435.) Its

director is Dr. AYolft"; assistant director. Dr. Funke; station chemist,
Dr. Kreuzhage ; second chemist, Dr. Fleischer.

The grand duchy of Baden founded at Carlsruhe, in 1859, a chemical
experimental station, which is under Dr. Nessler, with two assistant
chemists.
The experimental station at Weisbaden in Hesse-Nassau is chiefly

devoted to the interest of grape culture. Among the investigations
made in this institution are, examination of grai^es during the period
of ripening ; comparative examinations into the weight and analytical
properties of phosphoric acid ; comparative examinations of the method to
determine tartar and acetic acid in wines ; a full microscopic and chemical
analysis of Ahr wines, by request of the agricultural society of Ehenish
Prussia ; the quantitative analysis of tanning substances in oak-bark

;

analysis of seventy different German, French, and Austrian red wines.
The agricultural chemical experimental station at Vietina has re-

cently published its programme, which contains an abstract of its

statutes, instructions for the control of manures, and the tariff for vari-

ous analyses.

The agricultural experimental station in Italy, established, by royal
decree of Ai)ril 8, 1871, in Turin, has also published its programme. It
purposes to make analyses of soil, of water, and of manures in regard
to vegetation

; to examine and test agricultural machines and tools, and
to publish the results. It will render an annual report to the minister
of agriculture. Pupils may be admitted, some free, (receiving from the
state 200 lire per year,) and others paying 160 lire or $32 per annum.
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Belgium established its first experimental station at Gembloux, toward
the close of 1871.

Every one of the agricultural exi)erimental stations is under the
direction of, or provided with, experts in chemical science. Many of the
results of their investigations are published in the different states, in

the official organs of agriculture, and the periodicals of agricultural

associations. There is also a large literature in this field. A very inter-

esting report of the Central Commission of Prussia, on inquiries into the
disease and gTowth of potatoes by the experimental stations, is found
in the Annals of Agriculture, No. 1, 1871. The " Composition and
nutritive value of pasture-grass " is the subject of another valuable
article in Ko. 2 (February and March) of the same. A report on " Trials

regarding the porosity of building materials, and the natural and artifi-

cial change of air, especially in stables," by the experimental station at

Halle, is found in Nos. 10 and 11. The annual report of the central

commission of Prussia for experiments in agricultural chemistry, (No.

9 (September) of the Prussian annals,) gives detailed accounts of the
finances and working of these institutions in 1870.

Agricultural associations in Germany.—Agricultural associa-

tions are organized in Germany in almost all agricultural districts

;

they generally combine into a common central association, of which
there is one, and in some cases more than one, in a province. Other
associations are independent. The local agricultural i^ublished organs,

and the experimental stations established by agricultural associations,

are under management of the central associations.
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II. The present German Emiyire.

Central
Associations.

Prussia 32
Kingdom of Saxony 5
Grand Duchy of Oldenburg 5
Bucliy of Brunswick 2
Grand Duchy of Mecklenburg-Schwerin 1

Grand Duchy of Mecklenburg-Strelitz
Duchy of Lanenburg . . „ „ 1

Grand Duchy Saxe-Weimar-Eisenach (i

Duchy Saxe-Coburg-Gotha 4
Duchy Saxe-Meiningen-Hildburghauseu 11
Duchy Saxe-Altenburg
Duchy Anhalt 1
Principality of Lippe 1
Principality of Schwarzburg-Eudolstadt
Principality of Schwarzburg-Sondershausen . . .

.

Principality of Reuss, senior and junior
Principality of Waldeck

_

Free City of Hamburg .'

.

.

Free City of Lubeck "

Free City of Bremen '

Kingdom of Bavaria 1

Kingdom of Wiirtemburg 1

Grand Duchy of Baden 3
Grand Duchy of Hesse 3

Grand total 77

Ihis does not include the following :

1. German Agricultural Society, established 1860, in Heidelburg.
2. German Fishery Association (1870) in Berlin.
3. South German Agricultural Society.
4. Central German Horse-breeding Society.

Branch
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ten days the j)erfect motli appeared. Specimens were forwarded to Mr.

V. P. Chambers, of Covington, Kentucky, who is making a special study

of our micro-lepidoptera, and he decided it to be Anarsia (Zeller) prui-

nella, (Clemens,) probably A. Uneatella (Zeller) of Europe, (Fig. 10,) the

larvaof which was described by Mr. Clemens as taken June IG, full grown,

and about to transform on the limbs of a plum, but Fig. 10.

no food-plant is mentioned. The tail of the pupa is
^^T^^^^^^fcicr-- --.

attached to a little button of silk, in an exceedingly "-^^^^^^ '^

slight cocoon. There M'as scarcely a single young '""^i^^'
tree in the peach-orchard examined, that was not

more or less injured by this little pest, and at least ^f^^SOS^^lf^
as many as twenty to fifty injured twigs were found _

'' / ^^^

on some very young trees. After the insect leaves

thetwig, the injured part dries up and breaks off. ^^c^t:^^:^^-^^^^^^
This insect was also seen, though in much smaller num- ""^^-iws.-^i^ia^^aasEa^

bers, last season, in Maryland and Virginia, and apple-trees are also

frequently observed injured in a similar manner in Maryland, and it is

probable that the damage is done by the same worm, but as w^e have
not yet succeeded in breeding them from the apple, we cannot say with

certainty.

The larvfE are about 0.25 of an inch in length, head black, body dark
reddish brown, with lighter rings, the third ring being more conspicu-

ous and whitish ; the moth is quite small, and measures 0.40 to 0.00 of

an inch in exi^ause of wings, and is of a pale-gray color, with a few
blackish spots on the upper wings. Should this insect increase in num-
bers as much during the next year as it has done since the last, it

threatens to be a great scourge to peach-growers. The only way to de-

stroy them is to go around the peach-orchard in May and June, and cut

off such terminal shoots as appear to be withering or drying up, and
then burn them with the caterpillars inside. This at least would pre-

vent their multiplying to such an extent as to be very injurious at pres-

ent. When not so very numerous, they appear only to serve to some-

what prune the trees, as they take oft' merely the tips of the branches.

Mites in pear-leaves.—In May many leaves of the pear-tree were
observed to be covered with dark-brown blotches somewhat like a fun-

goid growth, but upon examination by Mr. Taylor, microscop-
ist of the Department, these blotches were found to be inhab-

^^"

ited by myriads of small mites almost invisible to the naked
eye. These mites appear to run all over the leaves, but espec-

ially to burrow in the brown patches, which appear to be en-

tirely eaten out by them. Their bodies are long, cylindrical,

yellowish white, with only two pairs of legs, placed very far for-

ward near the head, and they move with considerable agility.

They are also marked with a multitude of rings, and have two
long hairs or bristles and two shorter ones on the end of the
abdomen. There i? a somewhat similar mite mentioned by
Packard as the Pyphlodromus pyri, of Sheuten, which is said to

live under the epidermis of i)ear-leaves inEurope, but no mention is

made o the brown blotches on the leaf, apparently formed by the mite.

In his figure also the head is much more obtuse than those examined in

the Department. A thorough drenching with whale-oil soap-suds
would doubtless destroy many of them, as their bodies appear to be
very soft. All infested leaves, likewise, should be immediately removed
and burned as soon as discovered.

Insect Injuries.—The Colorado potato beetle {Doryphora decern-
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Ziweato) has made its appearance iu Pennsylvania in two counties, in one of

which the damage is reported as quite light. South of IVIason and
Dixon's Line this insect is reported in one county in each of the States

of Virginia, North Carolina, Alabama, and Tennessee, but in all these

the injuries ar^e reported small. Their greatest annoyance is in the

States north of the Ohio Eiver. In Ohio several counties report

greater or less injuries, not so severe, however, as those reported from
Michigan. In Indiana this beetle is more or less destructive, while in

several counties of Illinois it is despairingly pronounced a permanent
scourge. In one county only (Outagamie, Wisconsin) are they pro-

nounced worse than in 1871. In Minnesota and Iowa they are disappear-

ing in most of the counties reported, while iu Kansas they are but
incidentally mentioned. In Clarke County, Virginia, the Cantharis or

common potato beetle is injuring the crops to some extent. The
counteracting agency of other insects destroying the Colorado beetle is

mentioned with much satisfaction in difterent parts of the country.

The ravages of this insect are comparatively trifling the ])resent year.

A correspondent in Erie County, Ohio, states that the Colorado po-

tato-beetle abounds, this being their worst season ; but by concert of

action through the county it is kept iu check; that when the weather
is hot, the best way to destroy them is to keep the land well cultivated,

and when the light, well-pulverized soil is liot, in the middle of the day,

knock them off the vines, and the heat of the ground will kill them.
When the weather will not admit of this, a tablespoonful of Paris green

in a pailful of water sprinkled on the vines will be effectual.

Cut-worms.—The cut-worm is reported" in a few counties of New Eng-
land and the Middle States as destructive to corn, tobacco, meadows,
and fruit. In North Carolina an insect, probably another variety of the

cut-worm, is reported as injuring cotton. In Sullivan County, Tennessee,

the worms are dug out of the ground, as many as sixty having been
found in a single hill of corn. In Upshur County, West Virginia, and
in several counties iu Ohio, Michigan, and Indiana, the ravages of the

cut-worm have been quite severe. This insect is occasionally mentioned
in the reports from Illinois and Missouri.

Locusts.—The locust or Cicada has made its regular seventeen-

year visitation in Wise County, Virginia, especially injuring young
fruit orchards. Locusts also are annoying the peach-growers of Madison
County, North Carolina. In Red River County, Louisiana, they injured

young cotton-plants. In Richland County they appeared May 14 and
departed June 12. They were present in immense numbers in Laurel

County, Kentucky, from May 13 to June 20, but did no serious damage.
They were more destructive, however, in Shelby, Jefferson, Jackson, and
Pulaski Counties. They are reported also in Highland County, Ohio.

Aphides.—Aphides or plant lice have been found in the hops in

Oneida County, New York. In Bladen, Moore, and Perquimans Counties,

North Carolina, and in Marlborough County, South Carolina, this pest

has been annoying to the cotton-planter.

Cateepillars.—A small, dark grey caterpillar has injured the goose-

berries and currants iu Lehigh County, Pennsylvania. Rice caterpillars

have been destructive iu the rice districts in Georgetown County, South
Carolina, and in Glynn County, Georgia. In Crittenden County,

Arkansas, caterpillars are at work among the apples. In Kane County,

Utah, this pest is devouring the corn.

Grasshoppers.—Grasshoppers are numerous, but not destructive,

in Milam County, Texas, and are reported in Rice County, Kansas.

In Morgan County, Utah, they destroyed half the spring grain and a

fourth of the potatoes.

1
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Army worms.—Ravages of insects bearing this name are reported in

Pike and Posey Coimtles, Indiana, in White Connty, Illinois, in Jeffer-

son County, Iowa, and in i^evada County, California.

CniNcn-BUGS.—The chinch-bug ^Yas destructive in Madison, Lawrence,

Washington, Perry, Clinton, Clark, Crawford, and Eflinghani Counties,

Illinois; in Polk, Jefferson, St. Clair, Lewis, Marion, Montgomery, Rey-

nolds, Vernon, Harrison, Perry, Iron, Dallas, and Johnson Connties,

Missouri; in Bourbon, Franklin, Miami, Osage, and Coffee Counties,

Kansas, and in Thayer, and Nemaha Counties, Nebraska.
Miscellaneous.—White grubs are complained of in Rhode Island,

and Michigan; rose-bugs injured the grapes in Middlesex County, Con-

necticut. An unknown wheat Hy is reported in Mechlenburgh County,

Virginia. The wheat midge is reported in Putman County, ^\''est Vir-

ginia. Canker and measuring worms did great injury to the fruit in

Delaware County, Ohio. In Lucas County, Iowa, an unknown insect

seriously damaged the grapes and even killed the vines.

CHEMICAL MEMORANDA.

By Eyland T. Brown, Chemist.

Examination OF marls.—The marls which are associated with the

tertiary belt lying between the Alleghany Mountains and the Atlantic

coast are of more importance to the agriculture of the country than has
been recognized heretofore. They consist of an accumulation of the re-

mains of marine animals, chiefly shell-fish, closely allied to the si^ecies

now existing in the neighboring bays and estuaries. Sometimes, how-
ever, the teeth of the shark are found in a good state of preserva-

tion.. These remains are commonly imbedded in a very fine sand,

which, on first exposure to the air, has a dark green color, but, on dry-

ing, becomes an ash gray or light lead color. These beds vary in thick-

ness from a few inches to 10 or 12 feet. In most of these the remains
have not undergone petrifaction, though the animal matter appears to
have been almost entirely removed. In consequence of this most of the
shells will crumble into powder on exposure to the air. The amount of
organic matter in these marls is, therefore, very small, but nearly all

the mineral elements of these ancient organisms remain in a form which
can be made available in the production of crops.

The phosphoric acid is chieflj^ in combination with lime as a neutral
phosphate, and consequently is insoluble ; but the disintegration of the
shells reduces it to- so fine a state of division that the phosphate, under
the influence of carbonic acid, passes slowly into an available form. A
portion, however, of the i^hosphoric acid is in combination with iron,

from which it is readily liberated in the presence of potassa or lime.

The alkalies (chiefly potassa) are in combination with silica and iron,

forming a double silicate of potassa and iron which is insoluble in wat«r;
but, on exposure to the air, the compound is broken up bj^ the iron pass-
ing into the form of a peroxide, the remaining elements being resolved
into silicic acid and soluble silicate o,f potassa, which is available for
the use of crops.
The supply of marl in the belt above alluded to appears to be practi-

cably inexhaustible ; but the quality differs materially in the different
beds even in the same vicinity, as will be seen by the following

:
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Analysis of marh from the vicinity of Marshall Hall, Cliarles County, Maryland.

No. 1.

Organic matter and moisture 2. 030
Carbonate of lime 54. 070
Carbonate of magnesia 1. 304
Phosphoric acid 0. 350
Peroxides of iron and alumina 2. 955
Alkalies 1.000
Silica 38.291

100.000

No. 2,

Organic matter and moisture 1. 900
Carbonic acid , 1.214

Phosphoric acid 0. 653

Lime 9. 465
Peroxides of iron and alumina 2. 207
Alkalies 0.800
Silica 83.761

100. 000

No. 3.

Water 1.950

Organic matter 1. 980

Carbonate of lime 35. 504

Carbonate of magnesia 3. 550

Phosphoric acid ; 0. 210

Peroxides of iron and alumina G. 095

Alkalies 0. .500

Silica 50.211

100. 000

No. 1 is a fair average specimen of shell-marl, containing in a ton

(2,000 pounds) 1,080 pounds of carbonate of lime, 6 pounds of phos-

phoric acid, and 20 pounds of alkalies, chiefly potassa. Xo. 2 is a green-

sand marl, containiug but 189.30 pounds of lime and 16 pounds of alka-

lies per ton, but giving 13 pounds of phosphoric acid in that weight.

The mineral elements for a crop of 25 bushels of wheat per acre (the

straw being returned to the soil) will be furnished by 2^ tons of No. 1

or IJ of No. 2 i)er acre. These marls, when dried, can be easily pow-
dered, so that they can be readily distributed by means of a drill, or

scattered broadcast over the ground. In this condition they maybe mixed
with bone-meal, superphosphate of lime, guano, or any other fertilizer

that the farmer may choose to use. The marl, fresh from the bank, may
be composted with barn-yard manure to a good advantage.
The large amount of lime and sand with which its more valuable

ingredients are mixed will forbid the transportation of this marl to any
great distance ; but farmers living within reach of them will find in

these marl-beds a cheap and valuable means of enriching their soils.

Mineral constituents op wheat.—A series of very interesting

experiments, conducted by R. Heinrich, are given in Ann. der Land-

wirltschaft. The object' of the experimenter was to ascertain the

relation which lime, potassa, and phosphoric acid bear to the several

proximate elements of the grain. The grain was subjected to analysis

at five different stages of its growth : 1. The ovaries were collected

and analysed while the plant was in bloom. 2. Fourteen days later

another examination was made. 3. At the end of another fourteen days.
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when the wheat began to ripen, another analysis was made. 4. Seven
days later tbe wheat was cut and analysed; and, 5, fourteen days
after harvest the grain, thoroughly dried, was examined. This series
of analyses appears to establish the following ratios : 1 part of potassa
to 11 parts of gummy matter ; 1 part of lime to 43 parts of woody fiber

;

1 part of phosphoric acid to 2 parts of nitrogen in the albuminoid com-
pounds of the grain.

The author dwells particularly on the ratio existing between the lime
and the cellulose or woody fiber. If lime be deficient, true woody fiber

will not be developed beyond this proportion, and the result will be that
the straw, consisting of loose cellular structure, will be disposed to fall

;

for this ratio appears to relate to the straw as well as to the grain.
Tendency to " lodge " in grain has generally been attributed to a

deficiency of silica in an available form in the soil ; but these experi-
ments seem to controvert that theory; yet there is a link wanting to
secure the conclusion which the author reaches. If he had given us the
proportion of silica at every stage of the growth, as well as that of lime,
&c., we should have had an intelligible basis for a conclusion. In the
enamel of straw the silica exists as a silicate of lime and potassa, and
consequently must exist in definite proportions.

Production of nitrogen compounds in soils.—In a French
journal {Comtes Rendus) we find a very interesting account of a series of
investigations relating to methods by which nitrates are formed in the
soil. Two tracts were selected, adjacent to each other in the commune
of Saussemesriel, and but a short distance from the sea-shore. One of
these tracts was covered with an oak forest, and the other, originally in
the same condition, had been in cultivation five years, and in that time
had received two dressings of quicklime of 10,000 kilograms per hectare,
each, (8,500 pounds per acre nearly.) This soil originally consisted of a
clay highly charged with iron, mixed with a considerable quantity of
fine gravelly sand derived from the Silurian sandstones.
The samples were selected after a long drought in the month of Au-

gust, and consisted of both surface and subsoil, which were examined
separately. On treating these soils with dilute acid it was found that
the forest soil was entirely destitute of lime, while the cultivated field

showed 1.583 per cent, of lime in the surface-soil and O.G09 in the sub-
soil.

A portion of soil from each of the fields (35 kilograms, or 72 pounds,)
was subjected to percolation for the purpose of ascertaining its soluble
contents. This solution was found to contain in 950 cubic centimeters,
as follows

:

Forest. Cultivated
field.

Millig. Millij.

Organic matter 155 70
Silica 35.5 29
CMorine 600.5 207o
Sulphuric acid 5. 6 32.

6

Nitric acid 707
Phosphoric acid and iron 5.7 5.

8

Potassa 69 25.8
Soda 287.7 180.7
Magnesia ....68.6 90

The remarkable feature in the above table is the entire absence of
nitric acid in any combination in the forest soil, while that from the cul-
tivated field shows a fair proportion, and yet no nitrogenous substance
had been used as manures on that field.
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The writer claims that the investigation proves that under favorable
circumstances atmospheric nitrogen may be converted by quicklime
into nitric acid, and thus made available for the use of crops. It remains,
however, to be determined what are the peculiar circumstances under
which this favorable action takes place. An inspection of the above
figures will show the large amount of chlorine and the comparatively
small proportion of soda in the cultivated soil. This chlorine must have
been derived from the sea-spray, and was therefore originally in the form
of chloride of sodium, but it now exists in combination with the metallic

base of lime. The writer concludes that transformation of common salt

into chloride of calcium constitutes the condition favorable to nitrifica-

tion in the soil.

Temperature of the soil.—MM. Becquerel and Edm. Becquerel
have published a memoir upon some observations made with the aid

of an electric thermometer, so arranged that the temperature of places

and objects at some distance from the observer may be determined.
These gentlemen have applied it to the determination of the comparative
temperatures of bare soil, and that covered with low vegetation. In
order to obtain the average temperature for the year the observations

Avere made during the last five days of August, the months of Septem-
ber and October, at the hours of six and nine in the morning, and three

and six in the evening. The averages of these results were calculated

and arranged in tables.

The instrument was placed under the soil at depths of 0.05 and 0.10

meter, (2 and 4 inches nearly.)

The average of the observed temperature (reduced to Fahrenheit) wa»
as follows

:

2 inches. 4 iuchea.

A ^101 < Covered soil 72 71.8
August, 1871....

jj3^j,gg^.l 79 75

c J. 1 10-^1 ^Covered soil 65 64.8
September, 1871.

J B^^^gg^il ^ 65

j-\ i. 1, iQ-M < Covered soil 50.5 50
October, 1871....

J j3^^^g^il _ ^q 50 4

The average of the morning observations, which were made at 6 o'clock

a. m., shows clearly the cooling effect of exposure

:

2 inches. 4 inches.

Covered soil 68.8 69.9
Bare soil 64.5 67.3

„ , , (Covered soil 61 62.8
September

J Bare soil 58 59.7

„ , , ( Covered soil 49 50. 5
October

J Bare soil 45 45.8

From the above figures we learn that the average temperature of the

bare soil was 5.5 degrees higher than that covered with vegetation, but
the morning temi)erature of the covered soil was 3.8 degrees warmer
than that which was exposed.

Carbolic acid from living vegetation.—M. Broughton, govern-
ment chemist attached to the cinchona plantations of Ootacamaud in

India, has obtained carbolic acid from the Andromida Leschmantii, a
plant which grows abundantly in that section. The product is less deli-

quescent than that obtained from coal-tar ; but the method employed
for obtaining it is too expensive to allow it to be placed in the market
against the acid produced by the usual method.

Absorption of water by leaves.—The recent investigations of M.
Calliet on the absorption of water in the liquid form by the leaves of

plants, have led him to the conclusion that plants do not absorb moist-

August .
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lire by means of their leaves wlieu they can receive a sufficient supply
through their roots ; but when the ground becomes so dry that this

source fails, if water be furnished to the leaves it will be absorbed by
them. This is not a natural function of the leaf, but a vicarious action.

Composition of Cream.—An examination of the composition of

cieam, by ]>r. Hamberg, in Stockholm, gives as the result in several

analyses

:

Por cent.

Butter 29. 46
Casein 4. 22
Milk sugar 2. 08
Coloring and extractive matter 0. 5G
Phosphoric acids and alkalies 0. 22
Chlorides of soda and potash 0. 18
Water - 63. 28

Total 100. 00

The specific gravity of the milk was 1,0309 ; of cream free from milk,
1.0049 to 1.0055. At a temperature of 155 C, in ten hours 10.5 per cent,
of cream raised, which was analysed by the method of Haidlen. A
better cream, obtained in the fall, gave : Butter, 34.75 per cent. ; other
solid matter, 6.65 per cent. ; water, 58.06 i)er cent.

]\Iilk exposed to a high temperature gave a more concentrated cream,
but less in quantity, and not proportionally rich in butter, while, when
the milk was allowed to sour, the amount of coagulable casein was much
increased.

Constituents of Stubble.—Dr. H. Weiske has examined the quan-
tity and composition of the stubble left after harvest.
For determining the quantity, eight squares, in different parts of the

field chosen, were dug ten inches deep, and the stubble separated by
sifting and washing, then dried at 100^ C, with the following results':

XaiiK; of iilant.

Luccrn
Kcd clover . .

.

Esparcette. ..

Rye
Wund clover
Kape
Oats

t^-J.

M

Grams.
475.8
451.9
307.8
510.0
255. 8

234.0
385.0

Grams.
427.8
394.3
262.4
466.0
221.5
197.3
334.5

IK fi ol

5,544
5,116
3,401
3,019
-2, 870
2,557
2,167

Name of plant.

Lupine
Wheat
Peas
Serradella .

Buckwheat
Barley

fcjo
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Kind of plant.

Kye....
Barley .

Oats...
Wheat
Ked clover
Lucem
Esparcette...
Wund clover
Serradella ...

Buckwheat .

.

Peas
Lupine
Hap©

Organic matter.

6S. 70
80.92
61.78
G8. 68
78.48
87.60
82.74
80. .50

82. .54

78. 82
79.17
84.45
86.00

5g

2, 074
924

1,339
1,369
4,015
4, 856
2,814
2, 311
1,482
992

1,463
1,711
2,200

Nitrogen.

1.25
1.15
0.71
0.68
2,15
1.41

2.08
2.04
2.07
2.18
1.76
1.76
1.37

37.56
13.20
15. .36

13. .56

110.04
78.24
70.80
58. G8
37.20
27.48
32. 52
35.76
34.92

Carbon and ash free
from carbonic acid.

P o

31.30
19.08
38.22
31.32
21.52
12.40
17.26
19.50
17.46
21.18
20.83
15.55
14.00

945
218
828
625

1,101
688
587
559
313
267
385
316
357

The mean of two analyses of the ashes gives, by estimation, the fol-

lowing table of mineral constituents contained in a morgeu of stubble :
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is 806,934 gulden; 611,054 pounds of phosphoric acid, vahie 122,210

guUlen ; 372,375 pounds of potash, vahie 49,650 guklen ; total value

1,038,794 gulden, equal to about $500,000. This sum would be still

further increased by adding to it the value of the humus-forming con-

stituents of the excrements wasted.

Mr. Lepmann states that Germany now possesses a system by which
he is confident this enormous waste may be entirely i^revented, called

there the Tonnen (barrel) system. The city of Gratz, containing 80,000

inhabitants, has this system in use in every house, and has thus demon-
strated the practicability of using it in large cities. As an illustration

of the profit to be derived from human excrement when fairly tested as

a fertilizer, Mr. Lepmann refers to the fact that between the years 1850
and 1804 the price of that obtained from the barracks increased forty-

five fold.

BOTANICAL NOTES.
By Geokge Vasey, Botaxist.

The cotton-wood tree.—A correspondent from Hardin County,
Iowa, (j\[. J. F. Hardin,) writes respecting the cotton-tree mentioned in

the report of last month. The tree named in that report is the white
poplar, {Populus albaj) an imported tree, which our correspondent has
mistaken for the cotton-wood of the West. We quote his remarks be-
cause we think they will be of interest in the region from which he
writes

:

I read, in reference to tlie cotton-tree, that " there is a period of eight or ten days
during which the air is tilled with the cottony down of the seeds, causing much annoy-
ance," which is literally true—and even more, a positive nuisance to every housekeeper
who has this ti'ee for shade. It fills the nose, and perchance the mouth, while asleep,

and the eyes in addition while awake, the milk-pan, the cream-cup, and every closet or
room where an open window or door will permit its ingress, and yet it is quite a popu-
lar tree with us iirairio farmers, and is becoming more so from the fact of its hardiness
and rapid growth, as every one who chooses can have the comfort of a shady grove of
from 10 to 20 feet in height in five years. But my object in writing is to inform all who
will profit by the information that there is no need of the annoyance referred to.

The cotton-wood is dioecious, and hence all this annoyance of flying cotton can be
prevented by taking cuttings from male trees only. The cuttings grow rapidly when
set out in rows or in plantations for groves, and in five years' time will make larger and
finer trees than young trees of 4 feet high transplanted at the same time, as has been
proven by thousands of prairie farmers who have tried it. The selection of cuttings
firom male trees can be made about the 1st of June, when the cotton is flying from the
female trees, but the male trees will be observed to have none. I would like to in-
quire if there is any distinguishing mark between the male and female cotton-wood
trees except while in blossom. I have not been able myself, from close observatiou, to
observe any difference, but still hope there is some one yet to be discovered. If
there is, a person need not be confined to the time of flowering in order to select
cuttings from male trees, which would be a great convenience to all cotton-wood plant-
ers."

We know of no distinctive mark between the male and female cot-
ton-woods except that which is apparent at the iiowering time. The
male trees are in blossom and shed their pollen some two or three weeks
before the female trees shed the seed. A little observation will distin-
guish the male flowers, but the projier way would seem to be to observe
and marli a male tree and take cuttings therefrom at the most suitable
time.

Our native oaks.—The North American oaks are a very interest-
ing group of trees, and include a large number of species, each having
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a more or less exteusive range. lu the district east of the Eocky Mouut-
ains we have about twenty-two species ; west of the Missouri Kiver
they become very scarce, gradually disappearing before the base of the
mountains is reached. The central chain of the mountains furnishes
but one or two species. The western slope of the Sierra JS'evada pre-

"feeuts eight or ten species, and Mexico and Central America many more.
The oak family is, perhaps, on many accounts, the most valuable of

forest-trees. Its value depends chiefly upon its quality and abundance
as a timber-tree. It would be difficult to supply its place in ship-build-

ing and in many of the useful arts, including its extensive employment
in the construction of railroads. Almost nothing has yet been done iu

this country in the way of planting or cultivating the oaks, but it is

desirable that the attention of our jieople should be directed to the im-
portance of this subject, and to the kinds most valuable and most easily

cultivated. Although it is a tree of slow growth, yet, with our accus-
tomed thoughtlessness for the future, we have pressed it into our service

without stint or measure, and we are just beginning to wake up to a re-

alization of the fact tliat we are ruthlessly destroying the noblest forests

in the world without making provision for their reproduction. In order
to facilitate the study of this noble genus of trees, and to direct atten-

tion to the different kinds, Ave propose to give a short account of their

general characteristics and their classification.

The princijial characters of the genus are as follows : Trees or shrubs
with alternate leaves, and with sterile and fertile flowers separate ; the
sterile ones ou slender, thread-like, drooping stems ; the fertile ones
small and inconspicuous, consisting of a three-celledx)vary, inclosed by a
scaly covering, which, when enlarged, becomes a kind of cup to con-

tain the fruit or acorn. Although the ovary is at first three-celled,

with two ovules in each cell, yet but one of the ovules is fertile, and
that one enlarges to fill the whole cavity/
All our species of oaks are divided into two sections, distinguished

by the time occupied in the full development of the fruit. First, those
which mature the fruit in one season, and hence called annual fruited

;

and second, those whose fruit is two years iu acquiring maturity, and
called biennial fruited. The first section includes the white and chest-

nut-oaks and the live oak of the Southern States. Of these the leaves
usually have blunt lobes ; and the acorns are sweet or sweetish, and
some of them edible. In this section the acorns are produced on the
Oleic twigs, i. e., the twigs of the same season's growth, and they are

generally more or less stalked. In the second section the leaves are

either entire or lobed and bristle-pointed ; the acorns are bitter, and
are matured on the twdgs of the last season, and below the new shoots.

This section includes the red and black oaks, the Spanish and pin

oaks, and the willows-leaved oaks. Although these are called biennial

fruited, it is not meant that they produce fruit only once in two years.

The yotmg fruit is formed on the new twigs, but it remains in a dormant
state until the second year, when it swells and matures. On these

trees, therefore, there is usually a crop of young fruit and a crop that
is maturing.
The following sketch will give a comprehensive view of the species

east of the Kocky Mountains, with some observations on their range
and variations

:

Section' 1.

—

Annual fkuited oaks.

Bur-oalcs.—Leaves lobed.

1. Buroaks

—

Quercns macrocarpa, Michaux.—This tree has its largest

development in the AVestern States, particularly in Illinois, Wisconsin,
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Minnesota, and Iowa. It was the principal tree of the oak openings of

the West, which have nearly disappeared under the advance of cultiva-

tion. It extends spariugly into the Eastern States, being found in

Western New York and in Western Massachusetts. It has its common
name from the peculiar fringe of the cup, made by an elongation of the

scales or modified leaves of which the cup is composed. The acorn is

usually nearly and sometimes completely inclosed by the cup with its

mossy fringe, hence it is sometimes called the overcup-oak.

2. Southern overcup-oak

—

Quercus Jtjrata, Walt.—This species is com-
mon in the Southern States. Chapman says, " Florida to North Caro-
lina." Dr. Cooper extends its range to Louisiana and Mississippi. But
inasmuch as it has recently been detected in Southern Illinois, it is

probable that it is more extensively distributed than has been supposed.
There is reason to believe that it will be one of the most valuable of

the genus for cultivation. It has a large depressed acorn, mostly in-

closed in the cup, which is not fringed on the edge. The leaves are from
5 to 10 inches long, rather crowded at the end of the twigs, bright
green and shining above, and whitish on the under side.

3. Post-oak

—

Quercus steUata, Wang.—This is the Quercus obtusiloba

of Michaux. It is usually a smallish tree, of very dense wood, which is

especially valuable for posts. Its range is very extensive, being found
in most of the States east of the Eocky Mountains, but the quantity is

limited, except in certain localities. In some of the Western States it

occupies large tracts of low land, which are called post-oak flats.

4. White-oak

—

Quercus alha, L.—This tree is probably more widely
distributed than any other native tree, occurring, undoubtedly, in every
State of the district mentioned. It is too well known to need any i^ar-

ticular description.

Clusfitiit-oals.—Leaves toothed but not lobed.

5. Chestnut-oak

—

Quercus prinus, L.—There is yet some confusion

respecting the Chestnut-oak. Michaux made but one species with five

varieties, but most botanists hold these, or several of them, to be dis-

tinct species. There is yet room for much investigation respecting them.
The species we have named is called by Chapman the swamp chestnut-

oak, from its growing in low grounds. Dr. Gray says, "Dry or moist
ground, common southward, scarce northward.*'

6. Swamp white-oak

—

Quercus hicolor, Willd.—This is the Quercus
prinus; var. discolor of Michaux. It has rather large obovate leaves,

narrowed at the base, whitish downy underneath ; with large acorns one
inch long or more, which are long stalked and about half inclosed in the

cui^, which is sometimes a little fringed on the margin. It is quite a com-
mon tree on low grounds and river bottoms.

7. Yellow chestnut-oak

—

Quercus Castanea, Muhl.—This is a smaller
tree than the j)receding, growing on more elevated land, frequently on
hill-sides and rocky ground. Its leaves much resemble those of the
chestnut, {Castanea vesca.) The acorns are only about half the size of

the swami) white-oak, and not stalked. It is quite widely distributed
over the country, from Maine to Georgia, and on the west to Missouri
and Arkansas, but quite sparingly in quantity.

8. Chiucapin-oak

—

Quercus prmoides, Willd.—This is a shrub from 2
to 6 feet high, with leaves closely resembling in form those of Q. prinus
but much smaller. It produces an abundance of small sweetish acorns,
and is usually found on poor land. It is common in the New England
States, and extends southward to Florida, and westward to Wisconsin,
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Iowa, and Missouri, It is the variety piimila of Michaux. X>r. Gray,
in one edition of his Botany, reduces it to a variety, but at a later date
restores it to the rank of a species.

Live-oalc.— Leaves 7)io>ilhj witlioiit teeth, evergreen,

9. Live-oak

—

Querent rircns, Ait.—Tliis vahiahle oak is found as far

north as Norfolk,Virgiuia, but principally farther south, where it becomes
a large tree. On the west it extends to Texas. The timber has a world-
"wide reputation in ship-building.

Sectiox 2.

—

Biennial fi:uiticd oaks.

Wnioiv-oahs.— Leaves (joieraUij entire, thielc, and pershtent, and some 'becoming evergreen far
south.

10. Upland willow-oak

—

Quercus clncrea, Michaux.—This is a small
tree, occurring rarely north of North Carolina, but common in the dry
pine barrens of the Southern States, and extending west to Texas. It

has small lance-oblong leaves, white downy beneath. The acorns are
small, roundish, and about one-third inclosed in the shallow cup.

11. Common willow-oak

—

Quercus phellos, L.—This is the willow oak
of the Middle Atlantic States, extending south to Florida, and west
to Kentucky. It is a pretty large tree, attaining a height of 50 feet, and
is distinguished hj its willow-like leaves. It is commonly found in low
woods, or on the margin of swamps and streams. The fruit much re-

sembles that of the preceding.
12. Shingle-oak

—

Quercus imhricaria, Michaux.—This is also some-
times called Spanish-oak, which name properly belongs to Quercus falcata.

It is a tree of moderate size, with smoothish black bark, leaves 4 to 5
inches long, thick and shining, not toothed or lobed. The acorn is

roundish, small, half an inch long, in a shallow cup. It is quite common
in some of the Western States, becoming most abundant in Kentucky
and Tennessee, and reaching westward to Arkansas and southern
Kansas. Its wood is of little value, making even i)oor shingles.

Black oaks.—Leaves thick, broadest at the top, slightly lobed or entire.

13. Water oak, Quercus aquatica, Catesby.—This tree is a native of the
Southern States, having its northern limit about Richmond, Virginia,
and extending west to Arkansas. It grows from 10 to 50 feet high, has
firm tough wood, with smooth bark, except on old trees. The leaves
are very peculiar in form, being somewhat fiddle-shaped, or having a long
narrow wedge-shaped base, expanded at the top into a broad, somewhat
three-lobed summit. They are about 3 inches long, and 1 to 1^ inches
broad at the top. The acorn is about half an inch long, in a shallow
cup.

14. Black jack

—

Quercus nigra, L.—This is a small-sized tree, from 15
to 25 feet high, growing mostly in thin soil, and forming a dense roundish
head. The leaves are thick and leathery in texture, 5 or 6 inches long,

broad at the top, usually with three bristle-pointed I'obes, graduall}" nar-

rowed below, and having a very short stem or petiole. They are covered
with a rusty down on the under surface, as are also the young twigs.

The acorn is short and roundish, and about half inclosed by the rough-
scaled cup. It ranges from New Jersey to Florida, and westward to

Texas and Arkansas, being very abundant in some localities, and quite
absent over other wide tracts of country.

15. Black scrub-oak

—

Quercus ilici/olia, Wang.—A small scrubby oak,
growing from 3 to 8 feet high, and ranging, according to Dr. Gray, from
New England to Ohio and Kentucky.
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lied oaks,—Leaves mostly with deep-spreading lobes, bristle-pointed or shar^).

10. Spanish oak

—

Quercus falcata, Micbaux.—This is a large tree,

having a pretty wide range from New Jersey southward and westward,

being most abundant probably south of the Ohio Eiver. The leaves are

usually long-stalked, large, and of peculiar shape, having on each side

one or two long, narrow, somewhat hooked or sickle-shaped lobes, the

point of the leaf generally- with several long pointed teeth. The bark

is said to be excellent for tanning The acorns are small, roundish, and
in shallow cups.

17. Eed oak

—

Quercus ruhra, L.—The oaks of this division are much
confused by common observers, and are indiscriminately called black

oaks or red oaks. It is desirable, if possible, to have each common name
specially applicable to one species. This will be done only as the result

of closer discrimination of the different species. The red oak of the bota-

nist {Q. rubra) is one of the largest of the family. Very large trees of

this kind may often be found in bottom lands, having a trunk three feet

or more in diameter and without branches to the height of 20 or 30
feet. The bark on large trees is very thick and deeply checked, aud is

valuable for tanning. The wood is coarse aud poor. The leaves are

usually large, with about four lobes on each side, which point forward

<iuite uniformly toward the apex. The acorns are much larger than in.

any other oak of this division, and are quite constant in shape and size.

The cup is always shallow, and about as wide as the acorn is long. The
species is found over nearly the whole of Eastern North America.

18. Scarlet oaks

—

Quercus coccinea, Wang.—This species is probably
more variable in leaf and fruit thau any other of our oaks. It includes

several varieties which some botanists consider distinct species. Its

range is as wide as that of the preceding, and it is much more abun-
dant. The leaves are usually more deeply cut, with more side lobes,

the acorns smaller, and the cup smaller and deeper.

19. Pin oak

—

Quercus palustrls, Du Roi.—The pin-oak has a wide
geographical range, but is abundant only in certain localities. It is

found in low and swampy ground, and in general appearance much re-

sembles the scarlet oak. The leaves are shorter and more deeply di-

vided, with only about three lobes on each side. The acorns are small

aud roundish, about half an inch long, and the cup very shallow. It

extends, according to Dr. Cooi^er, from Massachusetts to the mountains
of Georgia, and from Missouri to Texas.

20. Turkey oak

—

Quercus Cateshwi, Michaux.—This is a small tree oc-

curring in dry pine barrens in North Carolina aud southward to Florida.

21. Greorgia oak

—

Quercus Georgiana, Curtis.—This is a shrub, grow-
ing G to 8 feet high, which seems to have been observed only on Stone
Mountain, Georgia. It produces an abundance of .small acorns.

Several of the above-named species present well-marked varieties,

and there are also a number of somewhat local forms which are consid-

ered to be hybrids. The best time to study the oak is about the time of
the maturing of the fruit, when fully developed leaves and well-formed
fruit may beobtaiued from the same tree, and specimens of both should
be collected for identification.

MICROSCOPIC INVESTIGATION.
By Thomas Taylor, Microscopist.

Fiji Island Cotton.—When water is poured from a pitcher it

..generally partakes of a spiral motion, sometimes from left to right, at
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other times from right to left. The spiral motion is modified by the
form of the surface over which it passes. Were the moiitli of the pitcher
plastic, the spiral motion would modify its shape, bringing it into hav-
mony Avith that motion—the tendency of tlie water to iiiove in a spiral

direction, so far as it had force to overcome the resistance of the plastic
substance, would shape it in harmony with that tendency.
The animal and vegetable kingdoms exhibit many examples of organic

bodies partaking of the spiral form ; many varieties of shells display
perfect tapering spirals, and generally they take the same direction,
viz, from right to left, viewing them with their apex turned from
lis. There are exceptions to this rule; some have been found with the
spiral thread winding from left to right. Many vines exhibit this ten-

dency, especially those of rank growth. It has been observed that per-
sons who have suffered from headaches or from fever, frequently lose
their hair. As a remedy shaving of the head has been resorted to with
good results. The hair grows faster, but it has been found to become
wavy with a tendency to twist or curl when very frequently shaved
during a term of years. The human hair differs from hairs on leaves
in its mode of growth in some particulars. It has individual roots,

and springs from under the epidermis. The haks, or cotton threads,
of the cotton-seed resemble, in some respects, the human hair. They
sj)ring from under the outer dark-brown skin or testa, and individually
exhibit root formation. When a section of the cotton-seed is examined
microscopically, it is found to consist of three principal parts, viz. the
outer coating or testa, under which is situated a lining membrane com-
posed of a series of double cells surrounding and inclosing the nucleus

;

from these cells the cotton fibers proceed. When a small portion of this

series is combined with a little gum-water and ground to a fine pulp,
the cells, viewed with a one-eighth object-glass, will be magnified to

about three-fourths of an inch in length. They are perfectly transparent,
and are seen to be banded near their centers. The cotton-thread or fiber

is supposed to be a flat ribbon, although, when examining several sections

of the roots of the fibers, I was convinced that the fiber is a flat, hol-

low tube resembling a ribbon. The twisting tendency of the cotton fiber

is well known, its flat shape favoring that tendency. If the fibers,

when growing or passing from their cells, obey the law which regulates
the motion of liquids, as pointed out, we can account in a measure for

their twisting and as the spiral forms of water issuing from an orifice are
regulated by the pressure of water and shape of orifice, so may the ten-

dency of the cottou fiber to twist depend on the pressure of the circulat-

ing fluids. The experiments of Hales and Burcks show that the jiressure

of the ascending vine-sap is sometimes so great that it will raise a column
of mercury 38 inches. The pressure of the ascending sap of the cotton-

plant has not yet been examined. The ranker the growth, theoretically,

the greater will be the tendency of the fiber to twist.

The Department is informed by Mr. Isaac M. Brower, United States

consul at the Fiji Islands, that sea-island cotton, which is an annual
plant in the United States, becomes perennial in those Islands, and
that its growth is much more vigorous there than here, and that for

a term of years there is a continuous crop from the same planting.

He has i)lucked cotton from a plant five years old, but the fiber is de-

fective in one particular, and is objected to by the Liverpool merchants.
They informed him that they feared that Fiji cotton is subject to

some form of disease which caused it to knot, a fault which may be
seen with the naked eye. Mr. Brower placed a specimen in my hands
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for mioroscopic examination. I placed one of these knotty specimens

on a glass slide, put on it a drop of gam-water, over which I next

placed a glass disk, pressing it down, and submitted it to a power of

about 75 diameters. The nature of the knots, so called, became evident.

The cotton fiber had, in consequence of an extreme twisting motion,

become so intertwined that an artificial knot was formed. JMr. Brower
stated, on seeing the nature of the knot under the microscope, that the

present system employed to separate Fiji cotton from the seeds,viz, tha

use of rollers, is apt to draw the knotted fibers more tightly than

would be the case if the cotton-gin was employed.

A series of microscopic investigations on cotton of various growths^

quick and slow^ growing, might lead to some practical and valuable

results. In the mean time, I would suggest, as the most effectual rein-

edy, the frequent renewal of the seed in the Fiji Islands.

FACTS FROM VARIOUS SOURCES.

Remedy for grape-vine root louse.— M. Eogiers, mayor of
Poulx, in the Department of Gard, a prominent vine-growing district of
France, proposes to the Agricultural Society of Herault, as a tested

remedy for the depredations of the Phylloxera vastatrix, the application

of a pound of soot to the roots of each vine after a careful excavation
of the earth, which is used to cover the soot. It is claimed that this

application is eiiectual in destroying the insect as well as in preventing
attacks.

Eamie.—It is reported that at the first of July the crop on the ramie
l>lantation of Mr. F. T. De Lacroix, Kew Iberia County, Louisiana, was.

fully matured. That planted last fall and this spring is short—not more
than 2 feet in height ; but the old crop is much better.

Jute.—Mr. De Lacroix also has on his plantation several rows of the
jute plant, the seed of w^hich was sent to him by the Department of
Agriculture. The plants are very vigorous, and the indications are that
jute will thrive in that climate. It bears some resemblance to flax in

appearance, as it is said to in fiber.

Tree culture in California.—The legislature of California has
passed an act the object of which is to encourage the culture of forest
and timber trees. It provides—1. That the governor shall appoint
three forest commissioners, and that a State forester shall be appointed
by them at a salary of $175 per month. 2. That the State forester shall
collect, exchange, grow, and import seeds and seedlings of forest and
timber trees, and shall distribute them gratnitouly, but not more than
1,000 seedlings to one person the same year. For these purposes he is.

authorized to expend $3,000 per annum. 3. That the supervisors in
each county shall constitute a forest board, to aid in properly distribut-
ing the seeds and plants. 4. That a sum not exceeding $500 may be
expended in providing and distributing circulars in the interest of tree
culture. 5. That the State forester shall have authority to expend
$ 3,000 the first year, and thereafter $2,000 annually, in establishing and
taking care of nurseries for rearing trees and acclimatizing foreign
plants and trees

;
and that from these, shade trees shall be furnished

for grounds and roads belonging to the State, counties, and cities*

6. That it shall be the duty of the State forester to collect and diffuse,

in all practicable ways, information respecting the culture of forest
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trees. G. That every agricultural and horticultural society receiving
aid in money from the State shall award 10 per cent, of the money so
received in special ])remiums for the largest and best groves of planted
forest and timber trees grown in live years from the time the act goes
into effect.

Palmetto lea-^^es for paper.—Small shipments of palmetto for
liber have been reported heretofore. On the British steamer Darien,
which cleared from Savannah for Liverpool July 6, Mr. Edwin C. Denig
shipped four bales of palmetto leaves, which he sends to England to
be tested as to their value as material for paper. As books and news-
papers multiply rags diminish. The demand for other materials for the
manufacture of paper is urgent and on the increase. The esparto
grass—the " Spartum " of Pliny—which grows in Spain, Portugal, and
^STorthern Africa, and which for some years has been very extensively
used as paper-making material in Europe, is beginning to fail, making
it necessary to secure some new fiber. Mr. Denig believes that palmetto
leaves will compare favorably with esparto grass as material for i^aper,
and that they can be profitably exi)orted for that purpose.

Silk raising in California.—The impetus given to the raising of
silk-worms in California was checked by the failure of the cocoon trade
with Europe. The introduction of " family reels " for reeling the cocoons
is not deemed desirable, manufacturers of silks usually preferring larger
lots, carefully assorted, composed of threads which are uniform in size,

luster, and quality. It is now i^roposed to establish, at central locations
in silk-raising districts, reeling factories, or " ateliers de moulinage," as
they are called in France, where cocoons may be reeled " into grege,
trams, and organzines." These will afford a market to which small pro-

ducers can bring their cocoons, and at which they can be assorted and
reeled in uniform threads of different grades, and in quantities to suit

manufacturers.

Comparative profit of slave and free labor.—A correspond-
ent from Alachua County, Florida, states

:

I formerly owned 110 slaves aud made 100 bales of sea-islaud cottou. I Lad a large
stock of cattle, &c. I now own 2,000 acres, one-half cleared and fenced. In 1866 I

'worked 86 hands and 30 mules. Am now convinced from my own experience that four
plows, with high manuring and diversity of crops, will furnish a better crop and in-

-come than those derived from all my former slaves.

Chinch-buctS destroyed.—Mr. J. Cochrane reports from Mason
County, Illinois, that in the first five days of June nine inches of rain
fell, as much as in the five months preceding. It destroyed nearly all

the chinch-bugs.

Good Sheep husbandry.—"Sir. E. Dibble, of Beatrice, Gage County
ITebraska, reports that he "went into winter quarters" with over 500
sheep, aud lost only four during the winter. Out of 284 lambs dropped
in the spring, he has, June 22d, 272 doing well. He thinks i^ebraska
is the best sheep country of which he has any knowledge.

Cotton factories in the South.—A South Carolina correspond-
ent thinks that now is the time to bring the factories to the cotton. He
represents that there is a great abundance of water-power in Greenville

County, and advises factory men from New England, Old England, and
the Northwest to come there aud engage in the raising and manufacture
of cotton in juxtaposition.

Figs in Oregon.—Mr. Charles C. Coe, of Hood Eiver, Wasco County,
Oregon, reports that that climate is fine for fruits of all kinds. A small
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fig-tree in his garden, tliougli liable to be killed by tlie cold of. winter,

has withstood it for two years and. borne fruit.

Almond trees in Texas.—Mr. John W. Moore, of Georgetown,
Williamson County, Texas, has four almond trees one year old, which
appear to be as hardy as the fig-tree.

Cork oak.—Mr. William 11. Harris, Red Eiver Landing, Louisiana,

has a cork oak one foot in diameter, raised from au acorn obtained from
the Agricultural Division of the Patent Office before the war.

The J^ational agrkjultural congress.—The Congress of the Cot-
ton States, organized at Augusta, Georgia, in 1870, and the National
Agricultural Association formed at Kashville, Tennessee, in 1871, met
by previous appointment at Saint Louis, May 27, and were consolidated
under the name of the National Agricultural Congress. The number of
delegates present was about 400. Among the rules adopted by the new
organization was one that there should be a vice-president from each
State, to be nominated by its delegation when represented, otherwise
appointed by the president of the congress. The principal offices were
filled as follows : President, John P. Reynolds, of Illinois 5 secretary,

Charles W. Greene, of Tennessee; treasurer, Lee R. Shryock, of Missouri.
The vice-presidents chosen, as nominated by the several State delega-
tions present, were: Alabama, C. C. Langdon; District of Columbia,
John Saul ; Georgia, O. H. Jones ; Illinois, A. M. Garland ; Indiana, F.
C.Johnson; Iowa, J. M. Shaffer; Kansas, George T. Anthony; Ken-
tucky, James H. IVIoore ; Maryland, Henry A. Parr ; Minnesota, J. H.
Stevens ; Mississippi, J. G. Worden ; Missouri, A. B. Barret ; Montana,
Mr. McArdie ; ISTorth Carolina, W. F. Cornica ; Ohio, Norton S. Town-
send

; Pennsylvania, A. Boyd Hamilton; Tennessee, W. H. Jackson;
Virginia, M. F. IMaury ; South Carolina, W. M. Lawton. The delegates,
men of intelligence and high standing in the communities they respect-
ively represented, seemed thoroughly alive to the importance of improve-
ment in agriculture, as that branch of industry which is more general than
any other, and upon the successful prosecution of which all others depend
for their prosperity; enlightened and catholic views were expressed, a
spirit of harmony and enthusiasm prevailed, and the deliberations gen-
erally were of a character to inspire the hope that this new organization
will justify its name by the extent and efficiency of its influence in pro-
moting the agricultural i)rosperity of the country.

The Hyde steam-plow.—Another trial of this invention, claimed to
be successful, was recently made at Obert's ranch, near Brighton, Cali-
fornia. Since the trial last autumn changes have been made by which
the working of the plow is much improved. Two steering-wheels have
been substituted for one, and the driving-wheels have been widened
from 15 to 30 inches. It is claimed that the machine now works well,

both in tule and in hard-clay ground, turning up the soil so as to leave
it light and sponge-like ; not in long, straight, but in short, spiral fur-

rows, thoroughly pulverized. Sixteen acres were thus broken up at the
recent trial.

The Valley of the Rappahannock.—Mr. John A. Parker commu-
nicates the following interesting facts and opinions respecting this valley

:

He has traveled much in the United States, and somewhat in foreign
lands, and yet he has never seen any country so highly favored by
nature as the valley of the Rappahannock. But while nature has done
everything for it, man has thus far done but little. It has great facili-

ties for living on luxuries at a cheap rate ; oysters, crabs, fish, and wild
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fowls are afforded iii abimdauce by its river and its tributaries; the
lauds are easy to cultivate, the meaus of improviug them are cheap, and
there are rare facilities for sending their products to the great markets
of New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Norfolk, &c. Both the soil and
the climate are favorable for the x^roduction of every species of grain
and roots, and all fruits, except tropical, that can be produced in any
State in the Union. Lands, partly covered with line timber, and about
one-tenth, on the average, under splendid cultivation, can now be
bought for from $5 to $20 per acre. Lastly, in healthiness of climate,
the valley will compare favorably with any i)ortion of the United States.
Mr. Parker states that taxes are lower in Virginia than in any

other State, w4th a single exception ; and thinks that if emigrq-nts would
visit that valley, and examine the extraordinary inducements it offers,

they would choose to locate there rather than in some new western
section, which is destitute of schools, churches, and settled society. He
adds the assurance that all settlers of industrious and moral habits, from
whatever section and of whatever politics, will receive a cordial " higli-

land welcome."

MARKET PRICES OF FARM PRODUCTS

Articles. July.

XEW YORK.

Flour, superfine State per barrel.

exti'a State do
superfine ^Yesteru do
extra to choice western do
extra southern do
good to choice southern do

Wheat, No. 1, spring per bushel

.

No. 2, spring , do
winter, red, western do
amber, western do
white, western do

Eye do
Barley do....
Oats do
Corn do
Hay, shipping qualities per ton..

l)riuie do
Beef, plain mess p6r barrel.

extra mess do
Pork, mess do

prime do
Lard per pound

.

Butter, western do
State dairy do ...

.

Cheese, western dairy do
State factory do

Cotton, ordinary to good ordinary do
low middling to good middling do. ...

Tobacco, lugs, all grades do
common to medium leaf do

Wool, pulled do
tub-washed do
California, spring clip do
California, fall clip do
Texas, inferior to common do ...

.

$5 30
6 30
5 30
6 15
7 15
9 40

$6 00
7 30
6 00

11 75
9 35
12 75

57
53
63
70
68

82i to
Nominal.

43 to
62

23 00
28 00
8 00

10 00
13 00
10 SO

60
55
67
75
80

8i to
11 to
23 to

7 to
7 to

201 to

24f to

8-rt to

9i to
.50 to
75 to

to
to

to

40
30
30

46
65

24 00
32 00
9 50
12 00
13 50
10 75

91
16
28
lU
12*

23f
27i
H
lOf
60
§0
45
.32

43
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MarTcet priceti of farm lyroducts—Coutinued.

Articles. July.

Flour, western superfine per barrel.

western extras do ...

.

western choice do
southern extras do
choice Baltimore do

Wheat per bushel.
Eve ....do
Barley do
Corn, soT^thern yellow do. , .

.

western nnxed do
western yellow do

Beef, mess per barrel.

do....extra
Pork, prime do

mess do
Lard per pound

.

Butter, New York and Verjnout do
Canada, good to choice do
western do....

Cheese, New York and Vermont, choice factory do
Ohio factory, good to choice do

Hay per ton .

.

Wool, Ohio and Pennsylvania per pound.
Michigan do
other western jL..do
California do....
Texas do
combing fleece do

PHILADELPHIA.

Flour, superfine per barrel.
extra do
family and fancy brands do

Wheat, red, Pennsylvania and western per bushel.
aml)er do

Rye .do.
Corn, yellow do

mixed, western do
Oats, western white , do
Pork, mess per barrel.
Beef, mess, city packed do
Lard per pound

.

Cotton, middling , do. ...

BALTIMORE.

Flour, superfine per barrel

.

extra
, do....

family and fancy do ...

.

Wheat, choice red per iiushel!
white ^..do.

.do.Rye.
Com, yellow ([q

white {^o
Hay, western per to'ii!!

Pennsylvania and Maryland do
Pork, mess per barreJ'.
Butter, western, prime to choice per pound.

New York do
Cheese, western factory !do.."!

eastern factory tlo

l.^-)
00

6 25
8 50
6 50
9 50
1 55
95
75
68
65
68

10 00
12 00
11 50
14 00

9
20
20
15
11

8
30 00

65
62
62
25
35
75

5 25
6 00
7 50
1 70
1 77
65
64
63
43

14 00
14 50

9

to $5 50
to 8 50
to 11 50
to 7 00
to 11 50

1 80
1 00
1 20
69
67
69

to 12 00
to 13 00
to 12 50
to 14 50
to
to

to

to

to

to

10.
25
24
22

12i
104^

to 35 00
to

to
to

to
to

to

75
70
67
57
50
80

to 5 75
to 6 75
to 11 00
to 1 75
to 1 80
to

to
to

to

to 14 50
to 14 75
to 94

25f to 26^

6 00
7 25
9 50
2 00
2 00

98
67
77

35 00
33 00
13 75

10

to 7 00
to 9 25
to 10 00
to 2 10

2 10
1 05

68
79

to 37 00
to 37 00
to

to 17

to

to

to

to

13 to
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Marlcet prices of farm products—Continued.

Articles. July.

Baltimore—Continued.

Lard
Cotton, ordinary to good ordinary,

low middling to middling .

Tobacco, common to good lugs
common to medium-leaf..

Wool, unwashed, free from burs. ..

tab-washed

. per pound

.

do....
do. ...

.per cental.
do....

. per pound

.

do....

CINCINNATI.

Flour, superfine
extra
family

Wheat, No. 1, white ,

No. 2, white
No. 1, red
No. 2, red

Corn, white
yellow

Oats, white
No. 1, mixed

Eye
Barley, Avinter, No. 2

spring, No. 2

Hay, common to choice

from store

Pork, mess
prime

Beef, plate
hams

Lard, prime steam
Butter, Western Eeserve

choice Central Ohio
Tobacco, lugs

leaf

Wool, tub-washed .---

fleece-washed, manufacturing
fleece-washed, combiug
unwashed, manufacturing
unwashed, combing
pulled

.per barrel.

do....
do....

.per bushel.
do....
do....
do....
do....
do....
do....
do....
do....
do....
do....

. . .per ton.

.

do....
. per barrel

.

do....
do....
do....

.per pound.
do....
do....
do....
do....

.... do....
do....
do....
do....
do....
do....

CHICAGO.

Flour, winter extras
spring extras

Wheat, No. 1, spring
No. 2, spring
No. 3, spring

Corn, No. 2
rejected

Oats, No. 2
rejected

Rye, No. 2
Barley, No. 2
Hay, timothy, (on track).

prairie...

Pork, mess
extra

Beef, mess
Lard

.por liarrel.

do....
.per bushel.

do....
do....
do....
do....
do....
do....
do....
do....

. . .per ton..
do....

.per barrel.

do....
do....

.per pound.

|0 8 to $0 104-

20 to 2'if

24f to 2.'if

7 50 to 9 00
9 00 to 9 50

40 to 42
68 to 70

5 50 to 6 00
7 00 to 7 25
7 26 to 7 50

1 55 to 1 60
1 50 • to
53 to 54

38 to
37 to 38
75 to 78
60 to 75
60 to

16 00 to 20 00
18 00 to 23 00
12 00 to 14 50

11 00 to 11 .50

13 00 to 13 50

8i to 8f
18 to
14 to
10 to
12 to
65 to
55 to
65 to
40 to
50 to
55 to

20
17
18
25
67
60
70
45
55
60

9 50 to
6 75 to 7 37^
1 211 to I 24i
1 20^ to i 23

40 to

37 to
25| to

22i to

56 to

26^
23i

52
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Market prices of farm produces—Continued.

Articles.

\ Chicago—Continued.

Butter, choice dairy per ponud.
fair to choice, tub aud firkin do

Cheese, New York factory do
Avesteru lactory do
Ohio iiictoiy do

Wool, medium fieece do
unwashed, medium do....
tub-washed do

SAIXT LOUIS.

Flour, superfine per barrel

.

extra do
choice ,.-.*. do

Wheat, red per bushel

.

white do
spring do

Corn, mixed do
yellow do
white -do

Oats, white do
mixed do

Rye. .do.
Barley, winter do

spring , do
Hay per ton .

.

Pork, mess per barrel

.

Lard, prime steam per pound

.

kettle do
Butter, choice do

medium to fair do
Cheese, choice factory do
Cotton, middling do. ...

Tobacco, lug per cental.
common leaf do
medium to good leaf do

Wool, tiib-washed per pound

.

fleece-washed do
unwashed, medium do

NEW ORLEANS.

Flour, sTiperfine per barrel.
extras do

Corn, white per bushel

.

yellow do
mixed ..do.. ..

Oats '.

do.---
Hay, choice per ton..

prime do
Pork, mess per barrel.
Beef, mess, (Texas) do
Lard, tierce per pound.

keg
, do....

Butter, choice western do
Goshen, choice do

Cheese, New York cream do
Western Reserve do

Cotton, ordinary to low middling do
middling to good middling

July.

|15 to
12 to
12 to
10 to

10 to
59 to
43 to
60 to

17
14
13
11

11

62
45
73

25
00
75
40
35
75
38
38
40

29i
28
58

to 4 75
to 7 50-

to 10 00
50
52^-.

20"

47
44
56-J.

.37"

35^
62

40
18 00
11 80

9f
7J-

15"

7

Hi
24*

7 .50"

8 25
9 00

65
54
46

to .55

to 21 00
to 12 25
to
to

to
to
to
to

to
to

8
17

11

124
25"

8 50
9 00

to 11 00
to 70
to 62
to 47

6 to 6 75
7 25 to 10 50

69 to 70

57
40

28 00
26 00

12 50
11 50

9
10
16
30
17
12

19f
24*

to 58
to 46
to 30 00
to 27 00
to 13 15
to 12 00

m
18

12*

23s
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Market prices of farm products—Continued.

Articles.

SAN FKANCISCO.

Flour, superfine per barrel.

extra superfine do
hi "her grades do ...

.

Wheat, State per cental.

Oregon do
Corn, white do

yellow do
Hay, State per ton..

Pork, luess per barrel

.

prime do ...

.

Beef, mess do
Lard per pound.
Butter, overland do

California '. do
Oregon do ...

.

Cheese - do
Wool, native do

California do
Oregon do ...

.

July,

$4 50 to $3' 2.'.

5 50 to 6 -25

1 75
1 75
1 50

1 45
8 50

17 00
16 00
12 00

10
15
22*
10

12
30
35
38

to 1 90
to 1 9i)

to
to
to 18 50
to 20 00
to

to 20 00
to 12A

20
25
15
16

40
40
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MONTHLY REPORT. '

Department of AamcuLTURE,
Statistical Division, September 23, 1872.

Sir : I rei^ort herewith, for publication, statements of the condition of

farm crops, as shown in the returns for August and September, and

statistics of market movements and prices, together with other matter

representing the work of the several divisiohs of the Department of

Agriculture.

Respectfully,

J. R. DODGE,
Statistician.

Hon. F. Watts, Commis^'iioner.

CONDITION OF THE CROPS.

CORX.

The condition of corn is better than for several previous seasons,

throughout New England. The unusually warm weather, in connection,

with seasonable rains, which have kept greeu even the sandy plains of

the coast section, has given high promise of a large yield, which early

frosts can now scarcely impair. The Maine and Connecticut averages
are 7 above ; New Hampshire, 6 ; Rhode Island, 5 ; and Vermont, 2.

The average of condition in New York is 110, the best reports coming
from the principal corn-producing counties, of which, Livingston re-

turns 125; Onondaga and Ontario 120; Wayne, 115; Dutchess, 110;
and Suffolk and other large counties, 100.

The counties of Hunterdon, Monmouth, Salem, Warren, Morris, and
Mercer, in New Jersey, yielding more than half the corn supply of the

State, average 111, but the reraainingcounties reduce the general average
to 110. Salem returns 95, and Atlantic 50 ; no other returns fall below
100.

In Pennsylvania, such counties as Lancaster, York, Washington,
Bucks, Berks, Westmoreland, Cumberland, Centre, Montgomery, and
Chester, none of which produce less than a million bushels, and some
of them nearly three millions, average together 109, which is also the
average for forty-one counties reporting corn.
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Delaware, Maryland, and Virginia are the only States between Maine
and Georgia which report the corn prospect unfavorable. The average
for Delaware is 57, for Maryland 86, and Virginia 95. The reports
from Virginia are variable, some " better than for years," as in Bath,
while others give expectation of but half a crop. Accomack, which
usually i:)roduces half a million bushels, returns condition at 110, while
Fauquier, which stands second in corn ])roduction, makes its record 90.

North Carolina guarantees a large crop of corn. Only Edgecombe and
Jones report low condition, ten counties average, and thirty-seven above,
the average for the State being 112.

In South Carolina only four counties report less than 100, and the
State average is 106.

In Georgia, where the average is 108, some of the larger corn counties
make even more favorable returns.

In Alabama, Wilcox reports 150 ; Lawrence, 125 ; Dallas, 115 ; Mont-
gomery, 110. These are among the heaviest corn-producers. Only three
counties report low condition. Average, 107.

A large yield is promised in Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas. Ar-
kansas i)romises an average, and Tennessee 5 per cent, above.
In Kentucky, among counties usually producing over a million bush-

els each, Shelby is placed at 120; Jeiierson, 110; and Fayette, 100.

Only two are below average.
In Ohio, of forty-three counties reporting, only two are below aver-

age, seven average, and thirty-four above. Of sixteen counties, which
l^roduced twenty-three millions of bushels in 1809, Franklin and War-
ren report 125 ; Darke, 120 ; Coshocton, 115 ; Clinton, Miami, and High-
land, 110 ; Licldug and Fairfield, 100 ; and Montgomery, Eoss, Fayette,
Butler, Champaign, and Hamilton, 105.

From many of the principal counties in Michigan, including Jackson,
Calhoun, Saint Joseph, Livingston, Branch, and Washtenaw, returns
of 100 are made, while Oakland returns 95, and Hillsdale 80 ; the
average for the State being 99.

Among the Indiana counties i^roduciug more than a million bushels
each, Madison reports 125 for condition ; Marion and Wayne, 110

;

Bartholemew, 108 ; Shelby, 105. The State average is 105.

Of fifty counties reporting in Illinois, thirty-two report high condition,

seven low, and eleven average. Among those usually growing from two
to six millions of bushels each, the following returns are made : Sanga-
mon, 115; McLean, Mason, Macon, Tazewell, 110; Madison, 100; Cham-
l^aign, 90. The general average is 107.

Wisconsin, like Michigan, falls a little below 100. La Fayette, second
county in production in 1869, returns 120 ; Eock, 125 ; Iowa and Eich-

land, 100 ; Green, 95 ; Fond du Lac, 85 ; Jefferson and Columbia, 80.

In this State and Minnesota the average is the same, 98.

In Iowa the counties producing not less than a million bushels each,

average 103, while the average for the State is 101.

The following counties in Missouri, which produce .from one to two
millions of bushels each, average 112, viz. Clay, Cass, La Fayette, Holt,

Platte, Jackson, Nodaway, Boone, and Saint Louis ; Cass and Saint

Louis being placed at 100, and Nodaway at 125. The State average
is 110.

In Kansas, Doniphan, the first in corn production, is reported at 110,

as also are Atchison, Johnson, Bourbon, ]\Iiami, Shawnee, and Mar-
shall ; Brown and Pottawattamie, 125; Cherokee, 130 ; Linn, 120;
Nemaha, 115 ; Jefferson and Coffey, 110. The State average is 112.

Nebraska averages 111 ; California, 103 ; Oregon, 101.
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The following- is a classification of the September returns of corn

:

States.
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weeks in portions of tlie territory west of Alabama, while a snfiiciency

of moisture has been reported of the Atlantic States, and in many places
an excess of rain is observed. Eleven meteorological stations, in differ-

ent parts of North Carolina, show a record of rain-fall in August rang-
ing from 2.G0 inches in Granville to 7.80 in Mecklen burgh, and make
an average of 5.27 inches. Three reports from South Carolina average
7.15 inches, the lowest rain-fall beiug in Newberry, where iujury was
wrought by " heavy rains followed by drought." The average of seven
stations of Georgia was 4.18 inches, the lowest tecord being 2.70 at
Fulton, and the highest 6.50 at Washington. The range in Florida was
from 2.G0 inches in Duval to 23.25 in Wakulla, and the average 8.90.

The average of stations reported in other States is as follows : Alabama,
2.75 inches ; Mississippi, 2.72 inches ; Louisiana, 2.7G ; Texas, 1.44

;

Arkansas, 2.70; Tennessee, 3.0G inches, the range being very wide, 1.33

in Montgomery to G.Ol inches in Sunlner.

The condition of the crop, as shown by the returns received in Sep-
tember, in comi^arison with those of August, is as follows

:

September. August.

Virffiuia 97 101
North Carolina 101 99
South Carolina 95 98
Georgia 96 104
Florida 92 96
Alabama 88 107
Mississippi 90 112
Louisiana 86 101

Texas 94 103
Arkansas 78 96
Tennessee 92 104

Thus the prospect throughout the entire cotton area, which favored a
yield 5 per cent, larger than an average product, promises at the present
time about 9 per cent, less than an average. The increase of area over
last year, and the unfavorable character of the season of 1871, still

point to a material increase in the total crop of 1872, while the possible

extension of insect ravages, or the early occurrence of frost, may mod-
ify the present expectation.

The only counties reporting cotton in Virginia, are Northampton,
Southami^ton, King and Queen, Chesterfield, Greenville, and Patrick

;

and in these the average of condition has declined from 101 in August
to 97 in September.
Eeturns from thirty-eight counties in North Carolina average 101 in

September, against 97 in August. Mecklenburgh holds its August esti-

mate of 125, and Edgecombe has advanced from 75 to 100. Twelve re-

l^orts are below 100. No material loss from insects is reported.

The average condition in South Carolina has fallen from 98 in August
to 95 in September. Darlington, Barnwell, Edgefield, and Fairfield

Counties, which together produced 90,000 bales of the crop of 18G9, av-

erage 9G, Darlington and Fairfield standing better than in August.
E-ichland, reporting 100 in August, has been visited by the caterpillar,

which reduces the estimate to 80.

In August only twelve counties in Georgia, of sixty reporting, re-

turned condition less than 100, and the general average was 104 ; in

September it is replaced at 96. Insect ravages are becoming serious in

several counties, especially in Lee, Twiggs, Spalding, Schley, Baldwin,
and Marion. In Gwinnett the crop is claimed to be better than ever be-

fore ; that 10,000 bales are expected, 6,000 being deemed a large crop

prior to 18G0, this prospect being due to good culture and a liberal use
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of fertilizers. Georgia is employing fertilizers more extensively in this

culture than any other State.

The tlecline during the past month in Florida has been from 9G to

92. The caterpillar appeared in Suwannee as early as July 15, and
divested of leaves whole fields before August 15. Leon, Jefferson,

Madison, Gadsden, and Taylor have also been visited. Floods have
swept a large area of bottom-lauds, and heavy rains elsewhere have
caused leaves and forms to fall.

Only four counties in Alabama made returns below 100 in August,

the general average being 107; two-thirds of the present returns are

below 100, thirty-two counties averaging 88. Of the prominent coun-

ties, Uale shows a decline from 110 to 67, Eussell from 103 to 97, and
Marengo from 90 to 70. Montgomery indicates an advance from 105 to

110. Two-thirds of the returns include a reference to insect ravages.

The general average of Mississippi returns has fallen since the Au-
gust report from 112 to 90, Warren has declined from 110 to 108, Madi-

son from 105 to 77, Hinds from 100 to 60. Three-fourths of the returns

are below 100. Insect depredations are serious in many counties.

The average for Louisiana was 101 in August ; in September 86. In

Caddo the decline is from 90 to 50, from 100 to 75 in Concordia, from
95 to 80 in Claiborne ; while in Madison, a prominent parish, an ad-

vance from 120 to 140 is reported. The caterpillar has been destructive

in Tangipahoa, Marion, Eed River, Saint Landry, and Concordia. In

some counties persistent and comparatively successful efforts were made
to destroy the early brood of caterpillars ; in Wilkinson large numbers
were killed, and in Warren both the caterpillar and boll-worm were held

in check by the vigilance and industry of i^lanters.

Drought has shortened the Texas crop, and reduced the average of

the returns of condition from 103 to 94. Few reports of the presence

of insects are received.

The average of Arkansas returns has been decreased from 9G to 78,

mainly by dry weather.
In Tennessee, drought has also been injurious, reducing the average

from 104 to 92. The forms and young bolls of the top crop are rapidly

falling off, threatening a material reduction of the crop.

In presenting- the following extracts from notes accompanying the

September returns, it should be remembered that the tables present in

compact form the spirit and substance of all the returns received, while

the extracts are necessarily desultory and exceptional

:

North Carolixa.—Crop lius rapidly improved within thirty days: just commenced
opening, and promises a good yield. Mecklenburgh : Best crop since the war ; a little

rust ; too much rain ; very heavilj'^ boiled. Onslow : Never finer in growth, though in-

jured by late rains, causing it to shed forms. Pasquotanlc : Poorer than ever known.
Sampson: Very seriously affected by rust. Bertie: Below average; three weeks
ago it was 15 per cent, above ; rust has proved very destructive

;
prospect a third less

than it was two weeks ago.
South Carolina.— York : Growth remarkably rapid, on some farms too rapid, caus-

ing the casting of fruit to a considerable extent. The stock is unusually well grown
and filled. Two weeks ago the crop promised 25 per cent, above average, but continu-
ous rains during the latter half of August have caused some rot as well as shedding of
young fruit. Clarendon : Poorer than for forty-seven years; fine up to July 15, when
hot drought set in, cutting down the jirospect to two-thirds of an average; fruit has
fallen to a great extent ; only July cotton left ; rust has become general. Marion :

Early cotton damaged by drought ; late cotton by rust. Eichland : Much injured by
rust, and in some localities by caterpillars destroying the whole August crop.

Georgia.— Glasscock : Great falling oif in cotton; rust and rain have shortened it a
half from what was expected a month ago ; caterpillars and boll-worms on some
farms. Marion : almost every field suffering from some disaster—caterjiillar, boll-worm,
or rust— and, in some cascs,'all three. Late cotton has no matured fruit, but a rank
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ffrowth of weeil. Even Avitliout the assistance of these scourges the early aud late

cotton both suffered severely from unusual shedding of bolls, and from extremes of

hot and dry Aveather. Calhoun : lujured a third by wet weather aud caterpillars.

Colmnhia: Crop shortened by overgrowth and casting of fruit. Lee: Caterpillar has

entirely stripped some fields and threatens to sweep the whole ; crop probal^ly 75 per

cent, below average. Floyd : Caterpillars have just made their appearance, otherwise

the crop is very promising. Twiggs : Within twenty days a fine prospect of cotton has

been reduced 20 per cent, below average. Fulton: Best crop ever known, opening

finely. Coweta ; Suffering from caterpillars and blight, besides rust
;
iirospect very

gloomy. Spalding : Worm and rust doing great damage. Schleij : Caterpillars sweep-

ing whole fields in forty-eight hours. Baldwin : Badly damaged by drought and cater-

pillars ; September cotton will be cut off.

Flop.ida.—Suicanncc : Caterpillars appeared .July 1.5, and ate up some fields clean by
August 15 ; September 15 the crop will probably be swept ; long and short staple cot-

ton will be cut short at least one-half. Leon : Caterpillars appeared in force August 18

and by the 25th had stripped cotton of all the leaves, and exposed the fact that there

was little or no young fruit, forms, or bolls on the staliis ; crop probably not over a

third of average. Jefferson : Caterpillars aud rot have done serious injury to the crop,

which probably will not be over half average. Madison : The best crop, by far, since

the war ; caterpillars have not done much damage in this county, as yet. Gadsden :

Eains heavy aud continuous since the last report, making cotton to shed its forms and
young bolls, besides causing a great increase of rust, and " black " or " boll" rot. Cat-

erpillars have also done great damage. Late planted cotton will be a failure. Taylor :

Excessive rains have made the cotton shed its fruit ; caterpillars stripped the leaves.

Not over a half crop at best ; top cotton all lost. Egyptian cotton very fine ; but little

injured by the caterpillar.

Alabama.—Crenshaw : Prospects very unfavorable ; entire fields denuded of leaves

by army-worm, boll-worm, and rust. Montgomery : Crop very fine and opening rapidly,

but caterpillars are very destructive. FranJclin: Seriously injured by drought ; will

probably be not over half crop ; half green bolls have fallen off. Colbert : Injured by
dry hot weather ; very few bolls from August growth. Clarke: Within ten days the

caterpillar has been very destructive ; early cotton a lialf crop ; of late cotton many
fields usually averaging a bale to the acre will not make over a bale to 10 acres.

Conecuh : Within ten days the worm has destroyed almost the whole crop. Bussell

:

Forward cotton injured by rust ; late cotton taken by caterpillars. Calhoun: Army-
wonn within five days has reduced the prospect from average to 25 per cent, below.

Chamhers: Worms doing same mischief. Butler: Army-worm doing great mischief;

every field bare of leaves. Macon: Crops cut short by drought, rust, and worms.
Perry: Nearly half destroyed by caterpillars. Dallas: Caterpillars reduced the crop

to nearly 50 per cent, below average. Pilce: Within ten days army-worms 'have

swept tlie crop, especially the late planted. Wilcox : Freshets and worms have cut

down the crops one half. Tuscaloosa : Crop greatly reduced by drought and cater-

pillars. Limestone : Cut short a fourth by rust and worms.
Mississippi.—J ttala : Fine prospects of the crop existing two weeks ago are seriously

compromised by drought and worms. Pike: Shortened by drought and army-worm
;

squares falling. Lauderdale : Fine prospects up to August 10, when the drought cut

the crop short. Crops of last year 4,000 bales ; this year not over 3,000. Jasper : Cot-

ton-worm at work. Newton: Crop doing well. Xoxuhee: Crop a failure, especially

late cotton. Wayne: Alarm about caterpillars subsiding; these worms will shorten

the crop very considerably. Coahoma: Drought has cut down the crop 25 per cent.

Hinds : Crop half cut off by drought and worms. Lee : Eeduced 50 per cent, by drought.

Madison: Prospect reduced a third within a month. Clark: Unprecedented falling

oft' of the crop since July 25 through drought and caterpillars; there will be no
top crop ; the greater portion of the crop will be open in September. Xeshoia

:

Yield lighter than last year; drought aud worms have seriously shortened it. Tala-

Tyusha: Has failed rapidly of late through drought, blight, and worms; not over

a half crop. Marion : Worms have swept the crop
;
yield not over 65 i)er cent., at

most.
Louisiana.—Morehouse : Half crop ; injured by long drought

;
quality of staple

above average. Caddo : Drought has reduced the crop 50 per centum below average.

Franklin : Euined. Madison : Fine. East Feliciana : Crop decreased a third by
drought and worms in August. Lberia ; Bolls and forms shedding freely through
drought. Claiborne : Blasted by drought. Tangipahoa : Fearfully injured by drought

;

caterpillar taking what is left; perhaps half a crop will be gathered. Saint Landry:

Probably reduced to a half crop by long drought and army-worms.. Pcd Biver

:

Shortened 10 per centum during August by drought and army-worms. Eichland

:

Reduced to a half crop by drought. Bossier : Shortened a half by drought. Concordia

:

Caterpillars have swept many plantations ; in many fields not a leaf has been left

;

damage worse along the river than in the interior. Bapidcs : Stripped of all foliage

between 15th and 20th August ; cannot yield over one-third of an average.
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Texas.— Cornell: Drought lia.s cut iTowii tlio crop to a half avera,2;e. Kaufman:
Throwing oft" on account of raiu ; worms have done a little damage. lied liiver : Suf-

fering for rain. Dallas : Will average not over (500 pounds of seed cotton per aero, or

200 pounds of lint ; July prospects reduced a third. Ellis: Drought shortening the
crop again. Henderson : Crop ruined by drouth—average not greater than last year

—

:35. Williamson : Drought has shortened cotton a third. Milam : Upland cotton short-

ened by drought one third; bottom crops shortened one-fourth; opened prematurely.
Gonzales: Low condition ; drought has caused squares and small bolls to fall ; worms
have done some damage, Austin: Scarcely average owiug to drought. Johnson: Dry
weather shortening cotton ci'op, yet it will be double of last year's yield. Fayette

:

Drought has cut down the crop at least a third, yet in river-lands crops well cultivated
will pro .luce 500 pounds per acre. Caterpillars have been very troublesome; now
stripping all the leaves; early prolific seed mostly used. Waco: Yield will not pay
three-fourths of the cost of production ; worst failure j'et known here. Marion : Crop
almost ruined. Rusk: Opened to the top; all the squares dropped ott' on account
of drought.
Arkansas.—Monroe : Drought causing the squares to fall ; crop below average. Crit-

tenden : Seriously damaged by drought and rust or blight. Pulaski : Shortened by
drought 33 per cent. Prairie : On uplands cut off three-fourths ; short also on
bottoms. Diew: Crop will be short.

Tennessee.—Madison: Suffering from drought; squares and bolls dropping; rust in
a few fields. McXairy : Very promising ; average considerably increased. Hardeman:
Seriously injured by drought and heat. Weakley: Drought has reduced the crop one-
half. Giles : Shedding squares and top bolls; will probably be cut short one-fourth.

WHEAT.

The September returns, which give the couditiou of whea^t when
harvested, present the following list of States above average : Maine,
109 ; North Carolina, 109; South Carolina, 102 ; Georgia, 104 ; Alabama,
105 ; Mississippi, 102 ; Louisiana, 112 ; Texas, 120 ; Arkansas, 106

;

Tennessee, 110; Keutucky, 110; Minnesota, 104; Nebraska, 109. Those
below 100 are New Hampshire, 95 ; Vermont, 91 ; Massachusetts, 97

;

Connecticut, 98 ; New York, 85 ; New Jersey, 89 ; Pennsylvania, 76
;

Delaware, 92 ; Maryland, 74 ; Virginia, 99 ; West Virginia, 96 ; Ohio,
84; Michigan, 95 ; Indiana, 97 ; Illinois, 95; Wisconsin, 98 ; Missouri,

70; Kansas, 85; Oregon, 96 ; Iowa, 100.

Eeference is made to the tables for August, in which the condition of
spring-wheat in that month is shown.

OATS.

Of the New England States, Maine reports the oat crop 8 per cent.,

and Connecticut 5 i^er cent, above average, the other States being about
5 per cent, below. In some parts of Vermont and Massachusetts, exces-
sive rains blighted the crop while growing, and injured it in the shock
after harvesting. The same causes reduced the crop below an average
in all the Middle States. In Indiana County, Pennsylvania, the loss is

stated at 20 per cent. In Warren County, New York, the Birlie oats are
pronounced inferior in quality to the common black oats, besides being
weaker in straw and smaller in quantity, requiring a longer time to
ripen. In Virginia, the depreciation is 25 per cent. The Norway oats
made a very line yield in Frederick County. The Schonen is pro-
nounced the best variety ever tried in Highland County, but an entire
failure in Accomack. Here, however, the oat crop has failed for the last

ten years. In North Carolina, the crop is 7 per cent, above average

;

but m all the other Atlantic and Gulf coast States it falls from 2 to
24 j)er cent, below, except in Texas, which reaches 111. In Travis
County, a new variety—the red oats—yielded from 75 to SO bushels per
acre. Arkansas, Tennessee, and. Keutucky report from 5 to 7 per cent.
above average, and West Virginia 3 per cent, below. The crop was
injured in the shock in several counties of these States, by rains
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North of the Ohio, Illinois reports an nverafte crop, the otlier States
heiug from 1 to 9 per cent, below. In Lee County, Illinois, the yield

will average about 50 bushels per acre. In Champagne County, the
iujuries of worms in this crop are noted. West of the Mississippi, the
crop was from 4 to 14 per cent, above average, except in Iowa—2 per
cent, below, where, in many places, it ripened too rapidly. In Califor-

nia, it was 1 i)er cent, below. Contra Costa County is said never to fail

of a fair crop. In Oregon there was a deficiency of 4 per cent.

BAELEY.

The barley crop is quite deficient. East of the Mississippi, the only
States that reach an average are Connecticut, North Carolina, South
Carolina, and Alabama, in all of which the average is small. - Of the
Southwestern States, Texas, Tennessee, and Kentucky are above
average, as are, also, Minnesota, Kansas, Nebraska, and Oregon. All
the other States are deficient.

TOBACCO.

Of twenty-three States reporting the tobacco crop fifteen are full

average or above, viz: Connecticut, 108; New York, lOG; Pennsylvania,
102 ; North Carolina, 105 ; Georgia, 103 ; Alabama, 101 ; Arkansas,
105; Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, West Virginia, and Kentucky,
100 ; Illinois, 101 ; Missouri, 103 ; Nebraska, 107. The remaining
eight States are below average, viz: Massachusetts, 99; Virginia,

91 ; Tennessee, 91 ; Ohio, 92 ; Indiana, 98 ; Wisconsin, 85 ; Iowa,
96; Kansas, 9G. The crop was injured in some localities by heavy
rains, and in others by severe drought. In many cases the croj) was
highly stimulated by quick fertilizers.

GEASS AND PASTUEES.

In theNew England and Middle States the hay crop was above average,
except in New Jersey, where it was 10 per cent., and in Delaware where
it was 45 per cent, below. The fine rains of July and August, in many
localities, delayed harvest and caused the crop to be gathered in in-

different condition, but brought up the iiastures to an unusual high
average. In Delaware the remarkable shortness of the crop is attributed

to severe drought. In Maryland and Virginia the same cause cut down
the yield 38 and 31 jier cent., respectively, below average. In Charles
County, Maryland, no crop was harvested. From North Carolina to

Florida the crop was above average, but westward to the Mississippi

several xier cent, below. Louisiana reports 14 per cent, and Texas 4
per cent, above average. In Gonzales County the crop was mostly of

millet and mesquite grass, a branch of production which shows consider-

able increase. Arkansas is 11 per cent, above average, while Tennessee
is 3 per cent, below, on account of the drought in some counties shorten-

ing timothy and red-top. Kentucky is above average. Ohio and
Michigan are, respectively, 18 per cent, and 3 per cent, deficient. All
the other Western and Pacific States are above average, the excess
ranging from 3 to 14 per cent.

POTATOES.

East and rot, resulting from excessive rains, reduced the crop in

the Northern New England States, through New Hampshire rises to aver-
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age. In Massachusetts, on the contrary, the leading; complaint is of

drought. Khode Island and Oonnecticnt are above average. All the
Middle and Southern Atlantic States are below average, except ISTorth

Carolina and Georgia. In Delaware and Maryland potatoes suffered

from severe drought, reducing this crop in the former til per cent., and
in the latter 35 per cent., below average. Of the Gulf States, Florida
is G per cent, and Texas 22 per cent, above average ; all the rest are be-

low. Arkansas is full average ; Tennessee and Kentucky G per cent,

above; West Virginia 10 per cent, below. North of the Ohio, Indiana
and Illinois are full average or above; the others below; Wisconsin
being deficient 20 per cent. West of the Mississippi, all the States are

above average, except Nebraska, which is 2 per cent, below. California

is 7 per cent, below, and Oregon G per cent, above.
Sweet potatoes.—With the exception of North Carolina, which is about

average, the Middle, Soutliern, and Southwestern States re^iort defi-

ciencies ranging from 1 to 32 per cent. North of Ohio, Indiana is the
only State that rises to average. Missouri and Kansas are full average
or above, while all the other Western and the Pacific States are below.

FEUITS.

Apples.—The apple-crop of New England ranges from average to

33 j)er cent, above. In every one of these States the September retnrns
show an improvement over those of August, except in Ehode Island,

where the crop about held its own. Our correspondent in Newport,
Ehode Island, says that the apple-crop of that region has grown very
precarious of late years ; crops of ten years together do not now equal
what was considered a good crop thirty or forty years ago. In Norfolk
County, Massachusetts, cider-apples are so abundant as to sell at 10
and 15 cents i)er bushel. In Windham County, Connecticut, the canker-
worm {Anysopteryx vernata) was troublesome in a few orchards.
In New York the apple-crop rose, during August, from 2 i^er cent,

below average to G i^er cent, above. Complaints of falling from the
trees were mentioned in the August returns, in several counties. In
New Jersey the crop slightly improved during August, reaching 22 per
cent, above average. In Gloucester and Morris Counties the fruit is

rei)orted as especially fine. In Pennsylvania the crop, during August,
rose from 15 per cent, to 21 per cent, above average. In Berks County
the market was overstocked, and thousands of bushels left to rot uj)on
the trees. Several counties report crops exceeding any former ones. In
Delaware the crop was not only excellent, but it appears to have im-
Ijroved during August. The August returns represented it 50 per cent.,

and the September returns as 75 per cent., above average.
In Maryland the crop is reported at 19 per cent, above average, with a

considerable improvement during the previous month. This abundance
appears to be general throughout the State. In Virginia it rose nearly
to a general average, though shortened by drought in some localities.

In North Carolina it was abundant and generally good. In one or

two counties late frosts were quite destructive. In South Carolina it

was not over two-thirds of an average in quality, and generally inferior.

Georgia reports an inferior crop, declining during August, though in

some localities the fruit was unusually fine and well flavored. In Flor-

ida it was comparatively a failure, and in Alabama and Mississippi con-

siderably below average. The rot was quite severe in many places. In
Louisiana and Texas the general jield was satisfactory, though in some
places the fruit was imperfectly developed and feU prematurely from the
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trees, lu Bexar Couuty, Texas, it was remarked tliatj'oung apple-trees
yielded astonishingly.

The crop ranged from 4 per cent to 15 per cent, above average in
Arkansas, Tennessee, West Virginia, and Kentucky. In some places
the fruit rotted considerably and fell from the trees, but in other locali-

ties the crops exceeded those of any former year.

The yield was about average in Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois. In some
counties the trees were loaded with fine fruit, especially in orchards
that failed of a crop last year. In Bureau Couuty, Illinois, the fruit

sold at $1 per barrel, and in Warren Couuty, Ohio, as low as 40 cents
per barrel. The crop of Michigan was reduced by drought 5 per cent,

below average, and in some localities the keeping qualities of the fruit

considerably depreciated. In Wisconsin the yield is reported 23 per
per cent, below average. West of the Mississippi the crop amounted to

about an average, jSl'ebraslva declining from 15 jier cent, to 3 per cent,

above during the month of August. In these States apple-culture is

in a comparatively infantile condition, but gives promise of great re-

sults hereafter. On the Pacific coast the yield is quite inferior, having
been cut short by spring frosts.

Peaches.—Peach-culture is not of sufficient importauce in Northern
New England to attract much notice from our correspoudents, yet in

New Hampshire the crop is 15 per cent, above average, with a decided
improvement during August. In Ehode Island it is noticed that
peaches, like apples, are becoming quite precarious. In Connecticut
the crop is below average, having declined during August. In Massa-
chusetts the few peach-trees that escaped the severe freezing of last

winter were loaded with fruit.

In New York the crop rose during August to 9 i^er cent., and in New
Jersey to 10 per cent., above average. In Morris County, New Jersey,

Hale's Early ripened early, but was inclined to rot. Pennsylvania was
about average. The crop of Delaware was reduced, in July, one-half,

and in August two-thirds, by the extreme drought. In all the South
Atlantic and Gulf coast States the crop was quite inferior, except in

North Carolina, where it was 5 i^er cent, above average, and in Texas,
where it was about average. Several counties, however, presented
marked exceptions, the fruit being unusually fine and abundant. In
some counties of Louisiana the ravages of insects are noted. Arkansas
and Kentucky are considerably below average, while West Virginia
reports but little over a half crop. Tennessee is about average in spite

of injuries to early fruit by excessive rains in some counties.

Ohio and Michigan report less than a half crop, complaints of winter-

killing being numerous, while Indiana is 5 per cent, and Illinois 15 per
cent, above average. In Saint Clair County, Illinois, the crop was so

abundant as to lose almost all marketable value. In Wisconsin
and Minnesota x)each-culture is not sufficiently important to attract

attention. In the other States we.4t of the Mississippi Eiver the reports

are highly satisfactory, showing a condition of the crop ranging from
6 per cent, to 33 per cent, above average. In California and Oregon
there will be less than three-quarters of a crop. The crop of the Pacific

coast, however, will, in coming years, be greatly increased by the yield

of large numbers of youug trees lately planted.

Grajyes.—The grape cro]) of the New England aud Middle States is

below average, except in Pthode Island, where it is 5 per cent, above,
and in Delaware, where it is a full average. In most of these States the

reports show a decline during August. The South Atlantic and Gulf
States are full average or above, the Scuppernong enjoying its usual
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prominence. Li a few localities excessive rains liave developed a tend-

ency to rot and mildew, but the i]jeneral condition of the crop appears

to be quite satisfactory. In Louisiana insects were troublesome in some
cases. Arkansas is considerably below average. In Bradley County
the loua and Delaware rotted badly, but the Concord, Allen, and
Eogers hybrids did well. The Scuppernong never fails in that re-

gion. Tennessee and Kentucky are above average, but West Virginia

falls 3 per cent, below. In Kandolph County Concords were excellent, but
Isabellas rotted badly. In Ohio and Michigan the crop is deficient, but
in the other States north of the Ohio River it is considerably better
than usual. In Knox County, Illinois, Concords, Clintons, and Dela-
wares fruited Avell 5 Rogers hybrids were largely winter-killed. West
of the Mississippi the crop was above average, except in Minnesota, 3
per cent, below. In Muscatine County, low^a, it is reported as enormous.
In New Mexico complaints are received of injuries to the crop by hail
and flies. In California the crop was reduced 13 per cent, below average.
Sun-scald, mildew, drought, and foggy weather are mentioned among
the causes of the decline. In El Dorado County foreign grapes were a
full average, being somewhat better than native varieties. Oregon
reports full crops.

Miscellaneous.—Pears were remarkably fine in Middlesex County,
Connecticut, and King George County, Virginia. In Lee County, Mis-

sissippi, Duchesse pears rotted considerabiy. In Jefferson County,
Kentucky, pears were much injured by insects. Pear culture has
been commenced in Washington County, Nebraska, with very good
prospects. Strawberry culture was remarkably successful in Somerset
County, Maine, Hillsborough County, New Hampshire, Steuben County,
New York, and Santa Fe County, New Mexico. In Manatee County,
Florida, guavas were reported as plentiful, and ripening fast. Oranges
were expected to be fit for shipment by the middle of September.
Bananas were better than for three years. Encouraging reports of the
orange crop also come from one or two counties in Louisiana.
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EXTRACTS FROM CASUAL CORRESPONDENTS.
STOCK-BREEDING.

Slicnanduah, Virginia.—I have now been in the business of brep(liii<; and raising pure
Short Horn cattle for twenty-five years, and am firm in the belief tliat they are, as a
breed, far superior to, and much more profitable to handle than our common stock.
To demonstrate this, I give a statement of the sales of 26 head of cattle, raised before
the war, when beef commanded ordinary prices. The calves were fed on bran and hay
the first winter, on haj^, fodder, and straw the second and third, and grazed well during
thp summers. They were fattened on twenty-two bushels of corn each, weighing, at an
average age of three years eleven months and a half, from 1,.500 to 1,985 pounds ; nine
of them bringing $91. 11, fifteen, $100, and two, $100, per head, or an average of $97.38
each. From my observation I think these prices are at least 30 per cent, better than
could have been obtained for any common stock ever raised or fattened in this section
of the country.

STOCK-RAISING.

Granger, Texas.—We are now undergoing quite a revolution in the way of stock-
raising. Heretofore the ease and cheapness with which cattle have been raised,
roaming at large upon our vast prairies, have prevented our people from any extra
labor or outlay that might be necessary to improve their stocks of cattle. But "within
the past two years the grass upon the prairies, from over-stocking, has deteriorated so
much in quality and quantity that our nomadic system must give way to a more profit-
able mode of stock-raising. Still, such is the expense of importing stock, owing to

4> our interior situation, and the risk attending the same from casualties on the route
and acclimation after arrival, that importations on an extensive scale cannot be ex-
liected for some time. However, a few enterprising citizens are giving the subject
especial attention, and we hope in a few years to have native-born breeders from im-
ported stock, to which time we anxiously look as the dawning of a new era in the
history of our country. •

Experience teaches me that, with i^roper attention, no countrj' is better adapted to
sheep-raising than this, though our people have been greatly discouraged, from the
fact that whole flocks sometimes die out in a few weel^, but the cause is emaciation,
superinduced by the disease known as the scab, and the practice of indefinitely in-

creasing the size of flocks, and not providing for them in winter.
We have lately received most valuable acquisitions to our hog- stock by the intro-

duction of thorough-bred Chester "White, Berkshire, Poland, China, Neapolitan, and
Essex. Much attention is ngw being paid to this stock.
Our county boasts some dozen or more thorough-bred stallions, besides numbers of

brood-mares. Alt ogether, I think our j)rospects for rajjid improvement in stock-raising
arc quite flattering.

J'.dgefield, Souih Carolina.—My land is adapted to the culture of cotton, and only
about half enough corn is produced for home consumption, all long forage being care-
fully husbanded for work-stock. Cattle are not fed through winter at all, and I could
have a marketable beef at any time from my small herd without making much choice.

After the cattle pick over our corn-fields in the fall they are turned into the cotton-
fields, (the crop having been gathered,) the tender limbs and immature bolls affording
excellent winter pasturage for awhile; after which the small winter undergrowth
among the broom-grass in the old fields keeps them in fair condition until the spring
pasturage is ready. It is my experience that cattle, if not fed regularly, do better not
fed at all through the winter. On my farm, of about 600 acres, half of it turned out
and spontaneously set with a species of wild clover and broom-grass, I could winter 40
head of cattle.

Nemaha, Nehra.sla.—The amount of stock of all kinds is rai^idly increasing, owing
mainly to the passage of a herd-law.

CATTLE-DISIJASE.

East J'aton Houf/e, Louisiana.—Some few cattle have died during the past summer;
supposed to have been poisoned in browsing, or drinking stagnant and impure water.

Nothing is known positively as to the real cause, nature, or treatment of said disease.

I examined two cases that resulted fatally some five or six days after the attack. The
symptoms were general lassitude, a drawn up or contracted body, loss of appetite, and
obstinate constipation. The only lesions discoverable after death were softening and
an easy separatnre of the mucous lining of the stomach proper. Long-digested and
half-digested food were impacted and pressed in between the folds, rather dry ; and the
mucous coat se])arated and peeled oft' upon the slightest eftbrt. No ulceration anywhere
discoveralile. The feces in the bowels natural and rather dry.
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DISKASE AMONc; IIOHSKS.

Ia'c, loun.—There is n ieai't'iil <li.s(';ise, ]iore mimoiii;- liorses. Vcterinariiins say it

is congestioii di' the small l)h)0(l-vess(>ls. It soiiictiiiies coimiiciiecis in the. limbs and
soiiuitimes in the head. It is something like erysipelas. If not attended to w]i(3n the
liorso is lirst taken it will soon terminate fatally. We had a very line horse die with
it. It commenced in her limbs, which began to swell, and ajipeared stiff; it (!xt<'nded

to her head, threat, and lungs. The throat swelled dreadfully. We poulticed with
may-weed until the swelling went down, but it broke inside.

COTTON IN CALIFORNIA.

Sonoma, Jnhj 20, 1872.—The cultivation of cotton, which has already proved a
success in Merced and otlier central counties in this State, is attracting the attention of
the more progressive of our own farmers. Accordingly, this year, the experiment of rais-
ing it here has been undertaken by Messrs. Miller & Nealy in Dry Creek Valley, The
plants at this time look thrifty, being full three feet high, with promises of an abun-
dant crop. Other parties have also engaged in its cultivation. Should the soil and
climate of this county be found tavorable to its production, there is no doubt that it

will, ere long, be very extensively cultivated. Siiccessive cultivation of wheat for

years has very much impoverished the soil. Our farmers must seek some other crops,

or ruin their lands. Cotton may fill this want ; and, if so, Sonoma County, with its

genial climate, and rich, productive soil, may soon help to restore king cottou to his
throne.

CONDITION OF COTTON IN SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI.

BrookviUe, Noxuhee County, Missism.ppi, August 29, 1872.—The cotton crop I regard as
^i failure, resulting from various causes. One-third of the crop of this county was
planted very late, and, owing to the long dry spell, did not come up iu time to make a
good yield. Tliis late planting is now being discovered by that pest the army-
worm. This young cotton, which, a few days ago, promised a large yield, say from 800
to 1,000 pounds per acre, will not make on the average 200 pounds seed-cotton. I do
not regard a single bloom that has appeared within the last fifteen days, or that shall
hereafter appear, as of any account. Nearly all the young bolls have dropped, or are
now being destroyed by the worm stripping the young bolls of the cup surrounding
them, and thus stopping their growth. The rust has taken possession of all the poor
upland cotton, being now dry as stubble. Last week, iu visiting Columbus, I saw
considerable sandy land, and did not see an acre that would pi'oduce 300 pounds ; many
acres will not yield 200 pounds. This same land last year made from 800 to 1,000 pounds
seed-cotton. I am safe in saying that the crop, not only of this, but also of Lowndes
County, and Pickens County, Alabama, has fallen off at least 50 per cent, within the
last twenty days. To make a large yield, we should have bloom until September 10,
but this year very little bloom after August 10 will make cotton. The three counties,
j^oxubee, Lowndes, and Pickens, Alabama, will not make as much as they did last year.
If the general crop is no better than iu these three counties, it cannot reach .3,00*0,000

bales. Our labor is doing finely—gathering the crop rapidly. Nearly the entire crop
will be oj)eu in a few weeks, as the sun can directly reach the bolls, since iu a few days
anore all the leaves will be destroyed by the worms.

POISONOUS PASTURAGE.

Columbia, Florida.—There is a belt of land, some two or three miles wide by ten or
twelve long, upon which no cattle can be raised, an occasional case excepted. They are
attacked with ftux or scours, which reduces them very fast, and soon causes their death.
It is called by the old herdsmen here, " pond disease," but the few cypress ponds
are hardly sufficient to account for it, since we find similar jionds where the cattle
are quite healthy. Some residents of the section have not raised more than a
cow or two in ten years, but have lost a great many bought and takeu there. Cattle
grazing upon it for a week or two are rendered almost incurable. Frequent salting and
bleeding by cutting ears and tail, are the principal remedies resorted to, and in bad
cases they avail very little. Some think it is caused by eating certain vegetables

;

thers by the devvs ; while others assert that cattle may feed on the affected belt
hrough the day and remain healthy if driven off at night. There has been some fever
mong our cattle, doubtless originating from grazing on overflowed lauds, which has
x.'en done in many localities since the excessive rains of August and September last.
It was confined mostly to young cattle, about 10 per cent, of which died.

2
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CALIFORNIA CLOVER.

Victoria, Texas.—The California clover is doing finely. It is at iircseiit about IG
inches high. The burs or seed-pods are produced at every joint, tlie joints being
about li inches apart. At each of these there springs np a flower-stalk half an inch
in length, terminating in a cluster of small yellow flowers, from four to six in number,
from which the burs are formed. These runners or stems grow to three or four feet
in length, putting out laterals, jointed lilvc the main stock, and filled willi seed-pods
which cover the surface of the ground from one to three inches deep, and of which
both fowls and animals are exceedingly fond.

JAPAN CLOVER.

Elmore, J7a&«ma.— Thousands of acres have remained unfenced here since the war,
and many farms have been abandoned. The lauds have grown up in pine, and most
of them are now covered with wild clover, (Lespedcsa striata,) on which cattle and sheep
browse daily, and get seal fat ; even our liorses and mules fatten quickly on it. I
know some regard it as worthless, butthis is a mistake ; it is far superior to our native
grass. The red and white clover are both doing well hero on small patches.

FARMING IN KANSAS.

Atcltison Counii/.— I Lave traveled through fourteen States and Territories west of
PeuDsjlvania, and this is the best " lazy man's country " I have found. Our pasture8
are the unbroken prairie, upon wliich stoclv runs at large seven or eight mouths iu tho
year, and from which their supply of winter food can be drawn by simply cutting and
stacliing the native grass. Corn grows with but little work, one hand attending from
40 to GO acres with a sulky-plow, on land only half broken up in the spring, and planted
with a horse-planter. Some lanil whicdi has been planted in corn for tlie last sixteen
years still averages from 30 to 70 bushels of shelled corn per aero.

ALKALI SOIL FOR CORN.

Los Aiiffelos, California.—We think here that it is owing to the presence of this

alkali, (which abounds here,) more than to any other reason, that corn produces from
50 to 140 bushels of shelled corn to the acre, with almost no cultivation alter planting.

Would this alkali added to other soils make them produce greater crops of corn ?

A FRUITFrL PROSPECT.

Lee, Alississijijji.—The declaration of all men is that they never saw, at this sea.son of
the year, so good a prospect for fine crops in this county, and the cultivation l:as been
belter than ever before. The freedm^u are working better than foimerly.

* BENEFIT OF :\H:CK AND LIME ON SANDY SOIL.

Ocean, New Jersey.—There is nothing like muck for our sandy lands, a liberal use of
which, having previously pre])ared with lime, will produce most satisfactory results.

It holds the moisture when nothing else wilL Our poorest laud can be made to bloom
ike a garden.

A FRUITFUL COUNTRY.

Stanislaus, California.—The wheat and barley, the staples of our county, have been
harvested, and thrashing is going on rapidly. I have counted thirteen thrashers and
separators iu oi>eration all in sight. I have visited forty-seven, and find the yield to be

over 14 bushels to the acre on the average. From my own observation, and that of

my assistants, I place the product of this county at 2,500,000 bushels of wheat, and
300,000 of barley. Our thrasher and separator has been at work twenty-four days
with 18 horses and 1:3 men ; has thrashed 24,600 bushels of grain, mostly wheat.

INFLUENCE OF DROUGHT ON THE SOIL.

Jlan-ldns, Tennessee.—Onn wheat crop is the best we have had for fifteen years, both

tvhite and red. Tlie dry weatiuM- of last summer, that ruined our corn crop, seemed
to put tile land in good condition, so that the best crops were made where corn had
been grown the year betbre.
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I)e Kalh, IlUiwis.—Hop-yards are becoming quite numerous ; tlie cultivation of the
hop is engaging the attention of many. It is found that it is quite at home on the
prairie soil ; indeed, it grows spontaneously in all the river aud creek bottoms, matur-
ing well each year, w ith few or no parasites.

BIJOOJI-CORX.

Douglas, lUhwifi.—Broom-corn is quite a product in this count}' j will produce a full

average crop.

ECCENTRIC SEASON.

San Pete, Utah.—The season has changed this year from what it has been since this
county was settled. We have had thunder-storms every few days, and some of them
extra storms. On the 4th of June a thunder and hail storm passed over Fayette.
Hail-stoues as big as marbles cut down the garden-truck, cut tlie fruit off the trees by
the bushel ; also cut off the youug shoots aud the bark, almost to their destruction.
Hail-stoues formed drifts in some places two or three feet deep. On the 24th of June
Ave had another thunder-storm which brought down the water in a solid sheet ; it did
not stop to rain, but came at once in rivers aud took all before it. On the 30th wo h.'id

a snow-storm which clothed the mouutaius with a AA'hite mantle, but soon disapx^eared,
followed by a slight frost.

METEOROLOGICAL CHANCiES.

King George, Virginia.—The rains of August have fluctuated greatly in the last twenty-
odd years. In 18G7 they amounted to 10.795 inches; 1866, 1.17 inches; 1869, 0.61
inch ; 1670, 0.81 inch. These three are the least in twenty-three years. Those of
the late August were 1.805 inches.
HoU, Missouri.—We are having so much rain that I fear fully one-half of our wheat

will be destroyed by mold or sprouting. When it is not raining the air is so dami>
that it does not dry. A salt-cellar tilled with salt, in twenty-four hours becomes
nearly all water, and this dampness has continued for a month. I cannot but believe
that the cultivation of the soil and growing of trees north, west, and south of us,
Avhere millions of acres have latelj'^ been broken up, have affected our climate. Until
iive years ago it was remarkable for its aridity; since then the moisture has regularly
increased, till this year it has become ruinous. Up to the lOtli of last April eleven
millions of trees had been planted in Nebraska, and millions had been idanted in tho
years before this. We are at the very point to be influenced by this, if any point is

;

for the clouds formed in Nebraska aud Kansas float over us. Certainly our climate is

not as it was eighteen years ago.

EUCALYPTUS AND OTHER PLANTS.

Galveston, Texas.—I report progress v/ith seeds of Australian trees received from tho
Department of Agriculture January 17, 1872, aud planted the same date. The euca-
lyptus or gum-tree has grown iu six months, from January 17 to July 17, to the
height of 33 inches. Other varieties of the eucalyptus, in the same time, have grown
from 12 to 22 inches. Tho casuariua or beef-wood tree—the native oak of Australia

—

has grown about 24 inches. I divided the seeds with others, aud have received from
them reports of success fully equal to mine. The eucalyptus is certainly the most
rapid-growing tree I have ever seeu.

GP.APES AND WINE.

Loivndes, Georgia.—We have in this county about 32 acres planted withScuppernong
grape, inrreasing every year, all started since the war. There is a tine opening here
for persons wishing to go into wine-making

;
young vinej'ards can be bought cheap.

Our people are all poor ; we want and invite immigrants; laud is from $2 to $10 per
acre.

Pulaski, Afissouri.—There were but few grape-vines in this county before last spring.
Then, in this immediate vicinity, some eight or nine acres of vines were planted, and
they are growing flnely. We have organized a grape and fruit-growers' association.

SUGAR-BEETS IN CALIFORNIA,
•

Sacramcnto.~ThQ culture of sugar-beets is attracting much attention in this locality.
There are about 1,200 acres now growing, within five miles of Sacramento, along the
American Kiver, which promise a heavy yield. The Sacramento Beet-Sugar Coiupany
will soon commence v.orking them up.



I'ULTZ WHEAT.

Bit))comhr, ^'oc//i Cari)Una.—The Fiiltz -wheat sent uie, put in hy different persous

aud on different kinds of soil, h)oks very well on strong, deep, stiff', ninlatto soil, and,

if manured, on jjravelly, gray soil. Other varieties of wheat are considerably winter-

killed on loose, o[)en, porous soil.

GrecnviUe, South Carolina.—One of the grains of the Fultz wheat, sent me last

year by the Department of Agriculture, i)roduoed tifty-six stalks, averaging 3 feet

high ; size of leaf J foot long by J incli wide. Each head contains 30 grains, an in-

crease of 1,680 fold. It has no rust, and is now so far developed that it is independent
of any drawbacks from fluctuations of weather. It looks fair and beautiful, a proof

that it is in the right belt of earth and climate.

I.IXCOLX WHEAT.

Jasper, Iowa.—I send you a sample of wheat grown here the last two years, by the
name of Lincoln wheat, a bearded variety. It is the hardiest, most productive, and
in every respect the best wheat I have ever seen. It should be well distributed

through the States that grow spring-wheat. It is neither early nor late in maturing.

ROTATION IN CROPS.

Greenville, South Carolina.—Ninety-nine times in a hundred, wheat planted here by
tlie 10th of October will yield a good crop by the 10th of June. Clover-seed, rolled in

at the same time with the wheat, will give a crop of " stubble-hay" after the wheat
« comes oft', better for cattle than corn-fodder. If the land is good, the clover, which
stands three years, will yield a larger profit in hay than any other crop. Then clover-

sod, plowed in aud put to corn, will give 30 bushels to the acre. Then, with six wagon-
loads of barn-yard manure to the acre, plowed in, it will yield a wheat crop of from
12 to 15 bushels per acre. Then let the field stand in clover and rest for three years

again.

DISASTROUS FLOODS.

Greene, Missonri.—An abundant harvest is generally promised, though in some sec-

tions there have been disastrous floods, completely ruining bottom-farms, washing the
soil entirely away, aud leaving beds of gravel in its place. In some instances the first

intimation of danger would be the noise of the flood coming down the valley, which
was described as a wall of water, 6 feet high, reaching from bluft' to bluff. JEye-wit-

nesses say that two dense clouds came from opposite quarters of the heavens, and that
when they met a perfect deluge followed. Several lives wore lost.

Ada County, Idaho Territory.—The unusually high waters in the Boise and Payette
Rivers, upon which are situated most of the cultivated lauds of the county, have seri-

ously damaged the grain crop, though it is hoped that the injury will be found to be
less than at present reported—some estimating it at one-fourth of the entire crop. The
waters are now subsiding rapidly.
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THE MINNESOTA STATE FAIR.

The aunual fair of the Minnesotar State AgTiciiltural Society \ras held
at St. Paul on the 17th, 18th, 19th, and 20th of September. An address
was delivered on the third day of the fair by the Commissioner of Agri-
culture, the greater part of Avhich is herewith presented

:

Farmers and CiTiznENS of Minnesota: In passing through yourmost
interesting State, viewing your splendidly built cities and towns and
lovely farms, it requires a thoughtful imagination to realize the truth
that, as a State, you had no existence five and twenty years ago. It

seems as if enchantment had lent its powers of creation, or that all these
extensive works had been spoken into existence by a miraculous agency.
But things around teach us otherwise, and we recur to the prodigious
enterprise ofthe American people ; and when we look into the philosophy
of that, our amazement is subdued by the vastness ef the field in which
we live. The minds of men expand or contract with the objects which,
surround them. But I came not here to i)hilosophize, but to commune
with an agricultural people on a subject vfhich iieculiarily belongs to them.
As the curiosities of literature attract the attention of the philosopher,
so do those natural curiosities which grow out of the consideration of
the mouths and lungs of the earth, the development and growth of
plants,,their life and death, their products and their uses, attract the
attention of farmers. There is no occupation of life to which the teach-
ings of science are so afiplicable as that of agriculture, and no teaching
so useless and deceptive when unaccompanied by practical experience.
You are an agricultural people ; the statistics of your State, so wisely

and carefully collected and published, evince the great interest you take
in this subject. For more than forty years have I been engaged in con-
ducting the operations of a farm, not so much with the view of pe(;uniary
profit as for the indulgence of an ardent fondness for the study of the
mysteries of the art of farming. I will be indulged, therefore, in the
discussion of a subject so familiar to you.
The first and great leading idea which presents itself with regard to

the management of a farm is rotation of crops. Wheat is the gTeat
staple commodity of your State; and while the genial natui-e of your-
soil, the delightful character of your summers, and the natural instincts
of reason forbid the cultivation of this grain alone, I fear you are prone
to forget that there are certain and fixed principles, dictated by natural
laws, over which you have no control, which must be observed in the
course' of farming. It is not worth while to inquire into the mysterious
intluence.which the growth of one plant exerts upon the production of
that which succeeds it ; it is enough that we do know and to some
extent act upon the knowledge that a rotation from one crop to another
is essential to the successful growth of any. It is a fact v/'ithin the
knowledge of every observing man that the jfverage product per acre
of "u^heat everywhere throughout the United States has diminished
in quantity, and that the grain itself has degenerated in quality.
Acquired knowledge of the science of agriculture, improved skill in the
use of that kuowleclge, and greater experience in the application of
both—the ingenuity of the mechanic coming to our aid to supply us
with such implements as almost supersede the drudgery of labor-^
notwithstanding all these, wheat, the great leading'crop of the country,
has fallen off. Why is this, in a period when the same efforts of science
and industry in England have increased their crop nearly five bushels
to the acre ? It is because, while they not only study to know what
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crops aud whal rotiitjou of thoye crops are best adapted to their soil,

they pursue that rotation with a dGterminatiou of purpose Avith Avhicli

no accident or exigency is allowed to interfere. While the growth of
the A^arious root crops enters largely into their system of cultivation, it

is because experience has taught them that it is an essential item in a
proper course of rotation and conduces to the growth of wheat. Now,
while the root crop may or may not be congenial to your soil and

, climate, or may or may not conduce to the maintenance of your wlieat

crop, it is well that you should learn the lesson of experience. And I

here take occasion to suggest that moisture is the prominent character-
istic of the climate of England, and that there is no part of the United
States so dotted with lakes aud traversed by rivers as the State of Min-
nesota, and, therefore, perhaps, no part of it so well adapted to the
gTowth of wheat.
There is a fitness of things in the rotation of crops which commends

it to our judgment. It is adapted to our necessities. We must have
bread, because it is the staff of life ; we must have meat, because it is

essential to the growth and strength of man ; we must have the power
of animals to do our work ; and we must have gardens and fruits to fur-

nish the enjoyments of life and the comforts of health. The wheat crop
supplies our bread ; corn enables us to make our meat ; rye, oats, and
grass to feed the animals which supply our labor ; and, therefore, it is

a part of God's plan of creation that these crops should alternq^te, and
that their successful growth should be dependent upon one another.

He is a daring man, and will ultimately be an unsuccessful farmer, who
runs counter to this plain dictate of Pro\ideuce.
Hessian fly, midge, army-worm, and divers and nameless insects dep-

redate upon the wheat crop, aud in the Eastern States smut and mil-

dew prevail to a great extent, and we are prone to attribute these to any
cause which will relieve ourselves from the imputation of bad farming.

Our daily observation is that vermin always attack a poor and diseased

animal, and the analogy is perfect with regard to their depredations
upon the poor and worn-out earth. Exhaustion is productive of ver-

min, vermin of disease, disease of death. Again, we are too much in

the habit of treating the occupation of the farmer as a die cast upon
.the board of chance, to be consigned to the exigencies of time and sea-

sou ; when, on the contrary, all our work should be so performed atj to

anticipate time and season, and provide for their contingencies.

There is one other subject to which I desire to direct your special at-

tention : the selection of seed. There is no more common idea than that

seed degenerates from long use. No idea is more erroneous. If the

general priuciiDle were true that vegetation degenerates by cultivation,

the world long since would have come to an end. The opposite conclu-

sion is true, that cultivation is the improvement and life of vegetation,

and that, by a selection <^ the best seeds, the best roots, and the best

animals, improvement is always the result. If a farmer wanting fifty

bushels of seed-wheat will run a hundred bushels through a winuowfng-

mill until he reduces them to the quantity required, he will improve his

crop from five to twenty per cent. This is not a new idea ; it has the au-

thority of ages, for Virgil, in his JBneid, and in his own peculiar hin-

guage, much more emphatically and beautifully expresses it

:

I have seen the largest seeds, tho' viewed vrhh care,

Degenerate, unless th' industrious hand
Did yearly cull tho largest.

1 have neither time nor opportunity now to discuss the subjects of

stock-raising, wool-growing, and cheese and butter making, for all which
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your luiluml iacilities are such as arc beidom besto\\ed upon any peo-
ple, and I am pleased to know that they have already attracted your at-

tention. They arc to be reckoned among- that diversity of aj^ricidtural

em])lo3'mejit which necessarily leads to a rotation of crops. * * *

To those who have put their hands and hearts t-o the work of in-omoL-
ing the great interest of agriculture there is a pleasing consolation, and
eucouragemeut, too, in the rctiection tbat they arc upon the tlood-tideof

public favor; that those they benefit now look with corifidence upon the
efforts they make ; that, whilethe fluctuations of business, the casualties

ofcommerce, the interruptions of tnide, the disturbances of society itself,

are but incidents of the moment, only occurring to be as soon forgotten;
that, while amid the other and conflicting elements ofbusy life, the pleas-

ing anticipations and profitable speculations of one class arc the dreaded
forebodings and dire calamities of another, all classes unite in the fer-

vent prayer, the kindly sympathy, the liveliest hope that success may
crown the cfibrt of the farmer. Do we apj)reciate this'? Do we now
feel that our art commands the study of the philosopher, the science of
the scholar, the eloquence of the statesman ; that the whole world, with
a unanimity which no other subject can command, lifts up its sympa-
thiidng voice to cry " God speed the plowV
There is a reason for this, and it is found in the fact that the product

of this art contributes more largely than any other to human hajTpiness,

and that the art itself is better adapted* to human skill. These are
important considerations. How shall we promote this great art is a
<luestion which addresses itself to all of us with a force which must
command our attention.

First, then, study to know the subject which thus excites our common
interest. Is it enough to understand that if the earth be stirred and
the seeds bo sovvn their product and all else is a natural result of God's
proWdence f Is it enough that we should bo told and believe that the
plow is the best implement with which to till the earth, and that seed
sown by thehand ofman is all that is necessary to enable us to drag through
the natural period of our existence, thus made toilsome and miserable 1'

Is it enough for ourselves to know that we but live and move and have
our being ? Is that large portion of maiikind which is engaged in that
work of the world content thus to grovel and crawl, only occasionally
to be startled into an attitude of amazement at the prodigious products
of the minds of men around us, and again to relapse into the contem-
plation of our own inferior condition ^ We ansAver emphatically, iV^o

.'

With regard to our occupation we should rather look upon this lovel;v'

earth of ours as the beautiful landscape of God's creation, imbued with
the powers of life, to breathe and feed, yielding its elements and pro-
ducts to the nursing and delicate operations of our hands. While we
follow the plow we ahoiild jycrceive its i(se ; we should see in it how the
polished mind of man has infused mechanical science into its structure ;

Ave should mark well the work it has to do, and its adaptation to the
work ; we should contemplate those seeds we commit to the earth, and
believe it is not the work of chance that they grow, and that they, too,

are imbued with the germinating powers of lilte and light, and character-
ized in their existence by the qualities of good and bad ; and we should
know that perfect analogy which characterizes life in its conception,
growth in its progress, the product of its results, and the final death of
all vegetable as well as animal creation. But above all and over all

we should contemplate ourselves ; that we are a i^art of the special
work of God's hands, placed here and employed to ^direct and govern
all these things. They are no artificial objects^ on which we are to ex-
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l>ead our liappy tliouj^hts and li\' es ; they are the delightful things of
nature on which you operate, and nature co-operates with you in all

your labors and sweetens them to your contented .spirits. Kest upon
this as the j;raud secret of your constant attachment to agricidtural
pursuits. You work with nature and only modulate and beneht by her
functions, as she takes up and quickens and comi)letes the work ofyour
hands.
There is a moving, living', acting principle in your labors which dis-

tinguishes them from other pursuits. The earth yields its strength and
increase to the seeds you cast upon it, to the cattle that walk upon it

5

the winds seem to blow, the rains to fall,.and the waters to run for you

;

the very frosts and snows of winter give salutary checks to the rank-
ness of vegetation, lighten the soil, and destroy what is noxious; aiul

every principle of animal and vegetable organization and existence co-

operates to support and enrich you. There is a charm in this which
must last while the spirit of man feels and acknowledges the strivings

of his own mind and the power of God around him.
We do not reason thus, but y^efcel it; and it is this mysterious and

acting charm which has infused its sweetness into the hearts of all rural
people in all ages of the world.

That you are not as intelligent and well-informed as a parallel grade
of society in towns we must allow ; that you are as truly aware of and
united to support your interelSts we do not mean to assert. Your scat-

tered and isolated mode of life weighs against you on these points ; but
that you have more sincere hearts and a sounder morality is as indis-

putable
;
you have a i:)ureness of purpose, a simplicity of mind, as well

as manners, that are more than equivalent for the polish and conven-
tional customs of society, and with all a cordiality which is only to be
found in the good, homely, hearty hospitality of a country house.

I have thus endeavored to make the impression that, while you have
much to learn, yours is a happy condition of life, and that your x)ursuit

is so essential, and its improvement so important to yourselves and the
world at large, as to claim for it a high place in the estimation of man-
kind ; and it is for you to make that claim, for the world never respects
the man who does not respect himself.

We must take our i)lace, then, in that race of honorable competition
into which all the trades and occupations of life have entered, and whose
goal is the honor and glory of exalting their own profession and addipg
tio much to the sum of human happiness.
WTio possess advantages superior to yours ? With every quality of

soil, and with a climate which breathes into all the essential vegetables
the breath of life and into man the atmosphere of health, what do you
want but to call into action the native strength of your own minds and
the energies of your own hands ? But that mind which gives direction

to the hands must be a cultivated mind, for we should never cease to
remember that intellect is'that " talent" which the goodness of God be-

stowed upon His own image; not that it should be buried in the earth,

and restored upon the return of its Lord and Master in its original sim-

plicity, but that it should be cultivated, enlarged, and appropfiated to

His great design. It is demanded of us that we should put eur hand
to the noble work of education, and especially that we should direct that
education to a course of study which will fit the mind and adapt the

energies of the body to that expansive, interesting, and delightful sub •

iect in which you are engaged and for which the Avorld has yet done so

little. * * *

It is for you, then, at all times and under all circumstauceSj to
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Uomaud that, in the practical workings of society, your interests shall

be cared for; that while common schools and literary colleges receive

the fostering care and bountiful endowments of the Government, the

farmers' school demands the like support.

We would have you, too, constantly to summon yourselves to the bar
of your own consciences, to contemplate the duty you owe to your own
children, to compare tlie life of ignorance, as it gropes along in its dif-

ficult path, that seems to have no other object than that it may breathe

and live and die, with the brightened intellect of the intelligent man,
wlijj acts' under the influence of thought, who moves in a sphere of

usefulness and thrift, and whdse steps onarJ^ the path he treads through
life.

To the merchant and mechanic, the active and energetic motive
powers of busy life, we address ourselves and ask you to look with
favor upon any project which sliall have for its object tl^e education of

the farmer. The busy marts of men are filled with the products of his

labors ; his success and his profits contribute largely to the trade and
commerce which are the product of your enterprise. While the abun-.

dant yield of the husbandman enriches him, the result is favorably felt

in every department of the merchant's counting-house and the mechanic's
shop. As, then, you move and make your impress upon the minds of

men, let your actions be tempered with the idea that all business,

whether in the merchant's store, the mechanic's shop, or the mariner's

ship upon the ocean, is dependent for its working elements upon the

l)roducts of the farm.
To the professor and the student, to you who already possess the

lights of reason and enjoy the fruits of knowledge, we will not appeal in

vainvthat your influence may be thrown into the scale of agricultural

progress ; that, while you have in your own hands that helm of power
which gives direction to the elements of government, you will always'
have in mind that to promote the true aufl efficient principles of political

economy, to expand and increase the influence of that virtue whereby
alone we may hope to maintain our own free Government and laws, is

to educate the farmer.
»We ask or the statesman, while he advocates the interests of his con-

stituents at the Ipar of the Senate ; of the lawyer, who advocates the
cause of his client at the bar of justice, and of that sacred office which
advocates the cause of man at the bar of Heaven, that they may ever
remember the magnitude of your temporal as well as eternal welfare.

Let us not forget to exhort her, whose influence is always so strongly
marked upon the character of men from their cradle to their grave, to

think of these things : the mother, whose aft'ections root so deeply in

the existence of her child, whose anticipations are so often stimulated
to painful anxiety for its welfare, vfho watches its i^rogress in life with
an eye to doubt and danger, whose hopes may be eleva-ted to the Giver
of all good, that he has smiled graciously upon the career of her darling
child, or whose fearful forebodings may be realized in the spectacle that
he is despised by the society of men and frowned upon by the attributes

of Heavpn.
In conclusion, I have a word to say with regard to these your annually

occurring exhibitions. Here all is reality. You meet your friends, who
are embarked in the same enterprise of life and whose thoughts and
heart* are congenial with your own. You see many of whom you before
had but heard ; and here, too, you learn to realize the force of numbers,
of intelligence, of the strength of which you are composed, and that
power which may be wielded by your will. You carry to your homes.
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ill your mind's eye, the beautiful models of your art, the judgment of

their use, the calculation of their value, and you see those marvelous
productions of your fruitful soil whicli serve to expand your own views

of the extent of the workings of your own skill. These are the delight-

ful points in your life, to which the memory recurs with pleasure;

they are the sa>fety-%mlves which lot off the pent-up monotony of a coun-

try life; and, therefore, we would have you to remember that these ex-

lubitions ate yours ; that, whtle you aro their authors and finishers, no
one of vou should ever fail to be their friend and patron.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.
* Bv THE C0JI>nSSI02,'KR OP AGRICULTURE.

The prejudice once entertained by the mass of agricultural laborers

against the use of labor-saving machinery has been entirely dissipated
;

practical experience having taught that the amount to be done is greatly

multiplied by tlie facility for doing it, and that the demand f.or laborers

continues to increase and wages to be enhanced as the greater amount
^f labor is accomplished. If two bushels of grain be raised where but
one was raised before, the area to be cultivated is gi^featly increased,

and the farmer is better enabled to compensate the laborer, because the

aid of his labor has produced a greater amount of profit. These facts,

and the inferences fairly deducible therefrom, have led to the abandon-
ment of all opposition to or prejudice against the improved machinery
of the farm.

In the midst of the competition which forces upon the market ma-
cldnery of all kinds, each claiming for itself high qualities and superior

capacity, it behooves the purchaser to look well and wisely at the sub-

ject, and adopt some general principles which should govern his action

in the choice he may make.
To speak of the plow : The same implement will not answer the p|ir-

poso in all kinds of soil ; hence, in making choice of one, the fariper

should study the character of his soil and the topogi-aphy of his farm,
lor the difference in the mechanical structure of plows is essential. While
one is short, abrupt and wide in its working parts, and having no teur

dency to easy, direct action, another is long, of gradual slope in its mold-
board, and its action direct and center-draught. The fitness of each of

these must be measured by the character of the work to ba accomplished.
The object of plowing being to break up and disintegrate the soil, mak-
ing it j)ervious to light, heat, and atmospheric food, it seems to follow

that the plow that will best accomplish this object is the one which
should be chosen

;
pro\ided, however, that in its use it does not require

too much power. In any good -plow the principle of direct action, or

what is generally termed center-draught, should be found. It consists

of fvach a combination of all the parts, to-wit, mold-boar^l, beam,
Innd-side, bar, and point, that one shall not counteract the operation
of the other more than the necessity of the case requires. A compe-
tent obsei'ver, standing in front of a well-constructed plow, will find

its beam, mold-board, bar, and land-side, all in mechanical keeping
with cacli other, not tending in different directions, requiring great

power to overcome leverage without accomplishing any useful conse-

quence. The clevis, to which the power is attached, sliould be back at
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tlio slieatli immediately above the mold-board, aud connected only at

the point of the beam by a rod moving in a rabbet. This arrangement,
while it ])laccs the point of dranght immediately at the work, relieves

the beam from the danger of strain and consequent displacement, so

destructive of the whole implement. Plows are distinguished by being
cither right or left handed; that is, throwing the furrow to the right or

left side. The use of either is cotamon to particular localities ; in some,

such a thing as a right-hand plow is not to be found, while in others a
left-hand plow is scarcely known. But it may be remarked that Whore
the left-hand plow is used the team is almost invariably driven with a
single line, and that of a right-hand plow with a double lice ; and fot the

reason— and it is one of the advantages claimed for the left-hand plow-
that the lead-horse walks in the furrow, and consequently requires less

guiding and less skill in the plowman. There is, perhaps, no implement
of husbandry which has undergone so many changes and so many im-*

provements as the plow ; and now every part of it is calculated with a*

mechanical nicety, thatitmay be the better adapted to the work which
it has to perform.
The harrow is an implement of no less importance than the x>loW,

and has, perhaps, undergone as many changes. The rotary, the square,

the conical, the single, and the double harrows have all, in their titrn,

claimed precedence of each other. The position of the teeth,whether they
shall incline backward, forward, or laterally, are all mooted points which
elicit the inquiry of the farmer. To attain the great object of pulveriz-

ing the soil, the rotary harrow has in it a plausibility which demands
attention, and if the ground to be harrowed were always free from stub-

ble and weeds it would act well its part; but for practical every-day

work, upon all qualities of soil, it is not to be relied upon. Its machin-

ery is too complicated, aud it may very well be doubted whether any
imi)lement having spindles and Journals which come in contact with
plowed ground, will answer the purpose intended. But there are certain

principles connected with the construction and use of the harrow which
should always be kept steadily in view. The teeth should have such a
relative position that they should not follow each other in the same
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track; and, further to insure this, the barrow should be so constructed
that its motion forward should be steady, swayed neither to the one
side nor to the other, either by impediments in the way or inequalities

in the surface. It should pursue its course as steadily as the plow it-

self, for if the teeth are so placed in the harrow that by a straight for-

ward movement they will not follow each other, when ,thc motion is

irregular they will follow each other. " This is to be ijrevented only in

the structure of the implement and the adaptation of the power so that
the draught shall be from two points instead of one. This idea cannot
be so well illustrated as by a drawing.

.

^
The material of this harrow should be of white-oak or other hard

wood, in size 4 by 4 inches, and the teeth of steel three-fourths of an
inch square and set straight in the wood. It will be perceived that the
main beams may be separated by means of the screws and nuts which
connect the parts, thus, so to separate them, as to make it useful to har-

row corn at its first stage of cultivation.

The reaper and mower, or the two combined, have become indispensa-

ble implements upon the farm, because they greatly cheapen the expense
of the harvest, as may be shown by a plain calculation : A machine and
Ijair of horses will easily cut ten acres of wheat in a day, and this re-

quires a driver and six hands to rake and bind.

Allowing cost of team, at $2 00
Seven men, at $1.50 per day each ^ 10 50

Making the cost of putting up ten acres 12 50

Using the cradle, which is the next cheapest mode of cutting grain,

the same number of acres would require

—

«

Five cradlers,-at $2 per day $10 00
Ten rakers and binders, (called followers,) at $1.50 each 15 00

Making the same amount of work cost 25 00

These estimates of cost are based uiDon prices actually paid in the in-

terior of Pennsylvania during the past summer, so that it is made mani-
fest that the machine is indispensable.

There is no implement by which the farmer is so likely to be deceived
as this one. The variety is endless, and each has the sanction of a
Government patent for some feature of its structure, to add plausibility

to its value. It may truly be said of all these that when new, well put
up, oiled, with a good team in the hands of an expert, and smooth
ground, they will do excellent work ; but on the farm these conditions

are not always present, and the implement, which is an expensive one,

is found to be wholly inefficient by reason of a radical defect in the
mechanical principles of its construction.

The work to be done by a- reaper and that by a mower differ in impor-

tant particulars. One will not do the work of both for the reason that the

latter requires a higher degree of speed. Grass stands thicker than
grain ; the machine cuts closer to the earth and consequently meets
with more entangling impediments, and to overcome these there is re-

quired a higher degTce of speed. By a late invention this is sought to

be accomplished by a substitution in the reaper of a spur-wheel of less

diameter to work upon the master-wheel, thus producing a higher speed.

How far other parts of the gearing may be calculated to endure this
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greater strain time and experience "vrill demonstrate. Apart from tlie

consideration of the mechanical construction of the power by
which action is given to the knife and reel, there is less difference

in the principle of cutting grain than might bo imagined ; all cut
with a knife against a steel, the two forming, as it were, the blades of

shears, the former gathering the grain and forcing it against the lat-

ter to be cut off". The McCormick machine is, perhaps, the only one
which is an exception, for it does not profess to cut upon the principle

of shears, the blades of the knife being oval instead 'of pointed, and
therefore incapable of gathering to any material extent ; their edges
serrlited instead of smooth, so that when the standing grain is touched
by the knife it is cut. The blades of many other machines have serrated
edges, but none of them cut upon the same principle. McCormick
of Virginia, and Hussey of, Maryland, were competitors for the honor
of being the first inventor of the reaper, and they diifered in the prin-

ciple just mentioned, each patenting his machine with this specific dif-

ference. It is an essential difference, and one which preserves itself to

this day. Of the merits or demerits of the one or the other the pur-

chaser must judge, and in making np that judgment these considera-
tions enter into it. The defect in all machines is that in their operation
they choke, and thus fail to cut, and stop. This is occasioned by the
obstacles which cause lateral pressure, whether that be the weight of

the grain cut or irregularities upon the surface, for as the bar recedes
the knife for thfe moment ceases to operate ; but the forward motion
still gathers the grain into the shears, until the quantity resists the
cutting power, and the operation is clogged and stopped. The claim
for the machine which does not thus gather up the grain to be cut is,

that it is not to the same extent liable to this objection. AVhatever may
bo said for or against the machine which runs upon one or two wheels,
there is no such thing as providing entirely against lateral i)ressure.

The McCormick machine runs upon one wheel, while almost all others
have two. It is claimed for these that, having two wheels, they have a
broader and firmer base, und are therefore less liable to lateral pressure

;

but this may well be doubted, inasmuch as two wheels capable of mov-
ing backward or forward, or one standing while the other moves for-

ward, are more easily affected than one somewhat imbedded in the soft

ground. •

To avoid the side-draught and induce a steady forward motion is a
geat desideratum, and for this reason it is well to consider what is the
best kind of team to be used. The whole machine is guided by the
tongue, and if it can be kept steadily in its course, lateral pressure is

thereby avoided. If there be but a single pair of horses used, the point
of the tongue is free to sway from side to side^^ and the cutting-bar
necessarily loses its leeway, and while regaining it the operation of the
knife is stopped, and the machine consequently clogged. If four horses
be used, this renders necessary the double-tree, single-trees, and loiig

trace-trains, the whole keeping up a continued vibration at the end of
the tongue which is ill-adapted to steadiness of motion. Three horses,

then, wouki seem to be more appropriate to the attainment of the object
desired. One hitched immediately to the end of the tongue, whose
power would be constantly used in drawing the machine, would also

tend in a greater degree to preserve a steady forward motion.
We have said that there is scarcely any reaper which will not oper-

ate successfully in the hands of a skillful manager, but the farmer
should not be deceived by such t.est. Far better rely upon the charac-
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tcr Avliich the machine has attained from the judgmeut of skillful me-
chanics and experienced agriculturists.

With regard to the mower, which is just as useful as the reaper, and
perhaps still more proiitable, it sbould not be used as a combined
machine. The work to be done differs essentially. While the one may
cut a swath of five and a half, or even six feet, the other should not
exceed four. The dense, green, heavy weight of grass cannot be suc-
cessfully cut closely to the ground in a swath of five and a half feet,

while the sparse and comparatively dry straw can be readily cut with a
stubble of nine inches. One machine badly answers the -purposes of
the other, and the farmer cannot afford to dispense with either.

Of all the implements for use upon the farm there is no one which
tells of greater benefits than the roller. It pulverizes the clo'fls, smooths
the surface for the scythe or the reaper, and compacts the earth al^out the
seeds nud roots of plants ; but above all, and of more iniportance than
all, it destroys vermin. That the earth should be made fine is the object
of plowing and harrowing. The roller greatly conduces to this. That
small stones and rough places upon the surface should be driven oat
of the way of the scythe or mower is a desideratum which every farmer
will appreciate, and when his seed is first sown, or w^hen the .frosts of
winter and thawing of the spring liave loosened its growth upon the
surface, it may be imagined how it would' be benefited by giving it a
bed in the earth again. But its most useful purpose is less satisfactorily

explained, for its proof is only found in the experience of its use. All
know that most of the vermin which afflicts the farmers' crops has its

resting and often its breeding place in the earth. There, and upon the
young and tender plant, is where it deposits its eggs. The cut-worm
destroys corn at the surface. The Hessian fly deposits its eggs upon
the yonng wheat-blade, which often fiills to the ground. The oprth, in

fine, is fully charged with the eggs and the embryo of vermin of all

sorts, in all stages and in all periods of their existence, and it may
readily be imagined what an amount of destruction would follow the
passage of a heavy roller over the surface. It may be said without the
fear of anything but the doubt which inexperience would suggest, that
the farmer who constantly uses a roller will never suffer from cut-worm,
army-worm, Hessian fly, midge, or any pest which has its origin in the
earth.

The construction of a roller is as important as its use. The one in

common use is a single log, six, seven,.or eight feet in length, fixed in a
frame by a gudgeon in each end. This is wholly unfit for the purpose.
It is too long to adapt itself to the surface ; cannot be turned without
shoving the plowed ground into hillocks, and is heavy to haul. The
roller should be in sections—how many is a consideration of little

moment, provided the number be even—so that, in turning, while one-

half goes forward the other half goes backward, and thus rolls all the
tiAe upon its own ground. The cheapest and best roller is made of six

sections of fifteen inches in width. These sections are made of cast

iron after the manner of a wheel with spokes and hub, by which they
are strung upon a common shaft fixed in a frame. The wheel turns
upon the shaft, which, if it have a support in the center, is well, but it

will work well without. This roller may be profitably used upon corn-

ground before it is scored out, and soon after the plant shows itself at

the surface; upon oats-ground when it is sown; upon oats when four or

five inches high; upon young clover in the spring, as soon as the ground
is sufficiently dry to allow the horses' feet upon it; upon wheat-ground
to prei)are it for the drill, and ui)on wheat in the spring. It cannot be
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told with any degree of certaiuty wheu it is that the vermin are de-

stroyed, but it is certainly at all times and periods when they are in the

egg and embryo. Let it not be said that tins eosts too much labor. It

is labor most profitably spent.

Little need be said with regard to the hay-rake, for its universal use

is sufficient evidence of its value as a labor-saving implement. With a

single horse and boy it will do the work which once required eight men.

The steel-tooth rake has been greatly improved and perfected by the

lever for discharging the gathered hay, instead of the old mode by the

foot.

The thrasher is a machine necessarily used upon the farm, but does

not alwaj'S belong to it. The one to be spoken of is an implement of

the farm, which thrashes but does not winnow and prepare grain for

the market, and one which every farmer should own. It is a horse-

power machine capable of thrashing about' one hundred bushels of

wheat per day. The power requires four horses, and the machine five

persons to supply and feed it and remove and put away the straw. It

is to be distinguished from the thrasber which winnows the grain and
imperfectly prepares it for the market at the speed of three or four hun-

dred buihels per day, and involving the employment of a corresponding

number of hands. The use of the one is an operation of the farmer him-

self, the other that of a person whose business it is to thrash for others.

The one thrashes the grain as you want it, and allows the storage of the

straw and chaff" for future use, such as food and bedding for cattle and
the consequent making of manure. The other thrashes the whole crop

at once, rendering necessary the immediate disposal of it, and givlHg you
au amount of straw which you have no place to put but into stacks or

the barn-yard, or to be otherwise wasted, for such a quantity cannot be

converted at once into manure, but is greatly wasted upon the desert air.

But the farmer's own machine may be used, if properly constructed, for

another useful -purpose, that of cutting up his corn-fodder. Fodder-

cutters, as they are constructed, do not answer well the purpose for

which they were designed. They are not quite equal, in point of strength,

either in their construction or cutting-knives, to the work required of

them. The spikes of the thrasher may be so constructed as to answer
both the purposes of thrashing and cutting. They may be made two
inches wide, one edge preserving the rotundity of the spike, while the

other may have the sharpness of a knife, and by reversing the cylinder

you present the knife-edge to cut the fodder into shreds, or the spike-

edge to thrash the grain.

Cultivators are as various in their construction as the minds of men.
To destroy grass and weeds and loosen the ground between growing
plants is the work they have to do, and the simplicity of it points uner-

ringly to theimplementwhich is best adapted to the quality of soil where
it is to be used. If the work is to be done with one horse, there is no
implement that will do it better tlian the old-fashioned double shovel-

plow. It has the advantage of being always in hand, to be readily

guided to the point where its work will be most efficient. If two horses

be used, there are other implements which will do the work much more
speedily by straddling the row and operating upon both sides of it.

This treatise upon the subject of agricultural implements is induced
by a desire to direct the farmer to the choice of those which are best

adapted to his particular purpose, and to point out to him the princi-

ples which enter into the consideration of the subject, thereby guarding
him against the plausiljle tlicories and deceptive appearances which so

often surround it.
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CULTIVATION BY STEAM.
•

Mr. O. E. Lawrence, of Magnolia Plantation, parish of Plaquemine,
Louisiana, responds to a request from this Department for a statement
of the results of his trial of the steam-plow, as foUows :

Two linndrcd and twenty acres of my cane crop, one hundred and forty acres of
whicli were plant canes, and eighty acres first-year rattoons, were, I believe, as tho-
ronghly plowed and cultivated by steam as could bo desired. The plant can&s were
grown upon land which, after yielding a crop of com, was again broken- up by the
steam-plow 2G inches deep; then, during the winter, laid off in rows fully 8 feet aiiart
and 8 inches deep. In the month of February the cane was planted and covered care-
fully with a hoe. I avoided carting the seed cane for plants upon the land, carrying it

in from each kead-land by hand. The seed was good, and was planted' in the usual
way by laying down three canes in each row. It came up well, giving a perfect stand.
In the months of Aj)ril and May, when the plant cane was about 18 inches high, I sub-
soiled the crop with my five-tiued steam cultivator 26 inches deep, twice between each
row, worlting over about ten acres each day. It left the land thoroughly loose and
pulverized, and elevated about 6 inches above the level before sub-soiling. This, as the
canes began to shade it, was clean and free from grass, and thus was obviated the
necessity of giving them at this period of the season any more work, which in ordinary
cultivation is always requisite. The cane continued to grow with great rapidity,
and on the 10th of June, when it was lai'ge enough, and the ground sufficieillly settled
to bear up the mule-teams, I gave it a thorough plowing with our two-mule plows,
following with the hoes, hilling and laying it by. Thus the entire crop, with the excep-
tion of this last working, was cultivated and made lij steam.
On the 1st of September these canes were blown down very flat, from which they

only partially rose. They cut for the mill, when rolled in December and January, from
7 to 12 feet in length, and this after being frosted so that we had to throw away the
first two jomts.
The juice weighed but 6} to 7 degrees Beaum6 ; but under the circumstances the

yield was over 3,000 pounds of double-refined sugar to the acre, and had the canes
stood up until cut for the mill and been as ripe as our canes usually are, 1 feel satis-

fied they would have produced over two tons to the acre, and this upon old heavy clay
land.

The eighty acres of first year rattoons grown from the stubbles of the steam-plowed
cane, planted in a similar manner last year, were barred off and well dug in the month
of March, then subsoiled and cultivated by steam precisely as the ^ilant-canes. The
yield was over 2,500 pounds of sugar to the acre.
Deep steam-plowing upon well ditched land.s, I have always believed, would result in

an average yield of over 2,000 pounds of sugar to the acre, but this was when I only
expected to use the steam-plow in the breaking up of the lands. The use of steam for
deep siibsoiling in the cultivation of the canes, I confess, has far exceeded my expecta-
tions, and I am fully continced that an average yield of even much more will be real-
ized, and this too with less than half the labor now employed under the old sy.stem, in
which the average yield is not over 1,000 pounds of sugar to the acre. To this may be
added the complete preservation of our stubble canes against the cold and winter rains,
so often disastrous to our rattoons.

_
The advantages of deep j)lowing and subsoiling by steam over the ordinary cultiva-

tion by horses, and the consequent trampling and packing of the ground, can hardly be
overestimated. It enables the land to absorb the heavy rains and prepares it for the
free admission of air and heat, and thus changes entirely the character of our soils

—

rendering the heavy clay lands productive and easily worked in seasons of drought,
which we are so often subjected to. The crops grown upon deeply-plowed lands sus-
tain no injury. This has been constantly my experience ; in fact the steam-plow seems
to command the seasons, enabling the soil at all times to retain and transmit moisture,
upon which fertility mainly depends. But I fear the prospect at present is not very
bright for the extension of steam cultivation in our State. A long war, with the break-
ing up of the most of our largo jjlantations, the entire destruction of our labor system,
followed by scarcity, inefficiency, and high price of labor, and this by a succession of
bad seasons, together with enormous taxation, has to a great extent disheartened our
planters and paralyzed their energies ; and though they have made almost suijerhuman
efforts to restore their estates, yet to-day wo have to witness, lamentable as it is, this
once great and prosperous interest almost in its last throes of existence. Many of our
finest plantation{3 are now abandoned, and offered for sale without purchasers' at less
than haJf the cost of the improvements.
Deep plowing; less land cultivated, and that donemucli better; the introduction of

steam-plows and the lands plon-ed by contract, (where the proprietors do not choose
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(o purchase,) as is uow douo witli emiuent success in Euglaud and oilier countries, and
a check to our excessive taxation, would soon restore us. With this every suitable effort
should bo made aud inducement held out with a view to brinp; to our fertile lands and
genial climate, so rich in promise, the enterprising aud intelligent emigrant of every
nation. Then, as the future surely indicates, will como a division of our lands with tho
divisioa of our system of labor. The largo and costly sugar-houses will be employed as
central factories ; capital and labor will blend harmoniously together, aud, I trust, a
new era will dawn upon our now depressed aud struggling people.

In justice to the eminent inventors and manufacturers of the double engine steam-
plowing tackle aud implements, John Fowler & Co., of Leeds, Euglaud, I can only say,

after tliree years' cxperienc*! with two complete sets of their tackle, that the ease and
facility with which they are handled, their simple and perfect application of power,and
the completeness in every way in which they^are worked, entitle them to the high appro
elation with which they are now regarded iu every part of the civilized world. And
I trust the genius of American inventoi's, which has been constantly but unfortunately
directed to the construction of a traction-engine, moving like horses over tho land,
with the ploAvs attached, which must continue to be a failure, will soon be convinced
that the cloiihlc-entjine system, iu which two engines upon opposite head-lands, carrj'ing

the winding-drum and alternately paying out by single line of wire rope, pull the im-
plemeiit between tlJem, is all that can be desired for the most perfect system of steam-

cuUivation.

Necessity will-soon compel us to take a " new departure.'' Tho constant increase ot

emigration aud population in the grain-growing States of our country will soon de-
mand a better cultivation and increased production. In England steam plowing haa
increased the yield of wheat from 16 bushels to 28 bushels to the acre.

I do not*believe the agricultural interest of our country can much longer tiu-n a deaf
car to this last and greatest achievement of steam—its successful application to the
eultivatiou of the soil. It has broken the yoke, and lifted the burden which, for ages,

held both man aud beast iu bondage, ameliorating their condition by making that
which was most onerous, easy and attractive ; it has elevated labor autl dignilied tho
l)low.

E. LAWKENCE.

NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN FARMING.

Iu March last a communication was addressed to the Commissioner
of Agriculture by the secreta*y of the Beech Island Farmers' Club, in
South Carolina, making certain inquiries concerning the comparative
advantages of the different methods of farming at the North aud South,
with particular reference to the cost and the profits of culture. To this
communication the Commissioner resi:)onded as follows :

Hakky Hammond, Esq.,

Secretary Beech Island Farmers' Chib, Aufjnsta, Georgia.

Sir : In reply to your letter of the 2d instant, I feel sincerely inclined to give jou all

the information which I have upon the various points of inquiry which you make.
Let me premise, however, that the short experience which you have had does not jus-
tify the conclusion that tho work of the farm cannot be j)rofitably done by hired labor,
with the usual concomitants of a farmer's family. Experience in the Northern and
Middle States has taught us otherwise. Farmers there live comfortably, improve their
farms, and often grow rich ; and with your soil and superior climate there is no rea-
son why you may not do the same thing, especially as the product of your land has a
greater money value, acre for acre, than iu the Middle States. In auswer to your sev-
eral queries, lot mo instance an agricultural district iu the iutcrior of Pennsylvauia,
where land is worth about ^100 per acre, when improved with house, barn, aud neces-
sary out-houses. Such farms will average in size about 120 acres, most of the laud be-
ing cleared and fenced into fields of about 15 acres. The force that works the farm is

generally the farmer and his two sons ; or if he has but one, he must have one hired
hand, to whom he would have to pay about $20 a month, aud board him. It woirld
require six horses or mules to do the work ; it would sometimes be doue by four ; there
would be 8 cows aud as mauy youug cattle, and sometimes 12 sheep, and perhaps 10
to 15 hogs. Sometimes the farmer will require additional hands, for wliich he will pay
about $1 per day, and in harvest one half more, for raking and binding after a reaper
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and liauliug iu, Ijut uot <iiiity av mutk lor Lay-iuakiug. Fioiu Lhio an ;n crjgo product
would bo:

Wiiyat, 600 bimliul:,, worth !i|il,;iOO 00
Oats, 1,200 bushels, worth 480 00
Coru, l,yOO bushels, Avorth , GOO 00

2,280 00
Deduct from thiy, oi' wheat Ibr broad aud uecd, liJO buahela $'225 00
Oats for feed aud seed, L!00 bushels 120 00
Com for foed aud seed, 400 bushcla • 200 00

Pay of ouo baud 240 00
Extra hands 110.00

545 00

1,735 00

:— 350 00

1, 385 00
From this farm there would bo realized for potatoes, turuips, fmiit, gar-
deu vegetables, butter, eggs, aud x)oultry, about GOO 00

* 1,985 00
All the hay, fodder, aud straw are eousumed up»u the farm ; the wool its

worked iuto clothing audldaukots.; and there will be expended iu cloth-

ing for family, blacksmith's biU, aud repairs of farm, &c 'JS5 00

Leaving a cash balance of 1, 000 00

Now this is an accouut of the operations, practically, of a thrifty farmer, who under-
stands his business. He takes his breakfast, and has his horses fed, geared, nud watered,
that they may be in the field at sunrise. He gets his dinner about 11 o'clock a. m.,

and is iu the field again by 12 o'clock, aud quits work about sundown.
What it costs to breakup an acre of gTOimd, no one can ansAver; nor would an

answer be of any value. And the same may be said of the cost of planting an acre of
Avheat or laying an acre of corn. These arc items in the business of a farm which
cannot be aggregated for anj- valxiable conclusion, nor can it be told howmuch it costs

to put up 100 feet of fence. As to all these things, so many circumstances exist as to

render any truthful estimate a.t one jwiut wholly inapplicable to another. It is un-
doubtedly true that a hired laborer at the North will do double as much work iu a day,
as a black man will do iu the South. This is doubtless attributable to the fact that
the one has been educated to work, because to earn his Avages he must ; the other to

avoid labor, because his compensation Avas the same whether he Avorked or not. This
Avill not ahvays be so, for the time is coming when free labor Avill produce about the
same results eA^erywhere. There are mauy colored laborers in the Middle States Avhose

cai^acity for labor is quite equal \o that of the white man, and Avho earn the same
amount of wages.

If farms ai'e leased to tenants, they pay the road aud school taxes, and the landlord
the county taxes. Each finds one-half of the seed, an^ receiA^es one-half the products,
all hay, straw, and fodder being used upon the farm.

xVbout one-third of the land Avill be put into wheat, and one-third into com and
oats, and the remainder into grass; and it is becoming a common practice, and a good
one, to turn no cattle out to pasture until after the grass is cut and the hay made.
This gi'ass is of mixed cloA'er aud timothy, the latter soAved in the fall with wheat, and
the former in the spring, after Avhich the field should bo rolled for the double jjurjiose

of embedding the clover seed, and making smooth the ground for tho greater conve-
nience of reaping the crop.

When the Avheat crop is taken off, the young cloA'er should not be pastured much,
aud it Avould be better if not at all. The next year's hay is hero made ; and at this

])oiut one of your difficulties occurs. You haA'o no barn to put it iu, and I am aware
that it AA'Ould be ditiicult to convince you that you haA-o any necessity for one. You
persuade yourseh-es that your climate is such that cattle do not require shelter. This
is to be immindful of tho fact, that this is the least important function of a barn. In
the South 15 per cent, of your products is wasted in cutting, gathering, stacking, and
thrashing, while it should bo hauled in good time and stoAved aAvay iu a bai'n, A\hero

you may thrash it at your leisure, and feed your hay, fodder, and straAv to your cattle,

which Avould thereby bo employed in manufacturing materials into manure that would
otherwiso be comparatively lost in the exposure to rain, sun, and wind. If cattle be
kept in a barn and its yard, from tho till until tho foUoAviug June, and during May
and June fed with grass cut from the fields for them, thoy Avill have used up all tho
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hay, ibcUlcr, aucl 6ti'a.w, aud mauutuctured ifc iuLo muuuio tliat will bo sutiicieut/ i'or :iO

acres, aud this sliould bo put upou tho clover sod, prepaiatory to corn pliintiup tbo
following 8])riug; lor which purpoHO tho ground should bo deeply plowed, uo as to

])ut tho luujuu'o bcyoud tho reach of a yhallow plowing for oats tho following spring.

When this crop i.s taken off, then plow deeply for wheat, so that tho nianuro may bo
thoroughly juixed with tho soil, aud in a proper couditiou for the followiug wheat cro]>.

This rotation, or an equivalent, ia absolutely essential to successful and profltablo

farming.
Southerners aro peculiarly an 'agricidtural people ; aud yet about their farms there

is a mauifest indifference and carelcssuoss about their condition. Tho fences aro broken
down, gates out of order, buildings out of repair, and implements lying around. It

cannot be expected that the employds shall be diligent and systematic in tho midst of

disorder aud confusion any more than a niGchauic should perform his duty with indif-

ferent or dull tools or a careless employer. It is easier and less expensivo to have
things in order. With ueatness and care, there is a spirit of pride and emulation which
enters into tho actions of every man and woman employed, aud diffuses itself into all

tho operations of tho f;irm, to the great profit of the farmer.
Before I close this letter, which has been written hastily aud amid very much

interruption, I desire to commeud to your attention tho use of lime. It is ouo of the
largo constituent properties of grass, especially clover, without tho use of which no
successful farming can bo accomplished. Clover is a grass, too, -which of all others

will endure heat and cold. Nature has given to it a tap-root, which enables it to seek
moisture and protection to a greater extent than many other grasses tlie roots of which
are much conlinod to the surface.

I trust I may have giveu you some useful hints about farming. I did not intend to

do more.
Very respectfuUv,

FREDERICK WATTS,
Commissioner.

This letter was referred for cousideratioii to a committee of the chib,

who subsequently submitted the followiug" report, a copy of "which was
courteously transmitted to the Department

:

EcjJort, to ihe Beech Island Farmers^ Club on a letter received from Hon, Frederick Watls,
Commissioner of Agriculture.

Your committee have read the letter of Hon. F. Watts, referred to them, Avith great
caro and interest. Mr. Watts draws our attention to the fact that " our short experi-
ence" does not justify the conclusion that the work of the farm caunot be prolitably
done by hired labor ; and after stating that farmers in the Northern aud Middle States
" live comfortably, improve their farms, aud often grow rich," continues :

" With your
soil aud superior climate there is no reason why you may not do the same thing, es-

pecially as the i)roduct of your land has a |>roater money value, acre for acre, than in
the Middle States." Of the correctness oi this view tliere is not a reasonable doubt.
We have had our daj's of gloom, aud it would hardly be candid not to admit that
there is some discouragemeut and anxiety still. But we cannot fail to recognize tho
important fact that failures, where they have occurred, came from causes which lie

mainly outside the iirovinccs'of legitimate planting. Js^either our soil, our climate,
our products, (tho money value of our great staples in the market,) nor our labor, can
fairly be taxed with them. In reference to the latter, it is only fair to the negro
(tho chief laborer) to state, that away from the towns and villages . and tho
malign influence of politics, as a rule, whenever fairly treated, ho has been
docilo, steady, and effective, comparing favorably, avo believe, Avith hireling
laborers elsewhere, aud unquestionably the best workers in our cottou-lields. Mr.
Watts' statement that "it is undoubtedly true that a hti'sd laborer at the North will do
double as much work in a day as a black man will do in the South," is a popular
notion there and here, but one, wo believe, that could hardly bo sustained by facts.

In many kinds of labor, incident to small gi-aiii and gfass culVire, rearing stock, aud
managing the more complex agricultural implcmeuts, the negro has little practice, and
therefore possesses little skill. But he is a good ploAvmau, foUoAving the team ;is far
as it ought to be driven in a day, and doing well, not only tho coarser work in the
lux'paratiou of the soil, but also the more delicate manipulations required by the young
plant. And with the hoe, the chief implement in cotton culture, lie has, from long
training, acquired celerity, precision, and in short, efSciency, Avhich the laborer of any
other country Avould liud it hard to riA'al. To get full work from him it is necessary
for him to feel that his pay is sure, and a part of it at least iu some shape directly
before him, and to thoroughly understand that tho amount of Avork will be required
of him, and that ho can and ought to do it ; which doiibtless, are about tho only
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rouditious uudor wbicli full work is f(ot from the hired laborer anywhere. Wo quote
Ibo followinj^ passage entire from Mr. Watts's letter, and commeud it to the carefal

iitteutiou of tlis club. It exposes the chief defect in the tra,iuing and habita of the
^JOutheru planter, to which may bo traced a large share of his troubles: " iSouthemers
are peculiarlj' au agricultunil people, and yet about their farms there is a manifest
indifierence and carelessness about their condition ; the fences are broken down, gates
out of order, buildings out of I'cpair, and implements lying around ; it cannot be ex-

pected that the emjiloyers shall be diligent and systematic, in the midst of disorder

and confusion, any more than a mechanic wiU perform his duty with imlifferent or
dull tools or a careless employer. It is easier and less expensive to hare things iji order.

With neatness and care there is a spirit of pride and emulation which enters into the
actions of every man and woman employed, and diffuses itself into all the operations

of the farm, to'the great profit of the farmer." These remarks are worthy of consider-

ation. We all assent to them, but something more than this is necessary. We must
take the truths they convey, and carry them home with us, and set about at once con-

forming our daily practice to them. Permanent success can only bo assured by care-

ful, unremitting, .systematic, vigilant attention to details. Without that, no amount
of general information, or of intelligence, or of energy, can gather the fruits of labor,

but again and again we will find ourselves robbed of the best results of enterprises,

however wisely planned and energetically pursued.

But while we unquestionably need to cultivate more orderly and systematic habits

of attending to details, and there is vast room for ]jractical improvement about our
plantation buildings, fences, «S:c., it is not necessary, and would hardly be prudent for

us to emulate the "prim neatness of the New England or Middle States farmer. Our
l>lantiug is done on a much larger scale and under very different conditions. Their

handsome barns, neat_,brick out-buildings, painted yearly, multiplicity of expensive
stone fences, &c., are no more essential to us than are the decorations of the fancy
store to the wholesale grocery.

A large and not the least interesting portion of :ilr. AVatts's letter is devoted to a
minute accon ut of th» operations of a thrifty northern farmer. It is especially inter-

esting to us, in enabling us to compare the results of farming here with those obtained

under favorable circiimstances elsewhere. An improved farm is instanced, of " about
120 acres," in the interior of Pennsylvania, worth about $100 an acre, or $12,000. It

is stocked with 6 horses or "mules, (the work would sometimes be done by 4,) 8
cows and as" many young cattle ; sometimes 12 sheep ; 10 to 1.5 hogs ; and the force

which works is generally the farmer and his two sons, or if he has but one, he must
have one hired hand. Adding the value of the stock, of the necessary supjilies, outfit

in wagons, carts, implements, seeds, «fec., and ready money required to carry on the

work to the original cost of the farm, we will find the investment to be probably be-

tween $16,000 and $17,000. The money value of the gross products of this farm in

wheat, oats, and corn, is placed at $'2,280, to which must be added $600 realized for

])otatoes, turnips, fruit, garden vegetables, butter, eggs, and- poultry. All the hay,

fodder, and straw, are consumed on the fiirm ; the wool is worked into clothing antl

blankets, and after providing bread and clothing for his family, feed for his stock, and
paying for blacksmith's work and repairs of farm improvements, &c., a net cash bal-

ance is left in the hands of the farmer of $1,000. This we are told is the result of the
operations of a thrifty farmer who understands his business. He takes his breakfast

and has his horses fed, geared and watered, that they may be in the field at snurise.

He gets his dinner about 11 o'clock a. m., and is in the field again by 12 o'clock, and
(luits work about sundown. •

There is evidence here of care, industry, and economy j but the results are not such
as might safely be calculated ou in planting in the South with equal care and industry

and equal capital. Sixteen or seventeen thousand dollars would not have enabled
one to plant largely before the abolition of slavery, when to get the labor it was neces-

sary to own the laborer. But there has been a great revolution in this respect, and
now a judicious investment of that amount, going wholly even ux^on the cash system,

v/ould place one among the larger i^lantcrs. We will instance a plantation of 800

acres, among the Ijctter class of liplauds in a healthy locality in Edgefield or Barnwell
Counties of this State, or the adjacent counties in Georgia, about which wc can speak
with authority and accuracy from our perfect familiarity with them. Supposing this

place to have "the usual improvements, with .500 acres of cleared land and 300 in the
woods, and labor secured and work commenced early in January, the foUowiug figures

will show about how the investment should be made, and what results could be ob-

tained the first year

:

CASH OUTLAY.

800 acres laud
' $8,000

10 mules - l./SO

2 wagons 1 300

3 carts 150
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iJyoke oxen '

!^150
1,000 bushels corn 1,000
Gear and implcmcuts , j^.OO

Guano 900
Seeds 150
Wages, 22 hands .- 2,200
Feed, 22 hands f>50

Extni labor 400

Total 15,850

CKor.

Cotton, 250 acres, 100 bales J|il0, 000
Corn, 150 acres, 1,500 bushels '

1,500
Oats, 25 acres, 375 bushels 300
4,000 bushels cottonseed , 600

Total 12,400

ASSETS.

800 acres land - $8,000
10 mnles 1,<)00
2 wagons 200
3 carts - 100
2 yoke oxen 125
Gear and implements .\ 100

Total , 10,125

Assets $10,125
Crop value 12,400

$22, 525
Cash outlay 15,850

Balance 6,675

Forage is not taken into account, because enough should at least bo made to meet
the demands upon the place. Neither is any estimate made of family expenses, which
would vary indefinitely, according to the tastes, habits, and circumstances of the ^iropri-
etor. All tho fruits and vegetables in their season might easily bo had ; while with
diligence and care milk, butter, poultry, eggs, and even pork, mutton, and beef, suffi-

cient for family use, could be added to the products of the plantation, almost without
an appreciable increase of expenditure.

It Avill be seen that cotton is valued at 20 cents per pound ; it is now worth about
22 cents in the home markets, and the net profits of the plantation vary $500 with each
fluctuation of a cent in the price of cotton.
Production is placed in the above calculation at a little less than 5 bales to the regu-

lar hand, or a little less than 4 bales to the hand, counting in the extra labor ; and it

is worthy of notice that tho net profits of the business are increased $2,200 with every in-
crease of one bale per hand. The average production here is probably 'il bales per hand,
Avhile successful planters make 4, 5, and even 6, and occasionally we hear of 8 and 10.
Does agriculture offer anywhere else such great rewards for intelligent and iiersistent
effort ? In evidence of the fact that the results of the above calculations are clearly
within the limits of what may be done, we give here statements of the crops actually
made and gathered last year by members of this club :

Mr. Page, from 18 acres of improved upland planted in cotton, obtained in money
if $2,150. His entire crop, with 5 hands and 5 mules, was 19 bales of cotton and 2,400
bushels of corn, besides peas, pumpkins, sweet potatoes, and forage and 4,000 pounds of
pork. This plantation was bought by Sir. Page five years ago for $4,000 in currency.
Mr. E. S. Hammond, on a poor quality of upland worth $6 per acre, (recently bought

for that,) worked two hands and two mules ; money value of cotton, corn, hay, and
sweet potatoes, $1,600, besides 1,500 pounds ofpork, and fruit and garden vegetables in
great abundance.
Mr. G. B. Mills, on medium upland, worked three hands and made 21 bales of cotton,

corn and forage in abundance, and 500 bushels of sweet potatoes.
Ml-. B. T. Page, managing for Mr. Bamy Dunbar, worked thirty hands, and made 161

bales of cotton, 3,000 bushels of corn, 400 bushels of peas, besides forage, sweet i>ota-
toes, vegetables and fruits in abundance, and killed 7,500 pounds of pork. Tho plan-
tation on which this crop was made was bought two years ago for $9,700 in ciu-rency.

4
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If, then, cotton cuituro is so profituLle, T»liy, it may bo iiskcd, arc cotton lands so
clieap, and 'why have not cotton planters jj;rov.'n rich from the six crops made einco tlio

war? These are pertinent (luestious, and we will 'answer them briefly. Land is cheap
l.)ecauso it is superabundant and out of all proportion to labor and capital. Our capi-
tal was destroyed by the war; and capital has not come here from abroad for

permanent investment, partly on account of ignorance concerning the profits to be de-
rived from its employment here, and partly from an old-time ))rejudic6 against the
South, but mainly .from the sense of insecurity arising from the universal impression
that our State governments have been inclined rather to plunder than to afford ade-
quate protection to property.

It is one thing to make money and another altogether to accumulate wealth. That
cotton planters have made money there is ample evidence to show in their yearly pro-
duction of cotton to the value of nearly $300,000,000. ]?ut why have they not grown
rich ? When the war ended there was an almost universal disbelief in the possibility

of making cotton with free negro labor. Those who first undertook the experiment
did so with great distrust, and proceeded with the utmost caution, practicing a rigid
economy. The result was that desjiitc a very bad seasoii and a short croj), the crop of
18G6 was probably the most iiroUtablo ever grown in the cotton States.

The fact demonstrated that cotton could be made, and that cheaply, with free

negro labor, and the staple fetching three times its former price in the market the
prospect seemed golden. Those who had already been at work sought to double their

operations ; and others, of all classes and employments, rushed into cotton-planting.
The cotton which had gone forward enabled the merchants to re-establish, to some
extent, their credit at the North, and obtain money there which they in turn advanced,
often recklessly, to those who sought their aid, but at exorbitant rates of interest. It
was not uncommon £ot men without capital to rent land and get advances from
factors at 25 per cent, or more interest, on simi)le pledge of a crop not yet in tho
ground, to buy stock and outfit, provisions at hitherto unheard-of iirices, and large
C[uantities of commercial manures. The most extravagant exiiectations were indulged,
and the most extravagant measiu'cs adopted. In short, the country was run mad;
traders, merchants, planters, all Avere making haste to get rich. Tho crop, notwith-
standing all this expenditure, was not a good one, while large estimates were enter-

tained of it in all the great cotton markets, and the price ran down before the close of

the year to 13 cents per pound. Planter and factor fell together; thousands of both
classes had to give up their business altogether, and the whole country was brought
to the verge of bankruptcy. Clearly this disaster could not have followed as the
result of legitimate planting, but was brought about by the wildest speculation.

Fortunately there was a large and rapid rise in the price of cotton in the months of

January and February, 1868, which enabled those planters who were not utterly broke
to get enough money from the remnants of their crops to go on on a more moderate
scale. There was a return to the wdys of prudence and economy and sober work, and
the crop of that year was a remunerating one. So also was that of 1869. But 1870

was a repetition of 1867; the same extravagance, similar results; thousands ruined,

all former profits swept away, and a burden of debt incurred. It was not planting ; it

w^as speculating. Again, in 1671, care and economy bore their laAvfrJ fruits, and in

spite of a bad season the crop paid well. Cotton-planters, forced by their crippled

condition to a prudent and economical management of their atiairs, have made four

profitable cotton-crops ; and two, when tempted by success and the hope of getting

rich all at once to disregard tho only certain conditions of success, which ueutralizeil

the results of the other four.* It may be hoped that a severe experience will prevent
them from being again deluded into speoulative {planting. With patience and prudent,

sober, and steady industry, and such protection Irom the honest administration of just

and equal laws as every government owes to its citizens, a career of prosperity is open
to the South not surpassed by anything in her former history.

PAUL F. HAMMOND,
WM. PIXCKNEY STARIvE,
WM. H. ATKINSON,

Commitfcc.

In relereuce to this report, tbo Commissiouor addressed to the club

the lbllo^Yi^g letter

:

Wasiiln'Gtox, D. C, August 7, 1872.

Sill : The letter of your recording secretary, communicating to mo the report of a
committee of your society, to Avhich was referred my letter on the subject of " South-

ern planting," has reached me, and I cannot forbear the expression of the pleasure

which its perusal has aftordcd. It was with no unmeasured degree of hesitation that

I ventured to treat the subject at all, becanso I felt that it was tho discussion of that
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^vhicll uiust buvc iiudcrgouo tlio deiiberiitioii of able uiiuds, ^vllosc ivrouiplings of in
tcrcst would impart a })ractic:;l disceruuicnt Avhich 1 could not claim lor niyself. I am
the more pleased, therefore, that I am uot charged Mith tbo fault of anocjatiug to my-
self tho right to make suggestions which I believed might, at least, lead to a ]u-oUtablo
discussion. Your committee lias given it that turn, and I feel sure that southern
planters will be much edihcd by the dispassionate and very sensible views which have
been thus so clearly expressed. I will take care that their opinions shall not bo lost.

This Department is not unmindful of tho condition of the southern people, and it is

in no spirit of exultation that avo declare its purpose, in tho exercise of its legitimate
powers, to aid those who most need all its information and tho benetits it has to be-
stow.

I note tho remarks uuide in the report ou the suliject of the si;cc of farms, and am uot
at all surprised at its reckonings, for your early teachings run thus; and you will bo
uo more surprised at the expression of my conviction, that one-half of 800 acres, under
proper cultivation, and Avith far less labor, Avill make a greater i)roduct.

if southern planters Avill believe and act upon the fact that thex'o is an element of
fertility given to tho soil by a proper rotation of crops, which uo amount or quality ol
applied fertilizers will loug\'ontiuue to supply, they will be greatly benefited. You
ma,y make the earth drunk Avith applied manures and stimulants, but it is a druukeuuess
Avhich stinuilatcs to ultimate vxhaustion and death.

I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant.
FKED'K \VATT6,

Cummio>jioiicr.

Dii. II. B. Cook,
Corresponding JSecn'hxri/ of Jkcvh Islaiul Furmcra^ Club.

In the rejoinder of the club to this letter of the Couimisdoiicr, the
correspoudiug secretary says:
Your letter in response to tho report of our committee is so kiudly complimeutar:\%

aud expresses such generous sentiments toAvard our people in their present exhausted
condition, aud couiing from. so distinguished a 8ourot\ that I beg leave, in the name of
our society, 'to returu yen our very Avaruj thanks for tho same.

THE MANILA HEMP PLANTAIN.
Mr. William Graage, of the Imperial Ottomau consulate, Baltiu^ore,

has sent to this Department the following communication, forwarded to
him by a resident at the Phiiiiipine Islands, who is thoroughly conver-
sant with the subject

:

The hemp plantain, (Mu^a iroyhdijUtniiii texforia,) called by the natives of tho PhiUjt-
X)iuo Islands abaca, is a species of tlie genus Mum, groAviug Avild all over the islands. It
yields a small, inedible fruit, in appearance like that of the ordinary plantain. Tho trees
attain a height of 90 to 30 feet

;
gxoAv Avild, but are usually cultivated in groves, in Avhieh

they are xdaced o to 4 feet apart. The mode of cultivation is rude, consisting simply in
keeping the groves free from weeds aud noxious plants. At the age of three year's tho
tree has attained its groAvth, and is fit to be cut down. After its fruit has ripened, the
tree Avill not yield any hemp. It is tho stock or trunk Avhich fiu-nishcs tho fiber. After

I this has been cut, there springs up from the same root a number of trees, at iuterA-als of
a few months, so that a Avell kept grove can be cut about tAvicc a year. The tree is cut
a few inches above the ground. Tho inclosed diagram displays'the formation of the
trunk, which, it Avill be seen, is composed of o\-er-lapping strips, or layers. These
strips are separated from each other after the trunk has been trimmed of its branches.
The strips are from o to 4 inches Avide, and from .5 to 10 feet in length, according to the
length of the trunk. The strips are next sub-divided into narroAver ones, and draAvu
by hand over a knife, tho strix^ being x>ressed upon tho knife by an underlying piece of
hard Avood, and the tension managed by a treadle. This ox>eration cleans aAvay from
the fibers the Avatery and fleshy parts of tho plant, and it only remains to dry the fiber
in open air when it is ready for market. It is necessary to pass the strip over the knife
tAvico or thrice before the fibers are left perfectly clean throughout the entire length.
One man at the knife aud one to cut down the trees, transport them, aud separate the
strips, will clean about 25 pounds per day, though this is rather above the aA'crage.
From 150 to 200 trees are needed to x^i'oduce of fiber ono xficul, (137} pounds Sxiauish,)
or 140 pounds English ; 3,200 trees for one ton of 2,240 pounds.
When Ave consider the small amount of hemj) Avhich an Indian produces x>er day,

about 12 x^ounds, we are astonished at the euonnous quantities of it exported fi-om
tho East, to England in particular, reaching many hundred thousand bales annually,
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with yearly iucreasiug proportions. At tlie rate naeutioncd above, V2 pounds per day,
and allovriug three hundred working days in twelve months, one man could only pro-
duce about Iff tons ; and for 500,000 bales, or, perhaps, 200,000 tons, it would require
the constant labor of about 150,000 men all the year round. Nor can wo sufficiently

wonder at the extraordinary low earnings of these Indians—not exceeding the price

in the islands of his half-share of the hemji, namely, 6 pounds, worth there about 13
cents. And yet, this insignificant pittance suffices for the wants of himself and family.

This variety of hemp plantain is unknown in the United States. If some specimens
were to bo imported and propagated, it might become a source of immense profit in the
Southern States. No species of the genus Miwa examined in the South, or South
America, posseses the mauilla fiber. The plantains of this continent are too watery
to allow of the formation of riseful fiber in the trunk.

The writer calls atteution to the importauce of iuveutiug au effective

machine for yeparatiug the fiber. He states that such au invention, in

order to bo of value to the islanders, must combine cheapness, sim-

jilicity, and portability, "with economy as compared "svith their hand-
process. There are no slaves in the islands. According- to established

custom the laborers work cither oh shares, or as small proprietors. If

a machine is costly, they cannot buy it ; if it is complicated, there is

not the requisite skill either to work or to repair it ; if it is not light

and easily moved, there are not facilities for transporting the hemj)-

trecs to that, or that to the hemp-trees ; and if it cannot be worked
economically, there is no advantage in it.

EiNTOMOLOGICAL RECORD.

Bv Tow^;E^'D Glower, EKXOJioLOGit;!.

Beetles in decaying peaches.—Mr, Eichard H. Day, Baton
llouge, Louisiana, wrote to the Department July S, inclosing a specimen

of a beetle that he had reared from infested branches and fruit of the



peacli, aud, according to his letter, the entire leaves and fruit put up in

the bottle were literally devoured -wlieu lie removed them. He also

stated that the i)each crop was rotting badly before maturity, and asked
if the insect could have connection in any way with this condition

of the crop.

"

In a letter written August 19, however, he says that "although num-
bers of my trees show evidence of disease, it certainly cannot be traced

Ao the ravages of this insect." Ho further states that "the ravages ol'

the insects were first noticed last spring in going through the orchard
to prune." His attention was attracted by the great number of small
branches dead and dying since the spring's growth had started, and
upon tracing thos6 branches down, he invariably found in the branch at

the base of the leaf a puncture covered over with dried gum. Some-
times the jiuncture was so recent that only the first leaf above was dead
or dying, but death always followed the branch from the puncture up to

its extremity, and almost as invariably traveled down till it came to a
lateral branch, where the poison seemed to be arrested. It was observed
that these punctures were always either in the tender wood of the pre-

ceding fall's or present spring's growth. '

He examined many of the diseased branches with all ipossible care,

and though he was unable to find either insect or eggs, he was satisfied

that the injury could be traced to insects, and so a number of speci-

mens of twigs, or terminal shoots, were forwarded to the Department.
These were carefully examined, and no eggs or insects could be discov-
ered in the twigs. Mr. Day was advised, however, to put a number ot

injured specimens in a glass jar, and watch them carefully to see if any
insects carne out of them. This he did, but placed some twigs with
young fruit ou them. After watching them for a number of weeks he
paid no further attention to them, supposing the insects had all escaped
before he placed the branches in the jar; but later in the season, having
occasion to use the jar, he found a number of small beetles, and discov-
ered to his surprise that the leaves and fruit were nearly eaten up.
One of these, the others escaping, he sent to the Department for iden-
tification.

On the 29th of August he wi'ote again to the Department, stating
that he placed four specimens of diseased peaches in an empty qui-

nine-bottle, with a view of determining whether his opinion was cor-

rect " in ascribing this general and wide-spread disease of peaches to

^.^ the depredation of insects, and also whether this insect is
'^~" " the same as the one that commits its ravages upon the

tender branches of the trees in the spring."
On the 27th of the month the first beetle appeared from

this lot of specimens, and he subsequently sent the bottle,
with peaches and insects inclosed, to the Department for
examination by the entomologist. On examination, these
beetles T^ere decided to be Arccocerns (Sch.) cofecc of Fab.,
aud the shriveled peaches sent were literally riddled by

^^ I
their larvce, a specimen of which was sent in June, and is

"^ figured,(rig. 13.) Six perfect beetles made their appearance
l^ from the three specimens of the dried fruit' last forwarded

;

but the insect first mentioned as attacking the twigs in
spring, is most probably xinother insect, and may prove to be the Anctt'sla
2)rmnella, of Clemens, mentioned (with figures) on page 305, of the
monthly report for eTuly, as having injured peach-twigs in Maryland.
Another season, however, will decide the question, if Mr. Day, or any

of our correspondents in Louisiana, or elsewhere, will send specimens
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of the twigs, as soou as injured in the spring, w^eu oue may be able t,o

detect the insect. It appears to us that the Ancocerus coffew, would
not be likely, in the larvte state, to injure living healthy twigs in the
manner described. The insect, however, may probably be found under
the bark of diseased trees, and there is no doubt whatever that, in the
larvce state, it attacks partially rotten and shriveled fruit, as proved by
the "worm-caten appearance of the specimens sent.

Worms m Peach-Trees.—A correspondent of the Department,*
when examining his peach-trees for the peacli-tree borer, discovered a
great quantity of small whitish worms, about the 0.40 of an inch in

length, and of a very slender form, swarming in the exuded gum, saw-
dust, and feces with winch the mouth of burrows made by the peacli-

])0fer {^geria exitiosa) were filled. These small worms ho considered
the young larva) of the borer, and sent them to the Department for

examination ; they were carefully placed in a bottle and fed until thej"

chatiged into naked pupoi on the surface of the earth, or a little below
it ; and in about eight or ten days after the pupce were fully developed,
the perfect insects made their appearance in the form of minute two-
winged dark-colored flies, which were at once recognized as the Myce-

Yi„ X4,
tohia {Mi/cetophila) persiccc. Sev-
eral of this genus feed upon
fungi, and one species, very simi-

lar, is mentioned by Dr. Packard
as living in the putrescent sap
under the bark of elm trees. Our
correspondents, however, have
no occasion to apprehend any

injury from this insect, as it only appears to feed upon the exuded gum,
&c., and has nothing to do with the larvce of the peach tree borers,

which, even when very young, can be readily distinguished by their

heads, their more robust forms, and by their six small feet on the first

three segments of the body—while the larvoe of the Mycetohia is long
and snake-like in form, and has no feet whatever, and is perfectly

innocuous to the peach-tree.

Note to Correspondents.—Owing to the very imperfect descrip-

tions given by some of our correspondents of the insects sent to this

Department for examination and identification, it is hoped that hereafter

they will either describe them more fully, or, what is much better,

send specimens of the insects themselves by mail, so that the entomol-
ogist may ])e able to identify them. Boft-bodied larvfe may be sent alive

in small thi or wooden boxes with some of the plants they feed upon
inclosed, or if dead they may be placed in vials of weak alcohol. All

beetles, plant-bugs, and hard-bodied insecta may also be placed in alco-

hol, though the bottle must be protected from breakage, if sent through
the mail.' ButteiHies, moths, &c., may be killed by a slight pinch on
the thorax, and may then be sent folded in envelope comers or triangu-

lar slips of pa]:>er. Where there are a number of these papers they may
be conveniently packed in tin or small wooden boxes. All packages
should be addressed to the Commissioner of Agriculture, and will then
come free by mail if not over two pounds in weight.

It is also hoped that our correspondents will particularlj- mention
what remedies are used in their neighborhood, and with what success,

in destroying our most common noxious insects, such as the wheat-fly,

Hessian-ily, chinch-bug, avmy-worm, (Colorado potato-beetle, &c. It

would also be well for southein planters to make a specialty of report-
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iug tlie success tliey liave met with in applying remedies for the des-

truction of the cotton-worm or tly, and the boll worm, or if any means
whatever liavc been used in their neighborhood to destroy them, and
what they recommend.

Insect injuries.—In a few localities in Ithode Island and Connecti-

cut our August returns present injuries to oats, sod-corn, and grass

crops by the army-worm, [Leucania miiirancta,) and the white grub^

(larva of Lacknosterna,) with the occasional presence, in the fruit, of

the canker-worm, {Ankoptcryx vcrnata.) In King's County, New York,
complaints were made of the cabbage-worm, (probably Fieris rapcc.)

Cut-worms (a species of Afirotis) injured the corn crop in Armstrong
and Lycoming counties, Pennsylvania. From Middlesex County, Vir
giuia, come reports of the bud-worm, (a local designation not recognized.)

In Slecklenburg County some annoyance was created by the chinch-bug.

[Microims [Wiyparocliromus) leucoptcrns.]

Extensive injuries to cotton by insects are reported in nearly all the

cotton States. North Carolina, however, has been nearly CKempt from this
infliction, but a single mention of " insects in cotton " coming up from
Pasquotank county. The August crops of Eichlaud county. South Car-

olina, were generally swept by the cotton caterpillar or cotton army-
worm, {Anomis xylinw.) In Georgia the ravages of this insect are re-

ported in Lee, Marion, Glynn, Stewart, Clay, Glasscock, Calhoun, Schley,

and Baldwin counties. In some places the destruction was complete.

In Schley County fields were entirely denuded within forty-eight hours
after the appearance of the enemy. In Glasscock and Marion the boll-

worm, {Heliotlds armigera,) added its destructive influence. In some lo-

calities the grass caterpillar or grass army-worm, {Frodenia autmnnalis,)

devoured the corn, grass, and pea crops.

In Suwannee County, Florida, cotton caterpillars appeared July 15, and
within a month entirely swept many fields. In Leon they appeared Au-
gust 18, and within a week the last cotton leaf had disappeared. The
same report comes from Taylor county. In Jefferson the third brood
was in process of incubation. Similar complaints come from Gadsden,
Marion, and West Florida generally. The grass caterpillars were nu-

merous and active in Columbia and Manatee.
Our August returns from Alabama foreshadowed an extensive visit-

ation of the cotton caterpillar, which, as our September reports show,
was fully and painfully realized. In some places thgs boll-worm vied
with the cotton-worm in its destructive influence. Eeports of either or

both of these pests come from Macon, Clarke, Pike, Marengo, Conecuh,
Perry, Montgomery, Crenshaw, Eussell, Fisk, Calhoun, Chambers, But-,

ler, Autauga, Dallas, Wilcox, and Tuscaloosa Counties. In Crenshaw
entire fields were denuded of foliage. In Calhoun the crop prospect was
reduced 25 per cent, in five days. In Autauga the roads, woods, and
wells were full of army and boll worms. In Wilcox the caterpillars,

after stripping the cotton plant of its leaves attacked the bolls, eating
the smaller ones and killing the larger ones by gnawing around them.
In Perry the crop was cut down to half an average after August 20. In
Fisk the boll-worm was also destructive in corn-fields.

In Mississippi the injuries reported by our correspondents, though
less extensive than in Alabama, wore quite considerable. Persistent
efforts for the destruction of cotton insects appear to have been meas-
urably successful in several counties. Eeports of injuries come from
Pike, Jasper, Newton, Clarke, La Fayette, Wilkinson, Warren, Smith,
Attal-),, Lauderdale, \Vayne, Hinds, Madison, Neshoba, and Yalabusha.
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In some of tliese counties the damages were slight ; in others entire
fields were denuded of leaves.
In Louisiana the cotton-caterpillars, after several ominous demon-

strations in July, appeared in force in several counties during August.
They nearly "finished" the crop in Tangipahoa, and reduced that of
Marion to a half average. In Concordia many fields were entirely
stripped of foliage. Severe iujuries were inflicted in Red Kiver and
Saint Landry, while insects in formidable numbers were reported in
Cameron, Carroll, Union, Eapides, Avoyelles, Baton Eouge, and Caddo.
In Baton Eouge they were very aunoyiug to peach and grape growers.
In Orleans County truck-farmers suffered from the ravages of a large
black grasshopper, {Bomalia onicroptera.) This insect has been known
for forty years, appearing inMay along the South Atlantic and Gulf coast.
Heretofore it has been comparatively harmless, but this year it was very
injurious to melons and vegetables. It also climbed peach and fig trees
to devour the fruit. It cannot fly, its wings being too short.
In Texas serious damages to the cotton crop are reported in Austin,

Gonzales, Atasftosa, Matagorda, Milam, and Blanco Counties by cotton-
caterpillars, grasshoppers, and an undescribed insect. In Gonzales
County grasshoppers also inflicted great injury upon bottom crops of
corn.

In Jefferson County, Kentucky, pears suffered from the depredations
of the locust, {Cicada septendecem.)
In several counties north of the Ohio Eiver the Colorado potato-beetle

(Doryphora decemlineata) was quite active. In some cases its depre-
dations were serious, while in others they were successfully resisted
by remedies. Infusions of Paris-green, dog-fennel, and May-weed are
reported as quite effective in different places. The general opinion
appears to be that these insects were not nearly so numerous or destruc-
tive as in former years. Similar reports come from Minnesota, Iowa,
and Missouri. In Pulaski County, Missouri, the disappearance of the
beetle is attributed to the destruction of its eggs by the lady-bug,
{Coccinella,) which appeared in great numbers. In Nebraska the Col-
orado beetle was more annoying, its ravages being quite severe in sev-

eral counties. In Boone County the " old black potato-bug, enlarged
and improved," was quite a nuisance. This was, probably, the Macro-
basis alhida, specimens of which have been receivetl by the Department,
with the statement that they devour not only i^otatoes, but several
other vegetables. • From the same locality come reports of a large round
beetle, with faint stripes along its dusky back, which has been very
destructive. The terms of description suit several destructive insects,

and hence are insulficient to identify the one in question. In Eepublic
County, Kansas, the "old-fashioned" potato-bug {Cantliaris cinerea)

greatly injured potatoes and beets. The Colorado beetle was also annoy-
ing in Helena County, Montana. In Iron County, Utah, potatoes, beets,

and corn were destroyed, to a considerable extent, by a dark-gTcen worm,
an inch and a half in length, not yet identified. Our correspondent says
that the ground was literally covered with these worms.
The chinch-bug did some damage to Australian wheat in Pulaski

County, Indiana. In Kankakee County, Hlinois, it seriously damaged
corn and oats. It was also quite destructive in Mahaska, Marion, and
Lucas Counties, Iowa, and inflicted greater or less injuries in Harrison,
Nodaway, Crawford, Washington, Jefferson, Moniteau, Sullivan, Eey-
nolds, and Phelps Counties, Missouri. In Wilson and Jefferson Coun-
ties, Kansas, this bug was very destructive on wheat, especially the
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white Australian. lu Sage County, i^obraska, its ravages are also

reported.

The army-worm injured the cereal crops considerably in Grundy and
Livingston Counties, Illinois. In JeHerson County, Iowa, it devoured

tlie meadows. Its mischievous presence was also felt in Hall County,

Nebraska.
In Lucas County, Iowa, grape-vines were much injured by an insect

which, from imperfect description, is supposed to be the Bostricus hi-

caudatus. Specimens of this insect have been sent from this locality to

the Department, with statements of its habit of injuring grape-vines by
boring into the wood. ,

West of the Missouri Eiver grasshoppers {Caloptenus spretiis) were
quite mischievous in some localities. In Ottawa County, Kansas, they

appeared August 15, and for three days vvrought havoc in the corn.

They did great mischief, also, in Madison and L'eau-qui-comt Counties,

Nebraska. In Bonhomme County, Dakota, they appeared August 10,

and remained two days, partially destroying the corn crops. In Mor-

gan County, Utah, they were so numerous as to prevent the sowing of

buckwheat. In Columbia County, Oregon, they made great havoc of

grass and gTain crops, scarcely leaving a trace of clover, and then

attacked gardens and fruit-trees.

CHEMICAL MEMORANDA.
By Eylaxd T. Brown, Chejmist.

Laboratory Worij.—The laboratory, since the last report, has been
engaged chiefly in the investigation of marls, the first section of which
investigation we have already reported. The analyses here presented
may be regarded as a fair average of the shell an.d green-sand marls of

the Atlantic border, not including, however, the phosphatic beds of

South Carolina. It will be observed that while these marls are generally

rich in lime and contain a fair proportion of phosphates and alkalies,

yet they are deficient in organic matter, or the means of furnishing the

nitrogenous materials of plant food. In soils where the exhaustion haa
not extended to the organic matter, or where the vegetable mold has
been well maintained by turning under clover or other green crops, these

marls will supply all the demands of growing vegetation under ordinary

circumstances. But where these conditions are wanting, the marls will

disappoint the farmer who dei^ends on them alone. It will always be
safe to use them in conjunction with stable manure or some other nitro-

genized fertilizer. The lime in these compounds exists chiefly as a car-

bonate, and where the per cent, of this mineral is high the marl will be
rendered more active by being burned; but the economy of burning marl

at any place will depend on the i)rice of fuel.

Two samples of marl from Prince George County, Maryland, furnished

by Frederick W. Poor, gave on analysis the following results

:

No. I.

—

Shell marl.

Moisture 2. GOO
Lime 32.910
CarTjonic acid 2G, 429
Iron and alumina 4. 160
Silica „....„ ....'. 33.901
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Phosplioric acid ^ Trace.
Maguesja .*. Trace.
Potassa Trace.

100. 000

No. II.

—

Green-sand marl.

Moisture , 4.025
Lime 7.2G0
Carbonic acid .'').452

Iron aud alninina 3.950
Phosphoric.acid ..',..'. 0.2.00
Alkalies 0. 7.00

Silica .» 78.303
Magnesia Trace.

100.000

A specimen of lime marl (Calcareous tufa) from Cliarles G. Thomas,
San Jose, Santa Clara County, California, on analysis gives the follow-
ing results

:

Moisture 1.500
Carbonate of lime 58. 360
Iron and alumina 7. 495
Alkalies 0. 250
Phosphoric acid Trace.
Silica

, 32.910

*
,

100. 000

A specimen of gypsiferous marl from D. E. Coon, Selma, Alabama, is

composed of^—

Calcium sulphate, (gypsum) 22.355
Silica and alumina a 60. 205
Moisture 17.440

100. 000

A commercial fertilizer, under the name of '-Clark's ammoniated
bone," manufactured in Philadelphia, gives on analysis the following
results

:

Moisture, (determined at 100^ C.) 6.2000
Organic matter 37.6500
Soluble phosphoric acid 8. 6670
Insoluble phosphoric acid 8. 0787
Lime 19.2696
Sulphuric acid 4.9648
Alkalies 0.5000
Silica and other insoluble substances 14. 66^

100. 0000

Hon. W. Ilunter, Second Assistant Secretary of State, sends to tlie

Department of Agriculture a dispatch (Eo. 61) from the United States
vice-consul at El Paso del Norte, Mexico, with the specimens of alkali

described in the dispatch. We ajDpend an extract from the communica-
tion of Mr. Pierson, the vice-consul, which gives a clear idea of the loca-

tion and extent of this singular deposit:

* * * There is a large basin, or quantity of low, flat, and damp land, contain-
ing .about 5,000 acres, situated iu the state of Chihuahua, one hundred and lifty miles
distant and south^Yard from this city, in parallel 31, near L:ilce Guzman, wliich pro-
duces these pearls ; for the specuacus clearly resemble the pearls made from tlic black
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potasli of tlio Northern States. This pearl pan or lalc^ is known in this country as
Allcali Lake. There appears to be an nndcrpjround deposit of alkali -which is constantly
rising to the surface in a kind of gas or vapor Avhich crystallizes on the surface of tlw
ground in one continuous and complete crnst over the whole pan, in a thickness ranging
from J to H inches. The Mexicans use it for the manufacture of l)ar-.soai), which is

far superior to any rosin or common bar-soap of the United States. When tliis crust is

t.aken off the ground another complete crust forms in a week ; and thus it appears that
fifCy-two ci'ops or gatherings may bo made during the year, and thousands of pounds
can bo obtained at one time. * * * a Mexican arrived in this city yesterday with
aloa.d of these pearls, containing 10 fauegas, (equal to 2} English bushels per fanoga,)
and soldtho same to Ernest Augustine, merchant, for the i^urpose of u)akiug soap, for
the sum of $1.25 per fanega ; and from which I gathered these specimens. If the De-
l)artment will have thcni analyzed, I shall be pleased to know the truo nature of
these pearls.

The specimens were averaged and a sample submitted to analysis
with the following results

:

Moisture n.81G3
Potassium sulphate .- 1. 3000
Sodium sulphate ." 11.4948
Sodium chloride .'). 09G7
Sodium carbonate 7, 3915
Sodium bicarbonate 70.9002

100.000

From the above it will be seen that this is substantially a group of
sodium salts, consisting chiefly of bicarbonate. The potassa, after sub-
tracting the sulphuric acid with which it is united, amounts to less than
1 per cent.

]S"oTES FEOM FoEEiaN JOURNALS.

—

Soil temperature.—M. Becquerel,
in his experiments with the electric thermometer, has found that calca-

reous and siliceous soils absorb and retainmore heat than argillaceous and
humid soils, and that the temperature of the air above the former, is

diminished while it is rising to its highest i)oint, but above the argil-

laceous soil it is increased. These conditions are reversed when the soils

are diminishing in temi^erature.
The practical inference from this is that vegetables liable to be injured

by frost should be planted on calcareous or siliceous soils, for the danger
of frost-injury is during the hours when the soil is losing heat. If, how-
ever, it is desirable to raise such vegetables on moist clay soils, they
sliould be protected from the cooling action of the earth.

Influence of vegetahle mold on soils.—M. Schloesing concludes, as the
result of his investigations, that vegetable mold acts favorably on all

qualities of soils. On loose sandy soils, vegetable mold has a tendency
to consolidate the particles and render the soil more compact and con-

sequently more retentive of moisture and tlie fertilizing gases. On the
other hand, stifi", compact soils are rendered friable and mellow by a
mixture with vegetal3le mold. The improvement in the mechanical
condition of the soil may be regarded as chief effect of vegetable mold.

Utilization of sawdust.—M. Gustave Hueze says that, though sawdust
decomxDoses very slowly, yet it may be economically used as litter in

stables, and left for several months in contact with the solid and liquid

excrement of animals, which it readily absorbs. It may also be com-
posted with quick-lime and left in a heap for about a year. Additions
may be made to this heap from time to time, but, when such additions

are made, the whole heap should be well stirred. It will be improved
by being frequently saturated with urine or sewer-water. Sawdust thus
treated may be used on partially exhausted soils with great ad-

vantage.
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Assimilation of crops.—M. Isidore Pierre has given to the public, ia a
tabulated form, tbe result of an extended series of experiments made for
tbe purpose of determining the progress of assimilation during the
growth of crops. The objective points of the experiments are thus
stated

:

First. At what stage in the life ofthe plant do fertilizers act most effect-

ually in furnishing them the different parts of their substance and at
what stage does this action x)ractically cease %

Secondly. At what stage of its growth does a plant cease to take from
the soil, either wholly or in part, the elements which enter into its com-
position, and when is it most exhausting to the soil?

The discussion is given at length in the June number of the Journal
d'Agriculture Pratique, and contains much of interest. We can give
only the tables exhibiting the results, from which our readers can make
their own inferences. Tables Nos. 1 and 2 refer to crops of wheat, and
the experiments were mttlo in different years.' No. 3 refers to a crop of
colza, and is of value to the American farmer only as illustrating a gen-
eral principle, as the crop is not raised in this country. The figures
refer to kilograms, per hectare, but, as the reference is really to propor-
tions, the reader may call them parts of any measurement he chooses.

Tabus Ko. 1.
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It will be seen from the above tables that, at the period .of blooming,
plants have reached their maximum in the appropriation of nitrogen,

iron, phosphoric acid, potassa, magnesia, and soda, and that silica is in-

creased during the period of ripening, and lime also (as shown in the
first table) ai)pears to increase until within fifteen days of maturity.

This is Avhat might be expected, for at that period the straw is becom-
ing more solid by the thickening of its enamel, which is composed chiefly

of silicate of lime.

Another curious fact, which these experiments teach, is that not only
does the plant cease to appropriate mineral elements (except silica) in

the last thirty days of its growth, but that it actually returns to the
soil, as unnecessary for its purposes, a considerable portion^of that which
has already been absorbed. A crop removed at the period of flowering-

will take more from the soil than it would if permitted to ripen fully

before cutting.

«
Scientific notes.—Increased consumption of sugar.—Though the

manufacture of sugar was commenced in the West Indies early in the
sixteenth century, yet its use in domestic economy did not become
general in Europe or America before the beginning of the last century.
In the year 1700, only 10,000 tons were used in Great Britain, though
the English were at that time the leading manufacturers of sugar. The
consumption of sugar in the British Islands in the year 1870 is stated
at 600,000 tons. In this country the consumption of sugar is steadily

increasing. Since the close of the late war, the ratio of increase has
been about 10 per cent, annually, and in the year 1871 the sugar con-
sumed in the United States amounted to 700,000 tons, an increase of 15
per cent, on the preceding year. This Is the largest consumption of
sugar, in proportion to the«population, found in any nation on the globe.

A very small proportion of the sugar consumed in the United States is

produced within our own territory, while in Europe the production of
sugar is rapidly increasing and bids fair soon to render the principal
nations ofthat quarterindependent of the tropical regions in regard to the
supply of sugar. Since the year 1850, the production of sugar from beets
in France has risen from 00,000 tons to 300,000; in Austria, from 10,000
to 80,000 tons; and Russia, where beet-culture w^as introduced since 1850,
now produces 100,000 tons of sugar. The increased consumption of
sugar may be taken as the evidence of an advance toward a higher civ-

ilization.

Respiration of fishes.—N. Grehaut (Comptes-rendus, Ixxvi, 621)
reports a series of experiments on the breathing of fishes, important, as
being in the line of those of Humbdldt on the same subject, and reach-
ing results, in some respects, at variance with his. Grehaut reportsthat
fishes give oft' a volume of carbonic acid(anhydride) equal to the volume
of oxygen exhaled. Humbolt states it at only four-fifths of this. Again,
Grehaut afiirms that nitrogen is increased in the air exhaled, while Hum-
boldt reports it as diminished. We are not told, how^ever, that the experi-

ments were made on the same kind of fishes and under similar circum-
stances. •

These experiments prove that fishes can remove the whole of the oxy-
gen dissolved in water and can even deprive arterial blood of its oxygen
when the same is mixed with the water which the fish inhales. The
writer regards this fact as of importance in general physiology, as illus-

trating the mode in which oxygenation of the blood is effected in the
mammalian fetus, through the maternal placenta.
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Bunmth.—Eeports leach iis oi" the discovery oi" a vcrypiomisiug miue
of tbis metal in Utah, at a place called Beaver, about two liimdred miles

south of Salt Lake City. If these reports prove true, the discovery may
be regarded as oue of great importauce to the arts. Bismuth has here

tofore been ranked among the rare metals, and its use has been limited

on this account. A single mine, at S(;hueeburg, in Saxony, furnishes the

greater part of the bismuth used in the arts, and this miue is said to be
nearly exhausted. Bismuth, in limited quantities, is found in a few other

localities in the Erzgebirge range of mountains ; it also occurs, associa-

ted with other metals, at Cornwall and Cumberland, England; at Monroe,
Connecticut, and at Brewer's mine, in Chesterfield District, South Caro-

lina. If the Utah mine shall pro\'e as rich as present reports indicate,

bismuth will be introduced into many processes in the arts where cheaper

substitutes have been used heretofore. Bismuth is a hard, brittle metal,

of a reddish-white color. It fuses at 507° F., and on cooling expands
more than any other mekil. An alloy of two parts of bismuth, one of

lead and one of tin molts at the boiling-point of water. In the mines of

Saxony it is found in the form of native metal.

Millc.—Professor Law, of Cornell University, publishes in the Lens
some interesting observations on living organisms in milk. Two speci-

mens were placed under the microscope after twelve hours' exposiu'c.

The appearance exhibited is described as "an abnormal adhesiveness

of the oil globules, which had accumulated in dense masses instead of

remaining apart, as in healthy milk. • Intermixed with the globules were
dark-colored spherical bodies of a much larger size, spores, and filaments.

On examination of the water drunk by the cows, it was found to contain

numerous spores of low forms^of vegetable life. The cows yielding the

morbid milk appeared in health so far ^is appetite, rumination, pulse,

breathing, and state of skin were concerned, but the temperature was
higher than usual, and, on microscopial examination of the blood, it was
found to contain certain ovoid bodies of at least double the size of the

ordinary blood-globules. Upon withholding the water, ih& impurity of

the milk at once disappeared. The chain of evidence now appeared

complete. The water contained vegetable spores which developed into

a luxuriant growth of mycelium when the milk was allowed to stand."

The plain inference from all this is the great importauce of furnishing

cattle pure water to drink, if we expect healthy milk from them.

Eucalyptus globulus.—This Australian plant, or rather tree, known by
the common name of Blue Gum, has been introduced into some of the

Southern States and appears to be well adapted to the climate. The
whole plant— leaves, bark, wood, and root—is pervaded by a peculiar

aromatic, bitter principle, and a pungent volatile oil has been distilled

from the leaves. To this oil the name of " eucalyptol" has been given. The
leaves and bark of this tree have attained ahigh reputation among the

natives of Australia for the cure of malarious diseases. Lately wo
observe that Doctor Coleman, resident physician at the United States

marine hospital at San Francisco, Cahfornia, has used it in the treatment

of fevers with marked success. He administered it in th« form of a fluid

extract, prepared by his directions. Coming from this source, the state-

ment may bje regarded as altogether reliable. Dr. Coleman treated five

cases of remittant fever, nineteen of chills and fever, and nine of typhoid

fever with the fluid extract of eucalyptus and reports satisfactory

results in every case. He treated a number of other diseases with this

remedy, where it appeared to be indicated, and the result was various,

curing many cases and improving most. The active principle is said to
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possess great power in preventing confervoicl growths in fluids. lu this

it uiuch resembles quinine, for which it is proposed as a substitute.

Printbuj on cloth.—M. Vail (Comptes-reudus, June 10, 1872) proposes

a new method of printing on cloth. It is known that when a solution

of nitrate of silver is brought into contact with copper or zinc, silver in

the metallic form is precipitated in a very line state of division. If the

cloth to be printed be moistened with a weak solution of nitrate of silver

and impressed with clean-faced types of copper or zinc, and the fabric

immediately washed in soft water, a clear and sharply dehued impres-

sion will remain and will resist the action of acids, alkalies, or soaps.

The color of the impression may bo varied, according to the strength of

the solution, from a light gray to a deep black.

Alumininm coins.—French authorities state that the government, on
the recommendation of a scientific commission, has ordered experiments

to be made on the propriety and practicability of substituting an alloy

of aluminium for the bronze now used in coins. Aluminium has many
properties which adapt it w^ll to the purpose of coinage, and some of

its alloys are very beautiful.

Coolcing-utensils made of copper are lighter and more convenient than
those made of iron, but the poisonous character of all the compounds of

copper, liable to be formed in the use of such vessels, is a serious objec-

tion to them. Copper vessels may be rendered perfectly safe by coating

them in the following manner : Take twelve parts of fluor spar and as

much unburnt gypsum, and add one part of powdered borax. Fuse this

mixture in a crucible. Pour the fused mass out, and after it has cooled

grind it fine with water, so as to form a thin paste, with which the in-

side of the copper vessel is to be painted. After this the vessel is set

away in a warm place till the paint is dry. When it is thoroughly dry,

the vessels are baked in an oven till the coating is fused. On cooling,

the vessel will be found coated with a smooth, white, opaque enamel,
which adheres strongly to the copper and protects it from the action of

all the A'egetable acids.

Nitrate of ammonia in respiration.—M. Struve, by a series of well-

conducted experiments, has detected nitrate of ammonia in the water
exhaled from healthy lungs in breathing. From this he concludes that
the nitrogen of the air we breathe is not entirely passive in the process
of respiration, as physiologists have heretofore supposed.

Production of ozone in the air.-—A series of very interesting experi-

ments have been made at Kissingen which prove conclusively that ozone
is formed during the evaporation of watei". Great care v/as taken in

these experiments to avoid such tests as might mislead the experimenter
regarding the true character of the active principle formed. Led by the
light of these experiments, we must infer that the air on the ocean is

richer in ozone than the air of inland places. 'Observations made on the
island of Texel confirm this view.

Paper lamp-shades.—Dr. Mirus (Polytcclinlsches Notizblatt) mentions
two cases in Jena and one in Frankfort where persons using green
glazed paper lamp-shades were poisoned by the arsenic of the coloring
matter. The heat of the lamp volatilized the arsenic, and rendered the
small quantity present very dangerous, lu rooms properly ventilated
green lamp-shades may be harmless, but in close room.s such shades
should be avoided.

Non-infammahle fahrics.—Cotton or linen goods may be rendered
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non-iutlammable by being dipped iu a solutiou of equal parts of acetate
of lime and chloride of calcium dissolved in twice their weight of water.

Chromium steel.—A patent was obtained some time since, by Mr.
Bauer, for the production of steel, in which a part, or the whole, of the
carbon of common steel is replaced by metallic chromium. It is claimed
for this variety of steel that it is capable of sustaining, without injury,

a higher heat than ordinary steel, and is less liable to become oxidized
or " burnt" in working. It is said to work quite as easily, and to give
a much smoother surface when rolled than common steel. From the
report of Captain Eads, chief engineer of the Saint Louis bridge, we
learn that this steel has been employed in those parts of the bridge
where great strength is required, antl that it has given entire satisfac-

tion, even where bolts of the best cast steel had failed.

Progress of cliemistrij.—One by one the organic products are being
copied in the laboratory. The last triumph in this direction which has
come to our notice is the production of glycerine by Friedel and Silva.

If the vapor of fusel oil be x^assed through^ a red-hot tube, propylen is

formed, which readily combines with chlorine, and from this chloride of

l^ropylen glycerine is produced by a process in which no glycerine is

employed. As glycerine is the base of all true fats, this is an imj^ortant

step in the direction of oil making. .

Chloralum.—Professor Fleck reports to the government of Saxony a
series of experiments with a disinfectant bearing the above title, manu-
factured by the "Chloralum Company" in London. It is sold in the
fluid form put up in neatly-labeled vessels, each containing 037 grams,
(17.82 fluid ounces,) costing 15 groschens, (37^ cents j) or iu the form of

a white powder put up in tin boxes, each containing 370 grams, (7.39

ounces,) at 6 groschens (12^ cents) per box.

Dr. Fleck ascertained that the fluid consisted of

—

Water 82.32
Chloride of lead ; 0.15
Cloride of copper = 0. 10
Chloride of aluminum 13.90
Chloride of iron *. 0.42
Chloride of lime 3. 11

#

Total 100.00

The powder had substantially the same composition with the addition

of 32.15 of uncombined clay and sand. The process of manufacture is

reported at follows :
" A calcareous clay containing but little iron is

tlissolved, as far as possible, in fuming hydrochloric acid. The clear con-

centrated liquid above the imdissolved clay is dra,wn off in bottles, and
sold as ' Chloralum.' The residue, with the liquid adhering, is evapo-

rated to dryness in leaden pans, and put up in box^s to be sold as ' chlo-

ralum powder.'" Its pox^sers as a disinfectant were carefully examined
by Dr. Fleck, and reported in the following language

:

In order to test the importance of chloralum as a disinfectant, efjual volumes of sew-

ago -were treated with chloralum, chloride of lime, alum, sulphate of iron, quicklime,

and chloride of magnesium, and the impurities remaining in the clarified solution deter-

mined with the alkaline silver preiiaration. The result is given iu a tabular form, the

effect of chloride of lime being assumed as the standard.

Chloride of lime 100.00

Caustic lime 84. 00

Alum, (sul])hato of alumina and potassa) 80. 40

Sulphate of iron : - TO. 70

Chloralum "l.OO

Chloride of maguesiuin 57. 00
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ebloralum may be cheaply produced by the action of hydrochloric
acid on clay, but it is inferior in disinfcicting i)ower to several other
chlorides and sulphates which may be produced very cheaply. Chlora-
lum is no way related to the newly-introduced drug chloral hydrate. It
very properly derives its name from its chief ingredient—chloride of
aluminum—chlor-alum.

Wastes of cities.—How to remove the constantly accumulatiug- filth of
cities, and thus relieve them from a fruitful source of disease, and how
to utilize this waste so as to restore to the agricultural interest the
fertilizing elements of which it is perpetually robbed, are questions of
the first magfiitude, and questions which are earnestly pressing on this
age and demanding an early solution. Modern cities have generally
followed the examiile of Kome in disposing of their garbage and excretse
through a system of subterranean sewers. This system makes no pre-
tension toward economising these wastes, and the efforts which have
recently been made in this direction, whether by using the sewage for

irrigation or by precipitating its solid matter, have practically been but
little better than failures. In a sanitary jioint of view, the whole sys-

tem of disposing of offal by sewers is sadly defective. The oifensive
matter is put out of sight, it is true, but the gases arising from it

pervade the whole atmosphere of the sewer, and most of these being
lighter than air escape at every man-hole or other opening along the
line of the sewer; and if these be secured, still, in the warm, dry months
of summer, the bricks, of which the sewers are usually constructed, and
the earth above them become easily permeable to gases and allow these
to escape readily.

During the prevalence of contagious diseases in cities, if the excrette
of patients be thrown into the sewers, these become a most effectual

means of propagating and perpetuating disease. Sewers, as a means of
carrying off accumulations of surface-water and the wastes from hydrants
are indispensable ; but the health of cities and the interests of agricul-
ture alike demand that the perishable wastes of cities be disposed of in
some manner less objectionable. This demand, however, has not been
successfully met up to the present • time, but if we may judge from the
energetic efforts being made in this direction, the prospects of a favora-
ble solution of the problem are altogether hopeful.
This Department is in receipt of a communication from James Alex-

ander Manning, of London, England, in which lie gives the general
outlines of his method of disposing of the wastes of cities, which he as-

sures us is in successful operation at the English capital. If the report
of his operations is reliable, (and we have no reason to doubt his state-

ments,) the improvement is of incalculable importance, both in its

sanitary and agricultural aspects. The system of sewers prevailing in
most of our American cities is not well adapted to the introduction of
Mr. Manning's method, and would, probably, prove a formidable obstacle
to its general adoption.

We present a description of Mr. Manning's process in his own lan.-

guage:

I -will now, as briefly as possible, explain tbe nature of my process, by yvbicli it Tvill

be perceived that no portion of tbe fertilizing elements of night-soil can be lost in the
collection or manufacture of the manure, or in any of the operations to which they
are subjected, as the escretie are completely deodorized and disinfected in the cess-
pits or other receptacles devoted to that service ; are removed in hermetically-closed
carts, are discharged into hermetically-closed evaporating chambers and evaporated
to dryness, the deleterious gases, the soot and gaseous products of the coal employed
in the manufacture, together with the vapors from the liquid portion of the fecal mat-
ter, being all drawn oli from the evaporating-chamber by means of a powerful exhaust

5
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aud cliscliarge fan, which is mado to rotate with great velocity Ijy means of a iiowerful
steam-engine.
The mode of collecting the deodorized and disinfected contents of the ccss-pits or

other receptacles of fecal matter must depend in some measure on circumstances, the
barometric system being preferred, by which, in half an hour, the work of the gicater
part of a night under the old bucket system, is effected without noise, dirt, or bad
odor of any nature, and, under proper regulations, without the slightest disturbance
to the inhabitants. When the iron cylinder, or barrel-cart, with the pump and hrjse,

cannot bo conveniently employed, equally effective measures will be adopted to pre-

vent the possibility of nuisance. As soon as a cess-pit is emptied, such chemicaLi arc
introduced into the empty pit as will effectually prevent the fermentation of the urine,

which generally commences within a few hours after its deposition, and will entirelj'

fix the ammonia, and retain it until the pit will require to be re-emptied. The fer-

mentation of the urine converts all the different forms of the ammonia contained in

the solid and fluid excretie into carbonate of ammonia, which, being of the most vola-

tile nature, has hitherto escaped so rapidly from the pits into the air, to the great det-

riment of the public health and loss to agriculture, thai in less than one year it has
been foimd that at least 50 per cent, of that valuable salt has been liberated ; but under
the operation of my process the whole of the ammonia will, be preserved for the
benefit of agriculture. The carts are theu drawn to the works, which should be erected

at such a distance from the town as uot to offend the most delicate susceptibilities,

though, in fact, nuisauce of any nature is rendered absolutely impossible, every oper-

ation, from the collection of the raw material to the packing of the manure in bags
for the market, being conducted in hermetically-closed vessels. The excreta? are theu
discharged. into large fire-brick evaporating-chambers, from 30 to 60 feet in length, or

longer, if necessary ; 6 feet wide aiid 5 feet 10 inches high, * * * The evaporation
of the excreta? to dryness is effected by means of one or more furnaces or fires, so ar-

ranged that the heat shall pass under, up the sides, and inside, under the arched roof

of the chambers, and over the surface of the liquid to be evaporated, all the soot and
gaseous products of the coal employed in the manufacture of the manure being drawn
over the surface with great rapidity, iu combination with the vapors from the fluid

portion of the excretas, by means of a powerful exhaust and discharge fan, as before

stated, which is made to rotate with great velocity by means of a steam engine, so as

to supersede the necessity of a chimuey-shaffc, and keep all the gases aud vapors under
perfect control, aud prevent them fi'om coming in contact with the atmosphere. The
vapors and gases are then conducted or discharged with considerable force into a large

iron receiving-tank, surrounded by water for the condensation of the vapors, when the
carbureted hydrogen gas and the atmospheric air pass off by an ascension-pipe on the

top of the receiver into a gasometer, or otherwise, for fiu'ther treatment, as may be
deemed necessary, the ammouiacal gases from the coal consumed in all the operations

of the factory, being conducted iuto the same receiving-tank, are retained therein, and
form with the water of condensation a weak solution of ammonia, commonly called

ammouiacal liquor, which is subsequently drawn off" into a large cast-iron still, and
converted, in the ordinary manner, into sulphate of ammonia, which is added to the
manure to increase the percentage of that salt therein, or may be sold sejiarately as an
article of commerce.
Having thus shown that all the oi)eratious of the factory are 'conducted iu hermeti-

cally closed vessels, and that nuisance from the emanation of bad odors or mephitic
gases of any kind is rendered impossible, I will only fiulher observe on this part Of

the subject, that all the details of constxuction, furuaces, dampers, flues, steam-pipes,

(fcc, being accurately set forth in the drawings and the diagrams submitted for

examination, it is unnecessary hero to enter into anj' minute description of their details,

as it will suffice to state that ample provision is.made for all possible contingencies,

buch as the continuous agitation of the excreta? by steam power during the rapid evap-
oration of its liquid portion—the iatroductiou of a jet of steam, through the hollow
shaft of the agitator—into the evaporating chamber at the commencement aud again
toward the conclusion of the operation, to prevent injury to the agitator, &c., until

the vapors arise, us well as shutting ofl' the tire by means of dampers from under the<y
invert of the chamber at a certain point of the operation, and passing it entirely over

the surface of the nearly dry sediment, but under the crown of the arched roof, to

prevent the charring thereof, and the consequent deterioration of the manure. The
dry sediment or manure is theu removed by long scrapers, or other suitable means, into

the cooling chamber, which is constructed with a cupola roof, the top of which is fur-

nished with a small exhaust-fan for carrying oft' the heated air, the cooling being
further expedited by the admixture, in suitable proportions with the hot dry sediment,

of the cold ash i)roclucts or charcoal obtained either by the simple incineration or by
the conversion iu closed ovens or kilns of the waste animal aud vegetable substances

of the district or locality iu which the process may be established, so that, whatever
may be the nature of the wastes, they may be utilized for agriculture and the improved
sanitary condition of the locality.
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By tbeso means mauurcs are produced containing all the organic and inorganic con-

Btitueuts indispensable to the structuvo and dovolopraeut of plants, witb such a per-

centage of ammonia as would enable it to compete with guano even if that valuable
manure were not, as it unfortunately is, now nearly exhausted. I may observe that in

the instance of some waste substances of vegetable origin, purchasable at a small
cost for conversion into manure, and which are known to contain a considerable per-

centage of ammonia, phosphoric acid, «fcc., instead of incineration, or conversion into
charcoal, they will be dissolved by sulphuric acid, in order to retain the ammonia ; and
to increase the percentage of soluble phosphate—the phosphates contained in focal

matters not being considered sufticient for the cultivation of turnips or root crops in
general by the scieutilic farmers of the age—a suiticieut quantity of bone-dust will bo
mixed with the excretie in the evaporating-chaniber at each operation, which, by the
action of the acid and other chemical substances applied thereto for the retention of
the ammonia, will convert the bonc-dnst during the operation into soluble phosphate
of lime, without any other treatment.

BOTANICAL NOTES.
By George Vasey, Botakist.

Forest-tree culture.—Unquestionably one of the most important
questions engaging the attention of the American people is that of forest

culture. The demands of our rapidly growing country have for many
years so drawn u^ion the resources of our native forests, which at one
time seemed inexhaustible, that we must now contemplate their early

extirpation, and address ourselves to the task of conserving what forests

we have remaining and providing new sources of supply.

Much has been written on this subject, but so difUcult is it for us to
realize the bearing of remote evils that comparatively very few farmers
or land-owners have yet seriously engaged in the work of replenishing

their woodlands. The arguments for this work are strong and nume-
rous, and have been cogently presented by many writers. Many facts

have been observed which appear to show that the presence of forests

has much to do with the climate and rain-fall of a country ; thus, it is

said that the extreme dryness of Spain is due to the absence of trees

;

that many districts in France have been materially injured by denuda-
tion ; that Palestine and many other parts of Asia and northern Africa,
which in ancient times were the granaries of the world, are now deserts
or infertile regions, in consequence of the loss of their forest^s. It is also

stated that a beneficial change in climate and rain-fall has in several
instances followed the introduction of trees and plantations in regions
that were formerly destitute of them. Thus it is said that in Lower
Egypt, where anciently rain never fell, the introduction and cultivation

of extensive plantations have been attended with the fall of a good deal
of rain, so that showers are no rarity even at Caii'o. It is also affirmed
that, in l^ew England and other wooded sections, the clearing up of
forests and cultivation of the soil have had the effect of causing the dry-
ing up of many springs and small streams.
There are some who doubt the correctness of these conclusions with

respect to the climatic influences of forests, but, as these iutiaences must
bo of very gradual operation and require observations over a long series

of years, the qu'estion may be considered open for future inquiry.
13ut leaving that question out of view there remain abundant reasons

to stimulate every land-holder in our vast prairie-regions to give prac-
tical attention to the subject.

Trees are wanted for their fruits, for their shade and protection from
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winds, for ornament, for fuel, for use in building, fencing, and the me-
chanical arts. Some trees are adapted to one of these purposes and
some to another.

The earliest tree-want which is appreciated by farmers in a new coun-
try is the want of fruit-trees. Even this practical and personal need
too often fails to stimulate the farmer to immediate action toward the
formation of an orchard. But it is not with reference to the cultivation

of fruit-trees that we now design to write.

What kinds of forest-trees shall we attempt to cultivate ? is a question
often asked, toward the solution of which we propose to offer a few
thoughts. In an open prairie-region there is an immediate and urgent
want of trees for shelter and wind-breaks. Both man and the domestic
animals instinctively seek the grateful shade of trees during the intense

heat of summer, and as instinctively seek their shelter from the fierce

winds of winter. The intelligent farmer also knows that i,t is a question

of positive economy, as the absence of suitable shelter must be repre-

sented by an increased consumption of food and fuel. Often, too, he
finds that without some suitable wind-breaks he is unable successfully

to cultivate the best varieties of fruit-trees. He wishes to secure these
advantages of shade and shelter at the earliest iiossible period, and
hence he inquires for rapidly growing trees for cultivation. The great
cost of fencing on the prairie leads him to seek some suitable tree or
shrub for the growth of hedges. It is true that many experiments in
this direction have been attended with failure, but we should not be
deterred from continuing our experiments until a suitable hedge-plant

is found for every section of country. If the Osage orange fails, let us
try the honey-locust, or some of our native thorn-bushes, crab-apples,

wild plums, viburnums, or other shrubs or trees, until we meet with
success.

The production of wood for fuel and for mechanical uses is an object

which, however desirable, has seemed so remote in prospect that it has
been almost universally neglected. But even this neglect is to a great

extent based upon too general and vague views as to the slo'svness of

tree-growth.
There are several species of trees which with proper cultivation will

acquire a circumference at the trunk of eight to ten inches in five years'

growth, and a few acres of such trees would soon furnish a constant

supply of desirable fuel to farmers who now have to haul, at great ex-

pense of time and labor, a distance of from five to ten miles. Most of

the rapidly growing trees produce soft wood which is not much esteemed
for fuel, but for summer use, when x)roperly j)repared, it must be equal,

if not superior, to the corn-cobs which are extensively used for fuel in

the Western States. Many western farmers have cultivated their jDrairie-

lands for twenty years and have hauled their fuel from a distance, when
during that time cottonwood trees of 2 feet diameter, white maple of

18 inches, box-elder of 20 inches, and butternut of 18 inches, might
have grown upon their own lands with a little labor and care.

The planting and cultivation of hard-wood trees suitable for building

j)urposes and use in the mechanical arts is one which has been almost

wholly neglected in this country. It is a work which is too commonly
regarded as being whoUy for the benefit of posterity, and we are slow

to realize that we have any duties in that direction. But the necessity

of entering upon this work is apparent, for it is not diflicult to contem-

l^late the period when our natural forests shall have disappeared under

the enormous demands which the progress of our country makes upon
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them. Some of the trees which at the present time seem most deserving

of trial for the purposes we have named we will briefly notice.

Cottonicood.—In the Western States and Territories the name " cotton-

wood" is applied to the Populus monilifera. Groves of this tree are com-
mon on the streams which traverse the great plains. Near the base of

the Eocky Mountains, however, as in the Platte bottoms near Denver,
two other species of i^oplar are associated with it in the cottonwood
groves, viz, the narrow-leaved cottonwood {Populus angustifolia) and
the balsam poplar {Pojmlus halsamifera). They are all large trees, of

rapid and vigorous growth, and are readily propagated from cuttings.

They are particularly recommended for wind-breaks and shelter formore
tender and vslow-growing trees. A belt of cottonwoods around a young
orchard will undoubtedly save many trees from loss by frosts, and con-

tribute to their thrift and productiveness. All the poplars are dicecious

and objectionable for planting in the immediate vicinity of dwellings

on account of the abundant cottony down of the seeds, which fills the

air after their maturity. This inconvenience can be avoided, however,
by jn^opagating from cuttings of the male tree only.

The maples.—For ornamental culture, for usefulness of wood, and for

vigor of growth, there are few trees so worthy of attention as the silver-

leaved, or white, and the red, or swamp maple. In the Western States

the red maple is comparatively rare. The white helps to diversify the
forest growth on the bottom-lands of most of the western rivers, and
is largely planted as a shade-tree in the cities. Perhai)S the most
serious objection to its cultivation is that its long, slim branches are

liable to be broken by storms of sleet and snow. This diflflculty could
probably be obviated by a judicious yearly shortening in of the
branches. In some parts of the West it has suffered severely from the
ravages of a borer, which penetrates the trunk.
The red maple is more comj^act and somewhat less rapid in its

growth, but is deserving of large planting.

Hard maple.—For beauty of form, for its close and- compact foliage,

for the value of its wood and of its saccharine juice, no cultivator

should neglect the sugar-maple. In the whole family of maples,
whether native or foreign, this species is without a peer. It is a little

shy of transiDlantiug, and for the first few years is of slow growth, but
when it is established it is worth many times it cost. Several foreign

species of maple are cultivated for ornament and shade in the eastern
cities, but they i)resent no advantages over our native ones.

Box-elder, (Negmido aceroides.)—This tree rivals the cottonwood in

rapidity of growth, and is deserving of particular attention, combining
not only the qualities of rapid growth, of hardiness, of handsome foliage,

and a good quality of wood, but having also great promise as a sugar-

I)roducing tree. The sugar made from it is not equal in flavor to that

trom the hard maple, but is yet of 'an excellent quality. A committee
of the Illinois Horticultural Society examined this tree with reference

to its value for sugar and reported : 1st. That it produces more sap
than the sugar-maple of equal size, half a gallon per day being obtained
from a small tree of 3^ inches in diameter and five years old. 2d. That
the sap is richer in sugar, the yield of dry sugar averaging two and
eighth-tenths per cent, of the weight of the sap. 3d. The sugar pro-

duced is in general whiter than that from sugar-maple treated in the

same way. These facts should recommend this tree to the early atten-

tion of ali tree-planters, especially in prairie-regions.
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. Ailantus.—The ailaiitus appears to be one of the most promising
trees for cultivation in the West. It tlirives well e'sen on liard and stony
soils. It is a native of China, but lias for inany years been cultivated
in Europe and in tbis country. It approaches in botanical affinities

nearer to the wafer-ash, or hop-tree, than to any other tree of this coun-
try. It produces flowers of two lands, generally on different trees.

The male ilowers are produced in large panicles, and are of a greenish-
yellow color and very disagreeable odor, which circumstance has made
it quite unpopular as a shade-tree in cities. This, however, would not
be a serious objection to its cultivation as a forest-tree. The wood is

hard and fine grained, and well adapted to cabinet-work. It is also
good for fuel. In Franco and Southern Europe it grows to a large size

on chalky soils, where few other trees will live. It has been largely
planted ^u the plains of Southern Russia to fix the loose, blowing sands.
North of latitude 40° it will probably bo too tender fof profitable culti-

vation. It is easily propagated, either from seeds, suckers, or root-cut-

tings. It was introduced into this country under the name of " Tree of

Heaven," and is indeed a beautiful tree when in full foliage.

Ash.—We have five or six native species of ash, all of which are orna-
mental and useful trees, but two species, "the white and the blue, are
especially valuable and should be among the kinds planted by every
cultivator. The timber of the ash is adapted to a great variety of uses,

particularly in the manufacture of farming-tools. On account of the
great demand for this timber for agricultural implements, for carriages,

and furniture, it is becoming source, and its cultivation promises to be
very remunerative at an earlj^ day. The white ash becomes one of our
largest forest-trees, attaining the height of 70 or 80 feet with sometimes
a diameter of 3 feet at the base. The wood is white and remarkable for

its toughness and elasticity. For these qualities it is used for hoops,
I)itchfork and rake handles, and for wagon-shafts. Emerson relates that
an ash tree in Granville, Massachusetts, was rived into 3,000 rake-han-
dles. It was 4J- feet in diameter and had a shaft of 70 feet without a
limb. The white ash requires a deep, moist soil for its greatest perfec-

tion. Most prairie soils are well adapted to its growth. It bears trans-

planting well, and is remarkably exempt from the attacks of insects.

The blue ash occurs in the bottom lauds of the Western States. It may
be readily distinguished by the young shoots being square or sharply
four-sided. The wood is said to be more durable even than that of the
white ash, especially when exposed to the weather, as for fence -posts,

stakes, and rails. This species has a southern and the white ash a north-

ern range, and probably the blue ash will be best adapted to cultivation

south of 40° and the white ash north of that latitude. The seed of

either may be sown in the fall, thinly covered with earth, and lightly

mulched with straw, or it may be sown in the spring, after being mixed
with moist sand and exposed for a few days to a warm sun.

The toaJnuts.—The black walnut is a timber of so mucli importance in

cabinet-work, and is becoming so scarce by the constantly increasing

demand, that no tree-cultivator should neglect to give it a place in his

plantation. The tree begins to bear fruit at an early age, and the nuts,

which much resemble those of the English walnut, are much esteemed
by most persons.
The white walnut, or butternut, furnishes a wood of similar texture,

light brown, fine-grained, and easilj' worked, but not so ornamental.
The walnuts do not transplant well, and therefore the nuts should be
planted where the trees arc to remain. From the seed they grow vig-



orously, especially the white walnut, which almost equals the soft maple
in thrift.

The elms.—Of our elms, the white and the red are the most important.

For an ornamental tree for parks, lawns, and streets, they have a na-

tional reputation. They arc hardy, grow with tolerable rapidity, and
are readily transplanted at almost any age. The wood of the white elm
is rather inferior in quality -, that of the red is stronger and more dur-

able, and is much used for the manufacture of wagon-hubs, carriage-

wheels, &c.

The icMte willow.—Notwithstanding the prejudice which exists against

this tree, on account of the extravagant representations made of it a few
years ago as a hedge-plant, it attracts attention, from its rapid growth, as

well adapted for wind breaks and screens. It may be planted in low
grounds which are unsuited for most trees, and will thrive best in such

situations. Its light and graceful foliage afibrds an excellent contrast

with most other deciduous trees, and in places where tuel is scarce it is

deserving of cultivation for an early and abundant production of wood.

Evergreens.—By evergreens is commonly understood the family of con-

iferous trees, because, in northern latitudes, these are the only trees

which retain their foliage throughout the year. The deciduous trees

give us shade and shelter during the summer, but in our prairie-regions,

during the coldest half of the year, these trees are leafless and aftbrd only

partial protection from the fierce blasts of winter. This consideration

alone should recommend the cultivation of evergreens to every dweller

upon prairie-soil, for not only is the personal comfort of man and beast

concerned, but also practical economy, as it is well understood by intel-

ligent farmers that the abstraction of animal heat by cold winds must
be counterbalanced by an increased supply of food. But. the fact that

these coniferous trees furnish our most valuable building-material, that

our native supply of them is rapidly disappearing, and the market value

advancing afibrds strong and urgent argument for the attention of tree-

growers.

Fines,—The white, Austrian, and Scotch pines are considered the best

for general cultivation. Mr. Bryant says of the white pine, "No one of

our native forest trees is more generally useful and no one better merits
careful preservation and extensive culture. As an ornamental tree, it

is surpassed by few, if any, of the genus. Its foliage is vsoft, its hue
agreeable, and the whole appearance of the tree graceful."

The Scotch pine is one of the most rapidly growing species, and suc-

ceeds in very variable soils, being perfectly hardy, even in the most
northern parts of our countrj^ It bears transplanting with more facility,

perhaps, than any other species. Its thick, dense foliage adapts it well

for screens or belts for the protection of orchards. On account of its

rapid growth, its valuable wood, its hardiness, and its adaptability to

different soils, it is strongly recommended for cultivation. The Austrian
pine has much resemblance to the Scotch, having longer and rigid leaves
of a darker color. It grows vigorously, and from its stiffness and
strength resists the most violent winds and does not sufier under the
heavy accumulations of sleet and ice, which sometimes greatly injure
more slender species. It has been extensively planted far ornamenta-
tion, and although rigid and ungraceful in habit, its dense and dark
foliage in winter renders it very pleasant to look upon.

Spruce or fir.—The white and black spru3e, the Norway S|)ruco, and
the hemlock, or hemlock-spruce, are the most important species of tliis
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genus, (AUcs.) The Norway spruce in particular lias been highly re^

commended by several western horticultural societies as the most suit-

able tree for belts for the protection of orchards. It is perfectly hardy,
bears' transplanting, is vigorous in growth, and adapted to all common
soils.

The white and the black spruces are among the most valuable orna-
mental evergreens, and their presence in the vicinity of the farm-house
or dwelling is at once an evidence of taste, and adds materially, not only
to the market value of a place, but presents agreeable objects for the eye,
and relieves t1ie dreariness of the winter landscape.
Among ornamental evergreens perhaps none is more deserving of a

place than the hemlock. Its delicate light-green and silvery foliage
and slender, drooping, graceful branches form a pleasing contrast with
the stifi'er and more rigid pines and spruces. Perhaps on account of its

commonness in the Northern and Eastern States, it has been neglected
as an ornamental tree. Mr. Meehau says of it that '^ it would be no
exaggeration to pronounce it the most beautiful evergreen in cultiva-

tion." It has been recommended as a screen, or ornamental hedge, but
for this purpose there is probably no evergreen equal to the arbor vitse.

This bears close planting, may be jiruned into any desired shape, and
forms a dense, compact wall of the deepest green. The Siberian and
Chinese arbor vitas are considerably cultivated, and may perhaps suit
some localities better than the American.

The larch.—The larch, although not an evergTcen, is a coniferous tree,

possessing the same general characters of structure and fructification

as those we have mentioned. The American and the European are the
two species which are known in cultivation. The European larch has
of late years been very highly, perhaps extravagantly, recommended
for general cultivation as a timber-tree on the western prairies. It has,
indeed, many valuable qualities, being a very rapid grower, possessing
a pleasing symmetry of form, and furnishing a wood of great value and
adapted to a great variety of uses. Extensive plantations of it have
been formed in Scotland, which have proved highly successful. The'
plantations of the Duke of Athol, in that country, are everywhere
famous, and have stimulated to extensive i)lanting of this tree in

other countries. It has been tried in this country sufficiently to prove
its value as a rapid, vigorous grower, hardy and beautiful, but the wood
grown here has not yet been sufficiently tested to fully decide on its

merits. Eecently, indeed. Professor Matthews, of the Iowa Agricultu-
ral College, has thrown out some doubts about the durability of the
wood grown upon the western prairies. It seems highly probable that
the quality of the timber is affected more or less by soil and climate.

Louden says that, " A certain elevation of surface, coolness of climate,

and inferiority of soil, are absolutely necessary to produce the timber in

perfection." On broken hills, bluffs, and slopes, it can probably be
grown with great profit. The American larch very closely resembles
the European, having smaller cones and shorter and paler leaves. Its

natural situation is in cold swamps in the northern portions of the United
States, where it is known as tamarack or hackmatack, but it seems to

succeed well in cultivation on high and dry soils. Many contradictory
statements have been made as to the value of the timber, some consid-

ering it even superior to the European species, others accounting it of

little value. Mr. Lapham, of Wisconsin, says : " Those who desire to

make plantations of the larch should take into consideration the char-

acter of the land to be planted ; if it be wet, then the American larch

should be chosen. It is a tall, slender grower, with coarse-grained, du-
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rable, ami valuable wood, whereverlight, straight timber, such as hoop-

poles, is required."

The variety of our native forest-trees is very great, and undoubtedly
there are many other kinds which are equally entitled to cultivation,

with those we have named. Forest-culture is yet in its infancy here,

and we should go on experimenting and observing until we learn what
are the most profitable and useful kinds.

YELLOWS OF THE PEACH.

By TnOisiAS Tayi.or, Microscopist.

On the 1st of July last I commenced a series of experiments by the

moist process with the bark of a peach-tree affected with the yellows.

Into five-glass receivers I placed, respectively, a few drops of water,

just sufiicient to form a moist atmosphere m each. Into No. 1 1 put a

piece of bark affected with the yellows ; into No. 2 a piece of bark from

a healthy peach-tree 5 into No. 3 a handful of peach-leaves from the

unhealthy tree ; into No. 4 a similar quantity from the healthy tree;

and into No. 5 portions of bark from the healthy and unhealthy trees

mentioned. All the specimens were secured from the outward atmos-

phere. The temperature of the room in which the specimens were kept

was frequently at 90° Fahrenheit. These conditions were highly favor-

able to the development of such fungi-germs as mature under excess of

heat and moisture. Previous to arranging the specimens in the re-

ceivers they were examined minutely with a low power, but no signs of

fungi were visible. On the 15th day the unhealthy specimens in Nos. 1

and 5 exhibited on their external surface a spotted appearance. When
viewed by a power of 75 diameters they were seen to consist mostly of a
translucent, yellowish-brown, spiral, thread-like fungus known as JSccma-

spora.

Plate 15, figures 1, 2,
.3, and 4, represents the
first stages of this fun-

gus. When a portion
about 0.3ths of an
inch is placed under
an object glass of one
inch, and secured in

the usual manner by
means of a disk, with
dilute gum-water, the
spiral forms are seen to

dissolve gradually, and
ultimately to form a
yellow stain. On view-
ing it with a power of
one-eighth, it appears
to be a mass of curved
spores, resembling in

form caraway seeds,

but invisible to the
naked eye. Each spore
has a life-like motion

Plate 15.
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o,onCmed to a ceuter of its o\v^». When tliey are treated to the action
of nitric, muratic, and nitro-muratic acids, no immediate change is ob-

servable ; and in those strong acids the life-like motion continues, which,
I think, proves that the motions are not the result of any form of or-

ganic life, but simply what is known as " Brownian motion," which is

frequently seen when minute particles of inorganic matters are placed
under a high x>ower. When the spores are combined either with con-

centrated sulphuric acid or caustic potash they become completely de-

stroyed, forming a homogeneous mass, and their organic structure is no
longer visible.

^^^^'^ ^^'
Plate 10 represents

a sectional view of the

bark. Figure G, Nce-

maspora ; 7, the same,

wh en placed in water or

acid, except sulphuric;

8, a very highly magni-
fied form of the spores

contained in Fig. 6.

About the 20th day
mycelium "was found
in abundance growing
from the spiral threads,

(see figure 5,) resem-

bling double-celled

Piiccinia, the spores,

varying in number
from 1 to 10, and so

small that a power of

one-eighth was re-

quired to give good
definition,

tact "with

Since con-

water dis-

solves Ncemaspora without destroying the life of the spores, it is

evident that the action of rain or washes of pure water will only tend
to diffuse the spores over the body of the tree and roots, while the ap-

plication of solutions of sulphuric acid and alkalies will destroy them.
Hence a remedy may be found for peach-yellows in the application of
alkalies and sulphates, and their compounds, to the bark and roots of
the trees. Statements have frequently been made that the application
of hot lye has been known to cure i)each-yellows when applied to th3
bark and roots. My observations seem to confirm these common ru-

mors.
In receiver No. 5 the healthy bark was not contaminated, seemingly,

with the Ncmiaspora, notwithstanding its immediate contact dur-

ing several weeks with the unhealthy bark. A& might be expected, the
common molds, Penieillium^^nCi Mticors, grew all over the surface of the
specimens, healthy and unhealthy. The leaves in Nos. 3 and 4 were
next examined. They had been subjected to the same treatment as the
bark. The healthy leaves, although confined during four weeks in a
moist atmosphere, at a temperature ranging from 80° to 90^, exhibited
no signs of mildew. A split branch to which the leaves were attached
exhibited a small portion of Mucor fruit, and JH^jcelium on the sap-

wood and pith ; but the unhealthy leaves were completely covered in

two weeks with Mycelium, (mold,) and the fruit of the common blue,

yellow, and black Fenicillmii and Miwors. I have repeated these ex-
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periments several times, always witli the same results. It is evident

that the healthy leaves possess an antiseptie substance, which prevents

the growth of the connnon molds on them. A portion of healthy and
unhealthy leaves from the trees above mentioned was analyzed in the

laboratory to determine the respective amounts of moisture, organic

matter, and asli in them, and gave the following results :

Healthy pcacli-leaves

:

Moistmo 20.20

Organic matter C3. !22

Ash 7.58

100. 00

Uuliealthy leaves

:

Moisture ^6.9

Organic matter ..., 59.4

Ash 3.7

100.0

The fact of the absence of asli or solid matter and of the increase of

moisture in the unhealthy leaves, would of itself account for their greater

tendency to mold. Since leaves do not absorb earthy matter from the

atmosphere, it is evident that the cellular structure of the tree has in

some way failed to perform its functions ; for, had the ascending sap car-

ried with it potash, lime, or other earthy matter, the leaves would have
been stored with them, since the leaves have no power to evaporate
them. The deficiency of earthy matters in the leaves may also account
for the absence of ash in the fruit. If the theory is well founded that the

leaves elaborate juice for the growth of the fruit, the leaves being de-

prived of proper nourishment, the fruit cannot mature. It has been
long observed that trees affected with the yellows fruit earlier and ma-
ture i^rematurely, and soon decay. The presence of a larger amount
of sap in the unhealthy than in the healthy, indicates an earlier and
greater flow than in that of the healthy tree. The presence of watery sap
in the leaves, twigSj, and buds would induce naturally an early growth
of fruit and i)remature decay. From these and other observations the

disease seems traceable to the body of the tree or roots. Applications
of washes in this case to the leaves would probably x)rove useless, but if

applied to the bark and roots, might prove curative ; and for that par-

liose, judging from microscopic observations, I would recommend the

frequent application of hot lye as the best substance.

FACTS FROM VARIOUS SOURCES.

Economy in the use of Fodder.—At a national convention of

German agriculturists, chemists, physiologists, and directors of the

experimental stations, held in 1871, Professor T. von Gohren presented

his views on practical rules for the use of fodder. The following

are the leading points in his discussion: In fixing such rules it is

necessary to know, first, the general principles on which the desired

results in feeding stock depend ; second, the most economical means of

attaining those results. Other things being equal, every method may
be recommended which makes fodder more palatable and diminishes

the tax on the digestive organs. It is necessary to distinguish between
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food designed to sustain tlie existing condition of the animal and that
designed, in addition, to lay on flesh, produce milk, supply the demands
of labor, increase, &c. With regard to the former kind, the farmer
may assume, as shown by the experiments of Wende, that the amount
of nourishment needed for 100 pounds of live weight is from ^ to 1
pound of nitrogenous food, and from 7 to 8 pounds of food free from
nitrogen, or of the same composition as starch. In regard to the other
kind, we may make subdivisions with reference, 1, to work ; 2, to flesh

or growth -, 3, to fat ; 4, to milk ; 5, to wool -, G, to increase.
For iDroducing flesh a.n increase of food in substances not containing

nitrogen is needed. Albumen must be furnished, and this can be done to
the best advantage when the efiect of oxygen in ths circulation is re-

duced to its minimum, a result secured by the use of hydro-carbons,
such as oils and oily grains, which are far cheaper than albumenoids.
For producing fat the farmer should use non-nitrogenous foods, be-

cause they are the cheapest. Fats can be produced from other fats,

from hydrocarbons, and from albuminates ; of these three ways, prac-
tical agriculturists will chose the least exi^ensive.

For producing milk, if quantity rather than quality is aimed at, the
lacteal glands must be stimulated to their greatest activity, and for this

j)urpose food rich in nitrogen is needed ; and since storing up fat is in-

consistent with the activity of the superficial glands, to which the udder
belongs, foods which contain a large amount of hydro-carbon must be
avoided.

Wool-production, provided the animal be kept in good condition,
seems to be independent of the kind of food. In a specific sense there
is fat-producing food ; but in that sense there is no wool-producing food.
It appears from the experiments of Wolff that sheep will grow lean in
body before the production of wool will be arrested. Professor von
Gohren concludes his discussion in the following words:

The most important part of our labor relates to the increase of the rc^ce. Animals
which are intended for labor must have a fully developed skeleton, ample room for the
play of heart and lungs, and this can only be obtained by a full supply of food rich
in albumen and iron. The development of the intestines should be restrained by con-
centrated food, that they may not interfere with the play of the lungs. Young cattle
intended for fattening should bo brought forward as fast as possible. According to
Sanson and Claire Deville, early ripening depends, not so much on race, as on the com-
position of the bones ; the sooner carbonate and i^hosphate of lime are deposited the
sooner the animal will be ripe. To attain this end milk and grain must be fed.

The development of the chest viscera will be retarded by want of exercise and pure
air, since this renders the labor of the lungs less. The development of the fourth
stomach is promoted by food that is easily digested and full of fat. The opposite rule
should be observed with young cattle intended for milk. The anirhal should be kept
rather thin, and hence should not be allowed to suckle too long. Skimmed milk, hay,
tea, &c:, is much better food for calves intended for the dairy, as well as much cheaper,
than the milk of the dam.

Crops in Hun&aPvY.—The Department of State has transmitted to

this Department a report on this year's grain crops in Austrian Hungary,
forwarded by Mr. John Jay, United States envoy at the imjjerial court
of Austria, the same having been courteously transmitted to him by
the Baron Orczy, acting minister in that court for foreign affairs. From
this report it appears that agricultural products are classified in three

grades: good, middling, and bad 5 that the country is divided into dis-

tricts and sub-districts, having reporters and sub-reporters, who, in

each instance, report the grain as belonging to the one of these grades
which its condition justifies. The aggregate of these reports is as fol-

lows :
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Good. Middling. Bad.

Fall T^-lioat ..^,_ 243 448 112
Fallrye 110 ;5;58 330
Beans 109 218 96
Eapeseed 79 167 140
Springwhcat 183 229 62
Springbarley 363 255 43
Springoats 391 287 55

It will be scon that, on "tlie whole, wheat, barley, and oats are much
above, rye considerably below, and the other products not far from
middling.

Southwestern Texas.—Our correspondent resident at Kerr
County, Texas, sends a communication respecting- the climate, agricul-
tural resources, and future prospects of that county and adjacent
regions, from which the following statements are condensed. Though
in the latitude of Southern Louisiana the altitude and rapid drainage
of the region along the Upper liio Guadalupe jilace it out of the reach
of malarial influences, and the consequent special danger of losing time
by sickness in the most pressing labor-season—that of harvest. Of the
healthfulness of the climate and the rare beauty of the scenery, lan-

guage cannot convey an adequate idea ; in order to be appreciated, the
elevated, pure, vitalizing atmosphere must be breathed, and the charm-
ing scenery, variegated by mountain, hill, slope, and vale, and by open
meadows, alternating with groves of oaks of dilferent varieties, and of
other forest trees i)eculiar to Western Texas, must be seen. The
Guadalupe, worthy its traditional reputation of being the most lovely
river in Texas, and its beautiful tributaries of clear, pure water, afford
unlimited water power and abound in fish of the finest quality.

For the production of cotton, corn, and the smaller grains, no part of
the State is more favorable. Experiments in cultivating cotton have
proved the locality to be unsurpassed in adaptation—a full bale to the
acre being, not the rare exception, but the average yield. The yield of
wheat, under the culture of intelligent and progressive farmers, is from
thirty three to forty bushels per acre ; and corn, this season, promises an
abundant crop. Cereals mature from four to six weeks earlier than in
the wheat-growing districts in the northern iiart of the State. The
region is also unsurpassed in its adaptation for raising stock. The
range of natural pasturage is extensive and of the best quality ; it is

watered with a plentiful supply of pure, flowing water; and the ele-

vated surface, made up of hill and dale, is free alike from the oppressive
heat of summer and the uninterrupted sweeping blasts of winter, to
which the lower and more level tracts are subject.

At fruit-culture there have hitherto been only a few attempts ; but
the region is emphatically the native home of grapes. The evidence of
this is seen in the fact that they grow wild in the greatest luxuriance,
and in varieties which seem endless, "the mountain and hillsides being
in many places covered, from base to summit, with dense masses of
luxuriant vines, heavy with luscious burden, and all susceptible of im-
provement by judicious cultivation. It is wonderful to witness such
exuberant growth of vine rooted amid rocks apparently untouched by
earth or moisture." Apples, pears, peaches, plums, and cherries,

recently introduced, all aiford most favorable indications of thrifty

growth and abundant yield.

.To these favorable conditions of climate and soil are to be added the
fact that timber and rocks for buildings and fences are abundant, and
that a law of the State gives to each actual settler 100 acres of unap-
propriated land, on the condition that he occupy it thre& cousecutive
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years, without being absent within that jjeriocl more than six months;
and that within the counties of Kerr, Kendall, Kimball, Blanco, Menard,
and Edwards there is now public domain on which thousands of 100-

acre farms may be advantageously located.

The drawbacks which have hitherto operated to prevent this region
from being rapidly settled are nov/ fast passing away. Among these
were remoteness from any great thoroughfare, the ever-present tear of

depredations to which a frontier settlement was exposed from maraud-
ing Indians, the extraordinary occurrence of three '^ grasshopper-
years" in succession—a pest now passed awaj', and nob likely to return
for the same length of time, at least within the present generation

—

and, to crown all, the decade of afflictions, crippled enterprise, and
impoverished resources brought on by the late war; consequences from
which the country is now happily recovering.

To disabuse the public mind of the erroneous impression as to the
prevalence of drought in Western Texas, the following statistics of the
amount of rain-fall at Kerrville, Kerr County, for each of the fast four
four years is given: In 1868,40.60 inches; 1869, 49.03 inches; 1870,
35.13 inches; 1871, 24.85 inches.

Cultivation by steaivi in Europe.—At an agricultural meeting
recently held in Scotland, some interesting statements were made re-

specting the origin, progress, and results of cultivation by steam in

Europe. In 1855, a Mr. John Fowler, of Essex County, England, started

his first steam-plow. He subsequently expended about $350,000 in

experiments in cultivating by steam, and at the end of this great ex-

penditure had to show for it only a lot of old machinery. But as early

as 1858 the question whether, under certain conditions, such as a sur-

face sufficiently level, free from obstructions, &c., plowing could be done
more profitably by steam than by horse-power was satisfactorily settled.

Now, in Great Britain, there are single establishments for manufactur-
ing steam-plows so extensive that they furnish constant employment
for not less than 1,200 men. In England, between 400 and 500 sets of

steam-plows, held, some by companies and others by individual owners,
are worked for hire, and are found to be a profitable investment. A
tract of 500 acres, near London, so unproductive that it could not be
rented for $3 per acre, was bought by an enterprising farmer who re-

moved the fences, under-drained, and, with a steam-plow, put the whole
into grain crops. Last year, after allowing 10 per cent, on the money
invested in the land, his clear profits were $18,000. The soil he thus

improved by deep steam-plowing is a stiff clay, that could not be prof-

itably worked by horse-power. Another tract of 5,000 acres, that had
been regarded as worthless, was bought by a farmer who plowed it with

steam-power to the depth of 3 feet, and was rewarded by crops of aston-

ishing thrift. In Scotland, cultivation by steam is becoming general,

and producing results equally marvellous. Joint stock companies are

investing in laud and steam-machinery and securing large dividends,

while individual farmers have invested from $6,000 to $10,000 in steam-

machinery with very profitable results. In Germany, also, steam-

power is working a revolution in agriculture.

In connection with the subject, it was stated that the Pasha of Egypt
uov/ employ's on his extensive domain 400 steam-plows ; and further-

more, in prosecuting this feasible mode of cultivating on a grand scale,

is building, " on his farm," 400 miles of railway, and, for transporting

and manufacturing the raw material produced, has ordered thirty loco-

motive-engines and $3,000,000 worth of sugar-machinery.
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Loss OF FERTILIZING PROPERTIES IN HEN-DUNG.— lu Italy the
manure of fowls and pigeons is an article of commerce. Professor
Sestiui has been examining- the comparative, values of fresh dung and
of that which is sold, and finds the principal difference to be that fresh
dung contains (51 per cent, of water, while the commercial article has
only 25, or less. By long exposure to dry air, five-sixths of tlie

ammonia was dissipated. To prevent this loss, experiments were made
with plaster, green vitriol, and clay, finely pulverized, and exposed to
ammonia vapor for twenty-four hours. The vitriol absorbed 5.5 grams,
the plaster 5 grams, the clay 4.9 grams. These substances were next
mixed with fowl-dung, and exposed for a month in chambers where the
escaping gases could be collected, with similar results. A strong odor
of ammonia could be perceived arising from the clay mixture, but very
little from the other two. Fungi dcveloi)ed rapidly on the mixtures of
clay and plaster, but not on that containing vitriol. It is well known,
that these i)arasites depreciate the value of nitrogenous manures. - The
Ijractical deductions were, that the dung should be collected weekly and
placed in covered vessels, each layer being sprinkled with about 5 per
cent, of green vitriol. As to its commercial value, it is much poorer
than guano in nitrogen and phosphates.

DESIAJ^D FOE AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS IN 'NbW SOUTH WALES.
—Mr. Jules Joubert, secretary of the Agricultural Society of New South
Wales, in an official communication addressed to this Department,
represents that in that colony there is an urgent demand for improved
agricultural implements and labor-saving machinery ; but as yet it has
neither the facilities nor the requisite skill for manufacturing them.
Hitherto imports from this country have been limited to lumber, furniture,

and a few land-mills ; but he expresses the opinion that a well assorted
exhibition of American, implements, inventions, and labor saving
machinery would not only be a great attraction in the colony, but
result in opening an extensive and profitable market for most of the
articles exhibited. He is instructed by the society to state that, should
any responsible individual or company in the United States desire to
make trial of the plan suggested as a business enterprise, they have a
spacious building adapted to the purpose, located in the Prince Albert
park, Sydney, which w^ould be placed at the disposal of the same, to-

gether with every other facility at their command.

Irrigation in Colorado.—A correspondent from El Paso County,
Colorado Territory, reports that irrigation of the natural grasses is

coming into practice, and enough has already been done to demonstrate
that in the course of three or four years upland can thus be made to
produce from two to three tons of hay per acre ; the natural grass giving
place to the blue grass, which makes excellent hay.

Epizootic APHiHiE.—This disease is reported as spreading in Marion
County, Arkansas ; but it is in a mild form, and very few cases i>rove
fatal.

Eelations of local diseases to the nature op the soil.—Dr.
Moffat has read before the British Association a paper on the above
subject, in which he shows that the nature of the soil exercises consider-
able iulluence on the character of endemic disease. His district lies on
the carboniferous and red, or Cheshire, sandstone formation. Angsmia
is the prevailing condition of the inhabitants of the carboniferous land,

who are both miners and farmers, while it is almost unknown on the red
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sandstone. Consumption is also more prevalent in the first-named dis-

trict. Since anaemia is a want of iron in the blood, Dr. Moffat examined
the constitution of wheat grown on the Cheshire sandstone, and found
it produced much more ash, and hence a larger proportion of mineral
constituents, including oxide of iron, than that grown on the corbonifer-

jus soil. He estimates that a pound of wheat from the first furnishes

five grains more of oxide of iron to the consumer than a pound of wheat
from the second soil, which accounts for the comparative poverty of the
blood of the miners in iron and phosphoric acid. An examination of the
blood of the animals kept in the two districts confirmed the above ob-

servations.

Eemedy fob Spanish fever.—A Kansas farmer professes to have
treated with invariable success cattle affected with Spanish fever, ac-

cording to the following recipe

:

When the animal loses its appetite and becomes stupid, take several gallons of tepid
tt'ater, for a full-grown steer, and inject it from a large syringe ; and in about twelve
hoars give from a half pint to a pint of linseed-oil, to move the bowels, and the ox
wiU get well.

He claims that the above recipe produces a reaction, softens the parts,

and restores the normal action of the system.

Change in the course of rain.—A correspondent writing from
Hawkins County, Tennessee, states that ordinarily, in that locality, the
rains all come from the soutiiwest, conforming to the direction of the
rivers and mountains ; but what little rain has fallen during the dry
season, both last year and this, has all come from clouds passing from
north to south, directly across the rivers and mountains. Sciei^ists

are asked to account for this change of direction. The droughts, dur-

ing which the change occurs, are not owing to the absence of forests,

for the country is heavily timbered.

Tobacco in Santa Clara County, California.—Mr. J. D. Culp,

of Gilroy, Santa Clara County, California, who has had much experi-

ence in tobacco-culture, claims to have a method of raising and curing
it by which it is made equal to the best imported Havana, and this

claim is indorsed by certificates from leading tobacco houses in San
Francisco. He has secured the aid of capitalists, and is prejoaring for

extensive operations. His crop of 1871, on five acres, planted with
Havana seed, amounted to 8,000 pounds. In illustration of the

fertility of his soil, he states that he has raised on the same land, with-

out manure, twelve successive crops of tobacco, the last being fully

equal to the first, and the land exhibiting no deterioration. He has
been at no expense for protection against tobacco-worms, wasps having
destroyed them on appearance.

Industrial education.—The board of regents of Kansas Agricul-

tural College are reported as having adopted a new curriculum, com-
prising agriculture, horticulture, stock-breeding, veterinary science,

farm economy, mechanics, and architecture.

Merino rams for Colorado.—It is reported that SCO Spanish
merino bucks, selected from among the purest blooded flocks in Eutland
and Addison Counties, Vermont, have recently been purchased for

shipment to Southern Colorado. Thrfee hundred are for Thomas O.

Boggs, of Bent County, designed to supplant the long-wooled bucks from
Canada, which he has tested for the last two years. Having tried

Cotswold, Leicester, Southdown, and the Vermont merino, he decides

unhesitatingly that the latter arc the best for crossing with Mexican
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sheep. Auother 300 are for Messrs. Ripley & Thomas, of the same
county, and the remainder for the general market. They are to leavo
Vermont about the 1st of October.

Effect of clbiate and soil on the European larch.—Professor
J. Mathews, of Iowa Agricultural College, is reported as having experi-
mented with- this tree, in Iowa, for the last seventeen years, with results
quite satisfactory, respecting the rapidity of its growth, "but unlavorablo
respecting its durabilitj'. He has one tree 45 feet in height and 15 inches
in diameter one foot above the ground. Many others are from 15 to 30
feet in height. In 1869, ho cut several trees and manufactured them
into gi^ape-stakes, setting them about the 1st of May. In April last, he
found them aU so decayed that they either had fallen or would break
with a slight pressure. Assuming that its durability depends upon its

peculiarity of texture, together with the amount of resinous substance
it contains, he cites authorities to show that it undergoes great changes
in these and other respects as the result of differences in climate, loca-

tion, and soil. In the most northern regions in which it is found, it is

only a trailing shrub, while upon the Alpine hills, and in other con-
genial localities, it grows to the height of 100 feet and more. He quotes
from a circular, published in 1869, by E. Y. Teas, as follows :

'

Tu Savoy, according to a Fi-ench writer, honses aro built of larcb-logs, squared aud
placed one upon another, in the style of our American log-houses. The heat of the
sun melts the resin contained in the logs, and the structure, thus rendered impervious
to air and moisture, will last for centuries. In some parts of Franco houses are now
standing that have been built two hundred and fifty years, and still show no signs of
decay ; the great amount of resinous matter rendering the wood imperishable ; and
on this account it will outlast red cedar. There seem to be well authenticated in-
stances in Europe in which larch-timber, having been in use for a thousand years, still

remains sound.

He further quotes from Loudon's Encyclopedia statements that resin-
ous timber indigenous to cold regions loses the qualities on which its

durability depends when transferred to a warm climate and fertile soil,

and that a certain degree of coldness of climate and inferiority of soil

is essential for producing larch-timber in perfection. Whether upon
our rich prairie soils it will lose durable properties is a practical ques-
tion upon which further light is needed.

Hops in England.—According to the estimates of the Mark Lane Ex-
press 65,600 acres are devoted to the culture of hops in England, and
the area is gradually increasing. Kent, the largest hop-growing county,
had 32,000 acres in this crop last season, the early grounds averaging
1,400 to 1,600 pounds per acre ; Sussex, next in importance, 14,500 acres,
averaging 1,800 to 2,200 pounds per acre. Surrey is noted for a choice
quality of hops of bright color and superior aroma.

Grass cultivation at the South.—Many southern farmers are
diligently adapting themselves to the new order of things by modifying
their system of culture. Cotton, in some districts, is even now regarded
as of secondary consideration, and the cultivation of a diversity of
crops has been entered upon with commendable zeal. An enterprising
farmer in Mississippi has instituted experiments in raising fruit and in
seeding down a portion of his land to grass, both of which appear to
have been quite successful. His orchard, embracing winter-apples, has
already become a source of profit, and his success with grasses has
been such as to constitute him a strong competitor with the hay-makers of
the North. He has been especially successful in clover, obtaining a luxu-
riant growth of three tons to the acre. Having failed in seeding with
small grain, he adopted the method of securing a stand of clover by

6



first planting peas, and then following np the crop witli a dressing ot
manure. And this is not an isolated case. Other similar experiments
in Mississippi are said to have removed the doubts of skeptics, and to
have confirmed the most ardent believers in the success of cultivated
grasses at the South. A writer in the Rural Alabamian relates an in-

stance of remarkable success in the growing of clover, ^t Tibby, in
Lowndes County, Mississippi, to which it might be difficult to find a
parallel at the North. Upon a field seeded fifteen years ago to clover,
and which has repeatedly produced both grain and hoed crops since, the
clover crop last year was a most luxuriant one, although the field has
never been seeded to clover but the one time.

In a very comprehensive and practicil article on the cultivation of
the grasses and forage plants of the South, Mr. 0. W. Howard, in the
Southern Farm and Home, Memphis, Tennessee, says, concerning
lucerne

:

As a forage-plaut at tlie South, luceruo is very far superior to all others. It is

used for three purposes. First, for feeding green, or soiling ; used iu this way, it is

best to cut the lucerne a day in advance, so as to feed it in a wilted state. It must
never he pastured. ***** Lucerne hay is extremely nutritious, and is relished
by horses, cattle, and sheep. It is preferred by the domestic animals to any other
kind of hay. The product of lucei'ne is enormous. Five tons of excellent hay may be
cut from an acre. It is estimated that fodder, green aud dry, may be obtained from
an acre of lucerne for the support of five horses during the entire year. This included
the great bulk of green food during the spring, summer, and autumn."

The seed of lucerne has been very widely distributed by the Depart-
ment ; and the most favoroble accounts of success iu its culture have
been returned.

The stock trade of Buffalo.—Mr. Ch. Bevichy, a stock-dealer
of Buffalo, New York, writing under date of July, says:

The stock-trade of this city has been of rapid growth aud is increasing. In 1857 the
total number of animals was 533,220. Since that date the trade has steadily grown
and promises to continue to increase. From this point these animals go by railroad
to Philadelphia, New York, and Boston, and the intermediate lage towns, there await-
ing the turn of those markets. When the Northwest and Manitoba come to send out
cattle aud horses it is thought they must come here for distribution. Those regions,
it is said, will rival Texas iu cattle-raising, notwithstanding the severity of theclimate.
The cattle, &c., from Northern Minnesota, Dakota, aud Manitoba must pass east
by rail along the southern shore of Lake Superior to the Sault Ste. Marie, and then
through Canada to this city. The whole distance from the Red River (an average
point about one thousand miles) to Buil'alo will be less than from Kansas, frr^m which
State many of our cattle come; and it is plain that sheep, horse, and cat;le raising
will have to be the main reliance of the people of the Noi-thwest, whose broad, grassy
plains never fail to produce food for winter and summer supplies.

Cattle-plague.—The cattle-plague, or rinderpest, or steppe-disease,

as it is variously called, has reappeared in England, where, when it

first appeared, several years ago, the place of its origm was investigated

without any positive result. It was commonly believed, however, to

have been imported from Russia. In reference to its source at the
present time, the evidence is less doubtful. Three cargoes of infected

animals recently arrived in England directly from Russia. Prompt and
effective measures were taken to j)revent the spread of the decease, and
an order of government was at once issued forbidding the lauding there-

after at any port iu Great Britain of cattle from any place within the

Russian dominions. The deceased animals were killed, and a careful

post mortem examination left no doubt of their having been infected with

the cattle-plague. It was shown that symptoms of the disease had
manifested themselves at the time the animals were embarked; that

several animals had died at sea 5 that fresh outbreaks of the disease
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were ccciuTiug- in tbo Baltic provinces of Ilu.ssia, Avbere Bcvorc losses

had been sustained in many districts ; and tbat no precautious bad been
taken, apparently, to prevent tbe spread of the disease. One bundred
cattle arc said to bave perisbed in Novgorod alone. Tbe plague is also

reported to exist in Galicia, in Lower Austria, in Scutari, and in Cir-

eassia, wbeuce it would naturally spread to tbe Crimea.

Agricultural and mineral resources of Western Texas.—
A coinmittee of tbo Western Texas Agricultural, Stoclc-liaisiag, and
Industrial Association, writing to tbe Department, say

:

Wc feci assui'ccl tbat in tbo production of wool, cotton, ccrn, wbeat, oats, vyo, barley,

ramie, beef, bides, tallow, wax, nicsquito gum, pecau-nuts, &c., Wetstern Texas cau
successfully compete witb any equal portion of tbo eartb'e surface ; also in valuable
minerals sucb as iron, coal, lead, silver, gold, copper, bismutb, gypsum, mica, kaolin,

stoatito, molybdenite, asbestos, inalacbite, i)ipe-clay, marble, calcite, &c. Wo ba,ve

also among our citizens tboso wbo liavo given jiroof of mecliauical and industrial

genius.

Foot and mouth disease in England.—Foot and mouth disease is

prevailing to an alarming extent in England, especially in Norfolk,

Cumberland, Dorsetshire, Huntingdon, Westmoreland^ and Yorkshire.
English official reports recently issued 'show 091,565 animills attacked
by the disease in 1871, and at the present time it is even more widely
spread and of unusual virulence. Frequently animals are attacked the

second or third time, and in many districts there is a considerable per-

centage of deaths. About the 1st of August, returns for the week
showed from Northamptonshire 9,454 cattle and sheep affected ; from
Buckinghamshire, where the disease was rapidly spreading, 13,743, dis-

tributed among 396 farms ; from Norfolk, 13,000 ; from Dorsetshire,

11,050. In the earlj^i)art of July the council of the Eoyal Agricultural
Society authorized the expenditure of a sum not exceeding £100 for

investigations into tbe causes of ])eriodic outbreaks of this disease in

England, i^articidarly amotig importations from Ireland.

Cotton in California.—A movement for introducing the culture
and manufacture of cotton into California, upon an extensive scale, is

now in apparently successful progress. A " Cotton Growing and Man-
ufacturing Association " has been incorporated for the purpose, under
the auspices of which a selection has been made of the valley, of the
Kern Eiver as specially adapted to tbe object, jiossessing a favorable
soil and climate, and ample water-power for mauufaeturing purposes.
Ten thousand acres of laud, including a town-site ^ith considerable im-
provements, have been purchased, and successful experiments in raising

cotton have already been made. The town is located at tbe foot of the
Sierra Nevada Mountains, and the lands are available for immediate
planting ; and tbe property is said to embrace peculiar facilities for pro-

moting the growth of this special producing and manufacturing in-

dustry.

The cranbeery-crop in New Jersey and Massachusetts.—The
cranberry crop of New Jersey is reported much below an average,
and that of Cape Cod, Massachusetts, almost a total failure, a large
proportion of tbe vines having been killed last winter, and the remain-
der greatly ravaged by worms.

Potato-rot in England.—Potato-rot is prevailing to an alarming
extent in England, and fears are entertained that mucli the greater

part of the crop will be destroyed. But it is stated tbat districts where
the atmosphere is impregnated with vapors from smelting-works are

comparatively free from the disease.
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English spaekows in Australia.—It appears from complaints re-

cdved by the lioyal Horticultural Society that fruit-crops iu Australia
have been seriously injured by the English sparrows imported into that
country.

ExpEEi3iEN:rAL STATIONS.—The system of agricultural experimental
stations is rapidly extending in Italy. In consequence of information
obtained and circulated by the minister of agriculture, respecting the
exijerimental stations in Germany, seven new stations have* been
established on the German model. These are located at Undine, Mo-
dena, MiLan, Lodi, Padua, Florence, and Turin.

xYGKICULTURAL specialties in iSTORTH CAROLINA.—Mr. J. L.
Labiaux, a native of France, now residing at Eidgway, North Carolina,
writes us that he is making efforts for the introduction into his section

of experts in various agricultural specialties. He commenced by
arranging for the settlement of two gf his countrymen, skilled gardeners,
lately employed near Philadelphia. Their capital being too small to

jiurchase and stock land, Mr. Labiaux negotiated for them a partner-

ship with a citizen of Ealeigh, for five years, on terms mainly as fol-

lows : The 'latter furnished OCi acres of land near Ealeigh, valued at

$40 per acre, and $1,000 for horses, implements, seeds, manures, &c.
The interest on this capital is to be an equivalent for the labor of his

copartners who are privileged to borrow from the company's funds 815
l)er month, each, for the first six months, as a ])rovision for their sus-

tenance meanwhile. At the expiration of the partnership), the entire

capital advanced i« to be repaid by the company, when the surplus

accumulated will be equally divided. The arrangement was perfected

last November, and, at this time, is working to -ftie satisfaction of all

parties concerned. Since the inauguration of this enterprise, Mr. Labiaux
has formed other associations of like character, one of which is a part-

nership between himself and Mr. V. Clerc, from Vaucluse, France, chiefly

for the imrpose of viniculture ; but the latter being an expert in the cul-

ture of madder, it is intended to devote four or five acres to that specialty.

Mr. Labiaux further informs us that a steam fruit-drying establish-

ment has been recently erected at Eidgway. It uses the " Baltimore
process" of pneumatic evaporation, claimed to be covered by the

patents of Marshall P. Smith, of Baltimore, Maryland, and identical

with that commonly known as the Alden process.

The New York ^ieat-market.—The following are the chief points

of a recent article in the New York Times, giving some statistics of the

New York meat-market : The markets of the city require weekly 8,000

to 9,000 cattle, 3,000 calves, and about 26,000 sheep. The first-class

beeves of the New York market are mainly Durham grades, (as in

London,) and there is no considerable proportion o^ these where the

grade is higher than half-blood. Illinois, Missouri, and Kansas are the

most important sources of supply, both in quantity and quality. The
evils attendant on cattle transportation are still severely felt. Cattle

continue to be transported in crowded and badly constructed cars, in

which they cannot be either fed or watered without much loss of time.

As a consequence they become restive, and before reaching the journey's

end many of them are so badly bruised that when they are slaughtered

large portions of their meat are unfit for use. The improved trucks

which were temporarily used on one or two lines of road have been set

aside, because they could not be quite as quickly loaded and unloaded,

nor packed with as large a number as iu the case of the common trucks.
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The quality of tlie mutton and lamb brought to tho ^New York market
is, as is well known, greatly inferior to that of like meats in the Loudon
market. The price of wool greatly affects the number of sheep marketed.

In 1870 the weekly supply was nearly 50,000 ; in 1871 the number was
little more than half as large. Lancasters and Cotswolds, from Canada,
lead in quality, and these are received from September to January. A
few of a similar quality are received from Kentucky in the winter.

Ohio sends the largest number of sheep—merinos to a considerable

extent, and of good quality. The sheep received from Michigan have
more merino blood and rate lower in weight and quality. The Illinois

and Iowa sheep are rather coarse, and those from Indiana are among
the poorest received. Spring-lambs come chiefly from New Jersey,

Maryland, and Delaware, the earliest arrivals haviug the advantage,

even if not of best quality. Summer and autumn lambs come chiefly

from the States of New York and Kentucky, very few being received

from the other States.

JuxE.—A correspondent at Augusta, Georgia, under date of August
3Z, 1872, represents that the jute-plant has done weU in that locality,

and that he hopes to raise enough seed to test its adaptation to that

climate. Another at New Orleans, Louisiana, states that the jute-plant

succeeds well, and that the ramie-cleaning machine is well adapted to

the preparation of jute. The Southern Eamie Planting Association, in

the same city, has also had encouraging success from jute-seed received

from this Department. A specimen of the fiber, transmitted by E.

,

Lefranc, president of the association, is about 4 feet long and of con-

siderable tenacity. This was prepared by a ramie-cleaning machine.

Tigs.—A correspondent at Westport, Jackson County, Missouri, re-

ports that eight of the fig-cuttings, received from the Department in

November last, have made a gi'owth of over 4 feet. He therefore ex-

presses the hope that with proper care figs can be grown in Missouri.

Clovee, in South Carolina.—A correspondent writing from Poma-
ria, Newberry County, South Carolina, represents that exclusive cotton
culture is giving place to more diversified production. In evidence that
this section is adapted to the gTowing of grasses, he states that in May
last, from 2^- acres of stiif, red upland, he cut 10,000 pounds of fine red
clover hay. His success has occasioned an extensive demand in the
region for red-clover seed.

FuLTZ WHEAT IN PENNSYLVANIA.—Mr. William Huber, of Chambers-
burgh, Pennsylvania, reports that last fall, on a field of G acres, limestone
soil, with gravel, which had been in corn and potatoes the preceding sea-

son, he drilled in 1;} bushel of Fultz wheat per acre, applying no ma-
nure. • A dressing of barn-yard manure had been applied for the ijota-

toes, but no fertUizer had been used since then. From this field he has
obtained 231.3 Bushels of wheat, by weight, or a litttle more than
38^- bushels per acre, besides a yield of good straw amounting to about
H tons per acre. The yield w^as especially remarkable in view of the
greatly reduced yield of the general croj).

TiMBER-PLANTiNa IN NEBRASKA.—In HaUCouuty, Nebraska, timber-
planting has become quite popular. It is predicted by our correspond-
ent that within twenty years the " Great American Desert" will be far

better timbered than the Eastern States.

Hops and cranberries.—These are reported as two of the most im-

portant farm-products in Juneau County, Wisconsin. This season the
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hop crop will be liglit, but promises to be of superior quality, with no
sign of vermin or blight. Of cranberries, which arc exteiisively culti-

vated, there is every indication of an abundant crop. In Monroe
County, also, several thousand acres of wild cranberries arc reported
as promising above the average of former years.

Spake the birds.—Our correspondent in Perry County, Illinois,

after mentioning the extensive ravages of the chinch-bugs, sweeping
the most promising crops, states that, in Southern Illinois, during the
last winter, quails were slaughtered by the thousand dozen for market.
As they have been almost annihilated in that region, insects abound.
He thinks this criminal folly should be repressed by vigorously executed
legal enactments.

Market gardening in Kentucky.—The Avestern portion of Jeffer-

son County, Kentucky, is largel}^ devoted to gardening under the ener-
getic and intelligent management of the Germans, who have very suc-
cessfully developed this branch of industry. The proximit^^ of tl\e city

of Louisville afi:brds a large supply of organic fertilizers, enabling the
cultivators to secure two crops per annum from the same ground.

Milk pever.—Our correspondent in Pulaski County, Illinois, de-

scribes a case of milk fever in one of his cows, the symptoms of which
were swelling and heat in one side of the udder, the second day after

calving. The calf was admitted to her, but the swelling increased, as
also did the febrile symptoms, resulting in great prostration and trem-
bling, with partial loss of motion in the limbs. Though there was no
stricture of the bowels or lack of appetite, mild antimouial doses were
administered, with epsom salts and aromatic herbs, producing an active
cathartic effect. Cold water was applied to the inHamed parts, and
afterward a mild mercurial ointment, mingled with pulverized camphor
and tincture of iodine. The cow has recovered, with a partial loss of
milking capacity In one teat. Our correspondent recommends the re-

duction of food, and exen occasional neck bleeding, as the calving-time
approaches.

Fruit culture in Kentucky.—Trimble County, Kentucky, is be-

coming the theater of extensive fruit culture. Two parties from Cin-

cinnati have lately set out an orchard of 400 acres, and other enterijrises

on a similar scale have been projected. One apple-orchard of 125 acres
has just commenced bearing. The prospect is that within a few years
half the high lands of the county will be under fruit cultivation.

Clover in the South.—Our regular correspondence shows the rapid
increase of this crop in several portions of the South. While one
variety suits one section, another is found profitable elsewhere. Clover,

as a field crop, has been found a great success in lan^e areas. It is

found, also, in some locations, to be one of the best paying crops.

Bad financiering.—A Georgia correspondent gtates that the farm-

ers in his region have in many cases mortgaged their crops for pro-

visions for the coming year and for fertilizers. A short crop of cotton
will ruin large numbers of theip. A correspondent in another county
of this State says that the cotton mania has broken out with fresh viru-

lence among the planters. Not less than 200 tons of guano have
already been purchased, mostly on credit, for the quiclvening of the
cotton-crop. Here, also, planters are mortgaging their crops for pro-

visions.
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Settlement of Washington Territory.—The settlemeut of

Western Wasliington is proceeding at a rapid rate. A hundred new
farms were lately opened in one week, and a greatly increased acreage

of land has been placed under cultivation in the Chehalis Valley alone.

Malfor^iation of Calves.—A regular correspondent in Monterey

County, California, notices " a remarkable disease this spring among
calves'^on some dairy and stock ranches." The cows producing them

are a cross between the native and the Durham breeds. The calves are

born deformed, rickety, with large heads and joints ; legs weak and

spreading at an angle from 10° to SO*^' 5 many cannot walk at all. By
being held up to suck they often gain strength and are able to walk.

Many are still-born. The cases are limited to a few ranches and are

supposed to represent the progeny of diseased bulls. Some ranchmen

and dairymen think they are the result of pregnant cows feeding upon

acorns in autumn. Sheep, goats, deer, and other animals eat freely of

the acorns without injury. The water of these ranches is excellent.

Proportion of seed awd cultitre foe a crop of potatoes.—A
correspondent at Albany, New York, is of the opinion that, in raising

potatoes, farmers generally err in two respects: they use too much
seed and give the land too little tillage. In illustration of his view he

gives the results of an experiment. His tenant, in selecting Early Eose
potatoes for planting, had thrown out all not larger than an English wal-

nut. He gathered 22 quarts of the rejected ones, cut them in two or
more pieces according to size; planted, without manure, in ground of or-

dinary tilth; cultivated and hoed them thoroughly three times, and
dug (is bushels, by measure, of unusually large potatoes.

Fescue grass in Texas.—A correspondent in Montgomery County
reports that the fescue grass proves to be of great value. In illustra-

tion he states that on less than two acres four mules and two milch

cows, besides hogs, were pastured all winter, and adds that there is a
perceptible difference in the flavor of milk and butter after pasturage

on this grass.

Meteorology in Colorado.—A report of meteorological observa-

tions, for the month of August, kept at Colorado' Spring, seventy-

five miles south of Denver City, (the present terminus of the

narrow-gauge railroad between Denver and Eio Grande,) the lati-

tude of which is about 39<^, and the elevation G,000 feet, contains the

following interesting facts: The lowest mean temperature on any
day Avas (29th) 50o.5

; the highest, (20th,) 74o.5
; the average for

the month, G8o.3
; the amount of rain, 4.02 inches, of which 2.92 inches

fell during the last six days, on each of which rain fell. At this loca-

tion, under date of September 9, vegetation of all kinds is reported as

growing luxuriantly, corn as a heavy crop, and wheat harvested in

good condition, considering the frequeut rains.

Farming in Iowa,—James P. Coulter, of Johnson County, raised

tast year 12,000 bushels of corn, 2,000 of oats, 500 of wheat, 900 of

timothy-seed, and GOO of flax-seed ; keeps 300 hogs, 40 cattle, 18 horses,

and has G40 acres of prairie-land under cultivation.

Extraordinary yield.—It is reported that of Fultz wheat sent

by this Department to Botetourt County, Virginia, Mr. Grayhill sowed
3| pounds on the IGth of October, and harvested the crop on the 29th

,

of July last. It yielded 5^- bushels by measure, the whole weighing 333
pounds.
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Two CROPS IN ONE SEASON IN Alabaivia.—A coiTespoiideHt ill

Fraukliu County gives the following facts: April 22, he sowed one
acre in Hungarian grass ; by June 19 it was fit to cut; he took off the
crop, and planted corn June 30, and it made 30 bushels. March 15, he
sowed four acres of Norway oats ; cut a very heavy crop July 1

;

planted the land to corn on, the 12th and 13th, and made fully 30
bushels. The land on which this experiment was made had been under
cultivation thirty-live years, and the season was unusually dry.

A HOG- DISEASE AND ITS KEiviEDY.—A correspondent in Shelby
County, Kentucky, describes a disease (which he calls cholera) prevail-
ing in that section among hogs, and gives a remedy. Its symptoms are
a hacking cough and "hard and marblelike excrement." Soon as
these are noticed administer calomel, in the proportion of half a pound
to every fifty shoats, mixed with corn so moistened that it will adhere.
This is designed to change the action of the bowels, and if that effect

does not follow in due time the dose must be repeated. Next, mix in
troughs salt, wood-ashes, and coal-tar, in the proportion of 7 parts of salt,

7 of ashes, and 2 of tar. The hogs will soon become fond of it, and
the effect will be to remove from them all vermin, and keep them gen-
erally in a healthy condition. This, he testifies, has been found by all

who have tried it efficacious both as preventive and remedy.

CHICAGO STOCK MOYEMENTS.

A statement of the receipts and shipments of the Union Stock Yards
of Chicago has been received from Mr. George T. Williams, assistant
secretary, which is presented in detail, as follows

:

KECEIPTS.

Cliicago, Eock Island and Pacific Hailroad
Illinois Central Kailroad
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Kailroad.
ChicaKO and Kortliwestern Kaifway
Chicago and A Iton Kailroad
Pittsburgli, Foi t Wayuo and Chicago Rail-
road

Michigan Central Eailroad
^Michigan Soutliern Railroad
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati and Saint Louis
Kailroad

Chicago, Danville and Vinconncs Railroad
Uiivon into yards

Total

7,374
8,849
12,280
8, 572
6,505

145
34
241

104
793
33

44, 930

7,136
7, 654

10, 400

9, 320
5,500

113
30
69

74
541
190

0,990
8, 745

15, 510
11, 093
e, 953

90

sp

120
263
183

53, 170

11, 385
6,369

23, 143
8,700
8,381

79
31
63

49
158
35

58, 393

14,164
6,610

29, 796
10, 366
8,992

3
31
114

131
233

1, 260

71, 700

9,141
6, 726

26, 019
8, 125

11, 096

4
8

335

308
755
320

03, 443

456

59, 190
44, 953

117, 208
56,176
48, 087

434
139

1, 034

792
2,743
2,027
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SHIPMENTS.

CATTLK.

Cliica^co, Kock Island and Pacilic Railroad
llliuois Central Kailioad
Cliicago, 13urlinp;tou and Qnincy liailroad.
Ohicajio and Northwestci-u llailway
Chlcafijo and Alton liaihoad
Pittsburgh, Fort AYayno and Chicago Eail-
road

Michigan Central Kailroad '.

.

Michigan Southern Kailroad
Pittsburgh, Cintinnati and Saint Louis

Eaiii-oad

Total
'.

511
14-2

,032

, 956
,488
,511

350

33, 047

228
y!)2

1, 0.-3

2!)5

1, 090

12, 82C
5. 539

13; 312

30, 140

221
1,001
580
470
207

15, 925
5, 321

19, 7H3

197

43, 705

^
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Marlcet imces of farm products—Couiiuued.

Articles.

BOSTON.

Flour, western, superfine per liarrel

.

extras do
choice do

southern extras do
choice Baltimore do

Wheat per bushel.
Eye do
Barley do
Com, southern yellow do

western mixed do
western yellow do

Beef, mess per barrel.
extra do

Pork, prime do
mess do

Lard per pound.
Butter, New York and Vermont do

Canada, choice do
western do

Cheese, N. Y. and Vt., choice factory.. do
Ohio, choice factory do

Hay per ton..
Wool, Ohio and Pennsylvania per pound.

Michigan do
other western do
California do
Texas do
combing-fleece do

PHILiVDELPniA.

Flour, superfine per baiTel

.

extras do
family and fancy brands do

Wheat, red, Pa. and western per bushel

.

amber do
Rye do
Corn, yellow do

^ mixed do
Oats, western white do
Pork, mess per barrel.
Beef, mess, city packed „ do
Lard per pound.
Cotton, middling do
Hay per ton.

B.VLTIMOEE.

Flour, superfine per barrel

.

extra do
family and fancy do

Wheat, Pennsylvania jier bushel

.

western do
Maryland do

Rye do
Corn, yellow , do.....

white do
Hay, western per ton.

.

Pa. and Marj'land choice do
Pork, mess per barrel.
Butter, western, prime to choice.. per pound.

Now YorJj^ do

August.

$5 00
G 2.5

8 .50

25
10 00
1 GO
85
75
70
G7
70

10 00
12 00
11 25
14 00
* 9

18
22
12
9
10

20 CO
CO
58
57
25
35
70

to $5 50
to 8 00
to 11 50
to 7
to 11

to 1

to
to 1

to
to
to
to 12 00
to 16 00
to 12 00
to 14 50
to
to
to
to
to
to

10
27
25
23

12i
lU

to 31 00"

to
to
to
to
to
to

72
G5
65
55
50
75

5 50
7 25
1 G5
1 70
80
62
61
43

14 00
14 50

9

21f

to 5 50
to 6 25
to 10 50

10

44
14 25
15 GO

22i

4 50 to 9 25
5 70 to 9 00
8 25 to 12 50

1 CO to 1 70

60 to 70
GO to 64
72 to

34 00 to 35 00

14 50 to 14 75
18 to 22

September.

$5 50
6 75
7 50
6 75
9 50
1 50
85
75
70
68
70

10 00
11 00
11 25
14 75

9
15
22
12
13
lU

20 00'

58
57
55
25
35
70

4 50

to $6 00
to 7 Go-

to 11 00
fo 7 25
to 12 00

85

9(^
la
71
70
71

to 11 00
to 15 50
to 12 00
to 15 00

10
28
25
23
14m

to 29 00
70
62
60
32
50

7 00
1 C2
1 75
74
66
64
45

15 00

14 50
9

224
36 00

'

to 5 50
to 6 25
to 11 00
to

to
to
to

to

to

to
to 14 75
to 9i
to 23
to 45 00

72
82

67
65
46

5 00 to 8 75
G 50 to 8 50
9 00 to 12 00

1 GO to 1 65

75 to 85
64 to 65
67 to 63

34 00 to 38 00
40 00 to 42 00
15 00 to

18 to 22
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MarlcciiXjriccs of farm liroducis—Continued.

Articles. Auffust. Sci^tember.

B.VLTUIORE—Continuod.

Cheese, western foctory per pound

.

eastern factory do
Lard do
Cotton, ordinary - do

middling. do
Tobacco, commou to good lugs .. .per cental.

common to medium loaf do
Wool, unwashed, free from burs do

tub-washed do

CINCINNATI.

Flour, superfine per baiTcl

.

extra do
family do,

Wheat, No. 1 white per bushel.
No. 2 white do
No. 1 red do
No. 2 red do

Corn, white do
yellow do

Oats, white ..do
No. 1, mixed do

Eye do
Barley, winter. No. 2 do

spring, No. C do
Hay, timothy, new, com. to choice, .per ton.

.

Pork, mess per barrel.
prime do

Beef, plate do
hams do

Lard, prime, steam per pound

.

Batter, Western Eeserve do
choice Central Ohio do

Tobacco, lugs do
leaf. do

Wool, tub-washed do
fleece-washed, manufacturing . . do
fleece-washed, combing do
unwashed, manufacturing do
unwashed, combing do
pulled do

CHICAGO.

Flour, winter, extra per barrel.

spring, extra do
Wheat, No. 1 spring per bushel

.

No. 2 spring do
No. 3 spring do

Corn, No. 2 do
rejected do

Oats, No.2 do
rejected do

Rye, No. 2 do.....
Barley, No. 2 do . T . .

.

Hay, timothy, (on track) per ton

.

prairie do
Pork, mess per barrel.

extra do
Beef, mess do

ISO 11 to $0 \2l

8 to

I'Ji to
21J to

G 50 to
10 00 to 12 00

40 to 42
CO to 02

lOi

19i
21f

9 r>o

25
50
00
60
55
60
60
52

to

to

to
to
to
to
to
to

7 75

1 62

36 to
33 to 34
73 to 75
60 to 70
60 to

15 00 to 23 00
13 00 to 14 50

11 00 to 11 50
13 00 to 13 50

8i to
20 to
18 to
10 to
12 to
60 to

55 to

65 to

40 to
50 to
53 to

$0 14 to $0 14-1

8i to

20 to
10.V

21
6 50

11 00
33
56

to 22Jr

to 9 50
to 12 50
to 36
to 57

5 75 to 6 50
7 35 to 7 50
7 00 to 8 75
1 65 to 1 70

1 55 to 1 60
1 50 to 1 55
48 to
46 to
41 to
32 to
65 to

35
3

90 to 1 25

45

7 50
6 00

55

to 10 50

1 33
1 31

1 14
42
39
27
24
60-;!

50"

14 00
9 50
14 00

to
to —
to 1

to 1

to
to
to
to
to
to
M16
to 11

7 75

32
14+
42A
394-

27-i

25'

61
55
00
00

to 14 12i

9 00 to 10 00
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Ilarket prices of farm products—Coatinued.

Articles.

Chicago—Continued,

Lartl per pound..
Butter, choice dairy do

fiiir to good tub and firkin do ,

Cheese, New York factory do ,

Wool, tvib-washed do
lleece-washed do
unwashed, medium do

August,

SAIjSTT LOUIS.

Flour, superfine per barrel .

.

extras do
choice do ,.

Wheat, red per bushel..

whito do
spring do !.

Corn, mixed do
yellow. do
white do

Oats, white do ,

mixed do
Eye do
Barley, winter do ,

spring - do
Hay per ton..

Pork, mess per barrel..

Lard, prime steam per pound.,
kettle do

Butter, choice do
medium to fair do

Cheese, choice factory do
Cotton, middling do
Tobacco, lug per cental.

common leaf do
medium to good leaf do

Wool, tub-washed per pound.
fleece-washed ...do
unwashed medium do

NEW ORLE^VNS.

Flour, superfine per barrel

.

extras, (according to grade) do
Corn, white perbushol.

yellow do
mixed do

Oats do

Hay, choice per ton.

prime do

.

Pork, mess per barrel.

Beef, mess, (Texas) do

Lard, tierce per pound.
keg do

Butter, choice western do
Goshen do ....

.

Cheese, choice factory do ....

.

western reserve - - -
-fl^

*^o

New York cream do
Cotton, ordinary to good ordinary do

middling to good middling do

Tobacco, lugs do
low-leaf do
medium do

$0 S-l to $0
18 to
13 to

11 to
60 to
35 to
40 to

22
If)

12
70
54
43

)Soptember.

$0 8| to

21 to

14 to

13 to

60 to

40 to
36 to

9
25
18
14
67
58
40

G 90
8 50
1 25
1 40

to
to
to
to

7 75
i) 50
1 70
1 75

31) to 49

50 to

39 to
26 i to
60 to

38

Nominal.
Nominal.

14 00 to 21 00
13 50 to 13 75

9 to 10

18 to 24
12 to 16

lOi to 11

21i to 22
7 50 to 9 00
8 50 to 9 50
9 50 to 10 50

55 to 60
50 to 60
41 to 43

5 25
5 75

56
58
66
42

24 00
26 00
13 75
11 00

9i
lOf
17
30
14

to 5 50
to 12 50
to 57

to
to 68
to 46
to 25 00
to 27 50
to 14 00
to 12 00

4 25
5 00
7 00
1 32

40
10
33
36
46
31

21

54

to

to
to

to

to
to

to

to
to
to
to

to

47

32i
30
57

40 to 60
14 00 to 22 50
14 75 to 15 00

9 to lOi

20 to 22
16 to 18

12i to 13i
2H to 22

8 00 to 9 25
9 00 to 9 75

10 00 to 11 00
50 to 58
45 to 48
33 to 37

91
IH
20

15

16 to
184- to

194 to

8i to

9 J- to

10-i to

20,V

9i
lOJm

b 7b
6 40
60
58
55
32

28 00
27 00
14 50
11 00

10

6 00
10 00

62
60
60
40

30 00
28 00
15 25
12 00

12

12i to

18 to

30 to
12 to 13

16 to

181 to

20f to
8* to

9^ to

lOi to

m
21i

mm
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Market prices of farm products—Continued.

Articles. August.

SAN FII.VNCISCO.

L-'lour, superfine per 'barrel

.

extra superfmo ....do
higher grades do

Wheat, State per cental.
Oregon do

Corn, white do
yellow .». ...do

Hay, State per ton.

Pork, mess Ikt barrel.
prime mess «io

Beef, mess do
Lard lier pound.
Butter, overland do

California do
Oregon do

Cheese do
Wool, native do

California do
Oregon do

$4 00
4 75
5 25
1 50
1 60
1 60
1 55
9 00
17 00

to $4 50
00

6 00
1 G5
1 65
1 65
1 60

to 15 00
to 20 00

12 00 to 14 00
10 to Hi
18 to

25 to

15 to
10 to

20 to
85 to

35 to

20
30
18
15
30

37i
40

September.

50

55
55
75
65

$4 00 to $i 25
40
75
45
50
70
()0

00
17 00
17 50
12 00

lOi
22-1

25
29
10
12
30
35

4
5
1

1

1

1

to 16 00
to 20 00
to 18 00
to 13 00

lU
25"

37-J-

15
25

37i
38
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MONTHLY REPORT

Department of Agriculture,
Statistical Division, October 22, 1872.

Sir : I herewith preseut, for publication, a statement of the condition
of the crops in the first week in October, with results of current investi-

gations in the statistical and other divisions of the Department ot

Agriculture.

J. E. DODGE, Staiistieian.

Hon. Fred'k Watts, Commissioner.

CONDITION OF THE CROPS.

WHEAT.

The Kew England States fail to report an increase in the product of
wheat, with the exception of Maine. In the Middle States the falling

oft' has been quite marked, the crop not having recovered from the effects

of freezing in the winter. In the South the product is much larger thau
usual, both from increase of area and from superior condition. In Mis-
souri, Kansas, Michigan, and Ohio, the crop will be short; in Indiana
and Illinois about the same as that of last year. The percentages of
States making an increase are as follows, the comparison being with the
product of last year: Maine, 109; Virginia, 101; Korth Carolina, 136;
South Carolina, 113; Georgia, 181; Alabama, 133; Mississippi, 101;
Texas, 320; Arkansas, 102; Tennessee, 200; West Virginia, 101; Ken-
tucky, 175; Indiana, 101; Wisconsin, 121; Minnesota, 130; Iowa, 112;
Nebraska, 140; California, 175; Oregon, 105. A decreased product
appears in the following States: ]S"ew Hampshire, 98; Vermont, 95;
Massachusetts, 90 ; Connecticut, 90 ; New York, 70 ; New Jersey, 80

;

Pennsylvania, GO; Delaware, 75; Maryland, GO; Ohio, 85; Michigan,
86; Illinois, 98; Missouri, GO; Kansas, 80.

Returns from counties reprepresenting two thirds of the production
of Maine average 9 per cent, increase over the product of last year.
The estimate of Oxford is 115, Penobscot and Somerset 105 ; Waldo re-

turns 150, York 102, and less important counties range from 90 to 110.
The figures for New Hampshire counties range from 85 to 105, Straf-

ford making the most favorable return and Sullivan the smallest. Hills-

borough, Grafton, Belknap, and Coos report 100, Rockingham 90. The
avetage for the State is 2 per cent, less than last year.
Most of the Vermont reports indicate an average production, the

lowest return being 75 frosn Addison, a vyheat-growiug county. The
average is 95 for the State.
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Few counties in Massacliusetts give nuicli attention to wlieat-culture,

more than balf the total product being- grown in Worcester and Franklin,
the figures for which are respectively 100 and 75; State average, 00.

The Connecticut average is 90. Xew Haven and Hartford, among
the principal counties, eacli return 100, and Middlesex 00.

The crop in Kew York is a short one, the average being 70. Six counties,

which usually produce more than a third of the ci'op of the State, and
in 1800 yielded four millions of bushels, are represented as follows:

ISfiagara. 90; Livingston, 50; Ontario, GO; Genesee, GO; Steuben, 78;
Seneca, 20. Of twenty-seven counties reporting, representing the larger

l>ortiou of the crop, eleven return 100 or over, all but one of which are
comparatively" insignificant in their effect upon the average. Jeft'erson,

which ])roduces nearly ;i quarter of a million bushels, is represented by
115, the largest estimate re])orted.

Eleven counties in isew Jersey, which grow two-thirds of the wheat
in the State, average 80. The large producers are thus returned:
Hunterdon, 50; Warren, GO; Salem, 105; and Burlington, 90. The gener-

ous and tractable soil of Salem, which has practically great depth with-

out deep plowing, sustains its reputation for reliability under cliiuatic

difficulties. Cape May shows an increase in i)roduct of 20 per cent.,

though the auiount grown is still smali.

Ee})orts from thirt}' counties in Pennsylvania, which iiroducetl about
thirteen millions of bushels in 1SG9, make an average of GO. Lancaster,
yieljdiug usually two millions, is placed at 50, and York, where a million

bushels are regarded as a small crop., at 42 ; while Berks gives GO,

Franklin 30, Cumberland 100, Westmoreland 93, Lebanon 33, and Bucks
70. These eight counties yielded an aggregate of nearly seven millions

of bushels in 18G0, or more than a third of the croj) of the State, none
Ijroducing less than half a million of bushels. Only seven counties

report 100 or above : Crawford and Forest, 110; Clearfield and Elk, 105

;

and Cumberland, Montgomery, and Wayne, 100.

The Maryland average is GG, indicating two-thirds of a fair crop.

The range of the several counties is from 30 to 115, in Cecil and Mont-
gomery respectively, Charles returning 110; Howard and Caroline, 100;

Talbot, 80; Anne Arundel, 75; Frederick and Baltimore, GO; and Carroll,

Worcester, and W^ashington, 50.

In Virginia the average is 101, though the local reports are variable,

favorable returns coming from the best lauds and well-cultivated fields.

The return from Clarke is GO, j-et many farms on the Shenandoah
yielded well, one field of inferior promise giving 394 bushels upon 24
acres. >

We have wheat-returns from forty-six counties in Xorth Carolina,

which i)roduce three-fourths of the crop, showing an average increase

of 3G per cent. The increase is equivalent to fully a million bushels in

the State. The largest percentage of increase appears in Person, Warren,
Chatham, Mecklenburgh, Gaston, Pockiugham, Clay, Stokes, Stanley,

and Montgomery Counties.
The increase appear to be but 13 per cent, in South Carolina, from

flie counties reported. Keports from thirty-two counties in Georgia,
which represent more than half the product of the State^ make an aver-

age increase of 81 per cent. The same ratio of increase would increase

the i)roduct more than a million bushels. The increase is heavy in

Murray, Fulton, and Milton Counties. 'Alabama reports indicate an
increase of 33 per cent. The crop is scarcely known in Mississippi and
Louisiana.
The wheat-reports from Texas are not general, yet they rei)reseut
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nearly half the crop of the State, and iiidirate an increasing interest in

wheat-growing. Dallas, which yielded (»(),0f)() bnshels in 18(59, returns
a three-fold increase ui)on last year.

There appears a slight increase of production in Arkansas. In Ten-
nessee, which produces twice as much wheat as all the Gulf-coast States
together; an increase of 100 per cent., or fully five nnllions of bushels,
is indicated.

Among the principal counties of West Virginia, Jefferson, Berkeley,
and Mason give an increased product, while Marshall returns but 35
per cent. The average is 104. jMonroe claims the largest crop in ten
years.

The crop of Iveutucky was very short last year, which gives a favor-
able aspect to the present comparisons", the average being 175, and indi-

cating an increase from four millions of bushels to seven, ('hristian,

Shelby, Mercer, Spencer, and other counties claim to have doubled their

last production.
Iveturns from counties producing tsvo-thirds of the wheat in Ohio

make an average of 85. Among the counties growing from a half a
million to a million bushels, the record stands : Seneca, 00 ; Miami, 90 ,'

Starke, 90; Darke, 80; Butler, 105 ; Logan, 45; Hancock, 95; Tuscara-
was, 90.

A decreased yield of 14 per cent, is apparent in Michigan. Cass,
Jackson, Kalamazoo, Van Buren, and Berrien, all large producers,
promise enhanced production ; Barry, Hillsdale, and Saint Joseph, an
amount equal to that of last year; and Lenawee, Ionia, Livingston,
Ingham, Genesee, Lapeer, Washtenaw, and Shiawassee, a reduced
yield.

Returns /rom forty-six counties in Indiana, which produced about fif-

teen millions of bushels in 1809, indicate an average of 101 in compari-
son with the crop of last year. Of the counties usually yielding not
less than half a million of bushels, the following averages are reported:
Madison, 120; Shelby and Parke, each 110; Johnson, 100; Saint Joseph,.

90; Kosciusko, SO; La Porte, 70. The " best crop in twenty years" is

claimed in Daviess. In Clay the thrashers show a variation in the yield
from 8 to 27 bushels per acre, and in Wells the range is from 3 to 40
bushels, one field of 25 acres, nnderdrained, yielding 37 bushels per
acre.

Returns representing the larger portion of the crop of Illinois-indi-

cate a decrease from last year of 2 j^er cent. Madison and Saint Clair,,

together producing nearly three millions of bushels, claim an increase of
10 per cent. ; DeKalb, Crawford, and Stephenson make a similar gain;;
Ogle returns 115, and Madison 110, while Adams, sometimes yielding;
almost a million bushels, falls 40 per cent, from the aggregate of last
year. Sangamon returns 80; Macoupin, 80; Morgan, 75; Bureau, 75;
Hancock, 70; while Lee, Winnebago, Ilendrickson, among the large
producers, report 100.

An increase of 21 per cent, is indicated in Wisconsin over the crop
of last year, which was not a large one.
The increase in Minnesota, in counties which produce more than half the

crop, is 28 per cent.; in Goodhue county, which yielded 1,815,003 bush-
els in 1809, the increase on last year is placed at 33 per cent.: in Wino-
na, a county of almost equal importance, 10 per cent.; in Mower 100
])er cent, increase. These three counties grew one-lifth of the crop of
the State in 1809.

Returns are received Irom fifty-four counties in Iowa, which produced
about nineteen millions of bushels in 1809, which indicate an increase
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of 12 per cent, over tbe crop of last year. Clayton, yielding in tbe cen-
sus-year a niillioii bushels, returns 150, and Black Ilawlc, a still larger
I)roducer, reports 90. Only eight counties report decreased production.
The crop in Missouri is very short, promising oidy GO per cent, of the

last year's product. Nearly every wheat growing county returns a
decreased yield—Franklin, 95; Saint Louis, 70; Howard, GO; Johnson, 50;
Lincoln, 40 ; and some as low as 20 and even 10. This comparative fail-

ure was caused by winter-killing, aided by the fly and chinch-bug.
Tbe returns from Kansas are less favorable than for several years.

The spring-reports of condition were very low, and the chinch-bug has
been unusually destructive. After taking into account the increased
breadth from extension of settlement, the crop appears to be one-fifth

less than that of last year. Bourbon reports nearly a failure
; Osage,

one-tenth of a crop ; Franklin, one-fifth. Marshall reportsl5 per cent,

more than last year ; Butler 25 per cent, increase; and Shawnee, 50. The
variation in other counties is almost equally maflced. Wheat is scarce,

and prices are higli.

Tlie enlargement of area in Nebraska will give an increase, as indi-

cated by the counties reported, of 40 per cent.

The crop of California is unprecedented. The increase ui^on last

year's in'oduct is estimated at 75 per cent., which will bring the aggre-
gate number of bushels almost up to thirty millions. The yield is large,

the area much increased, jrnd the quality of the grain is generally excel-

lent. Monster farms are found in the Sacramento, San Joaquin, and
other valleys, one being reported in the San Joaquin of 30,000 acres,

another of 23,000, and a third of 17,000. Individual operators are
numerous who have from 50,000 up to 1,000,000 bushels of wheat to sell.

A great difiiculty is experienced in freighting, storing, and shipping the
surplus, which undoubtedly exceeds 20,000,000 bushels. Unless owners
combine to provide warehousing facilities in the interior, great loss

must ensue in the coming rainy season, as it can neither be transported
to nor stored in San Francisco before the rains come. In July, August,
and September seventy-eight cargoes were shipped to Great Britain,

and the shipments of the coming mouths will only be limited by the
number of vessels to be loaded.

The crop of Oregon is an average one, and the quality good.
These figures indicate an increase of about 5 per CQut. upon the crop

of last year, and promise an estimate, when returns are more fully ana-

lyzed, of at least 240,000,000 bushels, against 230,000,000 bushels last

year. This result is assured even after a reduction of 35 per cent, is

admitted u})on the crop of the Middle States and Maryland, which ap-

pears to have fallen from 37,000,000 busllels to 24,000,000. An inter-

esting aspect of this season's cropping is the apparent enlargement of

the aggregate of the Southern States from 18,000,000 to 27,000,000 of

bushels, mainly in Tennessee, Texas, and North Carolina. West of the

Mississippi, according to present information, there has been an increase

of 15,000,000—say from 70,000,000 to 85,000,000. The central line of

wheat production, running north and south, is this year farther west
than ever before, and is nearly identical with the ninetieth meridian,

which divides centrally the States of Wisconsin and Illinois. Nearly
all the wheat produced between this line and the Mississippi Eiver is

grown in the western half of Wisconsin and of Illinois. Ere long the

quantity grown west of the Mississippi must equal that produced east

of it.

Maink.—Oxford: Gootl ; liurvustcd .lud secured iu good "couditiou. Piscataquis:

Better quality than last year. Androscoggin: Very good. Sagadahoc: Remarkably
good.
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MASSACiiuSETTfi.

—

Bcvkulurc : Acreago small, but tlio yiolil would liavo been excel-

lent but foi- the storms of August.
Rhode Island.—Kent: Spriug-\yheat from the Department yields a superior crop.

Pkxnsylvania.— Wasluiif/to)) : Winter-wheat all got in early, aud is needing raiu

-very ranch; the old crop sells at i{i;l.(50 to •ijil.T.'i per bushel. Moiitfiomert/ : Wheat in the
ground is very promising. Juniata : Fultz wheat yielded from 15 to ;50 busliels per aci"0

of good quality. It ripens early, and the earlier yielded best. It stood the winter
better than it did the late rains. Its culture is increasing. Lancaster: Wheat as good
as formerly, both in straw and grain. Mr. Jacob L. Minuisli, near Ephrata, raised 28
bushels of Fultz wheat to the acre. Lebanon : Fultz wheat satisfactory ; fall-grain

increased 25 per cent, in acreage. Bucks : Yields finely as to straw, aud is of superior

quality. Beaver: Yield better than was anticipated. Z>')t</e)': Fultz wheat j*npplies a
great desideratum ; iis advantages embrace late sowing, early ripening, fair-sized grain,

and largo yield. Arimitronf/ : Quality good in spite of injuries in the shock reducing the

•condition 5 per cent. Laivreuce: Showery weather deUxj-ed seeding in the lirst part

of September.
Mauyland.—Mont(]ornerij : Better yield than was estimated, same farmers getting

ifrom 20 to 25 bushels per acre. Carroll: Early-sown wheat a failure ; late-sown turn-

ing out very well. Howard: Straw small, but grain-yield surprisingly heavy.
Caroline : Old wheat held iTp for high jirices

;
generallj^ sown broadcast, and on coru-

land.
ViiiGiNiA.

—

Pulasli: Injured in the shock by continual rains; ranch of the crop
threshed in a damp state. Fluvanna : Average. Henrico: Twenty-five per cent, better

than last year. Prince Georffe : Third of a crop. liappahannoclc : Quality never better.

New Kent: Nearly all the wheat of the county grown on two or three large farms.

Eshcx : Wheat would have beeii 25 per cent, above average in spite of drought but for

a destructive hail-storm in June; high prices are stimulating this crop. Highland:
Very fine in some localities; a failure in others. Clarice: Not over a half crop ; would
have been much lower but for extrayields in the Shenandoah Valley ; one river-bottom of
24 acres averaged 39.4 bushels per acre of Lancaster wheat, which was not expected to do
much ; Fultz tlid well. Montgomery : Sowing delayed, and average reduced by drought.
Prince Edward : Superior in quality to last year's crop aud two-tenths larger. Madison

:

Crop better than for many years; quality superior, especially Fultz wheat.
NoKTii Carolina.—Forsijth: Very fine; price $1.25 to $1.35 per bushel. Harnett:

Injured 10 per cent, by smut. Alamance: Above average. JVarren : Relatively large

increase due to the fact that last year's crop was measurably a foilure. Stanly : Yield

abwndaut; qualitj"^ tine; Tappahanuock and Early Red especially good, better than for

several years. '

Gkouglv.—Guinnett: Crop 50 per cent, better in quantity and quality than last year.

Texas.—J5/?is; An increased area sown; old crop selling at $1 per bushel. Bexar:
Average yield 22i bushels per acre. UiJshur: Crop improved. Lamar: Crop 150 per

cent, larger than last year ; no old wheat on hand.
Tennessee.—Giles: Greatly injured in the shock. Loudon: Seeding delayed by

drought. Madison : Poorly harvested and secured. Monroe : Drought has retarded

seeding. Lincoln : Double the crop of 1871 and the heaviest ever made in the county
;

quality excellent. Greene : An unusual amount of wheat going to market
;

price

ranging from i$1.15 to $1.30 for white, mostly Tappahanuock variety. Fentress: Above
average in quantity aud quality. Humphreys : Damaged by rain in the shock full

30 per cent; yield 50 per cent, greater than last year; very little old wheat. Enox:
Farmers behind-hand in seeding; more pains taken in preparing the ground aud in se-

lecting seed. Hancock : Very good. Wilson : Crop exceeds last year's 20 ]}ev cent, in

quantity and 25 per cent, in quality.
West Virginia.—J«^c;c,s-OH ; No old wheat left; new crop in the ground. Mineral:

Extra quality. Kanaioha: Extra good; grain, plump, large, and unusually heavy.
Lewis: An extra crop put in; weather favorable for seeding. MonongaUa : Yield one-

fourth short, and crop injured in the shock by wet. Wheat brings $1.80 per bushel.

Monroe: Largest crop in ten yeurs; quality excellent.
Kentucky.— .S7u'?%; Average yield, 16 bushels against 5^ last year; quality improved

20 per cent. Nicholas : Fultz wheat did very well. Mercer : Acreage increased 25 per

cent. Clinton : Larger and better than usual. Lincoln : Best croj) ever raised ;
a por-

tion injured by wc(. Livingston. : Very little wheat sown.
Ohio.—Logan : Wheat thin on the ground, but tlie quality excellent. Defiance: New

crop growing finely. Nohle: Almost a failure. Medina: Beyond expectation; a full

average. Crawford : Wheat but half a crop, but 20 per cent, better than last year.

Hancock: The highest yield is 46 bushels per acre. Portage: Crop short, but fine,

Vinton : Too dry for seeding. Lucas : Increased acreage sown ; coming up finely.

Michigan.—Cass: Acreage of Aviutor-wheat largely increased, aud new crop sown in

remarkably good condition. Van Biiren: No killing frost; plenty of rain for the past

week. Calhoun: Averagii. Kent: Ciop short, but of excellcn.t quality. Montcalm:
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Wheat sown from 1st to 15tli September; looks better tliau for iivo years at this date
piikuranee : Crop got iu in <rood season.

Indiana.— Oiccii : Smaller acreage, but yield equal to last year's; quality depreciated

by rains after harvest. Madison: Good;' an iucreased acreage sown. Bandolph: Fultx

yielded "2 bushels from 4 quarts of seed ; very good yield, considering the drought.

Craicford: No plowing for -wheat till the last week of September. Wkillexj : First

killing frost last evening. Daviess: Best crop in t^venty years. Eosciusko: Generally

shrunk by hot weather, the straw not being sufficiently ripe to fdl the grain. Jennings:

Very little sown; chinch-bugs at work. I'arke: Ground in better order and better

prepared than usual for seeding; early-sown wheat looks fine. I'ikc: Seeding delayed

by drought ; usual acreage will be sown. UamiUon : Young wheat coming up finely.

FrankUii : Seasonable rains favored seeding; crop starting finely. Clay: Threshing
out belter than was expected ; fields averaging front 8 to 27 r} bushels per acre

;
quality

reduced in the shock by rains. Wells: Eemarkably wide range in crops, from '6 to 40

bushels per acre; a field of 25 acres, v.'ell underdrained, yielded 37 bushels per acre;

the grain was injured in the shock by wet. Fosiij: Averages 25 bushels per acre, and
sells at -^1.50 to $1.60 per bushel.

Illinois.—DeEalb : Wheat, spring and winter, superior iu quality; larger breadth
sown than for many years ; winter-wheat more reliable than spring-wheat. Marion:
Seeding retarded by drought ; acreage reduced 20 per cent.«u consequence. Kankalcee:

Spring-wheat but little sown through fear of the chinch-bug; the small acreage of
winter-wheat averaged 20 bushels per acre. Crawford: Damaged iu the shock by wet.

Macoujiin : About the usual area of winter-wheat sown ; none broad-cast. Saint Clair :

Fall seeding in good order. Bureau : Culture decreasing ; crop good. Peoria : Wheat-
culture increasing. Ciimherland : Increased acreage sown. Hancock: Acreage in-

creased a third. Ogle: But little old whejft; yield better than last year. Boone:
Spring-wheat in some cases destroyed by chinch-bugs.
Wisconsin.—Pierce: Damp weather injured the wheat after harvest. Waukesha:

Heaviest wheat raised since 1860, nearly all over 60 pounds per bushel, the standard
being 58. Iowa : Great variety in local crops ; timber-land averages 20 bushels i)er

acre
;
prairie, not over 10 or 12 ; bottom, about 7. Sheboygan : Injured by rot. Green

Lake : Yield very unequal on account of the unequal distribntioM of rain. Saint Croix :

Greatly injured in the stack by rain and heat.

Minnesota.—Goodhue : Marked improvement in the yield of spring-wheat. Houston :

Will average 18 bushels per acre. Le Sueur: Damaged 10 per cent, in shock by wet.
Bamsay: Injured somewhat by damj). Sherburne: Unequaled since 185'J. Brown:
Kernel shrunk. Waterman: Average yield from 18 to 32 bushels per acre, but quality

below last year's. Mo^cer: A very largo proportion of the crop badly <lamaged by wet.

Kandiyohi : Yield|of wheat double what it Wiis last year; quality equally good.

Iowa.—Cedar : Crop damaged 5 per cent, by excessive rains. Story : Injured by
storms. Montgomtry: Averages 22-} bushels per acre; price, 85 cents ^er bushel. Alla-

makee: High prices caused the farmers to sell out their old wheat. Harrison: Injured

by falling and spot. Black Hawk : Injured by extreme heat before harvest. Johnson:
crop above average. Muscatine: Good in quantity and quality. BnenaVista: Partly
injured in the shock by wet. Cass ; Acreage 50 per cent, greater than last year ; average
yield 25 per cent, greater. ii/ars/iaZ/ ; Will average 16 to 18 bushels. Soicard; Early-

sown wheat fared better thau anj^ other small grain. Lucas : Plowing retai'ded by
drought. Cherokee: Averaged from 5 to 30 bushels per acre. i?ai/ : The large percent-

age of the crop is due to the low average of last year. Mitchell: Injured iu the stack

by -wet.

Missouiu.

—

Crawford : Crop greatly injured by chinch-bugs. Polk: Injured by chinch-

bugs. Jasper: Mostly seeded three weeks earlier than last year. Ozark: Abundant,
and of superior quality. Boone: Wheat acreage 35 per cent, below average. Platte:

Not enough raised to supply home-demand. Cedar: Large area sown, with flattering

prospects. Clay: Not enough raised for seed. Harrison: Newlj^-sowu wheat doing
well. Holt: None but spring wheat raised; crop good; somewhat sprouted in the
stack. Beynolds: Injured somewhat by chinch-bug. Saint Clair ; Yevy ^oov. Saint

Louis : Drought has rctaided plowing for fall-seeding. Balls : But little choice wheat
in the new crop

;
generally damaged either ))y severe winter, by fly in the spring, or by

chincii-bugs. Nodaway : The late crop represented an increased acreage and a growth
sn})erior tolast year's. Newton : Kernel excellent ; winter kills Walker wheat less than
any other variety ; very little, if any, old wheat on hand. Howard : Large crop sown

;

mostly drilled. Franklin: Drought caused late seeding. Taney: Contrary to expecta-
tion, tlie wheat-crop threshes out better thau for seven years, averaging 15 bushels per
acie.

Kansas.—Morris: Large breadth of wheat sown. Xemaha: Increased acreage of
winter-wheat sown ; the millers have loaned much seed to farmers to increase the
crop. Bourbon: Increased acreage sown; seed scarce. Cherokee: Good prices have
encouraged an increased sowing of wheat, which is generally drilled ; market-price, .§1.5a

per biit-hf] ; iirmyrworm has done it some damage, especially on stubble-ground. Biley :
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Very little wintcr-wlieat ; spviiifi-wlieat light and poor. Linn: Wlioat-crop badly
injured by cliinch-bn,<>'s. Juckson: IJroad area seeded; youni; crop Npriiigiiij;' linely..

Coffey : Season line for seedintj. Dickhisoti : Lari;e breadth sown; ground in excellent

condition; young whear looks splendid. Itliami : Wheat-sowing lively ; broad acreage
sown.
Nkuraska.—Nemaha : Threshed out better tlian was anticipated ; spring-wheat gen-

erally go(td, but winter-wheat too oftini mixed with other grain. lyaKhintjion : Very
propitious season ; crop averages from 2U to 4U bushels of excellent (piality. Jloone :

Exceeds expectations.
C.\LIF0HXIA.— rixmas : Crop good, but the grain not so plump as was expected^

Saitia Clara: Not more than half the crop thrashed
;
great demand ior farming land on

shares; most of the good wheat held up Uy farmers for better prices; good milling
wheat brings ijjil.Cw to |l.TO per cental : good shipping, $1.62 to SLG-O. Alaimda : Mostly
thrashed; yield better than was expected before the harvest

;
prices falling, through

lack ()f transportation to market. Siavislaiis: Wheat-crop habitually overestimated
by the farmers. Contra Coata : Crop quadrupled; some of it shrunk and foul

through negligent treatment. Ihtcna Vista: Yield better than Avas expected.

San Joaquin : Yield (i,0 per cent, greater than last year, indicating that a wet season is

better than a dry one. Sonoina : Grain-crops failed on account of excessive rain in

winter; increase(l amount of wheat held over froln last year. Placer: Full average.

Oregon.—Lane : Last year i)5 cents per bushel ; this year, from .^i5 to (JO cents.

Grant: Grain good, but yield reduced. Wnshiv(iton : Wheat 65 cents a bushel; last

year, $1.25. Colnmhia : Fall-wheat thrashed out better than was expected. Douglass :

Final product, after thrashing, surprisingly large; condition sni)erior.

])akota.—Bon Homme: Superior quality.

Utah.—Davis: Heavy yield ; excellent quality ; low prices.

The retuvna of October relate to the condition of the corn crop, with-

out reference to area or a,Qsrepate product. Unusual uniformity
appears, only five States falling below average, viz: Delaware, 90;
Maryland, 07; Virginia, 92; Florida, 80; and Arkansas, 91.' Ehode
Island is placed at 100, and every one of the others are above 100, viz:

Maine, 108; New Hampshire, 110; Vermont, 113; Massachusetts, 102;
Connecticut, 111; Ne,w York, 100; New Jersey, 110; Pennsylvania,
107 : North Carolina, 110 ; South Carolina, 103 ; Georgia, 105 ; Alabama,
100; Mississippi, 112; Louisiana, 124; Texas, 121;- Tennessee, 101;
West Virginia, 105 ; Kentucky, 112 ; Ohio, 110 , Michigan, 104 ; Indi-

ana, 110; Illinois, 110; Wisconsin, 105; Minnesota, 103; Iowa, 107;
Missouri, 107; Kansas, 112; Nebraska, 104; California, 104; Oregon,
103. The average for all the States is 108. This promises one of the
largest corn-crops ever produced. The November returns will give the
aggregate product upon the total area,

COKN.

Maink.— York : Ivipening rapidly. Cumberland .: Corn-fodder depreciated 20 per cent,

by bad weather. Piscataquis : Better than for several years. Oxford: Best croxi in
ten years. Androscoggin : Very tine. Waldo : Very fine.

Vermont.—Addison : Fine, through abundivit raius.

Massxcwusy.tts.—Norfolk : Very good; ripened Avell ; but slight frosts in the low-
lands, which have not affected the crop.

Connecticut.—New London : Will average much better than last year, though some- ^

what injured by heavy rains.

New York.— Ulster: Has had a line season ; wet and hot. Stcuhcn : Improved by
late rains. Genesee: Fair growth of stalks, but a limited growth of ears on account
of drought ; in some low places the crop is splendid. Lewis: Very promising. Wyom-
ing : Yield not large, but well matured. xiullivan : Never better.
New Jersey.—iSus^wx : Crop .seldom, if ever, better. Gloucester : Crop unprecedented

and out of danger.
- Pennsylvania.—Franklin : Croji excellent ; some fields in the southern part of the
county cannot be excelled in the country; yield will be largo and of tine quality.
Washington : Damaged by being blown down. Montgomcrg : Crop both in quantity
and (juality exceeds any for years. L^ancasler : Better than for many years. Arm-
strong: Very good and large ; mostly saved. Westmoreland: A heavy frost (October 1)
will cause much soft corn.

Maryland.—Baltimore: Crop will be full avenigo on well-cultivated fields ; cultnr<>
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in the cinnity geuerally good, and liciicc the crop is better than, was exixjctcd. Carroll:
Good iu the iiorthein, and very good in tlie sontlicru ])art of the county, v.-here

the dronglit was jnost severe. Monlfjomcri) : Jietter than was anti(;ij)atcd during the
dry snmuier ; deep ph)wing and fertilizers to some extent conntenicted the dronnjbt.
Howard : Crop crippled by cnt-wornis. Washington : Finer than ever alonjj the Penu-
sylvania line, bnt short farther sonth. Caroline: Turned out well ; 00 biisiiels per
acre ; corn-fodder a snbstitute for hay in many cases. Anne Ariindd: Good.
ViUGiNiA.—Xever better ; ont of danj^er from frost. Fluvanna : Very poor on forest-

lands. Stafford: Mucli injured by drought. Rappahannock: Crop 2.') jx-r cent, above
average iu spite of drought. Orange: Nearly average in s])ite of drought.
Prince George : Late-planted corn very nnicli improved ; early-planted most! j' a failure.

Henrico: Very short. Clarke: Very good in the southern third of the county, but
elsewhere below average. Highland: Bust crop known for many years, in spite of
an uufiivorable spring and summer. Chesterfield : Nearly all secured. Princess Anne:
Seriously injured by drought. Essex: Severely injured by drought. Lancaster: In-
jured by drought. Madison : Early coru good; late injured by drought.
NouTii Carolina.—Forsi/th : Very good

;
price, 6.5 and 70 cents per busliel. Gaston :

Promises a very large crop. Harnett : Very promising ; season favorable. Franklin

:

Escaped the drought. Rowan : Injured 10 per cent, by a violent storm on September
8. Haywood: Pennsylvania corn has done finely, showing a special adaptation to
our climate. Currituck: Very line and Avell matured. Davie: Siiortened 10 ])er cent,

by drought. Alamance: Above average. Sampson: Crop excellent aiul well saved.
Stanlji : Crop average ; bottom-crop, fine ; white Roanoke the favorite variety.
South Cauolina— Orangehurgh : Very good. Clarendon: Below average ; less than

last year. Union: Crop good ; dry enough to crib. Edgefield: Crop large and in tine

condition.
Gkokgia.—Dool.'i : Late crop injured by drought. Forsyth: GoneralU' good ; on up-

land about 15 per cent, above average. Muscogee: Fair iu some localities; poor
in others. Lee: Better than was expected. Sumter: Better than last year, but below
average. Worth: Better thau in 10 years. Cohnnhis, : Remarkably tine. Heard: Bet-
ter than for sciveral years. Butts: Shortened by drought. Whitfield: Crop -well-

inatured and larger than was expected. Twiggs : Looks well ; never of better
(quality than now.
Flojiida.—.Tackson : Only half a cron ; jiot so good as last year. Orange : Shortened

40 per cent, by drought. Jefferson : Not over two-thirds of an average. 'Taylor : Crop
short near the coast ; not over 30 or 35 bushels per acre; 20 per cent, better in the
northwest part of the county. Luvy : Injured by drought iu May and June ; not more
than half enough to supply the homo demand.
Alakama.—Saint Clair: Destructive floods iu July prevented the finest crop

ever made in the couuty ; upland corn good. Clarke: Crop light in some places;
average in others. Dallas: Above average in quautity and quality. Lee: Crop much
the best since the war. Blount : Excessive rains destroyed about half the crop. Law-
rence : Early corn good ; late crop poor. Chambers : Ten per cent, above average. Ma-
con : Good ; enough for home demand. Limestone : Better than for several years.

Missi.ssii'Pi. —Zi'aHA(« : Yellow corn from the Department a success ; stalks fine ; ears

of good size ; ripens early. Tishomingo: Extra fine ; late planting somewhat injured.

Grenada : Best and largest crop since the war ; full average. Jasper : Early croj) very
good; late plantings injured by drought. Amite: Made before the drought set

iu. iSmith : Full average and of gobd quality. Lee : Made before the drought ; a
good yield. Lauderdale: Crop 25 per ceut. above average, but not sufficient to meet
home demand ; 25 per cent, more must be imported. Hinds: Full average. Jefferson:

.Early-jjlanted croji good ; out of the way of drought. Kemper : More abundant than
last year; probably enough for home demand. Attala: Good; mostly made before the
drought.
Louisiana.—Morelxouse: Extra fine. La Fouiche : Heavier ears but fewer thau last

year. Red River: Bottom-corn full 50 per cent, better than hill-corn. Assumption:
Largest crop siuc(^ the war.
Texas.— Coryell : Yield fiue ; average 40 bushels per acre, some farms reaching 75

;

market price 40 cents. Smith : Abundant. Red River : Pretty well matured before
drought set in. Medina : Crop made before the drought set iu. Rusk : Early-planted
bottom-corn doing well. Upskur : Better than last year. Austin : Very good gener-
ally. Grayson : Best crop in 10 years ; 40 to GO bushels per acre. Matagorda : Short-
ened by drought.
Arkansas.—Craighead : A large proportion late, and quite a fatlure. Drew

:

Mostly gathered ; matured before the drought ; crop extra, both iu quantity
;and quality-. Jackson : Greatly shortened by drougiit ; injured seriously by an immense
}uiniber of squirrels. Columbia: Estimates greatly declined since the crop was gath-
ered ; nearly all lioused. Sebastian : Shortened a third by drought, but of excellent

x'^nality; early-planted corn has done Avell, but late-planted amounts to nothing.
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Tndcptr.dcuci' : Inipaiieil by drought ; lato corn a failure. If'oinJntff : Early corn fair
;

later crops a failure.

TiiNNii.s.SEE.— Dick-son : Prospect less hopeful than in Septtnnber, on account of
drought. Bradh'ij : Excellent, but slightly injured by drought. Smith: Average in

spite of drought. Monroe: Late corn injured by drought. Tniendale : Lato com
injured by drought. Foiircn.i : One-fourth above average ; uew corn sells at 25 cents
per bushel. Jrluniphrcj/i^ : Late corn damaged by drought, (iibnoii : Late corn short-

ened by drought, 'hffcraon : Much better than last year. JIaiicock : Very good.
IVilsoH : Ten per cent, above average. Grainger : Nearly ruined by drought. Morgan

:

Yield less than was expected. Hardin : Late crop injured by drought.
West Viuginia.—Braxton : Crop good. Jtjfcrnon : Orop well matured. Mineral

:

Abundant yield ; saved before frost. Wayne : Crop beyond expectation. Jackson :

Never better.

Kentucky.—SheJhi/ : Early corn matured before the drought set in; lato plantings
greatly shortened. DaviesH : Crop will reach 1,250,000 to 1,5UU,000 bushels. Clinton:
Excellent. Adair : Well matured. Carroll : Drought in August and September re-

duced a very large crop to average.
Ohio.—Logan : The best crop for many years. Defiance : Crop made. Hardin :

Brought out linely by late rains. Franklin : Never so good or so lai'ge in acreage.

Vran\ford : Excellent. 'Delaware: Crop 25 per cent, more than any former yield.

Madison : Never better; hot summer has linely brought out corn ; crop large and well
matured.

MiciiiCt.\x.

—

Cass : Cut-worms, grub-worms and drought have injured some fine

yields of corn. Jackson : Yield very large in fields uot affected by the worm in the
spring. Emmett : Harvested in good condition.

Indiana.—Owen: Never before ripened so well ; crop fuller and better ripened than
for forty years. Crawford: Drought will bri'ng a superior corn-crop down to an aver-
age. iVkitley : Well ripened. Jennings: Shortened by chinch-bugs. Laportc : In-
jured by drought on sandy land; late rains saved prairie-crops; whitc-grnb injured
some fields. Nohle : Good, except the replanted, which is injured by the grub.
Martin : Materially shortened by drought in July and August. Lawrence : Two
months' drought have reduced the yield, yet it will be average. Hamilton : Fine crop,

well matured. Franklin : Nearly safe froni frost. Gibson : Early-planted very good
;

never better; late jdantings injured by dronr^ht.

Illinois.—DeKalh: Injured by rain and winds, but the dry fall enables it to recover
and, perhaps, to makeanaverage crop in both([uautity and quality. Marion : Shortened
by drought. Alexander: Most of the crop was early planted and is good; one-tenth
late planted and short. Carroll : Market-price, 23 cents per bushel. Franklin: Shortened
by drought. Macoupin : Verj' abundant. Bureau : Exceedingly large, excellent and
out of danger. Morgan: Season very fine for corn. Lee: Out of the way of frost.

Putnam : Croji heavy and well matured, but very much thrown down by winds and
rains. Winnebago: Well matured before frost came. Massac: Late corn injured by
drought. Ogle: Very good. Tazewell: Largest crop ever raised. Marshall: Crop
enormous; could not be better. Douglass: Will i-carce pay for harvesting on account
of low prices. Mason: Good in spite of chinch-bngs. Ste2}henson : Abundant and fine

;

out of theAvay of frost. Boone : Very good.
Wisconsin.—Clark : Gathered in good order. Pierce : Splendid condition. Shel>oij-

gan : Good, but less yield than was expected. Green Lake: Good. La Fai/etfe : Fine;
season propitions. iaint Croix : The hot weather of August and September brought
forward the crop, making it the earliest and best yet raised in the county.

MiNNESOT^v.

—

Blue Earth : Crop out of the way of frost. Goodhue : Crop better than
was expected. Houston: Out of the way of frost. Sheriurne: Very fine and out of
the way of frost.

Iowa.—Cedar: Y'ield excellent, inducing farmers to feed an extra number of stock.

Story: Large crop in spite of storms, with uot enough hogs to eat it. Clinton:

Out of the waj^ of frost. Montgomery: Fully matured ; averages 50 bushels per acre,

and brings from 12i to 20 cents jier bushel. Des Moines : Late, and damaged by frost.

Johnson: Average. Linn: Injured b,y the late severe storm; damaged 10 per cent.

Black Hawk : Best crop ever known. Muscati,nc : Nearly all safe ; crop average, though
injured by grub-worm. Mahaska : Grub-worm cut down the crop 10 per cent. Cass :

Crop enoimous ; never better; out of the way of frost; will average CO bushels per
acre. Floyd ; Crop excellent. Marshall ; Eipo and heavily-eared. Howard : Crop pro-

mising, under the fair growing conditions of July and August, and the delay of frost in

September. Cherokee ; Much better than usual ; will average 50 bushels per acre.

Henry : Nearly all safe from frost. Polk : Well matured ; nearly ready to crib. Mitchell

:

Never finer.

Missovp.i.—Atidrlan: Planted late, but will reach full average if the frost delays a
little longer. Cass : Fine where the ground was not too wet in plowing-time. Jasper:
Late corn badly injured by chinch-bugs. Ozark: Promising. Shelby: Better than
usual, though injured by rains. Platte: Largest yield for many years, but injured by
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a KCA^ere stonn. ^hiy : Well matured; crop heavy iiiid safe. Dnvien.-s : Planted
jiud still quite green ; iujured sll^litly by oue frost. HoU : This is the second of

late

two
splendid corn-years; never a failure here. IvcynohJH : Injured by high winds and by
chiuch-bngs. Scott: Early corn a little below average; late almost a failure Saint

Louis: crop average; nuitured early. JialU : Yield large, but not so large as was ex-

pected. J'lttnam: Corn 15 cents per bushel. I'hdps: Greatly damaged by chinch-bug.
Newton: Full average and in good condition. Iron: Injured by drought and chitich-

bngs. Fettis : Late corn injured by frost.

Kansas.—DoiKjlcas : Never better; selling at 20 cents per bushel. ' Lincoln: Corn
No. 1. Xcmaha: Large surplus. Linn: Injured by cliincli-bugs. Labvitc: Injured 10
per cent. ))y chinch-bugs.
Nebraska.— Thayer: Splendid till the grasshoppers appeared. VEau-qni-Court :

Squaw-corn the best planted in tlie county ; ripens too early for grasshop[)ers, and
gives the largest yield per acre. Xcmaha : Crop saved from frost. Ga'je : Not so good
as was expected.
California.—Sonoma : Crop excellent ; full 10 per cent, above average.

Oregon.—Doufjlaf^n : Less alfectiid by drought than any other crop; crop unexpect-
edly large.

Arizona.— Ynma : Fine. ,

Utah.—San Pete: Injured by frost, which came three weeks earlier than usual. Iron:
Injured" by frost.

Dakota.—Bon Homme: Grasshoppers injured the crop, yet the yield will be very
large.

Colorado.—LI Paso : Damaged by frost.
,

COTTOK

The cotton prcspect has undergone no serious changes since the Sep-

tember report. The weather has been generally favorable lor picking.

No violent storms are reported, and drought has not prevailed ; the rain-

fall in nearly all the cotton States exceeding two inches in Sfeptember,

Florida alone reporting fully four inches, and Tepnessee three. The
devastations of the caterpillar have extended farther north, even into

North Carolina, and have involved the top crop iiartially^ and in many
places wholly. The influence of drought in the later summer months
has been cumulative-in its eftects, and exhausted vitality is more app.ar-

ent than in September; yet there are districts which report exemption
from this i^remature decay, and promise enhanced results. The effect

of fertilizers in advancing the crop in the Atlantic States, and the con-

tinued effects of worms and drought in shortening the season of growth,
will greatly hasten the close of picking. In some places the crop is

already gathered, and in numy others the fields will be clean early in

November.
The general average of condition is reduced from 91 in the first week

of SeptCQiber to 82 in October. In October of last year the average
was 7(>, which was a material reduction from that of the previous month.
It will be seen that that condition is i)laced still higher than in last year's

report for October, while the area, according to our June returns, was 13
per cent, greater. The State averages are as follows: Virginia, 87

^

North Carolina, JH) ; South Carolina, SO; Florida, 75 ; Georgia, 88; Al-

abama, 82; Mississippi, 78; Louisiana, 72 ; Texas, 85; Arkansas, 75
;

Tennessee, 90.

The local disparity existing in condition of cotton is i)erhaps more
nuvrked than usual. Of the two counties in Alabama producing most
largely, both together yielding one-ninth of the cotton in the State,

Montgomery reports 100 and Dallas 50. In Georgia, Dawson County^
the first in amount of production, returns 100, while Sumter and Lee
Counties, both hirge producers, give only GO. In Mississippi few prom-
inent counties report high colidition: Washington, 00; Madison, 66;
Warren, 05 ; and Hinds, 00; while x>5oxubee and Claiborne return 100.
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A few extracts from correspo'iulcMice are iiuule :

Noin'ii Caiiomna.—Blight or rust very {general, cnnsiiifij iniddk' and top crops to shed
;

bolls >reneraliy .small. Jl'ahe: Drought, rust, and caterpilhirs have cut down tin; croj)

25 per cent, below average. Edr/ccombe : Reduced 20 per cent, during Sei)t(nnher hy
drought and in.sects. Sahtpfioi) : Rust and caterpillars will cut down the crop one-
fifth. Hertford : Drought has caused cotton to shed its h'aves, and to opmi i)renia-

turely
;
picking going forward rapidly and will soon be completed

;
yield Ix-low aver-

age in lint, but tlio increased acreage will bring the aggregate up to last year's.

South Caholixa.— Ornnfichiir;ih : About average. Ulareiidoii : Yielding 1.^) per cent,

less than last year; small increase in acreage, but will not raise the yield to average;
two-thirds already gathered. Barnwell: Crop l.^> per cent, greater tlian last yt^Mr

;

nearlj' all open. Fairfield : Slioitened 10 per cent, by unfavorable weather. Union:
Yield above average on good land well (Motivated; poor on badly-cultivated laud.

Netoberrjj : Shortened, by drought ; littli- over half crop ; rust luis injured the plant,

causing the bolls to open prenniturely. Lcxiiic/ton : A fourth below average, but in

good condition and early gathered. Edgefield: Late crop l.^irgely burned up
;
prevail-

ing opinion reduces the estimate too low.

Fi-oiUDA.

—

,facki-:on : Caterpillar, boll-worm, and drought have seriou.sly injured the
crop. Suirtainve : (Jroatly injured by caterpillars. Oraneje : 15adly injured of late by the
caterpillar. Gadadvn : Eavagcs of caterpillars have stopped all further fruiting, cut-

ting the crop down .50 ])er cent, below average. The rapid opening of the bolls has
recjuired an equally rapid picking. Ginning and packing press more closely upon the
])icking than for forty years previous, ou account o( the pressure of ])ecu])iary obliga-

tions o£ the })huiters, and through fear of a sudden collapse of i^rices. .feffcraon : Greatly
injured by caterpillars ; crop will ])robably be housed by the middle^ of October. Cohim-
iia : Injured by rust and caterpillars 7.5 per cent. ; open. Clay: Shortened a third by
caterpillars, yet full average. AlacJina : Eeduced a half by caterpillars. Levy:
Seriously injured by caterpillars, rust, &c., but nearly- double the yield anticipated in

August. Good weather for picking, crop being gathered in good condition; quality

better than usual, owing to improvement in seed.

Geougia.—Dooly : Crop shortened a fourth by drought and caterpillars ; dry weather
Avill matutVi it a month earlier than usual. Worth: Crop the most promising
since the war, but sntfering serionslj' from caterpillars. Sumter: Opening earlier and
more rapidly than in any year since 1850 ;* toji crop ou stiff' lands almost destroyed by
caterpillars. Lee : Croj) between a half and two-thirds ; caterpillars destroying the late-

plauted, of which the proportion is unusually large; three-fourths of the cotton

now open.' Miiticogee: Injured by drought and worms ; many bolls .small ; though they
should all open, the yield of lint will l)e light. For.iyth : Never better

;
promises a good

yield. Calhoun: Half destroyed by caterpillars. Columhia: Seriously injui'ed by
drought, rust, worms, &c. Richmond : Opening rapidly; late plaiitiugs cut off' by rust

;

weed larger, but fruit smaller tliau usual. Wilkinson : Caterpillars, rust, and drought
have greatly cut down the crop; nearly two-thirds of it already i)icked. Schley:

Shortened by caterpillars and rust. Alariov. : Crop has fallen off' oO per cejit. since

August 1. Beard: Not over half a crop ; injured by caterpillars. Floyd: Shortened by
drought and caterpillars. Gninnctt : Heavy rains, followed by drought, have cau.sed

cotton to shed and the prospect to decline 30 per cent, from the Augu.st report. Clayton

:

Crop prospects declined to an average; it is half open, and is being rapidly marketed
to meet pecuniary obligations for fertilizers, provisions, &c. Upson: Seriously injured

l)y two months' drought and caterpillars. Chattahoochee : Injured by drought and cAter-

pillai-s. Butts: Cut down by rust, which appeared about September :? ; shortened about
a fourth. Clay: Shortened by caterpillars ; stripped by September 1. Macon: Bottom
and middle cotton a full average; top ci'op a total failure; top is about 27 per cent, of

the whole. Chattooga : Acreage increased, but crop injured by caterpillars and boll-

worms so that a good fall season will be requisite to make the yield equal to last year's.

Coweta : Opening fast ; many lields nearly picked. Madison : Good average, owing to

liberal use of fertilizers. Putnam. : Reduced 15 per cent, below average since last re^jort.

Wilkes : Fast shedding leaves und opening bolls prematurely ; early gathered and mark-
eted. Whitfield: Yield greater than was anticipated, though injured by insects. De-
catur: Largely destroyed by caterpillars; crop all picked. Twiggs: Greatly damaged
by drought and caterpillars ; three-fourths of tbe crop open ; all will bo picked in October.

Fayette: Picking going on rapidly ; crop being placed iu the market promptly. Bike:

Drought has shorttnu'd the crop. Effingham : Season fine for picking.

Alabama.—Saint Clair: Worms injured the crop. Hale: Augnist 1 the crop was
exceedingly promising ; August 20 it was swept by caterpillars ; not a boll has beeu
made since that date. Bvtler : Destroyed by worms ; not a leaf left ; will make
about half a crop. Clarke : Caterpillars, after August 15, destroyed all the leaves,

forms, and small bolls ; wliat remained of tbe cotton opened all at once, necessitating

considerable loss in gathering. Dallas: Half crop; fine weather for picking
;
quality

superior. Lee: Cannot exceed five-eighths of an average; droughts and in,sects very
injurious. Montgomery: Greatly cut down by the caterpillar, ("olbcrt : An unusual
proportion of the cro[) now open ; bad weather and worms have injured it

;
yield,
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however, larger than was anticiiiated, but will not class so high as last year. Jiloant:

Retluced to average by caterpillars which have devoured tlie leaves; late bolls may
not umture, iu which case the condition will be still further reduced. Chambers : Cut
down to an average by caterpillars during September. Mncon : Crop nearly all open

;

injured by worms. Lawrence: Above a half crop. Pike: Injured by rust on uplands,
and bj' army-worms on lowlands, making late crops almost a failui'e. Aulauga : Defi-

ciency estimated variously from 40 to 75 per cent. ; cotton that did not come up till

late in May almost a complete failure. Ferrij : All open, and half gathered ; injury
from the worms ecjnal to a severe frost; late rains have injured the quality of the
lint. Tnscaloo:<a : (Jreatly injured by drought and wcnms ; the latter eat all the small
buds and forms. Clay: Worms attacked the crop September 1; acreage increiused,

hence the crop will be about as large as last year. The line weather greatly lavors its

gathering. Limestone : Injure:! by drought, caterpillars and boll-worms.
Mississippi.—Jasper : Drought caused the cotton to shed all its forms and yonng bolls.

Caterpillars, though api)eariug in July, did not do much damage till towards the close

of August, since when they have stripped the crop of all that worms can eat ; no cot-

ton made since the 1st of August. Ii(inkin : Crop shortened a third by infiects; it has
had seasonable weather. Tiiihominfio : Bolls have dro]iped badly ; crop not over two-
thirds ; staple short. Hancock : Full average, with a slight improvement in the staple

;

August and Septiiuiber very favorable to the crop. Warren : Crop cut down 3.5 per
cent, by drought, boU-worin, and caterpillar ; opening premature and harvest early.

Grenada: Crop shortened by drought, blight, and worms; will fall short one-fourth.

Amite: Cotton has shed unusually ; cotton-worm has been very disastrous; drought
also very injurious. Jf'at/ne: A third of the early cotton and half of the later lost,

worms and drought destroying it. Smith: But little more than a half crop ; half
the bottom crop already ojicn and foui-tifths of the upland. The largest portion is

upland, all of which will be gathered by the 1st of November. Wanhington : Re-
duced a third below average by drought and insects. Leake: About three-fourths

average. Lauderdale : Twenty-live per cent, below average ; mostly open on the
Ist of October; staple fair but seed defective, making a stand difficult to obtain
next season. Lee: Greatly shortened by drought. Yalabitsha : Shortened by drought
fully a third. Holmes: Extensive shedding. Leflore: Seriously damaged by drought.
Madison : Storm knocked oft' about a tifth of the unpicked cotton, September 25 and
26; crop shed badly on account of drouglit. Wilkinson: Earlier-planted cotton in-

jured by boll-worms ; later by caterpillars ; both kinds by drought. Ifliiston : Injured
by excessive rains in August, and by drought and worms in September; from two-
thirds to three-fourths of an average crop. Hinds : Nearly all gathered ; late crops a
failure through drought and worms. Aitilu : Crops 40 or 50 per cent, below average

;

early picked and marketed. Jefferson : Ten per cent, less than last year; bulk of the

crop picked before October 10 ; some sections gleaning now. Kemper : Very little cot-

ton has matured since August 1 ; fields look as if a heavy killing frost had fallen.

Claiborne : Will average about as last year in (juantity and (juality. Xoxubee : Nearly
all open ; stripped of leaves by worms but not materially injured

;
yield about equal to

last yeax''s; line weather for picking. ^

Louisiana.— Union : Crop cannot exceed three-fourths of an average; staple short;

absence of rain will enable the planter to market it clean ; army-worm destroying
trash. Iliehland: Cotton yield about the same as last year. Morehouse: Drought has
cut cotton short fully one-half. Tangipahoa: Drought and caterpillars have reduced
the crop one-half ; the last pickings will be light and silky. East Feliciana : Drought
and the army-worm have shortened the crop and damaged the staple. Iberia: Shed
half its bolls and forms on account of drought. Caddo: Mostly open; will be picked
early in October. Concordia : Drought and caterpillars have greatly shortened the
crop, but a line picking se;ison enables planters to make the best of what is left ; it

opens faster than it can be picked. Claiborne: Keduced by long drought and by cater-

pillars. Washington : Reduced a half by drought and worms. West Feliciana : All open
and the picking season drawing to a close; crop several weeks earlier than last year.

Onachila: Not over a half crop; will all be gathered by October 15. Fed River • All

open ; a rain would injure it still further.

Texas.— Coryell : Almost a failure ; cro]) not over a fourth of an average. No farm in

the county will average more than half a bale ]»er acre. This failure is due to

drought. Kaufman ; Acreage doubled, but the crop will be but half average, bringing
up th(! aggregate to about what it was last year. Burleson : Cropshort,but very clean.

Cherokee: Drought, since .July 5, has cut down cotton to 65 per cent, below average;
many fields in the southern i)art of Ihc county will not yield a bale to ten acres. Hen-
derson : (ircatly improved by late favorable weather ; 15 per cent, above average. Fed
Fiver : Injured badly ; black-prairie will yielil 1,200 pounds per acre seed-cotton, but
timber land will )u)te(iual the small yield of last year. I)e Ifitt : Eaten by worms,
yet still of average condition. Bexar: Prospect improved somewhat. Marion: Greatly
shortened by drought. Fnsk ; Ojjcned early in August. UlUiamson : Cotton will aver-

age half a bale per acre ; nearly all picked, ami isbeing rushed into market. Upshur:
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Crop ill) nred by (Iron <i,lit
;
perhaps iis low us two-thinls of last yoar. Ausiin : Cotton-

fields swept by worms. Mataf/orda : Crop all ;^aflu'r('<l
;
generally this riMpiirestill the

niid(ll<! of Deet'iiiber. Grayson: (Short one-third from dronf^ht. Hunt: Drought short-

ened the July prospects of the crop fully one-half. Trai'iH : Season line for picking,

Avhich will be completed this month. >

Ahkansa.s.—Craighead: Cotton very short. .}fonroe : Injured by drought; bottom
crop tolerable, but the middle and top crops searctily worth picking ; fully half tiw, cotton
is open and a. very largt; proportion has been ])icked ; the crop will nearly all be in

market by Christinas. Bradlci/ : Damaged by drought. Drew: Finest crop prospects
ruined since midsummer by drought and v/orms. Jacknon : Shortened by drought.
Columbia: Ciop about half of last year's. Crittenden: Seriously damaged by drought.
Prairie : Cut down to half a crop by drought ; all will be picked bj' November 1st.

Sebastian : Crop good as to lint and texture but cut short a third ; no to]> cotton; aver-

age so increased that the aggregate yield will not fall short of last year's. Woodruff

:

Shortened a third. Marion :^ Drought has affected the cotton crop. Montgomery

:

Shortened by drought ; half picked already ; not over .500 i»onnds seed-cotton per acre.

Independence ; SeptembOT drmight told fearfully upon cotton ; no bolls formed in that
month while those of Angustiierished; crop 40 per cent, below average; no better
in any county within one hundred miles.

OATS.

The product of oats is apparently increased, as compared with that of
last year, by about 3 ^)er cent., but it will not equal the aggregate of
the census-year. Completed calculations may slightly modify the pres-

ent aggregate of 205,000,000 bushels. The comparison with last year is

as follows: Maine, 119; New Hampshire, 98; Vermont, 113; Massa<jhu-

setts, 95 ; Ehode Island, 105 ; Connecticut, 111 ; JSTew York, 9() ; Kew
Jersey, 80; Pennsylvania, 100; Delaware, GO; Maryland, 78; Virginia,

76; North Carolina, 130; South Carolina, 92; Georgia, 120; Florida, 90;
Alabama, 97; Mississippi, 99; Louisiana, 105; Texas, 116; Arkansas,
107; Tennessee, 124; West Virginia, 98; Kentucky, 109; Ohio, 93;
Michigan, 96; Indiana, 111; Illinois, 112; Wisconsin, 105; Minnesota,
108; Iowa, 100; Missouri, 122; Kansas, 150; Nebraska, 130; California,

103 ; and Oregon, 101.

Maixe.—Androscoggin: Very good. Piscaiaqt(is : Very good (piality. Oxford: Good
crop, well secured.

MASS^piiuSETT.s.

—

Norfolk : Above average in quantity and (juality. Berkshire :

Injured uy storms requiring it to be mowed like hay.
Rhode Island.—Kent : Rusted and blighted ; not worth cntting.

New York.— Ulster : Too wet and hot for oats. Madison : Crop good, but injured iu

the shock by rains. Genesee : Grain shrunken by drought. SnlVa-an : A good yield

though damaged by bad weather at harvest.
Pe:xnsvlvania.— Lancaster : Ecjual iu quantity to last year, and heavier. Armstrong ;

Injured 5 per cent, in the shock, yet good. Centre: Damaged by damp. Elk: Damp-
ness reducing the quality of oats.

ViKGiNiA.

—

Eappahannock : A great failure. Essex: Raised in but small quantities,

owing to repeated lailures. Chesterfield: A large acreage sown in oats. Highland:
Much shortened by drought. Clarke: Schouen oats, though crippled by drought, are

much better than common oats on the same farm. Nansemond: Oats nearly average,
but shortened by drought. MadiHon: Vei'y indifferent; Schonen ruined by storms.

Noirni Cauolixa.—Forsyth: Never better; price 50 cents per bushel. Franklin:
Good. Alamance: Above average. Stanly: Injured by drought.
Geougia.—Gninnett: Oats 50 per cent, better than last year, both in (quantity and

quality.
Florida.—Levy: Seriously injured by drought in May, but the increased acreage

will bring up the aggregate yield to last year's; seed-oats are worth >]il.50 to $2 per
bushel.

Mississippi.—Smith: Materially injured by drought.
Texxessee.— Giles: Greatly injured in the shock. TJicksou. : Shortened by drought.

Hancock: Good crop. Jefferson: Better than last year's. IVdson : About average.
Kextucky.—Lincoln : Average.
Ohio.—Medina : Crop smaller than indicated by previous appearances.
Michigax.— Emmeit: Oals rotting in the stack and on the ground.
Ixdiaxa.— Ouen : A''ery fine up to harvest ; en*rmons in quantity but depreciated in
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'(luality by rain. Davies-t : Best crop iu twenty years. Kom-iuHlo : Cut down by dronglit
to a half crop.

MiNNK.soTA.

—

(loodhite: Marked increase in yield.

Illinois.—Carroll: Injured somewhat by tlm arniy-wonii ; inaH<et-4)rice 17 cents per
bushel. Crawford: Damaged in the shock by wet. Bureau: Heavy crop. Feoria

:

Heavy yield but damaged by rain at harvest. Fittnam : Crop large but damaged by
rain at harvest. Douglafis : 0id not pay for harvesting. OiiJe : Injured by the army-
worm, {Leiicanin uniijuncta ) Boone : Increased acreage but inferior in finality.

Iowa.—Storii : Injured by storms. Alonigomcri/ : Bring only 8 to 17 cents per bushel

;

demand only local. ITarrifioii : Crop heavy but considerably fallen. Mui-;catinc : Crop
enormous; grain good. Howard: Growth abnormally stimulated by alternate damp
and heat, hence the grain is badly shrnnkini. MitcJull : Fair crop harvested, but
^iiot so large as was anticit)ated.

Mis.souRL

—

Cass: Mostly spoiltnl in the shock by heavy rains, Ralh : Quite favor-
able. Fiifnam: Oats 1.5 cents per busln^l. A'cwlon : Incr(?a.sed acreage; larger yield and
better quality than last year.

Kansa.s.—Douglass : Good ; selling :it 15 to 20 cents per biishel. Lincoln : Nearly as
good as last year. JUley: Large acreage; yield light bnt of good quality.
Nkbkaska.—Nemaha: Large acreage and an extraordinary crop. Washivijion : Very

good; largest crop for niany years. Boone: Surpasses expectation.
OuEtJON.

—

Curry : Crop remarkably heavy.

BAKLEY.

The uiirley i)roduct is slightly above that of last year iu all the
Westevu States exce[)t Missouri, Ohio, aud Indiana, and i.s also in-

creased in Tennessee and Texas. A decrease is apparent in all the
Atlantic States. The indications scarcely favor as large a total aggre-
gitte as last year. The principal producers are California, Xew York,
Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, and Ohio. The quality is also below average
iu most of the States. The States reporting less tluiu 100 are : New
Hampshire, 90; Vermont, 93; Massachusetts, 99; lihode Island, 95

;

New Y"ork, 94; Pennsylvania; 9u; Marylaiul, SO; Georgia, 91; Ohio,

90; Indiana, 92; Missouri, 93. Those returning 100 are: Connecticut,
Kentucky, and Michigan. States above 100: Maine, 120; Texas, 122;
Tennessee. 105 ; Illinois, 101 ; Wisconsin, 101; Minnesota, 102; Iowa,
101; Kansas, 110; Nebraska, 123; California, 121 ; Oregon, 118.

RYE.
•

The rye crop appears to be smaller by 2 per cent, than that of last

year. The quality is generally good, though slightly below average in

New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, New York, Pennsylvania,
Maryland, South Carolina, Ohio, Michigan, Minnesota, Iowa, and
Missouri. The comi)arative ])roductiou is thus stated: Maine, 102;
New Hampshire, 99 ; Vermont, 92 ; Massachusetts, 97 ; lihode Island,

94 ; Connecticut, 105 ; New York, 93 ; New Jersev, 88 ;
Pennsylvania,

92; Delaware, 100; Maryland, 100; Virginia, 95; "North Carolina, 107;
South Carolina, 109; Georgia, 135 ; Florida, 80; Alabama, 95; Missis-

sippi, 90; Louisiana, 100; Texas, 113; Arkansas, 100; Tennessee, 107;

West Virginia, 104; Kentucky, 150 ; Ohio, 94; Michigan, 95; Indiana,

97; Illinois, 101; Wisconsin, 90; Minnesota, 111 ; Iowa, 100; Missouri,

80; Kansas, 95; Nebraska, 95; California, 109; and Oregon, 98.

POTATOES.

The potato crop will be comparatively short. The only States indi-

cating average condition are North Carolina, Texas, Arkansas, Ken-
tucky, Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, and Minnesota. Rot has appeared
.again in many portions of the New England States; the Colorado beetle,
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tliough kept under by the snggestions of the entomologists and " eter-

nal vigilance" on the part of the grower, has been marching eastward,
and is at work in Pennsylvania and West Virginia ; and drought has
injured late potatoes in the central parts of the West.

JI.vrxE.

—

Pctwlscot : Crop lottiug considerably. York: Few and rotting badly.
Androscoggin : Light crop and rotting badly. Waldo : Almost a failure from rust and
rot. I'iscataguis ; Small and rotting badlj\ Lincoln : Rniued by rain ; rotting badly.

Oxford: Poor and rotting badly ; digging delayed by "rain. Cumberland: Loss by rot

25 per cent. Sagadahoc : Rotting badlj" ; later plantings almost a failure.

Ki;w Hampshire.—Strafford: Strong indications of the x>otato rot. HiUshorough

:

Rotting badly through excessive rains. Belknap : Failure through damp weather.
Vkrmont.—Franklin : Crop light and rotting. Addison : Three-fourths destroyed

by rot. .Chittenden: Rotting badly.
jNIassaciiusetts.—Norfolk : Early varieties yielded largely but were of inferior qual-

ity. Middlesex: Too hot and wet for potatoes ; some rot.

Connecticut.—Xew London : Early potatoes yield well ; later varieties not so well.

New YoKK.— Ulster: Season too wet and hot for potatoes. Steuben: Improved by
late rains. Lewis: Very promising ; early crops fine. Jefferson: Sound and fair.

Pennsylvania.—Cnmbcrland : Condition equal to last year, but the yield smaller.

Franklin: Late potatoes suffering ; Peerless the most successful variety. Washington:
Early crop not so good ; bugs plenty in some places. Bucks : Average in quantity, but
below average in size. Armstrong: Extra good and large. Flk : Rotting considerably.

Cle(ufield : IJoubtful condition : some good, some indifferent.

Maijyland.—Baltimore: Much reduced by drought, but of good quality. Howard:
Shortened by drought. Cecil: Early potatoes very small. Anne Arundel: Destroyed
by drought.

yi;;GiNiA.

—

Eapjiahannock : Half crop. Prince George : Very indifferent ; sweet jjota-

toes, average. Essex: Injured by drought. Princess Anne: Sweet-potatoes seriously
injured. Ilighland: Very good. Clarke: A failure in two-thirds of the county. North-
ampton : Short crop anticipated. Elizabeth City : Very poor, on account of drought.
Madison : Below average ; sweet-potatoes above.
NoKTii C.uiOLiNA.

—

Gaston: Very tine. Greenville: Sweet-potatoes greatly shortened
by drought. Craven : Army worms in cotton. Greene : Sweet-potatoes doing well

;

with a late fall they will be an average croi). Warren : Crop large, line, and secured
in good condition.

South Cakolina.—Orangehurgh : Inferior. Eichland : Badly affected by early and
late drought. Lexington: Sweet-potatoes injured by drought.
Georgia.—Doolg : Injured by drought. Marion: Sweet-potatoes injured by drought.

Murray : Short.
Florida.—Jackson: Sweet-potatoes short from late planting. Clay: Sweet-potatoes

injured by drought. Taylor: Very fair crop. Levy: Sweet-potatoes injured by cater-

pillar and drought, but the increased acreage will bring the yield up to last year's.

Mississippi.—Smith : Sweet-potatoes shortened by dfought. Wilkinson : Sweet-po-
tatoes cut short by drought.
Louisiana.—Morehouse : Sweet-^iotatoes almost a failure. Washington : Much injured

by drought.
Texas.—Dc Witt : Sweet-potatoes very poor. Medina : Sweet-potatoes shortened by

drought. Marion: Greatly shortened by drought. Bask: Too dry for sweet-potatoes.
Austin: Sweet-potatoes a failure. Upshur: Crop injured 10 j)er cent, by drought.
Kendall : Prospects for sweet-potatoes not flattering.

Tennessee.—Dickson: Shortened by drought. Monroe: Injured by drought. Brad-
ley : Almost a total failure on high grouutl. Lincoln : Injured by drought. Hum-
phreijs : Potatoes full average, though late crops a failure. Stewart : Very short
through drought. Morgan : Injured by drought. Hardin : Potatoes and aweet-po-
tatoes shortened by drought. Wilson : Potatoes the finest crop ever raised ; sweet-
potatoes damaged by drought.
West Virginia.—Jefferson: Rapidly improving. Wayne: Crop beyond expecta-

tion.

Kentucky.—Daviess: If frost keeps off twenty days, our potato-cro]! will be three
times last year's.

Ohio.—Noble : Late planted injured by drought ; Colorado beetle destructive. Wash-
ington : Peachblows withered ; vines died and the tubers very Avatery and lioor.

Medina : Not equal to last year ; Early Rose especially shortened hj drought but of
good quality; other varieties inferior in quality. ^Frtnklin : Liato potatoes a failura

through drought aud the Colorado beetle. Hardin : The crop greatly benefited by
late rains. Crawford : Excellent. Delaware : Unusually good. Portage : Under aver-
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age on account of tlie intense heat of August. Hamilton : Late crop destroyed by the
Colorado beetle.

Michigan.—Cass : Bad failure througli drought and the bugs. Shiawassee : In-
jured by bugs ; late varieties improving under the fine rains.

Indiana.—Ferry : Crop lost beyond hope. Kosciusko : Early potatoes fine ; late ones
not worth digging. Su)itzcrland ; Late potatoes shortened by drought. PiJce : Short-
ened by drought. Martin : Late potatoes sliorteued by drought. Gibson : Early Rose
and Shaker Kussct potatoes very good. Lagrange : Cut down by potatoe-bugs to half
a crop.

Illinois.—Alexander : Early plantings fine in quantity and quality; later shortened
by drought. Franklin: Injured by drought; only early plantings a success. Bureau:
Sweet-potatoes very poor. Lee : Very light. 'Tazctvell : Largest crop yet raised.
Wisconsin.—Clark: Very little rot among potatoes. Sheboygan: Good; better than

was expected, La Fayette : Fine; season propitious.
Minnesota.—liamsay : Very much injured by Colorado beetles.

Iowa.—Harrison: Short in yield and size ; sweet-potatoes do well ; culture increas-
ing. Johnson; Below last year's crop, but the acreage exceeds that of auj' former year.
Muscatine : Full crop. Mitchell : Excellent.
MissouKi.— C'oss : Quality good, but few in ahill. Ozark : Injured by Colorado beetle;

sweet-potatoes below average. Reynolds: Potato bugs active. Phelps: Late potatoes
injured by dry weather. Perry : Late potatoes almost a failure.

Kansas.—Douglass : Good ; bringing 20 to 30 cents per bushel. Lincoln : Crop No. 1.

Jackson : Sweet-potatoes the finest yet known. Cloud : Sweet-potatoes killed by frost
September 22.

Nehkaska.—Gage : Potatoes poor.
Okegon.—Tillaynook : Total failure ; disease prevailing, similar to the great potato-

rot of twenty-three years ago. Curry : Greatly damaged by bugs.

FALL FEED AND PASTUEES.

Maine.—Penobscot: Fall feed remarkably good. Oxford: Pastures and fields as
green as in June, but little grass cut. Lincoln: Fall feed fine. Piscataquis : Hay-crop
large. Waldo: Fall feed never better. Sagadahoc: Fall feed luxuriant ; cattle in fine
condition.
New Hampshire.—Hillsborough : Pastures very fine.

Vermont.—Addison : Pastures very fine, Chittenden : First crop of hay largely
uncut.
Massachusetts.—Norfolk : Pastures never better ; second hay-crop very heavy, but

constant rains have given but poor oiiportunities of curing it. Plymouth : Hay-crop
very large, but a large portion of the second cutting imperfectly .cured on account of
rain; abundant stock of winter fodder; fall pastures fine. Middlesex: Second grass-
crops heavy

;
pastures very fine.

Ehode Island.—Kent : Fall feed abundant.
Connecticut.—Middlesex : Fall feed very abundant.
New York.—Columbia : Frequent showers have kept fall pastures and meadows in

fine condition. Genesee : Shortened by drought. Niagara ; Feed short. Ontario

:

Fail feed plenty. Allegany : Grass much better than last year.
New Jersey.— Gloucester : Second hay-croj), with crab-grass, has brought the grass-

crop to a full average.
Pennsylvania.—Beaver : Pastures improved by late rains.

Maryland.— Carroll : Clover-seed good in the northern part of the county, but poor
in the southern part where the drought was severe ; hay a half crop. Howard ; Abun-
dant rains have finely brought out fall pastures. Cecil: Late rains have greatly im-
Ijroved fall pastures.

Virginia.—Pastures dried up. Stafford : Pastures injured by drought. Eappahan-
nock : Late rains have made crab-grass very abundant. Essex: Short pasturage.
Princess Anne : Poor stand of young clover, it having died out by reason of dry weather.
Campbell : Late rains have made better pastures and fatter cattle. Fairfax : Fall
pastures fine, enabling cattle to commence winter in better condition. Prince TVilliam:

Greatly improved by August rains, making fall feed very plenty to partially compen-
sate for a deficient hay-crop. Lancaster : Pastures very indifl'erent.

Georgia.—Gordon : Crab-grass and hay very fine. Whitfield : Fall pastures poor.
Louisiana.—Tangipahoa : Hay-crop greatly shortened by drouglit.
Texas.—Smith: Gnvss nearly dried out. Harris: Grass nearly "dead. ^p(?i na : Prai-

rie pastures but 15 i)er cent, of an average; mountain pastures better. Nueces: Cattle
on the ranges much poorer than last year

;
pastures shortened by drought. Live Oak :

Grass burned up.
Tennessee.— Giles: Pastures dried up. Gibson: Stock in bad condition

;
pastures

dried up. Hancock : Hay and pasture excellent.
West Virginia.—Braxton : Pastures fresh and good. Jeffei'son : Warm, wet weather
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has greatly improved fiill pastures. Morgan: Fall pastures fine; cattle consequently
greatly improved. Monroe : Cattle fat.

Kentucky.—Nicholas : Pastures burned up
; grass scarce. Daviess : Fall pastures

short, but reviving under late rains. Clinton: Plenty of fixll feed. Lincoln: Short
jiastnres.

Ohio.—Defiance : Fall pastures doing finely. Hardin : Late rains have finely brought
out fall pastures ; hay crop light ; second crop of clover good—heavier than the first.

Crawford : Pastures good, and cattle fat. Madison : Pasture never better. IFarren

:

Pastures excellent. Fayette : Fall pasture drying up.

Michigan.— Shiawassee : Hay crop better than was anticipated ; supply ample.
Indiana.—Perry: Literally burned up. Miami: Hay our only crop below average.

Hamilton : Fall pastures line. FranUin : Pasture abundant.
Illinois.—De Ealh : Pastui-age very fine ; hay crop largo and of superior quality

Alexander: Hay thin and light
;
pastures enlivened by late rain. Lee: pasture splendid.

Boone : Pastures excellent.

Wisconsin.—La Fayette : Fall pastures fine ; cattle fat.

Minnesota.—Le Sueur: Hay very much damaged. Ramsay: Hay injured by wet
in the stack. Winona : Wet season made the grass coarse and succulent.

Iowa.—Montgomery : Sufficient hay for winter-feeding secured before frost. Clinton:

The largest crop of fall grass known.
Missouri.—Harrison : Pasturage good. Ealls : Cattle in fine condition for fattening.

Lincoln : Cattle in fine condition.

Kansas.—Douglass: Hay-crop very heavy. Coffee: A large amount of prairie-hay

gathered.
California.—Del Xorte : Pastures very short. San Joaquin : Pastures good ; cattle

in better condition than last'year on hay and grain.

Oregon.—Grant: Fall pastures greatly improved by early rains in September; to

this is attributed a great improvement in beef-cattle. Columbia : Pastures not near so

good as usual ; cattle beginning to fall off. Douglass: Pastures short ; stock not doing
well in consequence. Tillamook: Pastures overstocked and cattle depreciatiug. Curry:
Pastures very short.

Utah.—Eich: Native grasses very abundant; large quantities of hay stored for

winter.
Arizona.—Yuma: Pastures fine ; better than for years.

Washington.— Walla- Jf'alla : Grass starting finely from recent rains.
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CULTIVATION AND HYBRIDIZING OF WHEAT.
By the Commissioner of Agriculture.

I have heretofore taken occasion to draw the attention of farmers to

the fact that, in the midst of the decided i)rogTess which is being made
in knowledge, which is necessarily the result of experience, and not-

withstanding the great advantages which are afforded by the superior
skill with which im^^roved implements are used, the wheat crop of the
country has depreciated, certainly in quantity, and, perhaps, to some
extent in quality. Wheat is justly estimated, as to its relative value, as
a primary article of production, as well as a ijrofitable result of industry.

It behooves, therefore, all who are concerned in the production or use
of this valuable cereal to consider well all the circumstances which
affect its quantity or deteriorate its quality.

This i)aper is indited for the purpose of making two suggestions, each
of which I commend to the serious consideration, and criticism, too, of
all who take any interest in the subject.

The only marked change which has occurred in the routine of culti-

vation in the Northern and Middle States, and which is, doubtless,
being followed in the Western States, is the abandonment of the use of
rye as a rotating crop. This has undoubtedly been ijroduced by the
conviction that a second crop of wheat, which has lately become almost
universal, is more profitable than to follow wheat with rye. This is,

perhaps, a short-sighted view of the subject, for while the second crop
of wheat may j)roduce more money than the crop of rye, the ultimate
profit to the farmer is exceedingly questionable. In drawing ujion the
land for a second crop of wheat, you again call upon it for that which
you have already taken

;
you call upon it to perform a work in which it

has been already engaged for nearly a whole year. To use an appro-
priate analogy, you call upon a man, without rest or food, to continue
through the night the work in which he has been engaged all day.
AVhile the body may endure the additional and extraordinary exercise
of power, it is left in a state of exhaustion, unfitted to respond to any
future immediate call upon his health and strength. The simile is

almost perfect ; the land is called upon to perform a task which it has
just finished, and it is thereby left in a state of comparative exhaustion;
and although from its great quality of fruitfulness it may be productive
and survive this extraordinary draught upon its natural capacity, yet
it is left in a condition of frailty which time only cures, and this, per-

haps, more than counterbalances the immediate profit of the second
wheat crop.

There is another view of this subject which deserves consideration.

And here let me borrow another familiar analogy. The i^hysical ener-

gies of any animal are unequal to a continual draught upon the same
muscular jiowers of the body. To walk ixp a flight of stairs, or upon a
long continued level plain, bringing into requisition the same muscles,
produces a degree of exhaustion which a like amount of diversified work
would not effect. Now, while we may not be able to understand all the
physical powers of the earth involved in the growth of its productions,
nor to define how or what are its operations, all are convinced, from the
evidence of actual observation, that these powers become exhausted
from too severe use, and fail to respond to our great cupidity.

What and how many kinds of crops shall make up a proper rotation,

is a question Avhich involves the mysterious inquiry, how the growth of
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one crop affects that succeediug' it. Experience Las taught that timothy
and clover ialce better when sown with rye than with wheat, and nature
almost always dictates nicely in the operations of agriculture. It may
be that rye affords an essential element in a proper and natural rotation,

and it is earnestly suggested that in the order of crops it be restored to

the place it held some forty years ago.

The second suggestion which I have to make is, that the various
varieties of wheat are supposed to become so 'mixed as to lose their

identity. It is in vain that the earliest and best seed is sought after if

its i)roduct be negligently commingled in the barn, by accident or de-

sign, with other wheat having entirely different, and may be indifferent,

qualities. It should be remembered that wheats grow differently, ripen
at different periods, and when ground, require different treatment. It

is a matter, then, of no little consequence that they should be preserved
in their original purity of kind, and true to their names. And in this

connection I remark that my observation has led me to the conclusion
that wheats do not hybridize or cross-breed by any natural process.

This is a daring proposition, and one which conflicts with much written
authority. The suggestion is made for the purpose of eliciting a more
minute examination of the subject than has hitherto been given to it.

That the unscientific reader may the more readily comprehend the
principles of hybridizing and cross-breeding, as they are effected through
the generative organs of the vegetable kingdom, I quote from an arti-

cle by Horace I'iper, in the report of the Department of Agriculture
for 1867, page 296, wherein the first principles of reproduction are so
clearly and intelligently stated. The author says

:

If we examine attentively a perfect flower, we sTiall find that it consists esssutillly

of two sets of organs, one called the pistils, and the other the stamens. The pistils

are located in the center of the flower, and the stamens aronnd thsm. The summit of
t!ie pistil is called the stigma, and ou the top of each stamen is situated an anther, a
small sack which contains the pollen or fine dust-like substance that fertilizes the
ovules or young seeds of the plant. These organs are supposed to perform offices anal-
ogous to tiiose of the animal kingdom—the stamens representing the male, and the
pistils the female organs. When the anthers, which contain the pollen, arrive at a
certain degree of matuiity, they suddenly open and emit a multitude of minute grains
of pollen, which penetrate through the whole extent of the vascular tissue of the
pistil, and ultimately reach the ovules, thus fertilizing them and making them capable,
when mature, of reproducing plants of their own kinds.

The author then proceeds interestingly, and in language intelligible

to the plainest comprehension, to discuss how admirably nature has
provided the modus operandi hj which the male and female i)ortions of
the plant are brought into contact with each other, and produce the
fertilization which results in fruit ; but while he treats of perfect flow-

ers, where the stamens and pistils are in the same flower, as in the
apple ; where they are in different flowers, as in the oak ; and where
they are in different flowers and different plants, as in tlie hemp—in

all of which the x>ollen is conveyed by artificial aids, such as the wind,
birds, bees, or insects—he does not refer to those cases in which nature
has so constructed the flower that access of pollen from other flowers

is entirely excluded, and hence natural hybridization is practically im-
possible.

Dr. George Vasey, the botanist of this Department, in commenting
ujion my views of this subject, says

:

In those leguminous plants with papilionaceous flowers, the anthers are kept in

contact with or in proximity to the stigma by the keel petals, which closely embrace
them until fertilization is eft'ected. This is designated " close fertilization, in contra-
distinction from those cases where the organs are freely exposed to the air and liable

to intermixture. In some plants of the fumitory family, the anthers and stigma are
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eonfined by a close-fittiug sac, formed of the two luucr petals of the flower, lu other
cases the fertilizing organs are contained and kept in contact in long tubes, where
access of foreign pollen is apparently excluded. Indeed, in some flowers where the
stamens and pistils are exposetl to the air, nature apparently furnishes special pro-
vision for self-fertilization, as in the Kalmia, where the anthers are contained in little

sacs or pouches of the coi'olla until the pollen is mature, when by an elastic spring
of the filament the anthers are liberated and thrown toward the pistil and the pollen
difiused upon it. In some i^lants of the nettle family the filaments are folded spirally
nntil the sepals expand, when they rise with elastic force and scatter the pollen. In
these and other cases which might be mentioned, although cross-fertilization is not
absolutely excluded, yet the provision seems to be specially designed for self-fer-

tilization.

On this subject we may quote a remark of Profes.sor Heiifrey, iu his
admirable " Elementary Course of Botauy :"

Though cross-fertilization is very general, yet there are some cases where every
adaptation seems to be made with the view of securing self-fertilization, as iu the fol-

lowing case : In Dombeya the sterile stamens are longer than the fertile ones, and are
endowed with a iiower of movement iu virtue of which they curve downward aud
outward, so as to come in contact with the fertile stamens whose anthers open out-
wardly. In this manner the sterile stamens become dusted with pollen, and then
become uncoiled and assume an erect position, so as to come in contact with the
stigma, whose curling lobes twist round them and receive the pollen from them.

Other instances are well known to botanists where fertilization takes
place in the bud before the expansion of the flower, in which cases self

or close fertilization only is possible.

By my direction Dr. Vasey, with the aid of Professor Taylor, of this

Department, made a dissection aud microscopic examination of two and
twenty flowers of wheat in different stages as they approached maturitj'.

Watching the progress of this examination, because I deemed the sub-

ject as interesting as it is important, I am strongly impressed with the
belief that wheat is a result of close fertilization, and that cross-breed-

ing in this plant never occurs but by artificial means.
The impression is so universal, that by sowing different kinds of

Avheat together they will cross-breed, aud thus partake of the character
of each parent, that the hypothesis should be further investigated, and
the truth established bv conclusive authoritv.

SYSTEMATIC CROP REPORTS.

There has frequently been expressed, in commercial papers and in in-

dustrial addresses, a vague desire for " systematic crop reports," with-

out the slightest indication of what that system shall be, or wherein it

should differ from that alrepdy inaugurated by this Department. There
has been much of "glittering generality," but absolutely nothing of

practical suggestion to aid in establishing a better system. There has
sometimes appeared a querulous dissatisfaction with present means of

information, but never a spark of originality in furnishing superior facil-

ities.

Xews editors sometimes claim that the newspapers are the best sources

of knowledge concerning the crops. What are the sources of newspaj)er
information ? A glance at green fields through car-windows, in inter-

vals of deep cuts aud subterranean passages; a casual inquiry at rail-

way-stations of a farmer, the extent of whose observation aud judgment
is unknown; local correspondence, not unfrequently the diseased fancy
of a croaker, and sometimes the estimate of true observation and fair
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judgment. Occasioually a newspaper, with commentlaWe enterprise,

solicits crop statements from tlie area of a State, or several neigliboring

States, and obtains irregularly located returns, desultory, fragmentary,
combining several crops in one generalization, one having no points of

comi^arison with another, altogether defying interpretation in figures or
by any other method of consolidation into one definite expression of
quantity or value. More frequently commercial runners of dealers in

cereals, wool, meats, or fruits, hired to aid in depressing or raising

prices, supply, from all quarters, these news items, tinted with roseate
or cerulean hues as best may suit the purpose of their principals. Are
these statements reliable ? Do they admit of systematic compilation and
accurate generalization *? Is there not a need of greater accuracy, sys-

tem, and thoroughness than any newspaper can attain in the haste con-

sequent upon its daily issue ?

Some writers upon " sj'stematic crop reports" have suggested the ap-
pointment of a person in each congressional district to collect and col-

late crop news. The cost of such service, with traveling and other
expenses, would be at least a round million of dollars, and it would
prove entirely impracticable and useless, requiring a whole season to
traverse the territory sufficient to make one report, while observ^ation in

any one county would cover a stage of growth diflereut from that ob-
served in any other.

If there is a better system than that adopted by this Department it

should supersede the present; or, if modification of the official plan
would imi^rove it, suggestions founded in sound sense will be promjitly
considered and tested. As many evidently do not understand this plan
a brief description is given.

A statistical correspondent i» selected from each county in the States.
The nomination is made by officers of agricultural societies, by mem-
bers of Congress, or by individuals of known character for judgment
and integrity. The qualifications requisite are, large facilities for obser-
vation of growing crops, sound judgment in agricultural matters, and
promptness in responding to circulars of inquiry, both egular and
special. The iiosition is honorary rather than remunerative, affording
no temptation to mercenary unfitness, offering only co-operation of the
Department in local improvements, and such incidental favors, in its

documentary and other distributions, as may serve to indicate ajust appre-
ciation of the unselfish efforts of public-spirited farmers in the improve-
ment of their respective neighborhoods. These deserving appointees
continue faithfully, year after year, a service rendered more efficient by
repetitious of its performance, and report, in the first week of each
month, with a uniformity and promptness scarcely equaled by salaried
agents under compulsory requirement of prompt correspondence. They
also respond willingly to systematic inquiry upon special topics for in-

vestigation, as wages of farm labor, cost of fences, statistics of bee-
keeping, and any specialty demanding a systematic collection of facts,
from original sources. These men associate with themselves several as-

sistants, representing different sections of the county, thus constituting
a county board of crop statistics. The inquiries are forwarded several
weeks in advance, and copies are placed in the hands of these assistants,
in season to make the requisite observations, and correspond or confer
with the principal, who is then ready to make a deliberate and trust-
worthy return. The tabulated returns for October, pages 130, 431, in answer
to twenty-two separate inquiries, will illustrate the range of the monthly
schedules, which vary constantly with the season.
These returns, coming in throughout the first half of each mouth,
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many of tlie more distant requiring a period of ten daj'S in the trans-
mission by mail, are tabulated as received, the county percentages
summed up, and the aggregate divided by the number of counties.
Then, as certain counties may produce of a given crop many times the
amount grown in certain others, a compound calculation is made, involv-
ing the relative production of the counties, by which the first crude
average is corrected and the exact value of the entire returns expressed.
It will be seen that the amount of labor involved In this work is hercu-
lean, fifty to one hundred calculations often being required to correct
the average of a single crop in a single State. In addition to the tab-
ulated returns, "remarks" illustrating the peculiarities of the local situ-

ation are made by each correspondent, which are examined, condensed,
some of the more noticeable arranged for publication, and the remainder,
in spirit if not in substance, enter into the statistician's summary of the
monthly crop returns. So many are necessarily of a similar tenor that
it would confuse and tire the reader to print in detail " extracts from
correspondence" of tenfold the usual length.

It is, of course, understood that the returns which are tabulated are
in figures. The unit in all comi>arisons is 100, i. e., 100 is the area of
last year, if comparative acreage is sought ; 100 is a healthy normal
" condition " of growth and vitality, which should insure, with a contin-

uance of circumstances equally favorable, an average crop ; and 100 is

an average yield, when the amount of i)roduction is asked for. The in-

quiry is also made, after the harvest is fully over, for the actual local

yield per acre in bushels of each crop. From all these returns, sifted,

digested, compared, and evident or proven mistakes corrected, and in-

consistencies harmonized, the average of each crop for each State and
for the United States is found ; and the result is evidently more trust-

worthy than any other mode of estimating hitherto undertaken. Ger-
many has a somewhat similar plan, based upon i)ercentage returns, and
the English mode is simply a collection of miscellaneous reports couched
in the language of the individual reporters, similar to the systematic
collections attemi)ted by newspapers in this country.
These crop-reports are made monthly during the growing season.

For several years seven such reports, between April and November,
have been tabulated and published. Is there a necessity for more fre-

quent rei^orts ? The New York Journal of Commerce has the following,

which has been cox^ied by two or three agricultural papers

:

At present our only classified croji-reports are those prepared by tlie Agricultural
Department, and sent out monthly. They are not badly done, but, unfortunately, are
too late to be of much use ; some of the information representing items weeks old, that
have already appeared in the papers. At present our best sources of knowledge about
the crops are the journals in different parts of the country. If the Agricultural De-
partment would pick up a little more energy, and obtain fresh and early crop-news
once a week, instead of monthly, and give it to the press, that would be a decided
gain. But if the Signal-Service Bureau could take charge of the work, we would pre-

fer to lodge it there.

If the commercial editors and the public generally will be content
with a score or two, or even a hundred, of local reports daily, they can
be furnished with ease ; if, on the contrary, a comprehensive view of

the condition of a crop throughout the country is desired, it is highly
probable that weeldy reports, based upon returns which are two weeks
en route to this office, cannot be safely promised. The return-circulars

are mostlj' mailed between the 1st and 8th of each month, are tabulated
and condensed as they arrive, figured up before all are in, the record
is closed by the 15th, and condensed summaries of results telegraphed, as

fast as complete, from the 15th to about the 20th of each month ; and then
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the eutire matter is committed to the Congressional Printer, when the

responsibility of the Department of Agriculture for promptness ceases.

Is greater celerity a reasonable expectation ? It may be said that the

returns should be telegraphed. But there are no telegraphic stations

in a large portion of the counties rei)orted. If there were, $100,000 per

month would not pay the cost. With ten times as many telegraphic re-

porters as are now required for meteorology by the Signal Service Office,

each respoudiugto atenfold longerlistof inquiries, a new disparity occurs

in the conditions ofcrop and of weather-reporting. In one case a look at the
thermometer, the barometer, and the sky, «&;c., suffice for tl report ; in the

other, observation throughout the county, examination of all the various

crops, conference with assistants, requiring days of preparation, are ab-

solutely necessary. In view of the character and extent of the work to

be done, both in the (ield and in the office, the absurdity of daily or

weekly reports of the condttion of crops must be apparent to every prac-

tical and reasonable man. The Christain Union, of September 4,

thus gives the monthly report a ciiaracter for freshness of news far in

advance of the literary monthlies :

Probably every ooe wlio looks over the monthly reports from the Departmcut lius

frequent cause to regret the tardiness of tlieir pubiication, but printers and publishers

will readily appreciate the reasons which make it so difficult to keep such publications

up to date. Let the reader take up any of our magazines wlieu they first appear, say about

the 20th of tlie month precediug their date, aud he will be surprised at the staleness of

the news. Here, for instance, is Harper's, for September. Whatever charges may be

brought against that firm we cannot fairly charge them with lack of enterprise, and yet

the "Historical Eecord" for September contains no account of anything that happened
after the 24th of July.* If this be the case where subjects of living and universal inter-

est are treated, how much greater must be the delay where the magazine has to be

made u]) from the reports gathered from every township in the Union. The election

in North Carolina, on August 1, was of such importance that every nerve was strained

to get m the returns promptly, yet it was only last week that an official count, incom-

plete at that, was publishel. There is at present nothing to induce agricultural

agents to send in than- county reports, and the wonder is that the work is done as well

as it is. It is believed, however, that a great improvement can be made, and ought to

be made, but increased appropriations are necessary.

It may not be known that the total appropriation to the statistical

division of this Department, to cover all expenses of collecting, tabulat-

ing, and preparing the crop-reports, as well as the cost of all other sta-

tistical investigations, and the preparation of matter for the annual and
all other reports, is but $15,000 per annum. At the same time the real

value of the gratuitous service rendered by correspondents cannot be
placed at less than $150,000. The franking i^rivilege also saves a large

item of cost, and the blanks and printed reports are an expense of nearly

$15,000 per annum. The crop-return system, exclusive of the other

operations of the division, does not cost the Department exceeding

$7,500, or the Congressional Printing-OfQce more than an equal amount.
With this small expenditure, in the first years of immaturity aud in-

completeness, a fair analysis of results will show this system to be
superior to any hitherto attempted in this country, and to possess capa-

bilities of far greater usefulness if Congress, the press, and the people

manifest a liberal and intelligent appreciation of its actual value.

*Th6 September report of the- Department of Agriculture gave the crop report

of Oregon, Texas, Florida, aud of every other State in the Union, for September,

made up aud mailed from the 1st to thelOth, a synopsis of which was published Sep-

tember 18th, aud the entire number of ti4 i)ages issued in September.
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ENTOMOLOGICAL RECORD.
By Towxexd GLOVEr, Entomologist.

"AE3IY" OR "SXAKE WORM."—A letter was received in tlie latter part
of July from a correspondent, Mr. C. jMoralle, of Leesburgli, Virginia,
containing- a number of very small white worms, or larvoe, having dis-

tinct black heads. These worms ai^peared to be clinging to each other
by means of a viscid substance on the surface of their bodies, and formed
a small living mass. In the accompanying letter Mr. Moralle stated
that what attracted his attention was " tlie peculiarity about them that
they gathered in a long string, resembling a snake, piling themselves
up thickly in the middle and tapering at each end, and when they moved
the whole mass moved as in one body." Unfortunately these worms were
all dead when they arrived, but Mr. Saunders, of this Department,
brought a mass of similar larvte a few days afterward, which had been
given him by a gentleman also in Virginia. These specimens were
placed in a glass jar, having a small quantity of damp soil at the bot-
tom, and retained their ball-shaped form for some time, and then com-
menced to creep round the side of the jar on the earth in a string, three
or four abreast, and continued traveling for a couple of hours; they
then dispersed and buried themselves a short distance under the surface
of the earth, and changed into pupa?, ai)pearing six or eight days after-

ward as perfect flies. These were about one-tenth of

an inch in length, (expanse 0.13,) of a dusky black
color, with dark brown legs and dusky wings. Upon
examination they proved to be a species of Sciara,

the larvte or worms of which usually feed upon decay-
ing vegetable substances, and are frequently found
in fungi. The species above mentioned as occurring
in Virginia is very similar in habits to a European
species, Sciara tliomcc, which is usually called the
snake or army worm in Germany, from its habit of

sometimes assembling in innumerable numbers, creeping among and
over each other, and hanging together by means of a viscid moisture,

and forming a mass like a snake or rope, sometimes several feet in

length, and two or three inches in breadth. The fly of the European
species, Sciara thonuv, is described as having yellow stripes or points

on the abdomen, whereas our American species (at least when dried)

does not show any vestige of yellow whatsoever on the abdomen, but is

of a uniform dark brown color, although the worm or larva has the same
habits of forming snake-like processions. It is somewhat singular that

these worms appeared almost simultaneously in two places in Virginia,

while no mention is made of their appearing elsewhere.

These insects {Sciara) generally do no damage to cultivated vegeta-

tion, although one species, Sciara {MoJohrus) mali, is mentioned by Dr.

Fitch as being found in the interior of apples, especially when pierced

or eaten out by the codling moth, {Carimcapsapomonella^) orother insects,

where they merely accelerate the decay of fruit already previously in-

jured. In Europe the larvie of other species, Sciara jfucata, and qiiin-

quc onactdata, live in putrid or decaying turnips, &c., and have been
accused of producing the disease in potatoes commonly known as the
" scab." Sciara pyri is said to deposit its eggs in the yet unfolded

pear-blossoms, the larva? of which, when hatched, work themselves

down to the core, causing the young and yet undeveloped fruit to wither

and fall to the ground.
The species lound in Virginia probably does no injury to cultivated
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plants, but feeds ou putrid vegetable substances, under bark of trees'

moss, or stones, and in decaying fungi, as a very similar larva not yet

developed into tlie perfect tly has lately been taken uea^ AVasbington,
feeding by hundreds ou the under side of a species of fungus or agaricus,

(allied to Amanita muscaria,) which was completely riddled and destroyed
by them. If this is the case in one instance, may it not bo probable
that these larvtij, when in such multitudes as to entirely destroy the
fungi upon which the eggs were deposited and the young larvie had
previously existed, may hnd it necessary to emigrate in swarms in search
of fresh fungi to feed upon "?

Insect injuries.—Laclmosterna.—In New Londojpi County, Connec-
ticut, the grass, in many meadows, was eaten up at the roots by a worm
which, most i)robably, was the Laclmosterna fusca. The white grub-
worm—a name which popularly designates several species of the Lack-
nosterna—was more or less iujurious to corn in Cass County, Michigan;
in Noble and Laporte Counties, Indiana; and in Muscatine and Mahaska
Counties, Iowa.

Potato insects.—The Colorado potato beetle {Doryphoi-a decern lineata)

is reported by its specific name only in Ohio, where it was destructive to
the crops of Franklin, Hamilton, and Noble Counties. The potato crop
Avas molested by insects, not specifically designated, in Washington
Countj', Pennsylvania ; in Cass and Shiawassee Counties, Michigan ; in

Eamsay County, Minnesota ; in Eeynolds and Ozark Counties, Missouri;
and in Curry County, Oregon.

Cut-icorms.—Some species of the A-grotis, commonly called cut-worms,
were injurious to corn in Howard County, Maryland^ and in Cass
County, Michigan.

CMncli-hugs, {Microjms {Bhyparocliromns) leucopients.)—This insect was
especially destructive to sorghum in Adams County, Ohio ; in Jennings
and Brown Counties, Indiana ; in Jasper and Phelps Counties, Mis-
souri ; and in Linn County, Kansas. The newly-sown wheat crop has
felt their ravages in Brown and Jennings Counties, Indiana ; in Macon,
Boone, Polk, Crawford, Jasper, and Eeynolds Counties, and in Linn
County, Kansas. Franklin County, Illinois, was overrun with them to
the great damage of the corn crop, as also in Jennings and Boone Coun-
ties, Indiana; in Macon, Boone, Crawford, Polk, Jasper, Eeynolds,
Phelps, Miller, and Iron Counties, Missouri, and in Linn County, Kansas.
In Crawford County, Missoun, three distinct broods are noted. The first

a])peared about the 1st of May, and inflicted such damage upon the
wheat crop that several fields were plowed up. The second brood came
about the last of June, and the third about the last of August. At the
last visitation the corn was in milk, and upon it they fell with great
voracity, very seriously reducing its yield both of grain and of fodder.

Army-iDorm, [Lencania unqmncta.)—The army-worm greatly damaged
oats in Carroll and Ogle Counties, Illinois. In Cherokee and Labette
Counties, Kansas, thej^ did great mischief in newly-sown wheat, especi-

ally on stubble ground.

Hessianfly, {Cccidomyia destructor.)—During the spring the fly infested
the wheat in Ealls County, Missouri, and in Labette County, Kansas.
In the latter-named county it was observed especially in early sown
crops.

Grasshoppers.—A grasshopper (probably Caloptemis femur ruhrum) in

Lincoln County, Kentucky, cut the buckwheat down close to th«
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ground. In Thayer County, Nebraska, com was seriously damaged by
anotlier species, Caloptenus spretufi,

Pea-bugs.—Tbe pea-bug {Bruclms ly'mi) troubled I'armers in some parts
of Davis County, Utah, causing them to discontinue the i)lantiug of
that crop.

Cotton insects.—The cotton cateriullar, or army-worm of the South,
[Anomis xylincv,) and the boll-worm, (.Heliothls armigera,) completed
their summer's work by a very efiective demonstration during Septem-
ber. North Carolina, judging from our previous reports, had enjoyed
almost entire immunity from this scourge during the summer, but
during September it was felt seriously in several parts of the State.

Eeports of insect'depredations have been received from Tyrrel, Wake,
Craven, Edgecombe, and Sampson Counties. In Dooly County,
Georgia, the caterpillars appeared early in the month, and entirely

swept the top crop. They reduced the j'ield one-half in Calhoun County,
and were very mischievous in Muscogee, Lee, Sumter, Worth, Colum-
bia, Heard, Marion, Schley, Wilkinson, Chattahoochee, Upson, Liberty,
Whitfield, Clay, and Decatur Counties. In several cases their depreda-
tions exceeded anything of the kind previously known, involving the
destruction of leaves and bolls entire. In other cases their injuries

resulted in the reduction of the yield by a very formidable percentage.
Caterpillars and boll-worms, also, figure prominently in the Florida
County reports. Serious depredations were committed in Liberty,

Jackson, Suwannee, Orange, Gadsden, Jefferson, Alachua, Clay, Colum-
bia, and Levy Counties. In Alabama, the same blighting inflnence was
felt in St. Clair, Hale, Butler, Clarke, Lee, Montgomery, Colbert, Blount,
Calhoun, Macon, Chambers, Pike, Autauga, Perry, and Limestone
Counties. In some cases, as in Pike County, the brunt of the disaster

fell upon the lowland cotton. The mischief appears to have been even
still more serious in several counties of Mississippi. In Jasper every-
thing about the cotton plant that a worm could eat was stripped.

Complaints are very earnest of these depredations in Eankin, Warren,
Grenada, Amite, Wayne, Yalabusha, Lauderdale, Washington, Wilkin-
son, Winston, Jefferson, Hinds, and Kemper Counties. In several of
these counties very little cotton matured after August 1. Louisiana
sends reports of insect damages to cotton in Union, Morehouse, Tangi-
pahoa, East Feliciana, Concordia, Claiborne, and Washington Counties.
Very great damage was also done in DeWitt and Austin Counties,
Texas. In the last-named county whole Adds were swept.

CHEMICAL MEMORANDA.
By Ryland T. BrowNj Chemist.

Laboeatoey work.—J. E. Johnson, of Saint George, Utah, forwarded
to the laboratory a specimen of Indian food, much used by the tribes

inhabiting the great central barjn of the continent. The specimen
which reached the laboratory had the appearance of a bulbous root

which had been subjected to the action of heat till it was quite soft. Mr.
Johnson describes the plant as belonging to the genus Yucca, and as

growing abundantly in dry rocky soils. We regret that we are not able

to obtain the root in its fresh state, for in its roasted condition, both
the starch and true sugar would probably appear as glucose, or fruit

sugar, in the analysis. After subjecting the sample to a temperature of
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100° C. for forty-eiglit hours, it gave tlic following results on proximate
analysis

:

Glucose, (fruit sugar) 7.3828
Albuminoid miitter 0.2168
Woody fiber aud cellular tissue G2.4004

100.0000

The compositiou of the root will probably vary with the season of
•the year, and perhaps with the soil in which it grows.

Three samples of sumac leaves were sent to the Department, in which
it was required to determine the amount of tannin, No. 1 is sumac (so
called) grown upon elevated, dry lands, near Oampo, San Diego, Cali-

fornia, and No. 2 grew upon low, moist land in the same locality. These
samples were sent by A. M. Gass. A third sample (No. 3) was sent by
Mr. Clarke Irvine, from Oregon, Holt County, Missouri.
The analyses resulted as follows

:

No. 1.

Tannic acid 13.1
Woody fiber, cellular tissue 86.9

100.0

No. 2.

Tannic acid ...» 7.92
Woody fiber, &c 92.08

lOO.OO

No. 3.

Tannic acid 28.075
Woody fiber, &c 76.925

100.000

Samples No. 1 and No. 2 were collected at different times in the
season, with a view to determine the best time in the season to collect
them, or, in other words, to determine at what point in the development
of the leaves they contain the largest amount of tannic acid. We were
unable to make any determination of this kind, however, since, as we
have intimated above, we had some doubts as to whether they were
leaves of the same species of plants, and indeed whether they were
true sumac. We therefore consulted the botanist of the Department,,
who reported upon them as follows: ,v *

The specimens 'of leaves marked No. 1 are undoubtedly those of StypJionia integrlfo-
lia, Nutt. A sniall tree growing near the sea-coast in Southern California, and forming
dense thickets. It belongs to the same natural order (Aniacardiacew) as the sumacs,
but differs from them in several particulars. It does not have the pinnate leaves which
characterize most of the sumacs, but its leaves are simple, thick, aud leathery, one to
two ixiches long. The bark is said to exude an astringent resinous gum.
The leaves marked No. 2 are too much broken up for identification, but are evidently

not of the same species as No. 1.

The sample from Missouri is Ehus glabra, or true sumac, and contains
a fair percentage of tannic acid.

SciENTrFic NOTES.

—

Sulpkur.—The use of sulphur to destroy para-
sitic growths, both animal and vegetable, is of high antiquity and of
almost universal adoption; but just how sulphur operates in i^roduqing
the marked results which commonly follow its use is a question which
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has beeu but little discussed. At a late meeting of the Eoyal ETorticultu-

lal Society at Birmiugham, England, a paper was read by Charles
Eoberts, F. K. 0. S., introducing the discussion of sulphur and its mode
of action on the lower forms of life, iu a manner which promises to
throw much light on an occult subject. Mr. Eoberts' chief argument
is directed to the proof of the proposition that the effects are not pro-
duced by sulphur, as such, but by its lowest combination with oxy-
gen—sulphurous acid, or, as he names its gaseous form, sulphozone.

Pure sulphur is insoluble iu water, and therefore cannot act chemically on
organisms, whether animal or vegetal)le5 and there is nothing in its phy-
sical form that would enable it to act mechanically in a manner injurious
to life. This conclusion was reached from careful and often-repeated
series of experiments by which it was demonstrated that sulphur, tho-

roughly purified from all traces of sulphurous acid by repeated wash-
ings, is utterly ineffectual in destroying mildew or other organisms,
and that seeds germinate as readily in such sulphur as in sand. Pure
washed sulphur, mixed with a little flour and moistened with water,
covers its surface with mokl in a few days, if kept at a favorable tem-
perature^ and cheese mites live and multiply indefinitely in cheese
covered with pure sulphur. These results were all reversed when the
common flowers of sulphur were used. This always contains an appre-
ciable amount of sulphurous acid. Prosecuting this line of experiment,
it appears that the efflciency of sulphur, in any form in which it is used
to destroy or prevent fungoid or i)arasitijB growths, depends entirely on
the quantity of sulphurous acid present. Charcoal, and many other
substances capable of absorbing and retaining gaseous sulphurous acid,

is, when thus impregnated, as eflectual as sulphur in destroying mih
dew and kindred organisms.
In the light of these facts, Mr. Eoberts adds : "From my experiments

and observations, and from the well-known i)roperties of sulphurous
acid, I conclude, therefore, that it is the acid, accidentally present in the

suliDhur, whiclii^the active agent in the destruction of mildews and
blights, and that the sulphur is only the medium for its application."

The acid may be dissolved in water, as well as absorbed by porous
bodies other than sulphur, and thus furnish a very convenient form for

its use in the destruction of parasitic growths. For horticultural pur-

poses, however, a i)recaution will be necessary in using solutions of sul-

])hurous acid, to limit the strength of the solution, lest in destroying
parasites the remedy may prove destructive to the plants also. As
some plants will endure a much more concentrated solution than others,

the proper strength adapted to any given case must be left to the judg-
ment of the gardener.
In addition to its power over vital forms and forces, sulphurous acid

exerts a notable chemical action on dead animal and vegetable matter,
iSuspendiug, to some extent, the usual process of decay and dissolution,

and destroying or modifying emanations from jiersons suffering under
infectious diseases. It is, therefore, a most potent and valuable disin-

fectant. How sulphurous acid operates to produce its effects both on
the life and form of organisms is a question that opens a field to the

physiological chemist which has beeu but little explored.

Welding copper.—The Journal of the Franklin Institute says that Mr.
Eust has succeeded in perfecting a method by which he accomplishes a

most perfect welding of copper. He mixes together 358 parts of phos-

phate of soda and 124 parts of boracic acid. This powder is applied

v.hen the metal is at a low red heat; it is then brought to a cherry-red

and at once hammered. A wooden hammer is recommended.
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Zinc labels.—lu nurseries and horticultural establishments generally

it is necessary to attach labels to the differeut specimens, and when
these are exposed to the weather the writing on the label becomes
illegible in a few years, and if care is not taken to renew it, the inscrip-

tion will be lost. These labels are commonly made of wood, and the
inscription put on with a plumbago pencil. Sheet-zinc cut into any
convenient form and attached either by a slender point cut to the label,

or by a fine, copper wire, is the best material for labels. A special ink
for the inscription may be made by taking one part each of acetate of

copper and chloride of ammonium, and lialf a part of lampblack, and
mix these with ten jiarts of water. Keep it in a glass bottle with a
ground-glass stopper. Shake well before using, and write with a coarse
steel pen. The writing will resist tl^ action of the weather for years.

Artijicial marble.—The manufacture of artificial stone is daily becom-
ing more important, as the demand for the article increases, and new
processes are being introduced constantly, looking both to the durability

and beauty of the products. The latest of these is the manufacture of
artificial marble by Signor Uaccotti, in London, England. It is said to

be very beautiful, and to cost but one-tenth the price of natural marble.

Artijicial butter.—A commission, created by the victualing depart-
ment of the navy of France, reports a process for the artificial produc-
tion of butter, of which it is aftirmed that it will not become rancid by
age. The following is the process of manufacture recommended

:

Best fresh beef-suet is first meclianioally cut by means of circular saws fitted to a
cyliutler, aud is next placed in a vessel coutaiuing water, carbonate of potassa, and fresh
sheeps' stomachs previously cut up into small fragments. The temperature of this mix-
ture having been raised to 45° C, (112° F.,) the joint influence of the pepsine from the
stomachs, and heat causes the fat to be separated from the cellular tissue ; the fatty
matter floating on the top is decanted, and, after cooling, submitted to very powerful
hydraulic pressure; the stearine is used ip, candle-making aud the semi-fluid oleo-
margarine is used for making the artificial butter in the following manner: 50 kilo-

grams of the fat are poured, along with 25 liters of milk aud 20 libers of water, into a
churn, while there is added 100 grams of the soluble matter obtained by soaking some
hours in milk from cows' udders aud milk glands; a small quantity of annatto is also
added, aud the process of churning is proceeded with. The butter thus obtained is

well washed with cold water.

Potassium—by a new method.—To procure the alkaline metals, potas-
sium and sodium, readily and cheaply, is a desideratum, not so much on
their own account as on account of the relation which these metals sus-

tain to the manufacture of aluminium. Professor A. E. Dolbear pro-
duces potassium by heating the sulphide of that metal, in an alembic,
to a bright red heat, in contact with iron filings, when the metal distills

over and is received in common coal-oil. The chemical reaction is a
very interesting one, though very simple. The sulphide of potassium at
a high temperature yields its sulphur to the iron filings, and the potas-
sium, thus abandoned, iDasses over as a vapor, and is condensed and
received under naphtha, or any other hydrocarbon fluid. Whether this

process will cheapen the alkaline metals, remains yet to be tested. It

is not probable that we will ever be able to obtain aluminium by a direct

process from its oxide, and as long as metallic sodium, or potassium, is

indispensable in the production of aluminium, that important metal will

correspond in price to the alkaline metals, by the agency of which alone
it can be obtained.

Phosphoric acid.-^T^he occurrence of phosphorus in combination with
the ores of iron, whether as phosphides or phosphates of that metal, has
long been an annoyance to iron manufacturers, and many rich ores are
rendered worthless by the presence of phosphorus, rendering the iron
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brittle and worthless. Julius Jacobi (in Bayerischers Industrie und Oe-
ioerheblattj proposes ^ method of freeing iron ores from phosphorus,
and at the same time saving the phosphoric products and economizing
them for agricultural purposes. His process consists in roasting the
ore and crushing it, and, after placing it in a proper receiver, submitting
it to the action of water charged with sulphurous acid under pressure.
The ore is then washed with water to remove all the soluble products,
and the phosphoric acid precipitated from the water with fresh burnt
lime, and the phosphoric acid obtained as a neutral phosphate of lime.
If the process is eflectual, and not too expensive, the proposed method
is very important, as rendering many ores available which are now re-

garded as worthless, and at the same time supplying a demand in agri-
culture which has heretofore been %ut imperfectly met. If the sulphur-
ous acid can be furnished from the ores themselves, in the process of
roasting, it will go far in reduciug the expense.

The Osage orange.—The Madura aurantica has become a familiar shrub
in most parts of the United States, from its general use as a hedge-plant;
but it is now proposed to utilize the Osage orange for other purposes. A
decoction of the wood is said to yield a beautiful and very i)ermanent
yellow' dje, and this decoction, carefully evaporated, forms a bright
yellow extiact called aurantine, which may be used in imj)arting its

color to fabrics. In addition to this coloring-matter, the wood of the
Osage orange is rich in tannin. Experiments made in Texas represent
that hides are tanned quicker with the wood of this tree than with oak
bark. The seeds yield a bland, limpid oil, resembling olive-oil, and
which may, in general use, be substituted for it.

Ejject of atmosplieric pressure.—Mr. Paul Best, (Les Mondes, July 11,)

in a A^ery interesting memoir, shows that the destruction of life by di-

minished barometric pressure is chiefly to be attributed to deficiency of
oxygen. An animal that will die with the pressure reduced to 18 cen-

timeters (7 inches) of mercury, will endure a reduction to 6 centimeters

(2.4 inches) if an additional supply of oxygen be furnished. And the
converse is also true, that the danger of too great pressure is from the
increased amount of oxygen in a given volume of air inhaled.

Topographical measurements in the West.—Professor C. Thomas, assist-

ant of Dr. Hayden, United States geologist, has compiled and published
a series of tables giving imj)ortant data with regard to the Eocky
Mountain regions and the great plateau of the West. The southern
portion of the great American i^lain, the Llano Estacado, has an aver-

age elevation^of about 4,000 feet above the sea. The ascent from Pres-

ton to the margin of the Staked Plains is about 10 feet to the mile, and
from Fort Smith to the northern margin of the plains the ascent is G

feet to the mile. From Kansas City to Denver Junction the ascending
grade is a little more than 8 feet to the mile. From Omaha to Cheyenne
the grade ascends just 10 feet per mile. The ascent from Fort Union at

the mouth of the Yellowstone to Fort Benton is only about 2} feet per
mile, while from that point west to the base of the mountains, the aver-

age ascent reaches 20 feet to the'mile. The plateau which lies between
the Black Hills and the Wahsatch range of mountains* has an
elevation of about 6,500 feet above the sea, 1,200 feet above the western
border of the plains, and 2,200 feet above the Salt Lake basin.

The Rio Grande, from Isleta to El Paso, has a fall of about 5 feet to

the mile, but from Isleta south for some distance its descent is 6 feet per

mile. The Canadian, from the mouth of Pajarito Creek, for two hundred
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miles eastward, descends at tlie rate of 9 feet per mile. The Arkansas,
from the mouth of the Aplshpa to Fort Atkinson, has a fall of between
8 and 9 feet to the mile. The descent of the North Platte, from Fort
Fetterman to its junction with the South Platte, is 7 feet, and the South
Platte, from Denver to the junction, is between 9 and 10 feet per mile.

The fall of Snake River from the mouth of Boss's Fork, north, is about
6 feet to the mile. These figures show the practicability of distributing
the water of these streams over,the plains for the puri^ose of irrigation.

Of mountains, we have six in these tables whose summits rise above
14,000 feet. These are: Mount Harvard, 14,270; Pike's Peak, 14,210;
Gray's Peak, 14,145; Mount Lincoln, 14,123; Mount Yale, 14,078;
Long's Peak, 14,050. These measurements furnish data for conclusions,
both curious aud important, connected with the study of climatology
and the adaptation of the "Great American Desert" to agriculture,

stock-raising, &(i.

Freservhip action of doracic acid.—It has been found that boracic
acid has a preservative action upon milk and beer, and it is stated that
one graui added to a quart of milk keeps it sweet and fresh in hot sum-
mer W'eather for one hundred and twenty hours, while milk not treated
in this way will become sour in thirty-six hours. The addition of bora-
cic acid to milk does not injure it for use, but the cream is separated far

more slowly.

Spontaneous comliustion of wood.—A certain French writer gives an
account of the spontaneous combustion of a wooden beam in a building
at Eibemont, (Aisne.) The beam was exposed to the direct rays of the
sun, and during one of the hot days of summer it was found to be on
fire, the combustion proceeded slowly butwas quite distinct, and emit-
ted a smoke which had a curious appearance, and on blowing on the
wood it burst into a fiame. It is asserted that the fire was due to the
heat of the sun alone.

Chemical constitution of tannic acid.—The doubtful character of the
chemical constitution of tannic acid has led to some very interesting in-

vestigations. Doctor Schilf has lately come to the conclusion that it is

an alcoholic anhydride of gallic acid, or di-gallic acid. In other words,
he considers that it is an ether which bears the same relation to gallic
acid as ordinary ether does to alcohol. Since, therefore, gallic acid
differs from tannic acid merely in the elements of water, the discovery
of some method by which these elements could be displaced might lead
to some practical results with regard to the processes of tanning.

The value ofgirondin as a disinfectant.—The prevalence of disease in
many of our large cities, due in a great measure to the filthy condition
of the streets, shows the necessity of having some effectual disinfectant.
To this end the board of health in New York City has made a series of
experiments upon the value of all the disinfectants in the market, and
decided that girondin, a French invention, is the most effectual. It is

due to the use of this article, as is claimed, that the city has been kept
free from epidemic during the past two years.

Test for sill: goods.—If a sample of silk goods suspected to contain
other kinds of fiber be treated with hydrochloric acid of 1.13 specific
gravity the silk will be dissolved, while other kinds of fiber, such as jute
and linen, will remain undissolved.

Preservation of wood.—F. Sieburger states that the inconveniences of
the application of chloride of zinc and so-called water-glass solution, for
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the preservation of wood, luay be avoided by first washing the wood
with a hot and saturated solution of three i)arts alum and one part sul-

phate of iron, and afterward with a more dilute solution of sulphate of
iron, to which a sufiicient quantity of tire-clay has been added to make
it as thick as ordinary paint. Another method is as follows : The wood
is repeatedly painted over with a hot solution of glue, until a very thin
coat of glue remains upon the surface, the wood is then painted over
with a thicker solution of glue and a mixture of one part of sulphur,
one part of ochre or i)ipe-clay, and sis parts sulphate of iron is applied
with a dredger, the ingredients having been first i)ulverized and thor-
oughly mixed.

Sensitive streams.—Professor Edwin J. Houston, while spending a
summer's vacation in Pike County, Pennsylvania, had the good fortune
to discover the sensitiveness of water to sound waves. Among the
many beautiful waterfalls of that section he found one scantily supplied
with water which dripped in small streams from the ends of the moss
covering the rocks of the j)recipice ; the air being still and the stream
free from ventral segments. And it was found that on sounding a shrill

falsetto note the streams Avould instantly respond, and change the
grouping of the drops and the position of the ventral segments. A
heavy rain, however, flooded the stream and prevented further investi-

gation.

Dyeing veneer wood.—0. Mene recommends that the wood be
steeped for twenty-four hours in a solution of caustic soda and boiled
with it for one-half hour. After washing to remove all the lye it will

be found to have become as soft as leather, and equally as plastic, and
to be in an excellent condition to absorb the dye stuffs. The dyes are
fast and thoroughly penetrate the wood, which after drying may be
sawed and veneered.

BOTANICAL NOTES.
By Geo. Vasey, Botanist.

Curious phenomenon in vegetable PHYSiOLoaY.—It has long
been known to botanists that, occasionally, after the felling of pine and
fir trees, their stumps would continue to increase in diameter, i. e., form
new woody layers for several years. Dutrochet mentions some cases

of extraordinary longevity in the stock o£ pimis picea after the trunk
had been felled. He says that in the year 1836 a stock of j;i«MS pioea

felled in 1821 was still alive, and had formed fourteen thin new layers

of wood, that is one each year ; and another, felled in 1743, was still in

full vegetation, having formed ninety-two thin layers of wood, or one
each year. This singular i^henomenon was long a puzzle to botanists

and vegetable physiologists. Over thirty years ago Goeppert, an ac-

complished botanist of Breslau, undertook an investigation of the sub-

ject. The result'is published at Jarge in the Annales des Sciences Xatu-
relles for 1843. It appears that in all the cases examined by Goeppert
there was a union of the roots of the fallen trees with the roots of living

trees growing in the immediate vicinity, and his explanation of the phe-

nomenon was that the stumps maintained their growth by drawing
their supplies of sap from the trees with which they were thus con-
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nected. The nniou of roots in these cases was sbmetimes woody and
sometimes only by tlie bark of the roots. So far as observed this

anastomosis or natural grafting- is confined to coniferous trees, and to
only a few species of them, chiefly the silver fir, the spruce, and occa-
sionally the Scotch fir. In the London Gardeners' Chronicle of August
31 is an account of an instance of this kind of anastomosis of the roots
of a larch, and a figure is given of the specimen, in which the stump
and its root connections are exhibited. The cut stump shows rotten
wood in the center, with the new wood at the circumference surging
over the edges of the wound.
Although the discoA'cry of this root union explains some of the ques-

tions involved in this curious pheuomenon, it does not explain them all
f

for instance, why does not the sap, which is thus robbed from the roots
of the nurse tree, pass up in the usual channels and overflow at -the top
of the stump, as is the case when a grape-vine or deciduous tree is cut
during the active ascent of the sap '? As the growth of new wood in
exogenous trees takes place from the cambium, and the cambium is

supposed to be the sap which has been elaborated in the leaves, what
is the source of the cambium in these stumps ?

It would seem as if there was here a complete contradiction of the
ingenious theorj^ of some of the French botanists, that wood growth
begins in the leaves or leaf-buds and descends continuously from thence
to the roots, so that in fact wood may be considered the united mass of
roots which emanate from the leaves of the plant.

The theory of De Candolle is that the woody and cortical layers orig-

inate laterally in the cambium furnished by pre-existing layers and
nourished by the descending sap. To use the words of De Candolle,
" The whole question may be reduced to this : either there descend from
the top of a tree the rudiments of fibers which are nourished and devel-
oped by the juices springing laterally from the body of the wood and
bark, or new layers are developed by i)re-existing layers which are
nourished by the descending juices formed in the leaves." The latter
j)art of this statement, though somewhat vague and unsatisfactory,
probably involves the true theory of the formation of wood. The pre-
existing layers mentioned in De Candolle's statement include the medul-
lary rays which reach the circumference. These medullary rays are
composed of cellular tissue derived from the pith, and, like it, are capable
of indefinite extension by cell multiplication.

The primary state of all the tissues of the jilant is the condition of
simple cells, each of which is in a certain sense an independent body,
having its own life-work and history in the complicated mass of which
the tree is composed. All exttmsion of the tree in any direction is made
through the medium of cell-growth and cell-modifications, and wher-
ever there is cellular tissue in a state of vitality there may be cell-mul-

tiplication whenever material for growth, i. e., sap in different stages, is

brought into contact with such tissue.

In the case of the pine stumps alluded to, the medullary rays of the
recent wood retain their vitality, and when the sap rises it is transmit-
ted through these rays and through the interspaces of the woody matter
to the surface beneath the bark, these being appropriated to the organ-
ization of new cells whose walls are thickened by continuous secondary
deposits, as in the normal formation of woody tissue. Of course the
amount of this woody formation will be limited, from the deficient sup-
ply of sap and the want of concentration which it would obtain by pass-
ing through the leaves.
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EuRAL ADORNMENT.—Nothing contributes more to tbe appreciation

of a rural home than its surroundings. Nothing is more seriously missed
by the early settlers iu a uew country, especially by the female members
of a household, than the shrubs and flowers which they have left behind
them in their early homes. How many a heart has longed for the famil-

iar lilac-bush with its early, handsome, and fragrant clusters of Howers.
What sweet memories of the ever-pleasing and beautiful rose-bush ; or.

of the old-fashioned snow-ball, with its masses of snowy flowers con-

trasting so finely with its dark green' foliage ; or the modest, unobtru-
sive little wax-bush with its pearly blossoms, and iu due time its strings

of snow-white berries which refuse to drop from the slender twigs long
after the frost has stripped the green leaves.

Notwithstanding the absence of these and many other memory-hon-
ored shrubs and flowers in the frontier homes, very much may be done
to substitute for them native plants of i)erhaps equal value. There is

a patch of wood not many miles distant from any settler where some
shrubs may be procured which will relieve the garden or yard of its

uakeduerss, and lend beauty and attraction, perhaps quite equal to those
favorites which are now beyond reach. The kind of such shrubs will,

of course, vary in different localities.

South of latitude 40° few western woods are destitute of the flower-

ing dogwood, Cornus florida^ and the red-bud, Cercis canadensis, two
shrubs which flower in company in early spring, and present the greatest
contrast of color, the one a pure white, and the other a perfect blaze of
scarlet ; one to be succeeded by bright red berries, which last until win-

ter, the other by clusters of long jiods which hang gracefully beneath
the leaves, and still persist when autumn has bared the branches of their

handsome heart-shaped leaves. In localities where these cannot be pro-

cured their places may be supplied with several of the smaller kinds of

dogwood which abound in every forest, or with some of the viburnums
which are equally common, and form attractive shrubs, some of them
with rather showy berries.

The wahoo, Euonymus at}'opurpureus,\\ith. its small dark purple flowers,

is very showy in autumn when loaded with its curious crimson pods.

Smaller ornamental shrubs may be found in most localities. Among
these we may mention the shrubby johnswort, Hypericum prolificum,

which furnishes an abundance of rich yellow panicles, or iu northern
localities its place may be supplied by the equally handsome shrubby
cinquefoil, Fotentilla fruticosa.

Nor need our lady friends be wholly without roses. South of latitude

40°, iu rich bottom lands, the climbing rose, Bosa setigera, parent of sev-

eral beautiful cultivated varieties, is abundant, and will show its appre-

ciation of the kind hand which shall transplant it to the warm side of

a cottage, by sending up amazingly vigorous shoots, which, in a few
years, will perfjectly embower and beautify tlie home.
Farther north the swamp-rose, Bosa GaroUna, or even the early wild

rose of the prairies and hills, Bosa.blanda, will well repay cultivation.

The variety of shrubs may be further increased by the wild hydrangea,
which is sometimes nearly equal to its exotic relative, and is much more
hardy; also, by several species of spirea, particularly Spirea opuUfolia
and Spirea salicifolia, which is extremely common in rich lowlands
everywhere.
The wax-bush, or snowberry, Symplioricarpus racemosus, is native in

some portions of Wisconsin and Minnesota, where it is also accompanied
by an allied species, the wolf-berry, S. occidentalism which has larger

flowers and very similar white berries; while more southward, in Illi-
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nois, Iowa, Missouri, and Kansas, may be found another species of the

genus S. vulgaris, called Indian currant, or coral berry ; and whoever
transplants a bush of this kind into the garden will find it to become a

favorite. •

Of climbing vines for covering porches or arbors, our most valuable

kinds may be found in almost every thicket in the country
;
particularly,

we may 'mention the Virginia creeper, or American ivy, Ampelopsis

quinqnefoUa, which may be distinguished from the poison ivy, BIms toxi-

codendron, by having its leaflets in fives, while the latter has them in

threes. South of the fortieth parallel the beautiful trumpet creeper,

Tecoma radicans, is abundant in rich bottoms, and, with a very little

care in transplanting, will soon make a splendid display of its large and
showy trumpet-shaped flowers. Farther north the less pretentious and
modest virgin's bower, Clematis virginiana, with its conspicuous silky

tufts of fruit, will furnish a handsome ornament for bower or porch.

American plants in Great Britain.—An English journal says

:

''The beautiful Asclepias tuherosa is, this season, producing freely its

showy, bright orange-colored flowers in several collections round Lon-

don. This fine perennial thrives perfectly well almost anywhere, if

jilanted in sandy peat." In the same journal we find the following

:

"One of the best hardy aquatic plants in flower at the present time is

the North American pickerel weed, Pontederia cordata, a plant by no
means so often met with as it deserves to be. It produces a stout spike

of handsome sky-blue flowers from 1J to 2 feet high. No ornamental
water should be without this charming aquatic, which should, however,
have a x)lace near its margin."
Again : " The American ipitcher plant, Sarraceniapurpurea, is thriving

as well as any native plant in the bog-garden in Messrs. Backhouse's
nurseries at York, and by its side a healthy little specimen of the

still more curious Barlingtonia Californica is beginning to grow freely."

The above extracts will show that many of our native plants find a
better appreciation in foreign cultivation than they do in their own
country. It is to be hoped that our gardeners and florists will give more
attention to the introduction of native plants whose merits have been
overlooked because of their commonness.

MICROSCOPIC mV^ESTIGATIOWS.

By Thom.\s Taylor, Microscopist,

Onion blight and smut.—Abeut the middle of August last, I was
invited by Mr. Benjamin P. Ware, of Swampscott, Massachusetts, to

inspect a field near his farm, consisting of four acres of onions, which
were badly blighted with fungi. The ground had been cultivated in

the usual manner, and prime seed was used. At an early stage of their

growth it was discovered that the onion fungus had diffused itself so

generally over the field that it was deemed useless to cultivate it fur-

ther. In the plot we found remnants of the crop, but very few onions

had escaped the blight. The crop was practically consumed, causing a
loss to the proprietor of about $2,000. I selected a few specimens of

the blighted onions for experiment. The blight is first observed at the
base of the leaves as a white mold, which ultimately spreads over the
•bulb, gradually blackening the surface, and penetrating through the
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layers. When a portion of tlie white mold fonnd on the leaf is trans-
ferred to a microscopic slide, and viewed by a power of about one-
eighth, i^ appears as at 1, Fig. 18. The spores seen on the ends of

the branches are compound,
and when moistened, resolve
themselves instantly into
separate sections (2.) When
the mold is matured, view-
ed by a power of about
75 diameters, it apx)ears dou-
ble-fruited, as at 5 and 6.

It is believed by the farmers
at Swamp SCO tt, that dry
weather favors the growth of
the white mold, but that
moist and rainy weather fa-

vors the growth of the black
fungus, or rot, which is seen
mostly on the bulb of the
onion. When the black spores
are viewed by a power of

about one-eighth, they appear
of a rosette form, (3,) each
resembling a combination of
cells, encircling a common

center. Figure 19 represents at 7 a highly magnified view of a portion
of the leaf of a mildewed onion ; 8, a chain of elliptical spores, which
grow in great profusion over it, when the leaf is kept in a moist con-
dition for a few days j 9 shows stoma1.es of the leaf from which thread-
like mold, mycelium, is seen to proceed, proving that the fungus has
ramifications under the epidermis, and doubtless through the intercell-

ular spaces, if not through the cellular substance itself, from which the
fungoid threads draw nourishment for the support of their fruit, &c.
I subjected the black spores (3) to the action of concentrated nitric, nitro-

muriatic, and sulphuric acids, caustic, potash, and lime, for twenty-four
hours, without effecting any change in structure. When immersed
eigbit days in uitro-muriatic acid, the spores become slightly bleached,
and apj)ear as at 4. When immersed in heavy oil of tar, which contains
a laige portion of carbolic acid, their structure is materially changed.
In an address delivered by Mr. Ware before the Essex Agricultural

Society, at Newburyport, September 29, 18G9, he said that " The onion
blight and smut is at times very destructive to the onion crop, turning
the most promising fields in a few days to scenes of desolation, which
is caused, in my oi^inion, by a paras'itic plant, growing uj)on and con-
suming the vitality of the onion. The onion smut so impregnates the
laud with its spores, as to render it unsafe to plant onions for several
years on laud thus affected. White blight comes upon the crop at the
period of its most vigorous growth, in a dry time, showing its effect

perhaps in a small spot at first, but, in case the dry atmosphere con-

tinues, r;:i'id]y spreading over the whole field. Two or three days give
sufficient time to stop entirely all future growth of the crop, unless a
change in the weather occurs unfavorable to the growth of the parasite."

When an onion aiiected with fungus is placed in a vessel with a few
drops of water and exposed to a temperature of about 75°, its decay is

hastened very materially, but apparently more from the presence of

infusorial life than from the parasitic fungi. The latter seem to prepare
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the way for a species of aiigulula, wliicli appear in great numbers
monads, water-mites, vibrions and bacteria, by breaking up the proxi-
mate elements. These being destroyed, or changed in composition, a
watery juice is always formed where the fungi rested. Whenever the
conditions are favorable for aquatic life, it appears in profusion. Torula,
a low form of fungi budding-cells, set in, causing fermentation, and
assisting in the general destruction of the onion. This explains the
cause of its rajiid decay in the field, when once attacked by " mildew
and smut," under high temperature and moisture. •

Moisture, and a temperature of about 7(P, seem to have the effect of
changing the sectional si^ores from their original appearance, as repre-
sented iu Fig. 18,. 2, to that
in rig. 19, 10, in which a
greater number of divisions

is observed, containing some-
times as many as eleven cells,

and all containing slightly

elliptical spores. To ascer-

tain the true course of the
transformation of the onion-
blight and smut will require
further observations; but I

think it probable that the
so-called smut is but a higher
stage of the secondary glob-

ular yellow fruit seen on the
mycelium. See Fig. 18, 6.

The micro-chemical observa-
tions made fully sustain the
views of the onion-growers,
viz, that the onion-smut is

very tenacious of life.

In many localities, rank weeds might be procured in great abundance
on fields infested by the fungi, (on the field alluded to, weeds three feet

in height grew in profusion;) were they cut down, sun-dried, spread
over the field, and with them brushwood and all useless materials found
about the farm burned, the surface-spores, and all germs of parasitic
life within reach, would be consumed, and caustic potash, lime, and
charcoal would be liberated and diffused over the field for the benefit of
the succeeding crops.

THE COTTON MOVEMENT.
The New York Cotton Exchange presents the following figures as the

sum of receipts of cotton, (in bales, which average about 465 pounds,)
and the shipments to foreign countries, during two years past, the com-
mercial year ending September 1, and covering substantially, though
not exactly, the crop of the preceding calendar year :

Commercial

^^___ movement. Exports.

Ciop cf 1870 4,347,006. 3,169,009
Crcp of 1671 2,974,351. 1,957,314
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Of this movemeut of tlie past year, the receipts of Xew York amoaat
to 724,615 bales; those of New Orleans, 1,079,129.

The interior and local movemeut, in detail, is thus given :
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samo wliicli support this onterprise iu Swocleu, only substitutiiip; biittor for clieeso; for

hero the first objects of manufacture were butter and cheese, while the niakiug of
cheese has latterly been conllded to single jiroducers, making butter the chief produc-
tion of the association. The report of the British association points out the following
advantages

:

1. Milk iu'^arge quantities, in the preparation of Cheddar choose, yields a much
larger amount of curd than small quantities.

2. The exjienditures for wages are proportionally much smaller in a large industry,
and may bo reduced to a minimum.

;}. The ad%^antage iu cheap implements and buildings is very considerable.
4. The loss of raw materials is far less iu a large fiictory. Less milk yields more

cheese.
5. The loss in handling the cheese prepared, but yet unmatured, is proportionately

much larger iu small establishments.
C. Everything pertaining to the cheese manufacture ou a largo scale admits of

savings, in the manner of working up the raw materials.

Before the present stock association was formed iu Sweden, there existed already a
largo dairy established by Mr. Lidhol in, which transformed into milk and butter G,1)00 cans
{41.48 gallons. United States,) of milk per day, the products baiug shipped by railroad
iu winter and by steamship iu sumiuer, to the capital. This establishment has been
incorporated by the present stock association, which was chartered by law of October
1, 1870, with a capital stock of 1,000,000 Swedish dollars, ($275,600,) of which thus
far 350,000 Swedish dollars ($98,400) have been issued.

Voiy soon the company found it of advantage, instead of the )uilk in its natural
state, to purchase the cream separate, iu order to give chief attention to the matiufac-
ture of butter. Agents concluded contracts with large milk producers for delivery
of the cream, and the farmer soon discovered that the cream, while the skimmed milk
would be profitable at home as food for young cattle and swine, yielding them thirty-

two oere per can, (or 12.876 cents, gold, per gallon, United States,) 'instead of twenty
oere (7.9 cents, gold, i>or gallon. United States) 'pev can as before.

The quantities of milk purchased through the agents during the first quarter of the
operations was 326,144 cans, ('225,490 gallons, United States,) and from the report ap-
pears that the ijroduction of 1 can of cream required 7.1 cans of milk, and as the
above quantity of milk yielded 50,620 pounds of butter, it averaged 6.3 cans of milk
to 1 pound of butter, (4.646 gallons, United States, of milk to 1 pound. United States,

of butter.) The production of fresh cheese required 1.83 cans of milk for ouepouud,
(1.386 gallons. United States, per pound, United States.)

From these facts the conclusion is drawn that the result is not favorable as regards
the yield of butter, but very satisfactory as regards the yield of cheese, which clearly
proves that the cream formation was imperfect and that a good portion of the butter
contained in the milk passed into the cheese. The chief cause of this the report as-
cribes to the fact that, iu October and November, the depots receiving the milk were
short of ice and could not keep sufficiently cool the temperature of the water vessel in
which the formation of cream takes place. Beyoud the cream realized from the milk
purchased, the quantities directly obtained were : October, 24,917 cans ; November,
27,238 cans ; December, 25,900 cans ; January, 31,590 cans ; February, 31,640 cans.
The price paid for milk varied with the season and locality, from 16 to 22 oere per

can, (6.36 to 8.77 cents, gold, j)er gallon. United States,) the average being about 19 oro
per can, (7.57 cents, gold, per gallon, United States.) For cream was paid, in October,
80 oere per pound of butter realized therefrom, (23.53 cents, gold, per pouad. United
States;) in November and December, 85 oere pound, (25.02 couts, golil, per pouad,
United States,) and during the first months of this year 90 oere per pound, (23.47 cents,
gold, per pound. United States.) In these first transactions the company aimed at
profits of one oere per can (0.0386 cent, gold, per gallon, Uuited States) of milk, and
5 oere per pound (1.47 cents, gold, per pound. United States) of butter.
According to their first charter the association could extend its operations in a lim-

ited district only ; but a decree of May 12, 1871, removed this limitation, and soou they
formed ten branch establishments. The total i^roductiou of butter was, (iu Swedish
l^ounds :)
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From October to Deceiuber, cheese to the number of 1,297, weighing 45,045 pounds,
was manufactured in fourteen locations. Of butter-milk was obtained, (Swedish cans :)

October. ' Novem'ber.

Stockholm.
Nykoping

.

Oerebro . .

.

19, 018 23,400
224

December.

22,600
786
556

Jannary.

2.'), 265
1.382
2,211

February.

23,655
1,710
5,085

Eegarding the prices obtained for their products, the Stockholm association pub-
lishes the following current rates in their competition with others ia the London mar-
ket. The figures are in shillings per hundred-weight, (112 pounds :)
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On the first day the butter gained is washed and then pressed, -after which it is placed
in cylindrical sheet vessels, which are standing over one night in ice-water. The next
day another pressing of the butter takes place, when it is packed for shipiriont. During
this process it loses about 3 per cent, in weight. In August, 1871, a pound of batter
€08t about 90 oere per pound, (2fi.41 cents per pound, United States,) and the Paris
butter 1 rixdaler, (27.56 cents, gold, United States.) The price of butter is fixed at tho
beginning of each month. The trade with England draws at three days' sight, which,
secures a rapid return of the capital invested.

Ice is obtained in Stockholm at 30 oere per 100 pounds Swedish, (8.82 cents, gold,

per 100 pounds, United States ;) the establishment, from July 1 to October 1, consumed
5,000 quintals. A cover of saw-dust and turf-earth keeps the ice with a loss of only
15 per cent. Stores of ice are veiy large in Stockholm, and the climate admits of safe
places of keeping, sothat ice two years old is always at disposal.

The association in Stockholm exported' not only the products of its own and branch
establishments, but also of other co-operative and private dairies, at a commission of
3 per cent., under guarantee for the ]3aymeut of the products sold. The following shows
the total exports

:
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FACTS FROM YARIOUS SOURCES.

Silk-culture in Kansas.—Iu the Annual Eeport of this Depart-
ment for 1870 it was meutioued that Mr. E. V. Boissiere, a wealthy
French gentleman, had engaged in the culture and manufacture of silk

at a place which is now called Silkville, near Williamsburglj, in Frank-
lin County, Kansas; and a general description was given of the build-

ings and machinery already completed by Mr. Boissiere, and of his
prospective arrangements, for extendiug his enterprise. The Depart-
ment has received a letter from Mr. Boissiere, under date of the 12th
instant, in which he makes the following statement of the result of his
first experiments during the past season :

I commenced the weavingof silk-velvet ribbons at this place in 1869, hoping to make
it a successful business. I conceived the idea of attempting, in connection with it, to
raise the silk itself. Accordingly, I procured from France, and planted in the spring of

1870, a suthcient quantity of the seeds of the white mulberrj^, the leaves of which con-
stitute, almost exclusively, the food of silk-worms in tkat country. The seeds germi-
nated satisfactorily, and produced trees which have made a remarkably rapid and lux-
uriant growth. I have 10,000 of them, yielding in the proi^er season as much, and
apparently as good foliage as could reasonably be flesired.

Last spring I received from France three ounces of silk-worm eggs. Of these, two
ounces (one ounce each, of the yellow and white varieties) hatched on the 27th of April.

They appeared to do well until the time of spinning, about the 2d day of June, when
the worms died in such large numbers that the yield was only 20 pounds of cocoons,
instead of 200 pounds, which is uudei'stood in France to be the average yield froui two
ounces of eggs. The third ounce, which I considered more promising than the others,
and on which I relied more coufideutly, hatched the l.')th day of May. The worms
were at tirst lively, and appeared perfectly healthy, and so continued until the intensely
warm weather of the first part of June, when they began to sicken and die, and so
many of them died before spinning that I obtained barely 5 pounds of cocoons—only
one-half, proportionally, of the scanty yield from the first hatching. It is perhaps
proper to remark, that the weather, during the months of May and June last, was es-

pecially unfavorable to silk-worms, beiug very wet, and heavy thunder-showers being
frequent. But, besides these adverse circumstances, which may be regarded as only
occasional, I suspect that French silk-worms, having become habituated to the com-
pai'atively moderate summers of Europe, cannot well endure the change to the sultry
summers of Kansas. I hope for better success with the Japanese variety, with which
I propose, if possible, to experiment next year. From the cocoons produced by the first

hatching this year I obtained very good eggs, but I have more confidence in Japanese
eggs.

Moule's eauth-closbt.—Dr. Fergus, of Glasgow, in a recent paper
read before the Medico-Chirurgical Society of Edinburgh, on the sewage
question, makes the following remarks upon the earth-closet system of

the Kev. Henry Moule, of England, which was fully described, with
drawings illustrative of its mechanical arrangement, in the A-unual
Report of this Department for 1871:

Mr. Moule's earth-closet has done well in private houses, asylums, and small villages

in this country, and in India has been a very decided success. The great objection to

its use iu towns is the bulk of the material required. This objection is removed by
employing, as Mr. Stanford proposes, seaweed charcoal instead' of earth. As a very
email quantity of charcoal is sufficient, by an improved closet, it is expected that even
less than weight for weight of excreta will be found sufficient. I have repeatedly
seen Mr.' Stanford's process in operation, and am convinced it is in every way well
worthy of trial ; as it satisfies, in all respects, whatever the most ardent sanitarian
could desire. The product from the closet is a black mass, somewhat like cinders, free

from smell, and without the least appearance of fecal matter. Mr. Stanford considers
that 8 cwt. per head par annum is sufficient, and that this need only be removed once
a year; and the reservoir of char at the top of the house need only be replenished
once a year. Tlie closets are arranged to be quite automatic, aud require no attend-
ance from within. Mr. Stanford values the char after use at 8s. a head per annum,
and proposes to burn it in revolving retorts, aud to collect in suitable condensers the
gas-liquor, tar, and gas. The charcoal increases at each reburning, and therefore the
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plan is self-supporting, unless, indeed, tbe increased value of the char should render it

advisable to sell it.

Steam-cultivation in Scotland.—There is evidence of great im-
provement in the agriculture of the uortli of Scotland ; and it appears
to have been promoted by reducing the size of home farms to smaller
and more manageable dimensions, few of them now exceeding 200 acres,

by a judicious system of rotation of crops and a more liberal use of
manure; and by steam "cultivation. It is claimed that the intro-

duction of the steam plow has been the chief agent of the great changes
which have been produced in the direction of profitable husbandry. A
larger breadth of land has been brought into cultivation, and immense
tracts of waste land, hitherto covered with heath, have been reclaimed
and rendered capable of producing good crops of cereals, vegetables,
and grasses. Thousands of acres of moss, and heavy clay, and hill-side

lauds, which could not be reached by ordinary methods of culture, after

being trenched and drained have been brought by the steam plow and
harrow into a cultivable state. Where neither men nor horses could be
employed, the steam plow has been made to tear through everything.
To avoid the risk of the breakage of gear in rough land, where the plow
is liable to come against boulder stones and old tree-roots, a plow with
a revolving coulter has been introduced—that is, a coulter which will

cut its way smoothly nutil it meets with a root or stone, when it will

pass over it with a rotary motion.

The foreign hop-crop.—The hop crop in England the present year
is said to be remarkably fine, being large, heavy in quantity, and su-

purb in quality. It is described as being the fifth largest crop ofthe century.
The growth will average half a ton per acre. As 60,000 acres were cul-

tivated, the yield will be, therefore, 30,000 tons, which is said to be an
excess of 7,500 tons over the annual requirements of the brewing trade of
the country. The Belgium hop prospects are also represented as being
remarkably heavy ; and at Nuremberg the crop will be from one-third
to one-half more than last year. From Pleiufield, in the celebrated
Spalt district, a good average produce is expected. In the lower Pala-
tinate (Rhenish Bavaria) one-fifth more hops were grown the present
year than in the last season. From Hanover, likewise, and indeed from
almost all the hop-growing districts of Europe, alike favorable accounts
are received. The German, French, and Belgian crops are represented
as being of superior quality, the portion of brown or diseased hops be-
ing unusually small. The estimated value of this year's crop in Eng-
land is $18,000,000. Although there is an increased consumption in
Germany, France, and Belgium, there will be a considerable surplus for
exportation in all those countries. In the United States the crop will

not supply the»home demand, although, according to the agricultural
census, the crop is sevenfold •svhat it was in 1850, the State of New
York producing two-thirds of the whole amount ; so that large importa-
tions from both England and the continent are anticipated.

New system of land-tenure in Egypt.—In the monthly report
of the Department for July, reference was made to the rapid increase of
the area of cultivable lands in Egypt, resulting from the wise improve-
ments of the present Khedive, whose aim is to ameliorate the system of
land tenure, so that there may be something like private ownership of
land. Egypt proper is estimated to possess about 5,000,000 acres of
arable land, four-fifths of which is state property, the tenants who oc-

cupy it having nothing like a freehold or fee simple, and no title in fact
4
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or privilege in the land, except tliat of occupancy and enjoyment of its

produce by paying an annual tax. This tax is heavy and onerous, aver-

aging between seven and eight dollars an acre upon the lands of the
delta—that portion of the country which is enriched by the ISIile—and
a much less, but yet comparatively burdensome, sum upon the inferior

lauds in a country rarely visited by showers. The new system which
has been initiated is to allow the tenant, by the payment of a sum equiv-

alent to six years' taxation, to become, in a partial sense at least, the
owner of the land which he occupies, with all the advantages attaching
to a freehold, except the ultimate right to transfer or sell.

Cross between the Zebu and European cattle.—The Depart-
ment has recently received from Prussia, in exchange for its own reports,

a variety of official agricultural publications. The"Landwirthschaftliche
Jahrbucher," which is the organ of the Eoyal Prussian agricultural de-

partment, contains a notice of some experiments on the cross between
the zebu or Indian ox fBos IndicusJ and European cattle, by W. Xa-
thusius-Konigsborn. The doubts that have existed in regard to the fe-

cundity of tliis cross led to the experiments which, the writer thinks,

must forever set the question at rest. The male zebu made use of was
a yearling calf from the zoological gardens, of the peculiar bluish white
color characteristic of the zebu race. Four heifers of Holland stock
were got with calf by this animal, and produced two heifers and two bull

calves, all of which were successfully raised. Though the dams were
variously colored, all the calves had white stars in their foreheads. When
they arrived at suitable age they were bred with each other and with
other cattle, and both sexes proved in every respect capable of propa-

gating their race. The amount of milk given by the half-bloods was
about 500 quarts per annum. This was so much below the ordinary
average as to prevent all hope of their being a desirable breed. In ad-

dition the oxen, from which much was expected in speed and endurance,
proved so incorrigibly obstinate as to defy all eiforts to train them for

the yoke, lying down on the smallest provocation, and in one case where
it was necessary to lead one of them a short distance, the animal died
the next day, it was supposed from the effects of anger and excitement.

They acted much more like half-tamed wild beasts than like domestic
cattle. The only redeeming feature was the quality of their flesh, which,

iu those that were sent to the butcher, proved to be excellent.

Tobacco in Owen County, Kentucky.—R. W. Orr, secretary of the

County Agricultural Association, writes to the Department, under date
of October 15, that the tobacco crop of that county for the year 1872, in

quality, is much superior to any other for the past five years, and that

Owen County has the finest crop this year of cutting leaf of any county
in the State, or even the Union ; and it is now claimed* that that kind
of tobacco is the finest placed upon the Cmcinnati or Louisville markets,
•which are the principal points for the sale of their croi). It is claimed
that the day is not far distant when the Owen County tobacco will be
favorably known all over the world for its superior qualities for chew-
lug.

The eleventh annual exhibition of the Owen County Agricultural

Association, just closed, proved quite a success, holding five days.

The third day is called the tobacco day, upon which are exhibited

samples of the best cutting leaf tobacco, White Burley, Red Burley, and
Twist Bud. The show of tobacco on that occasion was the finest ever

exhibited there, and the samples were afterwards sold at public auction
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for one dollar per pound, and were purchased by one of the largest-

tobacco firms in Cincinnati.

Opium-poppy in Feance.—The cultivation of the opium poppy in

France is steadily increasing. It now occupies 50,000 acres, of the value

of 4,500,000 francs, yielding opium to the value of 2,000,000 francs a
year. Different samples of opium, raised in various parts of Europe,
are said to have yielded from 8 to 13 per cent, of morphine.

' Oeange-cultivation in Louisiana.—In the orange district in

Louisiana there is a gradual extension of groves and" an increase in pro-

duction. In Plaquemine Parish about 2,000 acres are occupied by orange
groves. Usually there are 100 trees to the acre, and a healthy tree will

bear from 500 to 2,000 oranges, 1,000 being a fair average. They are

worth on an average $10 a thousand.

Hops in Califoenia.—A hop circular, issued August 1, by Miller &
Co., of San Francisco, gives some interesting facts relative to hop-

growing in that State. There were under hops in the State in 1870

441 acres ; 1871, 332 ; 1872, 618. There were exported from the port of

San Francisco in 1870, 383,982 pounds ; in 1871, 223,4^5 pounds ; in 1872,

up to August 1, 40,697 pounds. The imports were, in 1870, 1,137 bales;

in 1871, 825 bales ; in 1872, up to August 1, 479 bales, a bale being about

200 pounds. It will be noticed that in 1871 there was a large falling olf

from 1870 iu acreage, exports, and imports, but a great increase of acre-

age in 1872, caused by a growiug appreciation of the home product on
the part of brewers. The estimated yearly consumption in the State is

450,000 pounds. The product in 1870 was 557,118 pounds"; in 1871,

277,055 pounds. There was, August 1, a prospect of a fair average crop

this season.

Improvement of soil by green-manuring.—A correspondent at

Port t>ibson, Mississippi, believes a large portion of the South have
reached the conclusion that their i;)rosperity henceforth must depend
mainly on improvement of the soil, and that, for securing this result,

there is no other means so abundant, certain, and cheap as green-

manuring. He also expresses the opinion that, in that latitude, the

most valuable of the grains for forage, winter-pasture, and green-manur-
ing is rye.

A fruit-growing region.—A correspondent in Lunenburg County,
Southern Virginia, represents that fruit is easily produced in that region,

but scarcely any attention is given to its culture, none being raised for

market. Peaches grow almost spontaneouidy, and ripen from June till

October, but are ouly raised for swine and for making brandy. Though
pears grow and yield abundantly, ouly the poorest varieties are raised,

mainly for the manufacture of perry. All kinds of grapes which have
been tried thrive, but few are cultivated. Said a neighbor, " What is

the use, when, with my little hand cider-mill and a negro to help, I can

go into the woods and in a half day make 10 gallons of as good wine as

ever was drank?" Apples do well, though more liable to decay than
further north. Plums and cherries do better than he has ever known
them to do elsewhere. Wild strawberries, raspberries, dewbenies, and
blackberries abound, and prunes, pomegranates, quinces, and figs can
be raised, and are, to some extent, in gardens.

Goodhue, Minnesota, Farmers' Club.—Harrison Ijowater, secre-

tary, writes that its members had under cultivation, in 1871, 139 farms,

with areas in principal crops as follows

:

Wheat, 6,126 acres, yielding 83,498 bushels, or 13.6 per acre.
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Oats, 1,487 acres, yielding 63,888 bushels, or 43 per acre.

Coru, 610 acres, yielding 20,985 bushels, or 34.4 per acre.

Barley, 942 acres, yielding 28,959 bushels, or 30.75 per acre.

The number of farms represented the present season is 158, with
9,985 acres in wheat, 1,753 in oats, and 472 in corn. In 1871 the aver-

age acreage to a farm was, of wheat, 44 acres ; of oats, 10.7 ; of corn, 4.4.

In 1872, of wheat, 63.2 ; of oats, 11.1 ; of coru, 3.

Experiment in growing potatoes.—Mr. James Wells, of Cliico-

pee, Massachusetts, plowed deep and harrowed a piece of green sward,
designed for a garden ; dug deep holes three feet apart each way, put
sods" in the bottom, grass side down, and on them cow-stable mauure,
about two quarts in each hill ; covered this lightly with soil, cut one
bushel of early rose potatoes so as to have but one eye in a piece, and
put two pieces in a hill, to 12 inches apart. The ground was kept free

from weeds, and the hills made "high and large." The product was 51

bushels of potatoes, 48 of which were of suitable size for the table.

The ground measured 4,280 square feet, or a fraction less than one-tenth

of an acre ; and, therefore, the crop was at the rate of over 500 bushels

l^er acre.
*

Black-leg.—Our correspondent at Western Park, Howard County,

Kansas, represents that a cattle disease prevailing in that locality, and
known as black-leg, attacks young stock in about the following propor-

tions : 70 per cent, of calves, 25 per cent, of yearlings, and 5 per cent,

of twoyear-olds. He recommends feeding freely with salt as a prevent-

ive, and as an antidote, the tincture of aconite, which he has tried with

some success.

Effects of coimmercial fertilizers in cold soils.—Our cor-

respondent in Milton County, Northern Georgia, represents that by the

use of commercial fertilizers that county has been rendered as psoduct-

ive in cotton as the southern portion of the State. It is an elevated

region, situated on a spur of the Blue Eidge which divides the Missis-

sippi and the Atlantic slope, and the soil is a cold red loam or rotten

clay. The stimulating fertilizer gives the cotton-plant an early start,

and the weather is seldom, if ever, hot enough to cause it to wither or

rust.

Army of squirrels,—Our correspondent in Jackson County, Ar-

kansas, reports that squirrels in large flocks are traveling through the

county, and destroying entire fields of corn. They are so plenty that as

many as 125 have been killed in a day by one man.

Disease among calates.—Our report for September from Lawrence
County, Indiana, states that quite a number of spring calves have died

in that locality of a disease which runs its course in from three to five

days ; the several stages being stiffnesS; disinclination to move, and loss

of appetite.

Texas cattle-disease.—It is reported that at a locality in Boone
County, Missouri, about twenty cattle have recently died of Texas fever

;

also that in Bates County, and in Christian County, Illinois, the same dis-

ease has broken out and is spreading with fatal effects. In the two
former instances its origin is traced to droves of Texas cattle passing

through the places, and in the latter to a herd of the same brought into

the place by a stock-man.

Rain in Utah.—Our correspondent in Kane County represents, that,

while rains have been so abundant as to damage late crops in some locali-
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ties, they liave brong'lit the county generally into a fine condition for

the winter range of stock, and that, according to his own observation

and reports from all parts of the county, stock was never in a better

condition for winter than now.

Ceops in Gkeelet, Colorado.—N. 0. Meeker, of Union Colony, has
had ten acres ofland in cultivation this season, from which he has gathered
crops as follows : 3i acres of wheat, 75 bushels ; 2 of corn, 50 bushels

;

1 of oats, 30 bushels ; 1 of sugar-beets, 7 tons ; 2 of Hubbard squash, ,6

tons ; and a half acre of cabbage, 7 tons. He represents that, for want
of tharough cultivation the yield of beets was only about three-fourths

of a crop, and that the corn suffered from being too thick.

Feuit in Kansas.—A correspondent in Cowley County reports that

its prospects for fruit-raising are very promising. Young fruit-trees gen-

erally are doing well ',
peach-trees only three years old have borne fine

fruit, and in another year the county may expect a full supply of peaches
and small fruits, and a year later, of apples and cherries.

Cocoa-nut cabbage.—This new variety, recently introduced by the
Department, has been tested by a corresjioudent in Mercer County,
Ohio, who commends it as early, hardy, yielding good heads, and of

better flavor than any other variety he is acquainted with.

Cultivation of cinchona in Bengal.—The cultivation of cinchona
trees in the district of Sikkin, Bengal, which was started in 18G2 by
Dr. T. Anderson, is said to be very profitable, and in this district there

were under cultivation in March, 1871, the following species : 1,233,715

trees of cinchona sued rubra; 410,000 trees of cinchona officinalis;

33,400 trees of cinchona calisaya ; beside 480,000 young plants of cin-

chona sued rubra in the nursery, which had been raised from the seed.

The annual yield is about three hundred pounds of bark per acre.

The amount of arable land of the Netherlands.—Nearly one-

fifth of the entire surface of the Netherlands is wholly unfit for cultiva-

tion, while more than another one-fifth is meadow-land ; about 71,500

acres are market gardens ; 00,000 acres are orchards ) 47,500 acres are

cultivated with tobacco; 35,000 with hemp; 375 with hops, (in one dis-

trict only ;) and 500 acres are wholly devoted to the cultivation of the

bulbs of tulips, hyacinths, &c.

MARKET PRICES OF FARM PRODUCTS.

FOE OCTOBEE, 1872.

Articles. Price.

NEW YORK.

Flour, superfine State., perbbl.
extra State do. ..

superfine western . .do. ..

extra to cboice western,
per barrel

extra southern. . .per bbl.
cboice southern do . .

.

Wheat, No. 1 spring. . .per bush.
No. 2 spring do . .

.

winter, red west'n. .do. .

.

white, western do. .

.

.^6 10
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MarTcet prices offarm products—Continue'l.

Articles.

New York—Continued.

Batter, n'estern per lb.

Statedairy do...
Cheese, western dairy do. .

.

State factory do . .

.

Cotton, ordinary to good ordi-

nary per lb.

low middling to good
middling per lb.

Tobacco, lugs, all gTades . . .do. .

.

common to medium
leaf per lb.

"Wool, extra xJullcd do . .

.

California spring clip, per
pound

Cjuiforuia fall elip,sconred,
per pound

Texas per lb.

.

N. Y.Statefleece....do...
choice Obio, XX do...

BOSTON.

Flour,western, superfine.perbbl.
western extras do. .

.

western choice do..

.

southern extras do. .

.

choice Ualtimore do...
Wheat per bush.
Corn, southern yellow do . .

.

western mixed do. ..

western yellow do...
Eye do...
Barley do. ..

Beef, mess per bbl.
extra do. ..

Pork, prime do. ..

mess do. .

.

Lard per lb

.

Butter. N. Y. and Vt do. .

.

western do. ..

Cheese, N. Y. and Vt. choice
factory per lb.

N. Y. and Vt. choice
dairy per lb.

Ohio "factory, good to
choice per lb.

Cotton, ordinary to good ordi-

nary per lb.

low middling to good
middling. .. . . .per lb.

Tobacco, lugs do...
common to medium

leaf per lb.

Hay, eastern and northern, per
ton

western, choice do...
Wool, Ohio and Penn per lb.

Michigan do...
other western do...
California do. .

.

Texas do. .

.

pulled do...
combing-fleece do. .

.

PHILADELPHIA.

Flour, superfine per bbl

.

extras do. .

.

family & fancy brands . do

.

"Wheat, western rod. . .per bush.
amber do. ..

white do...

Rye do...

Com, yellow do...

mixed do. ..

Oiits, new white do . .

.

old white do. ..

Pork, mess per bbl.

Lard per lb,

Cotton do. .

,

Articles.

SO 10
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MarTcet prices offarm products—Continued.

Articles.

Chicago—Continued.

Com, rejected per lb

Oata, No 2 do .

.

rejected do.

.

Kj-e, No. 2 do..
rejected do.

.

Barley, Xo. 2 do .

.

rejected do.

.

Hay, timothy (on track) .per tou
prairie do .

Pork, iiic.ss per bbl
Beef, mess do .

extra mess do .

Lard p(>r lb
Butter, cboico dairy do .

.

fair to jjooil do.

.

Cheese,New Yorli factory, do.

.

Ohio, factory do..
"Wool, tub-washed do .

fleece-washed do .

.

pulled do. .

Floor, sujierfino per bbl
extras do .

.

choice do .

.

Wheat, spring per bush
red do..
white do..

Com, mixed do..
yellow do..
white do..

Oats, white do..
mixed do .

.

Rye do..
Barley do .

.

Hay per ton
Pork, mess per bbl
Lard, tierce per lb

ken; do..
Butter, choice do.

.

medium to fair do.

.

Cheese, Ohio factory do..
New York do.

.

northwest'n fact'y - do .

.

Cotton, middling do .

.

Tobacco, lugs per cental
common leaf do.

.

medium to good leaf,

per cental
"Wool, tub-washed per lb

unwashed do.

.

Price.

?0 34
2.iJ

20f
5j
46
67
38

15 00
10 00
11 CO
9 00
10 00

to SO
to
to
to
to
to
to

344

2:!i

21

IG .

14i
13
57
30
44

5 00
6 00
8 00
1 15
1 40
1 55

36A

29

27i
57
55

14 00
14 50

94
lOi
25
20

14i
14$
141
18

8 00
8 25

68i
48

to 17 00
to 11 50
to 15 00
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

28
22

15J
14
64
53
47

5 75
7 50
9 50
1 25
1 85
1 90

42

28
70

1 00
to 22 00
to 14 75

9i
11
27
23
15

15i
15
18}

9 25
9 75

10 00 to 11 50
58 to 09
30 to 38

Articles.

NEW ORLEANS.

Plour , superfine per bbl

.

extras do .

.

choice do.
Com, white per bush

yellow do.
mixed do.

Oats, ordinary do.
prime to choice do.

Hay, prime per ton
choice do

Pork, mess per bbl
Beef, nies.s, (Texas) do
Lard, tierce per lb

keg do..
Butter, choice western do.

.

Goshen do..
Cheese, choice western do.

.

New York cream, .do.

.

western reserve., .do.

.

Cotton, good ordinary do.

.

low middling to good
middling per lb.

Tobacco, lugs do
low leaf do,

medium leaf do..

SAN FR^lNCISCO.

Flour, superfine per bbl.
extra super do...
higher grades do. .

.

"Wheat, State per cental
Oregon do...

Corn, white do. .

.

yellow do. -

.

Hay, State .per ton
Pork, mess per bbl

prime mess do.

.

Beef, moss do...
Lard per lb
Butter, overland do..

.

California do...
Oregon do..

Chee.se do .'.

.

"Wool, native do.

.

California do..
Oregon do.

.

Price.
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MONTHLY REPORT,

Department of Agriculture,
Statistical Division, December 21, 1872.

Sir : I herewith present for publication a digest of returns of correspond-

ence, showing the average yield per acre and price of each principal

crop in the counties of the several States, with a statement of the con-

dition and qualtity of certain farm crops ; also a record of prices of farm

products in the principal cities, and current statistical data, and the re-

sults of investigations in the several divisions of the Department,

liespectfully,

J. E. DODCxE,

^
Statistician.

Hon.Frederick Watts,
Commissioner.

AVERAGE YIELD AND HOME PRICE OF FARM CROPS.

Yield per acre.—The average yield of corn per acre, as reported by
correspondents, stands highest in Iowa, 40.8 bushels, the Illinois aver-

age being hj9.G, that of Indiana 39.8, and of Ohio 39.5. Tlie average of

the States of the fortieth paralled is within a fraction of 40 bushels,

those of Pennsylvania and Nebraska being 39 bushels, and that of New
Jersey 39.5 bushels. New England, with her garden-patches of corn, re-

turns 31 bushels for Massachusetts and Rhode Island, 32.2 for Connec-
ticut, 36.1 for Maine, and 38.2 for New Hampshire. In New York thd
average presented is 37.5. Texas makes the highest southern average,
28.5 bushels, declining to 24.3 in Arkansas, and 24 in Tennessee, and to

17.5 in Mississippi, to 13 in Georgia ; the lowest average being 9.6 in

Florida.
The highest wheat returns are those of Minnesota, California, and

Texas ; the lowest are those of South Carolina, the range being from 6.4

to 18.7 bushels per acre. The rate is materially higher in the Gulf coast
States than in the Southern Atlantic States, increasing from Georgia
westward.
The rate of yield for rye stands lowest in South Carolina, and highest

in California, the range being from 6.2 bushels to 29.1 bushels. A ref-

erence to the tables will show the variation in these averages, which
are in most cases higher than those of wheat.
The highest average for oats is 40 bushels for Nebraska ; the lowest

is 8 bushels for South Carolina. Averages ranging from 40 down to 30
bushels come in the following order : Nebraska, Iowa, California, Min-
nesota, Illinois, Ehode Island, Vermont, Connecticut, Missouri, Pennsyl-
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vania, WisconsiD, New Hampshire, Texas, Kansas, Indiana, Ohio, and
Michigan.
Kansas makes an average of 28.2 bushels for barley, and West Vir-

ginia 11.5. The only averages above 100 bushels of potatoes per acre
are those of Minnesota, Texas, Oregon, Connecticut, Vermont, Massa-
chusetts, and North Carolina.

The averages for hay range from seven-tenths of a ton i)i Maryland
to 1.45 tons in Illinois.

Average rates of yield for other crops are presented in detail in the
tables.

Prices.—Prices of cereals rule comparatively low, corn especially
bearing prices that can scarcely repay the expense of cultivation in many
of the Western States. Where fuel is scarce and dear, the old prac-

tice of burning corn has been revived. In some instances it has been
economically used in manufactories. There is a wide range of prices in

the several counties in a State, those ujion through lines of railroad
showing higher rates; but wider differences are caused by disparities

between local supply and demand. There are new counties in frontier

regions, with small i^roduction and increasing j)opulation from immigra-
tion, in which prices are almost as high as in eastern cities.

Averaging the local iirices of corn, the lowest rate is 18 cents per
bushel in Nebraska and Iowa, while that of Kansas is 22, and Illinois

24. Going eastward it rises to 29 in Indiana, 34 in Ohio, 60 in Pennsyl-
vania, and 62 in New Jersey. The range in New England is from 84 in

Vermont to 95 in New Hampshire. The average for New York is 70
cents. One bushel of corn in Massachusetts appears to be worth five in

Iowa. In the South the rate is highest in Florida, at $1.20 per bushel,
and lowest in Texas, 43 cents. The price increases from Delaware to

South Carolina, the rates being, in their order, respectively, 55, 57, 58,

62, and 96 cents ; in Alabama 78, Georgia 86, and 88 in Mississippi and
Louisiaiui.

The averages for wheat range between $1.95 in Massachusetts and 74
cents in Oregon, the next lower being, respectively, 78 cents for Nebraska,
S,:^ for Minnesota, and 85 for Iowa. The crop being poor in Kansas and
lilissouri, local prices average in those States respectively, $1.42 and
$1.41, about the same as in Tennessee and West Virginia.

For detailes of prices of rye, barley, oats, potatoes, hay, &c., refer-

ence is made to the tables.

CONDITION OF THE CROPS.

CORN.

At the close of the season, the crop ripened, mostly gathered in all

parts of the country, and a sufficient amount of it "shucked" to deter-

mine its quality, it is manifest that a product as large as that of 1870
(not that of 1869, as reported in the census, which was a i^artial failure)

has been produced. When the returns from distant points are com-
l)!eted, and calculations are perfected, it is probable that a crop of about
1,100,000,000 bushels will be indicated. Its intrinsic value in propor-
tion to quantity is also somewhat larger than usual, the quality being-

above an average. Very little failed to ripen. Greater success than
usual has attended efforts at corn-growing at high elevations, as in the
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Kocky Mountain area, though it was injured at many points by frost,

and is not deemed a safe crop at elevations of 5,000 feet north of 39°,

In the Carolinas the bottom-lands wore in many i)laces too wet for a
crop, either in yield or quality, while the uplands gave results which
were scarcely ever surpassed. As is ever the case, there were late plant-

ings in all sections which were either injured by drought or failed of fall

condition and perfect maturity. There were in all the States fields

undraiued, in bad tilth, or suffering from poverty, which were partial

failures, though the fructifying rains and generous warmth of the sea-

son went far to make amends fpr the cultivator's negligence.

The returns of " product compared witli last year," which take into

consideration both area and rate of yield per acre, average above 100 iu

all but seven States, viz : Rhode Island, 96 ; Delaware, 92 ; Maryland, 98

;

Virginia, 93; Florida, 87 ; Wisconsin, 99 ; Minnesota, i;8. Those giving
an increase are, Maine, 113; New Hampshire, 108; Vermont, 114; Massa-
chusetts, 103; Connecticut, 105; New York, 110; New Jersey, 120; Penn-
sylvania ,115 ; North Carolina, 110 ; South Carolina, 108

; Georgia, 118

;

Alabama, 123 ; Mississippi, 120; Louisiana, 130 ; Texas, 134 ; Arkansas,
109 ; Tennessee, 102 ; West Virginia, 106 ; Kentucky, 118 ; Ohio, 111

;

Michigan, 105 ; Indiana, 108 ; Illinois, 107 ; Iowa, 103 ; Missouri, 121

;

Kansas, 120; Nebraska, 105; California, 127; Oregon, 105. As the
comparison is made with the crop of last year, which was relatively

small in some States while large in others, these figures exhibit a wider
range than if the comparison were only with average condition or yield

per acre. The distinction should be observed between a report of " aver-

age condition" without reference to area, and aggregate product in

view both of area and rate of yield—a difference which some unusually
well-informed newspapers have of late failed to notice, thus making an
apparent discrepancy in our reports from an awkward blunder in quot-

ing them.
The following extracts from correspondence relate to quality of the

crop and peculiarities of its condition :

Maine.— York: Ears full. Sagadahoc: Reduced acreage, but better growth and ma-
turity of the crop. Cumberland: Acreage reduced, but more sweet corn planted for

canning; 2,000,000 cans put up, yieldiug to the farmer $00,000. Waldo: Excellent
quality. Somerset: Never better. Aroostook: Crop good iu .spite of wet; first frost iu
the middle of October.
Massachusetts.— Worcester: Crop good and sound. Franklin: Molded badly in

the shock. Norfolk: Quantity average; better ripened than usual.
Rhode Isl^vnd.— Washington : Reduced in quantity on sod-laud 5 jier cent, by white

worms ; depreciated iu quality 10 per cent, by wet.
Connecticut.—New London: Crop better than for years, though injured by wet.

Litchfield : Extraordinary growth of stalks, and eared well.

New York.—Delatnare: Full growth, but delayed in gathering by wet. Kings : The
county does not raise half enough corn for home consumption. Colnmhia : Sound and
good. Chemung: Average acreage; quality tine; large acreage of corn saved for fod-
der. Albany: Splendid and well-matured crop. Steuben: Crop good; conditions
nnusnally favorable. Warren: Sound and bright. Erie: All sound. Chaatauqiia

:

Ripe and sound. Ontario : Great crop. Rockland : Crop unusually large and tine.

Onondaga : Suiiered from wet, but a superior crop.
New Jersey.—Sussex: Good as ever known ; scarcely a poor field to be seen. Bur-

lington: Ripened better than last year. Warren: Above average; plump, solid, sound,
and heavy. Gloucester: Crop almost unprecedented. Hudson: Better than was antici-
pated; frost delayed.
Pennsylvania.—Lawrence: Crop good, but injured by wet. L%nc.:ister : Average;

would have been greater but for wind-storms. Mifflin : Very good. Crawford : Never
letter. Armstrong :. Husked in good order; that part of the crop replanted on account
of cut-worms is quite soft. Union : Average ; would be more but for storms lodging
it on the ground. Montgomery: Large, and generally good. Chester: Crop large and
sound. Bucks: Never better; fodder will largely compensate the deficiency of hay.
Wayne: Husking delayed by wet. Centre: Abundant and well matured.
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Marylanp.—Baltimore: Reduced slightly "below average by drought ; Ijut this -will

be more than coiupensated by increased acreage and good quality. Caroline : Short-
ened a little, but excellent. WaaMngton : Better than was expected ; acreage increased.
Cecil: Early planted corn injured by drought; late i)lanted better.

Virginia.—Powhatan: Crop short but supplemented by heavy oak-mast, nttsyl-
vania : Slight increase in product and quality. Fluvanna: Shortened by drought:
Middlesex: Improved 10 per cent, since last report; quality good, but quantity still

below average. Nelson: Shortened by drought. Stafford: Severely injured by
drought. Shenandoah: Reduced by drought. Madison: Excellent on bottom-lands;
iudifl'ereut on high lands. Highland: Never better. Washington: Crop fell off from
drought. Craig: Affected by drought. King and Queen : Disastrously short ; our main
staple. Lancaster : Shortened by drought. Buckingham : Ruined on high ground

;

splendid on lowland. Cumberland: Greatly improved by late rains. King George

:

Poor yield. Frince Edward : Five per cent, above last year. Fauquier : Better than
was expected, on account of thorough cultivation. Fairfax: Somewhat injured by
warm fall and rain. Henrico: Not so good as was last reported. Gloucester: Injured
by severe drought. Bockingham : Good yield in spite of drought. Westmoreland : Ex-
ceedingly sniail crop ; shortened by the terrible drought. Southampton : Suffered from
drought and neglected for cotton.

North Carolina.— Chowan: Good. Bladen: Heavy and good. Greene: Ten per
cent, below average. Gaston : Uniformly good ; 20 per cent, above average. Meck-
lenlurgh : Twenty-five per cent, greater yield than last year. Bowan: Best crop in
twenty-four years ; excellent weather for gathering. Alexander: Bottom crops below
average ; upland crops above. Allamance : Best crops in ten years. Pereiuimans: Full
average and good. JVilkes : Bottom crops average; ujdands one-sixth above. Stokes:

Not so good on bottoms, but better than usual on uplands. Buncombe : Extraordinary
crop, flinty, sound, and heavy. Iredell: Best crop in fifteen years. Stanley: Good in

spite of early insect raA'ages; especially fine on bottoms. Edgecombe: Ears light.

Jackson : Gathers beyond expectation.

South Carolina.—Fairfield : More sound corn than in any season since 1864. Green-
ville : Neglected, as usual, for cotton. Clarendon:. Full crop in some sections; in

others two-thirds : Orangeburgh: Gathers well'. Chester : Crop 50 per cent, greater and
25 per cent, better than last year. Bichland : Unusually good.
Georgia.—Muscogee : Acreage and yield the same as last year; poor crop. McDuffie

:

Best crop for years. Cobb : Good corn season ; better yield than last year, but on a re-

duced average. Walton: Heaviest crop for many years. Clayton: Upland corn good,
bottom corn injured by wet. Wilkes: Full average and fine. Whitfield: Largest crop
for years. Clay: Fifteen per cent, above last year, and of better quality. Liberty:

Short though protracted drought, and injured by a storm; quality better than last year.

Schley : Shortened by drought, but quality as good as last year.

Florida.—Leon : Less in product but better in quality. Orange : Shortened by
drought one half. Columbia: Short but good. Taylor: Five per cent, below average
in quality.
Alabama.—Morgan : Crops would have been unparalleled but for a partial flood dur-

ing the summer. Colbert : Crop exceeds last year in spite of storm and drought; this is

attributed to early planting and improved cultivation. Chambers: Improved in quan-
tity and quality. Montgomery: Good crop in quantity and quality. Macon: One of the

best crops ever raised. Lawrence : Good in quantity and quality. Tuscaloosa : Good
yield and quality. Bandolph: Better than last year.

Mississippi.—Kemper : Best crop for years. Jefferson : Large and superior yield.

Tazoo : Late planted, but with favorable weather the yield was large. Bankin : Nearly
every planter has raised corn enough for his own demand. Tishemingo : Injured by
drought. Wilkinson: Full average and in good condition. Wayne: Injured by drought.
Louisiana.—Franklin : Both early and late very good. Lafourche: Not so many eafs

to the stalk, but more grain and less shuck. Carroll : Good in quantity and quality.

Texas.—Lampasas: Full crop. Austin: One of the best crops ever raised in the
country. Gonzales : But little injured by the severe drought. Fayette: Exceedingly
good in quantity and quality. Coryell : Some farms made as high as 65 bushels per
acre. Burnet: Very abundant ; some farms double last year's crop. Marion: 10 per
cent, above average ; acreage about average. Kaufman : 200 per cent, of last year's

crop and heavier. Upshur: Improved in quantity and quality. Travis: Never better.

Bed Biver : Good. Busk : Not so good ; ears short and husks long. Craven : Good.
Henderson : Corn abundant ; mast light.

Arkansas.—Fulton : Damaged by squirrels. Jackson : Reduced by squirrels and
blackbirds. Arkansas: Crop made before the drought set in. Montgomery: Increased
acreage ; early i)lanted good ; late i)lauted short. Washington : Matured before the
drought.
Tennessee.—Jackson : Early plantings good ; later ones light. Blount : Crops made

before the drought. Gibson : Early crops good ; later ones short. Bhea : Well ripened
and sound. Madison; Quality improved by dry weather. JJyer; Unusually large crop;
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bej-ond Lome tleinantl. Lincoln : Hea-vy and good. * Bradley : Far superior, to last year's

crop. JScrier: Good in spite of drought. Greene: Lighter than last year. Coffee:

Ahove average, though shortened by drought. Hardin : Early crops gathering better
than "was expected; ; late crops lighter. Monroe : Good, though somewhat spotted.
Giles: Mostly gathered in. fine condition. Feniress : Increase both in acreage and yield;
best quality ; 40 to 50 cents jier bushel. Wayne : Early corn better than expected

;

late crops light.

West Virginia.—Tyler: Shortened by drought; quality good. Jefferson: Acreage
increased 8 per cent, and yield per acre 5 percent. Broolce : Irregular; some tields

only a half crop ; mostly saved from frost; fodder good. Braxton: Good. Pocahontas:
Ripening finely in good fall weather. Monongalia : Got in in good order in the fine

weather.
Kentucky.—Ousley : Very fine. Shelhy: Drought cut down late corn very low.

Scott : Early crop average ; late corn but half a crop. Russell : Best crop for many
years. McLean : A most prosjjerous corn year. Lincoln : Croi> good and well matured.
Lanrel: Never better. Hardin: Large crop; 30 cents per bushel. Graves: 20 per
cent, above average

;
good quality. Anderson : Below average, light aud chaffy.

Ohio.—Athens : Large crop. DarTce : Very heavy and well matured. Logan : Very
large crop. Fulton: Splendid crop. Warren: Average; better on uplands thau bot-
toms. Tuscarawas : Well matured. Lorain : Large yield ; weU matured. Boss : Splen-
did crop. Pickaway : Light but sound. Morrow : Largest yield for years

;
quality

good. lAcTiing : Largest crop yet raised. Hancock : Crop saved by later rains
;
gath-

ered in good condition. Franklin: General crop never so heavy; selliug at 25 cents
per 70 pounds. Delaware : Never better ; harvested in good order ; brings 30 cents at
the railroad. Crawford: Good; ripened before frost; probably a larger quantity in the
county than at any time in five years. Coshocton : Above average in quantity and
superior in quality. Ashland: Crop large and excellent. Adams: Somewhat shortened
by drought since August, but well matured by the late season. Brown : Escaped frost,

but loose on the cob and chaffy. -
Michigan.— Washtenaw: No. 1 in quantity and quality. Van Buren : Seriously

aflected by drought. Ottawa : Shortened by backw ard spring and subsequent drought.
Oakland : Crop would have been much larger but for cut-worms. Mason : Fine.
Lenawee : Abundant and good. Jackson : Recovered from the cut-worm injuries early
in the season ; well ripened. Clinton : Increased acreage and improA(ed condition.
Mecosta : Good in spite of drought. Antrim : Good crop.

Indiana.—NoMe : Where not replanted the crop was never better. Montgomery :

Fine in the ear, but lighter in the gram than last year. Marion : Crop large, but lighter
in weight than last year. Madison : Very fine and abundant. La Grange : Decreased
by drought. Hamilton : Excellent and in good condition. Decatur : Corn not well
cultivated, on account of wet, in April and May, but the fine weather of June and
July secured an average cro]) in quantity, though 5 per cent, below average in quality.
Steuben : Below average ; many fields destroyed by the grub-worm. Hancock : Excel-
lent. Clay : Injured by wet July and dry fall. Morgan : Yield increased, but quality
deteriorated. Owen : As good as any former crop, and double of last year ; the rains
came promptly at each critical time. Scott: Shortened 20 per cent, by drought.
Franklin : A little better than last year, and the best in forty years.

Illinois.— Whiteside : Heavy and good. Winnebago : Matured in the best possible
condition. Tazewell: Matured finely before frost. Saint Clair: Deteriorated by drought.
Stephenson : Largest and best crop ever raised. Putnam : Somewhat damaged by being
blown down. Ogle : Very good quality. Madison : Prematurely ripened. Macoupin :

Matured before frost. Livingston : Low prices—12 cejats—requires four bushels to get
one to market. Lroqnois : Filled on the coli from one end to the other; perfectly ma-
tured before frost. Grundy: Abundant, with one-fourth of last year's crop on hand;
high freights reduce prices. Douglas : Gathered in good condition ; low prices. Cook

:

Best crop in thirty-tive years. Clinton : Injured by chinches. Champaign : Early-
planted corn better than last year ; late crops frosted. Perry : Reduced by chinches.
Cass : Full average in spite of lack of cultivation on account of rain at the opening of
the season. Franklin : Injured by drought and chinch-bugs. Lee : Splendid com
season. Mason : Good, though damaged by winds. Fayette : Good, and well saved.
Clark : Full average everywhere ; especially fine in sand-prairies.
Wisconsin.—La Fayette: Propitious corn season. Saint Croix : Matured better than

iisual. Green Lake : Fair and well ripened. Calumet : Later part of the season espe-
cially favorable. Pierce : Well ripened. Outagamie : Greatly damaged by cut-worms.

Minne!sota.—Steele : Had a poor start, but recovered and ripened well. Wright

:

Well ripened, but rather small. Fillmore: Best crop yet grown. Redwood: Much corn
replanted ; injured by blackbirds.

Iowa.—Tama : Bottom corn injured by high water in June. Muscatine : Average
quality. Monona : Injured by storm July 19. Marion : Injured in some localities

by chinches. Lee: Matured well on upland aud dry soils. Jackson: Ripened too
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rapidly; loose on the cob. Howard: Good. Clinton: Great crop. Benton: Last
year's crop one of the best ever raised ; this year's, 30 per cent, better.

Missouri.—Scott : Early corn, average ; late, nearly a failure. Platte : Finest crop in

ten years. Phelps: Injured by chinches. Newton: Less than last year, but sound and
good. Mercer: Superior to all crops raised during late years. Linn: Largest and best
crop ever raised ; sells at 15 to 20 cents per bushel. Lincoln : Crop well saved. Holt:
Extraordinary crop, even for this region. Harrison: Well matured ; better in quality
than last year, but shorter. Greene : Crop very large, but grain somewhat light.

Chariton: Fiue corn season. Cass: Good in quantity and quality. Caldwell:
Splendid crop where well tilled. Cajje Girardeau: Not uniformly good, but a
general average. Clay : Good condition. Balls : Excellent and more abundant than for

live years past. Saivt Clair : Very light, owing to late planting and dry fall. Pemiscot:

Did not fill out well. Franklin : Good quality. Lane : Larger than for ten years.

Maries: Injured by chinches.

Kjvnsas.— Woodson: Unprecedented crop. Washington: All crops good. Eiley

:

Largest and best crop yet raised. Nemaha : Heavy and dull, sale at 15 cents per
bushel. Lyon : Magnificent crops. Labette : Sod crops—one-fourth the whole—below
last j^ear's yield. Jefferson: Late planted on account of wet, but redeemed by the fine

weather of September and October; cribbed in excellent order. Crawford : Late corn
failed to mature well; earlier crops good. Cloud: Light and shrunken on the cob.

Douglas : One of the heaviest crops ever produced in Kansas
;

price 20 cents per
bushel. Livn : Very large crop. Pepullic : Corn identj' ; late planted generally worm-
eaten. Coff'ey: Large and sound crop, but portions of it poorly cultivated on account
of rain. Miami: In bad condition for gathering, having been twisted by a hurricane
in September.
Nebraska.— Thayer: Crop would have been extra but for grasshoppers. Nemaha:

Corn harvest weather fine. Washington : Superior to any former crop both in quantity
and quality. Cass : Well matured.
California.— San Bernardino : Abundant and cheap

; $1 per cental sacked; no de-
mand. Amador: Satisfactory in (j^ality and quantity. Coxfra Costo: Quality excellent.

Sacramento : Blighted by northwest winds early in the season, hence the crop is short.

Oregon.—Linn : Average quality. Douglas : Turns out better than was expected ;

stood the drought better than any other crop. Clackamas : Frequent showers brought
out the crop fiuely.

Utah.—Box Elder : Good except where injured by frost. Cache : Injured by late

frost. San Pete : Too cold for corn this year'; many farmers feeding their crop as

fodder without husking.
Colorado.—Larimer: Injured by early frost.

Dakota.—Clay: Damaged by grasshoppers. Bonhomme: Injured by grasshoppers.
Minnehaha : Well matured.
Arizona.—Yuma: Increased culture; crops averaging 50 bushels j)er acre are re-

ported.
Washington.— Thurston : Only used in the green state for roasting. King Philip

will ripen in favorable localities. Minnesota sweet has been introduced and sells for

half a dollar jter ear.

COTTOK

The present may be classed with tlie uupropitioiis seasons for cotton
production, but it is not a more unfavorable year than the preceding
one. It has been productive of somewhat less than average results,

not from a failure of the " stand " of plants, nor from excessive cold and
moisture in the spring so repressive of growth in cotton and preventive
of clean culture, but from the wider prevalence of insect depredations,
and from local droughts of more or less severity. The plant has been
earlier in maturing than usual, and quicker to decay, leaving less for

destruction by frosts, which have somewhat anticipated their average
date of appearing. In the Carolinas and Georgia, fertilizers have aided
in advancing the period of maturation. Eeturns since November have
not advanced the crop prospects of the season, but are not of such a
character as to change materially the estimate derived from the ISio-

vember returns.

The November digest of tabular and other returns, the substance of

which was telegraphed to the press last month, is as follows

:

The weather has been fine for picking. Frosts have been earlier than
usual in the more northern States ; but an earlier maturity of the plant
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is indicated everywhere, and the past month has been quite favorable

for the development of the maturing bolls, while the returns of the con-

dition since August have been much below the average. They have
been higher than those of the corresponding months of the previous and
very unfavorable season, averaging in October, 82 against 7(>, and in

September, 91 against 81. The November returns give the indicated

total ])roduct in comparison with the small crop of 1871, and tlie aver-

age made is about 10 per cent, increase, with an area in cultivation

larger by 12 to 13 per cent. The greatest losses from the prevalence of

the army and boll worm are found in Florida and Alabama. In Louis-

iana, Mississippi, and Georgia local damage has been heavy. In Arkan-
sas a material reduction of the yield was caused by drought in July and
August. The comparison by States with last year's crop is as follows:

North Carolina, 121; South Carolina, 124; Georgia, 119; Florida, 102;

'

Alabama, 111; Mississippi, 112; Louisiana, 121; Texas, 12G; Arkansas,

115; Tennessee, 110, Missouri, Virginia, Illinois, and other States

which together produced 55,000 bales in 1860, and in which cotton cul-

ture was stimulated in several subsequent years, now scarcely yield 10

per cent, of that amount.
The total production, as indicated by the returns of the first week in

November, is made very nearly 3,450,000 commercial bales. At that

date, apparently 25 to 30 per cent, of the crop, or nearly 1,000,000 bales,

remained to be picked, and subject to the vicissitudes of the weather,

which might decrease the annual aggregate by beating storms, or

slightly enlarge it by a favorable season for opening and gathering the

fiber of the top crop. The indicated product of fiber per acre returned

from each county makes tlie following averages for each State, viz

:

North Carolina, 173 pounds ; South Carolina, 182 ; Georgia, 180 ; Florida,

125; Alabama, 170; Mississippi, 200; Louisiana, 215; Texas, 220;
Arkansas, 170; Tennessee, 190. The area of cotton, as calculated from
the returns of 1872, is as follows: In North Carolina, 450,629; South
Carolina, 570,652; Georgia, 1,311,331; Florida, 158,099; Alabama,
1,387,972; Mississippi, 1,537,618; Louisiana, 940,218; Texas, 914,269;

Arkansas, 093,515 ; Tennessee, 518,605. In calculating the indicated

product, the average bale is estimated at 465 pounds.
On the basis of former estimates of acreage, and the November re-

turns of production, the indicated yield per acre and product in pounds
(which should be received as an unbiased rendering of returns of cor-

respondents at that date, rather than an authoritative prediction of

what the crop, when fully gathered, will prove to be) is as follows

:

states.
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pounds of tlie total number of bales of cotton produced in each county,

divided by tlie number of acres cultivated, and includes all for 'which

the groweV was paid—cotton, bagging and ties.

The following extracts from correspondence will illustrate local con-

ditions of this crop

:

ViKGiNiA.

—

Frince George : Cotton largely substituted for pea-nuts ; has not answered
expectations. Southampton : Shortened by drought, but tine; 11,550 pounds seed-cotton

yielded 3,993 of lint.

North Carolina.—Chowan : Eeduced by drought and rust beyond all expectation.

Bladen: Yield below last year, but increased acreage u;ay bring up the aggregate.

Currituclc : Slightly damaged by rust. Pasquotank: Yield one-third short. Greene:

Crop shortened by several causes ; many top-bolls did not open. Mnrlhorough : Yield

after all deductions about equal to last year, with 10 per cent, more acreage; killing

frost October 12 and 13, a month earlier than last year. Gaston : Our high hopes fully

realized. MecMenlurgh : Better than expected, though early frost was injurious. Moore:
Four-fifths picked and one-half marketed ; fine picking season. Cumherlatid : Acreage
and yield increased 5 per cent, each ; scarcity of hands ; frost and rains render much
of the later crop yellow or stained. Franklin : Not so good as was expected, but
increased acreage will probably bring up the aggregate of last year. Sampson : Much
cotton unpicked for lack of hands. Fcrquimans : Acreage double, making the product
40 per cent, greater than last year. Cotton gathered before late rains yielded 175 pounds
per acre ; that gathered since only 125 pounds. fFaAre: Crop better than was expected
though late bolls dried up. Stanley : Short over one-fifth

;
plants were loaded with

green bolls October 15, and utterly destroyed by frost. Edgecombe : Acreage 20 per

cent, short and quality reduced 5 per cent., but it is thought the actual yield will be
equal to last year. Caterpillars appeared in several places August 18, and did much
damage. Onslow: Late plantings cut down one-half. Alexander: Acreage small but
increased

;
greater average yield per acre.

South Carolina.—Clarendon: Nearly all gathered in good order; about one-fourth

still standing, which will be injured by the raiu now falling. GreenrUle : Planters ex-

pected 25 cents a pound, but got only 14 to 16 cents ; many badly in debt for provisions,

&c. Fairfield : Prospect greatly declined since August ; heat and drought, with cold

nights, cut short the late bolls except on moist lands, and these were taken by a heavy
frost October 14. Still the aggregate yield will be above that of 1871. Chester: A
third of the crop still ungathered and wasting. Lexington : Crop matured earlier than
ever before, and has been more closely picked; quality fine, gathered before frost;

nearly all ready for market. Xewlerry : Fine weather for picking, which is much earlier

than usual, securing a finer quality of cotton. Barnn-ell : Late crops frosted. Orange-

biergh : Nearly all gathered, cut short, by worms and early frost. Richland: Better

than last year.

Georgia.—Z)oo7// ; Shortened by drought. Muscogee : Shortened by rust, extremes

of drought and wet, and caterpillars; m many places very poor. McDvffie : Good
picking season. Oglethorpe: Crop opened and gathered with unexampled rapidity,

owing, probably, to dry fall and copious use of fertilizers. Colb : Season good and
crop 50 per cent, above average. Lee : Last picking unexpectedly poor : ^rop will

make a bale to seven acres. Walton : Above average ; best since 1860. Brooks : Nearly

gathered ; best crop for years. Greene : Large number of bolls frost-killed. Macon :

Below average. Twiggs: Crop will average probably 112 pounds lint per acre. Clayton:

Seriously injured by early frost. Chattooga : Unmatured bolls injured by frost in Octo-

ber. Wilkes : Has done much better than was expected ; fine picking w eather. Fut-

nam : Better than last reported ; caterpillars too late to do much damage. Fayette

:

Materially injured by frost October 15 ; four-fifths gathered. Clay : Better than last

report. Liberty : Injured by caterpillars
;
good weather for picking. Fike : Drought

in May prevented cotton from coming up in time to escape frost. Kewton : Frost dis-

astrous to cotton, especially to late plantings on bottom-lands. Whitfield : Yield and
quality good.
F1.0UIDA.—Columbia: Sea-island cotton injured 20 per cent, by drought and cater-

pillars. Gadsden : Half an average. Suwannee : Cotton all in on account of caterpillars.

Alabama.— TTaZA-e?' : Crop would have exceeded that of last year but for the cotton

caterpillar, which cut it oil' one-third ; average increased. Colbert : Crop will exceed

last year's in spite of drought and army-worm, but the quality will be depreciated

;

picking slow; much will be left in the field; better cultivation than formerly. Cham-

bers : Would have exceeded last year's crop but for caterpillars and early frost, Octo-

ber 14
;
yield equal to last year. Montgomery : Full average; 10 per cent, better than

last year; market quality of crop above average ; 150 pounds lint per acre. Crenshaw:

Cut off by worm, rust, and drought
;
gathered a month or six weeks early. Macon :

Planters disappointed by the yield; fine picking season. Lawrence: Probably above

average; quality excellent; good picking season. Tuscaloosa: Poor crop; drought
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prematurely opened, the bolls left by tlie caterpillar. liandoJph : Half crop ; better
"where ejuaiio was used. «?'*"-»•;

MiSiSissiiTi.

—

Yazoo: Yield probably equal to last year. Jasper: Sprin^^ drought
injured crops on black land. Warren : Prospects of the crop improved by lino picking
season. Grenada : The crop not much injured by the severe drought. liankin: Good
season; crop from 100 to 400 pounds per acre.. Tishemingo: Fine picking season
enhanced the yield. De Soto : Better than wan expected. YaJabusha : Fine weather
maturing all the bolls. Coahoma: Sutiered from spring rain, summer drought, and
slovenly cultivation ; matures six weeks earlier than usual, and too rapidly to be well
gathered. Hinds: Dry fall enhanced the yield. Wayne: Cut short by drought, boll-

worm, and caterpillar. Kemper: Shortened by drought and caterpillars. Winston:
Early bottom crops gopd, but late plantings and upland plantings poor. Holmes : Fine
picking season ; crop short, but yields lint in large i>roportiou and of superior quality.

Jefferson : Yield larger than last year.

Louisiana.—Tangipahoa: Short crop. Madison: Damaged by worms and drought

;

fine picking weather increased the yield 10 per cent. Franklin : Shortened by drought
and caterpillars, but better than was anticipated ; average yield, 200 pounds of lint

per acre. £ast Baton liouge: The most favorable picking season ever known, bringing
the yield up to last year's. Morehouse : Fine weather improved the crop 25 per cent.

Carroll: Prospect improved ; but little will be lost. Claiborne: Three-fourths of a crop
well housed. (^

-

Texas.—Henderson : Nearly all gathered. Craven : Three-fourths average ; shortened
by frost. Eusk : Mostly gathered

;
yield 70 pounds lint on uplands, and 120 on

bottoms. Bed River : Lint heavy in prairie and bottom crops; lighten sandy soils,

reducing the average
;

yield goofl. Upshur : Larger proportion of lint ; crop one-
fourth less than last year. Kaufman : Better than was expected; most upland classed

as good ordinary; yield per acre less than last year, but the acreage is nearly double.
Marion : Less than half a crop ; averages 100 pounds lint per acre. Dallas : Quality
unusually line. Burnet: Shortened one-half by drought. Fayette: All the river-lands
well cultivated and early sown with the " Early Prolific " cotton-seed averaged 500
pounds lint per acre; uplands average about 300. Gonzales: Drought arrested the
ravages of the worm, and the fine open fall enabled farmers to gather the whole crop

;

some made a bale per acre ; whole crop averages half a bale. Bosque : Drought
shortened the crop from 500 to 300 pounds per acre. Austin : Yield better than was
expected. Burleson: Unusual proportion of lint—about a third of the whole; free

from dirt and trash.

Arkansas.—Fulton: Injured by drought. Craighead: Marketed earlier than last

year. Pulaski: Improved a little. Jackson: Shortened by drought in July and Au-
gust. Bradley: Injured by drought. Monroe: Damaged by drought more seriously
than was supposed. Montgomery : Shortened by drought.
Tennessee.— Gihson: Acreage increased

;
yield shortened by drought. Madison: A

bale to 4 acres. Dyer : Acreage increased, but yield per acre diminished. Lincoln

:

Yield average
;
quality excellent. Hardin : Better quality tha.n was expected. Giles

:

Yield better than was expected ; many crops range from 1,000 to 1,500 pounds seed-
cotton per acre.

Kentucky.—Bussell : Small patch produced 600 pounds per acre.

POTATOES.

The returns of correspondents point to a decrease of 5 per cent, from
the product of last year, amounting to about sfe; millions of bushels.

The Western States, in which tliis crop has suffered for several years
from the ravages of the Colorado beetle, report diminishing losses from
this cause, and are the only States, North Carolina and Texas excepted,
reporting increased production. The averages are as follows : Maine,
05; New Hampshire, 80; Vermont, 8G; Massachusetts, 90; Rhode
Island, 92 ; Connecticut, 94 ; New York, 90 ; New Jersey, 75 ; Pennsyl-
vania, 95; Delaware, 75; Maryland, 75; Virginia, 92; North Carolina,

104; South Carolina, 87; Georgia, 89; Florida, 74; Alabama, 94;
Mississippi, 94 ; Louisiana, 85 ; Texas, 123 ; Arkansas, 93 ; Tennessee,

100; West Virginia, 85; Kentucky, 101; Ohio, 90; Michigan, 101;
Indiana, 115; Illinois, 135 ; Wisconsin, 95; Minnesota, 127 ; Iowa, 109;
Missouri, 93 ; Kansas, 110 ; Nebraska, 104 ; California, 109 ; Oregon, 124.

Maine.— York: Potatoes injured in quantity and quality by excessive moisture, but
no rot. Sagadahoc: Considerable rot. Cumberland: Eotted both before and after

digging
;
price from 50 cents to $1. Waldo : Heat and moisture reduce the quantity of
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sound potatoes to about oue-half of last year. Somerset : Kalf a crop aud poor
Aroostook : Lighter aud poorer thau conmiou ; many rotten tubers.
New Hampshike.—Hilhhorough : Early planting of good quality, but considerable

Tot on low-lauds. Stafford : Keduced in quantity by rust and wet. Coos : Light and
poor crop.

Vermont.—Fra)iJ(lin : Rotted badly on some soils ; acreage and yield both reduced.
Orange : Early plantings best, but the rot almost universal ; not so destructive as in

1846; increased acreage. Orleans: Below average and considerably rotted.
Massachusetts.— Worcester: Rotten. Norfolk: Crop average in quantity, but de-

preciated by wet weather. Berkshire : Sulifered from dry weather in June, rot ia Sep-
tember, especially in highly mauured soils ; Early Rose and Peerless suffered most

;

other varieties not very greatly injured. Hampden: Very much injured by rain.

Rhode Island.— Washington : Reduced 10 per cent, iu quantity by summer drought

;

depreciated in quality.

Connecticut.—New London: Crop better than last year, though injured by the
vrhite and wire worms. Hartford: Excessive top-growth impoverished the tubers.

Litchfield : Not so good as last year.

New York.—Rockland: Below average, but of excellent quality. Ontario: Great
crop. Chatauqna : Below average, but sound and free from rot; 50 cents per bushel.

Erie: Acreage iucrease 1, but yield disappointing diggers; Colorado beetle appeared
October 20, eating small potatoes left in the hills. Warren: Small crop; injured by
Avhite grub; poor in quality. Genesee: Quality excellent. Steuben: Above the
average of several years. Albany : Not much over a half crop. Chemung : Smaller
than usual, owing to late rains. Columbia : Poor ; badly rotted and worm-eaten.
Seneca: Late varieties rotted by heavy rains during the digging-season. Delaware:
Run to vines with few tubers. Onandaga : Yield fine, but considerable rot.

New Jersey.— Warren: Crop short; quality average. Burlington: Poorer in quan-
tity aud quality than for several years. Hudson : Injured by drought, especially late

varieties; Peachblows most injured; Early Ruse did well.

Pennsylvania.—Elk : Crop poorer than was anticipated ; Early Rose and Peerless
rotted badly on low lauds. Juniata : Injured by rain ; rotted to some extent. Wayne :

Rain delayed potato-digging. Armstrong : Crop lai'gly run to top, but turns out more
tubers than last year, though not so dry or sound. Crawford: Not a full crop. Lan-
caster : Three-fourths of a crop and poor. iMivrence : The tubers injured by second
growth, making them soggy ; sweet potatoes better than usual.

Delaware.— Sxissex : Greatly benefited by late rains. /

Maryland.—Baltimore : Much reduced by drought ; early planted good ; late x>lanted

a. fiiilure. Caroline : Small crop ; sweet potatoes good.
Virginia.— Orange : Root crops fair ; sweet potatoes improved by September rains.

Fluvanna: Late crops short. Middlesex: Late crops suftered from drought ; sweet pota-

toes abundant aud iine. Nelson : Shortened by drought, but fair compared with last

year. Stafford: Severely injured by draught. Madison: Shortened by drought and
bugs; sweet potatoes very line. Highland: Remarkably fine. King and Queen: Defi-

cient yield. Cumberland : A complete failure. Prince George : Almost a failure. Fau-
quier : A failure ; sweet potatoes fine. Fairfax : Very fine ; especially Peach-blows.
Henrico: Early planted short ueaiiy a half; sweet potatoes very fine. Gloucester: A
failure; sweet potatoes short. Southhampton: Suffered from drought, but of excellent

quality.
North CxJiO^^^K.-J-Bladen: Sweet potatoes short but good. Greene: Sweet potatoes

almost a failure; too much rain iu the spring, and too dry in summer and fall.

Gaston : Sweet potatoes abuunant and fine. Mecklenburgh : Potato crop short. Ala-
mauce: Both kinds very fine. Iredell: Sweet potatoes excellent. Stanley: Late crops
suffered from drought. Onslow: Very poor ; not over a half-crop.

South Carolina.—Clarendon: Injured by drought. ' Orangeburgh: Shortened by
drought. Newberry: Almost a failure.

Georgia.— JFor//i : Injured by drought. Dooly: Short. Muscogee: Inferior. Mc-
Duffie : Best crop for years. Lee: Injured by drought and frost. Marion: Sweet
potatoes cut off by late drought. Hancock: Sweet potatoes a complete failure from
drought. Wilkes: Sweet potatoes greatly injured by drought. Whitfield: Cut off by
drought. Decatur: Short and poor. Liberty: Diseased by drought. Schley: Sweet
potatoes 50 per cent, short.

Florida.— Taylor: Twenty per cent, above average. Columbia: Sweet potatoes
shortened l>y drought. Leon: Injured hy drought in September aud October.
Alabama.— Walker: Sweet potatoes not so good as last year. Colbert: Potatoes

average; sweet potatoes failed for lack of rain at the right time. Montgomery : Short
but good. Tuscaloosa : Sweet potatoes unusually poor, both in yield and quality.

Calhoun: Injured by drought. Bandoljyh : Good yield iu spite of drought, and good
quality.

Mississippi.— Tishemingo: Sweet potatoes small and scarce. Williamson: Shortened
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by drouglit, bnt good. TVayne: Sweet potatoes injured by drought. Kemper: Sweet-
potato crop light. Jefferson: Crop small, but good.
Louisiana.—Tcuujipahoa : Sweet potatoes shortened by drought. Franklin : Both

kinds cut short two-thirds by drought. Lafourche : Sweet potatoes promise finely
;

acreage comparatively small. Carroll : Short but good.
Texas.—Ellis : No crop made ; not 100 bushels iu the county. Austin: Good sweet

potatoes ; half a crop. Coryell : Entire failure. Marion : Sweet potatoes a complete
failure. Kaufman: Almost a failure. Colfon : Deficiency of sweet jjotatoes, due to
scarcity of seed in the spring. Travis: Almost a failure. Eaak : Cutshort by drought.
Craven : Sweet potatoes fallen to a good average.
Arkansas.—Fulton: Sweet potatoes injured by drought. Crittenden: Sweet pota-

toes injured by drought. Bradley: Injured by drought. Washington: Sweet potatoes
injured by drought.
Tennessee.—Jaekson : Both kinds damaged by drought. Blount: Injured by

drought. Gibson: Better than for many years; sweet potatoes light. Rhea: Not so
good. Lincoln : Both kinds poor. Bradley : Late crops a failure ; sweet potatoes fair.

Bedford: Short and not so good. Monroe : Both kinds reduced by drought.
West Virginia.—Tyler: A great failure, both iu product and quality. Jefferson:

Both kinds greatly imytroved by a favorable late season and the delay of frost. Dod-
dridge : Injured by drought. Brooke: Not over a half crop

;
juice $1 per bushel.

Braxton : Good in quality and quantity. Focahontas : Large and good crop.
Kentucky.—McLean : Early potatoes good ; late are short ; sweet potatoes, average.

Livingston : Not one-half a stand. Lewis : Late crop short and indilferent. Graves :

Damaged by drought. Anderson : Affected by drought to some extent.
Ohio.—Athens: Crop nearly destroyed by drought and Colorado beetles. Darke:

Average with last j'ear ; sweet potatoes not so good as usual. Logan : Increased acre-
age and product. Fulton: Good crop. Tuscarawas: Late crop injured by Colorado
beetles; early crop fair. Lucas: Some fields injured by blight taking the vines and
stopping the growth of the tubers. Pickaway: Injured by drought. Morrow: Tolera-
ble; some second-growth; briiig .50 cents per bushel. Morgan: Badly injured by
potato-bugs. Meigs : Below average ; Colorado beetles. Licking : Late potatoes light..

Hancock: Avei'age, but some second-growth. Delaware: Yield enormous, but quality
not first rate. Crauford : Average ; sweet potatoes but little cultivated. Coshocton :

Early planted, average; later ones injured by bugs. Butler: Acreage and aggregate
yield reduced. Ashland: Materially shortened by bugs; but 10 per cent, above last
year. Brown ; Generally good.
Michigan.— Washtenaw : Some fields destroyed by Colorado beetles ; sweet potatoes

unusually abundant and fine. Van Buren : Affected by drought. Ottawa : Crop in-

jured by early drought and by excess of rain iu September. Lenawee : Light and poor
through drought. Jackson : Crop good till September 1, when the Colorado beetle
becomes very troublesome. Clinton: Injured by Colorado potato-beetles. Antrim:
Injured by a long, black bug, and by the Colorado bug. Van Buren : Mostly small.
Indiana.—Perry : One-third of a crop. Noble : Late crop good. Marion : Suffered

from drought early in the season ; Colorado beetle destructive of late crops. Madison:
Good ; sweet potatoes deficient through drought. Lagrange : Late potatoes have
grown since August 20, the rains then enabling them to get ahead of the potato-bugs

;

they have, in consequence of the delay, not well ripened. Gibson : Early Rose very
good ; Colorado bugs less numerous than last year. Decatur : Imperfectly cultivated

;

bugs trimmed the vines, but seasonable raiiis kept them growing. Steuben : Improved
crop of potatoes in consequence of decrease of Colorado beetles. Clay : Injured by
wet July and dry fall. Scott : Early potatoes good ; later crops damaged by drought.
Franklin : Sound; no rot, and but slightly injured by Colorado bugs; 45 to 60 cents
per bushel.

Illinois.—Early planted did well ; late crops mostly destroyed by bugs. Whiteside:
Extra heavy yield and good condition, 25 cents per bushel. Winnebago : Potato-bugs
gradually disappeared, leaving the crop to mature well. Tazeivell : Good yield and
quality. ^Saiwif CZair; Unusually abundant and good. Stephenson : 'ExceUent. Putnam:
Seasonable rains enabled potatoes to survive the ravages of the bugs after their disap-
pearance. Pulaski: Average cut down by frost. Pope: Shortened by drought and
frost. Ogle: Improved both in quantity and quality. Knox: Sweet potatoes have
had an unparalleled season of growth; they seem like the product of the Carolinas.
Cook : All the potatoes saved from the bug are saved at great cost. Bureau : Finest
crop for many years. Cass: Good season; bugs disappeared. Franklin: Late crops
destroyed by drought. Lee: Good potato-season. Mason: Good in quantity and
quality. Fayette: Both kinds abundant. Clark: Good potato-season and no bugs.
Wisconsin.—La Fayette: Fine potato-season. Fon du Lac: Light crop, through

drought. Saint Croix : Eot in some places
;
good in all wet lands. Pierce : Some rot.

Outagamie : Injured by bugs more than was supposed.
Kansas.— ff'oodson: Unprecedented crop and consequent low prices. Washington:

Plenty and good. Lyon: Both sorts would have been excellent if the frost had
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delayed two weeks. Jefferson : Crop uot so large as was expected, but of very fine

quality. Crawford: Potatoes fiae. Osa^fe: Very large potatoes and of excellent quality.
MepuMic: Damaged by bugs; sweet potatoes good. Coffee: Good and well saved.
Miami: Stored in good order.

Minnesota.—Steele : The great enemy of the potato has left us ; crop an old-fash-
ioned big one. Wright : Too heavy to pay for digging.
Iowa.—Tama : Tendency to rot. Muscatine : Fine crop but low prices—15 to 20

cents per bushel ; sweet potatoes becoming an important crop. Marion : Abundant,
but inferior in quality. Lucas : Shortened by warm dry weather. Lee : Late crops
f<hort through drought. IJardin : Seriously cut down by Colorado beetles for sevea
years, but this year they escaped. Tycks seedling bug-proof.
Missouri.—Schuyler : Sujierior. Phelps: Early crop good ; late shortened by drought.

Linn: Crop large and fine, but no market. Greene: Late crop inferior ; hot weather
ofAugust killed the vines. Chariton : Cut-worms swept sweet-potatoes ; nearly all the first

j)lanting destroyed. Cass: Good; late crops short but early ones plentiful. Caldwell:
Excellent and well saved. Cajie Girardeau : Early potatoes good ; late a failure.

Franldin : Early Eose and Goodrich of good quality ; late potatoes small. Lane : Sweet
potatoes a poor crop.

Nebraska.— Thayer: Entirely destroyed by blister-fly or potato-bug. Nemaha:
Shortened bj' drought in the latter part of the season. Washington : Superior yield and
quality. Cass : Good, though shortened by the beetle.

California.—San Bernardino : Good, and bring fair prices. Sonoma : Fully equal t©
any previous crop ; uinety cents per bushel ; sweet potatoes very abundant and cheap

;

forty-five cents per bushel; but when cooked are watery and deficient in sweetness.
Plumas : Excellent.
Oregon.—Linn: Enlarged and improved crop. Grant: Unusually fine ; best varie-

ties Early Eose, Goodrich, and Snowball. Douglas : Inferior in quality. Clatsop :

ISIore or less affected with rot. Clackamas : Frequent rains have brought out the crop
very finely. Columbia: Potato-rot general, affecting 10 per cent, of the crop; it is

feared that the sound potatoes will rot after digging.
Utah.—Morgan: Large crop; forty cents per bushel. Kane: Crop injured, by rains

'breaking the irrigating-ditches.

Colorado.—Laramie: Unaccountably poor.
Dakota.—Bonhomme : Crop large aud«tine.

HAY.

A small increase is iudicated over the crop of last year. The abun-
dant rains of June and July, in New England, assured a large crop,

which was of good quality, except when injured in making by wet
weather. An increased yield was obtained in New York and Pennsyl-
vania, in the Middle States, in South Carolina, Texas, and Arkansas, in

the South, and in all the Western States except Ohio. The aggregate
of the crop will probably be about 24,000,000 tons.

WINTER-GEAIN.

From notes of correspondence on the seeding and early growth of

winter-grain, it appears that drought has somewhat retarded seeding in

the South and West ; that the seed is slow in starting, generally small
in size, yet healthy in appearance. West of the Missouri, where winter-

wheat is planted, the young crop is more promising than in States east

of the Missouri. In all parts of the country, however, where the soil is

kept in good tilth, the plant is flourishing. In the comi>acted, undrained
soils, where drought is so injurious at seeding-time, we shall hear in

the spring of "freezing out" and a sickly growth of that which
retains any vitality. So far there is nothing to indicate anything ma-
terially better or worse than an average condition of the crop in

autumn, the usual local complaints of drought, fly, and chinch-bug pre-

vailing, as seen in the following desultory extracts:

Pennsylvania.—Cumberland : More promising than for many years. Lancaster :

Wheat lately sown is declining in condition under the influence of the weather; pros-
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I>ect poor. Cavibria : Growiug crops protected by a fine eiiow. Be7-lcs : Horse-diaeaae
iaterfored with plowing and seeding. York : Growing crops look remarkably well.

New York.—Chemung : Wheat sown lato through scarcity of labor ; hence not up to
an average. Eye, small crop, planted early, looks well. Otsego: Wheat looks well.

Genesee: Wheat looks well. Wyoming: Wheat looks well, but the acreage has been
reduced. .

Maryland.—Baltimore: Young wheat gi'owing luxuriantly; autumn favorable;
ground well prepared ; fertilizers freely used; large acreage of rye, which looks well.
Caroline: Wheat growth slow and poor; " Ushak Russian Bearded White," two years
from the Department, the best variety.
Virginia.— Warwick: Newly sown-wheat looks well; has had favorable weather.

Pulaski: Wheat looks poor; part did not come up well; crippled by drought. Amelia:
Lack of labor narrowed the area sown. Frederick: Early-sown wheat injured by th$
fly. Shenandoah : Early-sown wheat made a fine start, but in many fields was destroyed
by the 11y ;

preparation of soil good, but much of the grain put in too late and the
season too dry. Frincc Georgc^s : Late fall has brought the wheat to a full average
though some of the late seeded looks badly. Page : Wheat looks better than last year

;

more lime and manure used, and less of phosphates ; better cultivation ; wheat sown
before the 15th September has the fly to some extent, but not seriously. James City :

Wheat early sown and looks finely. King George: W^heat looks as well as usual;
heavy rains early in November. Louisa: Wheat sown late; weather not favorable;
hence it does not look so well as usual. Essex : Wheat injured by sharp cold weather
with high winds.
North C.4JJOLina.—Mecklenhurgh : Fine seeding season. McDowell: Fine seeding

season; twice as much wheat sown as last season. Moore: Fall seeding later than
usual on account of dry weather. Clarke : Early-sown wheat considerably injured by
the Hessian fly ; wheat not so aftected looks well. Perquimans : Wheat-culture going
backward. Yadkin ; Early-sown wheat looks well.

South Carolina.—Greenville': Wheat sown as late as November 20. Lexington :

Wheat not all sown, and little of that sown has come up ; weather very cold and un-
favorable to early growth. Chesterfield : Seeding backward.
Georgia.—Forsyth : Wheat-seeding late. Cobb : Wheat generally sown on cotton-

land, and hence not yet out of the ground.
Florida.—Gadsden : Increased area in oats, with improved preparation of soil.

Alabama.—Colbert : Much wheat will yet be sown, but the acreage will fall short of
last year.

Mississippi.—Jasper : The small amount of winter-grain sown (chiefly oats) wasslow
in coming up.
Texas.—Dallas : Rains, early in November, greatly improved the new-sown wheat.

Williamson : Average of winter-grain resticted by drought. Bosque : Wheat coming
up badly through the dry and cloddy ground in spite of extra pains in putting in the
crop. Blanco : Sowing of grain restricted on account of the presence of immense
swarms of grasshoppers.
Arkansas.—Fulton: Wheat late sown ; drought restrained its germination.
Tennessee.—Putnam,: Wheat sown late on account of dry weather; but little of it

up yet. Smith : Wheat-sowing tedious ; early sown looks well. Loudon : Long fall

drought delayed wheat-sowing and cold weather has kept it from coming up. Greene

:

Winter-wheat small, but of good color. Hancock : Wheat but little atlected by the
severe cold. Calhoun : Wheat put in better than usual. Lincoln : Wheat unusually
small owing to the dry fall and cold November. Robertson: Wheat-growth retarded
by drought.
West Virginia.—Jefferson: Wheat acreage increased and sown earlier, with better

preparation of soil ; fly injurious until checked by frost October 20; four weeks of
warm rains, followed by pleasant weather, have nearly cleaned out the insect. Berke-
ley: Some complaint of fly in wheat, but damage not serious.

Kentucky.—Butler: Wheat injured by drought. Fayette: Weather hard on small
grain. Graves : Wheat and rye slow in coming up, drought damaging them. Laurel

:

Wheat-seeding unusually late, drought having delayed plowing. Nicholas: Drought
has injured the newly-sown wheat, which is coming up badly; springs and wells fail-

ing; some very cold weather in November. Lincoln: Wheat and rye injured by dry,
cold we.'ither. McLean: Wheat injured by drought and cold. Mercer: Fall grain
injured by drought and cold ; seeding late. Ohio : Dry weather unfavorable to wheat.
Ohio.—Miami: Wheat looks bad for lack of rain ; somo fields hurt by fly. Adams :

Growing croj) thicker and stronger through fine growing weather; ground covered
with snow. Mercer: Wheat suftering from some unknown insect. Vinton: Wheat and
rye sown in good season, but the ground too dry for its rapid vegetation ; much of it

did not come up; that which came up early was injured badly by the fly. Putnam :

Growing wheat looks poor ; some fields half destroyed by the wire-worm. Coshocton :

Acreage of wheat reduced by lack of good seed, but the prospects of the crops and
character of cultivation in advance of last year. Marion: Winter-sown looks well.
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Crawford : Wheat and rye geuerally look well. Fairfield : Wheat came up irrejcularly

owing to drought, which also prevented many fields from being seeded. Slielhy : Wheat
has 8ufiered much from drought in November.
Michigan.—Livingston: Low condition of wheat is due to extreme drought ; the

ground has never been so thoroughly dry ; has not been thoroughly wet for two years.
Montcalm : Wheat looks well. IVashtenaw : Winter-grain looks well.

Indiana.—Decatur : Wheat looks well ; acreage probably above the average. Ferry :

Very dry and unusually cold for November, injuring the wheat. Owen : Winter-wheat
needs rain badly. Brown : Sowed rather late, but looks reasonably well. Morgan

:

Wheat looks well ; increased acreage. Miami : Wheat looked bad even when early
winter set in ; Wabash frozen over and crossed by teams ; but little snow yet. Boone

:

JWheat supposed to be injured by insects and drought. Hamilton : Small through
brought ; some complaint of insects. Jennings : Wheat looks badly ; chinch-bug and
fly eating it up. Marion : Wheat-growth retarded by drought and cold. Saint Joseph :

Soil generally in good order for wheat ; better cultivation
;
yield reduced .5 jier cent,

on clay soils by the grub and on sandy soils by the Hessian lly. Warren: Wheat looks
killed

;
ground frozen 4 inches. Hancock : Wheat looks well ; increased acreage. Fike

:

Wheat will bo injured by the weather.
Illinois.— Tazewell: Newly sown grain affected by drought and cold; rain much

needed. Wabash : Drought injuring the growing wheat. DeKalh : Wheat and rye look
extremely well, owing to good tilth of soil, fine weather at seeding, and growing rains
since. Jersey : Wheat injured by drought ; in many places but little to be seen. Law-
rence : Wheat suffering from drought aud hard freezing ; very poor prospect. Cham-
paign : Wheat seriously threatened with winter-killing. Schuyler : Wheat materially
damaged by the unprecedented drought and cold. Cass: Wheat looks }X)orly ; slow
coming up ; too short growth to stand the hard freezing of winter. Fayette : Injured
by drought and cold. McLean : Early sown wheat looks 200 per cent, better thau last

year. Sangamon : Dry weather and hard freezes have injured the fall grain. Washing-
ton : Wheat looks well, but is threatened by drought and cold.

Missouri.—Perry : Wheat injured by excessive drought ; barley has failed the last

two years ; but little sown. Laclede : Drought makes wheat and rye look poor. Cass

:

Season too dry for winter-grains. Chariton: Wheat very promising. Wayne: Drought
has limited the acreage of wheat aud prevented it from coming up very well. Audrain:
Too dry for seeding. Jefferson: Wheat-sowing retarded by drought. Crawford:
Drought delayed wheat-seeding, and consequently but little is yet out of the ground

;

]irospect not flattering. Cedar : Cold dry weather threatens to injure wheat. Greene

:

Wheat injured by drought. Mississippi : Wheat injured by the unprecedented drought.
Moniteau: Wheat has come up badly, but better than last year; prospect i)oor. New-
to7i : Checked by six weeks of drought.
Kansas.—Marshall: Wheat looks remarkably well. EllsKorth : W^heat promising;

rye sown for grazing. Nemaha: Wheat very encouraging. Franklin: Average, but
threatened with drought. Montgomery : Increased average ; looks well.

Nebraska.—Madison: Prospect good for a small crop of winter-wheat. Merrick:
White Touzelle wheat from the Department, sown September liO, looks finely. Nemaha

:

Wheat sown late on account of drought ; much of it has not come up. Osage: Winter-
grain injui'ed by drought and cold.

Oregon.—Clackamas : Late-sown grain injured to some extent by excessive cold,

the coldest weather for a quarter century. Lane : Early rains placed the ground in

fine order for fall seeding
;
prospects better than for several j'ears.

Utah.— Cache : No winter-wheat sown; too di-y to plow.
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EXTRACTS FROM CORRESPOiNDENCE.

CORN FOR FUEL.

roitaxvattcmle County. Iowa.—Iowa coal is worth $7 per ton ; wood from |6 to $7 per
cord, according to quality. People are burning a good deal of com ; think it as cheap
nt 18 cents per bushels as coal or wood, while it is clean, neat, and handy ; no dirty

hands and no chopping with dull axes.

Harding Couittii.—We had an immense crop of corn in 1871, and nearly as large in

1872. At the gathering of the last crop there was old corn enough to answer the wants
of the country until the harvest of 1873. Thousands upon thousands of bushels that

were purchased by dealers and shippers last year have been held over, as there has
been no time since the harvest of 1871 when it would pay to shell and ship it. Large
quantities are now burned for fuel, as it is thought cheaper to burn at 15 cents per bushel
of 75 pounds on the cob, than wood at $5 to $6 per cord. A perpetual or " draw " lime-

kiln, running night and day, burned large quantities the past autumn with very satis-

factory results as to cost, and an extra quality of lime over that burned with either

coal or wood ; so the proprietor informed me. I myself sold to him old corn at 20
cents, as preferable to the present crop at 15 cents. He ships to the whole west half of

the State, to the Missouri River, and even beyond to Dakota.

ITNSEASOXABLE WEATHER. IX TEXAS.

Nu-ece^ CouHit/, Twa."?, Decemoer 1.—On the 16th of November we had ice half an inch
thick, and on ithe 17th three-fourths of an inch thick. The winter has commenced
five weeks earlier than in 1871. Should the cold weather continue the mortality iu

cattle will be greater than last year. The cattle are in poorer condition and the grass
is shorter, owing to the protracted drought of the past summer.

COSTLY HUNTING.

Prairie Couniy, Arkansas.—The fires following the long drought have devastated the
country, the loss in this county being about $1.50,000. This enormous loss has been
caused by hunters from Tennessee and Kentucky setting fire to the woods.

THE TIME TO sow WHEAT AND CLOVER IN SOUTH CAROLINA.

Greenville County, South Carolina.—Ninety-nine times in a hundred wheat planted
here by the 10th of October will yield a good crop by the 10th of June. Clover-seed

rolled in at the same time with the wheat will give a crop of stubble-hay after the
wheat comes off, better than corn-fodder for cattle. If the land is good the clover,'

which stands three years, yields a larger profit in hay than can be gained by any other
crop. Then clover-sod plowed in and put to cox-n will give thirty bushels to the acre.

Then, with six wagon-loads of barn-yard manure, plowed iu, the wheat-crop will be
from twelve to fifteen bushels per acre.

EARLY SNOW IN UTAH.

Salt Lale City, rt<i}i Territory, December 1, 1872.—On the 26th of October we had the
first snow-storm of the season,which was very severe, lasting from Saturday night to Tues-
day noon following. A night of dismal coldness succeeded, and storms and cold weather
have prevailed up to the present, with but little cessation. Large quantities of winter-
apples have been frozen on the trees, and considerable quantities of carrots and other
roots have frozen in the ground. The " oldest inhabitant" of these mountains has
never before seen winter set in so early and so severely. Mining and other induijtries

seem almost paralyzed—none expecting find none being prepared to meet the inclem-
encies of an almost arctic winter while yet a month or more of the fall season remained.
Much annoyance and considerable suffering has resulted from the temporary stoppage
of the operations at the coal-beds. '

AN OVERPLUS OK W'lIEAT.
«

Alameda County, California, Septemhcrl.—Thousands of sacks of wheat still remain on the
field where it was thrashed, there being no place to store it. Granaries and warehouses
-ire full, and not one-half ships enough to take the surplus away. Freight now to
Liverpool £5 10?. against £2 10s. last season. In proportion as freights go up the price

of wheat declines. There are needed in San Francisco Bay one hundred more ships,

than are there to export grain. The high prices of labor, sacks, and freights have
about discouraged the farmers, so that they are at present doing but little toward pi\t-
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tiug iu auother crop. Mauy who faisecl thouaamls of bushels of grain have not been
able to pay their debts aud go on auother season.
November 1.—Many thousand sacks of wheat still remain in the fields, and along the

lines of transportation, awaiting shipment. One hundred vessels have already loaded
and cleared for domestic and foreign ports, and when as many more shall have loaded
there will still be a large amount of wheat to spare.

Washin-gton County, Nebraska.—For the first time since the settlement of this county
flax has been raised very extensively. It is estimated that the product of seed will bo
nearly, if not quite, 5,000 bushels.

BEKT-SUGAR.

Sacramento, California.—The Sacramento Beet-Sugar Factory is now in full operation
ou this season's crop of beets—a fine yield—turning oft' the finest of sugars of different

grades.
TEXAS CATTLE,

Labette County, Kan-ms.—I live within two miles of the line of the Indian Nation ; I

can see daily thousands of Texas cattle, of all ages, looking northward wistfully for

the day when the statute says they may " cross the line."

Marion County, Iowa.—Feeders are to a considerable extent compelled to purchase
Texas cattle in order to get the number desired. Over two thousand have been pur-
chased and brought into this county. With nearly all the purchasers the stall-feeding
of these cattle is as yet an experiment. But as corn is very cheap, there being an im-
mense amount, several of our most enterprising feeders have bought them in lots of
from 100 to 3<X) and are feeding them on corn, costing from 15 to 20 cents per bushel.

TEXAS CATTLE DISEASE.

Saint Louis, Missouri.—We have had the genuine Texas fever in that part of
the county lying immediately west of the citj-. In the vicinity of the cattle-yards
on the Pacific Railroad, in the western limits of the city, the city cows took the infec-

tion, and about 45 have died. At Rock Spring, a mile and a half further west, I saw in

a yard where some 40 daily cows are driven to be kept over night, two cows dead and
several sick. Some 35 cows died in that vicinity. At Cheltenham, two miles further
west, I lost one cow, and about 40 others died in the neighborhood of the same disease.

Some Texas cattle, supposed to be strays, were in the neighborhood about the middle of
August. Three miles further west there have been heavy losses, aud the disease is still

prevailing. The stray Texas cattle had been there also. I know of a loss of over 200
head iu this county. With many of the sick cattle there have been veterinary sur-
geons, but, as far as I know, without effecting any good. Mr. B. F. Thomas, who has lost

seven, has two now sick and says he has cured two with aconite. He has administered
this to those now sick, but thinks that, at the time, the disease was too far advanced
to admit of a cure by it.

AN ADVERSE SEASOX—PKEVEXTIVE OF MLRKAIX.

Powhata)i County, Virginia.—The current year has been the most difiicult and disas-

trous to farming aud planting operations known to the writer in an experience of forty
years. Drought prevailed throughout the whole growing season, shortening the
crops of every description, except wheat, from one-fourth to three-fourths of the
amount usually raised.

Chills and fevers have prevailed to an unusual extent; also, murrain among cattle,

and some valuable animals have been lost. Many iu this vicinity recommend a mix-
ture of salt aud hi>ckory-ashes, in equal quantities by measure, kept in troughs where
the cattle can have free access to it during the hot months, as an unfailing preventive,
they having tried it for thirty years with entire success. A quantity of sulphur, equal
to one-fourth of the mixture of salt and ashes, added to it, has also been found l>ene-

ficial.

PEA-XUTS I^" TENXESSEE.

Wayne County.—Our farmers have never raised any pea-nuts uutil this year. They
have gone into that crop pretty extensively, aud will raise about 60 bushels per acre

—

little over half a crop, owing to the drought we had the latter part of summer.

GRAPES IX CALIFORNIA.

Amador County.—Grapes are good aud plentiful, selling for $12 to $15 per ton, or
abont 40 cents per bushel ; can be raised here cheaper than corn or potatoes in Elinois
or any other State.
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SILK-CULTURIO.

Tooele County, Utah.— Knlheii-vy plautatiou.s are doing well; sericulfcura will sooa be
in full blast.

L.VRGE CROPS.

Wooditon County, Kansas.—From the best statistics I have beeu able to obtaiu, and from
my owa observation, I estimate that we can spare from this county aloue 250,000
bushels of corn and 75,000 bushels of potatoes. Such a crop was never raised here
before. What we now want is a market.
Linn County.—The corn-crop is quite large. The increased facilities for cultivating

(the double-team corn-plow being now generally used) nearly double the acreage.
Cache County, Utah.—We have raised the largest crops this season ever known in this

county; and as there are no grasshoppers, there is every prospect of success next
season.

OVERESTIMATE OP CROPS.

Stanislaus County, California.—The wheat-crop in this State has been annually
overestimated, in the first instance by farmers themselves. As an example, (though au
extreme case,) a neighbor stated, in San Francisco, that his yield would reach 20,000
bushels ; when thrashed, he had 4,.500. This county was estimated at 7,000,000 bushels

;

as near as I can get true data from my own observation and that of my assistants, after

visiting many thrashing-machines, the thrashing does not show half that amount.
Many thousand bushels yet remain to be thrashed.

EXPERIMENTS IN RAISING COTTON.

Arkansas County, Arkansas.—I found one stalk of cotton, plante^l about the 18th of
June, on which I counted 115 grown bolls. This will make 1.15 pounds of seed-cotton

.

An acre of cotton planted 4 feet by 4 feet, and each stalk producing as well as that,

would yield about 3,000 pounds of seed-cotton. This year's experience proves to mo
that a fair crop of cotton can be raised on the l)ottom-lands, planted after the Ist of
June, provided the land is in fair order. I have long been of the opinion that the most
economical way to produce cotton is in checks, 4 feet by 4 feet on the bottom-lands,
and 3 feet by 3 feet on uplands. I am certain that au intelligent laborer can cultivate
twice as much checked, 4 by 4, as in the drill-system, in which at least three-fourths
of the cultivating has to be done with the hoe. In the former method the riding sulky

-

plow can be used to great advantage, leaving little to be done with the hoe.

BENEFICIAL INFLUENCE OF AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATIONS.

Gadsden County, Florida.—Under the influence of the Gadsden County Agricultural
Association, which I am sory to say is the only permanent organization of the kind in

the State, the farmers of the county have been greatly stimulated this fall to the seed-
ing of an increased area of oats and a better preparation of the soil. Heretofore, the
general rule has been to appropriate to the cultivation of the oat only such portions
of the fiirm as were too much exhaused to produce an average crop of corn or cotton,
and cousequent failure has been the usual result. But experience has now demon-
strated that there is no other crop planted which responds so satisfactorily to a liberal

application of fertilizers and a proper preparation of the soil, and I trust that our
farmers have entered upon a new era in regard to the growing of this invaluable
cereal. In an adjoining county, 84 bushels to the acre in one instance, and 96^ in
another, have been realized on ordinary pine-land suitably fertilized and properly
prepared for seeding. They were sowed the later part of October and harvested about
the middle of May. The clay lands of middle Florida are admirably adapted to the
growing of the oat, and if greater attention were given to it there would never be any
serious complaint of a lack of corn.
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JUTE-CULTDRE IN THE UNITED STATES.

Experiments in cultivating jute in the Southern States thus far indi-

cate that both the climate and the soil are weTl adapted to its growth,
and there is a fair promise that its production will become an extensive
and profitable industry in that section. Its fiber supplies material in

manufactures for which there is a rapidly increasing demand, and
which, except to a very limited extent, does not take the place of cotton

;

while, therefore, it will not supplant the latter nor compete with it in the
market, it may enlarge the area of profitable rural industry in the
South. It is claimed that were the South to divide the labor it now
bestows exclusively upon cotton between that and jute, the result

would be an increase in the value of thecotton-crop, it having been proved
that, beyond certain limits, an increase in the product occasions a
diminution in the total value ; that it supplies the raw material for

coarse fabrics, which are now largely imported by the cotton-growing
States, but which might be manufactured b}^ their unskilled female
laborers at a saving of millions ; that it can be raised and prepared for

market at a greater profit per acre than cotton.

The following communication has been received from Mr. E. H.
Derby, of Boston, who is an enthusiastic believer in benefits to result to

the South, and so to the whole country, from jute-culture

:

As the jute-plant has been acclimated in the Southern States and I ha-ve exerted my-
self to aid in its introduction, many questions have been addressed to me from the
South as to the culture and harvesting of the plant. I have consequently written to a
friend in India, and subjoin extracts from his reply, which will be useful to the planter
jf published in your valuable report. I am convinced by this reply and by other
letters from the South that the rich lands of Florida, Louisiana, Texas, and Mississippi,

will, with fair cultivation, yield 3,500 pounds, or ten bales, of fiber to the acre, in place
of one-tenth of that amount of cotton. I am convinced also that it can be produced
.it less than one-tenth the cost of cotton, that the caterpillar will not touch it, and that
if planted around the cotton-fields it may possibly protect them from that voracious
insect. I am also led by my letters to hope that it will attain to its full growth in

three to four months, and that the same field may yield two crops in one season. I

have just returned from Scotland, where I visited the jute-faetories in the flourishing

city of Dundee, where the import and manufacture of jute is making wonderful pro-
gress.

The subjoined table gives in tons the import and manufacture of jute in that city

since 1837

:

Tons.

In 1838
'. l,13e

In 1847 6,966
In 1854 16, .590

In 1872., 96,000

Since 1854 the increase has been about 500 per cent., and in this interval of time the
cotton manufacture has not grown at one-fifth of that rate. Some of the jute-yarn

which I saw at the factories is spun very fine and sold for 8 or 10 cents a pound. It

m used for bags and carpets, and some of the latter, handsomely colored, have sold for 10

cents per square yard. It is also interwoven with silk, linen, and woolen threads into

cheap cloths.

By the subjoined extracts you will notice that the jute-seed from one acre will suffice

to plant fifty acres, and that the plant is usually gathered some weeks before the seed
ripens. I suggested this idea last summer to Mr. Chapman, of Point Coupee, but pre-

Bume that most of our planters have this year allowed their seed to ripen, in which case

they may have plenty of seed but inferior fiber, and possibly require the ramie-machine to

separate the fiber from the stalk, and possibly thus make it available for coarse if not for

fine fabrics. The progress of events convinces me that the jute is just what the South
requires to diversify its industry and to fill up the gap when cotton is a failure. With
the growing demand for it, jute promises to pay much better than cotton.

I noticed in the jute-mill at Dundee that after the jute was sorted a woman placed

a layer of it on the floor, then sprinkled it freely, first with water and afterward with
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oil ; she then placed another layer over that and sprinkled it in the same manner and
80 piled up layer upon layer. This sprinkling was before the fiber was spun.

An extract from the reply above mentioned is given, as follows

:

The quantity of jute and seed produced to an acre depends greatly on the richness
of the land it is planted on. Serajgnnge, Narauogunge, Dacca, and other northeastern
districts, where about four-fifths of the total crop are raised, produced from 2,000 to 3,000
pounds of jute on an average ; in some cases, however, as much as 4,000 pounds are
produced. The yield of seed is about 1,000 to 1,200 pounds per acre. In the coun-
try fifty miles around Calcutta, the production of which is called dessee or country
jute, the yield is smaller, being only about 600 to 1,000 pounds of fiber, and more seed,
nay 1,500 to 1,600 pounds per acre; but on rich, damp lands the product is almost as
much as ip. the northeastern provinces. The dessee description was used only for

local consumption until about five years ago, when shipments of it to England began,
and both the shipments and production of it are increasing every year. Jute is sown
broadcast, and about 22 to 28 pounds of seed are required to an acre. In the north-
eastern provinces it is planted in February and March, and is cut about the end of
June and beginning of July ; the dessee is sown in July and cut in August and Sep-
tember. On rich land it grows and ripens qviicker. In the northeastern districts,

when grown on rich soil, the diameter of the stalk at the bottom is from three-quar-
ters of an inch to one and a quarter inches, and the length from 7 to 10 feefc, and some-
times, but rarely, longer and thicker. The country jute is 4 to 7 feet long and one-half
to three-quarters inch in diameter. The plants are cut about 3 inches above the
ground, excepting dowrah, which is uprooted. The butts are cut at the time of baling
the jute for export in Calcutta. When the stalks are cut they are covered with a green
bark, which, after going through certain processes, becomes fiber. The planters can-
not tell at the time of cutting the stalks whether any, or how far from the bottom any
will be hard. The stalks are cut about a month before the seed ripens, and the poorer
plants are generally let go to seed. Jute made out of the plants producing seed is

hard and barky. The unripe seed cut with the stalks is of no use. It grows best on
rich, moist ground, but not on low ground. Castor-oil cake is the best for it, and nest
to that cow-manure; but the country planters, as the ground is naturally rich, use no
manure whatever. An acre of cotton costs much more than an acre of jute. Jute and
cotton do not interfere with each other in the least. Cotton grows in the northwest-
em provinces, Central and Soxitherh India, while jute is raised in Bengal. The little

cotton that Bengal produces, and the little jute the cotton districts produce, are of
poor quality, and only raised for local cousumjjtion. For the last few years jute has
been encroaching on the linseed-crop, as the same ground is suitable for both. •

The statements above answer, in part, the inqniiies in tlie subjoined
communication addressed to this Department by William M. Hazzard.
of Georgetown, South Carolina :

The cultivation of rice is attended with so many difficulties and risks, and s«ch aa
outlay of money, with little or no remuneration, that we shall be obliged to abandon
our lands, or introduce some plant less liable to the disasters to which a rice-crop is

exposed. From experiments I have seen made I am satisfied that our lands are well
adapted to the growing of jute. This plant, whenever tried in the rice-fields, has grown
most luxuriantly. I have thus far failed in my efforts to obtain seed enough to plant
three or four acres the coming year. I should be glad to obtain all the information the
Department of Agriculture sau furnish in reference to the time of planting, mode of
cultivation, time for cutting, and mode of curing and preparing for market.

A correspondent at Charkston, South Carolina, reports thathe planted
jute-seed June 10, on very poor land, and October 1 the plants had grown
to g, height of 6 feet. That it can be raised at the South with success
and large profit he has strong faith.

The following extracts from correspondents give the results of their

own experiments in growing it

:

Orange County, Florida.—I plowed np and thoroughly prepared a half acre of
medium grade pine-land, and sowed the jute in drills May 23. It came up well, but
owing to the excessively hot, dry weather it all dried up. On thesame day sowed a small
plat in a bay-head. It came np and grew finely. I am now gathering the seed. Some of
it is 12 feet high, and all as high as I can reach, showing that on damp, rich soil it will

here succeed finely. This bay-head is muck, several feet deep, which I cleai'ed off and
limed two years ago. Upon it bananas grow from 12 to 1.5 feet high.

Muscoge-e County, Georgia.—I consider the experiment in jute-raising a success.
The cultivation [is siifiple and the cost of production small. I had seeds
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sown broadcast on broad beds ; some on sandy river land, and the rest ou stiff clay
land. The latter did very miicli better than the former. The cultivation was the
same, but many of the plants on the sandy soil died out after haviug attained their
full growth, while those on the clay lauds remained green and vigorous and matured
their seed. The plant requires moisture. The seed was sown in May, and the plants
could have been cut in September. A frost, on the 15th of October, which injured the
cotton, did not leave its mark on the jute. It attained the height of 15 feet, and in
appearance somewhat resembles a plantation of young peach-trees before being re-

moved from the nursery. I had the plants cut in- October and steeped ten days in
stagnant water, after which the fiber was easilj' stripped off.

Xew Orleans, Louisiana.—Jute-seed received from the Department of Agricul-
ture was planted on the 11th of Ajiril. The soil was well plowed and harrowed
and in good condition. Patch No. 1, rich soil, 3 feet above ordinary gulf-tide, planted
in drills 3^ feet apart

;
patch No. 2, very rich soil, one foot above tide, planted in chops

4 feet by 2} ;
patch No. 3, same as No. 2, planted broadcast ; soil very dry at planting.

Seed covered one-half inch deep did not germinate until rain on the 22d of April. May
12. Passed the cultivator through patches 1 and 2. May 27. Chopped with hoe the
large weeds from the same; jute 2 feet high ; no further cultivation. Patch 3 received
no attention after planting.. Almost continuous drought this summer

;
jute suffered,

but not so much as corn and other crops. July 10. Cut a portion of patches 1 and 2
9 and 10 feet high

;
put the same in bayou-water for seven days, and got beautiful fiber

the entire length of the plant. July 15. Planted again the laud which was cut on
ohe 10th. At this date, October 10, this second crop is 8 feet high, looking well,

although it has suffered much from excessive drought. Wishing to save asmuch seed as
possible for a more extended planting the nest season, I could afford but a fractional part
of an acre on which to arrive at some idea of what amount of fiber we may expect per
a«re. On the 28th of August I cut a portion of patches 1 and 2, plants measuring from
11 to 13 feet: seed-burs about halfgrown. (This was in accordance with direction in

Agricultural Report of 1871, page 172.) The quantity of fiber saved satisfied me that
the yield of these patches would be quite equal to 4,000 pounds per acre.

Patch 3, broadcast, is exceedingly dense and heavy
;
portions being matted with

native weeds, it is impossible to make a reasonably accurate estimate of yield per
acre.

Wishing to test the aquatic qualities of jute, I selected patch 2, as liable to over-
flow by heavy rain. The season heiug almost entirely without rain, I transplanted
some of my July planting, when 2i feet high, into water sevecal inches deep. The
plants have continued to growtiueiy, and are nosv looking well ; this in a continuous
dood of water for several weeks.

The above correspondeut (F. W. Jolinstone) states: "The seed we
are now gathering appears larger than that planted—evidently improved.
It takes just 600 of the Calcutta seeds to equal in weight 500 of the
Louisiana." But it is quite probable that when the newly gathered
seed is thoroughly dry it will lose this excess in size and weight.
Under date of October 22 he forwarded to the Department three sam-
ples of jute-fiber, with a report, of which the following is an abstract:
Sample ISTo. 1 was cut four aud a half months from sowing, when the
most forward seeds were half ripe ; No. 2, three months from sowing,
when the first blooms appeared. This he thinks the best time, as at
that stage female labor cau do the cutting, and there being then only
one quality of fiber, the expen.se of slow and tedious assorting and of
cutting butts is avoided. Xo. 3 was from the second crop, planted July
15, and cut two months later. He further reports

:

Some of the July planting, second crop, is now fully matured for fiber ; some planted
the first week in August will make a full crop, unless the frost is unusually early. In-

quiries from South Carolina to California are being made of me for seed for next sea-

son. I have none to spare. Mr. Chapman, of Red River Landing, is asking $5 per
pound. He has two varieties, the pod-bearing and the bur-bearing seed. The pod-
bearing variety he thinks much superior to the other. This he got, I think, three years
ago, from the Department of Agriculture. The seed the Department sent out last

spring was exclusively the bur-bearing, which is brown in color, while the pod-bearing
is green. I have some plants which have been flooded constantly for two months now
seeding in 6 inches of water.

Charleston, South CaroUna.—l have done what I could to encourage experi-
ments with jute, and have distributed hundreds of packages of seed raised by my-
self. Experiments have been in the highest degree encouraging. The plant seems to
iSourish quite as well as in India.
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Mr. H. H. Stevens, of Webster,Worcester Couuty, Massachusetts, amau-
ufacturer of jute imported from India, to whom this Department sent a

aample of that grown in Louisiana for examination, reports that iu

length, strength, and color it is fully equal to India jute. He adds :

The Department should do all iu its power, aud, if necessary, ask of CoiigreHS more
power and more money, to extend the culture of this fiber iu the country. Twenty
(•even years ago, iu Dundee, Scotland, the question was, whether there was any value

in jute. To-day, of an export from Calcutta of nearly, if not quite, 3,000,000 bales per

annum, Dundee consumes a largo share.

The Department has received from gentlemen in Louisiana and Geor-

gia very encouraging accounts of their experiments, together with speci-

mens of the jute-fiber which they have produced. Mr. Thomas H.
Dunham, of Boston, to whom a sample was forwarded, writes as follows :

The quality is very superior. The market is just now depressed very much. Some
parties here have lost heavily on imported jute-butts, and this season (before the fire)

India goods w-cre imported at immense loss. The present rate is 6 to 8 cents a pound

,

(gold;) the usual rate 10 to 13 cents, (gold.) Your sample is very superior, and at 10

cents (gold) it would bo safe to quote.

You will understand that our merchants do not favor home-growth of jute, or rather,

make light of it ; but my advice to you is, leave no step possible to push the jute-

growth ; make every effort to get it raised here. Beyond and above all obstacles push
it on. The country will sustain this to any extent. The motive is greater than you
can have any idea of The moment you get the growth started, you will be fully as-

sured, as capital will follow quickly, as in cotton.

Suppose it were a new growth of cotton, no one would doubt the success, or the aid

ueeded. Our growth of jute will nearly equal half the cottou-crop. We can cut off

India supplies, as we have done in cotton.

The interests of our merchants are so interwoven with India importations that they

will (as they do) say, "You will never get any quantity grown," and make light of

it. But your sample shows that its cultivation is feasible, and it must paywhen the

market changes. All orders to ludia are stopped now, and the revulsion will bring

jut»i higher here, within the next year, than it has ever been.

COTTON-RAISING IN CALIFORNIA.
Reference has hitherto been made to attempts at cotton-growing iu

California, the results of which, during the last two seasons, seem to

indicate that the climate and soil of the southern counties do not offer

any insuperable obstacle to the production. The small crop of 1871 found

a ready home market, being found to possess a remarkable fitness for

combination with wool iu various fabrics. The wool manufacturers ab-

sorbed the proditct of Merced Couuty, paying 23 cents per pound, and
jnade further inquiry throughout the State for " California cotton."

The crop of 1872 has been variously estimated by parties whose facili-

ties for obtaining information entitle their opinions to respect. Mr.

Charles S. Capp, in an elaborate paper published iu the "Eesources of

California'' for Nov^ember, gives the entire acreage in cotton during the

past season at 800 to 900, averaging from three-quarters to a bale per

acre. The San Fraucisco Commercial Herald, of a later date, gives the

entire crop at 1,500 bales. Local estimates fixed the area planted#in

Kern County (part of which failed) at 500 acres, and the average yield

of Merced, Fresno, Tulare, and Kern Counties at a bale per acre. Some
isolated" experiments, on a small scale, are reported in other counties.

In Merced County, near the villages of Snellings and Hopetou, on
the Merced River, several enterprises in cotton-culture were inaugu-

rated. Of these the largest plantation was that of Buckley & Brother

—

250 acres. These gentlemen, in 1871, raised over 20,000 pounds on 51

acres, an average of 400 pounds per acre. They claim for their crop of

thLs year a far more promising and profitable character. Near them
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Colonel J. M. Strong planted 200 acres ; Mr. C. S. Peclc 75 acres; Mr,
C. Deane 25 acres. The total area of all the plantations in this locality
was nearly 000 acres. These crops were all raised on alluvial bottonas
deposited by the Merced Kiver. They exhibited an exuberant growth
of weed, many stalks being from 4 to G feet high, with an unusual num-
ber of bolls. The lower branches, in some instances, were weighed
down so that the bolls rested upon the grouad. On thin light soils un-
<lerlaid with gravel the plant either opened its bolls prematurely or
dried up altogether. On moister soils, unirrigated, the growth was suf-

ficiently thrifty—from 3 to 5 feet : on still damper ground, or where irri-

gation had been used, it was too rank. Near Plainsberg, on Mariposa
Creek, about a dozen miles south of the Merced River, about 100 acres,

were planted in cotton. Mr. H. M. Euer raised a good crop on wheat-
land, unirrigated. He found the best soil to be light sandy loam or
sedimentary drift, which, when well pulverized, did not crust or bake.
In the same locality Mr. R. Harris planted 27 acres ; Mr. T. J. Wilcox 2&
acres ; Messrs. Turner and Helm 20 acres. The soil of this locality is

drier than on the Merced Elver plantations, and the cultivation not sa
careful, hence the stand secured was inferior.

In Fresno County Mr. C. D. Davis planted 40 acres, near King's River^
using 30 ])ouuds of seed per acre, with irrigation. He was sur-

prised to find the bolls at the second picking as numerous and opening as
freely as at the first. His entire expense of cultivation is reported at

$770, giving a margin of profit so broad as to induce him to enlarge his^

plantation to 160 acres in 1873. It is currently estimated that during
the coming season 1,000 acres will be planted in cotton in Fresno^
County.
Mr. G. W. Allan, near Bakersfield, Kern County, exhibited fine speci-

mens of Dixon, Texas, and Golden Prolific cotton, which, though
planted late—some of it in June—matured a month earlier than it

would have done in his native State, South Carolina, producing a finer
and whiter staple. He finds the cotton season of that locality remark-
ably long, no injurious frosts to be apprehended from April 1 to October
10. Cotton not being planted till after the close of the rainy seasoii

does not require the laborious and expensive process of hoeing to keep
down the weeds. As it is gathered before the next rain-fall, there is no
occasion for " moating'*or separatingtherain-stainedfiberfromtheclean.
Mr. Stein raised a small crop in the same locality in a young vineyard.
It was a fair crop, though somewhat neglected in its earlier stages.

The growth was as thrifty on the alkaline portions of the field as on any
other.

The " California Cotton-Growers' and Manufactures' Association ^'

purchased 10,000 acres near Bakersfield. Of this area only 300 acre.s^

were planted the past season on account of the difficulty of obtaining
good seed. A i)ortion of this crop being freely irrigated, was ruined by
weeds. Other portions, to which this process had been more sparingly
applied, produced a fair crop. That portion which escaped the inflic-

tion entirely made a remarkably fine growth. Superior samples of

Peerless, Dixon, Golden Prolific, and Texas were exhibited, of which
the earlier planted were the more excellent. The association proposes
to plant 2,000 acres in 1873. To encourage the growth of the staple

during the coming season, it will, without charge, furnish the neigh-
boring cultivators with good seed and gin all their crops.

A considerable importation of cotton-gins has been made, especially

of portable machines, in different parts of the State. The crop real-

ized from 20 to 22 cents per pound in different localities.
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FLORIDA AS A HOME FOR EMIGRANTS.

Mr. John F. Rollins, of Fort George Island, Duval county, Florida,

_nds the following account of liis experiences and observations upon
Florida as a home for emigrants

:

My plautation is a sea-island in the moutli of the Saint John's River. Wo have a
slight frost occasionally, but the orange and other equally hardy trees do well even
farther north, if upnn the sen-cocu^t. I tind also that grapes, peaches, figs, plums, &c.,
do well with me.

I have been a resident here for four years; have passed through many, if not all,

the experiences of a now settler in this State, and have come to the conclusion that if

those who come here to settle will bring the same amount of health, good sense, money,
and pluck which new settlers take to the far West, we should have less complaints of
Florida and more successful settlers. The truth is, writers about Florida have given
more "flowers" than facte, and hence settlers have come here expecting too much
from the climate and depending too little upon their own efforts. It is hardly to be
expected that one so sick and broken down in the North that he can live there no
longer should be able to come here, bringing, it may be, only a few hundred dollars
with him, go into the woods to make him a home, and go successfully through all the
hardships incident to such a life. Yet, very many of our new settlers have been of
this character, and consequently there have been many failures. Florida is a "land of
flowers ;" but still it requires time and labor to raise crops and to grow orange-trees.
There is no question of the profitableness of fruit-raising. Oranges, lemons, limes,
ligs, grapes, bananas, pine-apples, pomegranates, peaches, apples, pears, plums, &c.,
grow -well in various parts of the State, and a settler can select his location so as to
raise whatever fruits he wishes ; but he cannot grow every kind upon the same lot,

nor can he expect to have them all in a day. The orange will, of course, be the chief
attraction, and settlors will especially desire information about that. I have given
this fruit careful study, and find that it flourishes over a large part of the State,
though some localities are better suited to it than others. The young trees are tender,
and require careful attention and cultivation, but when once established they are
hardy ; and, having reached the proper age, bear annually large crops of l)eautiful
fruit. As there are no good nurserymen engaged in raising young trees, we have here-
tofore been unable to procure good ones of any variety, and it would be a great help
if the Department would aid us in procuring stocks and seeds to propagate from.

Frosts and the scale-insect are to be contended with by the orange-grower. From all

information I have been able to collect, frosts seldom do serious injury, though occasion-
ally a crop may be lost and a few trees killed. As a protection, I would suggest that the
•limbs of the orange-tree bo left to grow as near the ground as possible. Where they
are cut oif it w»uld be well to place a wide board against the south side of the trunk, to
protect it from the sun after a freeze, as it is its hot rays shining upon the exposed
trunk, suddenly thawing the congealed sap, rupturing the sap-vessels and splitting
the bark, which kills or injui-es the tree. The scale-insect may be disposed of by care
and carbolic soap.

It requires about the same time and care to bring an orange as it does an apple
orchard into bearing, but the orange-orchard is more profltablethan the apple, and full

as safe. So with other semi-tropical fruits ; when once in bearing in their chosen locali-
ties they are very profitable.

The new settler must use good judgment in selecting land for the crop he wishes to
grow, and not believe all that is told him by those who have land to sell. Our climate,
soil, and crops are so diff'erent from those of the North and West that the new-comer
lias to study each, and often has to learn how to raise a good crop under the teaching
of experience—a teaching which is expensive of both time and money.
Of our field-crops, sugar-cane is doubtless the best. It is a pleasant crop to raise,

aud properly and well manured, has proved exceedingly profitable. By the use of
manure, as large crops of sugar-cane can be raised in Florida as in any other State, if

not larger; no other State has a climate better suited to its production. Lands not
too dry should be selected; those low and moist but well drained are best. Good
modern machinery is not very expensive, but if settlements were made in colonies, so
that one large mill wouM answer for all, it would be a decided advantage.
Sweet potatoes, cultivated near a market, are quite profitable. And so of other vege-

tables. Nearly all varieties grow well here, and the farmer who will give proper at-
tention to the cultivation of a garden need 7iever be without fresh vegetables for his
table. Many fail in this, and so throw the blame upora Florida ; but the reason of
their failure is that they do not select a suitable place for the garden, or do not plant
^,fc the jiroper time, and give it duo attention subsequently.
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Tlio soil of Florida is mostly waiidy ; some 8fictio7)S, liowever, h;ive clay aud othcFS
liavo limestoue formations. Much of the sandy portions is nnderiaid with clay, and
when near the surface the land is good. The State has large stores of natural ferti-

lizei's; muck and marl beds are often met with. The lauds generally being light, re-

<]nire manure to produce large crops, though good ones are often made without it. If
our people used the same amount of manure used in New England, our crops would
compare favorably with any section.

The climate is favorable to the jtrolongation of life, the extremes of heat and cold
are less than in the other States, aud the air is bland and healing. The out of door life

led by the inhabitants tends to health, and when they live in a comfortable manner,
have suitable food, and take reasonable care of themselves, there is very little sick-
ness, aud very many Avho come here sick and drawing near to death, recover and
become hale and hearty. The new settler should take care to secure a high and dry
l)uikling-8pot. as far from stagnant water as may be. The pine-lands are most salu-
brious, though old clearings in the oak hummocks are usually healthy. There is more
or less fever, chills, &c., but ordinarily these readily yield to proper remedies. Much
of such sickness would be avoided by suitable care ; new-comers should not work out
of doors during July, August, aud September between the hours of 11 a. m. and 2 p. m.,
nor shoyld they expose themselves to the night-air if located in a maLarious region.
We have a long warm summer, but the thermometer does not rise so high as in the far

North. A trip to the sea-coast or to the North by those who live in the interior helps
to brace the system up, if by chance it becomes debilitated ; in short, a change of
scene is a good thing here as elsewhere.
The State has many latent sources of wealth that need to be developed by the busy

hands of settlers from older parts of the world. There is room for many thousands
;

many thousand acres of land are vacant, on which capital, both iu money and in labor,

can be safely and profitably invested. The people are well-disposed toward all who
come among them to settle and mind their own business. Persons wishing to settle

here should first come and examine for themselves, go over the State, see what has
been done, gain all the information they can from old settlers, he sure to sift truth from
fiction in all that ie told them, aud then buy whex'e they like best.

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS OF IRELAND.

The official report of William Donelly, re^dstrar-general, states that

the agricultural statistics of Ireland for 1872 were collected by about
3,800 enumerators, taken from the royal Irish coustabularji and metro-
politan police, the agency heretofore employed for the purpo.se. The
number of " holdings " visited was about 600,000. The only returns usu-

ally required are those of area under each crop, and numbers of farm
animals. The census requires two mouths, and is made in June and
July.

The total acreage under all crops was 5,486,5213; m 18 «1, 5,621,437,-

decrease, 134,915. All classes of crops suffered diminution of area, viz,

cereals, 33,361 ; flax, 34,667 ; a total loss of 68,028 acres in white crops.

The decrease in the green crops was 37,773 ; meadow and clover,

29,114 ; or 66,887 acres of the broader class of green crops.

Subdividing these classes, the only crop increased among the cereals

was that of beans aud peas, while the decrease in wheat was 16,262;

oats, 14,323; barley, 2,085; bere and rye, 1,560. In green crops there

was increase in turnips, 19,429 acres ; mangel and beet root, 2,999 ; cab-

bage, 6,387 ; carrots, parsnips, and other crops, 1,334. Potatoes showed
a decrease of 66,632 acres ; vetches and rape, 1,290.

The returns give for the total of land in the island, exclusive of the

larger rivers, lakes, and tideways, 20,325,693 acres, made up as fol-

folloAVs: under crops, 5,486,522 acres
;
grass, 10,241,513 ;

fallow, 18,512
;

woods and plantations, 325,173 ; bog and waste, unoccupied, 4.253.693.
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Jrea under the several cropK in each year, from 1868 to 187'.^, indudre.

Crop?

Whe<at

Oats
Rarley
Bere and rye
Beans and peas

t

Potatoes
Turnip.s
Mangel and beet-root
Cabbage
('arote, parsnips, and other green crops
Vetches and rape
Flax
iloadow and clover »

1868.

Acres.

285, 150

1, 701, 645
186,318
9,900
9,960

1, 034, 681

320, 094
19, 109

32, 875

26, 622
22,993

206, 483
1, 692, 135

Acre:
280,

1, 685,

221,

11,

9,

1,041,

322,

21,

32,

26,

25
229^

1, 670,

Acres.
259, 846

1, 650, 039
241, 285
11,797
10, 689

1, 043, .583

339, 059
25, 400
34, 979
27 712
27^ 990

194, 910
1, 773, 851

1871.

Acrejs.

244, 451

1, 630, 136

220, 979
11,555
10,913

1, 058, 434
.327, 035
31, 921
33, 006
29, 869
31, 422

156, 670

1, 829, 044

1872.

Acres.
228, 189

1, 621, 813
218, 894

9,995
11,782

991, 803
346, 404
34, 920
39, 395
31, 203
30, 132

122, 003
1, 799, 930

The following are the numbers of live stock for each year, from 1862

to 1872, inclusive

:

Tears.
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its sluggish habits. It was very voracious, aud was very destructive
iu the young- orange-groves by devouring the leaves. The insects also
destroy many garden-vegetables and plants, though they were not espe-
cially destructive to them at that time aud place, but appeared to be
more injurious to the foliage of the orange-tree. They crawl slowly
over the ground or upon shrubs, and are so nauseating that even fowls
reject them as food. The eggs are probably deposited in the earth ; the
young larviie are strii)ed like the mature insects, but are perfectly wing-
less; they are of a black color, beautifully striped and banded with
orange or red, the pupa? also are black, shaded, and bearded on the
thorax with yellow or orange red, and the abdomen is banded, and the
hind thighs bordered with the same color. The insect, when fully grown,
is from 2 to 2.50 inches in length, and is of a yellow or orange color,

barred and spotted with black.

Fi"-. 19.

The wing-cases are extremely short, reaching only half way to the
extremity of the abdomen, and are totally useless to the insect for the
purpose of flight. These wing-covers are yellowish, shaded with rosy-

pink, and are barred and spotted with blackl The insects are extremely
voracious, and from their large size are able to consume an immense
quau'tity of food, and no doubt, if found iu great numbers, would do
immense injury in market-gardens, but as they never fly, merely creep-

ing or jumping heavily, they can be readily destroyed by catching in a

net, or by crushing with the foot, in every stage of their existence. It

would, however, be well to destroy them when very young, as if allowed
to grow they will consume as much as half a dozen comuion grasshop-
I)ers {Galoptenus) at one meal.
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Insect-injuuiks.—The Hessian fly {Cecidoniyia destructor) Avas ob-
aerved during October in the early sown wheat of Botetourt County,
Virginia. The young crop was here attacked also by some unknown
insect woiking under ground and devouring the rootlets and stalks.

During November this insect was observed in Frederick, Shenan-
doah, and Page Counties, Virginia; Clarke County, North Carolina;
Fulton County, Arkansas; Berkeley County, West Virginia; Miami
and Vinton Counties, Ohio ; and Jennings and Saint Joseph Counties,
Indiana. In the last-named county the ravages of this insect were con-
fined to sandy soils, while the grub-worm {Lachnosferna fusca) ope-
rated in clay-soil croi)s. The chinch-bug {Micropus {Rhyparochromus)
leucopterns) was noted in the wheat-crops of Jennings County, Indiana,
and Lawrence County, Illinois. Undescribed wheat-destroying insects

were reported in Boone and Hamilton Counties, Illinois.

The cut-worm (Agrotis?) was destructive to corn iu Oakland and Cal-

houn Counties, Michigan; Outagamie County, Wisconsin; and Franklin
County, Missouri. This insect was especially troublesome in corn
planted upon sod-land that had not been fall-plowed. The chinch-
bug was active in Sangamon, Clinton, Perry, and Lawrence Counties,
Illinois; and in Phelps, Franklin, and Morris Counties, Missouri. The
white grub was destructive to sod-land corn in Washington County,
Rhode Island. Grasslioppers {Calopteniis spretus) were complained of
iu Thayer County, Nebraska, and iu Bonhomme County, Dakota.

Grasshoppers destroyed the buckwheat-crop iu Lincoln County, Kan-
sas, and Clay County, Dakota.

Grasshoppers damaged the oats iu Morgan County, Utili.

Chinch-bugs destroyed the sorghum-crops in Brown County, Indiana,
and Phelps County, Iowa; in the former the old Chinese sorghum is

especially mentioned, the other varieties not being injured.

In Hamilton County, Indiana, and Lee County, Iowa, the hay-crop
was shortened by grub-worms. In Franklin County, Kansas, ali the
experimental crops of blue grass were swept by grasshoppers. In Ken-
dall and Blanco Counties, Texas, immense swarms of this destructive
insect are rej)orted as perforating the earth and laying eggs for their
next generation. They afterward departed southward.

In Mechlenburgh County, Virginia, tobacco-worms {Macrosila Caro-
lina) were less destructive than usual ; these grubs were destroyed by
liornets and yellow-jackets. In Nelson County cut worms assailed the
crop just as it was planted; as soon as it was above ground, in moist
solis, it was injured by horn-worms.

Potato bugs were reported in Madison County, Virginia; Logan,
Tuscarawas, Koss, Pickaway, Morgan, Meigs, Cosho(;ton, Butler, and
Ashland Counties, Ohio; Washtenaw, Montcalm, Lenawee, Clinton,
and Antrim Counties, Micliigan

; Marion, Gibson, Decatur, Steuben,
and Franklin Counties, Indiana; Winnebago, Putnam, Cass, and
Clark Counties, Illinois; Outagamie, Wisccmsin; Steele and Ked-
wood Counties, Minnesota

;^
and in Thayer County, Nebraska. In most

of these cases the Colorado heatle {Doryphora decemlineata) was men-
tioned specitically. In New London County, Connecticut, the white and
wire worms were spoken of; and in Thiiyer County, Nebraska, blister-

flies, as injurious to potatoes. Hanlin County, Iowa, was exempt after
seven years of visitation. •' Tycks Seedling" i)otato is reported there as
"bug-proof."

Much harm was done by cabbage worms in Luzerne County, Penn-
sylvania, a^nd Cecil County, Maryland,

,

3
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The canker-worm was destructive to apples in Suffolk County, Mas-
sachusetts.

Caterpillars and boll-woruis were observed in the cotton-crop in nu-

merous counties in the cotton States, a continuation of the ravages
previously reported.

CHEMICAL MEMORANDA.
By Ryland T. Brown, Chemist.

Laboeatory work.—The fiber of a species of aquatic grass, {Sporo-

bolvs cryptandrus,) found growing along tlie shore of Lake Erie, was sent

to the laboratory by H. C. Beardsley, of Faiuesville, Ohio, to determine

its adai)tation to the manufacture of paper.

A proxiuiate analysis shows the following composition in 100 parts:

Inorjiauic matter 1,947

Celluliu, (tibers) ,
98.053

100. 000

It is therefore rich in the material for the manufacture of paper.

A si)ecimen of marl from Queen Ann's County, Maryland, presented

by Thomas Hill, of Baltimore, Maryland, gave on analysis the following-

result:

Moisture, (determiued at 100° C) 0.2700

Carbonate of lime 57.0445

PboKplioiio acid - 0. 7097

Sesqui-oxides of kon and alumina ' 2. 1 103

Silk-.a 39.8tt.^.5»

Magnesia and potash, of each a traoe.

100. OOOO

W. A. Hein, New Iberia, Louisiana, asks the analysis of a species of

muck which is abundant in that vicinity, and whicii he proposes to

use as a fertilizer. In 100 parts, it has the follo\Aiug composition :

Moisture, (determined at 100° C.) '-..-- 21.300

Orjiiinio matter - 38.200

Oxid»8 of iron and alumina 2. 832

Fliotiphoric acid 0. 678

Lime , 0.310
Magnesia 0.388
Siliceous matter 35.022

Losb 0.570

100. 000

Mr. J. n. Philips, Spring Bluff, Adams County, Wisconsin, presents a

sample of shale or rock of which he wi.shes to know the value as a fer-

tilizer. On analysis it shows the following composition :

Water, (determined at 100° C.) 1. "00

Siliceous matter ^ 43. 110

Iron and alumina, (oxides) 20. 655

Lime 5.300

Magnesia 11.56d

Soda 3.4-l<>

Carbonic acid 14.258

Phosphoric acid and potash, of each .• a trace.

100. 089
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A package of mineral pliosphate from near Charleston, South Caro-

lina, was sent to the laboratory by the Commissioner of Agriculture.

Its composition is

—

Water, (determiuetl stt lOO'^ C.) 4.4750
Orjraiiic matter 33. 8400
Insoluble silica 7.h620

Soluble silica 0. 6(150

Oxijles of iron and alumina 7. 2702
Insoliil^lo phosphoric aciil 16. 3485
Soluble phosphoric acid 1. 3860
Lime 18.0591
Magnesia 0.1360
Potassa 0. 1541
Si)da 1.328G
Chh)rine : 0.5960
Sulphuric acid 6.8712

99. 9927

Yalue of city wastes.—The German system of experimental sta-

tions is furnishing" scientitic agiicnlture with data which cannot fail to

Lave an impoitant bearing on the production of tliat region. Mr. Lep-
mann, director of the central station in Bavaria, spealis of the loss of
fertilizers in the wastes of the city of Munich, which he estimates as
containing a population of 177.000. Tlie amount of avaihible nitrogen
annually lost iti the human excrements, fluid and solid, of that city, he
places at 1,857,714: i)ounds ; to which he gives a value (reduced to our
currency) of $153,467. This gives an aggregate loss of nearly half a
million of dollars. While this waste is being suffered the German
fields are enriched by an annual importation of l,00l),000 hundredweight
of Peruvian guano, at a cost of about three millions of dollars. Munich,
however, is but one of a number of German cities whose wastes, if cal-

culated at the same ratio, wouhl be eqjual in value to the fertilizers im-
ported. Mr. Lepmann proposes that this waste be saved.

Absorption of ammonia by charcoal,.—Journal of the Chemical
Society (London) gives a very interesting series of experiments on the
absori)tion of gases by charcoal, as that phenomenon is effected by
temperatnie. The experiments \vere conducted and are rei)orted by
John Hunter, M. A., and were })erformfd chiefly with gaseous am-
monia and cocoa nut charcoal. The principle established by these exper-
iments is that the absorbent power of charcoal diminishes from 0° Cto
55° by a ratio corresponding to the change of temperature; but above
that temperature the ratio constantly decreases as the heat increases.

These facts have an important agricultural bearing. Vegetable mold
owes its dark color chiefly to the jtresence of carbon, substantially in

the condition of charcoal, and on this, to a great dejiree, depends its

power to absorb gases. At night, when the temi)erature of thesoil falls

to 15 C. (GO F.) the absoiptiun of amnH)nia will be active and a stock
will be accumulated in the soil ; but when the temperature rises w ith

the sunshine the function of the leaves become active and the supply of
food for the roots is diminished.

The Black Soil of Eussia.—We reproduce the following paper from
the researches of L. Grandeau, into the nature of the black soils of Rus-
sia. This investigation has an impoitant bearing on American agricul-

ture, as we have in the Northwestern States and Territories thousands
of acres which agree in chemical composition and in physical properties
with these Kussian soils. The chief importance of these researches,
however, is found in the light which they throw on the part which oxalic
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acid and carbonate of ammonia play in rendering soluble tlie mineral

elements of plant-food. Bat the paper will speak for itself, and we ask
fur it a careful i)erusal :

The point of departure in my rescarclies is a work upon the black soils of Russia,
the fertility of wbich is well known. Havinji; at my disposition large samples taken
from a.vertical section of three meters (9 feet 9 inches) at Uladowka, (Podolie,) I hare
been able to make a complete examination of a soil wiiich, havinoj never received any
manure of any kind, and having been submitted to triennial rotation, j>rodnced for

several years 22 hectoliters (about 62.4 bushels) of oats and 30,000 kilograms ((i(j,000

pounds) of beets per hectare, (2.47 acres.)

The chomical composition of these soils does not indicate a persistent fertility; and
it was to determine the cans? of this which led me to the results which form tlie sub-

ject of this memoir. The Ijlack soil owes its color and perliaps its fertility to a partic-

ular combination of the organic matters with silica, phosphoric acid, iron, lime, and
magnesia, which I have separated, and of which I shall descril)e the principal proper-

ties, united in the soil, in all probability, with earthy bases. This complex substance
is not i-emoved, in its natura state, either by <Vater, or by acid or alkaline solutions.

It is tirst necessary to destroy the calcareous combination in which it is engaged. We
may proceed in the following manner: treat the soil with a slightly acid solution,

wash by displacement in order to remove the excess of acid, moisten the residue with
ammonia, and exhaust the soil by continued washing with amuioniacal water. The
black matter is thus dissolved, tlie soil is comidetely decolorized, and its physical aad.

chemical properties sustain important modihcations.
The dark-brown solution thus obtained, treated for the ordinary re-actions of fhos-

phorio acid, iron, magnesia, lime, and silica, does not indicate the presence of any of

these substances, which f;icts correspond with those observed by Th. de Saussure in

Lis classic researches upon the soils.

Evaporated to dryness it gives a brilliant black residue, brittle and soluble in the
alkalies. When calcined this carbon leaves a red colcothar residue, whose coloration

and weight varj^ with the nature of the soil from which it is obtained. This carbon
Avill, as the case may be, give irom 2 to 60 per cent, of its weight of ash. Treated with,

uitric acid this residue is partially dissolved ; the soluble part consists of the phos-

phates of iron, manganese, lime, magnesia, and potassa. The part insoluble in uitric

acid is completely attacked by sulphuric acid. It consists of silicate of iron containing

a little silicate ot lime. I ccmsider it due to M. P. Thenard to recall here the important
part which he was led (in 1858,) according to his experiments to assign to the silicates

as solvents of the phosi)hates in the soil.

As we have seen, ammonia, in cintain conditions, dissolves in the soil the phosphates
of iron, lime, magnesia, and silica iu a state of combination which chemistry has here-

toibre Ijeeu unalile to produce.
The black soil which I have analyzed contains, per 100 grams of soil, 0.30 gram

of ]>hos)ilioric acid, of which 0.1(5 gram, that is to say 80 per cent., is iu a state easily

rendered assimilalde by vegetables, as we shall see further on. The soil of Russia

pi VPS p>r kilogram 42 grams of this black matter, leaving by calcination 21

grams of ash.

liie analyses of different soils collected in my work and the comparison of the agri-

cultural products of these soils show that there is a close relation between the fertility

orf a soil and its richness iu matters soluble in ammonia, (especially phosphoric acid

in Ibis jartioular state.)

What are the re-actions under whose influence the organic matter combined with
the earthy basis in the soil in nature are placed at the disposition of the roots of

Yegetal)les? The following facts s^em tome to otfer a satisfactory response to these

questions. I have asceitained that the intervention of a strong acid, such as

chlorhydiic, is unnecessary ; a dilute solution of oxalic acid will set free, in the soil of

Russia, the nnitter soluble in ammonia. When the black soil is treate<l with oxalic

acid, then with water, and finally with ammonia, we obtain a brown solution- con-

taining phosphoric acid, iron, lime, magnesia, ami silica, as with chlorhydric acid.

The oxalic aciil, which usually appropriates the calcareous elements of the soil, is un-

able to precii)itate the lime engaged in this organic combination.
After having endeavored, without any decided sncct-ss, to sul)stitnte free carbonic

acid gas for oxalic acid, I have completely succeeded with carljonic acid, combined
•with an alkaline base, esjiccially with carbonate of a«Minionia ; a dilute solution of -this

salt passing slowly through a layer of black soil plays successively the part of an
acid ami tliat of a base, vis-a-vis, upon the black matter in question; at the begin-

ning of the eX[)orirn')nt thi c.ir'oo i iti is d >c ).n_» >sed, its carb >nic acid c:>:nbiiia-i with
the lime, which renders the black matter ot the soil insoluble; the animcmia thus set

free dissolves the black substance liberated from the lime, and the soil is decolorized
;

the deep-brown solution, evaporated to dryness, gives a red residue, (phos|)horic acid,

iron, lime, magnesia, and silica,) exactly analogous to that which 1 have described
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tiliove. \V<? have reason to tliiiik, therefore, that carbonate of ammonia is the trne
natural aj^ent for the sohition in the soil, of iron, phosphoric acid, silica, lime, and
magnesia, that is found in that particular state which is the ohject of <Hir study. If

I add that farm manure, treated in like manner as tlie soil, skives all the points com-
parable to the anunoniacal solution of this black soil, I shall have pointed out the
principal results of my analytical researches.

It uo\y remains to examine how this solution of jihosphates, silica, lime, «&c., behaves
in the nutrition of ve,<ietables and the inlluence exerted by their presence or abseiKje

in soils bavins; otlu^r i)arts identical. I have undertaken, for this object, direct experi-
ments, the results of which I have the ho.nor to communicate to the ac;|iiLMny, what-
ever u\ay l)e the end. I shj'.ll now endeavor to shovi' how tlu' black solnlion extracted
from the soil behaves in a dvalizer. In the interior vessel I i»laced asidatiim of Idack
matter, giviuf;- by calcination ^)'.i per cent, of mineral residue, (compared with the
weights of dried idack matter.) After thirty-six hours the exterior liciuid, (distilled

water,) which had remained entirely colorless, was evaporated and the residue analyzed.
The latter, which contained no carbonaceous matters, was composed of phosphates of
iron, man5;anese, lime, magnesia, and a small quantity of the black solution of soil,

less the organic substances. The liquid of the interior vessel was evaporated, and the
residue, calcined, gave but 8 per cent, of ash ; 8.3 per cent, of the mineral elements
having therefore ]iassed through the membrane. It seems to mo to result in this: Ist.

That the mineral elements in question (phosphoric acid, iron, lime, magnesia, &c.' are
iu a state directly assimilable by the vegetables, or that they may bo more or less

absorbed by the roots, yd. That the organic matter of the humus is not absorbed
and renuuns iu the soil.

It follows from all the facts recorded in my memoir, 1st. That fertile soils contain
the nutritive elements xtnder the form offered in farm manure. 2d. That the fertility

•f a soil is intimately connected with the richness in the mineral elements aud organic
nnatter soluble in the ammonia which it contains. 3d. That the organic substances
are in nature the vehicle of mineral plant-food, which they extract from the soil in

order to present them under a form immediately assimilable by the roots of vegetables.

Scientific notes.—Professor Eoscoe, in a recent lecture, gives the

results of his observations on the sun's rays. The intensity of solar

heat reaches its maximum some time after the meiiUian, but the chemical
rays have their highest force at noon. The chemical intensity of the
solar rays appears to depend entirely on their api)roach to the vertical

direction, and therefore liave equal intensities at equal distances on each
side of the meridian. The chemical power of sun-light also varies with
ihe place of observation iu a manner which cannot be Jlccounted for by
the difference in latitude. Professor Koscoe gave the results of measure-
ments made at Kew, at Lisbon, and at Para. At Kew the chemical inten-

sity was represented by 94.5, at Lisbon by 110, and at Para by 313. A
hazy atmosphere appears to cause the absorption of the cliemical rays
in y remarkable degree. This would appear to demand a clear atmos-
phere for the healthy condition aud rapid growth of vegetation.

Influence of alcohol on animal heat.—The old idea that alcoholic

drinks heighten the temperature of the body has received numer-
ous contradictions in recent times. C. Biuz (N. Eepert. Pharm.,
xxi, 116, 122) communicates the results of experiments performed by
Dr. Mainzer'on himself aud on another healthy individual of strong
constitution. The experiments were carefully performed, avoiding all

possible sources of fallacy. Dr. M., in making observations on himself,

lay in bed lightly covered, and determined the temperature by means
of a very delicate thermometer, the indications of which were read off

eveiy filteen minutes. The alcohol was taken between 7 aud 10 in the
morning, 3 and 7 iu the alternoon, and 9 and 12 in the evening.
The alcohol (98 per cent.) was diluted with thrice its bulk of water, and
the quantity varied from 15 to 80 cubic centimeters. As the result of
his observations, Dr. Mainzer concludes that there is no appreciable
alteration in the temperature when alcohol is taken iu the above doses.

Cnliivation of ilie chicJwna-irees in Java.—The Journal d6 Pharma-
cie et de Ckimie lor October says: ''In a letter from M. Van Gorkom,
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the author states that the ciiltivatioD of these trees i»ios))ers in every
respect; a manufactory has been established for the preparation, on
the spot, of alkaloids, (quinine, &c.,) extracts and other pharmaceutical
l)reparations derived from the cisichona barks, and six tons of that bark
were sold by public auction at Amsterdam in March last. The annual
expenses of cultivation, &g., are now balanced, and all the original

outlay of capital is expected to be returned before the year 1870."

Taper fi-om icood.—In the manufacture of paper from wood the pulp
was foruicrly produced by mechanical means chietly. A new metliod,

invented by Sinclair and improved by linger, has been adopted in Ger-
many, it is said, with good success. The wood is treated with strong

aoda-lye und(H' pressure of six atmospheres. The fiber is bleached with
chloride of lime as usual. It does not require grinding to ibrm a pulp,

and a good substantial paper is produced without a mixture of rags.

Ammonia in hltuminous coal.—Dr. Gerlach in a recently published

essay, eotiiled "Investigations of some of the ammoniacal waters of gas-

works," gives an interesting exhibit of the amount of ammonia, and the

form in which it exists, in the coals of Saxony. At the Chemnitz, gas-

works, where the Zwichau coal is used, he found tlie water to contain

hyposulphite of ammonia, 0.103; sulphide of ammonium, 0.034; bicar-

bonate of ainmonia, 0.105; carbonate of ammonia, 0.456; suli)hate of.

ammonia, 0.0 10; chloride of ammonium, 3.040. Gas-water from the Bonn
gas-works, where Ruhr coals are used, contains hyposulphite of am-
monia, 0.503; sulphide of ammonium, 0.022; bicarbonate of ammonia,
0.245; carbonate of ammonia, 3.312; sulphate of ammonia, 0.130;

chloride of ammonium, 0.374. These numbers relate to grams in lOt)

cubic centimeters.

Improvements in street-cars.—^We are pleased to observe that Mr.
Stephenson, of New York, whose name is favorably associated with the

building and furnishing street-cars for the principal cities of the world,

has introduced several improvements in the construction of that almost

indispensable vehicle. The first of these relates to the method of con-

necting the running-gear to the body of the car. This improvement
consists in the use of rubber, or other elastic material, interposed be-

tween the iron connections, so as to relieve passengers from the annoy-

ance of the clatter and noise of the wheels, and the disagreeable jar pro-

duced by the application of the brakes. Another important improve-

ment consists in substituting a spring -check for the axle -shoulder.

This is designed to relieve the concussion felt when the car is forced

from side to side by the inequalities of the track. What remains now
is to discover and apply some cheap and efficient power for propelling

streetcars. The late visit of the horse-disease to our principal cities

has impressed us with the importance of this matter, and taught us

how inconvenient it would be to return to our former methods of city

locomotion.

Native sulphnr.—Xt the late meeting of the British Scientific Associ-

ation, Dr. J. W. Mallet reports the discovery of a remarkable bed of

native sulphur in Louisiana, at a point about fifty miles east of tho

Texas line. A boring struck the bed of sulphur at the depth of 450

feet, and, after penetrating it 100 feet, passed into gypsum underlying

the sulphur. We have heretofore regarded native sulphur as of vol-

canic origin; but there is no evidence of volcanic action in this vicinity.

It is stated, in the paper referred to, that the sulphur is more or less

mixed with calcium carbonate, which would indicate deposition from

water; but sulphur, except in chemical combination, is not soluble in
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water, and therefore could not have been deposited by precipitation.

It is said that petroleum is found on the surface in this vicinity, and
combustible gases escape in the same locality. Did this bed of sulphur

orifiinate in the decomposition of carbon sulphide formed in connection

with petroleum? The question of the origin of this sulphur-bed is one

of transcendent interest in miueralogical chemistry.

Uniform standard of measures, d'c.—The scientific circles, both of

Europe and of this country, are continuing the agitation of thfe question

of uniformity in weights, measures of length and capacity, coinage, &c.

When nations were isolated, as they were five hundred years ago, each

one could have its own standards; but the present state of intercom-

munication demands uniformity. This is not merely the demand of

commerce and trade, but the scientific investigations of the age require

uniformity in standards of comparison, in the several fields where
these are prosecuted. Nothing can be more absurd than the IGnglish

system of weights and measures, which in the main we have followed.

For example : we write

—

it weighs an ounce. ISTow, who knows pre(;isely

our meaning? It may be the avoirdupois ounce—the sixteenth part of

a pound ; or it may be, as the word means, (Latin, wwcm,) the twelfth of a

l)Ound. Science demands something more certain than this. If there are

formidable objections to the Freiich decimal system, they must be re-

moved, or some other standard, divided decimally, must be adopted.

This must extend, especially, to the measures of temperature, so as to

abolish the present confusion, consequent on having three standards of

graduation in thermometers.

Effects of compressed air on comhustion.—James B. Eads, in his

report of 1870 on the bridge at Saint Louis, stated that the combustion of

candles in the caisson, under the intiuence of compressed air, was much
more rapid than in the open atmosphere. This couiiicted with the result

of experiments previously made by certain European scientists, which
conflict induced Mr. Eads to review the conditions under which his

former conclusion was reached ; and now we have the statement from

him tlmt combustion is not more rapid in compressed air, but that it is

more persistent than in common atmosphere. The difficulty of extin-

guishing the flame is the effect of compression forcing the oxygen into

more intimate contact with the combustible body.

BOTANICAL NOTES.
By Geo. Vasey, Botakist.

A poisoNOuy KuDBEOKiA.—A few weeks ago a package of leaves and
roots was received by this Department from Mr. William Kancher, Ore-

gon, Missouri, with the statement that the plant was causing the death

of many hogs in that county. An examiiiation proved this plane to be

a species of Radbechia, {R. laciyiiata,) a i)lant of the order Composites,

and nearly related to the sunflowers. As poisonous plants in this family-

are very uncommon, Mr. Kancher was requested to make further investi-

gations respecting the plant and communicate to the Department. The
following is his reply :

Dear Sir : Yours of the lotli instant, in relation to the samples of Rudhechia sent

by me to your Depurtmeut on the 11th instant, js before me. You express a doubt of

the injurious efiects reported by me, and desire that I should make a closer investiga-

tion of the matter. I have accordingly made numerous inquiries among those who
claim to have had hogs poisoned by this plant, and find that all agree as to the plant,

and that those I sent you are identical with the plant pointed out to me as the one
which did the injury complained of.
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The eftecfc claimed is delirium succeeded in a few hours by death. The hog invari-

ably socks water, and if he reaches it remains in it until he dies. Vomiting and pnrg-
injj oil en occur, and are considered favorable syniproma. The dischari^es »aro green.
Milk and lard are the most effective remedies, and always give relief when the animal
is discovered in time. A uumber of cases were uamed to. me where tlie hogs had
passed into an extreme state of dolirinm, Itut were relieved in a few ii»ur8 by pouring
a pint of milk and lard mixed dowu the throat, and restored to complete health with-
out any other treatment. This plant is very plenty along the creeks in this county,
au4 is among the earliest in the snring to sen<l forth its leaves^ which are eagerly eaten
by hogs when turned out. It is also the latest green tiling that grows in the fall of the
year, and is then eaten by the hogs. During the summer months they do not eat it,

probably for two reasons : the plants are then tall and not so tender, and there are many
other things then for them to eat. The plant is used by some people very early in the
spring for "greens," but all seem careful to avoid using it except when very teiuler, as it

seems to be the general belief that it is poisonous ; indeed, cases have been cited to me
wherein the same results followed the use of it by persons as has been observed iu the
hog, except that none have been fatal.

We publish these statements to call attention to the circumstance
and stimulate further inquiry. When used for greens, the boiling will

probably dissipate tlie poisonous y)roperty. The leaves of many com-
posite i»lants have an acrid, irritating property, and a few are known
to be virulent poisons.

POTENTILLA FRUTICOSA, OB SHRUBBY CINQUE-FOTL.—In the last

Monthly Eeport, in an arti(;le on garden-shrubbery for frontier settlers,

this shrub was mentioned as one which might readily be obtained in

many northern localities, and j>laced in the gardens as an ornamental
shrub. We have received from Mr. T. S. Gold, of West Cornwall, Con-
necticut, a i)rotest against its use for this purpose, for the following

reasons. He says:

It is known here by the name of " hardback," and it is the worst plant we have. It

is vastly more injnrious than the Canada thistle or the daisy. Scarcely known fifty

years ago, it now covers, to the exclusion of everything else, thousands of acres in

iSTorth western Connecticut and Western Massachusetts. It delights in strong, damp
pasture-land, and it is rapidly taking possession of such fields. Plowing destroys it;

mowing keeps it under, and it only spreads in nmist, rough pasture-land. It spreads
alone by the seeds, which are blown on the surface of our winter ice and snow to great
distances, and, seeding in a settler's yard, it would come up in any damp fence-corners

where the seed would lodge. It is a new-comer here, and is twice as abundant as it

was twenty-five years ago. Our old men well remember when it first attracted their

attention. Though still unknown in some towns, it is decidedly tlie worst plant we
have in Berkshire and Lit«htield Counties.

Trees for cultivation,—Mr. Samuel Preston, of Mount Carroll,

Illinois, in a letter to this Department, writes that, in the list of forest-

trees adapted to growing on the western prairies, published in the

Monthly Report for August and September, the best and most import-

ant of all is omitted, vi&, the American chestnut. He says

:

It h:is generally been supposed that the chestnnt could not bo successfully raised

upon our prairies. But my experience, and that of others, proves it to be a mistake.

I have them seventeen j'ears old, and bearing nuts, and some of the trees are 12 inches

in diameter. They grow faster than the butternut, which I also have of about the
same age. I have never succeeded in transplanting the chestnut, while I have trans-

planted the butternut with a loss not to exceed 2 per cent.

For a wind-break I wowld substitute Lombardy poplar for cottonwood, as being more
easily raised from the cuttings, bears closer setting, has a more sightly appearance.

Las no cottony down to fill the air, holds its foliage much longer, and, therefore, is a
much better wind-break to an orchard. I have both, and at this writing (October 14)

the cotton woods are bare of leaves, while the Lombardies are full of foliage, and look

as fresh and green as in midsummer.

Experiments with forest-trees in Kansas.—In the Kansas
Farmer we find an account of the condition and growth of various

kinds of forest-trees on the grounds of the State Agricultural College

at Manhattan. We notice that on tiplancl, seedlings of the present year,

of green ash, have made a growth of 1 to 2 feet; ailantus, 20 to 30
inches ; catalpa, 1 to 2 feet; silver-maples, 24 to 50 inches ; black walnut.
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12 to 14 inclies. All tlieae are on the hills north of tlie college-building-^

in a locality much exposed to winds, and on a gravelly soil. In another
part of tlie nphind grounds, silver-maples, from seed planted in 1871,

are 8 to 10 feet high; ailantns, of same age, 7 feet, and very vigorous;
white elm, three years, from seed, 8 to 10 feet high ; chestnut, three
y^ars old, about 3 feet. In several places on the upland were cot-

touwood-trees, some from chance seed and others from cuttings, all

showing the vigor oi' tliis great native tree. Both the native willows
and willows from cuttings received from this Department had nuide a
very satisfactory growth.

'' No one looking at the ])incs near the college-building; can doubt the
feasibility of covering the uplands of Eastern Kansas with pine-forests.

Upon the whole, the experiments with forest-trees at the State Agricul-

tural College, though on a limited scale, are highly satisfactory in their

re'sults. Tliey show witli v.'hat ease the prairie farmer may surround
himself with trees from seeds and cuttings of the natives. But how
many farmers will heed the lesson!"

MICROSCOPIC INVESTIGATIONS.
By Thomas Tayloti. •

Potato blight and rot.—The potato-disease was first observed hi

Germany, near Liege, in 184li ; in Canada in 1841, and in England in.

1845. In the following year it prevailed very extensively ov^er almost
all parts of Europe. The sununer was unusually cloudy and moist, a
circumstance which probably had some effect in fostering the disease.

It has been estiiuated that the damage sustained by Great Britain and
Ireland for the year 1845 was not less than £21,000,000, and^in
1840 probably twice that amount. The London Times estimates that

the loss sustained by Great Britain during the present year, in conse-

quence of this disease, will be about from twenty to thirty millions ster-

ling. Many of the best minds of Europe are now engaged in investigat-

ing the nature of the disease, and recent microscopic investigations

show that, notwithstanding tbe fact that daring the last thirty years
the potato-rot has been attributed to the presence of a parasitic fungus
known as Botrytiis infestans, a new form of fungus has been lately dis-

covered in the rotting potato by Dr. M. Payen. Berkeley and others,

however, consider the form to be probably a secondary fruit (oospore)

of the potato-fungus itself. Further investigations are deemed neces-

sary, as the habits of the fungus are not yet fully understood. It has
long been observed that the fungus attacks the stalks first, causing
brown blotches. The disease is next transmitted to the tubers. If we
take a withered stalk, which has decayed in consequence of the fungus,,

it will be found that the brown markings have ripened into forms simi-

lar to, those discovered by M. Payen, and if a longitudinal section of
the stalk is made, it will be seen that the interior is also covered with
these si)ores highly matured and generally connected with a very slender
jointed light-brown mycelium. The dark rounded forms are visible to

the naked eye, but when viewed under a power of 50 diameters they
appear to vary in size, although with this power they generally appear
to be about the size of a large pea. Some are elongated, and all are of
a very dark brown color.

Fig. 21. A represents various groupings on the interior of the stalk.

When highly matured they are covered with dark-brown, ridged, thorn-
like appendages having a slight wavy appearance.
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Fig. 22. B represents a loiigitndinal section of the stalks; 1, 2, 3, 4,

dotted (Incts; 5 and G spiral ducts; 4 and Care represented as being
choked up by means of budding spores, which were probably absorbed
as germinal matters and matured as represented into well-dellned cellu-

lar structure. Their enlargement by the mere i)rocess of budding would
tend not oidj- to fill up the whole air-space, but also to burst the cell-

Pi,^ 21,
walls, destroying the functions

°'
* of the plant. U, budding-cells

passing througli dotted duct-
cells. S.S.S.S, the newly dis-

covered fungi fruit, (oospores.)

Fig. 23. C represents a highly
magnified interior view of the
cells of the skin of an affected

potato, througli which a dark
jointed amber mycelium trav-

erses. I have not been able to

detect any form of mycelium
traversing the potato-cells, ex-

cept on tlie interior surface of
the skin; but judging from the
the habits o^ mycelium, I doubfc

not but that it may be found
traversing the interior of the
vascular bundles of potatoes
highly decayed, and as de-

scribed by Dr. PaVen.
Fig. 24. D exhibits the appearance of a section of potato showing the

st»rch-cells and vascular bundles, dotted ducts, and spiral forms inter-

mixed. The largest cells shown are more highly magnified to illustrate

their real character. They exhibit three belts or rings, and these rep-

resent three distinct cell-formations. The interior or third cell contains

the starch. r

Fig. 25. E exhibits a section of a potato; g, the root-stem ; a, a, section

Fig. 22. of eyes; f, t, t exhibits the posi-

tion of other eyes, but not in

section. It will be seen that
the inner markings exhibit a

series of central circular and
radiating lines leadingfrom and
returning to the root-branch g.

These lines represent the ar-

rangement of the vascular bun-
dles of the potato. When a

potato is cut in two sectionally,

lines will be exhibited as shown,
especially if a "pink-eye" po-

tato is used; and, if exposed to

the action of the air for a short

time, the nitrogenous matter in

the immediate vicinity of the

vascular bundles blackens. I

have stated that the starch is

inclosed in three cells. These
consist of, first, an outer cellulose, transparent cell; secondly, an opaque
nitrogenous cell; and, thirdly, of an inner cell, composed of very trans-
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j>arent cellulose, in wliicli the starcli-grauuleis grow ; b represents such
a cell. These cells contain 30 to 40 starch-granules. C represents a
broken cell from which the starch is seen as if in the act of leaving; s

represents a portion of a broken cell; p, preci{)itate(l starcli.

On receiving some diseased potatoes from Mr. B. P. Ware, of Swamp-
scott, Massachusetts, under date Novc'ml)er 1st ultimo, I commenced a sc-

ries of experiments on them,
Pj^^ 2^

having in view the detection of
"*

the rModeofaction of the fungus
on the nitrogenous matter of

the potato and other considera-

tions. 1 arranged live vessels

as follows: into No. 1 put a

solution of sulphate of copper

:

into No. 2, a dilute solution of

sulphite of soda; into No. 3,

the milk of caui^tio lime in ex-

cess ; into No. 4, a very dilute

solution of carbolic acid in wa-
ter ; into No. 5, pure water. I

placed in each solution half of

a diseased potato. The follow-

ing will show the action and
results after six dnys' satura-

tion. The potato in No. 1 solu-

tion was found to be perfectly

preserved and deodorized, so

that it could he sliced into sections, and preserved for future use. No. 2

solution failed to preserve, deodorize, or prevent the destructive action

of the mycelium ot fungus, contrary to expectation. No. 3 destroyed the

odor on application, but in t\A0 days the lime became completely carbon-

ated, forming a mass of chalk, when the offensive odor appeared again,

and decomposition of the nitn genous cell went on as if lime had not been
present, and infusorial life, in the form of bactari, appeared in great

numbers. No. 4 specimen was
Pj„, o^

preserved completely. In o- - •

No. 5 specimen decompo-
sition seenied to have been
slightly retarded at first, but
the decomposition on the third

day was in full action, and the
odor became very often si ve be-

fore the sixth day. When a
portion of No. 3 was placed on
a microscopic slide, and secured
by means of a glass disk, and
viewed under a power of about
75 diameters, masses of starch-

grains appeared in cellulose

cells all over the field, resem-
bling d, Fig, 5. A reference to

Fig. 6 F will show the position

of those cells o, d, t. They are

held in position in the potato

by the nitrogenous cell t, which
is held in turn by an outer and ianer cellnlouse cell, «, d. When a sound
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ixotato is grated down, all these cells are broken, because of their perfect
cohesion to one another. One cell cannot be broken without breaking
all. But in the case of rotting potatoes, the nitrogenous cell which binds
the three together is partly removed by the fungoid action, but jxriiici-

jTj,^ 05 ]>ally by inrusoriallire(irtc'ten«,)

which live on it. The inner or
center cell containing the starch
is thereby liberated. Its buoy-
ancy is so great it floats the
starch in the water. All starch
in perlect ceils is, therefore,

washed away in the manufac-
ture.

M. Payen, as early as 1840, in

a paper read by him before the
Paris Academy of ScienceSj
stated that the starch ot ]>ota-

toes affected of fungi is tiot in-

jured, and during the present
year Dr. Hooker, of the Kew
Gardens, London, has, after a
microscopic examination, made
a public statement to the same
eliect. Starch manufactuiers^
on the other hand, have stated

ill the columns of the English scientific monthlies that, while they do not
deny the statements of these scientists, they affirm that a large portion
of the starch of rotting potatoes will nut sink, and is consequently washed
away. These microscoj)ic observations explain the discrepancy between
the savans and the practical manufacturers. To overcome tfiis'difficulty,

I placed a portion of the rotting ))otato in a muUer, and ground it into a
very fine pulp. I next placed the pulp into water. After twenty-four

Pi (,._ 26. hours 1 examined microscopic-
ally the precipitate and the whit-

ish matter i3oatingin the column,
of water. I fonud the whitish
substance to be cellulose, or

broken «ells, while the precipi-

tate vvas pure starch, showing,
that the starch had escaped from
the cells by the extra friction.

In order, then, to save all the
starch of rotting potatoes, it is

only necessary to grind them
with such improved machinery
as will reduce the potatoes to a
finer pulp. Martin McKinzie, of

Boston, wrote to the Depart-
ment, under date November 1,

ultimo, stating that, in a field

near his residence, Early Eose
and Jackson White potatoes

were planted this last season adjoining each other ; the first. Early
Rose, proved nearly an entire failure from blight—fungus; while the
second, or Jackson Whites, grew to perfection. Not the slightest appear-

ance of blight was manifest in any instance on them. The writer further
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states that the coiiditioiiis of planting?, manuring;, and soil were practi-

cally the same in each case. Facts similar to these have frequently been
made from time to time, and form an imj)ortant point for investigation,

and conclusively show that the condititm of the potato itself has as much
to do with the rot as the fungus, Botri/tus infefitans. It Iihs been fre-

quently stated "that the i)otato, from high cultivation, has run out, and
that recourse should bo had to the seed of the phint as a means ot renew-
ing the crop." The terms, "high cultivation," if they have any practical

meaning, must signify that an internal organic structural change has
taken i)lace. It may be that the vascular bundles occupy a larger space
in the highly cultivated potato, so called, than they did when they first

became an object of public interest; if so, this alone might in part
explain one of the great causes of i)Otato-rot. U he fact that the disease

in the potato-plant always appears first in the vicinity of the vascular
bundles, or air-cells, would seem to fortify this idea, and investigations

in this line might prove protifable.

An abundance of moisture and heat will produce rank growth. The
first structure formed is cellular, which includes the vascular bundles
or air passages, and other forms of cellular tissue. Nitrogenous cells

next follow, as a lining to cellulose cells, and, in the case of the

potato within this cell, again forms a second cellulose cell, which
becomes the starch-cell, and the more likely is this the mode of action,

from the fact that starch may be made from the nitrogenous mat-
ters, while from the former the latter cannot be made. It is self-

evident that the Jackson Whites, in the case alluded to, were proof
against the attacks ot fungi, although surrounded by it, and the inference

might be drawn that the Jackson VVhites seed was in a more favorable

coudition when jtlanted than was the Early Rose seed, and hence the
assimilatioifs of the plant were not retarded. Still, the unfavorable
climatic conditions luider which they grew would change in some degree
the relative organic internal structure. After several such changes were
effected under tlie coiulitions stated, viz, extraneous moisture and high
temperature, the Jackson Whites would probably be as liable to disease

as tlie other variety. Seed will not come to i)erfect maturity under
adverse conditions, especially plants that are very susceptible to climatic

changed. Seed of the same stock, attaining its perfect development
under more favorable conditions of sun heat and moisture, all other
conditions being equal, would probably give much more favorable results,

changing probably the relative proportions of the vascular bundle, &c..

to the parenchyma cells. Judging from analogy, I am of oi)inion that

more attention should be paid to the climatic conditions under which the
seed was produced. Selections of seed made for a series of years from
favorable climatic districts would have a great tendency to produce that

healthy farm of tuber desired for seed purposes. The savans of Europe,
according to the English monthlies, have nothing better to offer as a
renfedy but the cutting off the stalks the moment the brown blotches

api)ear. The climate of Great Britain and Ireland, as a rule, is very
unfavorable for the growingof tubers fromseed. Theclinuiteisfrequently
extremely moist. Boirytus itifestans o\\ [)otato fungus is always present
in damp places, living on weeds, &c. ; its constant presence is well known
to micologists. Notwithstanding tliat Botrytus infestaiis is truly par-

isitic, its ravages are moditied by climatic conditions.
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FACTS FROM VARIOUS SOURCES.
Agricultural Exhibition in New South Wales.—The A^jricul-

tnral Society of New South Wales proposes to hukl a Metroixtlitan

International Exhibition in the Exhibition Building and Prince Alfred

Park, Sydney, coraniencing A])ril 22, and closing- about 3d of May,
1873. The council having charge of this exhibition most coidially

solicits agriculturists and manufacturers of every class in tlie United
States—especially of every description of machinery and agricultural

implen)ents—to contribute specimens to the exhibition, with the view of

opening with that colony a valuable market for the sale of the various

manufactures of this country, which stand deservedly high in that

Interesting and thriving colony, to which, with the Australian and
adjacent colonies, it is pre<licted a large and most profitable trade will

soon be opened, owing to the fact that our facilities for reaching those

markets are much greater than those of any other country, shipments
being made from San Francisco direct, either by sailing-vessels or steam-

ships, at least oue^ in each month. Awards will be made to exhibitors,

solely on the merits of their articles, without regard to the country from
which they came. TheDei)artmenthasbeen favored by Mr. JulesJoubert,

secretary of the society, with schedules of prizes, which are unusually

liberal.

Milk product of an Ayrshire dairy.—E. T. Miles, of Maple-

wood farm, Worcester county, Massachusetts, furnishes for publication

the following statistics relative to the entire dairy of Ajrshires he has
kept for the three years ended July 1, 1872:
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Comparative a:mount of cream from deep or shallow setting
OF MILK.—Thomas lul<ie,ot' Chesster Comity, Pennsylvania, liasnnulethe
foUowino- experiment : Alter mixing milk, the quantity not stated, so as
to have it homogeneous, he divided it into two equal parts, i)uttino: as
much in one can, 12 inches in diameter, 20 inches deep, as in (i shallow
pans. He added three ])ints of water to each can, and a half pint to

each pan, and put the cans and pans into cold spring-water, so that the
surface of milk in each was level with the surface of water. The skim-
mings of cans and pans on six successive days were done at the same
time. The daily amounts, as given, make the total of cream from the
cans, 08 pounds; from the pans, 4<S|^4)ounds ; showing an excess of 19^
pounds, or a fractioi* over 39 per cent, of gain over the pans, though
the exi)erimenter states, not in accordance with his other figures, that
tfie excess wfls 18§ i)ounds. These two lots of cream being churned on
the same morning, that from the cans yielded 14 ounces more butter
than that froni the pans; t!ie resi)ective quantities of butter are not
given. During the exijeriment he noticed that thecreaui from the cans
was les^ solid and tenacious, more easily strained, and thickened less

after straining, than that from the pans; also, that if both lots were not
skimmed till the pans were ready, that in the cans soured and sometimes
thickened, and no more cream rose aller skimming; but if both were
skimmed when the cans were ready, a small amount of cream would
subsequently rise in the pans. On the other hand, members of the
Solebury Farmers' Club, Bucks County, Pennsylvania, made experi-
ments, in which the ditference in depth 'was much less, with the follow-

ing results, Henry Wildman, beginning .June 3, mixed and divided into
two equal parts the milk of fourteen milkings, the aggregate weight of
which was 555 pounds. One-half was set G, tlie other 2h inches deep.
The <;ream from the deep set made 12 pounds 8 ounces of batter; from
the shallow Set, 13 pounds 3 ounces, a difference of II ounces in favor
of the latter. The temperature and other particulars affecting the
result are not stated.

During the week following May 27, E. Reeder put, each morning, 24
pounds of milk into two pans 4 inches deep, and 24 into four i)ans 2^
inches dee[); each evening, 34) pounds into three pans 4 inches deep,
and 3ti into six j)aiis 2i inches deep, making a total of 840 [munds. The
temjierature of the milk-room, carefidly noted, ranged from 50° to 00°,

an<l the milk stood lorry-eight hours before skimming. From the deep-
set, 43 pounds of cream were obtained ; from the shallow-set, 40 i^ounds.
The time required for (churning the cream, put into the churn at a tem-
perature of 50°, was 18 minutes for that from the deep-set and 17 for

that from the shallow-set. The butter obtained from the former wei^^hed
in the lump, 19 pounds; from the latter, 21 pounds; alter being worked
and formed into pound-prints, that from the former weighed 10 pounds
and 12 ounces ; that from the lat;er, 18 jiounds and 9 ounces ; a differ-

ence of 1 i)ounul and 13 ounces in favor ol the latter. The milk was the
mixed product of 5 cows, and the butter averaged 1 pound for every 24
of milk.

E. Michener states that he "set fdu'r milkings 5 inches deep and 3
inches," and obtained from the dee[)-set Oi pounds of butter; from the
shallow-set, 7 pounds, but gives no further particulars, except the state-

ment that his family considered shallow-setting less trouble than deep.

THE two systems OF AGRICULTURE AT THE SOUTH.

A careful observer reports the following facts respecting two intelli-

gent, enterprising planters jn the same locality in Louisiana: They
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were possessed ofeqnivjilcTit foitimes, aiitl of plantations about equal in
size and jn-odnctiveness before the war. At its close, both were stripped
of everything' except their desolated lands. Oae of these planters fully

appreciated the necessity of adapting- hinis-clf to the new order of things.
Eecognizing it as his first duty to ])rovide for the immediate wants of
hisfaniiiy, and remembering that his neighbors wlio were exclusively occu-
pied in raising cotton must have food for their families and hands, he
gave his first attention to the raising of products for home consump-
tion—corn, potatoes, garden vegetables, orchard, and small fruits; clover
for stock and food for swine. Cotton and rice had a place in this diver-
sified agriculture, but they were made subordinate to those products
Avhich every family must have for the table.. Beginning in tii s way,
on a small scale, he could avoid a great debt, and its cousumin'g
canker of interest; get along with a small amount of hel[), and
have constant and remunerative employment for that ; secure bis family
a comfortable sup[)ort independently of prices in the market, and be
sure of a ready sale for whatever sur[)lus he raised. Year by year he
has made steady upward progress; his fruit trees have come nn^re and
more into bearing; his clover- fields have been extending; and his means
for increasing the' productiveness of his lands have been multiplying.

To-day, if he has not mor-e wealth, his family have more comforts and
luxuries, he has niore ready money, and is more independent tiian be-

fore the war. The other could not overcome his attachment to the old
system of exclusive cotton-planting, but has steadily adhered to it. "In
fact, he has taken uj) his vegetable-garden with the adored staple." This
pkm necessitate<l the contraction of a large debt, with its accumulating
interest, from the very lieginning. This has grown as steadily as his

neighbor's gains, and tlie ])roltability is that his now heavily mortgaged
plantation must pass out of his hands before another season.

Need oe diversified industry.—Mr. H. D. ('lay ton, president of an
agricultural society at Clayton, Alabama, re])orts that in that section

cotton has hitherto been almost the only agricultural product. A few
"scrubby" cattle are raised, but of the stock, horses, shee}), and hogs,

possessed by the owners of the soil, 99 per cent, are bought elsewhere.

Convinced that greater profit, and much greater independence of the
ravages of insects, of the vicissitudes of the season, and of commerce,
would residt from raising a variety of agricultural products instead of
cotton alone, he is endeavoring to introduce a change to that effect.

CoNDiTioiss OF SucrESS IN CoTTON CULTURE.—A correspondent
in Jeiferson County, Arkansas, who has been " a cotton-grower for thirty

years," furnishes some valuable hints respecting that branch of hus-

bandry. Having had, this season, an opi)ortunit3' to examine exten-

sively fields of growing cotton in Tennessee and Northern Alabama, as

well as in his own section, he reports ^^fair crops tvhere the laiidwas well

cultivated, and indifferent ones where it was not." In the latter case the

long-continued drought and intense heat of the season greatl.N injured

the crop in two ways: liist, the root's did not strike down deej), but
grew near the surface; and, second, the slender growth occasioned by
shallow and poor cultivation left the surface more exposed to the heat

of the sun. The well-cultivated fields had deeper and more vigorous

roots, and the surface Wiis better shaded. There has been much defect-

is'e" cultivation, he rejn-esentvS, for the reason that the freedmen, who
have done the work, have been compelled to use poor teams and plows,

for the want of means to buy better ones. This is one among many
illustrations which s^iow, directly or indirectly, that every degree of im-

provement in the condition of tlie laboring class will result in advantage
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to their emploj-ers, not lesa tliau to themselves. Tiie dronght causiMl

the lacking' to be earlier than in an ordinary season, and lience the new
crop begins to arrive at the receiving ports earlier—a fact by which
merchants at a distance are liaT)le to be misled, since in seasons

free from drought, v,iiich make cotton through August, early receipts

are indicative of a large yield. On the other hand, in estimating the

amount of the crop, it should be remembered that in dry seasons like

this, 100 pounds of seed-cotton will gin more lint than in an ordinary

season, because the seed is lighter. Our correspondent concludes as

follov/s

:

The iuforiuation, icspeutiiij;" l\n- coMaii croj), g:it:"iei-;Ml by the Djpartuiout of Agricul-

tuvc is becominj^ reUablo, auil tlierelbre valuable to tlie i)biiit8va. Tlie seed most valu-

able to growers is that of the liuest variety of multiboll cotton. Tlie fairs ought to

ulVer prc'iuiuuis for cottou-stalks -with tlie bolls on them and the cottou in the bolls,

uot for clean cotton in the bale. Tlie latt(>r indicates nothing but " pains taking," v.hich

may bo done by any one, and a premium for it results in no l)euelit to agriculfciue. But
the seed of a line variety of cotton is to cotton-growing what tlio importation of hue
stallions or bnlls is to stock-raising. They may improve all the stock of the State and
thoir oflspring become immensely valuable. Our reliable cotton-belt is between 32^ 30'

and 35°. This belt grows the short- sta]ile and the bulk of our crop. The long-staple

crop -with us is very small. Asia and Africa have cotton climates, but not the seasons

and the intelligence. Egypt grows a good quality of what we may call long-staple,

but not ec[ual to our islands oii' the coast of Georgia. We have the finest cotton coun-
try in the world, and are the most intelligent people who grow cotton. We must,
therefore, make our own seed. It cannot come from anywhere else. Our best niulti-

boll seed must be produced in our own fields. Selections and crossings continued long
enough will secure the desired result. Hence the propriety of offering i)remiiims for

seed at our fairs.

An Active Farmers' CliTb.—The Concord (Massachusetts) Farm-
ers' Club now nujnbers thirty active members, nearly all of Avhom are
directly engaged in farming. The club holds weekly meetings at the
houses of the members, a subject for discussion being assigned for each
meeting. The following is a list of the subjects to be discussed, iu the^

order named, during the coming winter:

Wool and mnttou—can they be grown profitably by C<mco!d farmers ? marketiu^
and care of milk; potato crop

;
pastures; resources of the farm in fertilizing material

;

alternation of crops reduced to a system ; milk—how much does it cost to make a can
iu summer and winter i farming to-day compared with twenty years, ago ; insects

;

position of the American farmer ; means for improving the soil, and the l»est method of
com]iosting manures ; care of milch cows, and best method of feeding ; crops of 1872
compared with former years, and their money-value; hay and its substitutes; best
method of curing and feeding ; theory and practice of agriculture; a summers experi-
ence iu gardening; soils, A-avietj-, and to what best adapted; advantages of a country
home; asparagus; trees of Concord, indigenous and introduced; thunder-showers;
history of agriculture ; roots—best method of raising them, and their value for feed and
market; improvement iu houses.

Farmers' Clues in ]S"ova Scotia.—An act has been passed by the
])rovincial legislature of Nova Scotia for ijromoting the formation of
farmers' clubs tlioughout that province"^ The board of agriculture of the
province has for the purposes of the act been constituted a bureau of
agriculture, and has been authorized to establish societies, to be called
farmers' clubs, in all the different counties of Xova Scotia. • The clubs are
required to pre]iare statistics in all the branches of agricultural and
horticultural industry in their several counties, and to publish, in such
manner as to secure the widest circulation, all such reports, essays, and
other information as they may procure and adjudge suitable for publica-
tion. The bureau is to prepare papers from time to time for the consid-
eration of clubs, embracing such subjects as drainage, fertilizers, improve-
ment of swamp-lands, rotation of crops, lands best adapted for cereals, im-
provement ot stock, &c. Premiums arc to be ofiared for essays on ques-
tions of scientitic inquiry relating to agriculture and horticulture ; on

4
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the ral8iu.i;' and improvement of stock, on improVements in agricultural

implemcuts and machines; and generally for excellence in any branch
of agricultural, horticultural, or floral industry ; and the bureau is

aunuully to epitomize tlie results arrived at in the various discussions

before the clubs, and ciiuse the same to be published for general sah^

and distribution.

AiG^r..TCiTLTURAL I'RODUCTiON IN A L'STiiALiA.—The oflUial reports

of Australia make the aggregate area of land under tillage, for the year
ending March 31, 1872, 1)37,220 acres; an increase of 28,205 acres over
the previous year. The amount of wheat produced is stated at 4,500,7'J~»

bushels; oats, 3,290,889 ; barley, 335,506 ; maize, 30,833 ; beans, millet,

and sorghum,' 173,217"; rye, &c., 8,490; green crops, exclusive of those
in kitchen and market gardens, 159,093; hay, 144,037 tons. Total pro-

duct of grain, 8,348,730 bushels, being an increase over the previous
year of 2,892,159 bushels. Average yield of wheat per acre, 13.45 bush-
els; oats, 18.70 ; hay, 1.4 tons. The yield of wheat in the entire colony

for the last ten years is given as follows

:

,. -ir 1 .,1 A „ 'Gross product
ill husbels.

Averagfi
of bushels
per acre.

1863 102,009
I

3,008,487 ! 18.6
1864 U9,:VJ2 i 1,838,762 '.».

1865 - 125,040 ! 1,899,378 15.2
18<i6 118,628 i 3,.514,227 19.7

1867
'

203,.588
|

4,641,205 22.3
1868 216,989 I 3,411,663 1.5.7

1869 259,804
I

4.229,228 . 16.3

1870
'. 288,.514

I
.5,697.056 19.8

1871 1
284,167

j

2,870,409 10.1

1872 :
334,609 4,500,795 13,45

The above gives an average product per acre for the ten years of 15.0

bushels.

Foreign Geapes in Texas.—A correspondent of the Department
in Austin, Texas, states that since the war the attention of agricultur-

ists in that State has been largely directed to the culture of the grape

and other fruits. For a iiumber of years, he says, experience has
shown beyond a doubt that the climate of Texas is very favorable to the

culture of the foreign grapes. A number of varieties are under culti-

vation, and have produced very fine fruit, even in years Avhen the native

grape has been killed by late spring frosts.

Hay in Texas.—A correspondent of the Department in Miliheim

County, Texas, writes us that hay in large quantities has been harvested

in that county the past season, which will be of great service the com-

ing winter, the prairie pastures luiviug been almost destroyed by the

drought.

The Lu:MBER-TiiADr. of Flohida.—It is reported that the number
of vessels freighted at Pensacola with timber for European ports in the

year ending October 1, Avas one hundred and sixty-six, with an aggre-

gate tonnage of 139,081; the total of cubic feet thus exported was, of

hewn timber, 5,790,072 ; sawn, 1,500,029. TJie corresponding statistics

for the year preceding were one hundred and fourteen vessels, with a

tonnage of 95,489, and a total in cubic feet of hewn timber, 4,003,327;

savrn, 3,057.455. The total of ffpt clonrod for American ports in the year
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ending October 1, wns 45,953,574. Of these 0,303,700 were sbii)pcd to

Boston, 0,474,343 to New York, and 3,051,547 to riiiladelphia. A pros-
perous though less extensive lumher-trade lias also been carried on the
past year at Jacksonville, Eernandina, and some other points.

Thorougii-ered Stock in Nova Scotia,—The friends of agricul-

ture and the public authorities in Nova Scotia are making a laudabh'
ellbrt to encourage the more general diffusion of thorougli-bred stock
throughout that j^rovince. The board of agriculture, under the author-
ity of the provincial legislature, have imported a number of entire Eng-
lish draught-horses. Short-horn, Ayrshire, and IJevou bulls, bull calves,
and cows, and Cotswold, Leicester, Shropshire, and Southdown rams
and ewes, which were offered for sale at public au'ction a.t Halifax on a.

recent occasion, under the restriction that the animals were to be kept
in the province for breeding ])urposes. The idea of improving the stock
of the Country by importing pure breeds and selling them at auction
is borrowed from the Belgians, who have long been in the habit, under
the countenance ami direct support of the government, of importing
Durham bulls and heifers, and disposing of them by luiblic sale in the
different provinces of the kingdom.

Fluke in sheep.—The disease known in common parlance as "the
fluke," iTom the popular name applied to the entozoa found in the livers

of those afflicted, is prevailing to an alarming degree in Australia. In
consequence of the reticence of stock-owners on the subject the extent
of the malady is not stated ; but it is no secret that one large stock-

owner, out of 44,000 sheep, has lost 30,000 the past year, and that a
flock of 3,000 flukey ewes produced only 90 lambs. Through the un-
willingness of stock-owners to investigate the matter and seek for a
remedy, the disease has spread unchecked, until in some parts of the
colony it is said to be difficult to find a sound sheep for the butcher. In
l)ortions of the New South Wales back country, where the negroes
occasionally steal a sheep and feast upon it when half raw, it is said to

l)e no uncommon occurrence to find the natives dying of fluke. In
Tasmania the disease is likewise very fatally prevalent.

ExPERniENT IN PLOWING BY STEAM-POWER.—On the 8th of No-
vember, on the seed-farm of D. Landreth, at Bloomsdale, near Bristol,

Bucks County, Pennsylvania, a trial was made of the " Williamson
road and field steamer," under the supervision of the inventor, D. D.
Williamson, of New York. The experiment is reported as entirely suc-

cessful. Mr. Williamson's invention is an improvement on the " Thomp-
son road-steamer "of Great Britain, consisting mainly in the attachment
of vulcanized-rubber tires in such a way as to prevent |the wheels from
sinking in soft soil, or compressing it to an injurious degree. The report
represents that the steamer consumes about one ton of coal per day ; re-

quires for working it an engineer, fireman, and " a boy to drive a water-
cart;" can be used for driving thrashing and other machines; will draw
from twenty to thirty tons of freight in wagons on any fair country
road ; will turn on a space not exceeding in diameter its own length

;

will plow, on laud suitable for cultivation by steam, from one to three,

acres per hour, according to length of land and depth of furrow; and
costs, with plow and tackle complete, |5,000. The following extracts are
from a description of its action by an eye-witness

:

No team of horses could have tiirne<l, hacked, and stopped with more facility and cer-
tainty. It was run np the steei) hridgeway of a barn, having an elevation of 1 foot ii!

f), hacked down, and run up again Avith the greatest ease and facility. For a fur-
ther confirmation of its capacity a couple of large farm-wagons were coui)le(l behind it,

in which about twenty of the guests were seated for a vide. It trotted ott" with us on
the public road toward Bristol, at the rate of six to seven miles jser hour ; went through
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<,'!itfs, turned in at, Lars, ciusweil soft gullies, Avcrit up sliai)) hillocks, mossod at a t5bar[>

t'levatiou tho, railroad-track, aud down again oq tlie other side, aud, making a short
Turn, brought us back through a field of fifty acres, which had been plowed with it, to
the place of departure. This plowing was beautifully done, and we were informed at
an average depth of 9 inches, njuch of it being 12 inches. No more accJurate or level
furrows,,as it appeared to us, could be made by any plowman with a well-trained team
of horses.

After being nuconpled from the wagons it was attached for a trial of plowing to tho
Williamson gang-plow, consisting of five secured to one frame. *

. « *

( >n the way to the field the plows followed the steamer as erected as a two-wheeled
cart. Not a moment was lost in getting to work. The field selected was an old tough
sod with a steep grade in the center. Tho tripping of a lever by the fireman, which
lie perfoiiiied from his station at tho boiler, let the jjIows into the ground, and av/ay
lolled the steamer cm straight as an arrow, with the tough sod-furrows rolling over
behind like so many wav^s. The woik seemed perfect, each furrow beiug mechani-
cally correct aud alike in width aud depth. At the ascent of the grade in the middle
of the field, no diminished speed was observable, the power seeming so arbitrary and
irresistible that no ordinary field obstructions could have resisted its continuous pro-
gress. Ariived at the end of the field, the fireman pulled another lope, and out shot
each one of the plows, the steamer spun around on one wheel, ran across the headland,
aud turning into a new land, was instantly at work on the " turn-bout." There was
no hitch, no slipping or b.'^cking, but a simple, silent triumph of good, sensible engi-
neering. We are thus j>articular in describing exactly Avhat we saw and was witnessed
with surprise and pleasure by the whole company, because it danonslrated that the expe-
riment of steam on the farm and on the road was successful in every point.

Meteorology in agriculture.—The powers of tlie Sioual-Office

have been enlarged by tlie act of Congress of June 10, 1872, and extended
to the more immediate interests of agrictdture. Appropriation is made
by that act for the expenses of storm-signals, by'telegraph, announcing
tlie probable approach and force of storms throughout the United
States, for the benefit of agriculture as well as of commerce. To aid in

the accomplishment of the object, the Chief Signal-Officer has issued a

circular to agricultural and horticultural, societies, inviting any sugges-
tions or recommendations to perfect the system now established, and to

render it more directly useful to the agricultural interests, and suggesting
thatthebest mode in which such societies can co-operate with the Signal-

Oitice in the matter is by the appointment of permanent committees to

confer occasionally with the Chief Signal-Oftieer, and to take, in conjunc-

tion with him, such steps as may be deemed desirable. A large number
of societies have already responded to the request of the Signal Officer,

and appointed the committees as proposed. It is not to be understood
that these committees are to take meteorological observations or make
reports for the signal-service, the only object being to obtain their prac-

tical co-operation through correspondence and conference.

Destruction of cotton ry flood.—Our correspondent in Mobile
County, Alabania, reports that a recent Hood has been very destructive

to cotton, the principal agricultural product of that county. Is is esti-

]uated that it destroyed from ,jOO,000 to 000,000 bales, which would oth-

erwise have been shipped from Mobile. The falling off thus occasioned

is so great as to somewhat cripple tlie commerce of that port.

Agriculture in Ala3ieda County, California.—This is a small

county lying east of San Francisco Bay, and having a popidation ofabout

;>j,000, with 0,474 registered voters. The present assessed value of its

real estate is $27,480,940 ; of its improvements, $5,498,020 ;
of its per-

sonal property, $0,748,005. In 1871 it had of land inclosed 94,790

acres ; cultivated, 124,540 acres ; upon which were produced, bushels of

wheat, 429,443 ; barley, 204,580 ; oats, 29,947 ; rye, 300 ; corn, 23,485
;

buckwheat, 789
;
peas, 2,925 ; beans, 3,110; onions, 30,400; tons of po-

tatoes, 9,022 ; beets, 870 ; turnips, 115
;
pumpkins and squashes, 594

;

hav, 8,875; pounds of iiax, 13,500; hops, 0,500; wool, 247,840 ; butter.
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220,:io0 ; lioucy, 750. In 1872 it had under cultivation, of wheat,

115,408 acres ;
barley, 67,837 ; oats, 858

;
potatoes, 068 ; total under these

four products, 185,071 acres, being 60,525 more than were occupied by
all the grain and vegetable products cultivated tlie'i)revious year. In
cultivated trees it has of apple, 50,514; peach, l.'>,520; pear, 16,164

;

plum, 11,858; cherry, 28,519 ; nectarine, o,300; (juince, 1,468; apricot,

3,427; tig, 817 ; lemon, 62 ; orange, 82 ;" olive, 587
;
prune, 3,066 ; mul-

berry, 1,204; almond, 152,056; walnut, 3,576; grape-vines, 223,102.

In live stock it has, of cattle, 22,528; horses, 6,711 ; mules, 631 ; asses,*

14; sheep, 38,360 ; Cashmere and Angora goats, 46 ; hogs, 2,550 ; hives
of bees, 300.

Cork-oak.—A correspondent, dating at Alhambra, California, reports

that the acorns of the cork-oak, distributed by this Department a few
years since, have done well, and expresses the opinion that a new sup-

ply would bo carefully improved in view of prospective profitable

results.
'

The rice CRor.—Lafourche, one of the principal rice-growing par-

ishes of Louisiana, has produced this season, as reported, about 15,000
bushels of clean rice. This is about equal to the crop of the same parish

in 1869.

Honey in Colorado.—It is.reported that two years ago Mr. I:^. O
Stewart, of Jelferson County, started witli two hives of bees, which have
now increased to 21 hives, and have yielded the past season about 2,50o

pounds of honey, worth from 40 to 50 cents per pound. Mr. Stewart
has never fed his bees, and they have cost him little or no attention.

Product op one kernel of wheat.—Our correspondent in Mer-
riwether County, Georgia, states that a "volunteer" kernel of wheat,
which came up in the garden of Hon. O. Warner, this season, produced
99 heads and 3,058 kernels, the largest heads having 75 each. It was
an early red, bald variety, and matured about the 1st of June.

Winter and spring- wheat in Wisconsin.—A correspondent in

Sauk County represents that the Diehl wheat (winter) received from this

Department has proved hardy and productive, yielding on new ground
40| bushels, and on old 25. It is so well appreciated that he readily

sold his whole crop at $2 per bushel for seed. He believes that hence-

forth Wisconsin, in part at least, must raise hardy varieties of winter,

instead of spring wheat, and must keep the soil in good condition by
the use of fertilizers. Many hope to obviate the failure iu raising spring

-

wheat by a change of seed from one locality to another, but he is cou-

vinced that the difficulty is too radical to be remedied in that way

:

that it results from exhaustion of soil by continuous cropping, regard-

less of the laws of compensation.

Farm-animals in Ohio.—The official report for 1872 gives the total

of farm-animals in Ohio, compared with year 1871, as follows : In 1871,

number of horses, 711,349'; cattle, 1,646,440; mules, &c., 21,986; sheep,

4,302,904 ; hogs, 2,164,403. In 1872, number of horses, 718.157 ; cattle,

1,761,623 ; muies, &c., 22,958 ; sheep, 4,464,898 ; hogs, 2,315,554. Increase

of horses, 6,808 ; cattle, 115,183 ; mules, &c., 972 ; sheep, 161,994 ; hogs,

151,151.

Cultivation of corn.—Shoemaker & Eobinson, of West White-
land, Chester County, Pennsylvania, claim to have produced, the present
year, on 10 acres and 92 perches of land, 1,005 bushels of corn, allowing
70 pounds of ears to the bushel.; 70 pounds were shelled, and it made,
one bushel and tv.'o quarts. During the summer of 1871, the field was
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limed at the rate of GO bu.sliels to the acre. In the winter oC 1872-'72 it

was well covered with barnyard manure, which was plowed under in

April, scored about 4 feet scant each way, and planted with three grains
and compost in each hill, in the first w^eek in May.

Cattle-plague in Fuance.—The cattle typhus or plague is repre-

sented as having" almost entirely disappeared in France, after having
cost the country at least 57,000 head of cattle, approximately estimated
at 15,000,000 francs, or $3,000,000, the average value of each beast vic-

timized being 2G6 francs. Forty departments, including about one-half

of the territory of the country, suffered from tlie disease.

Columbia County, New York.—Lying in the valley of the Hudson,
with ready access to market, and possessing varieties of soil which adapt
it to the production of all kinds of grain, vegetables, and fruit, Colum-
bia County ought to be among the first in agricultural progress and
prosperity. As yet, few advances have been made upon old methods,
but subsoiling, underdraining, and kindred improvements are beginning
to engage the attention of farmers, agricultural journals arc spreading
among them, and tliere are other indications that the era of j)rogress is

at hand.

Tree-culture in Kansas.—Willow-cuttings received from this

JJepartment, and set last spring by the Kansas State Agricultural

College at Manhattan, liiley County, are reported as having been meas-
ured, October 15, with the following results : Height of Salix bahylonica^

SJfeet; >S'..y«jjo?wm,GJfeet; 8. acutifolia,(J i^Qt', S. moschata, 5 feet. There
Avere other cuttings from the Department, but the above were the most
thrifty. Lombardy poplars, from cuttings set last spring, were C feet high.

Amongupland wnllows the 8aU.v tnandra (from the Department) had growi i

over 4 feet. On the Avhole, the results of experiments with forest-trees

at the agricnjtural college arc reported as highly satisfactory. A cor-

respondent in Linn County also reports very favorable results from seeds
of ailantus and honey-locust trees received from this Department. The
plants are represented as very thrifty; also as growing twice as rapidly

in red as in " a very rich black soil."

Farming in Louisiana.—An occasional correspondent, writing fi^m
Morehouse Parish, represents that, in that section, the present genera-

tion of laborers will not realize that the land now needs different and
more thorough cultivation than when new ; and so are likely to go on,

to the end of life, "making corn and cotton, just as old masters did when
they were young." This "season, on a place which he superintended, he
made, from 150 acres planted in cotton, 175 bales ; but other x^laces

worked by him, to which he could not give personal supervision, did not

yield half as well. He reports that in that section cotton, now housed,
turns out better than was anticipated, and corn enough has been raised

to supply their own wants. He adds :

I and two others cnt hay last spring-, ou a prairie above hero, (Bayou Caitholomew,)
Tvhich is very iine. We had the first mower ever brought inio North Louisiana. 1

suppose we cut 100 tons. There is enough on the prairie to supply the rough forage for

the whohi parish. It contains 5,000 acres or more, covered witii grass from knee high
to as high as the head of a man ou horseliack.

Wheat-export of California.—The exports of California wheat,
from the first arrivals of the new crop to December 1, amounted to five

and a half million centals, or over nine million bushels, freighting nearly

150 ships. A score of vessels, at San Francisco, were awaiting cargo,

and the daily shipments averaged 1,000 tons. But small inroads, how-
ever, had been made upon the inland accumulations of grain. Flour
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shipments, this fall, liavo beoii quite limited, htiw^ confiiied mostly to a
few thousand barrels of low-priced superfines sent by steamer to Ilong-
Kong".

Fluctuations in the pkices of siieep and la3ibh.—The Mark
I^ane Exin-ess gives a table showing- the range of prices for sheep and
himbs sold at the Lewes sheep fair, England, for the years 1810-'50-'55,
and from 1850 to 1873 inclusive. The highest price is for this year,
langing from 40 to 72 shillings for sheep, and from 2C to 18 for lambs.
The largest for sheep was in 1850, being- from 20 to 35, Iambs ranging-
from 15 to 25; but in 18GS the latter ranged from 14 to 2G, sheep selling
at 20 to 41. For the whole period the average price was, for sheep 38.s-.

M., for lambs 26s., the extremes of annual averages being', as above, for
sheep 5G6'. and 21s. Gil, and for lambs 37s. and 20s.

Diseases of sheep in Oregon.—A correspondent in Lane County
writes as follows

:

Our sbeep, in Orejjjon^ have new, and, to un;, stniiige disease. One, liere L-alleil
" leeches in the liver," is pi'evalent and fatal. The liver is lilled with leeches, resem-
bling those fonud in water, which appeur to be at home in sheep, deer, and cattle.
Thousands of sheep die annually in our State from their presence. Symptoms: The
sheep become stupid, look sorry, fall away in liesh, the head swells about the nose, and
the skin of the jav/ hangs down like a sack or bladder filled with water. '•' Staggers,"
another dise.nse which I have not found in the books, is attended with the following
symptoms: The sheep begins to shake its head, and scratch its ear with its hind foot;
subsequently it goes round and round, falls down, gets up, falls again and again, looks
wildly out of the eyes, and seems to be on a "regular bender" for one and sometimes
for four or five days. I am told that sometimes sheep die of "staggers," but cannot
vouch for the statement. Can any of your correspondents point out the proper names
and remedies of these diseases /

Success in g-rowinct silkworms.—TLe experiment of Mr. Eomulus
Bonhomme ingrowing- silkworms, at Los Angeles, California,, the past
.season, is reported as very successful. The mulberry trees used are of
the alba and moretta varieties, of which he has 16,000 trees, four and
five years old. He has tried the Philippine, whicli he regards as nearly
equal to the alba, and the niulticaulis, which he has abandoned as com-
paratively worthless. He sets his trees in rows 10 feet apart both ways

;

has tried 8 feet, but iinds that too near, the leaves of trees so crowded
not being- healthy for worms. From four ounces of eggs he obtained
445 pounds of cocoons. His loss of worms was less than 1 i^er cent, of
the number hatched. During the first and second stages of growth he
feeds from young- trees ; the third and fourth, from older trees and-
leaves. During the first three stages he feeds three times a day; dur-
ing the fourth, five times a day and twice at night. He finds that the
worms from one ounce of eggs require, to perfect their growth, 1,200
pounds of leaves, Avhile in Italy and France the same quantity requires
from 1,800 to 2,000 pounds. He began feeding the French yellow
variety on the 15th of April, and the cocoons were completetl in thirty-

six to forty days. As his object was the production of eg'gs, his cocoons
are all perforated. The eggs, of which he has 400 ounces in excellent
condition, are estimated at |0 per ounce. He is confident that for the
successful culture of the silkworm, the climate of Los Angeles is no-
where surpassed.

Beet-sugar in California.—The Alvara-do beet crop of 1870
yielded less than 8 per cent, of sugar, the whole amount being 500,000
pounds ; that of 1871 yielded about 8 per cent., and amounted to 750,000
pounds; that of 1872 yields 8| per cent., and it is estimated that the
-^vhole product of sugar will be from 1,000,000 to 1,250,000 i)onnds. It

is reported that the honn* product, as yet in its infancy^ has already
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luul the effect to rednoe the price of No, 1 giaiiulat^d sugar in Califor-

iiia li to 2 cents per pound, and to make it 1 cent per pound lower, on
the average, tluin in the New York market.

Cheese-^iaking- in Texas.—A Mr. Brown, avIio emigrated from
Jefferson Comity, New York, to Erath County, Texas, began there
experiments in cheese-making, in 18GD. With rude apparatus, he made,
from 35 common Texas range cows, 1,000 pounds; lost 700 pounds of
it, and sold the rest for 35 cents per i)ound. With better apparatus,
obtained from the North in 1870, he made, from 40 cows of the same
grade, 2,000 pounds, and lost about 300. Inferring that the loss was
not owing to climate, cows, or feed, but td improper management of the
business in that untried climate, ho improved the winter following in

gaining information from the best authorities on cheese-making; i)ro-

cured Bavarian prepared rennet, and last season tried again, and with
very satisfactory results, not losing 10 pounds. He estimates that with
good management an ordinary Texas cow will make, during the season,
100 pounds of cheese, besides rearing a calf, and that at least $40 worth
of pork may be raised on the whey from her milk, properly fed out.

Agriculture in Idaho.—Mr. J.II. Evans, Lewiston, Idaho, writes to

this Department, under date of October 11, that it was thought until

the last few years that mining was the only pursuit that would pay in

that upper country ; but that the last three years have developed the
fact that there is ii vast agricultural country along the table-lands and
valleys of the Blue and Cieur d'Alene Mountains.
A brief description of the Genesee Valley, in about the latitude of

40°, will apply in most respects to numberless others. This valk\y is ten
miles from Lewiston, the capital of Nez Perce Count}^, at the conflu-

ence of the Kooskooskie with the Lewis and Clark branch of the Co-
lumbia liiver, and is some fourteen miles long, and from half to one
mile wide. The soil is a vegetable mold, slightly intermixed with sand,
from two to three feet deep, resting upon a clay subsoil. Water, dur-
ing the dryest part of the year, is found at the depth of 12 to 10 feet,

pure and cold, while along the smaller valleys intersecting the Gene-
wee are to be found numberless springs. Timber consists of pine, fir.

tamarack, and cedar, and is inexhaustible. The hills are coA'ered with
the finest bunch-grass, which has remained green and tender all sum-
mer, upon which cattle and horses thrive as well as upon any of the
tame grasses. Stock-raising is destined to be one of the leading pur-
suits, as the mild winters render it unnecessary to provide but a small
amount of food ; indeed, thousands of Indian horses and cattle go
through every winter without any feed. There is only one man in many
miles who had any crop the present season, and he had wheat, oats,

and barley of a superior description. He also had fine vegetables of all

the common kinds. There was frost every month the iiast summer on
the low, moist land, but none on the hill-sides until the 25th of Septem-
ber. Apples, pears, peaches, plums and grapes, do splendidly along
the Clearwater Eiver.

New x\-GiiicuLTURAL Societies.—John E. Hauser, Grundy County,
Tennessee, writes to this Department, under date of October 30, that
the interests of agricultural progress must necessarily lead the farmers
to this Department for advice and support, and that he takes pleasure
in announcing the organization of the Agricultural Society of New
Switzerland, composed of a Swiss colony in Grundy County, Tennessee,
counting now^ twenty-eight members, and enjoying a healthy and flourish-
ing condition. Heretofore, the Cumberland I\lountains have been re-
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gartled by the native inhabitants as entirely unadapted to farniing; pur-

poses, except for stock, fruit, and a few A'egetables : but now this region
is beginning to attract the attention of immigration, and will soon change
the wild aspect into a lovely landscape of productive farms, aided by in-

dustrial and commercial enterimse. The erroneous notion of former
days has been sufficiently disproved during the four years since the
colony was founded. They have now to show specimens of wheat, rye,

and oats, vegetables and fruits, grapes, &e., wliich will compare with
similar products grown anywhere in the United States; and he hopes,
in time, by a more practical and a better knowledge of the peculiarities

of soil and climate, to surpass them. For such purpose their society
was organized, and is laboring diligently'.

Pure and Cheap Milk.—In Loudon the names of those Avho are
known to sell adulterated milk are published monthly, and, it is said,

with good effect. The plan has been attempted in some of the cities of
the United States, but only partially, and with very limited success.

There is in London a company—the Aylesbury Dairy Comiiany—whicli

occupies premises covering an area of fifty acres of ground, the system
being to procure and distribute milk from reliable sources and of an
assured good quality, at rates which shall be reasonably remunerative
to dairymen, and at the same time secure consumers against extortion
from speculators, middle-men, and others. The company has been in

operation long enough to have tested its i)racticability and beneficent
effects, and it now supplies several thousand families once, twice, and,
in some instances, three times a day, with pure milk. It commenced
with a capital of fifty thousand dollars, but. that has been increased to

five hundred thousand, upon which a dividend of ten per cent, is j)aid.

The price of milk furnished by the company has never exceeded eight
cents a quart. The purity of milk may easily be determined by ascer-

taining the percentage of cream and solid matter which it gives. Gen-
uine milk will average ten per cent, of cream and twelve per cent, of
solid matter. A milk with less cream and solid matter tlian this has been,
skimmed or watered.

Stock Sales.—Mr. L. L. Dorsey sold, November 13th, at his stock-

farm, eight miles from Louisville, Kentucky-, 49 horses for $23,220, being
an average of $472 per head. The range was from -$3,600 for " liolla

Golddust,'' a gelding twelve years old, to $115 for a saddle-gelding.

Mr. Wm. Worfleld, whose farm is near Lexington, Kentucky, had a
large sale of short-horns, i^ovember 12th. Of the bulls sold, a list of

twelve, with the prices and ages affixed, is given ; six: of them were
calved in 1871, and six in 1872. The twelve sold for $3,350 ; average
price, $2791. The six calved in 1872 sold for $1,315 ; average, $219^.

The six calved in 1871, for $2,035; averaging $339i. The range of

imces was from $650 for " Loudon Duke 8th," calved ^November 22, 1871,
to $50 for " Wexforel," ciilved April 8, 1872. The latter was red and
white. " Jack Tar," red, calved a month later. May 10, was sold to the
same purchaser, J. H. Spears of Illinois, for $505. Of the cows sold, a
list of thirty-seven is given, which brought a total of $13,641; average
price, $368.67. The extremes in price were, for "Loudon Duchess 6th,"

roan, calved December 31, 1870, $2,025, and '-Laura Lee,'' red-roan $01.
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MARKET PltlOES OF FAIIM PRODUCTS.

For November and Decemher, 1872.

Articles. November. December.

NKW yoiiK.

Flour, supcriiiic State per barrel..

extra State do
superfine western do
extra to choice western do
extra southern do
choice southern do

Wheat, No. 1 spring per bushel.

.

No. 2 spring do
winter, red, western do
white winter, western do

Rye do
Barley .*. ..do

Oats do
Corn - do
Hay, shipping qualities per ton...

prime, for retailing do
Pork, mess per barrel.

.

prime mess do
Beef, j)lain mess do

extra mess do
Lard per pound. .

Butter, western do
State dairy do

Cheese, western dairy do
State factory do

Cotton, ordinary to good ordinary do
low middling to good middli'g -do

Tobacco, lugs, all grades do
common to medium leaf .. ..do

Wo(»l , extra pulled do
California, spring clip do
California fall clip do
Texas do
New York State fleece do
Choice Ohio <lo

Flour, western, superfine per

extras
choice

southern extras
choice Baltimore

Wheat per

Corn, southern yellow
western mixed
western yellow

Rye y.

Barley
Oats
Beef, western mess per

western extra
Pork, mess

prime
Lard per
Butter, New York and Vcrniont

western

barrel

.

do
do
do
do
bushel,
do
do
do
do
do
do
barrel

.

do
do
do
pound

.

do
do

$5 ^0
6 90
5 80
() SO
7 10

y 20
1 64
1 58
1 60
1 90

85
70
:}8

65
20 00
25 00
15 25
15 00
4 00
5 50

10
24
124
12
1(U

10

57i

to Ijit)

to 7
to 6

to 11

to 9
to 12
to -
to 1

to 1

to -
to -
to

to
to
to 21
to 30
to 15

to -
to 8
to 10
to
to
to

to
to
to

to
to
to
to -

20
00
20
00
15
00

58.f

63'

50 ;

6U
I

oo"

00 !

80
I

I

50
i

00

8f I

S
!

in
19f !

2U
lOl-,

lU

,':i5 90
7 00
5 90
6 90
7 10
9 20
1 60

to iffii 30
to 7 80
to 6 30
to 11 00
to 9 15

to 12 00
to 1 61

1 63
1 76

91
90
49
63

22 00
28 00
15 75
15 25
4 00

12 00

1 68
2 05
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Marlict prices of farm products—Coutiuiied.

Articles.

» Iji^ston—Continued.

Cheese, N. Y. and Vt., factory per pouud..
New York and Vermont dairy.. do
Ohio factwry

,
good to choice do

Cotton, ordinary to good ordinary do . . , . .

.

low middling to good middling do
Tobacco, lugs do

common to medium leaf do
Hay, eastern and northern j)er ton . .

.

western choice do
Wool, Ohio and Pennsylvania jier pound..

Michigan do
other western do
California do
Texas do
pulled do
combing-ileece do

!$U l;J to $0 15J.

1-ii to 15

12i to
17 to

20 to
9 to

10 to

15
20
23

9f
12

20 50 to 28 00

5y to
55 to

5:i to
20 to
35 to
30 to

(;5 to

70
60
59
45
45
62
70

.$0 12 to $0 14.1

11 to

12 to

16 ;V to

19 to
1') to
11 to

14

14^
19
23
10-;

12
20 00 to 28 00

65 to

63 to

63 to

32 to

45 to

45 to
SO to

80
70
70

m
55
75
82

BAT/IIMOr.K.

Flour, snperfme per barrel.

.

extra do
family and fancy do

Wheat, red per bushel.

.

amber do
white do

Corn, yellow do
white do

Rye do
Oats do
Hay, western, good to prime per ton. .

.

Beef, mess per barrel .

.

extra mess do
Pork, mess ,-do..i

Lard do
Batter, choice and fancy per pound .

.

fair to good do
Cheese, western do

eastern do
Cotton, low middling to middling do

ordinary to good ordinary do
Tobacco, lugs, Virginia and Ky per cental . .

!

common to medium leaf do
j

Wool, fleece, common to fair per pound..

|

tub-washed do
|

. unwashed, free from burs do
|

pulled do
I

CINCLNNATI.

Flour, supertiuc per barrel . . I

extra do I

family and fancy do
|

Wheat, winter red per bushel
Hill : do....
white do

Corn do
Oats, white, good to prime do

mixed do
Rye do
Barley, prime to choice fall do

prime to choice spring do

5 50
6 50

10 75

.to 8 75
to 9 25
to 12 00

1 50
1 80
1 80
58
60
80
39

30 00
15 00
2:? 00
16 00

8
27
22
14^

14fm

1 90
2 05
2 05

60
68
85
43

8 00
10 50

43
45
30
38

00
75
00
43
60
50
37
31
28
55
85
80

to
to
to

to
to
to
to

to 32 00
to 20 00
to 25 00
to
to

to
to
to
to

to

to
to

30
26
15

15i
191-

181
9 50

to 12 00

to 54
to 49
to

to

to

to

to
to

to
to
to
to
to
to
t^

to

75
00
00
45
65
70
41
33
30
70
90
85

6 50
8 25
1 68
1 80
1 85
57
.57

80
42

30 00

8 50
9 25

12 00
2 00
2 05
2 10

60
63
85
47

34 00

15 00 to
8 to

30 to
20 to

14i to

15 to
18 to

15| to
8 50 to

10 00 to
45 to
53 to
36 to
4(1 to

5 25 to

7 25 to

7 40 to

1 45 to
1 60 to

1 68 to
40 to
32 to
27 to
70 to
85 to

78 to

18 00
10.5^

38'

26
15
15J-

i9i

10 00
11 00

50
56
40
43

6 00
7 40
9 00
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Marliet i^rices of farm products—Continued.

Articles.

CmciXNATl—Coutinued.

Hay, baled, No. 1 per tou...
lower grades do

|

Pork, me'ss per barrel . . i

Beef, jdate do ,.!

Lard, citj^ kettle per pound .

.

new prime steam do '

Butter, Western Reserve, choice do
,

Central Ohio do
Cheese, factory do
Cotton, ordinary to good ordinary do

\

low middling to good niiddl.. . do
[

Wool, common to med. washed fleece. do '

medium to fine do
|

^ tub-washed do
j

unwashed, clothing do '

unwashed, combing do I

pulled do
!

Flour, -winter, extras per barrel..
spring, extras do

Wheat, No. 1 spring I)er bushel .

.

No. 2 spring do
No. 3 sijriiig do

Corn, No. 2 do
rejected do

Oats, No. 2 do
rejected do

Eye, No. 2 do
rejected do

Barley, No. 2 do
rejected do

Hay, 'timothy, (on track) per ton .

.

prairie, (on track) do
Pork, mess per barrel..

Beef, mess do
extra mess do

Lard per pound..
Butter, choice dairy do

medium to good do
Cheese, New York factory do

Ohio factory do
Wool , tub, common to choice do

lleece-washed do
pulled do

SAINT LOUIS.

riour, spring extras per barrel.

winter superfine do
extras to choice do

Wheat, spring per bushel.
winter, red do
white do

Corn, mixed do
yellow do
white do

Oats, white do
mixed do

Rye do
Bar] ey .' do
Hay per ton

.

slB 00 to.«;21 00
14 00 to 18 00
14 25 to 14 50
12 75 to 13 00

TJ to 8

23
20
15
16

to

to
to

to

18f to
47 to

48
50
30
46

8 50
4 75

to
to
to

>to

to

22
16
17-1

19i

48
50
55
35
48
37

10 00
6 7.5

17
07
96

31i to
30 to
205- to

17 to

5H to
46J- to

62i to
38 to

08
97*

31f
30i
21f
17i

15 50
10 00

14 00
8 00
9 00

07|
25
18

15

to
to

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

13A to

50 to
38 to

40 to

47
64^
42'

17 00
11 00
15 00
8 50

10 00

December.

5 00
4 00
4 50
95

135
1 48
30
41
50

26i
26
52
45

13 00

to

to

to
to
to
to
to
to —
to —
to
to
to
to
to 18

26
22
16
141
60'

.52

45

6 00
4 25
9 00
1 35
1 90
1 65

41

40
32
55
85
75

§18 00
15 00

n 00
15 00

7.V

7|
25
16

14i
15|
18
47
48
50
30
46
35-

to§21 f»

to 1* 00

to

to

to

to
to 2-

to 25
to

to
to

to
to

to
to
to

to

m
17^
19i
.48'

50
.55

3.5

48

50 t..

75 to

18 to

09i to

99 to
31
29
24
22
57i

61

16 00
16 00
12 00
8 50
9 50

07i
24
18
14
12
5.5

45
40

19
10
01

iU-

Oi

4 80 to
4 50 to
5 25 to
1 05i to
1 50i to

to

to

to
to
to,

33
33
34
33

25f to
.58 to

55 to

18 00
17 00
13 00
9 00
10 00

07|
28
22
15
13i

67

7 30
5 00
9 50
1 25
1 90

34
27*
61
00

13 00 to 23 00
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Market prices of/arm products—Continued.

Ai-ticles.

IS.uxT Louis—Contiuuecl.

Pork, mess per barrel.^

ilnai, mess do
Lard) tierce perpoiiud..

keg do
Butter, choice do

medium to fair do
Cheese, Ohio factory do

New Yoriv factory do
Northwestern fact ory do

Cotton, middling do
Tobacco, Ings l)er cental .

.

common to medium leaf do
Wool, tub-washed per pound.

.

unwashed do

NEW OllLEAXS.

Flour, superfine per barrel .

.

extras do
choice do

Corn, white per bushel..
yellow do
mixed do

Oats, ordinary do
prime to choice do

Hay, prime lier ton .

.

choice do
Pork, mess per barrel .

.

Beef, mess, (Texas) do
Butter, choice western per pound .

.

Goshen .'. . do
Cheese, western factory do

New York cream do
western reserve do

Cotton, ordinary to good ordinary do
low middling togoodmiddliug-do

Tobacco, lugs do
low-leaf do

. medium-leaf do
Wool, lake do

clean Louisiana' do

SAN FRANCISCO.

Flour, superfme per barrel .

.

extra superfine do
higher grades do

Wheat, State I)er cental..
Oregon do

Corn, white do
yellow do

Hay, State l)er ton .

.

Pork, mess I^er barrel .

.

prime mess do
Beef, mess do
Lard per pound .

.

Butter, overland do
California do
Oregon do

Cheese do
Wool, native do

California (\.0j

Oregon do
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FOREIGN MARKETS.
VV^nEAT.—Daring October the weelcly average pi ice of wLeat per

quarter, iu Loudon, ranged from 5C.s. 7d. to 59,s. In the (juotations of the
Mark Lane Express. American wheat is quoted at 5t).S'. to 62s.', Cah-
fornia, GQs.; English, 50s. to G4.s.; German, 59s. to lis.; linssian, 47«. to
ijls.; Australian, 6-ls. to Gls. Iii Liverpool, American and California
white maintained a steady maximum at 14.s. Gd. per cental, ranging as
low as Xos. Other va'rieties showed a gradual decline, red and southern
ranging from 12,9. M. to 13s. Gd.; spring, Xo. 1, 12s. to 12s. dd. In Paris,
Ijrices per quarter ranged from 526'. Gd. to 5Gs. for white, and from 52.s.

to 54s. for red. The.importations of wheat into the United Kingdom
during themonth amounted to 5,718,647 hundred-weight, ofwhich nmount
1,042,309 hundred-weight were from the United States—about 500,000
hundred-weight less than during October, 1871.

During the first three weeks of November the weekly averages of
wheat iu London, were from 5Cs. G^. to 58s. 7d. per <iuarter ; English
Avhite ranged from 58s. to GGs. ; American, 58s. to Gls,; Calfornia, C5s. In
Liverpool, American white was steady from 13s. 2d. to 14s. Gd. per cental

;

red winter and southern from lis. dd. to 12s. M. ; spring No. 1, lis. dd.

to 12s.; California white, 12s. lOd. to 13s 9r7. In Paris, fine white wheat-

brought from 56s. to 58s. per quarter; red 53%. to 54s. At the opening of

the month prices were too high for business, holders were generally
lirm and consequently but little activity was noticed.

Flour.—The quotations of the Mark Lane E.ypress, for London, dur-
ing October, were as follows: English, per sack of 280 pounds, 40s. to

57s.; American, per barrel, 2Gs. to 29s.; extra, 30s. to 34s. Liver-

pool: English and Irish superfines, per 280 ponnds, 4 Is. to 46s.; the
same, extra, 47s. to 5Gs.; Hungarian and Trieste, 61s. to 75s.; Chilian
and Calitbrnian, 41.v. to 49s.; American, Western State, 28s. Gd. and 30s.:

ditto, extra, 20,s-. Gd. to 31s.; Baltimore and Philadelphia, 32s. Gd. to 34s.;

Ohio, 32s. to 33s.; Canadian, 30s. to 32s, Imports of flour into the United
Kingdom during October, 636,199 hundred-weight, of which 114,749
hundred-weight were from the United States. In Paris the prices of

superior flour, on the spot, rose from 43s. 2d. per 280 pounds, at' the

beginning of the month, to 46s. 2(7. in the first week of November.
In London, during the first three weeks of November, English flour

is quoted at 40s. to 57s. per 280 pounds; American 2.5s. per barrel and
30s. to 34s. for extras. In Liverpool, English and Irish superfines

ranged from 41s. to 46s. per 2^0 pounds ; extras 47s. to 56s. American,
per'barrel, Western States, 28s. 6^7. to 36s. ; extra State 29s. Gd. to 31s.;

i^altimore and Philadelphia, 32s. 0^7. to 34s.; Ohio, 32s. to 33s.

Indian Corn.—Mark Lane, London: 27s. to 31s. per quarter for

yellow, and 32s. to 35s. for white. Liverpool: per 480 pounds, ximeri-

can white. 30s. to 32s.; the same, vellow, 29s. 6rf. to 30s. 6(7.; Trieste,

.30s. to 31s.'; Danubian, 30s. to 32s.

During the first three weeks of November Indian corn in London,
langed from 27s. to 29s. per quarter for yellow, and from 31s. to 34\.

for v.'hite. Liverpool prices unchanged.
WooL.-^London : Fleeces, Southdown hoggets, per pound, Is. 9|/7. to

Is. lOld.; half-breed, ditto, Is. 9.](7. to Is. 10(7.; Kent fleeces. Is. lO^d.

andl6\ 11(7.; Southdown ewes and wethers, Is. 9(7. to Is. 10(7.; Leicester

ditto, Is. 11(7. and 2s. Prices during the first three weeks of November
unchanged.
Cheese.—London: per liundredweight, Cheshire, 60s. to 70s.; double

Gloucester, 56s. to 7Gs. ; Cheddac, 70s. to 86s. ; American, 54s. to C4s.

November, (lirst three weeks) Cheshire, 60s. to 70s. per cwt., double.

C;iou(;cstor, 64s. to 7Ss.; Cheddar, 68s. to 84s.; American, GOs. to 72s.
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